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ABSTRACT

This work seeks an answer to the legal difficulties in applying the GATT to agriculture.

It concludes by providing the answer in the following thesis which applies not only to

agriculture but to any sector of trade. The thesis is that:

(1) in order to make the GATT operate effectively as a regulator of economic relations

between states, it is a necessary condition of success that the rules are constructed so

that they can operate effectively as a regulator of the rüay govemments regulate

economic relations between entities within states; and

(2) in order to operate effectively as a regulator of the way governments regulate

economic relations between entities within states, it is a necessary condition that the

rules are constructed so as to properly embody the ranking of trade policy

instruments that economic theory and public choice theory suggest, preferringprice-

based border instruments to quantity-based border instntments and preferring non-

border instruments to border instntments.

Part I introduces the problems with applying the GATT1947 rules to agriculture and 
-

introduces the search for an explanation in the way that the rules regulate different policy

instruments-

Part2uses certain economic and public choice theory to compare, in terms of likelihood and

of cost, the choices that an individual state can make between policy instruments, so as to

propose criteria for the optimal construction of GATT rules.

Part 3 analyzes the GATT1947 rules relating to import barriers, export subsidies and

domestic support and comprehensively examines the legal problems in applying thern to

agricultural trade. It concludes that deficiencies in the way the rules embodied distinctions

between different policy instruments did contribute to the difficulties in applying the rules to

agriculture.

Part 4 examines whether these deficiencies were remedied during the Uruguay Rorurd by

examining the negotiation on agriculture and the relevant post-WTO legal instruments.

Part 5 concludes, specifically, that the thesis provides, in relation to agricultural trade, both

an explanation for the past problems and solutions for the funre and, more generally, that

the analysis of the agricultural sector supports the application of the thesis to GATT rules

generally, regardless of sector.
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CHAPTER 1

TIIE PROBLEM WITH GATT RT]LES AI\D AGRICT]LTT]RE AND AN
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

"... the play opens with "kind old Uncle GATT", a 4m-ta11 one-headed giant

with enormous arms dressed in a red cape, who sees himself as the referee of
world trade. Things start to go \ilrong when the actors run out of script and their
fær machine, through which they are receiving exffa lines, breaks down. By the

end of the play, Uncle GATT has turned into an indecisive three-headed

caterpillar with a gun."

"Farce-fed, trade style", a review of "GATT, The Play", by Justine Ferra¡i in her column, "Melba" tnThe
Australian, I 9 January 1994, p9.

INTRODUCTION

Why did kind old Uncle GATT change into a three headed caterpillar with a guri and will

the Uruguay round have prevented it ûom happening agarn? ln .GATT, The Play", the

reason that Uncle GATT changed from a kindly referee of world trade into a three headed

caterpillar with a gun was that the actors did not know what or who Uncle GATT was

supposed to be. Perhaps, this is not a too far fetched metaphor for the way that the

application of GATTT rules to agriculture evolved between 1947 and the Uruguay Ror¡nd.2

It may even be a good metaphor for the future'

General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade, Genev4 opened for signatr:re 30 October 1947 (hereinafter

referred to as "GATT") 61 Stat A3; TIAS No 1700; 55 UNTS 187. The GATT, itself did not come

into force. It came into provisional operation under various Protocols (See infra, Chapter XX). The

fi¡st version of the agleement published by the parties to it is contained in Volume I of General

Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade, Basic Instruments and Selected Docttments (hereina.fter referred to

as BISD) (The Contacting Parties to the General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade, Genev4 1952).

That version incorporates amen¡lments made up to May 1952. T\e pre-Uruguay Rouud version of
the GATT is contained in BISD Vol a (1969). ilhis is now co--only referred to as the GATll947
to distinguish it from the GATT 1994 applying under the Agreement Establishing the World Trade

Organízation: see foobotes 3 and 4 below. In this thesis, references to the GATT Ln' any pre-WTO

context can be taken to be references to the GATT 1947 and references to tJLe GATT in any post-WTO

I



PART I A LINKBETWEEN GATT, AGRICULTURE AND POLICY CHOICE ?

This thesis deals with both the past and the future. It analyzes the way that the GATfl947

applied to agriculture between 1947 and the Uruguay Round. It analyzes the Uruguay

Ror¡nd negotiation on agricuiture and it aiso anaiyzes the reforms afflecting agricultural trade

brought into effect by the Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization3 through

the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods including the GATT 19944 and the

Agreement on Agriculture.S

In 1986, world leaders acknowledged that the GATT rules had not worked very well in

application to agriculture when they adopted as a particular objective of the Uruguay Ror¡nd

the task of bringing agricultural trade r¡nder operationally effective legal disciplines.6 The

analysis to follow shows that, even in the early years of the GATT, there was a realization

that the GATT was not achieving liberalization in the agricultural sector and that there was a

sequence of unsuccessful attempts to improve this situation. The combination of the lack of

legal disciplines and the changes in the market brought about the situation in agricultural

markets that was labelled by Johnson in 1973 as 'disarray'.7 The description 'disarray' was

coined again after the start of the Uruguay Round in a quantitative assessment of the

distortions of agricultural policies by Anderson and Tyers.8 This thesis does not attempt to

add to such earlier studies of the practical impact of the problems with regulating

qr¡rinrrlfirrql ¡roÃc Tha Áacrçinfinn nf fhc nnn-lcoql qcnenfq nf the nrnhle-rn with infernefinnal¡¡¡v$vgv^¡t/

regulation of agricultural trade, its scope and practical eflects, is limited to that contained in

context can be taken as references to the GATT 1994 as subject to any of the other Multilateral
Agreements on Goods.
There have been eight rounds of multilateral tariff negotiations ("MTN"s) by the contracting parties

to the GATT (see below in Chapter 2). T\e eighth round of MTNs commenced in 1986 in Punta Del
Este in Uruguay and is called the Uruguay Round. See "Ministerial Decla¡ation on the Uruguay
Round", 20 September 1986" BISD 333/39; (1986) 25 n-il''{ 1623; GATT Focus, October 1986,

ppl-6.
Marrøkesh Agreanent Establishing the'World Trade Organization 15 April 1994, Ma¡rakesh, ("W'TO

Agreement') In force I January 1995, Aust TS 1995 No 8; 33 ILM I I44.
General Agreement on Tarif ønd Trade 1994, in Annex lA to the WTO Agreement ("GAIT1994").
Agreement on Agricalntre in annex lA to the WTO Agreement ("Agreement on Agriculture" or
"Agriculture Agreement").
See "Ministerial Declar¿tion on the Unrguay Round", 20 September 1986. BISD 335/39; (1986) 25
ILMr 1623;GATT Focus, October 1986, ppl-6 -¡

Johnson, D.G., World Agriculnre in Disarray (Fontana" London, 1973). See also the 1991 edition.
Anderson, K. & Tyers, R., Disarray in ll'orld Food Markets: A Quantitative Assessment (Cambridge

University Press, Cambri dge, 1992).

1

)

3

4
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6
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CHAPTER I THE PROBLEM WITH GATT RULES AND AGRICULTURE

the following brief outline.e This outline of the problem also refers to some of the legal and

historical aspects which are fully explored later in the thesis.

Generally, the thesis responds to two questions:

(1) Why was the GATT unsuccessful in relation to agricultural trade? and

(2) Has the Uruguay Round solved the problem?

However, this thesis responds to those questions with a particular approach. It is an

approach that requires analysis of some of the ideas that are the foundations of the rules. It

is an approach that looks for the answers to the problem with applying the GATT to

agriculture in the constn¡ction of the GATT rules rather than in the qualities of agriculture.

It looks for an answer in the ideas which underpin the GATT. The approach to the problem

is outlined later in this chapter.

THF'GATT

THE GATT - ITS FORMATION A}TD FOUNDING IDEAS

To a not insignificant degree, the GATT was for¡nded upon ideas not merely political

expediency or commercial interests. Certainly, the GATT grew out of particular historical

events of the depression and the second world war but its creation was more than merely a

response to circumstances. It grew out of a vision for the futr¡re which, it was hoped, would

be far different from the first 45 years of this century. That period had been dominated by

two world wars and the Great Depression. The pre-existing influence of the great powers of

E¡rope had been permanently changed and the pre-existing expectation of continual

In addition to the abovementioned works of Johnson and of Anderson and Tyers, the problems of
agricultural trade are dealt with, for example, in McCalla, Alex F. & Josling, Timothy E.,

igrtcalnrat Policies and World Markets (MacMillan, New York, 1985), Hathaway, Dale E.,

"Ãgricultural Trade Policy for the 1980s" in William R Cline (ed) Trade Policy in the 1980s

llnstituæ for Intemational Economics, Washington DC, 1983) and in Hathaway, Dale E., Agriculnre

and the GAtr: Revwiting the Rules (Volume 20 in the senes Policy Analyses in Internalional

Economics) (Institute for International Economics, Washington DC, 1987) (covering the problems of
agricultural trade and the difficulty in applying the GATT to agricultural trade) or the briefer outline

of thor" legal problems in Talgermarrn, Stephan, "Proposals for a "Rule-Oriented Liberalization of
Inæmationat Agriculnual Tradeu in Petersmann, Ernst Ulrich & Hrlf, Meinhard (eds) The new GATT

Round of Multilateral Trade Negotíations (Volume 5 in Studies in Transnational Economic

Relations) (Kluwer, Deventer & Boston, 1988) pp243-264, esp 246-255. and in V/orld BanE World

J
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PART 1 A LINK BETWEEN GATT, AGRTCULTURE AND POLICY CHOICE ?

economic growttr ternpered by business cycles had been shattered by the severity of the

depression. The end of the war left a number of countries completely devastated and left a
t r rrr -' ,' - l' . - -t- -î -^L--;'1 l:-- t ^î )^Lt
I¿rrggr numDer saooleo wrtn enolmous econ(,Iruu L:ustr ur rvuLuluilrB, ur P4yurçrrt ur uçuL

incurred to pay for the war effort. The simple fact of necessity motivated some intemational

cooperation.

However, beyond simple necessity, motivations for international cooperation also drew on a

surge of idealistic thinking eager to ensr¡re that the past should not repeat itself. Such

thinking cenfied on issues of war and peace and there was much said and written about the

failure of the League of Nations to prevent V/orld War II. Visions of new international

institutions were beginning. Beyond the key issue of war and peace, the memory of the

depression was strong and the connection between economic and commercial circumstances

and war and peace was regarded as significant.lO A key influence on U.S. policy was the

then Secretary of State, Cordell Hull. He wrote :

I have never faltered, and I will never falter in my belief that enduring peace

and the welfare of nations are indissolubly connected with friendliness,
faimess, equahty and the maximùm practicable degree of freedom in
international frade.l1

It was from tfis mixed backgrorrnd of neeessif and idealis.m that a series of meetings of

intemationai representatives were hei<i from as eariy as i942. By 1944, a piarr frad 'ueen

devised to create three new international organtzations: the International Bank for

Reconsûr¡ction and Development (the Vforld Bank), the International Monetary Fund and a

Intemational Trade Organization.

The purpose of the bank was to ensure that there would be sufficient funds available to

rebuild countries destroyed during the war and to othen¡¡ise assist economic development.

The purpose of the Intemational Monetary Fund was to create a stable regime of currency

values. It must be remembered that all cowrties in the world had fixed exchange rates in

1947 and that because of the competing rounds of devaluations that had occured in the

Darclopment Report 198ó (World Bank, Washington DC, 1986) (describing agricultural policies in
both developed and developing countries and their effects on world markets).
Eg, see Brown, William Adams, Jr, The United States and the Restoration of World Trade, An
Anølysis and Appraisal of the ITO Chaner and the General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade (The
Brookings Institution, Washington DC, 1950) ppl4.

4
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CHAPTER 1 TIIE PROBLEM WITIT GATT RULES AND AGRICULTURE

1930's, a crrrency devaluation was regarded to some extent as an unfriendly act in

international relations. Therefore, it was perceived that such crurency adjustments should

only occur within certain guidelines which would be set out in the treaty establishing the

Fund.

The third organization, the International Trade Organzation ('ITO') never came into

existence. It was intended to create treaty obligations that would prevent a repeat of the

protectionism and the discrimination which had occured in the 1930's. That rise in

protection arose in a number of cowrtries. The most well known measure was the famous

Smoot-Hawley Tariff Ad of l93l in the USA which increased tariffs on the USA's

imports.tz It was followed by a round of retaliation from many cowttries. The effect on

world trade had been devastating. There was agreement among economists that the

restriction of world fiade had imposed substantial economic costs making the depression

'worse. The existence of discrimination had been exacerbated in the early 1930s with the

establishment of imperial preference as a policy of the British empire. In subsequent years,

there was some credence lent to the view that discrimination against Germany had been a

factor contributing to the deterioration in relations with Germany. The ITO was intended to

create a framework of multilateral obligations which would reverse the wave of pre-war

discrimination and protectionism and prevent such a situation arising again. A cornerstone

of the new ¿urangement was an unconditional most favoured nation clause which would

prevent Members from discriminating ¿rmong cot¡ntries in trade relations. The text of a

Charter for the ITO was negotiated in a series of conferences (which are more firlly

described in the next chapter) and the final text of the treaty was negotiated in Havana, Cuba

in Ma¡ch 1948 and ever since has been referred to as the Havana Treaty.l: The ITO Charter

never came into force but part of the Charter (through a process which is also more fully

described in the next chapter) came into provisional application as the GATT.

The GATT, then, was part of a deliberate effort to construct a stable, prosperous and

peaceful world. Even after grving appropriate recognition to the commercial and political

5

ll Cordell }Jull, Economic Bawiers to Peace, (Woodrow V/ilson Foundation, New York, 1937)pla.

Hull was Secretary of State from 1933 until 1944.

Jackson, John H., World Trade and the Layt of GATT @obbs Merrill Co, Indianapolis, 1969), p9.

þam, Kenneth lV., The GATT - Law and International Economic Organization (The University of
Chicago Press, Chicago and London,1970) plO, especialþ note 2

T2
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PART 1 A LINK BETWEEN GATT, AGRICULTURE AI'ID POLICY CHOICE ?

pressgres that shaped the GATT, one must allow some room for the influence of ideas: the

ideas of equality and non-discrimination manifest in the most favoured nation princþle and

the ideas of economic theory manifest in the recommendations for the reduetion of trade

baniers. The GATT was an innovative and adventurous way to put these ideas into practice

to solve some of the problems of the past and to attempt to prevent them happening again.

COMPROMISES IN THE ORIGINAT GATT RULES A}TD THEIR RELEVANCE TO

AGRICULTURAL TRADE

The manifestation of the ideas of non-discrimination and trade liberalization was

substantially compromised in the constnrction of the GATT rules and these compromises

were particularly important in the future application of the GATT to agriculture. These

compromises and their impact on agricultural tade are described in detail in later chapters.

As an introduction, the most important compromises that affected agriculture were due to

the USA's need to accommodate its agricultural progÍtm within the rules. This resulted in

the insertion of an exception for import restrictions necessary to protect progr¿Irnmes aimed

at conüolling the quantity of certain agricultural products and in the complete omission

from the original agreement of any substantive rules on export subsidies. The agreement

included an exception for ¡estrictions imposed for balance of payments reasons and, at the

time that the GATT commenced, such resfüctions were imposed on a range of products

including many agricultural products. In addition, an exception given to pre-existing

legislation protected a variety of restrictions on imports of agricultural products. The non-

discrimination principle was also compromised by an exception for free-trade areas and

customs r¡nions which subsequently became a significant factor in agricultural protection.

THE PROBLEM }VITH APPLYING THE GATT TO AGRICTJLTT]RE

The technical tegal difñculties in applying the GATT to agricultural trade are dealt with in

detail in subsequent parts of this work. Those technical difficulties contibuted to a lack of

liberalization of agricultural trade. This lack of liberalization and its cost have been

documented and estimated elsewhere.la Therefore, the following description of the scope

See the references above at fü 7,8 & 9. In addition, on the cost of agricultural policies, see'eg'

Anderson, K. & Tyers, k, Global Efecß of Liberalizing Trade in Agrictlure (Thames Essay, Trade

Policy Resea¡ch Centre, London 1987), Tyers, R, & Andersoq K., "Liberalising OECD agricultural

6
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CHAPTER I TTTE PROBLEM WITIT GATT RULES AI.TD AGRICULTURE

and the consequences of the problem with applying the GATT to agriculture is intentionally

brief. It covers the changes in agricultural trade over the first 45 years of the GATT, the

faih¡re of the GATT in application to agriculture in terms of what statistics show about the

liberalization or lack of it that has been achieved in the agricultural sector, the costs of that

lack of liberalization and the obstacles to reform.

AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND MARKETS

At the inception of GATT, it was certainly not only the United States that had policies to

support and protect the agricultural sector. At this time, many countries were mindful of the

food shortages that had occurred during the war and so they persisted with or adopted food

self sufficiency policies. In theory, allowing for the limited exceptions in the agreement,

these policies rwere to be subject to GATT rules and this sector was to be liberalized along

with others.

Despite the widespread use of protection in the agricultural sector, after the war,

international agriculn:ral trade still grew due to the population and economic growttr at the

time.ls This trend of growth in international agricultural trade continued until the early

1970's. The most significant change in trade over this period was the change in the position

of 'Westem Europe from being the world's major import market for agricultrual products in

1960 to being substantially less reliant on imports by 1973. For example, in 1960161, the

cogntries that would later make up the European Community of ten nations ('8C10'¡t0

imported 21 million tons of grain but by 1972173 this had fallen to l3 million tons.lT

Toward the end of this period, the demand for food increased significantly more than the

production of food so tn 1972 there was a substantial increase in the price of a number of

food commodities and in the volume of international trade.l8 In a short time formerly food

sufñcient countries like Japan and the USSR became substantial food importers. For

7

l5

production in the Uruguay Round: effects on ü:ade and welfare" (1988) 39(2) Journal of Agrícultural
Economics 197-216.
This description of the changes in agricultural ma¡kets draws substantially on Hathaway, Agriculture

and the GAfl: Rewriting the Rules (1987).

The fomration of the European Commr:nity, the constitr¡tive instnrments and terminology used to

describe the community a¡e dealt with below in chapter 10.

See Hathaway,Agriculture and the GATT, pp8-12

See Hathaway,Agriculture and the GATT,p8.
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PART I A LINK BETWEEN GATT, AGRICULTURE AND POUCY CHOICE ?

example, in 1972173, Japan imported 2l million tons of grain comp¿¡red u¡ith only 5 million

tons in 196016l and the USSR imported 21 million tonnes of grain after having been a net

exporter of 6 million tons n 1960161.19 The policy response of governments in all parts of

the world was to implement policies to increase production such as price guarantees,

production subsidies, or incentives for increasing acreages, or for use of fertilizers.zO The

private sector also responded to the higher price. The number of cultivated hectares

increased from about 650 million to 700 million in only a few years.2l

Between 1971 and 1980 many of the world's currencies were changed from fixed to floating

rate regimes. A major consequence \ilas the appreciation of the US dollar against a nu¡nber

of other currencies. As a result, over this period, real prices of agricultural commodities

were moving in different directions for different countries. The general frend was that in

terms of US dollars prices were falling and in terms of the currencies of Germany, Great

Britain, France, Canada and Ausfralia prices were rising and increasing the incentive to

produce in such countries.22

By 1980/81 world frade in grain had increased to 215 million tonnes being 3 times its level

in 196016l and world tade accor¡nted for 14.7 percerfi of world consumption compared to

the 8.6 percent it had been in 1960161.23 Import requirements had grown considerably. For

example, the imports of grain by Japan and the USSR had risen by 1980/81 to 24 million

tons and 33 million tons respectively and those of China had increased to 14 million tons

from a range between 3 and 7 million tons for every year between 1961 atnd 1972.24 By

1982, the EC 1 0 had become a net exporter of grain to the extent of 4 million tons.25 Other

countries which had previously been food importers became food exporters. These included

India, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Great Britain. In 1982, demand ceased to rise but the

policies to encourage high levels of production remained. Naturally, under these conditions

world prices fell. At this point, price support schemes which had been established in times

See Hathaway,Agricalture and the GATT, pp8-12.

See Hathaway,Agriculture and the GAIT,pL3.
As above.
Hathaway, Agriculture and the GATT,pI 
Hathaway, Agricalnre ønd the GATT, pL3.
See Hathaway, Agriculure and the GATT, Table 2.3 "Net Imports of wheat and course grains" on
p10.
See Hathaway,Agricalture qnd the GATT,pl3.
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of higher prices began to be utilized in vastly increasing volumes and stocks began to

accumulate.

By the time the Uruguay round began in 1986 signs of sfrain were manifesting themselves.

Food stockpiles had reached excessive levels, the cost of agricultural protection policies had

ballooned enormously, the value of international agricultrual trade had decreased and prices

in many commodities has fallen. Agricultwal exporting countries had seen their agricultural

export earnings deteriorate.

THE FAILURE TO LIBERALIZE TRADE IN AGRICULTURE

Over its 45 years, the GATT 1947 had some successes and failures. Agriculture is not the

only area in which success has been limited. A nurrber of other areas have also been fairly

unsuccessful in terms of the liberalizatíon achieved. These include textiles, footwear and

clothing and a large number of what are generally grouped together as tropical products.

However, in manufact¡¡red tade, the GATT has achieved very significant trade

liberalization. In the area of hade in manufactured goods the average level of tariffs fell

from an average of 40%o in 1945 to an average of 5%o n 1979.26 While this reduction is

reasonably indicative of the liberalization of trade in manufactured products, a similar

statistic in respect of agriculnral trade would not be.

For the agricultural sector, reductions in tariffs only tell part of the story. Non-ta¡iffbariers

have also been important. These non-tariffba¡riers have existed in the form of prohibitions,

quotas, tarifÊquotas, customs valuations based on reference prices rather than actual prices,

variable levies and minimum import prices. Non-tariff barriers were more prevalent in

relation to agricultural products than industrial products. A 1984 World Bank study of 7

industrial countries plus the EEC showed that those countries applied quantitative

restrictions to 17 .2 %o of the total of agricultural import items but to orly 6.7 % of the total

of all items of manufactures, and applied minimum price policies to 29.7 Yo of the total of

all agricultural items but to only 9.4 o/o of the total of all items of manufactures.2T

J.Michael Finger and Andrzej Olechowski (eds), The Uruguay Round: a Handbook þr the
Muhilateral Trade Negotiarion s (World Bank, Washington, 1987), Ch 6, p37 .

World Bank, World Development Report (World Baaþ Washington, D.C., 1986).
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protective policies were not only manifested in border measures whether tariff or non-

tariff.28 There were many other measures which were designed to protect the prices of

agricultural goods and the income of farmers. These occurred i¡r the fonn of policies to

influence both the sales by farmers to their domestic market and also the sales by farmers to

export markets. 'With respect to domestic markets, these policies included government

purchases at minimum prices, or subsidies paid to supplernent the prices that farmers

received from the market, and subsidies or tær exemptions related to inputs like fuel or

fertilizer. The consequence of such policies was that production increased, in some cases

creating an excess which had to be either stored or exported. With respect to the policies

that directly stimulated exports, these took the form of straight forward export subsidies and

tax exemptions under a variety of names, for example, commodity schemes, restitution

payments, and foreign aid.

Therefore, assessing and comparing protection levels is complicated by the mixture of

policy instruments involved. Generally for industrial products the tariff level alone is a

reasonable indicator of the difference between internal and external prices. As mentioned

above, after the Tokyo round2g the average tariffon industrial goods in all GATT cor¡ntries

was only 5olo. However, with respect to agricultural products, tariffs are not indicative of the

t:.cc^-^-^^L^r.,oo- i-*aøal qnzt pwretnal nriees A V/orld Bank study in 1986 measured the
(llll¡tltjlfug UltLW\;wlr urrv¡¡rq qru vz¡ev^¡¡-. ¡,------ - -

difference between intemal and external consumer prices "the nominal protection

coefficient', for nine agricultural products for a number of industial corurtries in the period

1980-1982 with the following results:3O

the Uruguay Round is not inænded

not still accurate in respect of the
The use of past tense to describe the situation between 1947 and

to imply thãt the description of the use of non-ta¡iff ba¡riers is
28

29

30

present time.
'The 

se.renth round of multilateral trade negotiations. The rounds of negotiations a¡e listed in chapter

2 and more fullY described in Part 3'

World Bank,Ilorld Development Report (World Banþ Washington DC, 1986). The figures quoted

a¡e the weighted average frgrues dra-wn from separate nominal protection coefticients calculated for

wheat, course grains, ii.",-b""f and lamb, pork and poultry, dairy products and sugar' The EC

includes members of the EC in 1gg2 (i.e it excludes Greece, Pornrgal and Spain). other Europe

consists of Austria, Finland, Sweden, and Switzerland'
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Australia

Canada

European Community

Other Europe

Japan

New Zealand

United States

Nominal Protection Coefñcient

1.09

1.16

1.56

1.81

2.08

1.00

t.t7

Average 1.43

There was a very broad gap between the 43 % protection applied for agricultural trade and

theTo/o or so per cent applied for trade in manufactures.

THE IMPACT OF THE FAILURE TO LIBERALIZE

The failure to liberalize agricultue has a nr.rnber of different costs. Firstly, there is the cost

of agriculnual support, in absolute terms, in the industrialized countries. An idea of the

magnitude of the cost is given by some statistics on the budgetary cost of agricultural

support. "In 1986, the US and the EC each spent nearly [US]$25 billion on farm

prograûtmes".3l In the same year, OECD cor¡ntries transferred $108.7 billion to agricultural

producers through subsidies and price support (12% through direct payments by government

and 82% by other protective mechanisms).32

Secondly, there is a net cost to global economic welfare that is incurred by the misallocation

of resources caused by agricultural protection and support. In a 1988 study, Tyers and

Anderson estimated this at an annual loss of US$40 billion.¡¡ A 1987 OECD study added

3l Ra¡m.er, 4.J., Ingersent, K.A. & Hine, R.C., "Agriculture in the Uruguay Round: An Assessment"

(1993) 103 The Economic Journal 1513-1527 at l5l4 quoting frsm ftsningen, V & Dixit, P.,

Economic Implications of Agriculnral Policy Reforrns in Indusffíal Market Economies (USDA Statr

ReportNo AGES 89-363, g¡¿5hingtonDC, 1989) pl.
32 Rayer, Ingersent & Hine, as above at p1515 citing OECD, Agricultural Po1icies, Markets and Trade:

Monitoring and Outlook, 1990 (OECD, Paris, 1990) Table IV.3.

33 Tyers, R. & Anderson, K., "Liberalising OECD agricultural production in the Uruguay Ror.rnd:

effects on uade and welfare" (1988) 39(2) Journal of Agricultural Economics 197-216.
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the budgetary cost on taxpayers to the increased cost placed on consumers and estimated the

cost in ECUs in the EEC at 56.5 billion, in the USA at 26.2 blllion and in Japan at 23.8

billion.3+

Thirdly, there is the loss to agricultural exporters caused by protection in other countries.

Solely in respect of Ausfralian exports to the EEC, it has been estimated that Australian

agricultural exports were lower by about A$1 billion per year than they would have been in

the absence of the EEC protective policies.3s

In addition, there is a cost in terms of the effects on the integrity of the GATT legal system

as a whole. Prior to the Uruguay Round, there was a significant risk of disputes in

agricultural trade policy spilling over into non agriculttual tade.

COMPLEXITY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

Some of the factors contributing to this disparity between the liberalization achieved in

manufactured trade and the lack of it in agricultural tade emerge from the detailed analysis

of the application of the GATT. Some of the factors that will emerge are:

o nations have a great inclination to have their own agricultural industries particularly those

---L:^L ^----l-- f^^1. ¿L^ ^+^t^A f^- +L:^ ^^--^11-, -^-,^1-,^ ^-^,,-l ç^^l -^^,,.:fr' L"+wlllçIl suPPr-y IUULT, Lllç ùti1tq¡ rçaùuuù LUI Ltuù ËçuçICurJ l¡rvlJrvs <rlvr¡u(¡ rvvl¡ ùvvr¡rrry rJr¡l

they also involve a desire to maintain the income of the fa¡ming sector, to maintain a

decentralized distribution of population or a desire to presenre a rural way of life;

o nations have been much less inclined to offer reductions in protection in these food

producing industries than in most other industries where they have displayed a greater

willingness to sha¡e in the benefits of international competition and specialization;

OECD, "Cost of Agriculnual Policies" Annex lll tn Nøtional Polices and agricaltural trade (OECD,
Paris, 1987) ppl25-135.
See Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resou¡ce Economics (authors: Paul Rietbmuller, Ivan
Roberts, L. Paul O'mara, Graeme Tie, Vivek Tuþule, Moazzem llqssain & Nico Klijn), Proposed
strategies for reducing agricultural protection in the GATT Untguay Round (AGPS, Canberra 1990)
y' referring to a figure of A$845 per year in 1984.85 values for annual Australian exports of course
grains, meat dairy products and sugar and citing Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Agricalnral
Policies in the European Community: Their origins, nature, and effects on production and trsde

@olicy Monograph No. 2, AGPS, Canberr¿, 1985).

34
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. nations have displayed a greater tendency to break GATT rules in relation to agricultural

products, or at least to use available loopholes to escape the application of the rules;

o nations have been more inclined to assert their'sovereign right' to autonomously confrol

their own economies in relation to policy in agriculture than in relation to policy on other

sectors of their economies.

An influential study36 made at the coûrmencement of the Uruguay Round on the problems

of applying the GATT to agriculture reached four conclusions on existing govemment

policies :

(1) that national policies developed in the 1970's in order to expand ouþut \¡/ere no

longer appropriate, given the present and prospective market situation;

Ø national policies were transferring the excess capacity into major trade problems;

(3) major changes in trade policy without attendant changes in domestic policies would

not deal with the problem;

(4) even fundamental changes in long-nrn policies would not deal with the cr¡¡rent short-

run problems of substantial excess capacity relative to world demand.

These conclusions pointed to an extremely controversial aspect of agricultural protection.

The suggestion that reform of agriculture would require changes to domestic policies raises

a question as to the extent to which domestic economic policies should be subject to

regulation by international law. The suggestion that domestic policies need to be altered

begs for some criteria for determining when a policy shifts from being a matter of domestic

concern to being one with which your international neighbours have a legitimate concern.

This problem has been crucial to ttre problems of agricultural trade over the years and was

crucial to the outcome of the Uruguay Ror¡nd.

AI\ APPROACH TO TEE PROBLEM

Having given an indication of the seriousness of the consequences of the difficulties in

applylng the GATT to agriculture, I now set out the approach to the problem which is taken
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in this thesis. The opening paragraphs of this chapter stated that this thesis responds to two

questions:

(l) Why was the GATT wrsuccessful in relation to agricultural trade? and

Ø Has the Uruguay Round solved the problem?

but that it does so with a particular approach, one that requires analysis of some of the ideas

that are the foundation of the GATT. The particular approach taken to the problem, here, is

as follows.

It is sought to determine:

(l) whether there was a causal link between:

(a) the way in which GATT 1947 rules distinguished between different t¡pes of

governmental trade and commercial policy instruments; and

(b) the failure of the GATT rules in application to agriculture; and

(2) if so and to whatever extent there was a link,

(a) whether any such deficiencies in the rules have been remedied in the

Uruguay Ror¡nd in the formulation of the GATT 1994; and

(b) what influence this will have on whether the post-Uruguay Round rules are

likely to be successful.

There are a variety of other approaches that could be take,n, but are not taken in this work, to

analyzing the faih¡re of the GATT in relation to agriculture. The practical reason for not

prusuing other approaches is that any attempt to pursue any of the other approaches would

impair the thorough investigation of the approach that I have chosen to pursue. For

example, one could view the relationship of this failr¡re with the difficulties in enforcement

of the rules and in the operation of the dispute settle,ment system. Certainly, these had a role

and many of these difficulties are brought to light in the process of analyzing the application

36 Dale Hathaway, Agricultttre and the GATT,p.l3
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of the rules to agriculture but, here, it is not intended to focus upon the enforcement of the

rules but rather upon the content of the rules. One could view the relationship between the

faih¡re and the nature of the system as one which operates only in the international sphere

without direct application in domestic legal systems and without conferring rights or

remedies upon private actors. Such questions are certainly interesting and though

necessarily interrelated with all questions of the eflectiveness of the GATT are omitted for

the practical reason stated above and also for the reason that it is assumed that it is, at least,

possible that GATT rules can be effective even if they operate only on the international

plane without direct effect. One could view the relationship between the failures and the

special characteristics of agriculture, perhaps to assess whether agriculture is so different

from other sectors that it is not possible to effectively regulate agricultural trade under the

same rules as ¿re to be used to regulate other sectors of trade. While some attention is paid

to the special characteristics of agriculture, it is assumed throughout this work that it is

possible to regulate all sectors of trade with the same set of international rules. This attitude

to the uniqueness of agriculture is an important aspect of the approach to this study.

Agriculture is regarded as a sector in which there are significant political pressures for

protection which may be different in degree from other sectors but are not different in kind.

The study proceeds on the basis that the reason for the failure in the application of the

GATT rules to agricultrue derives from defects in the content of the rules rather than from

any intrerent quality of the agriculture sector which would make it impossible to apply the

rules successfully to agriculture.

This approach of looking for defects in the content of the rules and analyzing their

connection to the faih¡res in relation to agriculture is even more focussed than that. The

search for defects in the rules is focussed upon the way that the rules of the GATT should

and do distinguishbetween different instnrments of üade and commercial policy. The thesis

examines the rationale for distinguishing between instruments, whether there a¡e ideas

relating to the differences between policy instruments which could be errbodied in the rules.

Petersmann has pointed out that ideas drawn from economic theory are reflected to a large

extent in the way that the GATT rules applies to different instruments:

GATT law ranks the various trade policy instruments according to their
respective welfare costs in almost the same way as economic theory suggests:
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the less trade-distorting a policy instrument tends to be, the less legal restraints

GATT law places on its use.37

The task undertaken here is to sea¡ch fot deficiencies in tåe ernbodiment of those ideas in

the rules. If those ideas were less than perfectþ e,lnbodied in the rules, then an examination

can be made as to whether the deficiencies in the embodiment of those ideas was a cause of

the problems in applying the GATT to agriculture. Secondly, an examination can be made

as to whether those defects have been ¡emedied by the amendments made in the Uruguay

Ror¡nd to the rules applicable to agriculture and from that some obse,l:r¡ations can be made as

to whether the post-Uruguay Round rules are likely to be more successful in application to

agricultural trade.

Afrer elucidating the rationale for distinguishing between different instruments, this thesis:

(l) searches for defects in the way that the rationale for distinguishing between dif[erent

policy instruments was e,lnbodied in the rules; and

(Z) analyzes the way that GATT rules affected trade in agricultural products between

1948 and the Uruguay Round and identifies and explains the areas of difficuþ

which might be characterized as failures;

so as to be able to make an assessment of whether the defeets in the e¡rrbodiment of the

distinctions between instruments in the rules (referred to in paragraph (l)) contributed to the

failures in the application of the rules to agriculture (refened to in paragraph (2).

Then, the thesis examines the changes made in the Uruguay Ror¡nd to the rules applicable to

agricultgre. To the extent that some connection is found between any such defects and the

failwe in applying the rules to agricultr.re, the thesis examines whether the Uruguay Round

remedied the way that the rationale for distinctions between instruments is errbodied in the

rules applicable to agriculture and, upon the basis of the examination, makes a judgement as

to whether the post Uruguay Round rules are likely to be more successful in disciplining

agricultural policies and liberalizing agricultural frade.

See, petersmann, Ernst-IIlrich, "National Constitutions, Foreip Trade Policy and European

Community Law" (1993) 2 European Journøl of International Law l-35 atp32.
37
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RATIONALE FOR DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN POLICY INSTRUMENTS

The examination of the economic and political rationale for distinguishing between dif[erent

policy instruments is an important and integral step in this work. This examination

necessarily involves the explanation of some theory of international economics and some

theory of the political economy of govemment decision making, often called'public choice

theory'. The explanation of the economic and political-economy theory does not assr¡me

any prior knowledge or familiarity with the subject matter. There are two other important

points to be made about the economic and political theory that is explained and drawn upon

in this thesis.

Intemal Effects Rather Than Extemal

This thesis draws on ideas advanced by, inter ali4 Petersmann and Roessler which shess the

role of GATT rules in regulating the relations between citizens within states as opposed to

their role in regulating relations between states.38 Therefore, the explanation of the

economic and political theory is directed at what happens within a single state imposing

tade and commercial policy instruments. The economic theory is aimed at explaining the

effect of different policy instruments on the aggregate economic welfare of the state

imposing the instrument and on the redistributive effects of the dif,ferent policy instruments

within that state. The explanation of the political economy theory is directed toward

explaining the way that an individual state makes choices relating to protection and, in

particular, the choice between difterent policy instruments.

Limitation to Four Principal Policy Instruments

The explanation of the theory and the subsequent use of it is simplified by limiting the

examination of different policy instruments to only four policy instruments. Although, there

are a variety of policy instruments which may be used to provide assistance to particular

economic sectors, I have chosen to deal with only four such instnrments because most of the

various policy instruments used by governments can be charactettzed as a form of one of

these four, or a combination of one or more of them. The four instruments to be considered

here a¡e:
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(1) import tariffs;

(2) quantitative import restictions (import prohibitions and quotas);

(3) export subsidies;

(4) domesticproductionsubsidies.

Each of the four policy instruments described provides assistance to domestic producers.

Both import tariff and import quotas assist domestic producers by reducing the quantity of

import below what they would otherwise be. Export subsidies help domestic producers sell

to foreign markets and domestic subsidies heþ domestic producers sell to any market. The

operation of these fow principal instruments is explained below.

An extension of this analysis to other instruments is left for other work. In particulat, the

fourth category could be extended to other types of domestic subsidy which are not directþ

related to production. However, the within analysis of the differences between instruments

does not extend to examining the differences between different types of domestic subsidies"

The Import Tariff

, I ) 1 -,--l-l ^ ---^ ^- 4- - 2-^^¿ ^Ê ^AIr lmpon lanfl, also Known as a customs uuty, ls a tax Payaurç uPurr ure uuPurt ur 4

product. It is payable by the importer to the government of the country into which it is

imported. The amount of a customs duty can be calculated in different ways. It may be

calculated as an amount per unit of the quantity of the commodity being imported (calle.d a

'specific' tariff or duty) or as a proportion of the value of the import (called an 'ad valore,rn'

ta¡iffor duty). The total price paid by the consumer in the importing country is equal to the

sum of the amount received by the foreign seller (for simplicity, ignoring the role of

importers, wholesalers, shippers and other intermediaries) and the amowrt received by the

government.

38 See the references in chapter 8, below, under the heading "GATT Rules as Constitutional
Constraints".
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The Import Quota

An import quota is a restriction on the quantity of a particular product that may be imported

into the domestic market. The most restrictive form of an import quota is an import

prohibition which is a quota of zero. The imposition of an import quota places an absolute

limit on the quantity of imports.

The Export Subsidy

A subsidy is a fransfer from a government to an economic entity whether by cash payment,

tax rebate, concessional provision of a government service or any other means. A subsidy

protects or assists domestic producers because it gives them an advantage over foreign

competitors. It is necessary to distinguish between export subsidies and other subsidies. An

export subsidy can be defined as a subsidy, the payment of which is contingent upon an

export sale. An export subsidy gives the exporter an advantage in selling to foreign markets.

Usually, an export subsidy is used in a situation in which there is an excess of domestic

supply over demand in distinction from the two import barriers, the import tariff and the

quota" which are used in the situation in which there is an excess of domestic demand over

supply.

The Domestic Production Subsidy

Domestic production subsidies increase the return received by the domestic producer from

all sales not just from export sales. The simplest form of domestic production subsidy is a

supplernentary payment to producers paid in respect of the sale of each unit of production.

Such subsidies are commonly called 'deficiency payments' because they make up the

deficiency between the price that producers receive on the market and the price that the

government wants the producers to receive. Another form of domestic production subsidy

occurs when the government buys each unit of production from producers at a higher price

than the govemment then on-sells it to consumers. This form of subsidy is commonly called

'a price-support scheme' or a'dual-price scherne'because it creates a duality of prices in the

economy: one price for producers and another price for consumers.
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OUTLINE OF THF' THESIS

Here follows an outline of the thesis which is divided into five parts.

PART I IS THERE A LINK BETWEEN THE PROBLEM WITH AGRICULTURE
I-INDER GATT RULES AND POLICY CHOICE UNDER GATT RULES?

Part I consists of this chapter introducing the problem with the application of the GATT and

the next chapter explaining the framework of GATT rules with an emphasis on the

regulation of the four principal policy instruments. This chapter has proposed a particular

way of approaching the questions of "Why were there problems applyng the GATT to

agriculture?" and "Did the Uruguay Round fix the problems?". This approach looks for the

causes of the problems in the rules the,rnselves rather than in any unique quahty of the

agricultural sector. The particular approach taken is to analyze why the GATT rules should

and do distinguish between different policy instnrments and to look for any link between

any deficiencies in distinguishing between policy instruments and the difñculties in

applying the GATT to agriculture.

The second chapter offers a description of the framework of GATT rules. The description is

set out so as to clearly distinguish between the way that the four principal policy instnrmelrts

nre rac'rrlcfe¡l rrn¿{er the nrles- This. e.hanter rvil! ser-ve âS a basis frr tåe analvsis of t-heqv ¡wéBr4avu q¡gv¡

application of the rules to agriculture in the period 1947 to 1994. lt is one of the necessary

foundations of the assessment of whether the rules appropriately e'lnbodied distinctions

between different policy instnrments and of whether any deficiencies in that embodiment

contributed to the problems in applying the GATT to agricultural trade. This description of

the rules also serves as the basis for the analysis of the changes made in the Uruguay Round

to the rules applicable to agricultural tade.

PART 2 THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAT DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN
POLICY INSTRUMENTS

This part of the thesis contains the examination of the economic and political differences

between the for.¡r principal policy instuments which is essential to establish the framework

within which the application of the GATT to agriculfire is analyzed. Chapter 3 introduces

this part of the thesis by setting out the objective of discovering the rationale for the GATT
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rules to distinguish between different policy insffuments. There follows a description of the

way that the instruments cause changes to the prices and quantities of production,

consumption, and import or export. Then, this part assesses the effects of these changes in

prices and quantities upon the economic welfa¡e of different entities. That analysis leads to

some conclusions about which entities in the community gain and which lose from each of

the four policy instruments and whether the community in aggregate wins or loses. The

analysis is taken a step further so as to a¡rive at a ranking of the policy instnrments in terms

of the cost to the rest of the community of providing assistance to particular producers. This

economic analysis is broken up into 3 separate chapters and is explained in a manner which

does not assume any prior knowledge of the relevant economics.39

This part of the thesis also examines political aspects of protection: first, the non-

economic40 factors that lead to demands for protection; and secondly, the way that political

decisions with respect to protection are made. This analysis of the political factors provides

some insights into both the choice of the level of protection and the choice of the policy

instrument, in particular, ariving at a ranking of the principal policy instruments in order of

the likelihood that the political decision making process will result in their adoption.

The last chapter of this part of the thesis, chapter 8 compares the conclusions as to the

economic cost of certain policy instruments with the conclusions as to the political

likelihood that the political decision making process will result in the choice of one political

instrument rather than another. From this it proposes not only that guidance of parties'

choice of instrument should be one of the functions of the GATT but that it is crucial to the

successful application of the rules. The chapter concludes by proposing some criteria for the

way that GATT rules should be designed so as to optimize the performance of this function.

Whilst an understanding of the within described principles of economics is essential to an

understanding of the whole of this thesis, a reader with existing knowledge of partial equilibrium

analysis (or more sophisticated analysis) of tade instn¡ments may only need to read the conclusions

at the end of chapters 4, 5 and 6 rather than the whole text of those chapters.

See the elaboration in chapter 4 upon the use of the term'non-economic'.

39

40
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PART 3 THE APPLICATION OF THE PRE-URUGUAY ROI.IND GATT TO
AGRICULTURE

This part of the thesis analyzes whether the pre-Uruguay Round GATT rules did

appropriately distinguish between different policy instruments, examines the various

problems with the application of the GATT to agriculture between 1948 and the Uruguay

Round, and assesses whether any deficiencies in the way that the distinctions between

policy instruments were embodied in the rules were a cause of the difñculties in the

application of the rules to agriculture. Before commencing that analysis, the introductory

chapter to this part reviews the rules portrayed in the introductory description of the

framework of GATT rules and makes some observations as to whether those rules were

consistent with the criteria proposed for successfully distinguishing between different policy

instruments. The main analysis is also preceded by a description of some historical

background relating to the application of the GATT to agriculture which is an essential pre-

requisite to the subsequent detailed analysis. The main part of the analysis is divided in the

same way that the Uruguay Round negotiators divided their consideration of agricultural

trade: import barriers, export subsidies and domestic support. The rules in these three areas

occupy separate chapters. Also separated from the main analysis but left until the end is a

description of the various initiatives taken by the parties over 45 years to try to improve the

application of the GATT to agricultr.ue. One reason for dealing with this separately and

after the detailed analysis is that this arrangement facilitates some continuity in leading into

the Uruguay Round negotiation in the next part.

This final chapter in this part sets out the ways in which the pre-Uruguay Round GATT was

deficient in the way that it distinguished between different policy instn¡¡nents and argues

that there was a link between these deficiencies and the problems that arose in applying the

rules to agricultural trade.

PART 4 THE L]RUGUAY ROLIND NEGOTIATION AND THE POST-URUGUAY
ROLTND GATT RULES APPLICABLE TO AGRICULTT]RE

This part of the thesis assesses whether the defects in the rules identified in Part 3 and

submitted to have been one of the causes of the problems in applying the GATT to

agriculture were remedied in the Uruguay Round. It does so by describing and analyzing
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the post-Uruguay Round GATT rules which are applicable to agricultural trade. The author

leads into ttre description of the rules with a description of the Uruguay Ror¡nd negotiation

on agricultr:re. The description of the negotiation is intemrpted to consider whether the

negotiators nigbt have reached a better result sooner if they had placed more emphasis on

the principles described in Part 2 of this thesis. The detailed description of the rules again

follows the division into rules on import barriers, rules on export subsidies and rules on

domestic support.

This part concludes with an assessment of whether the defects that were e,nr¡merated at the

end of Part 3 of the thesis have been re,medied in the post-Uruguay Ror¡nd rules. From that

assessme,n! some predictions can be made as to whether the new rules will be more

zuccessful in liberalizing agricultural trade and in achieving conformity with the rules.

PART 5 CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

This part reflects upon the conclusions that have already been made about the importance of

regulating the choice of policy insûument and the relationship between this factor and the

proble,ms in applying the GATT to agriculture. It will remain to make some observations

about the relative importance of the ideas the subject of this work to the specific proble'm of

international regulation of agricultural policies and also to the regulation of international

trade ge,nerally. In particular, it considers what the analysis of agriculture has indicated

about the way in which ideas relating to the function of GATT as a regulator of relations

within states are important to the function of GATT as a regulator of relations between

st¡rtes. It concludes with a more ge,neral consideration of the construction of inte,mational

economic law and the role that ideas must play in the political negotiations by which such

intemational economic laws are constnrcted.





CHAPTER 2

TIIE FRAMEWORK OF GATT RT]LES REGT]LATING THE FOUR

PRINCIPAL POLICY INSTRT]MENTS

The GATT legal stnrcture is unusual in that it rests, not on conventional ideas of legal obligation per se, but on
a root concept ofmutual and reciprocal "beneftt".

Robert E. Hudec, "Regulation oiDomestic Subsidies Under the MTN Subsidies Code", in Wallace, Loftus &
K¡ikorian. Interface Three: Legal Treatment of Domestic Subsidies (The Intemational Law Institute,

Washington DC, 1984), pl.

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the scheme of regulation urider the GATT (íe GATT 1947r) which

applied to agricultural trade from the commencement of the GATTurttil the Uruguay Round.

While many aspects of the rules have been changed by the Marrakesh Agreement

Establishíng the World Trade Organization ('WO Agreement'),2 t}re general framework of

the rules remains the same. Since this chapter lays a for¡ndation for an analysis in

subsequent chapters of the way that the rules were applied to agricultural trade between the

commencement of tjne GATT and the Uruguay Round, this chapter describes the rules as

they were during that period. In some instances, the description is accurate with respect to

the pre-V/orld Trade Organrzation ('WTO') period but is no longer true of the post-V/TO

GATT and, in other instances, the description is accurate in respect of the pre-V/TO GATT

and remains an accurate description of the post-WTO GATT. In some aspects, the

differences between the pre-WTO GATT and the post-WTO GATT are minor and, in other

aspects, they are vast. No attempt is made tn thís chapter to explain the extent of those

changes that were made in the Uruguay Round so there is no attempt to point out which

aspects of the pre-WTO rules did not surive the Uruguay Round, nor to describe the post

IWTO GATT. This restriction of the subject matter of this chapter also has an impact on the

I See Chapter I footnote l.
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language ønployed. In general, the description is written in the past tense, even though,

much of what is described in this chapter is still accurate in respect of the post-WTO GATT.

In a fêw instances, where the descriptions are completely accurate both in respect of pre and

post-W'TO law, the present tense is employed. Even there, such description must be

qualified by the fact that references to the law applying under GATT 1947 involve

references to the institution of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and whilst some such

descriptions of the law may still, in other respects, be an accurate description of the law

applying r:nder the post-\MTO GATT, the reference to the correct institution acting under the

\M'TO Agreement would have to be substituted for the reference to the CONTRACTING

PARTIES in order for the desøiption of GATT 1947 to remain a correct statement of the

crurent law. In some such situations, the law has been stated with the reference to the

instirution which acted under the rules under GATT 1947 without any attempt to identiff the

institution acting under the post-WTO GATT. Despite the dominant use of past tense in this

chapter, it is still intended that this description of the GATT rules should also form the

background of the discussion in part 4 of the thesis about the changes to the rules made in

the Uruguay Round and the post-V/TO GATT rules. The primary function of this chapter,

though, is to form the basis of the discussion in Part 3 of the way that the GATT applied to

agricultural trade between 1948 and the Uruguay Round. It also provides sufficie'lrt

background to the discussion in Part 2 of some of the functions of the GATT, particularly its

role in guiding choice of policy instrument.

As explained in the introductory chapter, this description of the framework of GATT rules

has a particular focus on the way that the GATT regulated the use of the four principal

policy insüuments which are the subject of detailed examination in this thesis: import

tariffs, import quotas, export subsidies and domestic subsidies.3 Each of the four

Marrakesh Agreement Establßhing the World Trade Organization 15 April 1994, Ma¡rakesh, ('llt'TO
Agreement') in force I January 1995, Aust TS 1995 No 8; 33 lLltd 1144.
Compare this approach with those taken in þam, Kenneth W., The GATT - Law and International
Economic Organization (University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1970) chapters 3 to 9; Hoekman,
Berna¡d & Kostecki, Michael, The Political Economy of the World Trading System- From GATT to
WO (OxfordUnivenity Press, Oxford,1995) chapter 4; Jackson, Jobn H., World Trade and the Law
of GATT (Bobbs-Merrill, Indianapolis 1969) chapters 9 to 28; Lowenfeld, Andreas F, Public Controls
on International Trade (Volume YI of International Economic Zaw (Mathew Bender, New Yorlq
2nd ed 1983) ch2; McGovem, Edmond, Internøtionøl Trade Regulation: GAIT, the United States

and the European Comrnunity (Globefreld Press, Exeter 2nd ed 1986) chapten 5 to 13; Seyid
þ[¡þamm¿d, Y A, The Legal Frømework of World Trade, (Stevens & Sons, London, 1958) chapters

)

J
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instnrments of protection were subject to diflerent regulation rurder GATT rules. The rules

relating to import tariffs provided a framework for negotiated obligations as to the

maximum levels of tariffs and provided for a limited number of ways that those obligations

could be varied or temporarily deviated from. The rules relating to quotas essentially

comprised a blanket prohibition to which some exceptions were made. The rules relating to

export subsidies prohibited some export subsidies for some parties and the rules relating to

domestic subsidies left them unregulated directþ, but regulated indirectly by the rules on

tariffs. Both types of subsidies were also affected by the rules on countervailing duties.

It is intended that the following exposition should of[er an understanding of the general

rules relating to each of the four principal policy instruments and the exceptions to them. It

should higruight the way that the rules influence the choice of policy instrument and provide

the necessary background to an assessment of whether the way they influence that choice is

desirable. To accommodate the overlapping of many of the exceptions and to simpliff the

explanation of the dispute settlement systern, the material is arranged in the following order:

- TheNegotiating History of the GATT

- The Legal Framework of The GATT

- The Rules Relating to Import Tariffs

- The Rules Relating to Import Quotas

- The Rules Relating to Export Subsidies

- The Rules Relating to Domestic Subsidies

- The Consequences of Breaching the Rules

- Violation nullification or impairment

- Non-violation nullification or impairment

- Countervailing Duties

- Exceptions to the General Rules

4,5,7 & 8; Finlayson, Jock A., "Canada and the International Regulation of Trade Ba¡riers: The

General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade", chl in Paterson, Robert K., Canadian Regulation of
International Trade and Invesfinent (The Ca¡swell Company Limited, Toronto, 1986); Davey,

William J., "The WTO/GATT World Trading System: An Overview" in Pescatore, Davey &
Lowenfeld, Handbook of GATT Dispute Settlement (Transnational Juris Publications, New York,
1991-Release 4, July 1994) pp7-63; Ryan, K.W.,International Trade Law (Law Book Co, Sydney

1975) chl; Tzionas, Ioa¡nis Alex., "Stmctr¡¡e and Operation of the GAfi", chVI tn}Jazel Fox (ed),

International Economic Law and Developing States: An Introduction (The British Institute of
Intemational and Comparative Law, London, 1992)(Vol II in International Economic Law Series).
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The Overall Scheme of Regulation of the Four Principal Policy Instruments

This oven¡iew omits discussion of some aspects of the GATT rules. Some aspects of the

rules are discussed only to the extent that it is necessary to fully explain the way that the

principal policy instruments are regulated. In particular, this chapter (and this thesis) deals

only in an incidental way with the way the rules regulate non-discrimination. That omission

is not intended to underplay the importance of non-discrimination as a foundation of GATT

rules. For present pu{poses, non-discrimination is of importance because it was a significant

factor in the negotiation of the GATT and, in particular, was a major reason for the desire to

prohibit quantitative resfictions. The incidental treatment of non-discrimination, the

cursory treatnent of some aspects of GATT law and the complete omission of some other

aspects æe necessary in order that this thesis may concentate on comparison of the way that

different policy instruments \ryere regulated.

Before describing the rules regulating each of the instruments, it is useful to offer some of

the negotiating history of the rules. In addition, it is important to put the rules in their legal

context by

(1) deseribing the way in which they eame rnto force;

(2) explaining the institutional framework within which the Agreement operated;

(3) explaining how the GATT operated multilaterally;

(4) setting out some distinctive fundamental cha¡acteristics of the GATT legal system;

and

(5) taking note of some sources of flexibility in GATT rules.

2 TIIE NEGOTIATING HISTORY OF TNN', GATT

At some stages of this thesis, it is necessary to refer to the negotiations and the antecedent

documents upon which the GATT was for¡nded. Therefore, before begiruring the description
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of the content of the rules themselves, a brief review of the negotiating history of the GATT

is offered here.4

The GATT came about as a result of two tracks of negotiation: first, bilateral negotiations

initiated of the USA, and secondly, international negotiations begun with war-time

discussions between the USA and UK governments and continued under sponsorship of the

United Nations after its formation in 1945. Apart from the obvious factor, World rWar II,

there are two key historical factors that affected these negotiations. First, there was the

desire of most countries to gain access to the market of the United States. Such access was

severely restricted by tarifflevels which had been raised to their highest ever levelss by the

Smoot HawlEt TariffAct of 1930.0 The second factor was the desire of the United States for

the elimination of Imperial preference which had existed since the Ottawa Agreement on

Imperíal Preference of 1932t enacted shortly after the United Kingdom had inüoduced a

general tariff abandoning its prior policy of free trade.8

For inte¡esting and thorough first hand accounts of the series of negotiation which gave birth to the
GATT, see Brown, William Adams, Jr, The United States and the Restoration of World Trade, An
analysis and Appraisal of the ITO Chaner and the General Agreernent on Tarifs and Trade (Tlie
Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, 1950) (hereinafter 'Brown') and Wilcox, Clau, A Charter
For World Trade (The Macmillan Company, New York, 1949) (hereinafter 'Wilcox'). Both books
were intentional contibutions to the debate in the United States over whether to ratifi the Havana
Cha¡ter. Brown's book contains a provision by provision analysis of the Havana Cha¡ter and an

analysis of the relationship between the GATT and the Havana Cha¡ter. rWilcox, who was head of
the USA delegation in London and deputy head in Geneva and Havana, also gives an excellent
account of the negotiation and the contents of the charter of the International Trade Organization,
although with fairly minor treatment of the GATT. A broader description of the negotiation of post
wa¡ institutions, which focuses on the relationship between the UK and the USA and on the internal
politics in both countries is Gardner, Richa¡d N., Sterling-Dollar Diplomacy in Current Perspective:
Ihe Origins and the Prospects of Our International Economic Order (Colombia Univenity Press,

New York, 2nd ed, 1980 (originatly published in 1956) It contains an excellent bibliography of
primary materials and writing on the era in history; Other useful sources include: Crawford, J.G.,

Australian Trade Policy 1942-1966 A Documentary History (Australian National University Press,

Canberra, 1968); Pa¡t I of Robert Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy

@utterworth Legal Publishers, Salem, New Hampshire, 2nd ed, 1990); Chapter 2 of Jaclson, J.,

W'orld Trade and the Latv of GATT (1969) and Penrose, E.F., Economic Planning for the Peace

@rinceton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1953), a fascinating account of the intemal and

inter-personal politics in tle Uniæd States that contributed to its international economic negotiations.

See Wilcox (19a9) p8.
46 Stat 590 (1930); see Wilcox (19a9) p8.

The Ottawa agreements \ilere a series of agreements dated 12 August between British Imperial

countries. They came into force on 12 October 1932. See Wilcox (1949) p8; Brown (1950) ppat-
42.
The UK legislation was An Act to provide for the imposition of a general ad valorem duty of customs

22 Geo.S c.8 (29 February 1932). See Wilcox (1949) p8. Generally, on the influence ef rmFerial

Preference on the negotiation of the GATT, see Ga¡dner (1980), pp5l-52'

4

5

6
7

8
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The United States and the United Kingdom first manifested a coÍtmon approach to

international economic relations during World War II. In 1941 they signed the joint

declaration called the Atlantic Charter under which both counties agreed to try "to further

the enjo¡mrent by all states ... of access, on equal terms, to the trade and raw materials of the

world".9 To ensure that British Imperial preferences would not be affected, Prime Minister

Churchill insisted that the obligations be qualified with the words "with all respect to their

existing obligations". I o

The Atlantic Charter was followed by the Mutual Aid Agreernent of Februæy 1942.11 This

agreement between the United Kingdom and the United States provided that the US and the

UK would cooperate to promote economic prosperity and would hold further meetings to

agree on joint action and to seek participation of other counties. Article VII of the Mutual

Aid Agreement proitded that such joint action should be directed to, inter ali4 "the

elimination of all forms of discriminatory treaünent in international commerce, and to the

reduction of tariffs and other tade ba¡riers".

Dr:ring 1943, the USA and the UK held discussions on how to put the obligations in Article

VII into effect. British proposals had derived largely from a submission from the economist

James Meade: "A Proposal for an International Commercial Union".r2 A significant aspect

of the UK proposals was that there should be an 'across the boa¡d' cut to all tariffs of all

member cowrtries on all products. The USA reaction to this proposal was mixed, largely

because it already had legislation in place authorizing the bilateral negotiation of item by

itern tariff cuts. In l934,1argely in reaction to the political processes that had led to the

9 A¡ticle IV of the "Declaration of Principles, known as the Cha¡ter, issued by the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom and the President of the United States of Americq 14 August 1941." League of
Nøtions Treaty Series,vol204,p384. Extracted in Crawford, Australian Trade Policy 1942-1966,p9

and in Brown (1950) p48. The Atlantic conference is described in Ga¡dner (1980) p40-53.

Article fV, as above. On the insertion of these words, see "Safeguards For Imperial Preference -
Extract from a speech by the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (W S Churchill) in the House of
Commons, 21 April 1944" n Crawfor4 JG, Australian Trade Policy 1942-1966 (Australian National
University, Canberr¿ 1968) pp10-11 (sourced from P.D. (H.of C.), vol 399, pp579-580. (This

information is presented without trying to convey any view as to whether Churchill \ilas a supporter

of Imperial Preferences.)
Agreement Between the Goyernment of the United Kingdom and the Government of the United States

of America on the Principles applying to Mutual aid in the Prosecution of the War against
AggressionWashingfon 23 Febnrary 19421-eagæ ofNations Treaty Series, vol204,p389. Extracted

in Crawford, p9; See also Brown, y'8;
"A Proposal for an International Commercial LInion" reproduced in "James Meade's War-time
Proposal for a Liberal Trade Regime' (1987) l0 The World Economy 399407.

10
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enacünent of the Smoot Hawley Taritr, the congress had passed the Reciprocal Trade

Agreements Act which gave the President power to negotiate tåriff reductions with other

countries and to proclaim the reduced tariffs into US domestic law.l3 The USA preferred

that an international agreement would operate on the same basis. This issue became an

integral part of the main point of contention which was whether Imperial Preferences would

be eliminated or to what extent they would be reduced. Without going into the complexities

of the intemal politics within the USA or the UK, in general terms, the position ì¡/as that the

UK refused to abolish preferences except in exchange for a general tariffreductionla and the

USA wished to make a substantial reduction of tariffs contingent on abolition of

preferences.l5

By the end of the war, the negotiation had moved to consideration of a'bilateral-multilateral'

model in which tariffreductions would be negotiated following the method previously used

r¡nder the US trade legislation. These would be multilateralized by including a most

favoured nation clause. In addition, margins of preferences would be frozen and reduced as

tariff rates fell. On 6 December 1945, simultaneously with the settlernent of the UK's

financial liabilities to the USA relating to the war effort, the two countries released a joint

statement sayrng that the UK was in agreement with an American document entitled

"Proposals þr Consideration by an International Conference on Trade and

Developrnent".t6 The relevant provisions of the Proposals were broad enough to be

consistent with a general multilateral tariffcut or with bilaterally negotiated MFN tariffcuts

and with either elimination, reduction or freezing of preference margins.

13

t4

Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act 1934;48 Stat 943 (codifred at 19 USCA 1351). The authority
given to the President lasted for 3 years. The delegation of authority ha.s been continued by a series

of legislation, although a lapse occurred prior to the 1974 enactuent. For a listing of the legislation

between 1934 anð,the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, see John H Jaclson & William J Davey, Legal
Problems of International Relations (West Publishing Co, St Paul, 1986) p145, fu36.

Culbert, Jay, "Vy'ar-time Anglo American Talks and the making of the GATT" (1987) l0 The World

Economy 381408 at 39l.
As above.
These matters a¡e dealt with in para I of Section B of the Proposals. Note that the word'elimination'
is still used in relation to preferences but it is qualified by linking it to substantial tariffreductions.
The joint statement and other documents resulting from these negotiations are published in Federal
Reser¡te Bulletin (January 1946) ppl4-19; the "The text of the "Proposals" is published by the US

Departuent of Søte as Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employment, Deparment of
State Publicatiot24ll, Commercial Policy Series 79 (November 1945), and also as Proposals for an

International Conference on Trade and Employrnent n NZ Dept of Extemal Affai¡s Publication
No14. Generally, see Bro'um (1950) p5a.
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Two months later, at the first meeting of the Economic and Social Council of the United

Nations (established under the United Nations Charter which had come into force on 26

June 1945t7) a resolution was passed calling for an lntemational Conference on Trade and

Employment.l8 The resolution set agenda items and appointed a preparatory committee.

In December of 1945, the United States had already invited some other governments to

participate in tariffnegotiations.le After the establishment of the Preparatory Committee for

an International Conference on Trade and Emplo¡rment, the United States extended the

invitation to all of the mernbers of the Preparatory Committee. The invitations initiated the

procedures under the United States' Trade Agreements Act.20

The fi¡st meeting of the Preparatory Committee was scheduled to begin on 15 October 1946.

Before that date, the United States produced a Suggested Charter as a basis for the

negotiation to be conducted by the Preparatory Committee.2l It contained chapters dealing

with employment, commercial policy, restrictive business practices, intergovernme,ntal

commodity arangernents, and organization. Commercial policy was dealt with in chapter

IV. It provided for item by itern bilateral tariffnegotiations to be multilateralized by a most

favoured nation clause and for preferences to be automatically reduced by tariff

reductions.22

?}ire Suggested Charter contemplated the contingency that it would be possible to reach

agreement on tariff reductions before it would be possible to bring the entire cha¡ter into

effect. Accordingly, Article 56 of the Suggested Charter provided for an Interim Tariff

Committee the mernbers of which should be "those members of the Organization which

t7
t8

(1945) I UNTS xvi.
The UN Economic and Social Council is constituted under Chapter X of the Cha¡ter of the United
Nations. This resolution was adopted at the first meeting of the UN Economic and Social Council;
see 1 U.N. ECOSOC Res 13, UN Doc El22 (18 February 1946). The resolution is quoted in full in
Brown (1950) at p59.
US Stat Dept, Press Release of 16 Dec 1945, 13 Dept State Bull 970 (19a5); See Lowenfeld (1983),

ppl 1-15.
See Brown (1950) p56; Iù/ilcox (1949) p40. For a summary of the procedures required to be

followed under the Act, see Brown (1950) pp16-18.
United States, Suggested Charterfor an International Trade Organization of the Uníted N4t¡otts, US
Departuent of Søte PublicationNo 2598, Commercial Policy Series No 93 (1946) pIII (citation from
Hudec 1990 pl2 fr3). The Suggested Cha¡ter is also published as "United States Draft Chalter",
Annexure 11 to the Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Employment,see below. Generally, see Wilcox (1949) pp4042.
See Suggested Charter Articles 8 & 18.

20

t9

2l
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shall have made effective the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade dated

194.....*" The footrote said:

23

This Agreement refers to the proposed a:rangernent for the concerted reduction
of tariffs and trade barriers ¿rmong the cowrtries invited by the United States to
enter into negotiations for this purpose. It is contemplated that the Agreement
would contain schedules of tariff concessions and would incorporate certain of
the provisions of Chapter IV of the Charter (e.g., the provisions relating to
most-favoured-nation freaünent, to national treatnent on internal tæres and

regulations, to quantitative restictions, etc.).

At the first (London) session of the Preparatory Committee meeting, there was some

reluctance from France and the United Kingdom about using the Suggested Charter as a

basis for negotiations. However, discussions did proceed on the basis of the Suggested

Charter with sub-groups discussing the subject matter of its chapters.23

The report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee, issued on26 November 1946,

included a draft charter for an International Trade Organization ('London Draft Charter').z+

Commercial policy was dealt with in chapter V. Separate resolutions were adopted:

- scheduling a second session of the Preparatory Committee in Geneva;

- appointing a Drafting Committee to meet in New York before the second session of

the Preparatory Committee; and

- recommending that the tariff negotiation meetings under the United States Trade

Agreements Actbe held under the sponsorship of the Preparatory Committee as part

of its second session in Geneva.

The London Draft of the charter for an International Trade Orgatttzation also contemplated

that a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade might come into force before the charter

itself. Article 67 of the London draft incorporated Article 56 of the Suggested Charter and

its reference to a General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade.

The sub-group on Commercial Policy was chaired by Dr H C Coombs of Australia. It is interesting

to note that the economist Mr J E Meade was a member of the delegation of the United Kingdom.

Some years a.fter, in 1955, he published the influential work¡ Trade and Welfare (Oxford University

Press, Oxford, 1955). The head of the United States delegation was Mr Clair Wilcox who in 1949

published .,4 Charter For World Trade (The Macmillan Company, New York 1949) an' account of the

London and subsequent negotiations.
Repon of the First Session of the Preparatory Comtnittee of the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Employmenf, U.N.Doc EIPCTß3 (London, Oct 46).
24
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The Report of the London Session also adopted a set of procedures for the tariffnegotiations

to be held under the United States Trade Agreements Act.25 The procedures proposed that

the results of the tariffnegotiations

be incorporated in an agreement among the members of the Preparatory

Committee which would also contain either by reference or reproduction, those

general provisions of Chapter V of the Charter considered essential to
safeguard the value of the tariff concessions and such other provisions as may

be appropriate. ... A draft outline of a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

appears in Section I. The Drafting Committee should consider this outline and

prepare a more complete draft for the consideration of the Preparatory

Committee at its Second Session.26

In fact, it was Section K (rather than Section I) which was headed "Tentative and Partial

Draft Outline of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade". It contained a bare framework

with even the essential details left out.

The drafting Commiffee met in New York between 20 January and 25 February 1946.27 It

furthered the drafting of the proposed Charter for an International Trade Organization and

prepared a draft text of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ready for submission to

the Second (Geneva) Session of the Preparatory Committee.2s

The second (Geneva) session began on 10 Apnl 19a7. By 22 August 1947, the negotiation

of a draft charter for the International Trade Organizatton v¡¿ts completed ready for

submission to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment scheduled for late

I947.2e Tariff negotiations continued for a firttrer two months during which some fi¡rther

changes to the General Agreernent were also agreed. In the closing stages of the

negotiation, the USA again pressed the UK and Commonwealth countries for the

25 "Multilateral Trade Agreement Negotiations: Procedures for Giving Effect to Certain Provisions of
the Charter of the Intemational Trade Organization by Means of a General Agteement on Ta¡iffs and

Trade Among the Members of the Preparatory Committee", Annexure l0 to the Report of the First
Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment.

UN Doc E|PCIT/33 (London, Oct 46).
Section H, 2 of Annexe l0 to the Report cited above.

At that time, Lake Success, New York was the usual meeting place for the U.N. Economic and Social

Council.
Report of the Drafiing Committee of the Preparatory Committee, UN Doc EECTß4. See also

Interim Report of the second session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Employrnent (UN DocE/469), 14 July 1947.

Report of the Second Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Employment,IlN Doc EIPClTllSí (Geneva, August 1947).
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elimination of preferences.3O The UK resisted any further dismantling of imperial

preference and the USA, more or less to save face, withdrew a few of the tariff reductions

which had been 'on the table' and accepted the deal the UK was offering.3l As the

negotiation of tariff reductions closed, it became apparent that a number of counfies might

have difficulty putting the General Agreement into effect for the interim period dr:ring

which it was intended to operate pending the Intemational Trade Orgarizatíon coming into

being. Since many cor¡ntries had existing legislation which was contrary to the provisions

of the draft charter for the International Trade Organrzation and of the proposed General

Agreement, it would be necessary for the implementation of both agreements to be approved

by legislation. A nurnber of corurtries \ryere reluctant to put intemational üade matters to

their legislatures twice: once to implement the GATT; and a second time to implement the

ITO.

The twenty three participants in the Second Session of the Preparatory committee signed the

General Agreement.32 The Agreement provided for enûry into force upon a required nr¡¡rrber

of instruments of acceptance being deposited.33 To overcome the problerns with bringing it

into effect, eight of those twenty three participants reached a compromise. They agreed that

most of the provisions of the Agreement, apart from the provisions on tariff reductions,

reduction of preferences and the most favor¡¡ed nation clause, would operate only to the

extent not inconsistent with already existing legislation. This arrangement was put into

eflect by a Protocol of Provísional Application of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade which provided for the General Agreement to apply provisionally from I January

1948.34 This a¡rangement enabled the Agreement to come into force without the need for

parties to ask their legislatures to change pre-existing legislation.

See "Statement Made by Mr Clair rüilcox to Representatives of the British Commonwealth, Genev4

Switzerland, September 16 1947" in USA Dept of State, Foreign Relations of the United States 1947,

Voft¡me I (United States Government Printing Offrce, Washington, 1973) @eparment of State

Publication 867 4) pp9 83-993.
See "Memorandum by the Minister-Counselor for Economic Affairs at London (Hawkins), and by

Mr Winthrop G Brown" London, 24 September 1947 ir,USA Dept of State, Foreign Relations of the

Llnited States 1947, Volume I (United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1973)

(Deparment of State Publication 8674) pp996-998.

T\e23 countries are listed in the recitals to the GATT.
GATT, A¡ticleXXVI:6.
Protocol of Provisional Application of the General Agreernent on Tarifs and Trade, done Genev4 30

October 1947, BISD Yol I, p77;55 UNTS 308; TIAS No 1770; 6l Stat.2, 1947. T\e governments
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Between 2l November 1947 and 24 March 1948, the United Nations International

Conference on Trade and Employment took place in Havana with fifty six nations (47 UN

members and 9 non-members).3s At the completion of the conference, on 24 March 1948,

fifty three of those nations authenticated a text of the Havana Charter For an lnternational

Trade Organtzatíon.36 They also adopted a resolution establishing an Interim Commission

for the International Trade Organization.3T At more or less the same time, the first session

of the Contracting Parties to the GATT adopted rules of procedure which provided for the

secretarial work for the GATT parties to be performed by the Interim Commission for the

Intemational Trade Organization.3 8

However, the ITO never came into existence. The draft charter was submitted to the US

Congress in April 1949 but was rejected. It was not submitted again and, on 11 December

1950, President Truman issued a statement that the Havana Charter would not be submitted

again to the US Congress for approval.3e This left in place ttre GATT which had been

intended to be temporary.

ln fact, the GATT itself never came into definitive application until the end of the Uruguay

Round in 1994. The provisional application for 8 countries was to last for 46 years at the

end of which, it applied to 103 countries and the Second (Geneva) Session of the

Preparatory Committee for the UN Conference on Trade and Employment had become the

first of eight rounds of multilateral tariffnegotiations under the GATT.

acceding to this Protocol a¡e listed in Table VID in the Appendix to the GATT, Analytical Indu:
Guide to GATT Law and Practice (GATT, Geneva, 6th ed, 1994) ( GATT Analytical Indu").
See the A¡nex to the "Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Trade and Emplo¡ment
Conference" (Doc E/807) 2 June 1948;7 U.N. ECOSOC p312. In addition to the participants, there

were some observers: the UN member, Paraguay, the non-membe¡ Finland, and the Allied Control
Authority for Japan.

See the Annex to the "Report of the Secretary-General on the United Nations Trade a¡d Employment
Conference" (Doc E/807) 2 June 1948;7 U.N. ECOSOC p312. Fifty three countries signed the Final
Act of the conference which authenticated the text of the Charter for the ITO.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, Havana, 21 November 1947 to 24 Ma¡ch
1948, Final Act and Related Documents, UN doc ElConf.2l78 dated April 1948. See the other 3
references for the Final Act at p5 of the GATT Analytical Index; and see Jaclson (1969) p49-50 frl-
.,

Rule 15 of "Rules of Procedure for Sessions of the Contracting Parties", GATT, I BISD 95; adopted

GATT/l/SR.3 p2-3. See GATT, Analytical Indae,pl}09, ft4 and Jackson (1969) p145,fu2.
Crawford (1968) p43.
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3 TIIE LEGAL FRAME\ilORK OF TIIE GATT

3.1 APPLICATION OF THE GATT

As stated above, although the GATT was signed by 23 original parties,40 its provisions did

not come into definitive force until they came into force as part of GATT1994 in the WTO

Agreement on 1 January 1995.41 Instead, between 1948 and 1994 the GATT applied

provisionally. The Protocol of Provisíonal Applicatioz executed by eight of the original

parties (and soon afterwards acceded to by most of the original 23 parties)az 6o*O *.
parties to:

apply provisionally on and after 1 January L948:

(a) Parts I and III of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and

(b) Part II of that Agreement to the fullest extent not inconsistent with
existing legislation.a3

For subsequently acçeding parties, application of the GATT was effected by accession to the

original Protocol or to a similar Protocol or by succession.4a

3.2 INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEV/ORK FOR THE GATT

The GATT 1947 was atreaty. It did not establish an international orgaruzation and it had

little provision for institutional structure. However, over the period ending with the

establishment of the World Trade Organization, the GATT 1947 fanctioned in many

respects as if it were an organization.4S

4l

The 23 original parties a¡e nemed at the head of the Agreement: see I BISD 13 at 13; Entry into

force is dealt with under Art XXVI.
See A¡t II:2 and A¡nex 1A:l of tlLe Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade

Organization, 15 April 19941, n force generally and for Austra1ia on I January 1995; Aust TS 1995

No 8; 33 lLll'l 1144.
Protocol of Provisional Application of the GATT, Geneva, 30 October L947;I BISD 77; 55 U.N.T.S.

308; T.I.A.S. No.1770; 6l Stat.[2] 19471' T\e names of the original 8 appear in Art I of the Protocol;

The governments acceding to this Protocol are listed in Table VID in the Appendix to GATT,
Analytical Index: Guide to GATT Law and Practice (GATT, Geneva, 6th ed, 1994) ("GATT,

Analytical Index").
Protocol of Provisional Application of the GATT, as above, Art I.
See Tables A to D in part VI "Accession and Succession to Contacting Party Status Under the

General Agreement" of the Appendix to GATT, Analytical Index. Also see Jackson (1969) at p60

firl discussing two instances of ratification of the GATT iæelf by Haiti and by Liberia (temporarily).

On this issue of whether the pre-WTO GATT was an organization see, eg, Long, Olivier, Law and its

Limitations in the GATT Multilateral Trade System (Ma¡tinus NÜhofT, Dordrecht, 198Ð p4a-54; arñ
Darr, Kenneth W., "The GATT as an International Organization", chlg tn The GATT: Law and

International Economic Organization pp335-350.
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Although the ITO never came into existence, the interim arrangernent whereby the United

Nations Interim Commission for the Intemational Trade Organization provided secretarial

services for the GATT persisted from 1948 until 1995 when the WTO came into

existence.46 This arrangement effectively overc¿rme the absence of provisions in the

Agreement to establish a secretariat.

The abstention from creating any organization meant that the GATT did not create any

organs to carry out various functions. However, the GATT did provide for the institution of

the CONTRACTING PARTIES (designated by capital letters) which was the contracting

parties acting jointly in accordance with the voting requirements of the Agreement.4T

Meetings of the contracting parties were held once per year.48 A decision of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES of 1960 delegated to the GATT Council the power to act

between sessions of the CONTRACTING PAIITIES.4e Generally, decisions of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES and of the GATT Council were taken by consensus without

voting which meant that wherever a single party objected to a resolution, no resolution was

taken.5o

From time to time, the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted (unanimous) decisions

regarding the interpretation of the GATT, thereby exercising a quasi-legislative frmction.sl

The CONTRACTING PARTIES exercised an executive function by acting as a medium for

communication and negotiation, and by entering into relationships with third parties.52 The

46 See Rule 15 of the "Rules of Procedure for Sessions of the Contracting Parties" adopted at the fust
session of the Contracting Parties in Ma¡ch 1948, I BISD 95; I do not intend to categorically state

that the Interim Commission for the ITO ceased to function on I January 1995 as soon ¿ìs the WTO
came into existence - it may be that a gradual transition of responsibilities and obligations from one

body to the other continued after that date or is still continuing.
See GATT, A¡t XXV:I. In the GATT itse$ references to the one or more of the contracting parties

uses the words 'contraçting party' or 'contracting parties' in lower case but references to the

contracting parties acting jointly use the words 'CONTRACTING PARTIES' in upper case. This
thesis attempts to follow the srme convention.
To the end of 1992,|here had been 48 regular sessions: see GATT, lnalytical Index, pl0l l.
"Decision of 4 June 1960 establishing the Council of Representatives", BISD,95/8-9. Prior to the

establishment of the Council, most of the functions of the Council were carried out by an

Intersessional Committee: see GATT, z4nalytical Index p1015, fo32.
The CONTRACTING PARTIES did routinely vote on accessions under Aficle XXXil and waivers
under A¡ticle XXV:5 but had not taken a vote on any other matter since 1959: see GATT, Analytical
Index (6th ed) pl0l4. The Cor¡ncil had never taken a vote: see GATT, Analytical Indøc (6th ed)
p1022 sayng "the practice has been to proceed on the basis of consensus".

See Jackson (1969) pl321. andRoessler, F., "The Competence of GATT" (1987) 2lQ) "fWfL73-83.
See the examples cited by Roessler, "The Competence of GATT", at p80-81.
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CONTRACTING PARTIES also exercised an arbitral and quasi-judicial function by issuing

rulings, recommendations and authorizations to resolve disputes between contracting

parties.s3 The CONTRACTING PARTIES delegated part of these functions, in early days,

to working parties which consisted of a representative of every contracting party and, from

1952, to panels which consisted of a small number of independent experts. The

recommendations of working parties and dispute settlement panels had no legal status of

their own. They only acquired legal status upon being adopted by the CONTRACTING

PARTIES. The fact that such decisions were always carried out on a consensus basis meant

that it was possible for the losing litigant to block the adoption of a panel report. This

happened several times in cases relating to agriculture, in particulü, h cases relating to

European ag¡icultural policies.sa

Afrer the Uruguay Round, with the creation of the V/TO, the former frrnctions of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES and various bodies to which they had delegated functions were

t¿ken over by bodies created prusuant to the WO Agreement.55 Therefore, any reference in

this chapter to the CONTRACTING PARTIES necessarily refers to the law as it was prior

to the WTO coming into existence.56

3.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GATT LEGAL SYSTEM

Obligations under the GATT have always had some distinctive features which endure in the

post Uruguay Round GATT.

Firstly, under the GATT, parties can r¡nilaterally change some of their obligations.5T In fact,

the GATT draws only fine distinctions between the treabnent of unilaterally initiated

changes in obligations and the treat¡nent of violations of obligations.58

Principally r¡nder Art X)OII. Note that rather than executive, legislative and judicial functions,

Roessler refers to four competences of the CONTRACTING PARTIES: regulatory, deliberative,

legislative and external: Roessler, "The Competences of GAfi",p77-81.
See the discussion below in Ch 12 on the EEC Wheat Export subsides case and in chl3 onrhe EEC

Canned Peaches case.

See Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization 1994 ATS No 8 , Article fV.
A¡ticle 2@) of the General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade 1994 deems references nthe GATT 1994

to CONTRACTING PARTIES to be references to the V/TO. In this text, for simplicity of narrative,

some of the references a¡e in the present tense. Generally, these include statements of law where the

pre and post WTO law is the same with the qualification that the relevant administering body is no

longer the CONTRACTING PARTIES but is the relevant body acting under the WTO Agreement.

See the discussion of Arts XD( & )OIVIII, in this chapterbelow.
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Secondly, the GATT does not provide that breaches create obligations to pay reparations. It

is silent on reparations and is generally regarded as creating a code of dispute settlement in

which payment of reparations plays no p¿ut.59

Thirdly, the CONTRACTING PARTIES did not have any power to order that a situation of

breach be brought into conformity with the GATT. They can make such a recommendation

but their only power, if the recommendation is not complied with, is to release other parties

from obligations owing to the defaulting party.60 It is notable that even though the power is

to make a recommendation requesting compliance rather than an order requiring

compliance, in the overwhelming majority of cases, the defaulting party has, in fact,

complied with the recommendation.6l

Fourthly, although the GATT does provide, in the event of breach, for injured parties to be

released from funne obligations to the defaulting party, it places significant restrictions on

that right.02 In the case of a breach, injured parties were not released from their own

58

59

60

61

See Jaclson (1969) at pl64-165 observing that there is a multitude of clauses in the GATT which
require contacting parties to consult with each other and which may result in negotiated changes to

obtigations.
In respect of the law of reparations under international law, see the statement of the law in Chozow
Factory Case (Germany v Poland) (meriß) (1928) PCIJ Ser A, No 17 atpú64E; and Internafional
Law Cornmission, Draft Articles on State Responsibility, Part II, Arts 6 & 7; U984| 2 YB Int Law
Com 19. On the absence from GATT of ordinary notions of reparations, see Petersmann, Emst-
Ulrich, "Violation-Complaints and Non-Violation Complaints in Public International Trade Law"
(1991) 34 German YIL 175 at 183-189. The position appears to be the same after the Uruguay
Ror¡nd: see, in particular, A¡ticle 22 of lhe Understanding on Dispute Settlement, Annex 2 to the

Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization done at Ma¡r¿kesh 15 April 1994 ('DSU).
Art X)ilI (and a.fter the Unrguay Round, the provisions of the Understanding on Dispute Settlement,

see preceding footrote). The author believes this statement is still accurate in respect of the current
law, but perhaps under the DSU the position is contentious. See, for eg, Jackson, Jobn H.,
"Designing and Implementing Effective Dispute Settlement Procedures: WTO Dispute Settlement,
Appraisal and Prospects" ch 5 in Anne O Kmeger (ed)" The WO as an International Organization
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London, 1998) pp161-180 at pp169-170.

See the statistics on compliance with recommendations compiled by Robert Hudec in Hudec,
Enforcing International Trade Law - The Evolution of the Modern GATT System (Butterworths,

Salem, 1991) Table 11.18 onp305.
GATT, Art XXIIL For a comparison of Article XXIII and the provisions of A¡ticle 60 of the Vienna

Convention on the Law of Treaties, Vienna, adopted 22 ilulay 1969, opened for signature 23 May
1969, in force 27 January 1980 ("Vienna Convention"); UN Doc A"/conf 39127; UKTS 58 (1980); 8

ILl'[679 see Brand, Ronald, "Competing Philosophies of GATT Dispute Resolution inthe Oilseeds

Case and the Draft Understanding on Dispute Settlement" (1993) 27(6) JWT Ll7 at 133-134.
psfsrs¡ann discusses the exhaustive nature of the GATT rules on countermeasures' see Petersmânn,

Ernst-Ulrich, "Violation-Complaints and Non-Violation Complaints in Public Intemational Trade
Law" (1991) 34 GYIL 175 at 193-196. Pescato¡e appears to take a contrry view: that the GATT
legal system does not exclude the general international law ofcountermeasures: see Pescato¡e, Pierre,
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obligations toward the offending party unless and until they had obtained authority of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES. Between I January 1948 and the commencement of the

'WTO, such authonzationwas given only once.63

In general, the GATT legal system's approach to breaches has always been (and still is) to

re-establish the previously negotiated balance of benefits rather than the precise state of the

pre-existing obligations. This is true, even though, in general, the relevant recommendation

of the CONTRACTING PARTIES was to bring the relevant measure into conformity with

the GATT.

3.4 THE MOST FAVOI.IRED NATION RULE, MULTILATERALIZATION OF
CONCESSIONS AND'FIRST.DIFFERENCE' RECIPROCITY

Fr¡ndamental to the GATT is the Most Favoured Nation rule. This is provided for in Article

I. It requires that every contracting party must treat the trade of every other party no less

favourably than it treats the trade of any other counûry (of its most favoured nation'). The

effect of this clause is that the benefit of every tade liberalization which is agreed between

any two contracting parties (or even granted by a contracting party in favour of a non-

confracting country) must be accorded in favour of every contracting party.

It is also fundamental to the GATT that parties do not have to offer the same degree of tade

liberalizatton to other parties as other parties ofler to them. Obligations are not reciprocal in

that sense. Some obligations are reciprocal but obligations with respect to tariff rates are

not. Obligations are expected to be reciprocal in the sense of the amount of trade

liberalization exchanged. This is often called 'first-dif[erence' reciprocity. It means that

there should be some kind of reciprocrty in the size of tariff cuts agreed but not necessarily

in the resulting level of tariffs.

3.5 FOUR SOURCES OF FLEXIBLITY

It is important to be aware that the text of the Agreement itself and the instrrments which

brought it into force in 1948 gave rise to some sources of flexibility in the rules.

'The GATT Dispute Settlement Mechanism: Its Present Situation and its Prospects" (1993) 70(I) J
IntArb2T at37.
See "Netherlands Measures of Suspension of Obligations to the United States", determination of 8
November 19 52, BISD LS/32.
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(a) Grandfathering

As mentioned above, under the Protocols of Provisional Application, some parts of the

Agreement only applied to the extent that they were not inconsistent with existing

legislation. The giving of immunity to existing legislation from compliance with the

obligations under international law is called "grandfathering" the existing legislation. It is

important to be mindful of which provisions were grandfathered and which were not, that is,

those which applied (provisionally) only to the extent that they were "not inconsistent with

existing legislation" and those which applied absolutely.

Part I: containing Articles I and II applied absolutely. It contains the Most

Favoured Nation rule and also obligations relating to the negotiated tariff

rates.

Part II: containing Articles III to )OilII applied to the extent that they were not

inconsistent with existing legislation. It contains the rules regulating

euotas64 and subsidi€S,65 1¡" rules for temporary emergency departures from

tariff obligations,66 and also the dispute resolution provision in Article

XXIII.

Part III: containing articles )OilV to )O(XV applied absolutely. It contains the

provisions for variation of the obligations relating to tarifß.67

(b) \ilithdrawal from the Agreement

A contracting party always had the option of withdrawing from the Agreement. The

Protocols of Provisional Application provided that any government could withdraw by

gling 60 days notice.68

Principally, Art XI.
Art XVI.
ArtXIX.
Art)O(VIII.
ln tlre Protocol of Provßional Applicatioz of the GATT, October 30, 1947 , the withdrawal provision
is A¡t 5. Under Article XXXI of the GATT itself, parties could withdraw by giving six months
notice.
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(c) Exceptions in the GATT Text

The Agreement allowed for deviation from its general rules in a number of situations. Some

of the exceptions were specific exceptions from particular rules. Others were general

exceptions from the obligations r¡nder the Agreement. The most important exceptions for

purposes of this study a¡e mentioned later in this chapter.

(d) Waivers - Article XXV5

In the event that a contracting party wished to adopt or continue policies which did not

comply with the general rules and could not be justified under any of the exceptions, then

that party could apply for a waiver under Article XXV:5. Under this provision, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES could waive any obligation imposed by the Agreement.6e A

two-thirds majority of the votes cast was required and that majority of votes had to contain

more than half of the contracting parties.T0

4 THE RT]LES RELATING TO IMPORT TARIFFS

The first of the four principal policy instnrments considered is the import tariff.

4.T THE BASIC RULE - ARTICLE II SCHEDULES OF CONCESIONS

The principal

provides:

(a)

(b)

obligations conceming import tariffs are contained in Article II:l which

Each confracting party shall accord to the commerce of the contracting
parties treaünent no less favor¡rable than that provided for in the
appropriate Part of the appropriate Schedule annexed to this
Agreernent.

The products desctibed in Part I of the Schedule relating to any
contracting party, which a¡e the products of territories of other
contacting parties, shall, on their importation into the territory to which
the Schedule relates, and subject to the terms, conditions or
qualifications set forth in that Schedule, be exempt from ordinary
customs duties in excess of those set forth and provided for therein.

Art XXV:5 "In exceptional çl¡sumstances not elsewhere provided in this Agreement, the
CONTRACTING PARTIES may waive an obligation imFosed upon a contracting parry by this
Agreement... "
ATtXXV:S.
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As Article II conternplates, the parties' obligations relating to tariff levels apply to the

products that are listed in Schedules to the Agreement. Each paty to the agreement

completes a Schedule which is incorporated into the Agreement by annexation to it.7l

These Schedules of Concessions a¡e comprised of lists of products for which maximum

tariff rates are specified.72 Until the completion of the Uruguay Round, the product

coverage of Schedules varied enormously from counüy to country. Some were almost

comprehensive lists of the country's customs classifications. Others contained a very short

list of products. The maximum tariff rates are described as "bound" rates. The obligation

on a country not to charge more than the bowrd tariff rate is called a binding. The act of

agreeing to a tariffbinding is usually called glving a concession, so the obligations listed in

a coun@'s schedule are often refened to in the Agreement and elsewhere as "concessions".

4.2 MULTILATERALIZATION OF CONCESSIONS BY THE MFN CLAUSE

The benefits of the obligations imposed by tariffbindings are extended to all parties to the

GATT. This is achieved by the provisions of Article II above and also by Article I:1 which

provides, in part:

V/ith respect to custom duties ... imposed on importatior ..., any advantage,

favour, privilege or immunity granted by any contacting party to any product

originating in ... any other counûry shall be accorded immediateþ and

unconditionally to the like product originating in ... the tef,ritories of all other

confracting parties.

There are exceptions to this rule but, generally, every party automatically receives the

benefit of every tariffbinding given by every other party.73

4.3 THE NEGOTIATION OF CONCESSIONS / BINDINGS

The contracting parties' Schedules of Concessions arise from negotiations. For a new

member, its schedule arises from the negotiation for accession to the Agreement. For the

original and longtime mernbers, the schedules ¿¡re the result of a series of negotiations"

Those negotiations have been conducted in a few different ways. Until 1967, the Schedules

A¡t II:7.
Some schedules contain commitnents other than tariff concessions: see the schedule items listed in
GATT, Analytical Index,p877,fu22 &,23; and see section I I in this chapter.

7t
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consisted of concessions resulting wholly from a process of request and offer on an item by

item and counûy by cormtry basis.Ta However, to some extent, the pre-Uruguay Round

Schedules were also the product of across the board tariffreductions. In 1967, the Kennedy

Round reductions included linear reductions on industrial productsTs and, in 1979, the

Toþo Rowrd reductions included reductions on industrial products according to a

harmonization formula which applied a larger cut to higher tariff rates.76 The Uruguay

Round applied a mixture of earlier methods including, for the first time, linear reductions on

agricultwal products. However, the pre-W'TO Schedules relating to agricultural products

were wholly the result of item by item negotiations.

In item by item negotiations, parties submit requests and offers to each other. One country

may want to obtain access for a particular product to a particular counüry so it requests that

county to cut its tariffon that item. The same country may be prepared to of[er a tariffcut

on another product. The process by which the final outcome of this offer and request

process is reached can vary. A negotiation can be bilateral: two countries, interested in

access to each others'markets, agree to give concessions to each other. This could happen

where two countries exchange concession upon two products in respect of which each of the

two counties is the principal supplier. Often, though, more than two countries are involved.

In consequence of the MFN rule, any exchange of tariff reductions between a pair of

countries would give a free ride of market access to other counfries. Therefore, the first two

countries would seek some concession from those other countries. In particular, they would

seek some tariff concession from countries that are principal suppliers of the relevant

products and that, therefore, would othenvise receive a significant benefit for nothing.TT In

general, then, a country is not prepared to negotiate a reduction of the rate on a particular

product unless it receives reductions on other products from a number of other contracting

parties as part of a package deal. In a nurnber of situations that may arise under the GATT,

Consideration of the exceptions is mostly beyond the scope of this study. The exceptions are
preferences listed in Article l;2, free trade a¡eas and customs unions authorized r¡nder Article )O([V
and non-application of the Agreement to particular parties under Article XX)Õ/.
The rounds of tariff negotiations are listed in this chapter below. See the summary of tariff reduction
method in Table 1.2 of Hoeloan & Kostecki, The Politícal Economy of the World Trading System
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1995) pp16-17.
Hoekman & Kostecki, asabove.
Hoekman & Kostecki, as above.
See Jaclrson (1969) pp2l8-221.
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it is important to identift who a¡e the original parties to a particular exchange of

concessions, who is a principal supplier or who is otherwise interested in a particular

concession.Ts This identification is relevant to determining who has a right to participate in

a renegotiation of the relevant concession. Where tariffreductions have been implemented

on a formula basis, the parties have made special rules for determining initiat negotiating

rights.zr

4.4 ROI.INDS OF TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS

Article XXVIIIbis, added to the Agreement in 1955, provides that periodically there shall be

multilateral trade negotiations.s0 There have been eight rounds of multilateral trade

negotiations, with the first being that conducted at the same time as the second session of

the Preparatory Committee for an Intemational Conference on Trade and Employment and

the eighth being the Uruguay Round which began in 1986 and ended in 1994. The rounds

of negotiation have been as follows:

The lst Round - the Geneva Ror¡nd in1947

The 2nd Round - the Annecy Round in1949

The 3rd Round - the Torquay Round in l95l
T1'.o A¡h Þnrrnrl - fha lìener¡o Pnrrná in I 056

The 5th Round - the Dilion Ror¡nd in 1960-61

The 6th Round - the Kennedy Round int964-67

The 7th Round - the Toþo Round inl973-79

The 8th Round - the Uruguay Round in 1986-94

4.5 PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF TARIFF BINDINGS AND THE
NATIONAL TREATMENT RULE

A number of additional rules prohibit government policies which can circumvent tariff

bindings. Article II:1(b) prevents the limits on customs duties being circumvented by other

On the concepts of initial negotiating rights', þrincipal supplying interest' and 'subst¿ntial interest',

see Dam (1970) pp83-84. TmFortant primary materials on these concepts a¡e collected in GATT,
Analytical Indac at pp867 -87 I.
Eg, with respect to the Kennedy Round, seel5S/67, and with respect to the Toþo Round, see

2651202. Generally see GATT, Analytical Indæ,pp868-869.
Art XXVItrbis was inserted by Section X of Article I of the Protocol Arnending the Preamble and
Parß II and III of the GATT, Geneva, 10 Ma¡ch 1955, in force 7 October 1957;278 UNTS 168.
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charges on imports. Parties are also prohibited from using changes to tariffclassifications to

avoid tariff commiünents.8l Article II:4 attempts to prevent parties from circumventing

tariffbindings through the use of state import monopolies. Article II:4 prescribes that where

a tariff concession is granted on a product that state import monopolies dealing in that

product must not operate so as to "afford protection on the average in excess of the amount

of protection provided for in that Schedule".82 This means that the average mark-up must

not exceed the bound tariffrate.

A national treatnent rule in Article III prevents parties from circumventing the limits on

customs duties by imposing heavier sales taxes on imported goods than on domestically

produced goods.83 It also prevents imposing an effective t¿riffthrough requiring imports to

be used in specified proportions with domestic goods.84 In fact, Article III prohibits the

treatnent of imported goods under legal regulation of any kind in a manner less favourable

than the way the same regulation is applied to like domestic Boods.8s Aficle III does not

apply only to products upon which tariffbindings have been given but to all products. In a

sense, it prohibits hidden tariffs so that the import tariffs that do exist, whether bowtd or

unbound, are transparent. There is an important exception to the national freatment rule for

domestic production subsidies; if subsidies are paid "exclusively to domestic producers",

they are not prohibited by Article III.86

4.6 THE RENEGOTIATION OF A CONCESSION / BINDING - ARTICLE )O(VIII
MODIFICATION OF SCHEDULES

After a country has placed a tariffbinding in its Schedule of Concessions, it is possible for

that country to alter or withdraw the concession pursuant to procedures set out in Article

)O(VIII. Some other provisions of the Agreement also provide for changes to obligations in

various circumstances, for example, the exception for temporary emergency safeguards in

Article XIX, but only Article )O(VI[ provides a right of renegotiation with no prerequisites.

81

82
Art II:3.
See Jackson (1969) p357 stating "...absent [a] special agreement, a ta¡iff concession is automatically

a "monopoly-protection-level" concession".
See Art III:2; this is only one aspect of the national treatment provisions in Art III. There is also a de

facto discrimination provision in the second sentence of Article trI:2.
See A¡ticle tI:5. On the economics of how this constitutes an effective ta¡iffba¡rier, see Vousden,

The economics of protection (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990) p40.

See Art III:4.
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In essence, Article XXVIII provides a mechanism for parties to undo the exchange of

concessions that they have previously agreed to. This reversal of the original agreement

may occur where all parties agree to the reversal but it may also occur where a party wishing

to undo the original agreement is unable to obtain the concurrence of the other parties.

These procedures provide for permanent amendments to the Schedules of Concessions.

Once the amended version of the Schedule comes into force, then the Concession that has

been withdrawn is completely extinguished. Note, though, that only the particular

concession which is renegotiated under Article XXVIII is erased from the Schedule. There

may be one or more earlier concessions in respect of the same product that endr¡re.87

To explain the procedr.res available, I deal first with the consequences that follow where, in

the absence of-agreement, a contracting party simply withdraws a concession, secondly,

with the negotiating procedwe and, lastly, ïr¡itlì the differences between the three slightly

variant procedures available under Article XXVIII.

(a) Consequences Under Article XXVIII of Unilateral lVithdrawal

Subject to an obligation to negotiate, a party could simply change its mind and withdraw a

concession.88 For example, Country A might have given a binding of a tariff on fresh

qnri¡nfc at q rqtø nf )ño/^ Tf f-nrrnfn¡ A foilc fn reqnh qæcmmt nn rr¡ifh¡lrqrr¡ino fhic

concession, Country A can still proceed to withdraw the concession- The withdrawal of the

concession by Counüry A must apply to the trade of all other contracting parties. In

response, certain other contracting parties a¡e able to withdraw "substantially equivalent

concessions initially negotiated with [country A].ual

Those certain other parties, entitled to withdraw concessions in response comprise :

- parties with initial negotiating rights ('INR's), that is, parties with whom Cowrtry A

initially negotiated t};ie20o/o binding on apricots ;e0

A¡ticle III:8(b).
On the layering of bindings, see Jaclson (1969) pp203-204 & also McGovem, Edmond
International Trøde Regulation (Globefield Press, Exeter, 1995-) pp5.11-3 - 5.1l-4.
See Art XXVIII:I.
Arts XXVIII:3(a) and 4(d).
See A¡ts XXVIII:3(a) and XXVIII:4(d). Initial negotiating rights may arise from a specific
agreement aod be inscribed in a Schedule or may be 'floating INRs' arising from a decision taken i¡ a

86
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parties determined to have a principal supplying interest in the import of apricots by

CountrY A;91 *d

parties determined to have a substantial interest in the import of apricots by Counûy

A.e2

The concessions that can be withdrawn in response may be chosen only from those

concessions that the responding party had included in its Schedule of concessions as a result

of negotiations with Country A. However, the trade to which the withdrawal applies cannot

be limited. The withdrawal of concessions by'retaliating'parties must apply to the hade of

all other contracting parties. These rules can make it difficult for retaliating parties to

choose products for retaliation purposes because they would prefer to choose products the

imports of which are supplied almost solely by the target country.

The use of the phrase "substantially equivalent concessions" implies that some value can be

placed on the withdrawn concession and that it is possible to choose concessions of other

parties that have "substantially equivalent" value. The Agreement does not define the

concept of 'substantial equivalence' nor does it include any significant guidance on how

'substantial equivalence' or the 'value' of concessions is to be determined.g3 Further

elucidation of these concepts is best done in the context of the negotiation procedure.

(b) The Negotiating Procedure

The above description of Article XXVIII describes the rights of the contracting parties but it

does not indicate how the procedure is much more one of negotiation than of action and

retaliation. The process of action and retaliation only occurs if the parties fail to reach

agreefirent.g4 A party wishing to change its schedule must negotiate with the party with

past round that principal suppliers will automatically have INR status for the purposes of A¡ticle
)O(WII (eg, see L16367 of 15 June 1988).

See Arts XXVIII:3(a) and XXVIII:a(d) and Interpretative Note Ad Article XXVIII: para I:4,5 and 6.

Pre-WTO, this determination was made by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
Arts XXVIII:3(a) a¡d 4(d); See Interpretative Note Ad A¡ticle XXVIII: para l:7. Pre-WTO, this
determination was made by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
There is limited gui¡lance contained in Arts XXVIII:2, XXVltrbis:l &2 atd in the Interpretative
Note Ad Article XXVIII.
A¡t XXVIII:3(a),3O) and a(d).

9l
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whom the concession was originally negotiated and with any party that has a principal

supplying interest.e5 The character of the negotiation is described in Article )O(VIII:2 :

In such negotiations and agreement, which may include provision for
compensatory adjustment with respect to other products, the contacting parties

concerned shall endeavour to maintain a general level of reciprocal and

mutually advantageous concessions not less favourable to trade than that
provided for in this Agreement prior to such negotiations.

Compensatory adjustment refers to the grving of a new tariff concession to compensate for

the withdrawal of an existing one. For example, County A, wanting to increase the tariffon

imports of apricots from a borurd rate of 20%o up to a rate of 30o/o,might offer to reduce the

bound tariff rate on one or more other products, perhaps another frtrit product or perhaps a

completely diflerent product, say, car wheels. Where compensatory adjustme,nt is agreed,

then country A can proceed with modification of its schedule without facing any withdrawal

of concessions by other parties. However, it is not mandatory to reach agreement on

compensation before proceeding with the withdrawal. A party can proceed with the

withdrawal of the concession and continue to negotiate the compensation.

In order to determine how much compensation is appropriate, it is necessary to measure the

value of the concession being withdrawn. The Agreement gives little guidance as to the

appropriate measure of compensation. Articie XlCViIi:Z speeifies the objective oi füe

negotiation as maintaining "a general level of reciprocal and mutually advantageous

concessions not iess favourable to trade than that" which existed before the change. The

concepts of 'reciprocity' and 'mutual advantage' are also used in Article )O(VIIIbis in

describing the multilateral negotiations to be conducted from time to time. 'Whichever of

the terms one attaches most importance to, whether it be "recþrocal", "mutually

advantageous" or "not less favourable to trade", there a¡e some difficulties in applying them

to real circumstances. Some difficulties arise from uncertainty about what is being

measured and others arise from the measr¡rement itself.

Possible relevant measurqnents a¡e the amount of trade that is affected by a concession, the

change in price of the existing flow of imports, or the expected change in volume of the

imports that flow before and after the modification of the schedule. Dam uses the term

95 A¡t XXVIII: 1; See Dem (1970) pp83-84.
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'trade coverage' to refer to the amor¡nt of trade that is affected by a concession.96 Using this

measure, the appropriate compensation for an increase in a tariff on a product for which

imports are valued at $5 million would be a new concession on some other products which

constituted imports of $5 million. As Dam comments, this approach to'trade coverage'fails

to take account of the depth of the change in tariffrate.97 Jackson uses the same term, 'trade

coverage', to refer to the change in price of the existing flow of imports.e8 Using this

measure, the appropriate compensation for a 10 percentage point increase in the tariffrate on

a product for which imports are valued at $5 million would be new concessions on some

other products which reduced their total import price by S500,000. Both Jackson and Dam

qiticíze this approach because it fails to take account of the change in the import flow that

occurs in consequence of the modification to the concession.gg If as a result of the increase,

the total value of imports of apricots into county A is predicted to decrease by $l million,

then one might argue that a negotiated outcome is "not less favourable to trade" only if it

will enable the value of other imports into Country A to increase by $1 million. Such a

negotiation requires agreement upon the change in volume that will occur in response to a

particular change in tariffrate.

There are also some practical difficulties with data. Generally, data on trade coverage for

the previous three years is considered.lO0 Depending on the period chosen, there may be the

problem that data is not available at the time that negotiations coûImencs.l0l Ths¡e are also

obvious margins of error involved in predicting future frade flows. There may be the

problem that the product is very new and there is little trade presently occurring.

In considering whether a negotiated outcome is "reciprocal and mutually advantageous", the

parties may consider arguments like those discussed above involving consideration of the

existing volume of trade, the depth of the tariff cut or on the changes to volumes of trade.

However, there was nothing in the Agreement to determine precisely how recþrocity can be

96
97
98
99
100

See Dem (1970), pp59-61.
See Dam (1970), pp59-60.
Jackson (1969) p24l; Jackson (1989) p123.
Jackson (1969) p24L andJaclson (1989) ppl23-124; Dam (1970) p89.

See "Procedures for Negotiations under Article XXVIIIU, guidelines adopted by the GATT Council

on 10 November 1980, C/l13 and corr.l, BISD, 275126, para 2. It appears that there should be an

updating of trade data as it becomes available, seeLl4636,17 May 1978.
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calculated. In 1980, the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted a set of procedures for

negotiations under Article XXVIL but it contains virtually no guidance on the valuation of

concessions withdrawn and compensatory adjustnents.lO2 Therefore, in practice,

"reciprocity" means whatever the parties agree it means and a reciprocal outcome is

whatever outcoms the parties agree to.103 In this sense, "reciprocity" is partly a

consequence of the bargaining strength of the parties.

Article XXVIII provides that where agreement is reached then the party modiffing its

schedule can proceed with the modification without facing any withdrawal of concessions

by other parties. In practice, though, the agreement between the parties may include some

retaliatory withdrawal of concessions. Paragraph2 of Article )OCVIII refers to:

negotiations and agreernent, which may include provision for compensatory

adjustrnent with respect to other products.

These words appear to envisage a mixttue of compensatory adjustments on other products

and also the withdrawal of concessions which are 'substantially equivalent' to the part or

whole of the withdrawn concession in respect of which adequate compensatory adjustment

has not been agreed. In terms of valuation, there appe¿ìrs not to be any difference between

concessions withdrawn, concessions given as oompensation and concessions withdrawn in

retaiiation. Therefore, ali oi füe unceriainties a¡r<i difficuliies as to valuation riiscusse,:l

above in relation to compensatory adjusûnents apply equally to retaliation.

The provision for compensatory adjustnents is designed so that commiünents can be

modified without lessening the degree of liberalization embodied in the Schedules: that is,

so that the outcome of negotiations can be "not less favowable to trade than that provided

101 See "Canada - Withdrawal of Ta¡iffConcessions", panel report adopted 17 May 1978, BISD, 255142,

4748,pan17.
See "Procedures for Negotiations under Aficle XXVIII", as above, BISD,273/26.
This statement is subject to the fact that under one of the three procedures under Art )O(V[I, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES may be asked to consider whether aparty has "uûeasonably t-ailed to
offer adequate compensation" (see Art XXVIII:a(d)). Under the other two procedures under Art
XXVIII, the matter is not referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES (See Art XXVil:3 & 5).

However, in support of the proposition, see Rhodes, Carol;m, Reciprocity, US Trade Policy and the

GATT Regime (Comell University Press, Ithaea & London, 1993) pp90, fu22 quoting from an

interview with Jan Tumlir: "If reciprocþ has uncertain economic meaning in the first place, then
quantifuing the equivalence of concessions is impossible. Consequentþ, reciprocal concession

becomes a highly subjective concept based more on national negotiator's perce,ptions than on some

universally agreed formula".

t02
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for in fthe Schedules] prior to such negotiations". However, in practice, the negotiation is

dominated by considerations of reciprocity because the parties that are entitled to participate

in the negotiation, being either parties with initial negotiating rights, principal suppliers or

parties with substantial interests, have in common that they suffer a reduction in their

exports as a result of withdrawal of the original concession. Therefore, each of these parties

are interested in obtaining a concession that permits a compensating increase in their own

exports to the counüy modiffing its schedule. In the event that they are only able to

negotiate a lesser degree of access, these parties still wish to maintain the original sense of

reciprocity in the extent of the obligations owed to each other and achieve this by r:nwinding

some of their own obligations in retaliation. The maintenance of the original sense of

reciprocity is generally referred to as maintaining the balance of concessions'. The concept

of the balance of concessions has become very import¿nt in GATT custom and dispute

settlement. The only sources of authority in the Agreement for the use of this concept of the

balance of concessions' are the references to the possibility of withdrawal of "substantially

equivalent concessions" in Article XXVIII and elsewhere in the Agreemsnfl04 and the

abovequoted words of Articles XXVIII:2 and XXVIIIbis referring to 'reciprocity' and

'mutual advantage'.

(c) The Three Variant Article XXIII Procedures

Article XXVil contains not one but three procedures. The three procedwes, though slightly

different, are similar. The differences between the procedures hinge upon the fact that, in

the ordinary course, concessions are intended to stand for a 3 year period of firm validity.tos

Whilst the 3 year periods of firm validþ are automatically extended, it is intended that

withdrawing a concession during the period of firm validity should be more difEcult than

withdrawing a concession at the end of the period. The three procedures 4'e;106

t04
105

See Arts XVIII:7(b) & )üX:3(a).
Art )O(Vm originally provided for the Schedules to r¡ntil I January 1951. This date was extended a

couple of times. Art )O(V[ was amended to give the Schedules indefinite application by the

Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the GATT, Geneva, l0 Ma¡ch 1955, in force

7 October 1957;278IINTS 168. Generally, see Dam (1970), p82.

The terminology'Open Season Negotiations', and'Closed Seasons Negotiations' is copied from Ryan,

K, International Trade Law (Law Book Co, Sydney, 1975) pl6-18. D¡m uses the terms 'O¡ren

Season' and'Out of Season': see Dam (1970) pp8lff.
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(l) 'Open Season Negotiations' which can be conducted at any time but can only relate

to a change in a concession which is to come into force on the first day of any 3 year

Period;l07

(2) 'Alternative Open Season Negotiations' which follow from a party giving notice that

it intends to change a concession from the first day of the next 3 year period but only

for the duration of that next 3 ]ear period;I08

(3) 'Closed Season Negotiations'which relate to the changing of a concession during a 3

Year Period.loe

\ù/ith the first two types of negotiation, the procedure following a failure to agree is as set

out above. The initiating party can proceed with the change to its Schedule and other parties

can retaliate. However with the third type of negotiation (rursuant to Article )O(VIII:4),

two features of the procedure are different. First, the commencement of the negotiation

requires the approval of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Secondly, if the parties cannot

reach agreement then the initiating party cannot proceed with the modification until the

matter has been considered by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. If the CONTRACTING

PARTIES decide that the initiating party has "unreasonably failed to offer adequate

compensation" then the initiating party cannot proceed with the modification to its

ssþsdi¡ls.l l0

5 THE RT]LES RELATING TO IMPORT QUOTAS

The second of the principal policy instruments considered is the import quota.

5.1 THE BASIC RULE - ARTICLE XI GENERAL ELIMINATION OF

QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS

Article XI:l provides the basic rule:

No prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, ta:res or other charges,

whether made effective through quotas, import or export licences or other
measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any contracting party on the

importation of any product of the territory of any other contacting party or on

Art XXVItr:1
ATtXXVItr:5
Art)O(MII:4
ATtXXVIII:a(d).

t07
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the exportation or sale for export of any product destined for the territory of
any conhacting party.

The prohibition on quotas applies to all products whereas the prohibition on exceeding a

bound tariff rate only applies to those products in respect of which a binding is given in a

count4r's Schedule of Concessions. The obligation not to ernploy prohibitions or quotas

applies independently of the content of each parties' Schedule of Concessions.

Prior to the WTO, a major difference between the general rule on tariffs and the general rule

on quotas arose out of the operation of the Protocols of Provisional Application. As

previously, noted, the general rule relating to tarifß operated absolutely but the general rule

relating to quotas only operated to the extent that it was not inconsistent with existing

legislation. Therefore, an import quota was not in breach of Article XI:l if it could be

justified r:nder pre-existing legislation.l t t

Apart from the pre-existing legislation exception, there were (and still are) a number of

other exceptions to the general prohibition against import quotas. These are dealt with,

below, after completion of the outline of the general rules and the application of the dispute

settlement system to them.

5.2 NON-DISCRIMINATORY APPLICATION OF IMPORT QUOTAS - ARTICLE
XUI

Quotas are in their nature discriminatory since they require discrimination against products

outside the quota and where allocation is made to particular countries, necessarily involve

discrimination between c¡untries. Where import quotas are permitted under one of the

exceptions, it seems that they axe not subject to the MFN rule in Article I.112 However,

Article XIII creates particular rules on discrimination that apply to such import quotas as

may be permitted under any exception to the general prohibition. The rules contained in

Article XIII:2 require global quotas except where impracticable, and in the case of allocated

11r For the sake of simFlicity I have deliberately avoided two of the complexities of 'grandfathering':
first, that only mandatorily imposed me¿$wes are grandfathered; and, secondly, the determination of
the exact date at which the pre-existing legislation must have been in existence. Both of these issues

are dealt with in chapter l1 below.
First, the words of Article I do not mention quantitative restrictions. Second, A¡ticle XIV which

allows discrimination in allocation of quotas is expressed to be an exception to A¡ticle )(III only
LL2
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quotas to particular countries, the allocation of quotas must be based on the proportion

supplied by the countries in a previous representative period.ll3 Therefore, the allocation of

import quotas, although discriminatory in nature, is subject to some obligations of non-

discrimination.

5.3 PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROHIBITION OF QUOTAS AND

THE NATIONAL TREATMENT RULE

The Agreement prevents the circumvention of the prohibition of import quota through the

use of internal quantitative regulations. Intemal sales quotas must apply the same way to

imported products as to like domestic products and, in any case, cannot be applied so as to

afford protection to domestic products.l14

There is a limited attempt to prevent the circumvention of the prohibition on import quotas

through the limitation of the quantity of imports by state import monopolies. The

prohibition in Article XI:l does apply to quantitative restrictions maintained through the

operation of state-trading operatis¡¡s.lls Further, Article XVII provides, inter alia, that state

import monopolies must make purchases in a non-discriminatory manner soleþ "in

accordance with commercial consideratislls". I I 6

6 TEE RULES RELAT-IN-G TO EXPORT S-TiBSIDIES

The third of the four principal policy instruments to be considered is the export subsidy.

The pre-WTO ru|es relating to subsidies generally and to export subsidies, in particular,

evolved over 40 years. The evolution of the export subsidy rules manifested I gap between

the disciplines on unprocessed agricultural products and other products. The anaþsis, in

this thesis, of the operation of the rules over time necessarily must take account of precisely

which rules were in eflect at the relevant time. At the beginning of the Uruguay Round, the

relevant rules derived partly from a general rule applicable to atl subsidies in Article XVI:I,

partly from some speeifie rules on export subsidies in Part B of Articles XVI that were

113

rt4
115

116

which infers that even without Article XlV, Article I does not apply to import quotas (This argument

is made in Jackson (1969) p322).

See Article XIII:2. The rules contained in Article )ilII a¡e set out in Jackson, World Trade and the

Law of GATT @obbs-Merril,Indianapolis, 1969) p323.

Article III:4 &5.
See Interpretative Note Ad A¡ticles XI, XII, )flII, XfV and XVItr.
Article XVII:1(b).
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added to the Agreement in 1955,117 and, for those that were parties to it, also partly from the

Agreernent on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and WII of the General

Agreernent On Tarffi and Trade, known as the "Subsidíes Codeu adopted in 1979 at the end

of the Toþo round.ll8 Unfortunately, not evely source of rules applied to every party, so

the rules were complicated by the fact that difflerent rules applied to different parties.

An initial problem applicable to both export subsidies and domestic subsidies is the

difñculty in defining what is a subsidy. In principle, subsidies can be any form of

governmental assistance at all. The assistance may be in the form of cash payment but it

may also be in the form of a tax concession, a sale below market price or a pwchase above

market price. The assistance may be given to producers of a particular product or may be

given to producers of one of many inputs used to make that final product. It may not be

product specific at all. For example, the govemment assistance may simply be given to all

persons who use a particular sen¡ice or who live in a particular area. Secondly, the

distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies has not always been clear. Over the

various changes to the rules, provisions have applied to 'subsidies which increase

exports',I19 'subsidies on exportsrl20 and 'export s¿þsfdissr.l2l Part of the evolution of the

rules up to and including in the Uruguay Round has been a response to these definitional

problems.

6.1 ÐGORT SUBSIDIES ARTICLE XVI:2 TO 5 "SECTION B - ADDITIONAL
PROVISIONS ON ÐGORT SUBSIDIES''

The original form of the GATT did not contain any specific provisions on export subsidies.

The negotiators omitted the provisions on export subsidies in the draft ITO charter from the

GATT. In 1955, concerns over the use of export subsidies resulted in the provisions in the

draft ITO Charter being ¡evisited. Agreement was reached on some prohibitions on

tL7

118

Arts XVI:2,3,4 &, 5 were insertedby Protocal Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the

GATT, Geneva, 10 Ma¡ch 1955, in force 7 October 1957;278 UNTS 168.

Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles W, XW and WII of the General
Agreement, Geneva, 12 April 1979,n force I January 1980 (Subsidies Code");1186 UNTS 204;

BISD,263156.
See Article XVI: l containing the words "subsidy, ..., which operates directly or indirectly to increase

exportstt.
See A¡ticle XVI:4 containing the words "subsidy on the export".
See A¡ticle 9 of the Subsidies Code contzinhgthe words "export subsidies".

119
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particular types of export subsidies and Article XVI was augmented by the addition of

Section B comprising Articles XVI:2 to 5.

In the Section B rules prohibiting certain export subsidies, a distinction was drawn between

export subsidies on primary products and export subsidies on non-primary products. In

respect of primary products, Article XVI:3 prohibited the application of "subsidies which

operate to increase fexports] ... in a manner which results in fthe subsidizing county] having

more than an equitable share of world export trade" in the subsidized product. ln respect of

non-primary products, Article XVI:4 prohibited'subsidies on export'that result in the sale of

the subsidized product for export at a price lower than the price charged in the domestic

¡11a¡þsf.r22 Article XVI:4 only ever applied to 17 parties that accepted a declaration Slving

effect to its provisisl¡s.I23

6.2 THE SUBSIDIES CODE - THE AGREEMENT ON THE INTERPRETATION
AND APPLICATION OF ARTICLES VI, XVI AND )OilII OF THE GENERAL
AGREEMENT

For its signatories , the Subsidies Code applied in addition to the General Agreement. As at

3l Ma¡ch 1994, lt bad 24 signatories.tz+ The rules regulating or prohibiting export

subsidies and domestic subsidies were altered and extended by the Subsidies Code in some

significant vrays.

The prohibition in Article XVI:4 on export subsidies on non-primary products was made

clearer by Article 9:1 of the Code. It imposed the prohibition on "export subsidies" and

dropped the complication of the test in Article XVI:4 as to whether the export price was

lower than the domestic price. It also extended the prohibition in Article XVI:4 to minerals

which were previously covered only by Article XVI:3.125

With respect to export subsidies on primary products, Article 10 repeated the test from

Article XVI:3 relating to whether the subsidy results in the subsidizing counûry having

"more than an equitable sha¡e of world export tade" but extended that test in two ways.

t22
t23

Article XVI:4 uses the words "subsidy on the export of any product other than a primary product".

"Decla¡ation Giving Effect to the Provisions of Aficle XVI:4" in force 14 Nov 1962, see GATT,
Analytical IndurtS1.
See Table VII "Acceptances of Toþo Round Agreements" in Appendix to GATT, Analytical Indac,
pp1056-1059.
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First, it stated that "more that an equitable share of world export trade" would include "any

case in which the effect of an export subsidy granted by a signatory [was] to displace the

exports of another signatory".l26 Secondly, A¡ticle 10 added another completely sqlarate

prohibition that applied to export subsidies on primary products. It prohibited export

subsidies on primary products "to a particular market which results in prices materially

below those of other suppliers to the same marksl.t1727

There ¿re some general provisions in the GATT and in the Subsidies Code which applied to

both export subsidies and domestic subsidies. They are dealt with immediately below wrder

the rules relating to domestic subsidies.

7 THE RT]LES RELATING TO DOMESTIC SI]BSIDIES

The fourth of the for:r principal policy instnrments to be considered is the regulation of

domestic subsidies. The pre-WTO rules on domestic subsidies also changed over time,

beginning with the original Article XVI (which became Article XVI:I in the 1955

amendments) and ending with the provisions of the Subsidies Code.

7.1 CONSULTATIONS TO AVOID SERIOUS PREJUDICE - ARTICLE XVI1
SUBSIDIES, SECTION A - SUBSIDIES IN GENERAL

Article XVI:I obliges parties merely to enter into discussions. Contracting parties are

obliged to discuss the possibility of limiting a subsidy if:

(1) the subsidy operates directly or indirectly to increase exports of any product from, or

to reduce imports of any product into, its territory; and

(2) the CONTRACTING PARTIES determine that the subsidy is causing or threatening

serious prejudice to the interests of any other contracting parfy.

This provision applies to export subsidies or to domestic subsidies. The words "serious

prejudice" are somewhat nebulous. Panel decisions have for¡nd that serious prejudice has

been caused to a second country by export subsidies of one county which affected the

See the Interpretative Note Ad Article XVI:4 and also footnote 29 to Article 9 of the Subsidies Code.

Subsidies C ode, Art LO :2(a).
Subsidies Code, Art l0:3.

t25
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competitive conditions r¡nder which the second country could export to third çsultiss.l28

Although it was not been confirmed by any decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES,

theoretically, "serious prejudice" could also include the effect of a subsidy which enabled

domestic production to displace imports or the effect of a subsidy upon products which were

exported to a second counûy in competition with domestic products within that second

country.

7.2 THE SUBSIDIES CODE. THE AGREEMENT ON THE INTERPRETATION
AND APPLICATION OF ARTICLES VI, XVI AND XXIII OF THE GENERAL
AGREEMENT

Parties to the Subsidies Code were obliged to limit the effects of domestic subsidies. Article

8 of the Subsidies Code imposed an obligation to "seek to avoid causing" certain adverse

effects. Parties were obliged to seek to avoid causing:

(a) injury to the domestic industry of another signatory,

(b) nullification or impairment of the benefits accruing directly or
indirectly to another signatory r¡nder the General Agree'lnent, or

(c) serious prejudice to the interests of another signatory."tzl

In addition to creating an obligation to avoid causing the three adverse effects, the Subsídies

Code also created a remedy, a right to seek authorization to retaliate, against the adverse

effects. The three categories of adverse effects cover the three situations described above as

falling within the meaning of serious prejudice.

CONSEQTiENCES OF BREACHES OF THT, RULES RELATING TO THE
FOUR PRINCIPAL POLICY INSTRUMENTS . ARTICLE þüII '

NWLIFICATION OR IMPAIRMENT

It is not possible to wrderstand the general rules regulating the four principal policy

instruments without r¡nderstanding the nature of the dispute settlement provisions of the

GATT. Therefore, a description of the essence of the dispute settlement system follows in

I

t28 See "European Communities - Reñ¡nds on Exports of Sugar - Complaint by Australia" L14833, 6

November 1979,2651290 at 319, paras (g) & (h); and "European Corrmunities - Refunds on Exports

of Sugar- ComplaintbyBrazil" L/5011, 10 November 1980,275169 at97,paras (Ð & (g).

This quote of Art 8:3 of the Subsidies Code omits the tbree footnotes and the references to them

which a¡e part of the text.
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advance of consideration of various exceptions to the general ¡ulss.l3O The provisions

described here are still in force under the GATT1994 but have been substantially modified

by the Understandíng on Dispute Settlement ('DSU'). It is stressed that this description

relates to the law in force between 1948 and 1994 and it is accurate in respect of the current

law only if read subject to the DSU.

Violations of the GATT 1947 were dealt with under the general dispute settlement

provisions of Article rcKIII.l3l As a provision dealing with violations, Article XXIII is

r¡nusual in that a violation of the GATT "is neither a necessary nor a sufficient prerequisite

to an Article XXIII ¿çfien.'t132 The primary (and sufficient) prerequisite for operation of

A¡ticle XXIII is that there is nullification or impairment of a benefit accruing under the

Agreement. Nullification or impairment without a violation is sufficient but a violation

without nullification or impairment is not (with one theoretical qualifiç¿fisnl33). In

130
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t32

This description does not cover operation of panels, panel reports or the procedural aspects of the

dispute settlement system. Such matters a¡e dealt with extensively in both of Hudec's books, Hudec,
Robert 8., The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomccy @utterworth, Salem, NH, 1990),

Hudec, Robert 8., Enforcing International Trade Law - the evolution of the.modern GATT legal

system (Butterworth, Salem NH, 1993) and also, for example, in Bael, Ivo Van, "The GATT Dispute
Settlement Procedure" (1988) JWT 67-77; Robert E. Hudec, "GATT Dispute Settlement After the

Toþo Round: An Unfinished Business", (1980) 13 Cornell Int.L.J. 146; Pierre Pescatore, "The
GATT Dispute Settlement Mechanism - Its Present Situation and its Prospects" (1993) Journal of
World Trade 5-20. Pla¡lq IL "An UnofFrcial Description of How a GATT Panel Worls and Does

Not" (1987) Journal of International Arbitration I0I1, Waincyner, Jefiftey M., "GATT Dispute
Settlemenf An Agenda for Evaluation and Reform" (1989) 14 North Carolina J Int'l Law & Com

Àeg 8l-119; Waincyner, Jeffrey M., 'Revitalizing GATT A¡ticle XXIII: Issues in the Context of the

Uruguay Round" (1989) l7 Aust Bus L Rev3-47. Some post-WTO works a¡e: Palitho T.B. Kohona,

"Dispute Resolution under the V/orld Trade Orgnnization - An Overview" (1994) 28 JWT 23; Emst-
Ul¡ich Petersmann, "The Dispute Settlement system of the World Trade Organization and the

Evolution of the GATT Dispute Settlement System Since 1948" (L994) Common Market Law Revia'v

ll57-124 and Young, Michael K., 'Dispute Resolution in the Unrguay Round: Lawyers Triumph
over Diplomats" (1995) 29(2) The International Lawyer389409.
Pre-WTO Interpretation of Art XXIII was affected by the following decisions: "Procedures r¡nder

A¡ticle )CXIIIU, decision of 5 April 196ó, BISD, l4S/18.; "Understanding Regarding Notifrcation
Consultation, Dispute Settlement and Surveillance", adopted 28 November 1979, BISD, 26S/210

(including its Annex, the "Agreed Description of the Customary Practice of the GAfi in the Field of
Dispute Settlement"); Ministerial Decla¡ation of 29 November 1982: "Dispute Settlement

Procedures", BISD, 29Sl13; "Action Taken on 30 November 1984; Dispute Settlement Procedures",

BISD, 31Si9; "Improvements to the GATT Dispuæ Settlement Rules and Procedures", decision of
12 April 1989, BISD,36S/61. The texts of these decisions a¡e also published in GATT, Analytical
Index, pp586-596.
Jackson, John H., "The Jurisprudence of Inærnational Trade: The DISC Case in GATT" (1978) 72

Am J Int Law747 at754.
The existence of nullification or impairment is in fact one of two altemative triggers. The other is

that "the attainment of any objective of the Agreement is being impeded". However, the second

trigger has never been used: psfs¡snann, Ernst-Ul¡ich, "The Dispute Settlement system of the World
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practice, though, these awkward criteria were simplified by the development of a

presumption under which all violations \ilere regarded as prima facie nullification or

impairment.l34 (Under the V/TO Agreement, the concept of nullification or impairment

appears to have little continuing importance in the case of viol¿fie¡¡s.l3s)

8.I VIOLATIONS OF THE RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS:

While there were complications in the application of Article XXIII to non-violations, its

application to violations was relatively simple.l36 If a party considered that a benefit

accruing to it under the Agreement was being nullified or impaired because another party

was exceeding a bor.rnd tariff or rwas maintaining an import quota, then, after attempting to

negotiate a "satisfactory adjusünent", it could refer the matter to the CONTRACTING

PAI(TIES.I37 Article XXIII provides that after investigating the matter, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES "shall make appropriate recoÍrmendations ... or give a ruling

..., âS appropriateu.l3s In the case of a violation, the CONTRACTING PARTIES would

recommend that the relevant contracting party bring the offending measure into conformity

with the Agreement; that is, that it reduce its tariffrate back down to the bound level, or that

it remove the offending import quota. If the offending party did not comply with the

recommendation then the CONTRACTiNG PARTIES could:

134

135

136

t37

138

Trade Organization and the Evolution of the GATT Dispute Settlement System Since 1948" (1994)

3l CMLRev 1157-1244 atll73.
This practice was codified in the 1979 "Understanding Regarding Notification Consultation, Dispute
Settlement and Surveillance", adopted 28 November 1979, BISD, 263/210, see para 5 on p2l6 of the
Annex beginning on p215. See Martha" Rutsel Silveste J., '?resumptions and Burden of Proof in
World Trade Law" (1997) l4(L) Journal of International Arbitration 6l-98. (The presumption is
also codified in Article 3.8 of the Uruguay Round Dispute Settlement Undersønding, but this should
be read in conjunction with the rest of the dispute Settlenent Undersønding.)
See DSU, Article 19 making the recommendation of a panel de,pendent upon a frnding of
"inconsistency". See Williams, Brett G., uNon-Violation Complaints in the WTO System" in
Mengozzi, Paulo (ed), International Trade Law on the 50lh anniversary of the Multilateral Trade
System (Guiffrè, Milano, 1999) pp675-797 at fr28 and accompanying text; cf Roessler, Frieder,

"The Concept of Nullification and Impaimreut in the Legal System of the World Trade Organization"
ch2 in psfs¡smann, Ernst-Ulrich, International Trade Law and the GATTMTO Dispute Settlement
System (vol 8 in Studies in Transnational Economic Law) (Kluwer, London, 1997)ppl25-142 at 127.

The application of Art XXIII to non-violations is dealt with below in the description of the rules
regulating domestic subsidies.
Article XXIII:2. The consultation process is set out in Art XXII and )CflII:I. The referr¿l to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES is provided for under Article X)flII:2.
Art )OilII:2.
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authorize a contracting party or parties to suspend the application to any other
conhacting party or parties of such concessions or other obligations under the
Agreement as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstansss.l39

The only option left to the offending parfy was to withdraw from the Agreement.l40

The CONTRACTING PARTIES were given power to recommend that parties bring

offending measures into conformity with the Agreement. They were not given power to

order that violations be remedied. However, in practice, in the great majority of cases,

parties did comply with recommend¿fisns.l4l In fact, the parties regarded achieving

conformity with the Agreement as the first priority of the dispute settlement systern.l42

The sanction that lay behind the CONTRACTING PARTIES po\iler to recommend

compliance was that they had a power to authorize countermeasures: an unwinding of the

Agreement with respect to the oftending party. Under Article )CilII, such authorized

countermeasures were to be discriminatory, that is, the retaliatory suspension of concessions

or other obligations might only apply in relation to imports from the offending party.

The express terms of Article )OilII do not distinguish between violations of tariffbindings

and violations of the prohibition on import quotas. In the case of a breach of either type of

obligation, the CONTRACTING PARTIES had the same authority to release other parties

from such concessions and obligations as they consider appropriate. Similarly, in the

retaliation that can be authorized, Article XXIII does not distinguish between import tariffs

and import quotas. The exact choice of obligations or concessions that may be suspended in

retaliation had to be authorized by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

There is little in the Agreement to indicate how 'appropriateness' of suspension of

concessions or obligations is to be determined. There was only one case in which the

CONTRACTING PARTIES authorized retaliation under Article XXIII: the Netherlands

139
t40

A¡t XKtr:2.
The withd¡awal takes effect from the expiration of the giving of 60 days notice: Art XXIII:2; cf A¡t
X)O(I and withdrawal provisions under Protocols of Provisional Application.
See the statistics compiled by Robert Hudec in Hudec, Enforcing International Trade Law

@utterworths, Salem, l99l) Tables I1.6, 11.13 & I1.18 on pp285-305.

This attitude was codified in the 1979 "Understanding Regarding Notification Consultation, Dispute
Settlement and Sr¡n¡eillance", adopted 28 November 1979, BISD, 2651210, see para 4 onp2l5-216 at

216 of the A¡nex. (It is also codified in A¡ticle 3.7 of the Umguay Round Dispute Settlement

Understanding).

t4L

t42
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complaint about United States dairy restrictions ín I952)a3 h that case, United States

import quotas were having the effect of reducing Dutch exports of dairy products. The

reduction of Dutch exports of Gouda and Edam cheese was estimated to be about

US$250,000 worth of trade. Reductions of other relevant Dutch exports were basically

impossible to estimate because US prohibitions had prevented any trade from occurring and,

therefore, there were no trade statistics upon which to base a calculation. After seeking the

consent of the USA and the Netherlands to a value of trade of US$1.1 million, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES authorized the Netherlands to impose an import quota on US

wheat that would reduce US imports by about US$l.l million.lqa

The negotiating process'was important in the resolution of disputes, perhaps more important

than the above description of the parties' legal rights discloses. The CONTRACTING

PARTIES only became involved in the dispute if the complainant and respondent parties

were unable to reach agreement on a satisfactory adjusünent of the dispute. Even after the

CONTRACTING PARTIES ruled that there was a violation and recommended that a

particular measure be brought into conformrty with the Agreement, ttre disputing parties

could agree that a change in the contentious measure was a satisfactory adjusünent. To

avoid the authorizationof countermeasures, the offending party might offer compensation in

'1 r 1L ' Lr - t' - a- f :f--,--l:-^r:^ ô--^1- ^^--^-^^.:^- ^^--ll -^¿ --^l-.tllË SEIISç OI Alteftt¿uvg uauç llucr'¡ilrzauull ulça¡rurçs. ùuelr uuurPçrrsatluü e\rulu uuL rvurer¡J

the violation unless eflected through a change to Schedules via an Article )O(VIII process.

Where the violaticn''vas the imposition of an import quota, compensation could remedy the

violation. However, the only power given to the CONTRACTING PARTIES by Article

XXII was the power to authorize countermeasures. 
'While, in theory any mutually agreed

"satisfactory adjustnent" could not involve any continuing violation of the rules,l4s ¡
practice, if a complaining party decided not to seek such authorization either because it was

satisfied with the compensation or, even, because it is satisfied with partial removal of the

violation, then there was nothing that the CONTRACTING PARTIES could do. If there

r43 "United States Lnport Restricúons on Dairy Products", resolution of 8 Novemb er 1952, BISD, 1S/3 I ;

"Netherlands Measures of Suspension of Obligations to the United Ståtes", determination of 8

November 1952, BISD, 35132.
Hudec ( I 990) ppl92-r93.
An understanding to this effect was codifred in the 1989 "Improvements to the GATT Dispute
Settlement Rules and Procedures", decision of 12 April 1989, BISD, 36S16I,para.L2.

r44
r45
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was a continuing violation, individual confracting parties could reactivate the dispute

process.

It is stressed that, in the event of violations, the GATT did not provide any basis for:

(l) requiring performance of an obligation; or

(2) payment of reparations to compensate for damage caused by a violation;

The GATT only provided for recommendations that the offending party comply with the

agreement. Whilst the normative force of such recommendations was high and a majority of

recommendations were complied with, the only sanction was a mechanism for the

wrwinding ofbilateral obligations. The application of that sanction by an'injured' party was

subject to prior authorization from the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Such a bilateral

unwinding might be avoided by the glving of substitute obligations. The unwinding of

obligations or the Srving of substitute obligations \¡vas not directed to providing a remedy fot

any loss suffered in the past but was directed at re-establishing the balance of obligations for

the firture. The importance of the balance of obligations' concept was illustrated by

response of the United States to the Netherlands suggestion of retaliation in the USA Dairy

dispute. In the course of that dispute, which, as mentioned above, is the only instance where

retaliation has been authorized under Article XXI[, the United States issued a statement

which included the following:

V/e recognizethe right of other contacting parties to withdraw concessions to

restore the balance of the Agreeme,nt and we would have no objection to the

withdrawal of concessions, which, on examination, prove to be of that kind.t46

The statement appears to regard retaliation as an ordinary part of the process of the

wrwinding of obligations that was a natural and foreseeable consequence of a breach. The

statement does not evidence any regard for the retaliation as an unfriendly act nor even as an

incentive to come into compliance with the Agreement. However, it is easier for a large

cogntry, like the United States, than a small one to adopt this attitude. For small countries,

the threat of retaliation by large countries constituting their principal export markets is a

significant incentive to bring a violating measure into conformity with the Agreement.

Retaliation is generally not in the interest of the retaliating party. Note, for example, that in

146 Press Release GATT/91,28 October 1952,p13
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the US Dairy dispute, many countries threatened retaliation but only The Netherlands

actually sought authorization for it. Then, having received authorization to impose import

quotas, The Netherlands did not strictly impose the retaliation that it was authorized to

impose.l4T Presumably, the reason that The Netherlands did not strictþ impose the

retaliation was that it was in its commercial interest to buy additional wheat from the USA,

that is, that the imposition of the retaliation was not in its best interest.

8.2 VIOLATIONS OF THE RULES ON SUBSIDIES

For purposes of considering violations, one can ignore domestic subsidies since only export

subsidies could be a violation of Article XVI. If an export subsidy violated the provisions

of Article XVI then Article )CilI operated in the same way as it did with respect to a

violation of the rules on tariffs or quotas. The CONTRACTING PARTIES could make

appropriate recoÍrmendations" or "grve a ruling" as appropriate. Generally, the

recommendation would be to withdraw the subsidy. However, the appropriate

recommendation depended upon the precise violation. In case of violation of Article XVI:3,

then the violation would have occurred not because of the existence of the subsidy but

because of its results (that is, resulting in the subsidizing counûry having more than an

equitable share in world export trade) so the appropriate reeommendation could only be to

cease causing that result by limiting the extent of the subsidy. As with breaches of the tariff

or quota rules, if the recommendation of the CONTRACTING PARTIES were not complied

with, then the CONTRACTING PARTIES could authorize other parties to "suspend the

application to any other contracting party or parties of such concessions or other obligations

r¡nder this Agreems¡frr. 148

For the signatories to it, the Subsidies Code provrded an additional procedwe for settling

disputes. The Code established a Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing þ[s¿5urss.l4e

If the Committee found that an export subsidy was "being granted in a manner inconsistent

with the provisions of this Agreement" (the Subsidies Co<ie)iso then the Committee eoui<i

t47 See Hudec, The GATT Legal Systern and World Trade Diplomacy (Brfilerutorths, Salem, 1991)

pp197-198 for comparison of the details of the quantities of US wheat flour that were actually
imported w'ith those permitted under the authorization.
Art)OüII:2.
Subsidies Code, Art16.
Subsidies Code, Art l3:.4.

148
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make recoÍrmendations "as may be appropriate to resolve the issue".l5l In a violation case,

the recommendation could be to cease the subsidy or limit it so as to cease causing or

threatening the result which made it a violation. If the recommendation were not complied

with, then the Committee could authorize "counterme¿ss1'es'r.152

9 NON-VIOLATION NULLIFICATION OR IMPAIRMENT

As noted above, violations are not a necessary condition for the operation of Article XXIII.

A perusal of the opening words of Article XXIII:1 shows that violations are only one of the

fields in which Article )OilII can operate.ls3 It provides:

I If any contracting parfy should consider that any benefit accruing to it
directly or indirectþ under this Agreement is being nullified or
impaired or that the attainment of any objective of the Agreement is
being impeded as the result of

(a) the failwe of another conüacting parfy to carry out its obligations under
this Agreement, or

(b) the application by another contracting party of any measure, whether or
not it conflicts with the provisions of this Agreement, or

(c) the existence of any other situation ...

Clearly, then, a case of "nullification or impairment" can exist even where there is no

violation of the Agreement. Importantly, even in a case of a non-violation, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES can make a recommendation and in the absence of compliance

can authorize retaliation.

9.1 BENEFIT

Although there is nothing in the words of Article XXil to limit the meaning of the words

"benefit accruing to it directþ or indirectly under this Agreement", in practice, they have

had a limited meaning. The CONTRACTING PARTIES only ever adopted findings of non-

violation nullification or impairment in cases where the relevant benefit was the benefit

l5l
r52
153

Subsidies Code, Atl I3:4.
Subsidies Code, Art l3:4.
Petersma¡n refers to 6 ways that Article XXIII can apply: both nullification or impairment
complaints 6¡ imFeding objectives of the Agreement complaints can a¡ise in 3 ways: violations, non-
violations or other situations. See Petersmânn, Ernst-IIlrich, "The Dispute Settlement System of the

World Trade Organi"ation and the Evolution of the GAfi Dispute Settlement Sysûem Since 1948"

(1994) 3l CMLRev Ll57-1244 at l170-1173. ln practice, there have only been two ways that the

Article operates: violation nullification or inpairment and non-violation nullification or impairment.
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under a ta¡iffconcession of providing access to the market of the counûy that gave the tariff

concession.l54

However, it is worth noting that, on a literal reading, "bene t" could embrace:

(1) Country A's benefit of access to Country B's domestic market arising from Counûy

B's agreement not to apply import quotas (as a separate benefit from the benefit

arising from Cowrtry B's agreement to maintain a tariffbinding);

(2) Corurtry A's benefit from the absence of certain export competition in its own market

arising from Country B's agreement not to subsid2e exports;

(3) Country A's be,nefit from access to third country ma¡kets arising from Country B's

agreement not to subsidize export to third countries and/or from tariffbindings given

by third countries.

Analysis in subsequent chapters will observe that there were no instances in dispute

settlement in which the CONTRACTING PARTIES extended Article )OilII to cover any of

these situations except where there was a violation. The interpretation of benefif was

limited to benefits of access to Counûy B's domestic market a¡isrng from Country B's

agreement to maintain a tariffbinding.

9.2 NULLIFICATION OR IMPAIRMENT

Decisions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES have developeC the notion of non-violation

nullification or impairment so that th¡ee elements are required:

(1) that a tariffconcession was negotiated;

(2) that a subsequent measure upsets the competitive conditions between the bor¡nd

product and directly competitive products from other origins; and

(3) that the infoduction of the measure could not have been reasonably expected at the

time the tariffconcession was negotiateri.iss

t54 See Petersmann, Emst-Ulrich, "The Dispute Settlement System of the World Trade Organization and

the Evolution of the GATT Dispute Settlenent System Since 1948" (1994) 3l CMLRev 1157-1244 at

1173; and GATT, Analytical Index,p6L4.
psfs¡snnnn, Ernst-Ulrich, "Violation-Complaints and Non-Violation Complaints itr Public
International Law" (1991) 34 German YIL 175-229 at225.
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9.3 THE REMEDY FOR NON-VIOLATION NULLIFICATION A}ID IMPAIRMENT

The dispute settlernent procedure of Article XXIII applied to non-violations in similar

fashion as it applied to violations. The post-VITO procedwes have been altered slightly but

the essence of the procedures has remained the s¿rme. First, the parties were to attempt to

reach a satisfactory adjusünent. If no satisfactory adjustment could be agreed upon then the

complaining party could refer the matter to the CONTRACTING PARTIES who could

make a recoÍlmendation or ruling. One should consider carefully what kind of

recommendation or ruling that the CONTRACTING PARTIES could make. If there was no

violation, they could not recommend the cessation of any measure. They could only

recommend that the relevant policy be modified in some way that would bring an end to the

nullification or impairment of benefit under the tariff concession. If the nullification or

impairment was not removed and the pre-existing benefits of the tariff concession restored,

then the CONTRACTING PARTIES could authorize retaliation. As noted by Hudec, in

commenting on the Australian Ammonium Sulphate Subsidy case,ls6 the effect of the

nullification and impairment rule is that a non-violation can be treated exactly the same as a

violation. It makes little difterence that there is no actual violation. The consequences ¿Ìre

the same; other parties can be authorized to suspend application of concessions and other

obligations.lsT

9.4 EFFECTS OF THE REGULATION OF NON-VIOLATIONS ON REGULATION
OF THE FOUR PRINCIPAL POLICY INSTRUMENTS

The extent of the regulation of non-violations is not and has never been entirely clear.l58

Non-violation complaints have only accounted for a small number of the total number of

GATT dispute settlement decisions. I se

156

t57
ls8

"The Australian Subsidy on Ammonium Sulphate", GATilCP.4/39, 3 April 1950, BISD, IIl188.
Hudec (1990) pp165- 166.

See Williams, Brett G., "Non-Violation Complaints in the WTO System" in Mengozzi, Paulo (ed),
Intemational Trade Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multitateral Trade System (Giuffrè, Milano,
1999)pp675-797.
Only 15 of the 195 GATT disputes between 1948 and 1993: see Petersma¡n (1991). as above, at
rt72.
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On The Rules Relating To Import Tariffs

The non-violation nullification or impairment rule means that reasonable expectations

gained from the process of tariff negotiation about the friture govemment policy affecting

competitive conditions may be protected as an integral part of the tariffbinding itself.

On The Rules Relating to Import Quotas

On a literal interpretation, it might be possible for the non-violation nullification or

impairment rule to be applied where policy instruments which do not violate the Agreement

have the same effects that an import quota would have. Such policy instruments might

include excessively strict import licensing rules or technical standards regulations, variable

levies, voluntary export restraints, or the operation of govemment import monopolies.

Arguably, such instruments nulliff or impair the benefit from the absence of quotas which

should result from the prohibition of import quotas. However, the CONTRACTING

PARTIES never applied the non-violation nullification or impairment rule in this way.

On The Rules Relating to Export Subsidies

On a literal interpretation, Article XXIII might also apply to a non-violation export subsidy-

In addition, Article 13:4 of t}re Subsidies Code could have applied to non-violation export

subsidies. Article 13:4 dealt with the situations where a subsidy might be causing:

(a) inj,li';

(b) nullification or imPairment; or

(c) serious prejudice.

If the Committee fowrd that such a situation existed then it

[could] make such recommendations to the parties as [might have been]

appropriate to resolve the issue and, in the event the recommendations [were]
not followed, it [could] authorize such countermeasures as tmlght have been]

appropriate, taking into account the degree and nature of the adverse effects

found to exist ... rr.160

The CONTRACTING PARTIES never made findings in relation to export subsidies upon

the basis of the non-violation nullification or impairment rule in Article )CilII or any of the
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non-violation provisions of the Subsidies Code. Arguably, though, there are two

theoretically possible applications in which non-violation nullification or impairment might

have arisen:

(1) The situation where subsidized exports from Cowrûry B to Country A displace

domestic production from Counûry A's own producers;

(2) the situation where subsidized exports from Counûy B to Country C displace exports

from Counûry A to Country C.

The validity of applyrng the non-violation provisions to these situations is considered in

chapter 12.

On The Rules Relating to Domestic Subsidies

It is in relation to domestic subsidies that the non-violation nullification or impairment rule

has had the most significant effect. Clearly it is possible for a domestic subsidy to cause

domestic production to displace imports. If Counûry A negotiates a tariff binding with

Counfiy B in circumstances where Country B has a reasonable expectation that County A

will not subsequently infroduce a domestic subsidy that changes the competitive relationship

between imports from Counûry B and domestic production in Country A, then the benefit

r¡nder ttre tariff binding would be impaired by the new domestic subsidy. The

CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted reports of working parties affirming these principles in

1955 and 1961.161 However, in dispute settlement, the CONTRACTING PARTIES were

more cautious about confirming these principles.l6z They declined to adopt a panel report

based on these principles in 1985163 but finally adopted a dispute panel report in 1989 on

the basis of a limited confirmation of the validity of these principles, although not basing its

160

161

This quote of part of Art l3:4 omits a footnote and a reference to it.
See "Re¡rorts relating to the review of the Agreement - Other Ba¡riers to Trade", report adopted 3

ma¡ch 1955 (L1334 and Addendum) GATT BISD 351222 at224,para13; and "Subsidies - Operation
of the Provisions of Article XVI" report adopted on 2l November 196l (U1442 &, Add.l-2) GATT
BISD LOS/Z0T.
See chapter 13.

See "European Economic Community - Production Aids Granted on Canned Peaches, Cenned PearS,

Qannsd Fnrit Cocktail and Dried Grapes" report by the panel dated 20 February 1985 (L/57'78).

t62
163
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reconrmendations on them.l64 The validity of applying the non-violation provisions to

domestic subsidies in these situations is also considered in later chapters.

10 COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

In relation to subsidies, the possibility of cowttermeasures or retaliation through the

multilateral dispute settlement system of Article XXIII must be considered in the context of

permitted unilateral countermeasures in the form of countervailing duties-

Cowrtervailing duties are additional customs duties that may be imposed on imports to

corurtervail against subsidies paid by other governments. Cor:nten¡ailing duties are

permitted to be imposed upon the imports which have received the benefit of a subsidy if the

subsidized imports are causing or threatening to cause material injury to an industry of the

importing contracting party.l6s The countervailing duty may only be of such an amount as

is necessary to offset the effect of the subsidy.

It is important to appreciate that counten¡ailing duties are only effective to protect domestic

indusüy from competition from subsidized imports. They are not effective to protect

domestic industries which are losing export sales in third country markets because of

competition from subsidized sales from another counûy to the same third counüy ma¡kets.

In such circumstances, the country whose domestic indusùy is being injwed can only have

recourse to the general multilateral dispute settlement procedures cliscussed above.

11 EXCEPTIONS TO THT' GENERAL RT]LES

The GATT contained some specific exceptions to the abovedescribed general rules. There

\ilas an agricultural programmes exception to the prohibition on import quotas.l66 There

were also some exceptions which could justifu the use of either import tariffs in excess of

bindings or import quotas: abalance of payments exception, a developing counûry exception

and an emergency safeguards exception.l6T Two further exceptions to the rules on tariffs

relate to'unfair'trade: that already mentioned in respect of countervailing duties and another

r64 See "European Economic Community - Palments and Subsidies Paid to Processors and Products of
Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins" (L16627) adopted 25 January 1990, GATT B¡SD

375/86. See the more complete discussion in chapter 13 below.
ArtW:6.
Art XI:2.
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in respect of anti-dumping duties. There have been changes to these exceptions in the

Uruguay Round with at least some of the agricultural exceptions effectively disappearing

completely.

1I.1 THE AGRICULTURAL EXCEPTIONS - ARTICLE XI:2

Article XI:2 contained some specific exceptions to the prohibition on quantitative

reshictions for agricultural frade. One related to restrictions on exports for the purpose of

preventing or relieving shortages of foodstuffs or other essential products.l6s Another

related to both exports and imports dealt with restrictions necessary for the application of

standards for classification, grading or marketing of commodifiss.l6e

The rest of the Article XI:2 exceptions related to quantitative import restrictions on

agricultural or fisheries products.lTO The most important of these exceptions was Article

XI:2(cXi). To fit within this exception, the import restrictions had to be necessary for the

enforcement of government measures which operated for the purposes of the reshiction of

the quantity of the product permitted to be marketed or produced. The resfrictions applied

to imports had to be no more restrictive than the restrictions applied to domestic

productiqn.lTt Article XI:2(c)(i) was invoked by a number of countries to justiff

restrictions employed in connection with various programmes for raising the prices of

agricultrxal products.

TI.2 EXCEPTIONS FOR RESTRICTIONS TO SAFEGUARD THE BALANCE OF
PAYMENTS - ARTICLES XII AND XVIII, SECTION B

There is an express exception to the no quantitative restrictions rule for resfictions that a¡e

imposed to safeguard a contracting pafy's balance of payments.lT2 Ths exception in Article

XII is available to all contracting parties. There is a slightly more lenient balance of

Arts XII, XVIII and XIX respectively
Art XI:2(a).
ArtXI:2(b).
e¡ts XI:2(b)(Ð, (ii) and (üÐ.
See the last paragraph of Art Ã:2(c).
A¡t )OI:1.

r67
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payments exception in Section B of A¡ticle XVIII which is only available to certain

developing seunfiçs. I 73

Provisions of Articles XII and XVIII:B

Both of these provisions refer expressly to restricting the quantity of imports. They refer to

restricting "the quantity or value of merchandise permitted to be importedrr.lT4 ln the pre-

V/TO GATT, they did not expressly mention the imposition of tariff surcharges on bound

tariffs" However, a praetice had developed under which A¡ticles XII and XVIII:B could

justiff either quantitative restrictions or tariff sr:rcharges.l7s Therefore, in practice, these

articles provided an exception to both the general rule on import tarifß and that on import

quotas.

Article XII permits a confracting party to impose restrictions "to safeguard its extsrnal

financial position and its balance of paymentsrr.lT6 However, the extent of restictions is

limited to "those necessary:

(Ð to forestall the imminent threat of, or to stop, a serious decline in its
monetary reserves, or

(iÐ in the case of a contracting party with very /ow monetary reserves, to
achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reservssrr.lTT

Article XVIII:B permits a contacting party to impose restrictions "to safeguard its external

position and to ensure a level of reserves adequate for the implernentation of its programme

of economic develop¡¡s¡{'rl78 and the extent of such restrictions is limited to "those

necessary:

(a)

(b)

to forestall the threat of, or to stop, a serious decline in its monetary
reserves, or

in the case of a contracting party with inadequate monetary resenres, to
achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reservssrr.lT9

t73
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r75
t76
177

t78
t79

Section B of Art XVIII (abbreviated XVI[:B) contains paras 8 to 12. Art XVItr:9 provides for the
exception which is available to those developing countries that meet the criteria set out in Art
XXVIII:4(a). See below, in this chapter, under "Excqrtions - Developing Countries - Article XVIII -
Governmental Assistance to Economic Development".
These identical words appea¡ in both Art )OI: I and Art XVIII:9.
See chapter 11, infra, under "4.3.4 Ta¡iffs vs Quotas in BOP Rules ".
Art )CI:l.
Art XII:2(a). Emphasis added.

ATtXVIII:9.
Art XVIII:9. Emphasis added.
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l\zls¿ning of 'Balance of Payments'

The concept of balance of payments in the sense of monetary reselves can be explained in a

simplified way as follows. Consider that persons may receive payments in foreign crrrency

every time that, in an intemational tansaction, they either sell goods, services, or an asset,

or receive a loan, a repayment of a loan, an interest payment or a dividend. Consider also

that persons may need to make payments in a foreign crurency every time that, in an

intemational fransaction, they either buy goods, services, or assets, or advance a loan, repay

a loan, or pay an interest payment or a dividend. Such persons go to the government bank to

exchange domestic cwrency for foreign cì;rrency.l80 A government's holdings of foreign

exchange is called its 'monetary reseles'.l8l When the quantity of foreign exchange that

persons wish to buy from the government with domestic crurency exceeds the quantity of

foreign exchange that persons wish to sell to the government to obtain domestic currency,

then the government is running down its monetary reserves. If this situation continues, then,

with one proviso, the government will eventually nur out of foreign exchange. The proviso

is that this situation of running out of foreign cwrency holdings can only occur when the

price of foreign cwrency (i.e. the exchange rate between domestic crurency and foreign

cr:rrency) is fixed by the government or, if not completely fixed, is being held by the

government above the rate that the market would determine. If the exchange rate is freely

floating then the exchange rate will adjust rurtil the quantities of foreign exchange supplied

and demanded match.

It is useful to consider three types ofbalance of payments problems:

(l) a 'trade deficit' where receipts from exports are exceeded by payments for

imPorts;182

180

181

How this operates varies from country to country. In most countries, there is a Reserve Ba¡k which

is a govenrment instnrmentality. The Reserve Bank stands in the market to buy and sell foreiga

exchange. Sometimes other entities a¡e licensed to deal in foreign exchange. A good reference to

foreip exchânge practices is the a¡nual publication: International Monetary Flund, Annual Report on

Exchange Anangements and Exchange Restrictions, (IMF, S/ashington DC, 1979 - ).
This simplification ignores holdings of gold and Special Drawing Rights ('SDR's) with the

International Monetary Fr:nd.
See Lindert, International Economics (lnvin, Homewood, Illinois, 1986) (8th ed of Kindleberger,

International Economics) pp37 0-37 L

t82
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(2) a 'current account deficit' where receipts from exports and of other income from

foreigners are exceeded by payments for imports and of other income to

foreigners;183 6d

(3) an 'official balance of payments' or 'overall balance of payments' deficit where the

governments holdings of monetary reserves are decreasing (receipts of foreign

exchange in exchange for domestic currency are exceeded by payments of foreign

exchange in exchange for domestic currency).I8a

It is important to note that the balance of payments exceptions in Article XII and XVIII:B

only apply to balance of payments problems in this third sense. These provisions only

authorize a deviation from the ordinary rules on quotas and tariffs where a party has a

balance of payments problem in the sense of very low or inadequate monetary reseryes.

These articles do not provide any exception in the circumstances where apafi merely has a

frade accor.lnt deficit (imports exceeds exports), or a current accowrt deficit (imports and

income payments to foreigners exceed exports and income receipts from foreigners).

Secondly, it is important to note that where a coun@ has a freely floating exchange rate,

simple market operations exchanging domestic cturelrcy for foreign exchange cannot cause

e nrnnino ¿lnr¡¡n nf onr¡errrrnenf rnnnefal-t/ rêeêr1¡ês Wifh e freelw flnefinq exe.hanoe rate fhe

exchange rate can adjust so that the quantity de,rnanded is the same as the quantity supplied.

Therefore, only abnormal dispositions of monetar_v reserves could cause a cor¡ntry with a

floating exchange rate to run out of monetary reseryes and, thereby, be in a position where it

could qualifu to impose restrictions under Article XII or Article XVIII:8.

Operation of Articles XII and XVIII:B

Pa¡ties can have recourse to Articles XII or XVIII:B without having to negotiate any

compensatory concessions. However, both articles provide for consultation with the

^^rTññ^^ñnr^ 
ñ^ñmrFô I a ' 1: a /- 

-J-- 
Ar:-1 - VTT ^-IUL,.\I.ILÉ\LIII\U rArf,lr.Eù ¿inû lor penourr fevrgws (Ëvery y€af lrlrusf .åruur€ -Àlr a¡ru

every two years under Article XVI[).185 If restrictions were not justified under the balance

Lindert, cited above, pp37l-375.
Lindef, cited above, pp375-377.
Aficle )flI:4(a) & (b) and Article XVIII:I2(a) & (b). See also "Balance of Palments Import
Restrictions - Consultation Procedures ", approved by the Council, 28 April 1970, BISD, l8S/48;
"Balance of Pa)ments knport Restrictions - Procedures for Regular Consultations on Balance-of-

I

r83
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of payments exception, then the CONTRACTING PARTIES could recomme,nd that the

offending party should remove ormodiff the restricti6¡s.186 If the recoÍrmendation was not

complied with then the CONTRACTING PARTIES could authorize other affected parties to

suspend obligations under the Agreement in respect of the offending party.187

I1.3 DEVELOPING COUNTRY EXCEPTION - ARTICLE XVIII - GOVERNMENTAL
ASSISTANCE TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The provisions of Article XVIII provide additional exceptions for developing countries from

all of the general rules. (The Agreement does not contain a definition of developing

county.) Article XVIII provides four different exceptions:

(1) the exceptions in Sections A, B and C of Article XVIII which are available to

developing cor:ntries whose economies "can only support low standards of living"

and are "in the early stages of developÍront";188

(2) the exception in Section D which is available to other developing se¿¡û-is5.l8e

'We have already dealt with Section B which provides the exception for developing countries

for restrictions for balance of payments reasons. The exceptions under Sections A, C and D

are limited to restrictions for the purpose of promoting the establishment of a particular

industrY.leo

Section A

Section A provides an exception from the general rules on tariffs. It provides for the

renegotiation of bound tariffs in a way that is slightly more lenient than Article XXVIII.

r86

Palm.ents Restrictions with Developing Countries", Ll3772lRev.l, adopted i9 December 1972,
BISD, 205/47; "Decla¡ation on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-Payments Pur¡loses", L14904,
adopted on 28 November 1979, BISD, 2651205.
Note that Arts )ilI and XVItr:B contain their own provisions for dispute settlement Arts XII(c), (d),
(e) & (Ð; and A¡ts XVIII:I2(c), (d), (e) & (Ð. These provisions a¡e slightly different from the
general dispute settlement provision in Art XXm. For the sake of the simplicity of this description,
the question of whether the specific dispute settlement provisions exclude the general provision is not
raised here.
This power to authorize countermeasures either derives from the specific provisions in Arts
)ûI:a(cXü) or 4(d), or in Arts XVIII: l2(c)(ü) or l2(d), or ûom the general provisions in A¡t X)ilII:2.
See the preceding foohote.
Art XVIII:4(a). On the as¡ning of these criteriq see the interpretative note Ad Article XVIIL
paragraphs I and4.
ATtXVIII:4@).
Arts XVIII:7 (a), 13, & 22.

187

188

189
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Sub-Articles XVIII:7(a) and (b) lay down a process of negotiation similar to the closed

season negotiation under Article XXVIII:4. As r¡nder Article XXVIII:4, if the parties

cannot reach agreement then the initiating parfy cannot proceed with the modification until

the matter has been considered by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. As with Article

XXVIII:4, unless the CONTRACTING PARTIES decide that the applicant has failed to

make "every reasonable effort to offer adequate compensatle¡¡"I9l then the applicant may

proceed with the modification of its schedule and affected parties may withdraw

substantially equivalent concessions initially negotiated with the applicant.lez The

important difference between Article XXVIII:4 and Article XVIII:7 is in the situation

where, even though the parties a¡e unable to agtee on compensation, the CONTRACTING

PARTIES find that the applicant has offered adequate compensation. In this situation,

Article XVIII:7 permits the applicant to proceed with the modification to its schedule

without permitting affected parties to institute any countermeasures as they might be

permitted to do under Article XXVIII:4(d).

Sections C and D

Sections C and D provide mechanisms for contracting parties to seek approval of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to use measures which are not consistent with the other

provisions of the GATT in order to promote the establishment of a particular industry. In

theory, both of these sections of Article XVIII could operate as exceptions to all of the

general rules on import quotas, on import tariffS, anci on export subsidies. They coui<i aiso

authorize a domestic subsidy which would othen¡rise nulliff or impair a tariffbinding.

The provisions are complicated. The CONTRACTING PARTIES can release the applicant

from any obligations under provisions of the Agreement ¿ts are necessary to implerrent the

proposed measure if they

(1) agree that there is no measure consistent with the Agreement which is practicable in

order to achieve the objective;193 tt¿

191 Art XVIII:7(b). The words in Art XXVIII:4(d) are slightly different ("unreasonably failed to offer
adequate compensation") and the 'onus of satisfaction' may be reversed.

A¡t XVIII:7(b) & Art XXMII:4(d).
A¡t XMII:16 in Section C & Art ){ll]JI:22 in Section D.

t92
193
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(2) concur in the proposed measure which in the case of a measure on a product the

subject of a tariffconcession means that they must be satisfied that either:

(a) agreement has been reached with other interested parties; or

(b) (Ð the applicant "has made all reasonable efforts to reach agreernent";

and

(iÐ the interests of other contracting parties are adequately

safeguarded.l9a

Under both Section C and D, if the CONTRACTING PARTIES do release the applicant

from such obligations under the Agreement as are necessary to implement the proposed

me¿ìsure, then they are able to implernent the measure without facing any prospect of

countermeasures from other parties. Under Section C only, if the CONTRACTING

PARTIES withhold their approval then the applicant may still proceed with the proposed

measwe but in that case any "contracting paffy substantially affected" by the measure may

implement corurtermeasures in relation to the trade of the applicant.l9s

II.4 EXCEPTIONS - PART IV - NON-RECIPROCITY \ryITH DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

Part tV entitled "Trade and Development" was added to the Agreement by a Protocol which

crime into force in 1966.t96 Article )OO(VI:8 varies the rules on negotiation of tariff

concessions under Article )O(VIIIbis and on renegotiation of tariff concessions under

Articles )O(VIII and XVIII:4. Article )O(XVI:8 provides

the developed countries do not expect reciprocity for commitments made by
them in trade negotiations to reduce or remove tariffs and other barriers to the
tade of less-developed cor¡ntries.

ArtXVItr:16 & 18.

Art)lYIII:11 &21.
"Protocol Arnending the General Agreement on Tarifs and Trade to Introduce a Part IV on Trade
and Dæelopment" done 8 February 1965, in force 27 June 1967, BISD, 13Si2. It was not until 1979

that all of the contracting parties had accepted the Protocol: see GATT, Analytical Index,p964.

t94
195
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1I.5 THE ESCAPE CLAUSE . ARTICLE XIX . EMERGENCY ACTION ON
IMPORTS OF PARTICULAR PRODUCTS

Article XIX provides for an exception to permit temporary deviations from the general rules.

The exception is available to enable parties to escape from prior obligations if an r.rnexpected

surge of imports is damaging or threatening to damage a domestic industry. It can be used

to justifr the temporary withdrawal or modification of tariff concessions, the temporary

suspension of the prohibition on import quotas in relation to particular products or the

intoduction of export or domestic subsidies. A¡ticle XIX is commonly called the 'escape

clause' or the 'safeguard clause' and measures applied pr.usuant to it are commonly called

'safeguard measures'.

In respect of agricultural trade, there has been little resort to the escape clause. However,

consideration of the clause is essential to a complete consideration of the way in which the

Agreernent leaves some scope for the pursuit of non-economic objectives.

The pre-requisites to resort to Article )fi)( r¿vs¡s;197

o prior consultationlgs (except where "delay would cause damage which would be difFcult

to repair"lgg in which case consultation must be undertaken immediately afrer the action

is taken);

o the import of a product was causing or th¡eatening to cause serious injury to domestic

Producers;2oo

o the actual or threatened injwy was caused by an increase in volume of imports;20l ¿1d

o the increase in the volume of imports was caused by:

(a) unforseen developments; and

(b) the effect of an obligation incurred under the Agreement including wtder a

tariff concesslsn.2o2

These pre-requisites still apply post WTO but the rules have been supplemented and to some extent

modified by the Uruguay Round Agreement on Safeguards which is part of Annex 1A to the

Agreement Establishing the ll'orld Trade Agreement.

ATtXIX:2.
A¡tXIX:2.
ATtXIX:l(a).

t97
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If the parties agreed on compensatory adjustaents then the initiating party could proceed

with the safeguard measures. For the situation where agreement was not reached, Article

XIX laid down a procedure for temporary restrictions similar to the Article )O(VIII

procedure for pennanent reshictions. The initiating paty could proceed to implement the

temporary restrictions but thereupon certain other contracting parties could retaliate by

suspending "substantially equivalent concessions or other obligations rmder [the]

Agreementr'.203 'Whereas Article XXVIII only permitted changes to schedules of

concessions, Article XIX applied to any obligation under the Agreement. Therefore, Article

XIX could justiff the imposition of import quotas.2O4 Similarly, in the case of retaliation,

unlike the Article )OfVm procedure which was restricted to changes to tariff concessions,

the retaliation could consist of import quotas as well as changes to tariff ssnçsssisns.2O5

Another important difference was that under the Article XIX procedures, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES were given an opportunity to veto the retaliation if it exceeded

the "substantially equivalsnltr lsvsl.206

11.6 NATIONAI SECURITY AND GENERAL EXCEPTIONS

Article XX provides that the Agreement shall not prevent the adoption of any measures

which are necessary for certain listed purposes. The listed exceptions includes measures

necessary to protect human , animal or plant life or health, and those related to the

conservation of exhaustible natural ¡sssursss.207 Article )Oü provides exceptions relating

to the essential security interests of parties. Both of these exceptions can be used to justifr

any type of measures but envisage that the objective actually is to stop the importation of the

product rather than to increase price for the benefit of domestic producers.

Art XD(:l(a). As well as referring to the increased quantity of imports, this a¡ticle refers to the

conditions of import.
Art XD(:1(a).
Art XD(:3(a).
Cf Art XD(: 1(a) with Arts XXVIU:.\,4 & 5 .

Cf Art )(D(3(a) with Arts )O(VItr:3(a),3(b), & 4(d).

Art XD(3(a). See the commentary on the relevant words of Art XIX:3(a) in the Report of the

Review Session working Party on "Quantitative Restrictions",U332[Fiev.L and Addenda, adopted on

2,4 arrd 5 Ma¡ch 1955,351170,182.para39.
See Articles )O( (b)   (g).

20t
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203
204
205
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II.7 ANTI-DUMPING DUTIES - ARTICLE VI

There is an exception to the rules on tariffbindings to permit tariff surcharges in response to

two types of conduct that the GATT treats as unfair. 'We have already referred to the use of

countervailing duties against subsidized imports. The other type of conduct which the

GATT treats as unfair is dumping. The relevant GATT provision, A¡ticle VI, is a balance

between restraining the unfair conduct and restaining retaliation against the unfair conduct.

Elaborations of the anti-dumping provisions of Article VI were codified, for some GATT

parties, by an additional agreønent iî 1979208 and, for all V/TO Members, in a Uruguay

Ror¡nd agreernent.20g However, the following general description is accurate (though

incomplete) for the rules at any time since 1947 including after commencement of the V/TO.

Article VI permits anti-dumping duties.2l0 Dwnping is defined as the selling of product in

an export ma¡ket at a price below that for which the goods are ordinarily sold in the

exporting country's own domestic ma¡ket.2ll In some circumstances, the importing party is

perrnitted to impose an anti-dumping duty equal to the difference between the two prices.

As with counterr¡ailing duties, anti-dumping duties cannot be imposed unless the dumping is

causing or threatening to cause material injury to a domestic industry or is retarding

materially the establishment of a domestic indusüy.2lz

I1.8 ADDITIONAL EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES ON SUBSIDIES

\ù/ith the pre-WTO rules relating to subsidies, the non-appiication of the usuai ruies to many

parties was of more importance than the exceptions to the rules.

11.8.1 Subsidy Exceptions - Non-application of Article XVI4

The rule in Article XVI:4 prohibiting export subsidies on non-primary products only applied

to those seventeen countries that had specifically undertaken to be bound by it.ztr

208

209

Agreernent on Implementation of Articte VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 12 April
1979, Genevq BISD, 265/171,1186 UNTS 2.

Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 in'

Annex lA of tlre Agreement Establishing the World Trade OrganÞation, (1995) ATS No 8.

ArtW:2.
ArtVI:1.
ArtVI:6(a).
"Decla¡ation Giving Effect to the Provisions of Article XVI:4", 19 November 1960, BISD, 95132; n
force 14 November 1962, see GATT, Analytical Index (6thed,1994) 423.

2t0
2rl
2t2
2t3
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11.8.2 Subsidy Exceptions - Effective Non-application of Article XVI3

The rule on export subsidies on primary products was so difficult to apply that it did not

really have any impact al sll.zta

11.8.3 Subsidies Exceptions - Non-Application of the Subsidies Code

The Subsidies Code only applied to such GATT parties as had become parties to it. As at

31 March 1994, there were 24 parties.zts

11.8.4 Subsidies Exceptions - DevelopÍng Countries - Article MQ) of the Subsidies
Code

Under Article A(2) of rhe Subsidies Code, The rule in Article 9(1) of the Subsidies Code

prohibiting export subsidies on non-primary products did not apply to developing countries.

t2 THE OVERALL SCHF',ME OF REGT]LATION OF THE FOUR PRINCIPAL
POLICY INSTRUMENTS

Having completed a description of the basic rules regulating each of the four main

instnrments of protection, I would like to summarize thetr integration into a single scheme

of regulation. In particular, I would like to take an overview from which can be drawn some

indication as to the way that the rules influenced choices between the different policy

instruments and continue to do so.

I2.T DIFFERENT POLICY INSTRUMENTS IN NEGOTIATIONS AND
RENEGOTIATIONS, IN COMPENSATION AND RETALIATION

Before setting out the srunmary, it is useful to note that the above description oversimplifies

the role of the Schedules to some extent. The Schedules of Concessions are the mechanism

by which the tariff obligations fall into place. However, in providing for the Schedules,

Article II:l(a) refers to "treatnent" accorded to "ttre coÍrmerce of other contracting parties"

so the Schedules may contain undertakings on aspects of treafrnent of tade other than

tariffs.

This is discussed more fully in chapter 12.

"Decla¡ation Giving Effect to the P¡ovisions of Article XVI:4" in force 14 Nov 1962, see GATT,
Analytical IndacpaíT.
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In practice, the pre-'WTO Schedules contained lists of products and import tariff rates.

However, there were instances where a cowrûy Schedule contained other commiünents.

Examples include commitments on:

o export duties;216

o minimum import euotas;2l7

¡ elimination of import permit requirements;2l8

o exemptions from import euotas;2l9

o exemptions from import prohibitions;220

. minimum importation and commitnents to increase imports under economic plans of

centrally plarured economies ;22r a¡¡f,

o minimum imports by an import monopo1y.222

Commitnents relating to subsidies would have been effective if they were part of the

conditions attached to the grving of a commitrnent on a border measure but no such

commitments had appeared in Schedules before the Uruguay Round.

The earlier description of the process under Article )O(VIII described it in terms of

increases and decreases in tariff rates. However, even in the context of simple exchanges of

higher tariff rates for lower tariff rates, it was observed that, in practice, a "reciprocal and

mutually advantageous" outcome means simply the agreeci outcome and that the parties can

agree on anything they like.

2L6 The United Kingdom Schedule XDÇ Section D (Malayan Union) of 30 October 1947 included a

commituent on export duties on tin ore and tin concentrates, cited in GATT, Analytical Indæ,p70.
217 Eg, Schedule XXXI - Austria, Part III non-tariffconcessions (1979), cited GATT, Analytical Indøc,

p7l, fo40.
218 Eg, Schedule LXXVII - Mexico (indication in column 7 of items to be exempt from prior import

permit requirement). cited GATT , Analytical Indac, p7 I, fu' 4I .

219 Eg, Schedule LXXXII - Tunisia (indication of exemptions from import licensing or other
quantitative restictions for certain items), cited GATT, Analytical Indac,p7l,fu4l.

220 Eg, Schedule LXXXVI - Guatemala (indication in Column 7 of items to be exempt from
prohibitions, licensing and restrictive permits, and other quantitative import restrictions), cited
GATT, Analytical Index, p7 I, frl,4l.

221 Eg, Paragraph I of Poland's Schedule LXV in Annex B of Protocol for the Accession of Poland,
BISD, l5S/52, citedtnGr'^Tl Analytical Indø p?0.

222 Schedule of France (Geneva 1947 & Torquay 1950) Note Ad item 2354 (minimum imports of leaf
tobacco and cigarettes by SEITA), cited in GATT, Analytical Indac,p85.
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It was possible then under the pre-W'TO GATT for Schedules to contain a variety of

commitments relating to tariffs, quotas and subsidies. In renegotiations, ttrere was some

flexibility in terms of the combination of adjustnents to tariffs, quotas and subsidies that

might form a eventual "reciprocal and mutually advantageous" outcome. Likewise, if the

parties fail to agree, then the withdrawal of substantially equivalent concessions could be

constituted by variations to commiûnents relating to a variety of policy instruments.

The negotiation process under Article XXIII had the same flexibility. Again "satisfactory

adjustment" could mean anything that the parties could agree on and could involve

adjustrnents to any combination of policy instruments. Similarly, the power of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to authorize suspension of "such concessions or other

obligations r¡nder the Agreement as they determine to be appropriate" could have extended

to authorization of various policy instruments.

12.2 SUMMARY OF THE FRAMEWORK OF RULES

The basic rules of the GATT regulating the main instruments of protection are summarized

below. This summary relates to the rules as they were before commencement of the WTO.

In most respects, these rules have remained unchanged by the Agreement Establishing the

World Trade Organization. Those changes which are important for the purposes of this

thesis a¡e described in Part IV of this thesis. The pre-WTO rules were as follows :

(l) that quantitative restrictions were prohibited (with a few exceptions, principally, for

grandfathered legislation, for balance of payments purposes and also for certain

agricultural managernent schønes);

(2) that hidden quantitative restrictions could not be maintained by applying restrictions

on internal sale in a discriminatory manner to imported goods;

(3) that tariffs were allowed but by negotiation, could be bound and once bound could

not exceed the bowrd rate;

(4) that bindings on tariffs could be undone in accordance with the prescribed procedr.re

for adjusûnent under which either:
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(a) a substitute obligation binding the tariff on another product was given; or

(b) infertsteril parties could withdraw tariff bindings originally exchanged with

the initiating party from their own Schedules affecting the trade of all other

parties;

(5) that there should be periodic negotiations to achieve lower tariffs and a higher

proportion of tariffs being bound;

(6) that hidden tariffs could not be maintained by applyrng internal taxes in a

discriminatory manner to imported goods;

(7) that export subsidies on non-primary products lvere prohibited for most

industrialized contracting parties;

(8) that export subsidies on primary products were effectively unregulated despite a

formal prohibition from using them so as to result in the subsidizing country having

mo¡e than an equitable share of world hade;

(9) the parties could temporarily release themselves from any obligations that were

contrihutins fo ân imnort sìrrse which was causinø serious daÍtase to rJomestieo --'-'

producers;

(10) domestic subsidies on wrbor¡nd products were not regulated;

(l l) in respect of products upon which there was a tariff binding, (subject to some

contention) domestic subsidies were restricted to the level in existence at the time the

binding was given;

(12) parties whose domestic industries were materially injured by subsidies could impose

cor¡ntervailing duties ;

(13) in the event of either a violation of any of the rules or of a domestic subsidy on a

bound product being increased above the level existing at the time a binding was

given, affected parties could be authorized to apply import quotas or impof tarifß

discriminately to the frade of the relevant party.
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13 WHAT'S NEXT ?

This chapter has described the basic GATT rules regulating the four principal instruments of

protection. Whilst much of what has been said is still accurate with respect to the post WTO

rules, the description in this chapter is of the rules as they were between the commencement

of the GATT and the commencement of the WTO.

This description provides the background for the analysis which follows in the following

parts of this thesis. First, the description facilitates an analysis of the way that the rules

influence choices between the four policy instnrments. Second, the description facilitates

the analysis in Part 3 of the thesis of the way that these rules have operated in application to

agricultural trade. Third, the description lays the foundation for the description in Part 4 of

the thesis of the way that the rules applymg to agricultural nade were altered by the

Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organízatíon.

Before commencing the analysis in Parts 3 and 4 of the thesis of the past and future

application of the rules to agricultural trade, it is proposed to analyze the economic and

political differences between the four principal policy instruments. This is the subject of

Part2 which follows.
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CHAPTER 3

INTRODUCTION TO PART 2

Although this thesis is specifically directed to the problem of the application of GATT to

agricultural tade, this part of the thesis is concemed with a rationale for GATT rules

generally. It is concerned with what is submitted to be a determinant of the likelihood of

success of GATT rules generally: the way that they distinguish between different

instruments. This part of the thesis assesses the ramifications for GATT law of the

differences between the princþal policy instr¡ments. How important as an objective of the

GATT is regulation of the choice of instn¡ment relative to regulation of the level of

protection? ; How do these two objectives fit together?

The thesis submits that GATT rules will athact substantial compliance when they facilitate

the attainment by contracting parties of two objectives:

- economic objectives; and

- non-economic objectives.

The dichotomy between economic and non-economic is problematic. Anyttring about which

one can have a preference is economic. The problem is that some such things tend not to be

reflected in ma¡ket prices and it is upon this basis that the division drawn here between

economic and non-economic objectives is for:nded. For present purposes, non-economic

factors are considered to be those that are additional to those that are reflected in market

price5.l

The way that "non-economic objectives" can be regarded as either economic or non-economic is
explained in Bhagwati, Jagdish & Srinivasan, T.N., "Noneconomic Objectives" ch24 it Lectures on

International Trade (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1983) pp233-248 at 233-234. The
terminology "non-economic" objectives is used in two influential pieces of academic writing:

1
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The rules can help parties to achieve these two objectives if they influence parties'behaviour

toward the use of policy instruments that will heþ them achieve the two objectives. It is

necessary, then, to consider how various policy instruments affect the achievement of

economic objectives and the achievement of non-economic objectives. As stated in the

introduction, this thesis deal with only four princþal policy instruments of trade and

commercial policy.2 Extrapolation of the arguments in this thesis to other policy

instruments is left for subsequent work.

The cr¡rent state of economic theory provides a strong argument that intemational trade and,

hence, the removal of ¡estrictions on it yield economic benefits. It also provides a sfrong

argument that there are differences between different instrument of trade and commercial

policy in terms of the consequential economic costs and benefits. Therefore, even when

more than one policy instrument could be used to achieve a given economic objective, the

choice of instrument is important because different economic costs and benefits will result

from different instrrments. This part of the thesis explains some propositions that are

supported by modern economic theory of international trade. The propositions relate to the

economic benefits of liberalizing international tade from restrictions and to the differences

between the economic costs and benefits that flow from different instruments of fade and

cotilrTr€trciâl policy. The explanations in this thesis are simplified. They use a partial

Johnson, Harry G., "Optimal Trade Intervention in the Presence of domestic Distortions" in Richa¡d

E. Caves, Harry G. Jshnsen, & Peter B. Kenen (eds), Trade, Growth and the Balance of Paynenß:
Essays in Honor of Goffied Haberler (Rand McNally and Co, Chicago, 1965) and Bhagvati,
Jagdish N., "The Generalized Theory of Distortions and Welfa¡e" ch 4 in Jagdish N. Bhagwati,

Ronald W. Jones, Robert A. Mundell & Ja¡oslav Vanek (eds), Trade, Balance of Payments and
Growth: Papers in International Economics in Honor of Charles P. Kindleberger (North-Holland
Publishing Co, Amsterdam & London, L97l) pp69-90. See also Corden, W.M., Trade Policy and
Economic lltelfare (Cla¡endon Press, Oxford,1974) ppl6-17. The alternative to this distinction
between economic and non-economic is to aclnowledge divergences between private and public
costs and benefits. Economists regards this approach as more sound. An example of this approach is

in Anderson, Kla:r., "The standard welfare economics of policies affecti.g trade and the

environmentu, ch2 in Anderson & Blackùurs\ The Greening of World Trade Issues (Hawester

Wheasheat New York, 1992) pp25-a8.
Discussion and analysis of other instn¡ments may be for¡nd in many sources. Eg, in addition to the

four instn¡ments discussed w"ithin, the effects of VERs and export taxes are discussed in Blacküurst,
Richa¡d, "The Economic Effects if Different Types of Trade Measu¡es and Their Impact on

Consumers" in OECD, International Trade and the Consumer (OECD, Paris, 1986) pp94-111; the
effects of va¡iable levies a¡e discussed in Sampson, G.P. & R.H.Snape, "Effects of the EEC's
Va¡iable Import Levies" (1980) 88 Journal of Political Economy 1026-1040; various instn¡ments
used for agriculnrral protection and support are discussed in McCall4 Alex F. & Timothy l.Jssling,
Agricultaral Policies and World Markets (Macmilla¡ Publishing Company, New York, 1985) ch5,
esp at 110-122 and also on the large country case in ch6 and on mixtures of instruments in ch7.

,,
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equilibrium model, so called because it analyzes a part of the economy and ignores wider

efFects on the rest of the economy. Whilst the partial equilibrium model is inadequate in

some respects, it is useful for a simple explanation of the relevant propositions of

economics.

It is not the task of this thesis to explain or justifu the modern theory of the economics of

international trade nor to trace its development.3 This explanation draws upon that

economic theory but it does not attempt to assess its validity. That is a task for others. I

stress that analysis of the validity of the propositions put and of the underlying economic

theory is for other scholars and is not within the scope of this thesis. No attempt is made to

prove the propositions which are explained herein. Their validity is assumed.

It is interesting to take note of how much of the propositions to be explained were part of

commonly known economic theory at the time the GATT was negotiated and how much

would have been regarded as non-contentious at that time. In the early 1940's, it was widely

accepted ¿rmong economists that there were benefits from international trade.4 However,

there were some dissident voices that were more influential than are dissident voices on the

subject today.s As to the diflerent welfare effects of different policy instruments, it must be

noted that much of the development of economic theory on this matter came after 1950.6

For relatively modern reviews of the state of the theory of the economics of internatioual tade, see

Jones, Ronald V/. & Neary, J.Peter, "The Positive Theory of International Trade", chl and Corden,

W.M., "The Normative Theory of International Trade" ch2 both in Ronald rùV.Jones & Peter B.

Kenen, Handbook of International Economics: Yolume I International Trade (North-Holland,

Amsterdam, 1984), respectively ppl-62 & pp63-130.

For a summary of the state of economic theory of international trade at tle commencement of the

GATT, see Metzler, Lloyd A., "The Theory of Intemational Trade" in Howa¡d S. Ellis (ed) A Surt'Et

of Contemporary Economics @lakiston, Philadelphia, 1949) pp2I0-254 reprinted as Chl in Metzler,

Cotlected Papers (HanardUniversity Press, Cambridge, Massachusetæ, 1973) ppl'49'
For an assessment of the objections to free trade see Krueger, Anne O., "Trade Policies in Developing

Countries" chl1 in Ronald W.Jones & Peter B.Kenen, Handbook of International Economics Volume

I International Trade (North-Holland, 1984) pp519-569; see also Krugman, Paul R, "Is Free Trade

Passé?" (1987) l(2) Journal OfEconomic Perspectives l3l-144.
The leading contributions a¡e reviewed in Cordon, W.M., "The Norrrative Theory of Intemational

Trade" ch2 in Ronald W.Jones & Pete¡ B.Kenen, Handbook of International Economics Volume I
International Trade (North-Holland, 1984) pp63-130 and also in Corden, V/.M., Trade Policy and

Economic Welfore (2nd ed, 1997). The seminal contribution was Meade, James E., Trade and

Welfare (Volume Two in The Theory of International Economic Policy (Oxford University Press,

London, 1955) which built on the work in Pigou, A.C., The Economics of Welfare (Macmillan,

London, 1932). In turn, Meade's work was further developed, including in Corden, W.M., Trade

Policy and Economic Welfare (Clarendon Press, Oxford, l9?4). See also the 2nd edition of Corden,

Trade Policy and Economic Welfare (Clarendon Press, Oxford,2nd ed, 1997) which also cont¿ins a

review of the leading contributions to this a¡ea of economic theory.

J

4

5

6
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The effects of tariffs had been aralyzed for over a century but it was only after 1950 that a

body of work emerged comparing the welfare effects of different instruments: comparing

import tariffs with import quotas, and comparing import tariffs with domestic subsidies.T It

was not until between 1963 and l97l that this work formed a modern theory on choice of

policy instr¡ment to achieve a given policy objective: the general theory of distortions.8

The importance of the theory of distortions is perhaps most clearly enunciated in the often

quoted statement of Corden that þy the theory of distortionsl

the link between the case for free trade and the case þr laissez-faire has been

broken.9

This meant that the case for free tade did not need to establish that govemment inten¡ention

in the economy was inefficient and that any case for government intervention could be made

without having to establish any need for trade restrictive policies.

Again, I leave for other scholars, the question of how much more modern ideas regarding

the welfare effects of different policy instruments might have influenced the negotiation of

the GATT. Given the quality of the economists involved in the negotiation and the

availability of economic tools at the time, it would be a mistake to say that there \¡/as no

knowledge on the welfare effects of difFerent policy instruments which later crystallized into

+L^ -^--^1 +L^^-. ^f l:^+^a:^-^ 1n tf^--.^-.- ^^^-^-:^ +L^^-, ^- +L^^^ ^^4*^ +L^+ :-Lllç 59lltt1¿l LlIltlJI_v (rt \llsLrJlùlultù.^" LluwlyvtJl,. gvultt tluv urçvrJ vrl rtlvùç III4LLVIÐ lllalL ¡Ð

influential and regarded with little contention today was not dominant thinking in 1945.

7

8

See the works referred to in Corden, W.M., uThe Normative Theory of International Trade" in Jones
& Kenen, Handbook (1984) atpp77-81 andppS6-96.
The key contributions were Bhagwati, Jagdish & Ramaswami, V.K., "Domestic Distortions, Ta¡iffs
and the Theory of Optimum Subsidy", Journal of Political Economy, VoI.LXXI, No.l, (February
1963\ ppaa-5O; Johnson, Harry G., "Optimal Trade Intervention in the Presence of domestic
Distortions" in Richa¡d E. Caves, Harry G. Johnson, & Peter B. Kenen (eós), Trade, Growth and the
Balance of Payments: Essays in Honor of Goffied Haberler (Rand McNally and Co, Chicago,
1965); Bhagwati, Jagdish N., "The Generalized Theory of Distortions and Welfa¡e" ch 4 in Jagdish
N. Bhagwati, Ronald Vy'. Jones, Robert A. Mundell & Ja¡oslav Vanek (eds), Trade, Balance of
Payments and Growth: Papers in International Economics in Honor of Charles P. Kindleberger
l"North-Holland Publishins Co- Amsterdam & London- l97l) oo69-90: and Llovd- P-J-- "A More
General Theory of Price Distortions in Open Econom.ies" Journal of International Economics 4
(1e74) 36s-386..
Corden, W.M., Trade Policy and Economic Welfare (Clarendon Press, Oxford, L974) y'. Emphasis
in the original.
Eg, see Meade, IE, The Economic Basis of a Durable Peace (George Allen & Unwin Ltd London,
1940): whilst it contains no explicit discussion of the rankings of instruments it contains the
following point, "If the individual Member States preserve the right of granting subsidies and
bounties, the 'i¡fant industry' argument is no longer a valid reason for breaking the free trade ruIe."
(atp92).

9

10
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The achievement of significant influence did not occur until some time later, at least after

the publication of James Meade's Trade and Welfare in 1955.tt

The explanation of the economic effects of the principal policy instruments is aranged as

follows:

Chapter 4 explains the effects of the four principal policy insûrrments in terms of changes to

quantities of production, consumption and trade and uses these changes to explain two

distinctions: that between border instn¡ments and non-border instruments and that between

price-based border instruments and quantity-based border instruments.

Chapter 5 explains the effects of each of the four principal policy instruments on welfa¡e of

various sectors of the commr:nity and for the community as a whole.

Chapter 6 explains the differences in the welfare effects between border instruments and

non-border instrume,nts and between price-based and quantity-based border instruments.

Then the thesis, in Chapter 7, explains some aspects of the governmental decision making

process in relation to tade and commercial policy. It assesses factors which influence the

likelihood that governments will adopt protective and indusûry supportive policies and also

the likelihood that the political decision making process will result in the choice of

particular policy instruments.

Chapter 8 notes the opposition between the conclusions reached as to the economic welfa¡e

enhancing choice of policy instruments and those reached as to the political likelihood of

policy instruments being adopted- From that opposition, the thesis presents one rationale for

GATT rules: to provide a constitution-like constraint on govenrmental decisions on the

choice of trade and commercial policy instruments. As mentioned above, the thesis

proposes that an appropriate influence on the choice of policy instn¡ments is fundamental to

ensuring that GATT rules are compatible with the contracting parties' dual objectives of

economic benefits and non economic objectives.

Meade, J.8., Trade and lít'elfare (Volume Two in The Theory of International Economic Policy)
(Oxford University Press, London, 1955).

ll
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This part of the thesis lays the for¡ndations for Parts 3 and 4of the thesis. Part 3 as¡sesses

whether there is a connection between deficiencies in ernbodying distinctions between

policy instnrme,lrts in the GATT and its faih¡res in application to agricultural trade. Part 4

assesses whether the post-Uruguay round GATT appropriateþ embodies these distinctions

between policy instuments and upon that assessment makes a prediction of the likelihood

of a successful future application of the GATT to agriculture.



CIIAPTER 4

EFF.ECTS OF THE FOI]R PRINCIPAL COMMERCIAL POLICY
INSTRTIMENTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter explains the changes that a¡e caused by the imposition (or by implication, the

removal) of each of the foru principal instnrments of protection: the import tarifl the import

quota, the export subsidy and the domestic production subsidy. Or¡r interest is in the effects

within the counùy that imposes the policy instrument, more particularly, in the effects on

price, on the quantity of consumption and production and on the quantity of imports or

exports. These effects are shown by consideration of the before' and 'after' situation in the

case of each of the four instruments. The explanation is assisted by a graphical

representation. To cover all of the fow instruments, it is necessafy to consider both a

product of which the home country is a net-importer (Product A) and a product of which it is

a net-exporter (Product B).

From these explanations, some similarities and diflerences between the fow instruments can

be observed. I conclude by making two important classifications of the policy instruments.

ASSI]MPTIONS

For purposes of our example, it is assumed that:1

This statements of the underlying assumptions is somewhat simplifred. 4 semFlete statement of the

necessary assumption would also include:
(1) that allunits ofproduct are identical;
(2) that the domestic ma¡ket is perfectly competitive: there a¡e many buyers and many sellers;

all participanæ have perfect knowledge; and ta¡saction costs æe zero1'

I
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(l) For both products, the quantity that domestic producers are willing to produce and

sell increases as the price increases: the higher the price, the more units they want to

sell; the lower the price the less units they want to sell; and that the relationship

between price and quantity supplied applies in the same proportions at any price

level (the relationship is linear) so price as a function of quantity supplied can be

represented as an upward sloping staight line.

(2) For both products, the quantity that domestic consumers want to buy decreases as the

price increases: the higher the price the less units they want to buy; the lower the

price, the more units they want to buy; and that the relationship between price and

quantity demanded applies in the same proportions at any price level (the

relationship is linear) so price as a function of quantity dernanded can be represented

by a downward sloping sfraight line.

(3) For both products, the world price is determined by supply a¡rd demand in the world

market; Supply and demand in the domestic market is so relatively insignificant in

size as not to affect the determination of the world price. This means that the

quantity of the home county's imports or exports has no effect on the world price.

Domestic consumers can buy as much as they like from foreigners and domestic

producers can sell as much as they like to foreigners without affecting the world

price. Price as a function of the quantity demanded by or supplied to the rest of the

world can be represented by a horizontal süaight line. Assume, in particular, that the

world price is 5100 per unit.

THE 'BEFORE' SITUATION

For both the importable and the exportable good:

(1) The equilibrium world price is 5100 per unit of product.

(2) Since domestic producers have to compete with imports or exports which sell for

$100, then they also set their selling price at $100.

(3) for both A and B, the world price is fixed at a stable equilibrium world price determined in a
world ma¡ket cha¡acterÞed by perfect competition (there is perfect knowledge, many sellers and
many buyers).
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(3) The domestic price for consumers is $100.

The before situation for the importable product is represented in diagram 1. The

downsloping line marked D representing domestic demand shows the quantity that domestic

consumers will buy for any given price or altematively the price that consumers will pay for

any given quantity. The upsloping line ma¡ked S representing domestic supply shows the

quantity that domestic producers will supply at any given price. Similarly, the horizontal

line marked S¡ representing supply from foreigners shows the relationship between price

and the quantity that domestic consumers can buy from foreign sellers. In the market in the

rest of the world, the price is determined at $100 and domestic consumers can import any

quantity without aftecting the import price. The diagram shows the equilibrium in the

domestic market at the point X with the price $100 and the quantity dernanded, 900 units.

The point Y indicates the portion of the 900 units that is supplied by domestic producers.

The diflerence between the two is the quantity of imports.

The before situation fo¡ the exportable product is represented in diagram2. In the case of an

exportable good, it is foreign demand rather than foreign supply which is represented by the

horizontal line, D¡. This D¡ line represents the relationship between price and the quantity

that domestic producers can sell to foreign buyers. That the relationship is represented by a

horizontal line indicates that at the world price, domestic producers can sell as little or as

much as they like to foreign buyers without affecting the world price. The point Y indicates

the quantity supplied and the point X indicates the quantity demanded in the domestic

ma¡ket. At the price of $100, the quantity of domestic supply exceeds the quantity of

domestic consumption by 20Q units and this is the quantity of exports.

1 THE IMPORT TARIFF

If an import tariff, t, of $20 per $100 of value is imposed:

(1) the equilibrium on the world market is not affected, so importers can still buy the

product from foreigners for $100;
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(2) the importer has to pay a ta>r of $20 on each unit of product, so the importers are

willing to sellto domestic consumers at a price of $120: this is the sum of the $100

payable to foreign sellers and the $20 of customs duty payable to the government;

(3) Domestic producers have to compete with imports which sell at $120 so they can

also set their price at $120;

Therefore, the imposition of the tariff of S20 creates a gap of $20 between the world price

and the domestic price. The increase in the domestic price from $100 to $120 has an eflect

on the behaviour of domestic producers and of domestic consumers. These are represented

in diagram 3. The $20 increase in the effective import price is shown by the horizontal shift

in the foreign supply curve, from S¡to S¡. The new intersection between the foreign supply

curve and the domestic demand cur-ve is at the point X' indicating that the quantity

demanded is 800 r¡nits. Domestic production is indicated by the point Y'. Therefore, at the

new price of $120, there is an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers (from

500 to 600) and a decrease in the quantþ demanded by domestic con$lmers (from 900 to

800) so there is a corresponding decrease in the excess of domestic demand over domestic

production, and in imports, from 400 to 200.

Therefore, for¡r effects of the import tariffare:

(1) an increase in the domestic price so that there is a gap between the world price and

the domestic price equal to the amor¡nt of the taritr;

Ø a decrease in the quantity demanded by domestic consumers;

(3) an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers;

(4) a decrease in the amount by which the quantity demanded domestically exceeds the

opantrty supplied domestically and a corresponding decrease in the quantity of

imports.
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2 THF' IMPORT QUOTA

The imposition of an import quota places an absolute limit on the quantity of imports. The

effects of the imposition of an import quota on the country imposing it are similar to the

effects of a tariff. However, the market mechanism through which they occur is different.

Using the same example of the importable good, consider the introduction of an import

quota of 200 units. After the imposition of the import quota:

(l) the volume of imports is automatically reduced to 200 units;

(2) at the pre-existing price of $100 per unit, the quantity demanded exceeds the

quantity produced domestically by 400 units and this excess demand is only partially

met by the import of 200 units. Therefore, consumers bid the domestic price up until

there is no furttrer excess dernand;

(3) As the price increases, the total quantity demanded by consumers decreases and the

total quantity supplied by producers increases. 'When the domestic price reaches

$120, the ma¡ket reaches an equilibrium at which consumers want to buy 800 units,

domestic producers want to supply 600 units and the difference is made up by 200

units ofimports;

(4) Competing against a domestic price of $ I 20, importers also set their price at $ 120 .

These effects are shown in diagram 4. The effect on the quantity imported is an automatic

consequence of the quota. The quantity imported falls from 400 to the amount permitted by

the quota, 200. rWhen at the pre-existing price of $100, the quantity of imports is reduced to

200 r¡nits, there is an excess of domestic demand over domestic supply which bids the

domestic price up from Pw ($100) until the market reaches the point X' at which the price is

Pq ($120) and the quantity demanded is 800 units. Domestic supply is indicated by the

point Y'with quantity at 600 units. Note that importers increase their price above the world

price until the price of imports matches the domestic price. At the new price, Pq, the total

quantity demanded by domestic consumers has decreased from 900 to 800 but the part

which is supplied by domestic producers has increased from 500 to 600.
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In this example, the four effects of the import tariffof $20 and the import quota of 200 units

are exactly the same:

(1) an increase in the domestic price from $100 to $120 so that there is a gap of $20

between the world price and the domestic price;

(2) a decrease in the quantity demandedby domestic consumers from 900 to 800;

(3) an increase in the quantþ supplied by domestic producers from 500 to 600;

(4) a decrease in the excess of the quantity demanded domestically over the quantity

supplied domestically from 400 to 200 and a corresponding decrease in the quantity

of imports.

The reason that these effects of the import tariffand the import quota a¡e identical is that the

reduction in imports caused by the quota was exactly the right amount required to place a

gap between the domestic price and the world price of the same size as the size of the import

tariff: $20. This may not always be the case. However, it is always the case that for both an

import tariffand an import quota, these same efflects occur:

(1) an increase of the domestic price above the world price;

Ø a decrease in the quantity of imports;

(3) a decrease in the quantity demanded domestically; and

(4) an increase in the quantity produced domestically

3 THT'EXPORT SUBSIDY

For the explanation of the import tariff and the import quot4 we considered an example in

which the home cor¡ntry v¡as a net importer. To explain the ef,Fects of an export subsidy, we

must consider the product for which the home counûry is a net exporter, Product B.

If an export subsidy, e, of $20 per Sl00 of value is implemented:
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(l) the equilibrium on the world market is not affected, so domestic producers can

sell the product to foreigners for $100;

(2) from each export sale, the domestic producer receives $120 being the sum of the

export subsidy of $20 and the world price of $100;

(3) Domestic producers can sell as much as they like on the world market for a total

receipt of $120 so they can also set their price for sale to domestic consumers at

sl20;

These effects are shown in diagram 5. After introduction of the export subsidy, from each

export sale, exporters receive Pw + e ($120): the sum of the world price, Pw ($100), and the

export subsidy, e ($20). This is represented in the diagram as an upward shift in the

function for foreign demand for exports: the Df cun/e shifts upward to its new horizontal

position at Pw + e ($120). The point of intersection between the domestic supply cuffe, S,

and the new foreign demand curve, Df, indicates that at the new price, domestic suppliers

supply 900 units (indicated by the point Y'). At the new price of $120, domestic consumers

demand 500 units (indicated by the point X'). ln summary, there is an increase in the

quantity supplied by domestic producers (from 800 to 900) and a decrease in the quantity

demanded by domestic consumers (from 600 to 500) so there is an increase in the amount

by which the quantþ supplied exceeds the quantity demanded (from 200 to 400), which

becomes the new level of exports.

The ef[ects of the export subsidy are

(1) an increase in the domestic price so that there is a gap between the world price and

the domestic price equal to the amor¡nt of the per unit export subsidy;

Ø a decrease in the quantity demanded by domestic consumers;

(3) an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers;

(4) an increase in the excess of the quantity supplied by domestic producers over the

quantity demanded by domestic consumers and a conesponding increase in the

quantity of exports.
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4 TIIE DOMESTIC PRODUCTION SUBSIDY

The effects of, domestic production subsidies are, in one major respect, different depending

on whether the product subsidized is a net-importable or a net-exportable for the home

counùry. Therefore, we will consider the effect of a production subsidy on both the before

situation for the net importable and also the before situation for the net exportable. V/e

consider a production subsidy, p, of $20 per $100 of value.

THE IMPORTABLE - PRODUCT A

Consider the case of the net-importable (where domestic demand exceeds supply) first. The

effect of the production subsidy is that, from each sale, producers receive $120, the sum of

the market price of $100 and the production subsidy of $20. This is shown in diagram 6.

The introduction of the production subsidy of $20 increases the total amor¡nt received by the

producer. To receive the same amount as would have been received without the subsidy, the

producer can accept a lower price for any given quantity supplied. Therefore, the domestic

supply function (S) shifts downward by $20 from S to S'. Given the new supply culve, at a

price of $ I 00 (but a total retum of $ 120), domestic producers increase the quantity supplied

from 500 units (indicated by the point Y) to 600 units (indicated by the point Y').

Consumers are unaffected by the subsidy. They continue to demand 900 units (indicated by

the point X). The excess of domestic demand over domestic supply is ¡edueed ftom 400 to

300 r¡nits which is the new level of imports.

Therefore, for the importable good, the changes brought about by the domestic subsidy are:

(1) an increase in the total effective price received by producers from $100 to $120;

Ø an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers from 500 to 600 r¡nits;

(3) a decrease in the excess of the quantity demanded by domestic consumers over the

quantity supplied by domestic producers from 400 to 300 and a corresponding

decrease in the quantity of imports.
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THE ÐGORTABLE - PRODUCT B

Consider, next the case of the net-exportable product for which domestic supply exceeds

demand. For the exportable as for the importable, the infroduction of the production subsidy

of $20 increases the total arnount received by the producer so that to receive the same

amount as would have been received without the subsidy, the producer can accept a lower

price for any given quantity supplied. This change is shown in diagram 7. Tlre increase in

the total amor¡nt received by the producer is indicated by the downward shift in the domestic

supply function (S) bV $20 from S to S'. Given the new supply curye, at a price of $100 (but

a total retum of $120), domestic producers increase the quantity supplied from 800 units

(indicated by the point Y) up to 900 units (indicated by the point Y'). Domestic

consumption is unchanged and is still indicated by the point X with the quantity of 600

units. The excess of quantity supplied domestically over quantity demanded domestically is

increased from 200 to 300 r¡nits which is the new level of exports.

Therefore, for the net-exportable, the changes brought about by the production subsidy are:

(1) an increase in the total effective price received by producers from $100 to $120;

Ø an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers from 800 to 900 units;

(3) an increase in the excess of the quantity supplied by domestic producers over the

quantity demanded by domestic consumers from 400 to 300 and a corresponding

increase in the quantity of exports.

Therefore, the production subsidy decreases imports in the case of a net importable and

increases exports in the case of a net exportable. (There could also be the situation in which

the production subsidy would be large enough to change a net importer of a product into a

net exporter of the same product.) In each case, the changes arise because of changes in the

effective price received by producers. In each case, whether of an importable or an

exportable, domestic production subsidies have no effect on the price to domestic consumers

nor on thei¡ decisions as to the quantity that they want to buy.
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SIMILARITIES AI\D DIFFERENCES BETIVEEN THE EFFECTS OF THE FOT]R
PRINCIPAL POLICY INSTRUMENTS

In summary, there æe some significant differences between the foru policy instruments and

also some significant similarities. All of the for¡r instruments have an impact on the

relationship between the quantities of domestic supply and domestic demand: whether there

is an excess or a deficit and of what size it is. All of the instruments have an ef[ect on either

the effective price to domestic consumers or the effective price to domestic producers or on

both.

The two import bariers, the import tariff and the import quota, have similar effects though

through different market mechanisms. Both have the three effects of reducing the excess of

domestic demand over supply, increasing the domestic price and reducing the quantity of

imports. The crucial difFerence is that an import tariffhas a direct effect on price which has

a flow-on effect on the quantity imported whereas the import quota has a direct effect on the

quantity imported which has a flow-on effect on price.

It is important to notice that there is an important similarity between the effects of these

import ba¡riers and the effects of export subsidies. The key similarity between the two

forms of import barriers and export subsidies is that all of these trade instruments raise the

domestic price above the world price. In the case of all three instruments, the higher

domestic price causes the quantity of production to increase and the quantity of consumption

to decrease. These changes have the effect of decreasing imports in the case of the import

barriers and of increasing exports in the case of the export subsidy.

Domestic production subsidies have similarities with and differences from each of the other

instruments. Production subsidies are like the two import barriers in that where domestic

demand exceeds supply, they decrease the quantity of imports. In addition, production

subsidies are like export subsidies in that where domestic supply exceeds demand, they

increase the quantity of exports. However, production subsidies are unlike the other three

instruments in that they do not alter the price of imports or exports and thereby do not create

a gap between the domestic consumer price and the world price (even though they do create

a gap between the domesticproducer price and the world price).
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CLASSIFICATION

The above observation of similarities and differences in economic eflects of these four types

of policy instruments points to these two important ways of distinguishing between and

classiffing the four instnrments.

BORDER INSTRUMENTS VS NON.BORDER INSTRUMENTS

First, there is a distinction to be drawn between, on the one hand, import tariffs, import

quotas and export subsidies which create a gap between both the domestic producer price

and the world price and also the domestic consumer price and the world price and, on the

other hand, domestic subsidies which create a gap between the world price and the domestic

producer price but not between the world price and the domestic consumer price.

Although this analysis is restricted to the four principal instruments of commercial or tade

policy, this distinction could be drawn generally as the basis for a classification of all

commercial policy instruments (as noted in the previous chapter, analysis of other

instruments is left for other work). It would have been possible to include consumption

tæres in the analysis to show that they cause a gap between the world price and the domestic

consumer price but not between the world price and the domestic producer price. Other

policies like volwrtary export restaints, or domestic content schemes could be similarly

analyzed and we could have observed how these instruments affect prices.

We can draw a general distinction between policies which create a gap between both the

domestic producer price and the world price and also the domestic consumer price and the

world price and, on the other hand, policies which create a gap between the world price and

either the domestic producer price or the domestic consumer price but not both.2 We can

classifu the first group as border instrrments and the latter group as non-border instruments.

The classification, border instruments, includes import tariffs, import quotas and export

subsidies and the classification, non-border instruments includes domestic subsidies.

Note the sa-e (though differently expressed) classification is adopted in Snape, Richa¡d H., "The
Tmportance of Frontier Ba¡riers" in Kierzowski, Henrylq Protection and Competition in International
Trade - Essays ín honour of W.M. Corden (Basil Blackwell Ltd, London, 1987) atp2l5-232. Sîape
distinguishes between Frontier and Non-Frontier Measures on the basis of whether they "discriminate
between national and foreign sources of supplies or between national and foreign destinations"
G2l6).

2
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PRICE-BASED VS QUANTITY.BASED BORDERINSTRUMENTS

Secondly, there is the distinction between those border instnrments which directly operate

upon the price of imports or exports and those border instruments which directly operate

upon the quantity of imports or exports. 'We have observed that import tariffs operate

directly upon the price of imports and export subsidies operate directly upon the price of

exports. They are classified as price-based border insüuments. We have also observed that

import quotas operate directþ upon the quantity of imports" Therefore, import quotas (and

similarly export quotas which are not discussed here) are classified as a quantþ-based

border instrument.

LINKING GATTIS FAILT]RE WITH AGRICULTT]RE TO THESE TWO
DISTINCTIONS

These two distinctions between policy instnrments are of crucial importance to this thesis

because the thesis posits a link between the failure of GATT in application to agriculttre

and the way in which these two distinctions are embodied in GATT rules.

The next step is to determine whether the changes that we have obsen¡ed in prices and

quantities manifest themselves as changes in the aggregate wealth of the community and as

. a 1 ' -f L1-^ ---^----:!-\ilellare üaIrslers Detwcelr scctol.s ur ulç çuilurluruty.



CHAPTER 5

\[rII\I\ERS AND LOSERS FROM THE FOT]R POLICY
INSTRT]MENTS

INTRODUCTION

So far we have obsen¡ed only the way that the foru princþal instruments effect changes to

prices and quantities. To understand why the changes in prices and quantities generate

political motivations, it is necessary to consider who wins and who loses as a result of those

changes. This chapter looks at each of the forn policy instruments in turn to identifu the

winners and losers.

This examination of the welfa¡e effects of each of the four princþal instruments is

undertaken by use of the same ex¿rmples as used in the last chapter and by use of the same

graphs. In the examples, the gains and losses are explained by considering whether the

implementation of the policy instrument changes an e,ntity's economic position to a more

preferred position or to a less preferred position. In most cases, this is apparent from the

change in money received or paid. However, in some instances, one must go beyond the

changes in money flows that occur to consider the changes in real income, that is, the

changes in the bundles of products that can be purchased by the entity. These real income

changes can be explained by using the concept of economic surplus. This concept of

economic surplus is used by economists to measwe changes to economic welfare of entities.

It is defined to be that which accrues to an entity in any transaction where the amormt

exchanged for something is less than the minimum amount which the entity would have

been prepared to exchange.l

The concept of economic surplus derives from Ma¡shall, Alfred, Principles of Economics
(Macmillan, London, 8th ed, 1920) pl24; it is explained in Ng, Yew-Kwang, Welfare Economics
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Economic surplus is illustrated graphically by Diagram 8 which shows economic surplus

accruing to consumers and producers. The consumer surplus is the difference between the

amount which consumers would have been prepared to pay for each unit and the price

actually required to be paid, Pe, for each unit up to Qe. The producer su4tlus is the

difference between the amount for which producers would have been prepared to sell each

unit and the actual market price for each r¡nit. If the price, Pe, were to change then the

sgrplus accruing to consumers and producers would change. We could compare the before

and after economic surplus to determine the change in economic surplus and we could

represent the surplus gained or lost by an area of the gaph.

The graphical representation of the welfare effects caused by each of the policy instruments

can be regarded as representations of changes to economic surplus. However, in most cases,

the graphs can also simply be regarded as representations of the changes in money flows.2

By observing these changes to money flows and economic surplus, Irye can assess who is

better off and who is worse off following the adoption of particular instruments. 'We can

also assess whether, in aggregate, national economic welfare is improved or worsened.3

After doing that, the next chapter can take the exercise furttrer by assessing whether the

changes to economic surplus are differe,lrt in the case of border and non-border instruments

and aiso in the case of price-based arrd quantiry*-base.d border me¿Ìsures.

1 THF' IMPORT TARIFF

In the example of the imposition of a $20 import tariff on an importable (Product A), we

described the following effects:

(Macmillan, London, 1979) pp84-85 and also in McCala" Alex F. & Timothy E. Josling,

Agricultural Policies and lttorld Markets (Macmillan, New York, 1985) ppt05-107.

Thir 
"pprou"h 

of considering changes in financial flows and then adding in changes in economic

surplus matches the approach taken in McCall4 Alex F. & Timothy E. Josling, Agricalnral Policies

anã llorld Markets (Macmillan, New Yorh 1985) ppl04. As noted by McCalla & Josling, there is

debate on the concept of surplus. Like them, I do not wish to enter the debate but to explain how the

concept of surplus is used to analyze policies, On the utility of the concept of surplus, see Currie, J.,

Morphy, J.A. & Schmiø, 4., "The Concept of Economic Surplus and Its Use in Economic Analysis"

(1971) 8l Economic Journal 741-799 and on the limits of the tool of economic surplus, see

Tumovsþ, S.J., Shalit, H. & Schmitz, A, "Consumer Surplus, Price IDstability and Consumer

Welfa¡e (1980) 48 Econometrica 135-152.
This assumes any externalities or non-economic objectives have been optimally add¡essed.

2

3
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(1) an increase by $20 in the domestic price creating a divergence between the domestic

price of $120 and the world price of $100;

(2) a decrease in the quantrty demanded domestically from 900 to 800 units;

(3) an increase in the quantity supplied domestically from 500 to 600 units;

(4) a decrease in the amor¡nt by which quantity dernanded exceeds quantity supplied

from 400 to 200 units and a coresponding decrease in the quantity of imports.

These changes allocate gains and losses to consumers, producers and the government. A

graphical representation of these gains and losses is shown in Diagram 9. The diagram

represents the imposition of an import tariff (t : $20) by a horizontal shift in the function

for supply by foreigners (from Sf to Sf) and the resulting increase in price to Pt ($120). The

post-tariffprice and quantities of domestic consumption and production are represented by

the points X' and Y'.

'We can identiff the gains and losses to different entities by looking at the different

components of the quantity of consumption.

(1) The 500 units of consumption that are produced by domestic producers before
and after the price rise:

(a) producers receive an extra S20 per unit and consumers pay an extra $20: a transfer

from consumers to producers of $10,000. This is represented on the graph by the

rectangle marked 'a'.

Ø The 100 units of consumption that used to þs imported but are no\ü supplied by
domestic producers:

(b+c) consumers pay an extra $20 per unit: a loss of $2000. This loss to consumers is

represented by the rectangle b+c' (made up of the two triangles b' and 'c').

(b) These 100 units used to be supplied by importers but are now supplied by domestic

producers. The domestic producers receive an extra profit equal to the amor:nt by

which $120 exceeds the marginal cost of production. The marginal cost of

production is represented by the S function since it represents the price at which
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producers are willing to supply the nth unit. Therefore, the hiangle ma¡ked b'

represents the extra profit received by domestic producers from the sale of these

extra 100 units. This amount (represented by the triangle b') is transferred from

domestic consumers to domestic producers.

'We can quantiff the extra profit because we know that these r¡nits of production

were not profitable for domestic producers at the pre-tariff price of only $100 and

since they are profitable at the post-tariff price of $120, their marginal cost of

production must be more than $100 but less than $120 and the profit between zero

and $20 per unit. If we assume that the marginal cost of these r¡nits increases evenly

through the 100 units (as we did abovea and as is implicit in the fact that the S

function is a straight line), then we can use an average marginal cost of $110 and an

average per r:nit profit of $10, to calculate the exfra profit on the 100 units as $1,000.

(c) The other portion of the consumers' $20 per unit loss on these r¡nits is the amount by

which their marginal cost of production exceeds $100. This is the amor¡nt by which

the cost of producing these 100 r¡nits domestically exceeds the cost at which they

could have bee,n imported. This amor¡nt is represented on the graph by the triangle

marked 'c'. This portion of the loss to consumers is not transferred to anyone: a

deadweight welfare loss for society.

,r 
^^^ 

rL . - --[-- Lt- -L -^-E---- a^ L- :--^J^l ^¡¡^- ¿l-^ 
--:^^ -:-^.(J' tllg zuu ulltfs ot con$umPu(lll ftr¡ll sulrulluG ]u uE rrrrl¡ur frr¡ al1çr tltr; prlLs lrÐEr

(d) domestic consumers pay ari exta $20 per unit and the government receives S20

customs duty per unit: a fansfer from consumers to the government of S4,000. This

amount is represented on the graph by the rectangle marked 'd'.

(4) the 100 units of pre-tariff consumption that are not consumed after the price
rise:

(e) While all of the above losses correspond to units in respect of which consumers are

paylng an exfra $20 per unit, this last category coresponds to the loss suffered by

consumers because they choose not to buy these units at the higher price. This loss

is the additional economic satisfaction that consumers are unable to attain by virtue
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of not being able to purchase these exha units at the pre-tariff price. It is the

difference between the value placed by the consumers themselves on the basket of

goods that they can buy when the price of Product A is $100 and the value placed by

those consumers on the basket of good that they choose to buy when the price of A is

$120. This loss is represented in the graph by the area'e'. The size of this loss is

determined by how much value these former consumers placed on the exha units of

Product A or the amount that they \¡¡ere prepared to pay for additional units of

Product A.s This amount is represented by the D function. If we assume that the

consumers' willingness to pay for each marginal unit decreases evenly through the

extra 100 units (as we did aboveó and as is implicit in the D function being a straight

line), then we can use an averuge of Sl0 per unit to calculate the loss on the 100

units at $1,000. This loss is not fansferred to anyone: another deadweight loss.

W'e can summarize these gains and losses as follows:

Loss of economic surplus by consuners -(a+b+cfd+e)

Gain in economic surplus by producers +a+b

Gain in economic surplus by the govemment

Net economic welfare Loss to the counûry -(c+e)

We can also summarize thLe losses by adding the cash flows to show that consumers lost a

total of $17,000 of which $l 1,000 was tansfe,rred to producers and S4,000 was transfe,rred

to the government leaving a net loss of $2,000 which was not transferred to anybody.

In summary, much of the loss suffered by consumers is transferred to either the government

or to domestic producers. However, two parts of the losses to consumers, labelled c and e in

the diagram, are not tansferred to anyone. V/e call these dead weight losses. We can

explain the dead weight losses in terms of the decisions of consumers and producers. The

first of these, the loss labelled c, represents the amount by which the cost of producing the

This assumption was made at the beginning of ch4: see paragraph (1) on p96 above.

An expanded explanation of how this loss of real income can be measured is contained in Appendix
l.

+d

4
5
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extra 100 units domestically exceeds the cost at which they could have been imported. This

portion of the deadweight loss is caused by what is known as the production effect: the price

induced changes in production decisions. The other deadweight loss, labelled e, rqnesents

the loss of economic welfare sustained by consumers as a result of the decrease in their

purchases from 900 to 800 units. It is the additional economic welfare that they miss out on

by not being able to pwchase these extra units at the pre-tariff price. This part of the

deadweight loss is caused by what is known as the consumption effect: the price induced

changes in consumption decisions.

The important conclusion to be drawn is that for the counûry imposing the import tariff, the

total loss to consumers exceeds the total gains to producers and the government. The net

ef[ect on aggregate wealth is negative. We can also draw a corresponding conclusion in

respect of the action of removing an existing import tariff: that the total gain to consumers

exceeds the total losses to producers and to the govemment. While, neither the action of

implementing nor removing an import tariffcan be described as making some people better

offwithout making anyone rworse off, that is, as Pareto efficient,T there is a significant sense

in which the aggregate welfare effects a¡e different. In the case of implementing a tariff, if
the wfuurers allocate all of their gains to compensating the losers, there will still remain an

uneompensated loss. llowever, in the ease of removing a tariff, if the winners allocate thei¡

gains to completeþ compensate the losers, the wirurers will still be left with a net gain.8

'FL^ -^¿ ^nc^^¿ +^ --.^^1+L ^f -*^-;-^ ^- ^-:-+:-^ +^-iGÊL^-l*:. -^-:+;"-llIç llçt çIlgvt uu <¡'ËË¡geH,ctlg wç<tlLll \r.r lgllruYlll.eY, cur w.ÀrÐlm5 L4rrr lrarlvr rù Pvù¡rrvv"

2 THE IMPORT QUOTA

In the last chapter, it was shown that import quotas have the same efflects as import tariffs in

that they cause increases in the domestic price, a reduction in the excess of domestic dernand

over supply, and a reduction in the quantþ of imports.g V/ith a quot4 the transition to the

This a.ssrrmnfion was made in chanter 4: see narasraoh 12) on o96 above.

Pa¡eto efficiency is used to describe any condition in which it is not possible to make one person

better offwithout making another person u'orse off. See Pareto, Y., The Mind and Society, vohtme 4

edited by Arthur Livingstone (Cape, London, L935) pl466n and Ng, Yew-Kwang, 'llelfare

Economics (Macmillan, London, 1979) pp30-51.
This is known as Kaldor-Hicls efficiency. See Ng, Yew-Kwang, Welføre Economics (Macmillan,
London, 1979) pp59-66 including the citations of: Kaldor, N., "Welfale propositions of economics
and interpersonal comparisons of utility" Economic Journal (1939) vol49, 549-552 and Hicks, John
R.,"Foundationsofwelfa¡eeconomics" EconomicJournal(1939)vo149,696-712.
See diagram 2.

6
7

8

9
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new equilibriurn is achieved by a direct impact on the quantity of imports and an indirect

effect on the price, whereas with a taritr, it is achieved through a direct impact on price and

an indirect effect on the quantity of imports. The changes caused by an import quota and by

an import tariff are identical when the import quota causes a gap between the world price

and the domestic price that is equal to the amount of the tariff. (Quotas and tariffs are

equivalent in their quantity effects if they change the gap between world price and domestic

price by the same amount.)

For an import quot4 the winners and losers are the same as for an import tariff with one

possible difference: there is no tariffrevenue from a quota. In the case of an import quota,

consumers are paying more, exactly as they do with an import tariff. However, the identity

of the recipient of this transfer from consumers depends on the way the quota is allocated. It

can go to the government (eg, when the quota is auctioned), to the domestic importer or to

the foreign seller. Apart from the transfers, an import quota imposes the same deadweight

losses as an import tariff: one caused by a production eflect and one caused by a

consumption effect.lo

3 THn'' 6¡¡rORT SUBSIDY

Using the example of an exportable, Product B, the previous chapter described the eflects of

an export subsidy of$20 as:

(l) an increase in the domestic price of $20 creating a gap of $20 between the domestic

price of $100 and the world price of $120;

(2) a decrease in the quantity demanded domestically from 600 to 500 units;

(3) an increase in the quantity supplied domestically from 800 to 900 units;

(4) an increase in the amount by which quantity supplied exceeds quantity demanded

from 200 to 400 r¡nits and a corresponding increase in the quantity of exports.

These changes allocate gains and losses to consumers, producers and the govemment.

Diagram 10 shows a graphical representation of these gains and losses. With an export

subsidy, the amount received by a domestic producer from each export sale is equal to the
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world price plus the export subsidy (s = $20). The introduction of an export subsidy is

represented in the diagram by a¡r upward shift in the function for demand by foreigners from

Df to Df and an increase in price from Pw ($100) to Pw + s ($120). The points X' and Y'

indicate the post-export subsidy price and quantities of consumption and production. At the

new price, the quantþ supplied by domestic producers has inqeased from 800 to 900 and

the quantity demanded by domestic consumers has decreased from 600 to 500 units so that

the amount by which the quantity supplied domestically exceeds the quantity demanded

domestically has increased from 200 to 400 units.

'We can identifu the gains and losses to different entities by looking at the different

components of the quantity of production.

(1) The 500 units of production which are consumed by domestic consumers before
and after the price rise.

(a) Domestic producers receive an extra $20 per unit and consumers pay an extra $20: a

t'ansfer from consumers to producers of $10,000. This is represented in the diagram

by the rectangle marked'a'.

Ø The 100 units of production that used to be consumed by domestic consumers

but are now exported:

(b+c) Domestic producers receive an extra profit of $20 per unit and the govemment pays

an expon subsidy of $20 per unit: a transfer ftom the goveäx-rieni io prodücers of

52,000. This amount is represented in the diagram by the rectangle b + c'

(composed of the two triangles b' and'c').

(b) In addition, for these 100 units of production, there is a loss incr¡red by consuners

who as a result of the price increase (ûom $100 to $120) now, instead of consuming

the extra units of Product B, consume other products which they prefer less than

Tì-^l--^¿ D 'frl.j^ 1^^^ :^ +L^ ^ll:+:^-^1 ^^^-^-:^ -^+.1-f^^+ìn- *l'af annorrñæc ârê
f IU(IUUL .Þ. I lll¡t ¡Uìiù lù Lllç (¡IJ\IILILTIIéI çty'\rl¡\,lillw ÐClltùIcwlrvu ursr vv¡rù4^¡v È q!'

unable to attain by virtue of not being able to purchase these exta units at the pre-

tariff price of $100. This loss is the same as the loss caused by the decrease in

consumption caused by an import tariff. The per r:nit loss can be measured as the

l0 This assumes that there is no additional loss in the case of the quota attributable to the expenditure of
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rimount in excess of the old price that they would have been prepared to pay fo¡ one

unit. Consumers were prepared to pay between $100 and $120 for each of these 100

units. With an average loss of $10 per unit, the total loss is $1,000. This loss is

represented in the diagram by the triangle b'.

(3) The 200 units of productÍon that are exported both before and after the price
rise.

(d) Domestic producers receive an extra $20 per unit and the government pays an export

subsidy of $20 perunit: a transfer from the govemment to producers of $4,000. This

amount is represented in the diagram by the rectangle 'd'.

(4) The 100 new units of production.

(e+Ð The government pays an export subsidy of $20 per unit: a loss by the government of

$2,000. This loss is represented in the diagram by the rectangle 'e+f (composed of

the two triangles 'e'and'f).

(e) From the sale of these extra 100 units, producers receive an extra profit equal to the

amount by which $120 exceeds the marginal cost of production. For these 100 units,

the marginal cost of production is indicated by the S function to be between $100

and $120 so the profit per unit is between zero and $20 per unit. Assuming an

average of $10 per unit, the extra profit is $1,000 (represented by the triangle 'e').

Therefore, half of the government loss on these 100 units is a transfer to producers.

(Ð The other portion of the $20 per unit is the amount by which the marginal cost of

production exceeds $100. This is the amount by which the cost of producing these

100 units domestically exceeds the cost at which they could have been imported.

This half of the loss to government is not transferred to anyone.

We can summarize these gains and losses as follows:

Loss of economic surplus by consumers -(a+b)

Gain in economic surplus by producers +a+b+c+d+e

resources on lobbying the government by those seeking to obtain the benefit of the import quota.
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Loss in economic surplus by the government -(b+c+d+et.f)

Net economiewclfarefoss to the eourtry

Vy'e can also summanzethe losses by adding the income and expenditure changes (including

the change in real income which accounts for the reduction in consumption) to show that

consumers lost a total of $11,000 and that the government lost a total of $8,000 giving total

losses of $19,000 of which $17,000 was transferred to producers leaving a net loss of $2,000

which was not transferred to anybody.

In summary, much of the losses suffered by consumers and by the government is transferred

to domestic producers. However, two parts of these losses, labelled b' and 'f in the

diagram, are not transferred to anyone. These are deadweight losses. Note the simila¡ities

to the situation with a tariff. As with the import tariff and the import quota, for the export

subsidy, there is a deadweight loss caused by production effects and one caused by

consumption eflects. The deadweight loss caused by production effects arises from

domestic producers' decisions to produce more at a higher cost than would be profitable

without the subsidy. This is represented by the area'f. It represents the a¡nount by which

the total cost to the producers and to the government of producing the additional 100 units

domestically exceeds the export pnce which is receiveti tbr them. The deadweight ioss

caused by the consumption effects arises from consumers' decisions to consume less of

Pro<iuct B (anri more oi something eise whieh satisfies thern iess). Thús is tu're loss of

economic surplus sustained by consumers as a result of the decrease in their purchases from

600 to 500. It is the economic surplus that they miss out on by not being able to purchase

the 100 exha units at the pre-export subsidy price. It is represented in the diagram by the

area b'.

'We can make an observation about the relative size of the deadweight losses caused by

¿^-iÂÊ^ ^-l L-. ^-,-^4 ^,.L^:á:^^ Tf +L^ --,,-:+ ^:-^ ^f +L^ -"L-:,{":- +L^ 6ôñÂ ôô +La+ nf }lrali1.llllù i1uu uy çÄPL'rù ¡uuùIi.llgù. Il LtIg yúr urrrl Ðl¿9 rJ.r. LrIw ùrjuù¡\rJ ¡ù ulv ùGllw (Þ u¡4r v¡ u¡v

tariffthen the deadweight losses a¡e the same size.ll

-(b+Ð

I I Assuming that tle supply and demand curves have identical slopes over the price range considered.
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4 THn' p¡oDUCTION SUBSIDY

It is necessary to deal separately with the situation of the importable, Product A, and the

exportable, Product B.

THE IMPORTABLE - PRODUCT A

In the example of the importable product, the following changes brought about by the

domestic subsidy were described:

(l) no change in the price to domestic consumers;

(2) an increase in the total effective price received by producers from $100 to $120;

(3) an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers from 500 to 600 units;

(4) a decrease in the excess of the quantity demanded by domestic consumers over the

quantity supplied by domestic producers from 400 to 300 and a corresponding

decrease in the quantity of imports.

Diagram 11 shows the gains and losses which are caused by these changes. The

introduction of a production subsidy, p, is represented by a shift to the right of the domestic

supply firnction from S to S'. The price to consumers is not affected so domestic

consumption is unchanged and is still represented by the point Y. The shift in the supply

fiurction means that at the world price, Pw, producers supply the quantity indicated by the

point X', which is 600 units, an increase from 500 units. The excess of domestic demand

over domestic supply falls to 300 r¡nits thereby decreasing the quantity of imports.

By looking at the different components of the quantity of domestic consumption, we can

identifu the gains and losses to different e,ntities:

(1) The 500 units of consumption which are produced by domestic producers
before and afiter the subsidy.

(a) The government pays $20 per unit to domestic producers: a transfer from the

govemment of $10,000. This is represented on the diagram by the parallelogram,

marked'a'.
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Ø The 100 units of consumption that used to be imported but are now produced
by domestic producers.

(b+c) The government pays a subsidy of $20 per unit: a loss of $2,000. This is represented

on the diagram by the parallelogram b+c' composed of the two triangles marked b'

and'c'.

O) Producers receive an extra profit equal to the amor:nt by which $120 exceeds the

marginal cost of production which is represented by the S function. For each of the

100 r¡nits, there is a profit of between zero and $20 per unit. Therefore, that part of

the government's loss equal to the profit on the additional 100 r¡nits is a tansfer to

producers. This is represented in the diag¡am by the a¡ea b'.

(c) that part of the government subsidy which does not accrue as exta profit to domestic

producers is not transferred to anyone. It is a deadweight loss and is represented in

the diagram as the area'c'.

These gains and losses are summarized as follows:

Change in economic surplus to consumers unchanged

Gain in economic surplus to producer. *a*b

Loss of economic surplus to the government -(a+b+c)

Net economic welfare Loss to the country +c.

We can also summarize the losses by adding the cash flows to show that the government

pays a total of $12,000 of which only $11,000 is transferred to producers in extra profits

leaving a net loss of $1,000 which is not transferred to anybody.

THE E)GORTABLE - PRODUCT B

In the example of the exportable product, the changes brought about by the production

subsidy were described as:

(1) no change to the price to domestic consumers;

(2) an increase in the total effective price received by producers from $100 to $120;
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(3) an increase in the quantity supplied by domestic producers from 800 to 900 units;

(4) an increase in the excess of the quantity supplied by domestic producers over the

quantity demanded by domestic consumers from 200 to 300;

(5) an increase in the quantity of exports from 200 to 300.

These changes and the gains and losses that they cause are illusfated in Diagram 12. As

with the importable, the introduction of the production subsidy is represented by a shift in

the supply function from S to S'. Producers increase production from 800 to 900. The new

point of production is represented by the point Y' and the point of consumption is

r.rnchanged at X. The excess of quantity supplied over quantity demanded is increased and

exports increase to 300 units.

By looking at the dif[erent components of the quantity of domestic production, \ile can

identiff which of the gains and losses are transfers from one entity to another and which are

deadweight losses.

(1) The 600 units of production consumed by domestic consumers before and after
the subsidy.

(a) The government pays $20 per writ to domestic producers: a transfer from the

government to producers of $12,000. This amowrt is represented in the diagram by

f"he area'a'.

Ø The 200 units of production that are exported both before and after the subsidy

(b) The government pays $20 per unit to domestic producers: a transfer of $4,000 from

the govemment to producers. This amor¡nt is represented in the diagram by the area

b'.

(3) The extra 100 units of domestic production that is exported.

(c+d) The government pays a subsidy of $20 per unit: a loss of $2,000. This amount is

represented by the area'c * d'.

(c) Producers receive an exüa profit equal to the amount by which $120 exceeds the

marginal cost of production (which is represented by the S function). For each of the
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100 rnits, there is a profit of between zero and $20 per unit. Therefore, that part of

the governments loss equal to the profit on the additional 100 units is a transfer to

producers. This amount is represented by the area'c'

(d) That part of the government subsidy which does not accrue as extra profit to

domestic producers is not üansferred to anyone. It is a deadweight loss and is

represented in the diagram by the area'd'.

These gains and losses can be summarized as follows.

change in economic surplus to consumers unchanged

gain in economic surplus to producers *a*bfc

gain in economic surplus to the government -(a+b+crd)

Net economic welfare loss to the country

We can also sunmanze the losses by adding the cash flows to show that the government

pays a total of $18,000 of which only $17,000 is transferred to producers in extra profits

leaving a net loss of $1,000 which is not fransferred to anybody.

The net loss (represented by the aÍeç c, in the diagram relating to the importable product

and represented by the area 'd' in the diagram relating to the exportable product) represents

the net additional cost of producing the units domestically over the a¡nount that would have

been incr:rred in importing those units. This loss is a consequence of the production

decisions made in response to the grant of the subsidy. Note that a production subsidy has

no effect upon the decisions of consumers. Therefore, the production subsidy causes only a

production effect and no consumption effect.

CONCLUSIONS

The above analysis provides two conclusions: one about who is winning and who is losing

and another about whether there is an overall loss or gain. V/ithout detracting from the

importance of these conclusions, it is useful to widen them to allow for additional

considerations. Therefore, some qualifications follow the general conclusions.

-d.
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CONCLUSION NO I - WHO IS WINNING AND WHO IS LOSING?

We have observed that all of the four policy instnrments transfer wealth in favour of

producers. All of the border instruments impose the cost of this tansfer, at least in part,

upon consumers. Import quotas and import tariffs impose the cost wholly on consumers.

Export subsidies impose the cost partly on consumers and partly on taxpayers. The non-

border instrument imposes the cost of the fransfer upon taxpayers.

Qualification - Distinguishing between Exporters and Import Competing Producers

The partial equilibrium analysis teats domestic producers as a single group. However, the

model could be improved by distinguishing between exporters and import competing

producers.l2 One could consider the effect on exporters of the general level of import

protection granted in favour of import competing industries and also the effect on import

competing producers of the general level of export subsidization granted in favour of

exporters. Although one group is not directly affected by assistance given to the other

goup, there is an effect caused by the change in the relative prices of the produce of the two

groups. For example, as the level of import tariffs goes up then the ratio of the value of

produce of exporter's to the value of produce of import competing producers goes down. In

fact, it has been shown that because import barriers and export taxes have the same effect on

relative prices, then the efÊect on exporters from import baniers is equivalent to the effect

that would be caused by a tax on exports.l3 The equivalence holds only in relation to the

general level of protection. The significance of this is that we need to modifi our

conclusion as to the identity of the winners and losers from protection. For increases in the

t2 This is achieved by the more sophisticated model called the Hesckscher-Ohlin 66dsl which is based
on the relative prices of products rather than the absolute price of a single product. This model was
derived from the worls: Heckscher, Eli, uThe Effect of Foreign Trade on the Distribution of Income"
Ekonomisk TidskTift, Volume XXI, 1919, prt97-512 (in SwedisÐ first published in English
translation in Howa¡d S. Ellis & Lloyd A. Metzler for the American Economic Association (eds),
Readings ín the Theory of International Trade (Blakiston, Philadelphi4 1949) pp272; and Ohlin,
Befil, Interregional and International Trade (Harvard Economic Series, 1933).
This is called Leme/s slmmeûry theorem. See Lerner, A. P., uThe Synmetry between ImFort and
Export Taxes" Economica (1936) vol 3, 306-313. See also the explanation of the theorem in
Vousden, Netl, The Economics of Trøde Protection (Cambridge Universþ Press, Cambridge, 1990)
pp45-q. For a detailed explanation of the effects ef imFort ba¡riers on exporters, see Clements,
Kenneth W. & Larry A. Sjaastaad, How Protection Taxes Exporters (Thames Essay No 39, Trade
Policy Resea¡ch Centre, London); a¡d also GATT, International Trade L98ll82 (GATT, Geneva,
1982) ppl5-18.

l3
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general level of import barriers, we should note that import competing producers win but

exporting producers lose.

CONCLUSION NO 2.THE OVERALL LOSS OR GAIN

The above analysis shows that the imposition of an import tarifl an import quot4 an export

subsidy or a production subsidy, all result in a net cost to the imposing country. The cost

imposed upon consumers or tærpayers exceeds the benefit provided to producers or in the

case of the import tariff, the cost imposed on consumers exceeds the benefits confemed upon

producers and taxpayers. Therefore, in each case, the county considered in aggregate is

better offwithout the protection given to producers than with the protection. For any of the

measures, aggregate economic welfare is decreased by infioduction of the measr¡re and

increased by its rernoval.

Qualiñcation - Dispersion

Another complication which is hidden in partial equilibriurn analysis is the fact that in the

situation where many prices in the economy are distorted then a removal of a single price

distortion may not result in a move to a more efficient allocation of resources, ie, may not

cause a net benefit. Such an outcome would occur if a relatively small tariff is removed

leaving a relativeþ large tariff in place and the resources freed from the sector which

previously had the small distortion a¡e freed to move into the sector with the large

distortion. However, it has been shown that a net benefit aiways results from the reduction

in a distortion if either:

(1) the greatest distortion is reduced down to the level of the next highest level of

distortion in the €conomY;l4 e¡

(2) all distortions arereducedby an equal percentage.ls

In summary, the possibility of an efficiency deøeasing tariffreduction does not occr¡r if aii

tariffs are reduced in proportion or if the highest tariff is reduced. Generally, increases in

t4 Lloyd, PJ, "A More General Theory of Price Distortions in Open Economics" (1974) 4 J of Int Ec

365-386 at proposition6 onp379.
As above at proposition 8 at p379.15
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the dispersion of rate of protection are welfare decreasing and decreases in the dispersion of

rates of protection are welfare increasing.

Qualification - The Big Country Case

The above analysis assumed that the world price was not affected by the quantity imported

or exported by the home cowrtry. In fact there may be situations, although fairly rarely,

where the production or consumption of a single country is significant enough to affect the

world price. An impodant consequence of this is that a counüy may actually have a net

gain from the imposition of an import tariff if its reduction in quantity of imports reduces

the price of those imports. However, it is important to note that the size of a tariff which

offers the corurüry implementing it a net gain is likely to be a fairly small tariffbecause the

size of such tariffhas been shown to relate inversely to the responsiveness in the rest of the

worlds production to the change in world price.l6 There are few situations where the rest of

the world does not respond to the change in price. Therefore, or¡r conclusion that a t¿riff

reduction always causes a net benefit must be qualified to admit that, for one or two

countries, a tariffreduction in respect of a small number of products might cause a net loss.

However, even for those situations, a net loss is only likely to occur where the ta¡iff is

already small.

Further, even in those limited situations in which a r¡nilateral tariffreduction might cause a

net loss, it does not follow that a multilateral tariffreduction will cause a net loss because in

this multilateral situation, additional benefits are received from increased export access to

other markets.lT

t6 For a mathematical formula for the optimal imFort tariff see Appendix E in Lindert, International
Economícs (Irwin, Homewood, Illinois, 1986).
In this situation, depending on the ra:rking of the payoff from different forms of behaviour, the

þrisoner's dilemma' model may be appropriate to describe the benefit from multilaterat tadff
reductions: see Abbott, Kenneth 'W., 

"The Trading Nation's Dilemma: the Function of the Law of
International Trade", (1985) 26(2) Haw Int LI50I-532.

t7





CHAPTER 6

COMPARING THE WELFARE GAINS A¡ID LOSSES OF THE

POLICY INSTRT]MENTS

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter described the welfare effects of the four principal policy instruments,

concluding that all of the four princþal policy instruments have the two effects of

transferring wealth to domestic producers and imposing a net loss on the community. This

chapter illusfates the difference between the welfare effects of border instruments and those

of non-border instrrments and between the welfare effects of price-based border instruments

and quantity based border insûrrments.

1 BORDER INSTRUMENTS VS NON.BORDER INSTRUMENTS

In the last chapter, it was shown that the ef[ects of all of the border inskuments a¡e

substantially similar. Although import tariffs and import quotas decrease imports and

export subsidies increase exports, all of them:

(l) increase the domestic price thereby creating a gap between the domestic price and

the world price;

(2) have an effect on both production and consumption decisions, increasing production

and decreasing consumption;

change the gap between the quantities of domestic consumption and production and,

consequently, the volume of imports or exports.

(3)
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It can be shown that the size of the aggregate losses for the home country are identical for

each of these three instruments if they create the same gap between the world price and the

domestic price. (A quota will cause the same gap as a tariffwhen the price rise it causes is

equivalent to the per rurit tariff. An export subsidy will cause the same gap when the per

unit export subsidy is of the same size as the per unit taritr) If this condition holds then an

export subsidy can be regarded as representative of the whole class of border instruments in

the sense that the aggregate loss to the home country is the same.

It is desired to compare the welfare transfers and the net loss caused by a border instrument

with those caused by a non-border instrument which gives the same per unit assistance to

domestic producers. This can be done by comparing the effects of an export subsidy with

those of a production subsidy of the s¿Ime per r¡nit amount.l

COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF EXPORT SUBSIDIES AND PRODUCTION
SUBSIDIES

'We can demonsfrate the difference between an export subsidy and a production subsidy by

using the same example of the exportable, Product B, shown in the diagrams used in the last

two chapters. This difference between the export subsidy and the production subsidy on an

exportable is illustrated by the two graphs in diagram 13"

Diagram l3(a) reproduces diagram l0 showing the welfare effects flowing from the

r .r ¡ ! l:----,-- r^ rt^---êC^^¿:--^:--^-^^:-+L^-^år.*^á
lntrocuctlon oI an expolT suosloy. lì.s rn ulagraln [u, Luç til.lçutrvç ururç.löç lrr LrrE rf'Lr¡rrr r^¡

exports by the amount of the export subsidy is represented by an upward shift in the foreign

demand function, from Df to Df. The export subsidy changes domestic production from the

quantities and price represented by the point Y to that represented by the point Y'' It

changes domestic consumption from the quantities and prices represented by the point X to

that represented by the point X'.

n:^-^- rtlr-\ -^--^1..^^^ á:^-^* 1"' ^L^.,;-^ +Lo ",olfo-o a€Faafc .Élm¡¡inc ,Èntn the
IJL¡dBL'4Lll IJ\U,' rçPTL]'u'l'luçtt t¡r4ël(tr¡r r¿ ùrr\,wr¡rË urv wvrrqw vr¡vv!Þ uv'v¡¡rõ

introduction of a production subsidy. As in diagram 12, the payment of the production

subsidy on all units of production regardless of where they are sold is represented by a shift

to the rigþt of the domestic supply function from S to S' so that now the old supply frurctior¡
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S, represents the sum of the new supply function, S', and the subsidy, p. The production

subsidy changes domestic production from the quantities and price represented by the point

Y to that represented by the point Y'. The production subsidy has no effect on domestic

consumption which stays at the quantity and price represented by the point X.

COMPARISON OF TRANSFERS EFFECTED BY ÐGORT SUBSIDIES AND
PRODUCTION SUBSIDIES

In the last chapter, the discussions of the export subsidy illustrated by diagram l0 and of the

production subsidy illusfrated by diagram 12 quantified the transfers to the various entities

which were caused by the changes in price and quantities of consumption and production.

Recall that the tansfers for the export subsidy and the production subsidy on Product B

were calculated as follows:

Export Subsidy Production subsidy

Transfer to Producers s17,000 $17,000

Cost to the Government $8,000 $18,000

Cost to Consumers sl1,000

Attention is drawn to the following points. First, the fransfer to producers is always exactly

the same for an export subsidy and a production subsidy of the s¿rme per unit size. In this

case, the transfer to producers is equal to the $20 per unit on each of the 900 r¡nits of which

the $20 per r.rnit on the 800 writs produced with or without the subsidies is wholly exfra

profit and the $20 per unit on the exfra units produced because of the subsidy is partly a

recovery of the marginal cost of the additional units and only partly extra profit. Secondly,

the cost to the government of an export subsidy is always smaller than the cost of an

equivalent per unit production subsidy by the proportion that the production that is not

exported bears to total production. This is because the export subsidy is paid only on that

proportion of total production that is exported but the production subsidy is paid on all units

of production. Finally, since a production subsidy does not increase the domestic price to

This exercise could also be performed by comparing the effects of a production subsidy with those of
an import ta¡iffas is done in Lindert, International Economics,ppt50-153.

nil

I
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consumers, it does not impöse any cost on consumers. Therefore, while the hansfer to

producers is the same, the production subsidy imposes all of the cost of the transfer to

producers on the government whereas the export subsidy imposes part of the cost of the

transfer to producers on the govemment but imposes the rest of the cost on consumers. All

other non-border instruments impose some or all of the cost of the transfer to producers

upon consumers.

COMPARISON OF DEADWEIGHT LOSSES FOR ÐGORT SUBSIDIES AND
PRODUCTION SUBSIDIES

In the last chapter, we noted that for both of these instruments there \¡/ere some losses to

consumers or to the govemment that were transformed into gains to producers but that there

were also some losses that were not transferred to anybody, deadweight losses. 'We noted

that both types of subsidies induced an increase in production from 800 to 900 r¡nits and that

a deadweight loss resulted from this increase. The loss occtured because, on the 100

additional units, the government paid a subsidy of $20 per rurit but the producers facing a

marginal cost of between $100 and Sl20 only made a profit of between zero and $20 per

unit, an average of $ l0 per unit. Therefore, of the govemment's total loss of $2,000, only a

part was transformed into a gain to producers and the rest was not transferred to anybody.

I I 'a 1 rr' - ' ¡]E. ..t LL. L :- ¿1-^ -L^--^ .l-ln respecl oI lltls oeacwergm loss causeo Dy ure prouuçtrolr çlrEçr, ular lr urç çlrauË,e ur

behavioru of producers, export subsidies and production subsidies are the same. These

l^^l--,^:-L+ 1^^^^^ -+^'{ :- +L- ^^oo ^f +L- av*n+f o'Lciãtr in ¡liaæqm 1?/a\ lrr¡ fhct¡ç<l(IvvçIg¡lL tl,ùùçù 4l\/ lçPrvÐvllLvui lll lllv w4ùw Ur urw v yvrr ùsvursJr s¡ s¡*s{¡¡

shaded area 'f and, in the case of the production subsidy, in diagram l3(b) by the shaded

area'd'.

The other deadweight loss caused by an export subsidy is caused by the consumption effect.

An export subsidy raises the price to consumers and they respond by reducing the quantity

of consumption. This change in consumption represents a decrease in economic welfare for

flraca ¡nncrrñffe lrpr.qrrce thew nrefcr fhe nrioinellv ohfainehle hrrnrlle of soods whichs^^v^u -- A- - --

included the foregone units of Product B to the bundle of goods obtainable by the'm when

the price of Product B is increased to $120.2 This loss occurs in consequence of the export

subsidy but not the production subsidy. The reason is that the export subsidy does change
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the price to consumers but the production subsidy does not. The deadweight loss caused by

the consumption effect is rqlresented in diagram 13(a) by the shaded area 'b'.

Even if the production subsidy and the export subsidy are the same amount, the exact size of

these deadweight losses depends upon two factors: consumers' response to price changes

and producers' response to price changes. The deadweight loss caused by the production

effect depends on the response of producers which depends on the marginal cost of

producing additional units. However, whatever the marginal cost and whatever the size of

this production effect deadweight loss, it will be exactly the same for a production subsidy

and an export subsidy of the same amount. The deadweight loss caused by the consumption

effect depends on the response of consumers which depends on how much more tha¡l the

pre-export subsidy price is the value placed on the units not purchased after the price rise,

However, whatever this value and whatever the size of this deadweight loss, it is a loss that

only occurs with the export subsidy and does not occur with the production subsidy.

Therefore, so long as this deadweight loss is greater than zero, that is, there is some decrease

in consumption in response to a price rise, then the cost to the rest of the community of

grving the same per unit assistance to producers is less with a production subsidy than with

an export subsidy. This statement can be extrapolated to the other border instruments.

Since the net change in welfare caused by an import tariffor an import quota is the same as

that caused by an export subsidy then we can say that the difference between the net loss

caused by any of the three border instnrments and that caused by a production subsidy, a

non-border instrument, is the deadweight loss caused by the consumption efflect. In

suûtmary, the cost to the rest of the community of giving a particular per unit assistance to

producers is less if it is given by a production subsidy rather than by any of the border

instnrments. This is an illustration of a more general principle that the cost to the rest of the

community of giving a particular assistance to producers is less if it is given by a non-border

instrument rather than by a border instrument.3

See the more detailed explanation of the consumer loss in connection v¡ith the decrease in
consunption caused by an itnport tffiffin chapter 5.

In the comparison between a domestic tax and a border instrument, we would find that the domestic

tä( causes a consumption effect but no production effect and that the difference in net loss caused by

the two instn¡ments would be the deadweight loss caused by the production effect. The more general

conclusion is that regardless of whether the govemment objective is to adjust the quantity of
consumption or the quantity of production, the total cost to the community of achieving that objective

is less if non-border instn¡ments instead of border instnrments a¡e used. However, for the sake of

2

J
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CONCLUSION ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BORDER MEASURES AND NON'
BORDER MEASURES

The fiansfer given to producers by a production subsidy and an export subsidy of the same

per unit amount is the same. This is also true generally of border instruments and non-

border instruments so long as they cause the same per unit increase in the price to domestic

producers. However with a non-border instrument like a production subsidy, the whole of

this fransfer to producers is imposed on the government whereas with a border instrument

some or all of the cost of the transfer to producers is imposed on consumers. Secondly,

since a production subsidy does not create a gap between the domestic consumer price and

the world price, it does not reduce domestic consumption. It does have a production effect

but no consumption effect. Therefore, although both border instruments and non-border

instruments impose a net cost on the commr:nity, for a border instrument and a non- border

instrument which provide the same per r.rnit assistance to producers, the non-border

instrument imposes a lesser net cost upon the rest of the community than the border

instnunent.

PRICE.BASED BORDER INSTRUMENTS VS QUANTITY BASED
BORDER INSTRT]MENTS

r . a t ^ -a Á- - t:-tr,-^ri^- t--r--^^- --:^^L^^^.¡ L^-l-:-^k,-o-+^ ^-,1lne eno or cnaplgr J Illaug ulc utstutçuurl uçtwççu Prlg¡r-u¿r¡Jçru uulrJçr llrùLrr¡Irrvrlrù 4¡ts

quantity based border instruments. However, so far this analysis has not discovered any

-;-:ç^^-+,lifÊ-o-^oo in flra afÊpnfc ^f +fioop trr¡n nlaccec nf insfnrtnenfq Tn faef e.hanfers ?ùIËluuwqrr ullrv¡v¡lvvù ¡¡r u¡v v^rvvlu vt urvÚv

and 4 showed that the effects of import tariffs and import quotas ¿rre very similar. They

produce identical changes in price and quantities and depending on the method of allocation

of quotas will produce exactly the same transfers of economic surplus and exactly the same

deadweight loss to the economy as a whole. However, these observations are only tnre for a

particular point in time when all relevant factors are fixed.

When one looks at the two instru--ments over time as various factors change then some

important dif[erences emerge. It is important to analyze the ef[ects of changes over time to

those factors which alter the size of the gap between the domestic price and the world price.

simplicþ of this exposition and given that the problems of agricultural trade arise out of border

instn¡ments and subsidies, I have chosen to deal with only the for¡r principal policy instn¡ments and

to regard production subsidies as representative ofall non-border measures.

2
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Such an alteration can arise from a change in the domestic producers' production costs or in

consumers' income or tastes, or from external factors such as a change in the world price or

a change in the foreign exchange rate. We can analyse these changes by comparing the

effect of these changes on the welfare effects of import tariffs and import quotas.

2.1 THE EFFECT OF AN INCREASE IN DOMESTIC PRODUCTION COSTS

An increase in domestic costs might be caused by an increase in the price of an input such as

materials or labor¡r or by a decrease in productivity. Since producers maximize profit by

supplying additional units r¡ntil marginal cost equals marginal revenue, then the marginal

cost determines the price at which producers are willing to supply any given quantity or, in

other words, the quantity that they are willing to supply at any given price. Therefore, an

increase in domestic costs can be represented as an upward shift in the supply fimction, S.

Diagrams 14 and 15 show the welfare effects of an upward shift in the supply frrnction in the

situations, respectively, in which an import tariff and an import quota are in place. In both

diagrams, the original supply function is represented by S and the supply function after the

cost increase is represented by S'.

Effects of An Increase in Production Costs with an Import Tariff in Force

Diagram 14 is based on diagram l0 which shows the welfare effects of an import tariff

where the original supply function, S, is in place. It shows that the import tariff of $20

causes the quantity and price of domestic production to be that represented by the point Y'

instead of that represented by the point Y as it would be in the absence of the import tariff

and that it causes the quantity and price of domestic consumption to be that represented by

the point X' instead of that represented by the point X as it would be in the absence of the

import tariff. As shown in diagram 10, the existence of these changes in price and quantity

cause transfers from consumers to domestic producers and to the govemment but some part

of the losses are not fransferred to anyone. These deadweight losses caused by an import

tariff are represented by the shaded triangles marked 'a' and 'b': 'a' representing the

deadweight loss caused by the production effect and 'b' representing the deadweight loss

caused by the consumption effect.
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After the supply function has shifted to S', the new level of domestic production which

would be produced at the world price ($120) would be the quantity indicated by the point

Z'. The change in production costs would not change the level or price of domestic

consumption which are still represented by the point X'. One can measure the cost of the

import tariff under the new cost conditions by comparing the economic welfare of the

various entities with the import tariffin place with what their economic position would be if
the import tariffwere not in place. 'With the new S' function, the existence of the import

tariff is transferring resources away from consumers in favour of producers and the

govemment because it makes the price to domestic consumers and producers $20 higher

than it would be without the import tariff. ln this situation, the cost to consumers exceeds

the benefits to others by the amounts represented by the two triangles 'c' a¡ld 'b': 'c'

representing the deadweight loss caused by the production effect and 'b' representing the

deadweight loss caused by the consumption effect. A precise measurement of these

deadweight losses would show that they are of the same size as those caused by the same

tariffimposed in the situation with the original level of production costs.4 In fact, regardless

of the level of production, the import tariffalways causes a gap between the world price and

the domestic price equal to the size of the import tariff. Under the assumptions made here,

the size of the reduction in the quantity of consumption, the size of the increase in volume of

domestic production, the size of the corresponding decrease in volume of imports and, it is

emphasized, the deadweight losses caused by the tariffare exactþ the same regardless of the

level of domestic production costs.

Effects of An Increase in Production Costs with an Import Quota in Force

Diagram 15 is based on diagram 4 showing the changes in price and quantity caused by an

import quota where the original supply function, S, is in place. Diagram 4 showed that, in

the example used with the original level of domestic production costs, the import quota of

200 units caused exactly the same changes in quantities and prices as did the import tariffof

$20. The import quota of 200 units causes the quantity and price of domestic production to

be that represented in diagram 15 by the point Y' instead of by the point Y as it would be in

It necessarily flows from the facts that in both situations the difference between the price with the
tariff and the price without the ø¡iff is the same and that the S function is assumed to be a straight
line, that the areas 'c' a.ud 'a' must be the same size.

4
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the absence of the import tariff and causes the quantity and price of domestic consumption

to be that represented by the point X' instead of that represented by the point X as it would

be in the absence of the import tariff. In particular, note that as with the import tariff, the

import quota causes the domestic price to be $120 instead of the $100 that it would be in the

absence of the import quota. As noted in the last chapter, the welfare eflects of this import

quota were almost exactly the same as for the import tariffs and that the deadweight losses

caused by an import tariffwere exactly the same as those caused by an import tariff. These

deadweight losses caused by an import quota are represented by the shaded triangles marked

'a' and 'b': 'a' representing the deadweight loss caused by the production effects and 'b'

representing the deadweight loss caused by the consumption effect.

With this import quota in place, a shift in the supply function to S' means that at the ma¡ket

price of $120, domestic producers are now willing to supply a lesser quantity of Product A

(the quantity indicated by Z') than they were when their costs (and willingness to supply)

rù¡ere represented by the former supply firnction, S (the quantity indicated by Y'). This

means that at $120, the quantþ demanded (indicated in diagram 15 by the point X')

exceeds the total supply which is made up of the quantity that domestic producers are

prepared to supply (indicated by the pornt Z') plus the 200 units permitted r¡nder the import

quota. Therefore, consumers bid the price up. As the price goes up domestic producers are

prepared to supply more. An equilibrium would be reached at the price and quantities of

production and consumption indicated respectively by the points Z" aÍtd X". Under the

new cost situation, the equilibrium price has increased from $120 to $130.

One can measure the cost of the import quota under the new cost conditions by comparing

the economic welfare of the various entities with the import quota in place with what their

economic position would be if the import quota were not in place. With the new supply

function, S', the existence of the import quota is transfeming resources away from

consumers in favour of consumers and (depending how the quota is allocated) to the

government because it makes the price to domestic consumers and producers $30 higher

than it would be without the import quota. Since this gap between the world price and the

The ouly difference is that the pen¡on to whom the extra cost imposed on consumers in respect of the
oails irnForted \¡¡ith and without ¡þs import quota can vary depending on the method of allocation of
the quota.

5
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domestic price is $30, then the transfers from consumers to others are larger than whe'n the

gap between the world price and the domestic price was only S20. In ttris situation, as in the

situation for the import tariff, the cost to consumers exceeds the benefits to others because

there is a deadweight loss caused by the production effect which is represented in diagram

15 by the shaded area 'A' and there is a deadweight loss caused by the consumption eflect

which is represented by the shaded area 'B'. It is clear from the diag¡am that the triangles A

and B are larger than the triangles 'a' a¡rd 'b'. This is representative of the deadweight

losses being larger for the same import quota when the domestic producers costs are higher.

The Difference Between the Effect of an Increase in Domestic Costs on an Import
Tariffand an Import Quota

The above analysis shows that the increase in the domestic production costs had no effect on

either the size of the welfare transfers or the deadweight losses caused by the maintenance of

an import tariff but that the increase in domestic production costs incteased the size of the

welfare transfers and the deadweight losses caused by the maintenance of the import quota.

The reason for the difference relates to the size of the gap between the domestic price and

the world price which is caused by the import restriction. Whereas under the original

production cost conditions, the import quota of 200 units caused a gap between the domestic

price and the world priee of $20, under the higher produetion cost conditions, 'rhis gap is

$30. However, the import tariff of $20 causes a gap between the domestic price and the

----^^1 -7 ---:^^ ^.c ô^^ -^-^-11^^- ^f ¿L^ 1^-,^1 ^f ¡^*^-+:^ --^,{"^+i^n an¡lc \Ifa ananlrrÃa l7¡atwullu prrrJ¡t ul ù¿v IçB4ruIçts uI ulç lçvgl Lrl. \¡vr.llwÐLrv Prlruuwuv¡r wùLe. rY v vv¡¡v¡ssv u¡eÞ

even though the transfers and net losses imposed by an import ta¡iff and an import quota

may initially be the same, if there is a subsequent increase in production costs, then cost of

maintaining the import quota increases but the cost of maintaining the import tariffstays the

same.

2.2 THE EFFECT OF INCREASING DOMESTIC DEMAND

The situation of increasing domestic demand is similar to the situation of rising domestic

costs. V/ith an import taritr, as domestic demand increases, the extra demand is supplied by

imports, there is no upward pressure on the domestic price and the deadweight losses caused

by the tariff are unchanged. With an import quota" as domestic dernand incteases, given the

absolute limit on imports, the extra dernand is supplied by domestic producers who are able
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to increase the domestic price. The gap between the domestic price and the world price

increases and the size of both the transfers and the deadweight losses increases.

2.3 THE EFFECT OF A FALL IN THE V/ORLD PRICE

A fall in the world price can occur because of a fall in price of the particular good or it may

occur because of a change in the exchange rate. If the price of foreign currency measured in

terms of the domestic crrrency falls, then the price of the imported good measured in terms

of the domestic currency also falls. Whether the price change is caused by a price fall in the

goods market or in the crurency market, the effect is the s¿rme: consumers can buy from

foreigners more cheaply. This price reduction has a different effect if there is a tariff in

place compared to that it has if a quota is in place.

Diagrams 16 and I7 are based on diagrams 3 and 4 which respectively show the situations

where an import tariff of $20 and an import quota of 200 units have had the same effects:

changing the price and quantity of domestic production from that indicated by the point Y to

that indicated by the point Y'; and changing the price and quantity of domestic consumption

from that indicated by the point X to that indicated by the point X'; and, in particular,

creating the same gap of $20 between the world price of $100 and the domestic price of

$120. As shown in Diagram 10, the existence of these changes in price and quantity cause

transfers from consumers to domestic producers and (certainly for the tariffbut also for the

quota depending on the method of allocation) to the government but some part of the losses

to consumers are not transferred to anyone. These deadweight losses caused by an import

tariffare represented in both diagrams 16 and 17 by the shaded triangles marked 'a' and 'b':

'a' representing the deadweight loss caused by the production effect and 'b' representing the

deadweight loss caused by the consumption effect.

Diagrams 16 and 17 also illusfrate the impact of a fall in the world price from Pw ($100) to

Pw' ($60) upon, respectively the situation where the tariff of $20 is in place and the

situation where the quota of 200 units is in place. In both diagrams, the fall in the world

price is represented by a shift in the function for supply from foreigners from S(Pw) to

Sf(Pw').
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Effect of a Fall in the World Price with an Import Tariffin Force

Diagram 16 shows the impact of the fall in the world price from Pw ($100) to Pw' ($60) on

the situation where a tariffis in place. V/ith the world price at $60, consumers will have to

pay $60 to foreign sellers and $20 to the government: a total of $80. This price that has to

be paid for imports is represented by the effective foreign supply function Sf(Pw'+t).

Competing against a price of $80, domestic producers also set their price at $80. This

insrease in price caused by the tariff causes the price and quantity of domestic consumption

to be that represented by the point W' instead of that represented by the point W as it would

be in the absence of the import tariff and it causes the price and quantity of domestic

production to be that represented by the point Z' rather than that represented by the point Z

as it would be in the absence of the import tariff

One can measure the cost of the import tariffin the situation in which the lower world price

prwails by comparing the economic position of the various entities with the import tariffin

place with what their economic position would be if the import tariffwere not in place. At

the lower world price, the import tariff is still transferring resources away from consumers

in favor¡r of producers and the government because it makes the price to consumers and

producers $20 higher than it would be without the import tariff. The cost to consumers

exceeds ttre benefits to others by the amot¡nts represented by the two tiangles 'a' ' and 'b' ':

'a' ' representing the deadweight loss caused by the production effect and 'b' ' representing

the deadweight loss caused by the consumption effect. A precise measurement of these

deadweight losses would show that they are of the same size as those caused by the tariffin

the situation of the original level of the world price. In fact, regardless of the level of the

world price, the import tariffalways causes a gap between the world price and the domestic

price equal to the size of the import tariff. Under the assumptions made here, the size of the

reduction of the quantity of consumption, the size of the increase in volume of domestic

production, the size of the corresponding decrease in voh¡me of imports and, it is

emphasized, the deadweight losses caused by the tariffare exactly the same regardless of the

level of the world price.6 Even if the assumptions which determined that the supply and

This is a slight simplification. If the ta¡iff is a fxed percentage of the price then the absolute âñount
of the ta¡iffwill depend on the price level. If the price level changes so the absolute size of the ta¡iff
changes and the absolute size of the gap between domestic price and world price changes.

6
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demand frmctions are linear break down, it is still true that the size of all of the

abovementioned effects is limited by the size of the gap between the world price and the

domestic price which is setby the amount of the import tariff.

Effect of a tr'all in the \ilorld Price with an ImFort Quota in Force

Diagram 17 shows the impact of the same fall in the world price on the situation where an

import quota is in place. As said above, the fall in the world price is represented by a shift

in the function for foreign supply from Sf to Sf(Pw'). With an import quota in place, the

quantity of imports necessarily stays at 200 and without any increase in imports, there is no

pressure for the domestic price to fall. So the fall in the world price does not cause any

reduction in the domestic price. The quantities and price of domestic production and

domestic consumption stays the same at the levels represented by the points Y' and X' as

they were before the fall in the world price. Most importantly, the domestic price remains at

$120 and the gap between the domestic price and the world price increases to $60. It is

emphasized that with the lower world price, the maintenance of the import quota is causing

the domestic price to be $60 higher than it would be in the absence of the import quota.

One can measure the cost of the import quota in the situation in which the lower world price

prevails by comparing the economic position of the various entities with the import quota in

place with what their economic position would be if the import quota were not in place. At

the lower world price, the maintenance of the import quota results in a transfer of resources

away from consumers and (depending how the quota is allocated) to the government

because the import quota makes the price to domestic consumers and producers $60 higher

than it would be in the absence of the import quota. When this gap between the world price

and the domestic price is $60, the transfers from consumers to others are larger than when

the gap between the world price and the domestic price was only $20. In this situation, as in

the sitr¡ation for the import tarifl the cost to consumers exceeds the benefits to others

because there is a deadweight loss caused by the production effect which is represented in

diagram 17 by the shaded area marked 'A' and there is a deadweight loss caused by the

consumption effect which is represented by the shaded area 'B'. It is clear from Diagram 17

Accordingly the size of the deadweight loss û-iangles will also change. This is not a siCgificant
change in size compared to that which occurs under a quota regime.
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that the triangles 'A' and 'B' are larger than the triangles 'a' and 'b'. This is illustrative of

the fact that the deadweight losses become larger for the same import quota if the world

price falls.

The Difference Between the Effect of a Fall in the World Price on an Import Tariff and
an Import Quota

Therefore, there is a clear difference in the effect of the change in the world price. With a

tariff, the fall in the world price does cause a fall in the domestic price but with a quota the

fall in the world price does not flow on at all to the domestic price. Consequently, there is

also an important diflerence in terms of the welfare effects caused by the maintenance of the

two instruments and in terms of the net deadweight losses caused by the two instruments.

The above analysis shows that the fall in the world price (whether through a fall in the

foreign exchange denominated price or through an appreciation in the exchange rate) had no

effect on either the size of the welfare tansfers or the deadweight losses caused by the

maintenance of an import tariffbut that the price reduction increased the size of the welfare

transfers and the deadweight losses caused by the maintenance of an import quota. The

reason for the difference relates to the size of the gap between the domestic price and the

world price which is caused by the import resfüction. Whereas, at the original world price,

the import quota of 200 units caused a gap between the domestic price of $20, at the lower

world price, this gap is $60. However, the import tariff of $20 caused a Eap between the

¡lnmesfie nrine nn¡l the 'r'orld nriee nf S20 reoard-less of tåe level of domestrc nrodr:ctionsv¡¡¡vgr¡v l,¡¡vv q¡s vlv ¡vÞsv

costs. We conclude that even though the transfers and net losses imposed by an import tariff

and an import quota may initially be the s¿rme, if there is a subsequent fall in the world

price, then the cost of maintaining the import quota increases but the cost of maintaining the

import tariffstays the same.

CONCLUSION - ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRICE.BASED BORDER
IN STRUMENTS AND QUANTITY.BAS ED BORDER INSTRUMENTS

The above analysis shows that the deadweight loss to an economy which adopts an import

tariff is fixed regardless of any subsequent changes in factors affecting the domestic price or

the world price. The analysis also shows that the deadweight loss to an economy adopting

an import quota may increase as a consequence of such subsequent changes: where domestic
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costs increase, domestic demand increases, the world price falls or the exchange rate

appreciates. Conversely, if domestic costs decrease, domestic dernand decreases, the world

price rises or the exchange rate depreciates, then the protection given by a quota and the

deadweight loss caused by it may decrease. This is an important difference between the two

instn¡ments. It means that when a county adopts an import taritr, there is a quantifiable

limit to the size of the gains being conferred on producers and the government and on the

size of the losses being imposed on consumers and crucially that there is a quantifiable limit

on the total net cost to the whole country that is incurred, but when a county adopts an

import quota there is no limit to these transfers and no limit to the net decrease in economic

welfare.

3 ST]MMÄRY OF CONCLUSIONS

This exposition contained in these last three chapters support some important propositions

about the differences between the effects of border instruments and non-border instn¡ments

and between those of price-based border insfirrments and quantity-based border instruments:

BORDER INSTRUMENTS VS NON-BORDER INSTRUMENTS

I The Net Loss

The same level of assistance to producers can be provided at a lower net cost to the rest of

the community if the assistance is provided by way of a non-border instrument like a

production subsidy rather than by a border instrument.

2 The Transfers

The same transfer can be given to producers by a border instrument or a non-border

instrument. V/ith a non-border instrument, the whole of the cost of the transfer to producers

is incr¡red by the government (or taxpayers) but with a border instrument, the cost of the

transfer to producers may be imposed partly on the government and is always imposed

eitherpartly or fully on consumers.
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PRICE-BASED VS QUANTITY-BASED BORDER INSTRUMENTS

1 The Net Cost

If a border instrument is used to provide assistance to an import competing industry, then in

the face of possible changes to domestic costs, domestic demand, world price or exchange

rates, the net cost to the rest of the community is limited in size if the border instrument

used is price-based like an import tariffbut that cost is unlimited if it is quantity-based like

an import quota. The size of the deadweight loss will increase if domestic costs inctease,

domestic demand increases, the world price falls or the exchange rate appreciates.

2 The Transfers

If a border instument is used to provide assistance to an import competing industry, then in

the face of the abovementioned possible changes, the transfers to producers from consumers

are limited in size if the border instrument used is price-based like an import tariffbut those

transfers a¡e unlimited if it is quantity-based like an import quota. The size of these

transfers will increase if domestic costs increase, domestic demand increases, the world

price falls or the exchange rate appreciates.

IMPORTANCE OF THE CONCLUSIONS

These conclusions provide important information relevant to considering how GATT rules

altnrrl¿! he fnrrrrrlefe¡l so as to he in the self interest of rla-fies- They also provide important
ùIlvu¡g vv rv¡lr^s¡slvs vv

information as to which sections of the community have the economic incentive to support

or oppose protection or assistance. This aspect is pursued in the next chapter.



CHAPTER 7

POLITICAL DECISION-MAKING IVITHIN STATES ABOUT TIIE
PRINCIPAL POLICY INSTRT]MENTS

1 INTRODUCTION

The above economic analysis offers some indication of the decisions that commr¡nities

might make with respect to protection of and assistance to producers.

With respect to the level of protection, the anaþsis shows that a decision to increase the

level of protection causes a net loss to the community. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect

that a government acting with the objective of maximizing the welfare of the community

would be more inclined to decide to reduce protection rather than to increase it. V/e noted

two possible exceptions to this which might apply to a specific decision on whether to grant

protection in respect of a particular product: where the country is so large as to be able to

influence price, in which case a positive but low level of protection might maximize national

welfare; and where the decision relates to whether to grant protection in respect of a product

which has a low level of protection compared to the level of protection applying to the other

production of the economy, in which case the increase might have a net positive effect on

welfare because it might shift productive inputs away from the heavily protected indusûry

into the less protected industry.

With respect to the choice of instrument of protection, the analysis shows that protection

imposes a larger reduction in welfare of the commr:nity if given by a non-border instnrment

rather than by a border instruments and an unlimited reduction in welfare if given by a

quantity-based border instrument rather than a limited reduction if given by a price-based

instrument. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a govenrment acting with the objective of

maximizing the welfare of the commr:nity to provide any given level of assistance by non-

border instruments rather than border instruments and, if any protection is to be given by
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border instruments, to provide that protection by price-based border instruments rather than

by quantity-based border insfuments.

The analysis also shows that whenever any of these instruments are imple,lnented, producers

win and consumers and/or taxpayers lose. Typically, there are more people losing than

winning. Therefore, one would expect that if in a national referendum on whether to adopt a

particular instrument each loser voted'no' and each winner voted'yes', tlten the result would

always be a 'no' vote. The median voter "(the one who makes a majority out of a

minority¡"t would always lose from protection and would vote against it.

We noted at the end of chapter 5 that the partial equilibrium analysis failed to bring out the

fact that the general level of import barriers also imposed a loss on exporters. Taking this

into account would reinforce our expectation that the commr¡nity would not choose

protection. V/e should also note that the partial equilibrium analysis hides some other gains

and losses. The most important of these would be the possible flow on effect from

protection on \ilage levels. The effects of protection on wages in a sector which is labour

intensive and which elnploys a large proportion of the labour force may flow on to the level

of wages in other sectors causing a loss to employer/capital owners and a gain to ønployees

in other sectors. Assuming the number of employees to exceed the number of employers,

then we would expect this overflow effect to infroduce a larger number of winners than

losers fiom the protective poticy. The numbers of these additional wirurers and losers might

even outweigh the othenvise existing majority of losing consumers and taxpayers over

gaining producers. However, we could expect this factor to be significant only where the

number of labowers in the sector to be protected was large enough to affect the economy

wide labour market. Therefore, on the basis of this factor, we would qualiff our expectation

Frey, Bruno S. & rileck-Hannemann, Hamelore, "The Political Econorry of Protectionu ch8 in David

Greenaway (ed), Current Issues in International Trade (Macmillan Press, Houndmills, Basingstoke,

Hampshke & L¡ndon, 2nd ed, 1996) pl54-173. Frey also makes the point that ueither a majority of
the electorate benefits directly, or the gains accruing to a minority can be redistributed so that a

majority of the electorate is better off." þ155) However, such redistributions a¡e exceptional. It is, in

fact, the very absence of those redistributions that causes the demand for protection. However, the

number of affected consumers would be larger than the number of affected producers in most cases.

The absolute number of winning producers could only exceed the number of losing consumers in
fairly limited situations: eg, where the product is such that it takes a large number of people to

produce it but only a small number of people buy any; or where the number of domestic consumers

for the product is small but export demand sustains a .very large number of domestic producers

(although this scenario is irrelevant to the case sf imFort competing industries).

1
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of political decision making based on economic gains and losses so ttrat, generally, we

would expect voters and govemments to reject protection except perhaps where the sector to

be protected ønploys a large proportion of the labour force.

This expectation that governments or voters would reject protection is not confirmed by

even the most cursory obse,rvation of the extent to which countries actually do employ

various protective policy instruments. Nor is the expectation that govemments would

choose the least costly policy instrument confirmed by observation, for border instruments

are prevalent and quantitative border insûrrments are widespread. In particular, we can

observe the peculiar feature that protection tends to be granted in favour of minority sections

of the population against the apparent interest of the majority. This is at odds with the

expectation that those instances where protection is chosen would be in sectors employing

large proportions of the labour force. This is a prominent featt¡re of the way govemments

freat the agricultural sector: for in countries where farmers are a relatively small minority of

the population, govemments tend to offer substantial protection and support to the

agricultural sector and, conversely, in countries where farmers ate a majority of the

population, govemments tend to tax the agricultural sector.2 Further, it is cor¡nties where

the farming sector is quite a small minority like Japan that there is a prevalence of the most

costly instruments of protection.

Why is there such a discrepancy between the outcome that one would expect ûom a rational

welfare maximizing choice and the actual outcome? Why is it that the political decision

making process does not reach the outcome that we would expect from a referendum with

voters deciding on the basis of their economic gain or loss?

Political scientists and political economists have generated theories to explain government

decision making in general and also specifically in relation to trade protection decisions.3 In

See Anderson, K¡ml, "Lobbying Incentives and the Pattem of Protection in Rich and Poor Countries"
(1995) 43Q) Economíc Development and Cultural Change 40L423 and Anderson, Kyttr,
"International Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and T¡ade Policies" in I.
Goldin & L.A. Winters (eds), Open Economies: stn¿ctural adjustment and agricalnre (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge,1992) pp290-310 atpp290-296; Anderson, Kfm & Hayami, Yujiro,
The Political Economy ofAgrianlnral Protection (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1986) pl-3.
Two of the forurdation works on political behaviour and political lobbying are Downs, Anthony, An
Economic Theory of Democracy (Harper & Brothers, New Yorþ 1957) and Olson, Ililanatr, The
Logic of Collective Action (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1965). Of the writings

2

3
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particular, some theories have focussed on the choice of policy instrument.4 Some theories

deal with politics between states and others with politics within states. Like the preceding

analysis of economic welfare, this exposition focuses on theories of politics within states.S

Models of the behaviour of governments and politicat decision makers have been successful

to a significant degree in explaining and predicting the policies adopted by various

countries. It is not intended to attempt to explain the various models and especially not the

quantitative aspects of them. It is intended only to offer an explanation sufficient to give an

overview of the reasons that various writers have suggested for the divergence between the

actual political outcome and the outcome that would be expected on the basis of the

economics set out above.

It is useful to separate two possible reasons for that divergence. Either the political decision

making process is reaching the same decisions that would be made by a referendum of well

informed voters voting according to whether they win or lose from the particular policy

decision or it is not. If it is, then there must be some factors other than economic gain or

specifrcally directed to government decisions about protection, this thesis draws heavily upon

Anderson, K¡m, "Lobbying Incentives and the Pattem of Protection in Rich and Poor Countries"

(1995) 43(2) Economic Daelopment and Cultural Change 407-423; Anderson, Kym, "International
Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L"A.

Winters (eds), Open Economies: structural adjustment and agriculture (Cambridge University Press,

Cambridge, 1992) pp290-310; A¡derson, K¡m, "The Political Ma¡ket for Government Assistance to

Australian Manufacturing Industries" (1980) 56 Economic Record 132-144; Baldwin, Robert E,

"The Political Economy of Protectionism" in Jagdish N Bhagwati (ed), Import Competition and

Response (Un-iversilv of Chicago Press, Chicago & London" 1982) B263-286: Frey, Bruno S. &
Weck-Hannemanr', Hannelore, "The Politicat Economy of Protection" ch8 in David Greenaway (ed),

Current Issues in Internøtional Trade (Macmillan Press, Houndmills, Basingstoke, HamFshire &
London, 2nd ed, 1996) p154-173; Grossman, Gene M. & Helpman, Elhanan, "Protection for Sale"

(1994) 84(4) American Economic Reviqt 833-850 and Vousden, Neil, The economics of trøde

protection (Cambridge Univenity Press, Cambridge, 1990, chapter 8 "Endogenous Protection"

ppl77-I99. For other sources, see the bibliography attached to Anderson, Kym, "International
Dimensions of the Political Ecouomy of Distortionary Price a¡d Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L.A.
Winters (eds), Open Economies: structural adjustment and agricalture (Carnbridge University Press,

Cambridge, \992) pp290-310. For a more extensive bibliography, see AL Hilknan, The Political
Economy of Protection (Harwood Academic, New York, 1989) and for a review of literafire see p32-

34 of Magee, Stephen P-, Black Hole Taríffs and Endogenous Tarif Policy (Canbridge University
Prcsc Camhri¡loe l9RQlê -,sv, vÉv-

Eg, Deardofi Alan V., 'Why do Governments Prefer Nontariff Ba¡riers?" (1987) 26 Carnegie-

Rochester Conference Series on Public Policy 19l-216; Lloyd, Peter J. & Falvey, Rodney E., uThe

Choice of Instrunent for Industry Protection" in Snape, R.H., lsszes in World Trade Policy: GATT at
the Crossroads (Macmillan, London, 1986) pp152-170; and Coate, Stephen & Morris, Stephen, "On
the Form of Transfers to Special Interests" (1995) 103(6) Journal of Political Economy 1210-1235.

On theories of politics between states see Abbott, Kenneth'W., "The Trading Nation's Dilemma: The

Functions of the Law of International Trade" (1985) 26 Hartard International Law Journal501 and

4
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loss that would aflect the decisions of voters.6 If it is not, then it must be that the political

decision making process does not accurately transmit the wishes of voters. The first

possibility requires a consideration of factors which influence voters that are not reflected in

the economic analysis above: factors other than the voter's own economic gain or loss which

influence the way that voters decide how to vote. The second possibility requires a

consideration of the way that government decisions on protection are made and the way that

those who win and lose from protective policies have input into the decision on whether to

adopt the policy: the significance of the size of the wins and losses as well as the nunrber of

winners and losers, the availability and acquisition of information about the wins and losses

and the role of governments, voters and lobby groups.

We will consider each of these matters generally and in ot¡r conclusions also in relation to

the agricultural sector. In examining these factors, it is intended to explain not only why

governments choose to give any form of protection but also why govemments would choose

to use any one of the four principal instruments in preference to the others: more generally,

why they would use a quantity-based border instrument rather than a price-based border

instnrment and why they would use a border instrument rather than a non-border instument.

2 THE IMPACT OF'NON-ECONOMIC REASONS

If there is no divergence between the choices made by political decision making and by

referenda and it is the case that a referendum of well informed voters would choose

protection then it must be that many voters favow protection even though they lose

financially from it. 'We need to consider why voters who will knowingly lose financially

from introduction of a policy to transfer wealth from themselves to a particular sector will

still vote in favour of adopting it. There a¡e a number of possible reasons for this which are

dealt with below.T Although this chapter is primarily devoted to analysis of political

see the works cited in Grossman, Gene M. & Elhanan Helpman, "Trade Wa¡s and Trade Talls"
(1995) 103(4) Journal of Political Economy 675 at676.
Implicit in this statement is that we can distinguish between economic factors and non-economic
factors. Recall the discussion at the beginning of chapter 3 on the problems associated with a
dichotomy between economic and non-economic matters. There, the writer proceeded on the basis
that matters not reflected in market prices \¡/ere non-economlc.
Discussions of most of these arguments appear in Lindert, International Economics (In¡¡in,
Homewood, Illinois, 1986) ch 7 at 143-165; in Ethier, Modern International Economics (WWNorton
& Co, London, 1988) ch 5 at 19l-218; in Anderson, Kym & Ross Ga¡naut, Australian Protectionism
- Extent, Causes and Efects (Allen & Unwin, North Sydney,1987> pp29-34; and in Blacküurst, R.,

6
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pressures for protection generally, in some instances, attention is drawn to the relevance of a

particular matter to agricultwal protection.

SOME NON.ECONOMIC REASONS

Strategic Industry Development

Governments and voters may not wish to leave it to the market to determine which sectors

of the economy may develop in the fuure and may make deliberate attempts to bring about

a change in an industry's competitive position from that which is expected to occur. They

may wish to establish particular industries because they are expected to be profitable

industries in the future. The competitive position of a counûy in a particular industry may

be expected to change over time and the government may take the view that the market

alone will not develop the indusûry as quickly as is desirable. Voters may be sympathetic if
they believe that the indusûry is one that will generate wealth for the country in the futrue.

National Security

There may be a view that various industries would be important to a war effort. For

example, atrcraft manufacturing facilities might be needed in time of war. However, the

argument has also been stretched to justiff protection of items of marginal relevance to

security.a The argument has some application to agriculture. Voters may wish to avoid the

possibility of becoming dependent on other counhies for food supplies which might be cut

offdr.ring wartime.

Self-Sufüciency

It may be argued that the nation should have a certain level of selÊsufficiency in particular

production. This argument is related to the national security argument. Goverrunents may

desire not to be dependent upon external sources of supply for fear of the possible

inte,ruBtion in s-upply. For the same reasons, govemments may establish emergency stocks
------'--l---- LL J

Marian, N. & Tumlir J., Trade Líberalization, Protection and Interdependence (GATT, Geneva,

t977)pp2940.
Lindert cites the "president of the Foonvear Industry of America" saying "with a straight face" that

"inproper footwea¡ can lead to needless casualties and turn sr:re victory into possible defeat". See

Lindert, Peter H., Internøtíonal Economics (Irwin, Homewood, Illinois 1986) at pl62 quoting from
the "president of the Footwear Industry of America" as quoted in Far Eastern Economic Review,

October 25,1984,p70.

8
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of some products or may ty to diversifu their sources of supply. This is particularly

applicable to food production. It is argued that food selÊsufficiency ensures that, in time of

wat) a country cannot be deprived of food.g

A Redisfribution of Wealth

Voters may wish to redistribute wealth from consumers or tä(payers in favorx of capital

owners and labourers in a particular sector of production, even though they will have to pay

higher prices or higher taxes. Sympathy may be aroused for workers in stuggling industies

simply because of the unemployment that they may face, particularly if the work force in

that industry is above an age at which retaining is easily r:ndertaken. Voters may be

sympathetic to maintaining retums to owners of agricultural land because they perceive that

these land owners make a positive contribution to the rural life of the country or to

environmental care of the land. Sympathy with particular capital owners may exist where

the name of the firm has an established positive reputation in the community.

Redistribution of Wealth on a Regional or Ethnic basis

A number of countries have regions within which a particular industy is the dominant

supplier of employment and income. This means that a change to protection relating to such

an industry may disproportionately affect the inhabitants of a particular region. This makes

the identification of those losing from hade liberalization relatively easy and may increase

the likelihood that other citizens üe sympathetic.

This phenomenon may be compounded if the occupants of such a region are predominantþ

of a particular ethnic group. In this case, govemments and voters may be even more

sympathetic either because they identiry with that ethnic group or because they wish to

avoid diminishing ethnic harmony within the nation.

National and Cultural ldentity

Govemments and voters tend to be sympathetic to support for an industry if they there is a

connection between that indusbry and thei¡ image of their nation. Arguably, examples of

these kind of connections, at various times, would be between farming and most northern

9 For an elaboration and criticism of this argument, see Winten, L. Alan, "Digging for Victory:
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E¡ropean countries, between motor vehicle manufacturing and the United States or between

clock making and Switzerland.

Mitigating Expected Change ¿¡fl fivsi¡ling the Risk of Change

profitability is affected by a range of factors many of which are not within the control of

producers. There tends to be sympathy for those who are becoming poorer as a result of

changes that are not within their control. Cordon called this factor the Conservative Social

Welfare Function: that is, a determinant of welfare preferences of citizens which reflects a

desire not to see any single group of society made worse off.10 If this tendency to act to

avoid the consequences of change and to avoid initiating change which would adversely

affect any gfoup does exist, then it could account for some of the tendency toward

protection.

NON ECONOMIC REASONS AND AGRICULTURE

The above arguments reflect a consistent and recurring theme: that the national interest is

served by developing or maintaining particular economic sectors. ln developed countries,

agricultgre tends to be regarded as one such sector. The agricuttu¡al sector has the

distinctive feature that it produces food. It is argued, often with emotional pleas, that the

national interest is served by national self sufficiency in food. For time immemorial, foori

has been a necessary preoccupation of humanity because the absence of food necessarily

means death. Farrines an<i food shortages ioom iarge in the coiiective memories of natiorrs.

Often food shortages occur in the context of wars and there is an intuitive association

between self-sufficiency in food and national security. Therefore, it is argued that nations

cannot be required to become dependent on other nations for their food supply.

The distinctiveness of agriculture does not end there. Agriculture is subject to natue.

Weather cannot be controlled. Little control can be exerted over the time that must pass

between a tree being pianted anci it bearing fruit or arr animai'oeing -uoni at-td it piod'ucing

offspring. As a result of agriculture's dependence on nature, there are certain

Agriculnual Policy andNational Security" (1990) l3(2) The World Economy 170-190.

Cõrden, W.M., Trade Policy and Economic Welfare (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1974) ppl07-Il2 ;

See the discussion of the Conservative Social Welfa¡e Function in Winters, L Alan, "The political
l0
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unpredictabilities about the quantþ of production and certain r¡navoidable time lags

between decisions to change production and the resulting altered production.l I Therefore, it

is argued, nations cannot be expected to fetter their ability to adopt appropriate policies to

respond to changing conditions.

In addition, the techniques of production in agriculture have been constantly and rapidly

affected by change. Naturally this has afFected the competitiveness of those that do not

change or are slower to change. Often such producers are able to convince the nation to

provide protection to mitigate the effects of rapid changes and to allow time for

modernization and adjustment. I 2

It is also argued that maintenance of the agricultural sector is important to regional

development, racial harmony, employment, demographics, physical attractíveness of the

county, and culture.

CONCLUSIONS ON NON-ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES

The existence of non-economic objectives can explain the apparent discrepancy between

actual political decision making and the outcome that one would expect on the basis of

rational ma¡rimization of economic welfare. The existence of non-economic objectives and

the satisfaction gained by achieving them may mean that a majority of well infonned

citizens acting to maximize their own welfare would vote in favour of a grant of protection

and a government making the same decision would in fact be making a welfare maximizing

choice. Therefore, the existence of non-economic objectives might mean that there would

not be any difference between a decision made by referendum and one made by other

ordinary political processes. However, in the absence of actually holding the referendum, it
is difñcult to verifr that the same decision is being reached.

1l

economy of the agricultural policy of industrial countries" (1987) 14 European Journal of
Agricultural Economícs 285-304 at 292 -

These factors are succinctly explained in Hathaway, Dale E, Agriculture and the GATT - Revwiting
the Rules (Instinrte for Intemational Economics, Vy'ashington DC, 1987) (No 20 in the series - Policy
Analyses in International Economics) pp69-7 0.
See lVinters, L Alan, "The political economy of the agricultural policy of industrial countries" (1937)
14 European Review of Agriculnral Economics 285-304.

t2
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These conclusions only relate to the level of protection. A non-economic reason for

increasing production in a sector or product may explain the decision to grant some

assistance. However, it does not explain the choice of policy instrument. It cannot explain

why many of the policy instruments that actually a¡e used involve larger costs than are

necessary.

In order to explain the choice of instrument of protection and also to explain the choice of

protection in those situations in which non-economic objectives do not wholly explain

decisions to grant a particular level of protection and in which a referendum (of well

informed voters) would not choose that level of protection, it is necessary to atalyze firrther

the economic gains and losses from protection and the way in which they are transmitted

into political decisions.

THF' IMPACT OF TRANSFERS ON THF', POLITICAL DECISION MAKING
PROCESS

That national political decision rnaking may not result in the same outeomes as would result

from referendums may result from ineffectiveness in the way that citizens wishes are

translated into govemment policy. This would be most sta¡k in a dictatorship. Even in a

democracy, though, the political process is almost always different to a referendum.l3 That

the outcomes of a referendum a¡e different to the outcomes of the ordinary political process

indicates that the voters do not have equal influence on political processes. It must be the

case that those who would vote 'no' in a referendum have less influence on the political

process than their numbers would indicate and that those who would vote 'yes'have more

influence than their numbers would indicate.

One can begrn this analysis of the political process by considering how political decision are

made and how political-economy theorists have modelled the process. Political decisions

a¡e made in different ways in different counfies. Some are democratic and others military

l3 It is not easy to find instances of referendums on trade protection. However there a¡e a couple of
instances of elections that have been fought very substantially on this issue. Douglas Irwin analyzed

the results of the British election of 1906 in which trade protection rtr¿¡s a major issue and submits that

the results a¡e much closer to a the result that economic theory would predict than to the outcome of
usual political processes: Irwin, Douglas, "The Political Economy of Free Trade: Vot'ng in the

British General Election of 1906" (1994) 37(l) Journal of Law and Econom¡rcs 75-108' For other
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dictatorships. V/ithin democratic systems, the constitution of the parliament can be quite

different. Mernbers may be elected by majority votes in small electorates or they may be

elected by proportional representation in larger ones. The important point is that the conüol

of the government is contestable.la To win office, a politician needs to gain support from

the general populace. Even in a non-democratic system, contol of the government is

contestable although in a vastly different way: through obtaining suppof for factions within

a governing party, by obtaining support from the army or at the point of revolution from

those wielding the greatest force.

No doubt, some political decision makers are devoted to doing what they think is right for

their country. However, successful models of political action have been based on the

assumption that political decision makers are interested in their own welfare. One of the

first comprehensive models of government decision making in democracies, that by Downs,

is based on the assumption that the objective of political decision makers is to hold office.l5

This is quite confary to the objective of the altruistic politician whose objective is to

implement policies. The altruistic politician wins office so as to be able to implement

policies. The self interested politician implements or promises policies so as to win office.

A second way in which the behavior¡r of govemments has been modelled is by assuming

that the self interested politician implements or promises policies in order to ma:rimize

financial confributions from constituents who in turn seek not the election of particular

politicians but the implementation of policy that serves their own self interest.l6 Financial

contributions can be used to pay for the costs of election campaigning. In some countries

and some circumstances, financial contributions from constituents directly improve the

fina¡rcial position of politicians or their family and friends.

t4

sxomples, see In¡¡in's fooûrote 3 which refers to a study of the 1911 Canadian election on the issue of
reciprocity with the United States and to another study on Swiss referenda on ta¡iffs in the 1970s.

Anderson, Kym, "International Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and

Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L.A. Winters (eds), Open Economies: stntctural adjustment and
agriculture at290.
Downs, Anthony, An Economic Theory of Democracy (Harper & Brothers, New Yorlc, L957\ atp28:
"parties forrrulate policies in order to r¡¡in election rather than win election in order to formulate
polices".
Grossman, Gene M. & Helpman, Elhanan, "Protection for Sale" (1994) 84(4) American Economic
Rqiew 833-850; Grossman, Gene M. & Helpman, Elhanan, "Trade Wa¡s and Trade Talls" (1995)
103(4) Journal of Political Economy 675-708.
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Whether one prefers to conceptualize the process as involving votes or financial

contributions, the key factor is that politicians seek to maximize support and to minimize

opposition. By the policies that they implement or promise to implement, they can atfact

either support or opposition. Each policy can be thought of as atfracting votes and campaign

funds from some constituents and losing votes and campaign funds from others.lT Models

of these factors assume that votes and contributions are gained from those that benefit from

particular policies and votes and contributions are lost from those that lose from those

policies. It is assumed that the willingness to pay financial contibutions in connection with

particular policies is determined by the net per capita gain or loss that flows in consequence

of the policy decision.

Therefore, this anaþsis focuses on the size of the economic transfers on a per capita basis so

as to explain the way that these per capita transfers influence political decision making. It is

reasonable to consider the size of the transfers on a per capita basis rather than in aggregate

since it is the size of the per capita transfer which would motivate a given individual's

political participation. It is proposed to focus on the gains and losses to various entities

rather than on the deadweight losses. This is reasonable for two reasons: the sum of the

transfers is much larger than the deadweight lossesl8 and the tansfers are felt directly but

the deadweight losses only indirectþ.tr

t7 See Brock & Magee, "The Economics of Special Interest Politics: The Case of the Tariff' (1978)

68(2) American Econotnic Revian 246-250; Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy, pp36-74;

Lindert, International Economics, p29 4.

This size comparison is illustrated by the example in the last chapter. The example contained

contrived numbers of course but studies comparing the relative sizes of the transfers and the

deadweight losses have reached tle conclusion that I have stated. Fo¡ exa:nple, see the comparison

in table 2 in Winters,L.A., "The political economy of the agricultural policy of industrial countries"

(1987) 74 European Review of Agricaltaral Economics 285-304 at 288.

It is possible that a voter will be influenced by a perception of the deadweight losses to vote for the

common good. The influence of a desire to achieve the common good has been analyzed in, for
example, Kiewiet, Macroeconomics and Micropolitics (Chicago University Press, Chicago, 1983) &
Rohrschneider, R., "Citizens's attitudes towards environmental issues: selfish or selfless? (1988) 2l
Comparative Legal Studies 347-367. Whilst the author does not deny that it may be possible to

incorporate this factor into political models used to predict trade policy decision so as to improve

their predictive accruacy, this factor is deliberately omitted from this discussion in order to a¡rive at

an overview of the state of political-economy theory in relation to trade and industry policy. It is
reasonable to do so because ofthe degree ofpredictive accuracy that has been achieved by models

which take into account the transfers but not the deadweight losses. This is probably explained by
the ignorance of the deadweight losses having the effect that people do not take them into account.

l8

t9
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Political ma¡ket theory assumes that the net per capita gains and losses determine the

amount of political support and opposition to a grant of protection. Political decision

makers react to the support and opposition in the political market and act to maximize their

net support. They would grant protection for so long as the additional support received

exceeds the additional opposition generated. Therefore, the support and opposition given to

politicians determines an equilibrium level and structure of protection.2O

This exposition deals with va¡ious factors that influence the size of per capita gains and

losses and the way that they flow into the political decision making process. Initially, the

analysis deals with factors that affect political decision making process generally and in

relation to the level of protection. The analysis is then extended to deal with factors which

would influence the way that the political decision making process might affect the choice

of policy instrument.

3.I FACTORS AFFECTING POLITICAL DECISIONS ON PROTECTION

An obvious point is that a voter's per capita gain or loss can only lead a voter to attempt to

influence the government if that voter is aware of the gain or loss. Therefore, it is necessary

to consider the information which is held by difterent winners and losers and to consider

whether there is a cost involved in acquiring the information which makes possible

participation in the government decision making process. Another important point is to

consider the way in which voters can influence the political process. They vote in elections.

They can influence the way that others vote. They can make financial confributions to

politicians either as bribes or to frmd political campaigns to influence the electorate. It is

important to consider the costs that attach to exerting influence over government decision

making.

If a person does successfully influence policy, there is only a net benefit from doing so if the

per capita gain from the favor¡rable policy decision exceeds any cost of influencing the

policy decision and acquiring the information necessary to do so. Therefore, some of those

whom the economic analysis indicates are net winners or losers may not be so when the

For a graphical representation of the political ma¡ket for protection, see, eg, Figure I and

accompanying text in Anderson, K1m., "Intemational Dimensions of the Political Economy of
20
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costs of acquiring information and the costs of exerting influence over govenrment policy

are taken into account. Consequently, not every wirurer or loser has sufficient personal

incentive to participate in political decision making.

Therefore, there a¡e three matters to be considered:

(1) factors afFecting the per capita size of gains and losses;

(2) factors af[ecting information held, its acquisition and its cost of acquisition;

(3) factors affecting the exertion of influence over government decision-making and the

costs of doing so;

3.1.1 The Per Capita Gains and Losses

The amor¡nt of support for and opposition to granting protection will be larger, the larger is

the transfer away from consumers and/or tarpayers and in favour of producers. However,

the important thing is the size of the transfer on a per capita basis. For producers, it is

necessary to consider the size of the group to whom the transfer is given as well as the size

of the tansfer. For consumers and taxpayers, it is necessary to recognize that the transfers

are ordinarily spread over a large number of people, so that even a large aggregate cost may

not give any individual taxpayer or consumer sufficient incentive to vote against protection

and certainly not enough to justift the cost of actively lobbytng against it. The important

thing is the size of the cost on a per consumer or per taxpayer basis: the price increase

passed on to consum€rs or the tax increase passed on to taxpayers. Some important

determinants of the size of the gains and losses on a per capita basis are listed below.

Magnitude of the Protection

It is obvious that the larger the magnitude of protection, the greater is the benefit that flows

to producers and the larger is the cost imposed upon other sectors of the community.

distortionary Price and Trade Policies" in I.Goldin & L.A.Winters (eds), International Dimensions to
Stntcurøl Adjustment (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992).
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Number of Producers ín the Sector

The number of producers in the sector is important because the number of producers is the

denominator used to calculate average per capita producer gains.

Proportion of Expenditure on the Protected Product

If protection causes an increase in the price of the product, then that amounts to a reduction

in the real income of consumers of that product. If the labourers producing the protected

product a¡e also consumers of it, then they must weigh the loss from decreased real income

resulting from the price increase against the possible benefit from a higher nominal wage

which might be a consequence of protection. If expenditure on the product is a large enough

proportion of the expenditure of the labor:¡ers then the size of the fall in real income due to

the price increase may even be of a comparable size to an increase in real income due to any

increase in nominal income. In that case, they have little to gain from protection.2l

Conversely, if this proportion is low then a nominal wage increase received by workers in

the protected sector in consequence of protection would hardly be diminished at all by the

increased cost of buying the product for their own consumption. In that case, the prospect

of a higher nominal wage may motivate the workers to participate in the political process to

seek protection.

An additional factor is that if this proportion is large, then an increase in the price of this

product causes a loss of real income to employees throughout the economy and places

upward pressure on wage rates throughout the economy. This creates a cost for employers

(capital owners) in other sectors. These employees in other sectors probably suffer a net

loss although it could be a net gain if any increase in the nominal wage overcompensates for

the reduction in real wage caused by the price increase. These employees might participate

in the political process to oppose the grant of protection to the indusûry that produces the

product upon which they spend a significant proportion of their income. However, it seems

that these employees would be more likely to participate in the political process to achieve a

higher nominal wage for thernselves than to resist the grant of protection to the other sector.

See A¡derson, Kym, "International Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and

Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L.A. W'inters (eds), Open Economies: structural adjustment and

agriculture (Cambridge University Press, Carrbridge,1992) pp290-310 atp293.

2T
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The reaction of the capital owners is more certain. They would have a significant financial

incentive to oppose a grant of protection that would be likely to lead to demands for higher

wages throughout the economy.

In conclusion, we can say that the higher is the proportion of the general expenditure basket

that the protected product occupies, then the higher is the likelihood that capital owners in

other industries will be politically active to oppose the grant of protection and the lower is

the likelihood that labowers producing the protected product will be politically active to

support the grant of protection.

The Signifrcance of Intermediate Inputs in the Production of the Protected Product

The higher is the ratio of the cost of interrnediate inputs to the final price of the product then

the higher is the percentage increase in profit resulting from a given percentage increase in

the price of the product and, therefore, the higher is the incentive to lobby for a price

increase of a given percentage size.2Z

Proportion of the Labour Force in the Protected Sector

The larger is the proportion of the labour force in the sector for which protection is granted,

then the larger is the likelihood that an increase in wage rate in that sector will flow on to an

increase in wage rates in the rest of the economy. Increases in wage rates in the rest of the

economy confer a gain on employees and a loss much larger in per capita terms on

employers (capital owners).23 As noted in the inhoduction to this chapter, the group which

would receive a gain from this flow on effect would be much more numerous than the group

which would suffer a loss but the size of the per capita gain of the winners (the employees)

would be much smaller than the size of the per capita loss of the losers ( the capital owners).

22 See Anderson, K¡m, "International Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and

Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L.A. Winters (eds), Open Economies: stntctural adjustment and
agricwlture atp294. This is consistent with the finding of Pincus, JJ in "Pressure Groups and the
Pattern of Tariffs" (1975) 83(4) Journal of Political Economy '157-778. His conclusion was that
industries whose inputs are subject to higher customs duties tend to be more successfi¡l in lobbying
for high customs duties on imports with which their own output compotes. This is not inconsistent
with a more general relationship between the number and value of inputs and the size of the ta¡iffrate
on the final ouÞut.
See Anderson, K1m. "Intemational Dimensions of the Political Economy of Distortionary Price and
Trade Policies" in I. Goldin & L.A. Winters (eds), Open Economies: structural adjustment and
agriculture atp293.
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In conclusion, we can say that the larger is the proportion of the labour force in the sector

for which protection is to be granted then the higher is the likelihood that capital owners in

other industries will be politically active to oppose the grant of protection.

3.1.2 Information, its Acquisition and Cost of Acquisition

Do people realize that industry protection or assistance makes them better or worse off?

Lindert and also Frey and V/eck-Hannemann make the comment that study of debates over

trade legislation evinces a high level of awareness of the effects of protection on the part of

the affected groups.24 However, whatever this may indicate about those persons who do

participate actively in public debate, it leaves open the question of who has sufficient

knowledge to participate in public debate. This section considers the position of various

groups in tum: the existing state of knowledge, the cost of acquiring additional information;

and whether this position is different for dif[erent policy instruments.

Producers

Producers are reasonably likely to have knowledge of govemment policies that aflect their

profitability as producers. V/ith some existing knowledge, they a¡e reasonably likely to be

able to acquire more information about the benefits of protection to them.

In the case of export subsidies or production subsidies, producers would necessarily be

aware of the precise amount that was being paid or was to be paid to them. The state of

knowledge about import tariffs and quotas would be less clea¡. Even if producers are

una\ryare of the existence of an import quota or an import tarifi they will likely be aware of

the price of imports and that competition ûom imports is being limited. If they have

considered exporting then they would be aware of the price of their product in other

countries. V/ith a taritr, it seems extremely likely that producers would be aware that a

margin is being added to import prices and they would be able to find out how much that

margin is. If producers raised their price, the volume of imports would increase so they

would probably be aware that the quantity of imports can rise or fall in response to changes

in the domestic price, and would probably behave consistently with an awareness that the

Eg, Lindert International Economics, p293; Frey & Weck-Hannemann, "The Political Economy of
Protection", (1996) p155.

24
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size of the margin of protection given by a tariffis limited. With an import quota, even if
producers know the size of the quota and appreciate that a much larger flow of imports

would force the domestic price down, they may not be able to guess what the domestic price

would be in the absence of the quota. With a quota, producers would be aware that their

own price changes do not affect the volume of imports so they need to have regard only to

competition from domestic competitors.

Consumers

Consumers are unlikely to have much information about the industries whose goods they

consume and are unlikely to be able to acquire information in respect of all of their roles as

consumers of many different products.

There is little chance that consumers would be aware of any export subsidy or production

subsidy. In the case of an export subsidy, even if consumers are aware of the subsidy, it

may not be intuitively obvious that one of the effects of the export subsidy is to increase the

price in the domestic market.

Consumers might not be aware of the existence of either an import tariffor an import quota.

Even so, they may have some knowledge of the price of the product in other countries and,

if so, would obsen¡e the difference. V/ith an import tariff, if they actually find out the rate

of the tariff then they will be accurately informed of how much extra they are paying

because of the tariff. V/ith an import quota, even if they are aw¿re of the quota and its size,

they may not have suffrcient information to guess the effect of the quota on price.

Taxpayers

One could not reasonably credit taxpayers with knowledge of particular tariff revenues or

quota allocation revenues (where there are any) or with the expenditure made for export

subsidies or production subsidies. However, there is certainly an extent to which tærpayers

are aware of how much tax they are paying and the general behaviour of ta:rpayers in

minimizing tax lends much support to the general view that taxpayers prefer to pay less

rather than more tax and, by inference, prefer the government to pay less rather than more in

subsidies. The desire to pay less tax and less subsidies is transmitted through parliamentary

representatives into the government budget process. The parliamentary representatives are
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in a position to inform themselves about the costs to taxpayers. They do have estimates of

the revenues and expenditures that flow in response to any policy and, except for some less

developed countries, these estimates are fairly accurate. Therefore, even though tanpayers

themselves may not be aware of the cost of subsidies, the government budget process tends

to operate as if taxpayers are aware.

Exporters

Exporters might be aware of the increased costs caused by import barriers if they are

importing inputs. The same would be true for any producer that is using imported inputs.

However, one might expect that there would be substantial ignorance among exporters of

their losses in their capacities as consumers of other products which are protected and the

effect that this has on the price of their own export product measwed in terms of the prices

of the goods that they consume. This kind of awareness is probably not intuitive and would

only become a generally held view among exporters as a result of collective efforts at some

cost to analyze the effects of import protection upon them.

Summary

Voters tend to have more information about policies that affect the,m as producers and less

information about policies that affect them as consumers or as taxpayers, although in their

capacity as tanpayers, there is at least an institutionalized process which ensure that their

interests are weighed.

3.1.3 The Cost of Exerting Influence over Government

The net per capita gains and losses are affected by the cost of exerting influence over

government decision making and this affects the way that different wirurers a¡rd losers have

input into government decisions- It is useful to consider the role of voters and lobby groups.

Voters

Whilst many citizens may be concemed with the overall good of their counûry without

particular consideration of their own welfare, successfr¡l predictive models of voter

behaviour have been based upon the assumption that citizens vote and engage in political
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activity so as to maximize their own welfare. In an election, unlike a referendum, voters are

faced with a multitude of alternative policies. For each voter, some of these policies will

have a major effect and others will have a minimal effect. It is likely that the each voter's

decisions on voting and political activþ is influenced most by the issues that have the

biggest effect on the voter. Naflually, the same voter may have many roles in socierty: as

producer, consumer, taxpayer, as one persuading others and one acted upon by the

persuasion of others. However, it is reasonable to assume that since the income of a voter

has a much bigger influence on a voter's welfare than any individual price in the market,

then voters' roles as income earners rather than as consumers or taxpayers determine their

voting decisions and their political activity.2s

Secondly, it is reasonable to acknowledge that the process of influencing government policy

involves costs. The cost can be viewed in different ways: financial contributions that are

necessary to sway a politician to adopt a particular policy;26 financial contributions

necessary to fund an election campaign by a politician who is expected to implement

favor¡rable policies; or costs of time, money and effort in exerting persuasive influe,nce over

politicians or over other voters. The costs of financial contribution are obvious. The cost

of persuasion is more complicated. Acquisition of information about any policy issue

requires time or money or efflort. Voters are likely to be already in possession of

information that affects them in their role as a producer and are likely to find it fairly easy to

obtain more infcrmation about the benefits of protection to the¡n. By comparison, voters a-¡e

unlikely to have much information about the industries whose goods they consume and are

unlikely to be able to acquire information in respect of all of their roles as consumers of

many different products. Apart from the acquisition of information, the use of that

information to influence others requires time and eftbrt and money. Producers are likely to

have in place institutional means of communicating with other producers but consumers

have no institutional form of communicating. If there is no means of communication

already in place then it has to be created. The cost of commrmication and the time and effort

See Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy p255; Lindert,International Economics p295-296.

Eg, Grossman, Gene M. & Elhanan Helpman, "Protection for Sale" (1994) 84(4) American Economic
Review 833-850 at 834-836.
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are too much for most people. As a result of these participation costs, those who are small

losers from any policy decision tend not to have any input into the decision.2T

Lobbying and the Free-Rider Phenomenon

To overcome the costs of acquisition of information and of exerting influence over decision

making, voters can join forces to acquire information and to petition the government or

candidates for governmental office in support or opposition to particular policies. The

extent to which they can do so has a large bearing on whether they have any influence on

government policy choice. People are more likely to be able to work together if they have

they same interest, are able to communicate ef[ectiveþ with each other and individually

perceive that their input will make a difference. People will be reluctant to pay a

contribution toward the provision of something for their common benefit if they think that

regardless of what they do, others will pay for the facility and they will be able to have a

free ride.28 This is called the'free rider' ef[ect. The extent to which lobbies can operate and

the extent to which the free rider effect impairs their ability to do so is a significant

determinant of government decision making. The smaller the free rider ef[ect the more

likely it is that a group of similarly aflected people will be able to have a significant

influence on govemment policy and visa versa. There are a number of factors which a¡e

good indicators of whether a particular goup is likely to be a strong lobby group and

whether it will be impaired by the free rider effect. Some of these are listed below.

o Size of the Sector in the Econorny

Obviously, there is sector size below which political pressure cannot be substantial.

However, as size increases there is an increase in the free rider effect. Therefore, on the

bottom end of the range, there would be a positive relationship between size and

See Vousden, Neil, The Economics of Trade Protection (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1990) p180. He describes a theory proposed by Mayer ("Endogenous Ta¡iff Formation" Q984)
American Economic Review Yol 74, 970-985) in which the fact that there a¡e fixed costs of
participating in the decision making process eliminates the small losers from participation.

A more succinct definition of free-riders appears in Lindert, Peter H, International Economics (1986)

at 309. Samuelson explains the free rider problem (without using that name) as ss¡sthing that

occrus in the case of any public good: "The dilemma is obvious - we wait for others to provide the

facilities." @aul A Samuelson, KeithHancock & Robert Wallace, Economics (McGraw-Hill, Sydney,

2nd Australian ed, 197 5) at p 100.

27
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effectiveness as a lobby group but after some optimum size the effectiveness of the sector as

a lobby group would decrease as the size of the sector increases-29

o Geogtaphíc Concentration of the Lobby Group

A nr¡nrber of writers have comme,lrted on a positive relationship between geographic

concentation of an interest goup and the demand for protection.30 The geographic

concenfiation of the group may affect the ease with which the me,lnbers of the group can

communicate with each other and the capacity to organize and lobby effectively. Studies

have confirmed the influence of this factor. However, some regard should be had for the

changing technology which can be utilized in commr:nication and lobbying.

o Final Consumption Good or Input

Whether a protected product is a final consumption good or is an input for production of a

processed product determines who is immediately disadvantage.d by an increase in the price

of a protected product. If the affected group is also the producer of another product then it is

more likely that the group will be able to collectively lobby against protection than if the

affected goup is simply a group of consumers.

Conclusions on the Relationship between Per eapita Transfers and Political Decision
Making

The above factors provide substantial explanation for the existence of protection.

The key points are, fi.rst, that the magnitude of the per capita gain for those that gain from

protection is greater than the magnitude of the per capita loss for those that lose and,

secondly, that both the acquisition of information and the exertion of influence over

govemment decision making a¡e not costless. Those that gain from protection are likeþ to

29 This is consistent with the findine of Pincus i¡ ¿¡ s¡amination of the United States tariffrate of 1824.

See Pincus, JJ, "Pressure Groups and the Pattem of Ta¡iffls" (1975) 83(4) Journal of Political
Economy 757-778. He had proposed that there would be a positive association between output and

duty þp761-764)bur, in fact, found that this relationship was generally inverse @p77I'772). See

also Vousden, The Economics of Trade Protection (Cambridge Universþ Press, Cambridge, 1990)

section 8.2 of chapter 8.

Eg, Baldwin, Robert E., uThe Political Economy of Protectionism" ir Jagdish N Bhagwati (ed),

Import Competition and Response (The University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London, 1982)

pp263-292 at270. For empirical study on this poinÇ see Pincus JJ, "Pressure Groups and the Pattern

of Tariffs" (1975) 83(4) Journal of Political Economy 757-778 at773.
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have more infomration about the effect of the protection than those that lose. AIso, those

that gain from protection are more likely to be able to jointly finance the costs of exerting

influence over government decisions. Therefore, even if consumers or taxpayers are

successful in opposing a grant of protection, the cost of acquiring information and of

lobbying may exceed the net gain from not having the protection granted. The consequence

of this is those that would lose from protective policies either do not know that they will

incr¡r a loss or, even if they are aware of the loss, will not engage in any political action to

avoid that loss (by lobbying or financial contributions). Effectively, then the small losers do

not have any input into the political outcome. On the other hand, ttrose that gain are more

likely to know of the prospective gain and given the size of the per capita gain are more

tikely to still have a gain after allowing for the costs of political action or financial

contributions.

In summary, there is a significant bias in favour of producer interests in the input into

political decision making which might explain why governments tend to choose policies that

impose a deadweight loss on the cowrûry and make more people worse off than better off.

Quite simply a small number of people each with a large amount at stake have more

influence over government policy than a large nunrber of people each with a small amowtt

at stake.

3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING POLITICAL DECISIONS AS TO CHOICE OF POLICY
INSTRUMENT

The above discussion also reveals an explanation for the choice of border instruments over

non-border instruments. This is that the institutional processes of government ensure that

there is scrutiny over financial collections and payments by the govemment. So there is an

institutional process by which the interests of taxpayers are given weight but there is no such

institutional mechanism for giving weight to the interest of consumers. Therefore, the

interests of producers ate more likely to be able to exfract transfers from consumers than

from taxpayers. This explains why governments choose border instruments instead of

subsidies even thought they are choosing to impose a greater deadweight loss on the nation.

It also explains the tendency to choose export subsidies rather than general production
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subsidies. Simply, production subsidies involve a larger government outlay than export

subsidies.

The above factors may also partially explain the choice of quantity-based border instnrments

over price-based border instnrments. To the extent that consumers are more aware of the

loss caused by a tariff than of that caused by a quota, then consumers may tender more

opposition to a tariffthan to quota. However, given the relative insignificance of consumer

opposition generally, the factor of consumer ignorance and impotence alone is insufñcient

to explain the persistent choice of quantity-based bordff instnr¡nents. A better explanation

is to be forurd in consideration of two other factors: expectations and attitude to risk. These

factors also enhance the explanation of the tendency to choose border instnrments over non-

border instruments.

3.2.1 Expectations of the Future

Expectations of the futtre may afîect the perception by various entities of the gain or loss

that may accrue to them in the futrne in consequence of a particular policy decision.

Consider the position of producers and consumers.

Producers

Even after protection is provided to producers, they are still exposed to a range of factors:

market factors that may affect their profitability; and political factors which may also affect

the willingness of the government to continue to provide the protection. These expectations

may significantly affect the type of instrument of protection that producers seek from the

government.

Market factors include changes in producers' own costs, in domestic demand or in the price

of impofs including through changes in the exchange rate. If producers expect an inctease

in their o\iln cost, an increase in domestic demand or a decrease in the world price then the

protection that is provided by an import quota may protect their profits in the face of such

changes more effectively than an import tariff. Under a tariff, an increase in domestic

demand will be sha¡ed between domestic product and imports but under a quota it becomes

wholly an increase in demand for domestic product. Under a tariff, a fall in the world price

(or appreciation of the exchange rate) will increase the volume of imports putting downwa¡d
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pressure on the domestic price but under a quota the domestic price will be unaffected.

Finally, rurder a tariff, an increase in production costs cannot be passed on without creating a

price disadvantage in relation to imports but under a quota, such a cost increase (af[ecting all

domestic firms) can flow through into a price increase without generating any additional

volume of imports in competition. In the event of each of these contingencies, producers

protected by an import quota will be better offthan producers protected by an import tariff.

Producers will also consider the risk that the protection once given may be taken away. The

continuance ofprotection will be affected by any changes in the opposition to protection.

One significant factor affecting the likelihood that protection will be removed is whether it

is subject to annual review and re-approval. The position with subsidies is quite different

from the position with import ba¡riers. Subsidies are a part of the government budget and as

such are subject to annual parliamentary scrutiny. Import barriers are not subject to the

same sort of annual scrutiny. They involve some government revenue but no expenditrne.

Import competing producers will prefer to seek protection in a way that is not going to be

subject to annual budget scrutiny.

A difference should be noted between export subsidies and domestic subsidies. V/ith an

export subsidy, the domestic price is raised. So there is a transfer from domestic consumers

as well as from taxpayers. Therefore, for the same budget outlay, the tansfer of wealth to

producers is greater with an export subsidy than with a production subsidy or, alternatively,

for the same transfer of wealth to producers, the required budget outlay is less with an

export subsidy than with a production subsidy. Therefore, producers would optimally seek

an export subsidy rather than a production subsidy.

The above discussion of the differences between import quotas and impof tariffs suggests

that consumers are more likely to be aware of the exta amount they are paying in

consequence of a tariffthan they are to be aware of an extra amount paid in consequence of

a quota. Therefore, the opposition to a tariff may be greater than the opposition to an

equivalent quota.
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Consumers

The possibility of changes in prices of goods also affects consumers. However, for thøn,

the effect on real income of a change in price of any single product must be considered in

the context of the whole basket of goods which the income purchases. Generally, the

expectation of any single price increase would not motivate them to lobby govemments for

a lower price. The poorer the community of consumers and the larger is the share of a

product in their expenditures, then the more likely it is that expectations of price rises in

respect of that product would motivate political activity to oppose price support policies.

3.2.2 Attitudes To Risk

Even in the absence of expectations either way in relation to particular variables, attitude to

risk may have a bearing on policy decisions. The transfers received by various entities

might become larger or smaller in the event of various changes like those refe,lred to above.

However, leaving ope,n the possibility of a beneficial change may not be valued the same

way as leaving open the possibiiity of a detrimental change. There might be a preference for

certainty over leaving open the possibilþ of a change that might be beneficial or might be

detrimental. As with expectations, we should consider the possibility of changes both to the

political climate and to the market.

Even if producers have no particular expectations as to whether political support for a grant

of protection will increase or <iecrease, if they are a<iverse to the risk of change füen they

will seek to be protected by the least visible instrument. Therefore, they will prefer

instruments that are not subject to budget scrutiny; that is, they will prefer border

instnrments. Secondly, they will prefer import quotas to tariffs because quotas make it

harder for consumers to see how much exta they are paying.

Similarly, even if they have no particular expectations of change in market conditions, they

may be a<iverse to the possibiiiry of change. Studies have sht¡w-'n 'rhat in some cir-c¡¡r-usiaÍices

producers extract greater rèwards under a tariff regime than r.¡nder a quota regime but all

such results are subject to the proviso that if producers place a sufficient value on avoiding
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risk then they are better offr.¡nder a quota regime.3l This may be illustrated by considering

the possibility of a change in the world price. With an import quota, even if the world price

goes up or down, the competition from imports does not change and there is no need for

domestic producers to change their selling price. However, with an import tariff, if the

world price goes up or down, the price of imports may go up an down also. Therefore, if the

producers prefer certainty then they will lobby the government to provide protection by

quota rather than by tariff.

4 CONCLUSION

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of immediate financial welfare, we would expect the majority of voters to be

made worse offby protection and to vote against it. However, this expectation is not borne

out by observation. The key point of this chapter is that the political decision making

process is likely to choose protection and assistance to producers that would not be chosen

by a referendum of well informed citizens and would not be chosen by a government

seeking to maximize the overall economic welfa¡e of the whole community. Compared to

such a referendum, the political process is more likely to choose a higher level of protection

and is more likely to choose policy instnrments that are more eostly úran is neeessary to

achieve any given policy objective. Political economists have proposed a number of reasons

for this divergence. This chapter has given an explanation of those reasons.

The Level of Protection

It is possible that a referendum of well informed voters will choose some positive level of

protection. They may have concerns not directly related to their own financial welfare.

Among such concerns may be a desire to shelter from expected change or from the risk of

adverse changes. However, there are additional factors which make it likely that compared

, a I a lt : ¡ A lL?-- - d-- -t:1:--1 --,:lf -f- ^L:^-:-- ^IO A rercrcnoum oI weII lnlorlnccl çrlrzËüs, urË punrruar pluscss wur urruusç prurççrruu ru a

much broader set of circumstances.

See Vousden, The Economics of Trade Protection (Cambridge Universþ Press, Cambridge, 1990)
ppl92-199; Lloyd, Peter J. & Falvey, Rodney E., "The Choice of Instn¡ment for Industry Protection"
in Snape, R.H.,.Issues in World Trade Policy: GATT at the Crossroads (Macmillan, London, 1986)
ppl52-174.

3l
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The size of the per capita gains and losses and the costs associated with acquiring

information and exerting influence over government policy substantially affect the way that

the gains and losses impact upon political decision making. Effectively, those facing the

largest per capita gains and losses control the policy decision with those facing small per

capita gains or losses having no influence.

It is possible to predict the level of protection that a sector is likely to have by obse,lving a

nr¡rrrber of factors: some affecting the size of the per capita gains'and losses; some affecting

the ease of acquisition of information; and some affecting the ease of lobbying to influence

government policy.

The per capita size of gains to producers is positively correlated with:

o the magnitude ofprotection;

. up to a point, the size of the sector; and

o the extent ofuse of inputs;

and is negatively correlated with:

o the share of expenditure spent on the sector's produce.

The per capita size of losses to others is positively correlated with:

o the magnitude ofprotection; and

o the proportion of the labour force employed in the protected sector.

The costs associated with acquisition of information and the costs associated with exerting

influence over government policy are affected by :

o the state of existing knowledge;

. the size of the group of affected producers or consumers;

o the geographic dispersion of the sector;

o whether ouþut of the protected sector is an input for another sector of producers.
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These factors determine the net per capita gains and losses which determine the support and

opposition to any grant of protection which in turn determine the equilibrium level and

structure of protection chosen by the government decision making process.

Therefore, even if there is a non-economic objective, meaning that some level of protection

greater than zero is the optimal level, the political process will result in the choice of a

higher level. We can make the same observation about the two other circumstances where

an increase in protection might be welfare increasing: the big cor.rntry case and the tariff

increase which decreases dispersion of tariff rates. 'Where market power of a big corurtry

determines that some positive tarifflevel optimizes welfare, the process of political decision

making will choose a ta¡ifflevel higher than the optimal tariff. Similarly, even where there

might be a welfare increase from a dispersion decreasing increase in protection for particular

products, in fact, the political process tends toward increased dispersion because the

producers'potential gain or loss from a policy decision is highest for those that already have

the highest level of protection and, therefore, the most incentive to try to influence

government policy.

The Choice of Policy fnstrument

Furttrer, we can predict which policy insfuments are more likely to be chosen by the

political process.

Border Instruments Vs Noi-Border Instruments

It is more likely that the political process will choose border instruments than production

subsidies. This is because although the small losses by consumers tend not to feed into

political decision making, the small losses by tærpayers do by virtue of the institutional

process of government budget scrutiny. Consumers do not effectively manifest political

opposition to price increases but taxpayers do manifest significant political opposition to tax

increases. The tendency to choose border instruments instead of production subsidies is

reinforced by the desire of producers to maintain any grant of protection in the face of

expected adverse changes in the political climate.
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Price-based Border Instntments Ys Quantity-based Border Instruments

Of the border instruments, it is more likely that the political process will choose

quantitative restrictions like import quotas instead of price-based restrictions like import

tariffs whenever the following factors are present:

(l) producers expect an adverse change to political support and opposition to the grant

of protection;

(2) producers expect adverse changes to market conditions;

(3) producers ¿re averse to risk of changes in political climate; or

(4) producers are averse to risk of changes in market conditions.

CONCLUSIONS IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE

Although agriculnre is different in every counûry, the above list of features can of[er useful

guidance in determining whether any particular country is likeþ to protect agriculnre. In

most indusfial countries, more so than in developing counties, the agriculturai sector:

(1) is not so large as to dissipate the benefits of lobbying through a large free rider

effect;

(2) does not employ so many people as to have a significant effect on wage rates

throughout the economy;

(3) produces goods which do not occupy too large a proportion of the budget of

domestic consumers;

(4) is either not too geographically dispersed or has good infrastructure for

communication;

(5) uses a large value of inputs into production in relation to the value of ouþut.
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agriculture. This is consistent with studies which show that developing cor¡ntries tend to

protect agriculture and developing countries tend to tax it.32 This suggests that whatever the

role of non-economic objectives in decisions to protect agriculture, the asymmehies in the

32 See above at footnote 2 in this chapûer.
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political decision making process are substantial determinants of decisions to protect

agriculttre. The theories of political-economy have provided little support for the view that

agricultrue requires protection because it is different from other sectors. The theory lends

support to the view that the agricultural sector tends to be protected simply because it

possesses most of the characteristics that most enable producer interests to override

consumer and taxpayer interests in political decision making.





CHAPTER 8

IMPLICATIONS OF TIIE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC TI{EORY
FOR OPTIMAL GATT RULES - TTIE IMPORTANCE OF

REGTTLATING THE CHOICE OF POLICY INSTRTIMENT

"An evaluation of the potential effectiveness of international economic rules must take account of the extent to
which the legal, economic and political rationales of the respective rules coincide."

Ernst-I-Il¡ich psfs¡smann, Constitutional Functions and Constitutional Problems of International Economic
Zaw (Universþ Press, Fribourg, Switzerland, l99l) p8a.

This part of the thesis began with questions about the relative importance for GATT rules of

the regulation of the choice of instnrment and the regulation of the level of protection. This

chapter proposes an answer to those questions by reviewing the conclusions of the last fow

chapters and then expanding on those conclusions by considering what is in the long term

interest of individual states and how that interest can best be e,nrbodied in the rules of the

GATT so as to atfact compliance with the rules. It is submitted that a high level of

compliance can be achieved if the rules are congruent with two long term interests of states:

the attainment of economic benefits and also the retention of a capacity to achieve non-

economic goals. The crucial submission of this thesis is that in order to achieve these two

objectives, it is essential that the rules distinguish appropriately between the different types

of policy instruments and this chapter proposes how they should do so. This provides the

basis for the following chapters which search for a connection between the way the rules

distinguish between different instn¡ments and the 'faihue' of the rules in application to

agriculture.

1 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 3 TO 7

Chapter 4 explaine.d the effects of the four principal instruments on the price affecting

domestic producers and consumers and on the quantities supplied and demanded. We noted

that all four instn¡ments have some efflect on the difference between the quantities of

domestic supply and domestic consumption which effect is accompanied by either a
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reduction in imports or an increase in exports. We concluded that import quotas, import

tariffs and export subsidies all raise the domestic price to consumers above the world price

but that production subsidies do not and used this difference to anive at a distinction

between border instruments' and 'non-border instruments'. 'We also observed that two of the

border instn¡ments, the import tariff and the export subsidy operate directly through the

price mechanism but that the import quota operates directly upon quantity and only

indirectþ on price and we used this criterion to define the difference between 'price-based

border instruments' and 'quantity-based border instruments'. Thus, the four principal

instruments were classified in the following way:

Instruments Non-B order Ins truments Border Instruments

Price-based Production Subsidy Import Tariff/ Export Subsidy

Quantity-based Import quota

Chapter 5 explained the welfare effects of the fou¡ insûuments showing the way that

different entities win or lose in consequence of the imposition of each of the four

instruments. We drew the conclusions displayed in the following table:

Þnnrln rnono fnn- ot tw ong T'avnnttovs

Import Quota V/in Lose Win þossibly)

Import Tariff V/in Lose V/in

Export Subsidy Win Lose Lose

Production Subsidy Win No effect Lose

In summary, all of the policy instnrments transfer wealth to producers. The non-border

instnrment imposes the cost of the transfer upon taxpayers. The three border instruments all
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impose costs upon consumers. There is some variation between the effects of the th¡ee

border instruments on taxpayers. The export subsidy requires expenditure thereby imposing

part of the transfer upon tærpayers. The import tariff provides revenue thereby also

providing a transfer from consumers to taxpayers. To the conclusions from the partial

equilibrium analysis, we added recognition of the loss suflered by exporting producers in

consequence of the general level of import protection.

Chapter 5 also concluded that for each of the policy instruments the size of the losses

exceeds the size of the gains: that is, there is a portion of the loss to either consumers or

taxpayers that it not transferred to anyone. V/e called it a deadweight loss. This means that

all four instruments impose a net cost on the county implementing them and the removal of
every instrument provides a net benefit to the conntry removing it. Two qualifications were

noted: the optimum tariff in the big corurtry case and the dispersion reducing increase in

protection. We noted the limits to the importance of the qualifications on the general

principles: firstly, because the dispersion decreasing reductions in protection do always

provide a net benefit and, secondly, because even in the rare big corurty case, the optimal

tariffis small and reductions from a higher level down to the optimal tariffdo provide a net

benefit.

Chapter 6 illustrated the difference between the welfare gains and losses and, particularly,

the deadweight loss component of the losses, first, in border instruments and non-border

instuments, and secondly, in price-based border instruments and quantity-based border

instruments.

First, it was shown that the deadweight loss caused by border instruments has two distinct

parts: first, a consumption effect caused by the decisions of consumers in response to the

price change caused by the policy instrument; and, secondly, a production effect caused by

the decisions of producers in response to the same price change. In contrast, the deadweight

loss caused by a production subsidy has only a production effect and no consumption effect"

We concluded that for the same transfer to producers, the deadweight loss caused by a non-

border instrument is always smaller than the deadweight loss caused by a border instnrment.

A most important corollary of this is that whenever it is a government objective to increase

particular production or the returns to a particula¡ sector of producers, that objective can be
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achieved at a lower cost to the rest of the community with a non-border instrument than with

aborder instrument.

Secondly, it was shown that there is a significant difference between the welfare effects of

price-based border instruments and quantity-based border instruments. For both types of

instruments, the size of the fransfers of wealth and of the net loss depends on the size of the

gap between the world price and the domestic price. V/ith export subsidies and import

tariffs, the size of the gap between the world price and the domestic price is limited by the

size of the tariff or the subsidy. Therefore, the size of the consequent transfers and of the

deadweight loss is limited. However, with an import quot4 the size of the resulting gap

between the world price and the d estic price may change in response to changes in

exchange rate changes). Therefore, in contrast to an import tariffor an export subsidy, with

an import quota, the size of the transfers of wealth to producers and away from others is

urilimited and the size of the net deadweight loss is also unlimited.

ascending order of the net cost of using them to achieve the same support to particular

ducers :

Rank Ins ment ssi,fi.catíon

Production Subsidy Non-Border InstnrmentI

2 Import Tariffi Export Subsidy /

Import Quota

Border Instruments

If changes over time are considered, ttren even though the cost of the price-based border

instruments stays the same, the cost of the quantity-based border instn¡¡nent changes over

time. If citizens are sufûcientþ averse to adverse changes (they receive more satistaction

from removing the possibility of adverse effects than from leaving open the possibility of
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positive effects), then the ranking of the instruments in ascending order of net cost changes

to the following:l

Rank Insttument Classification

Production Subsidy Non-border instnrment

2

J

Import Tariff/ Export Subsidy Price-based border instn¡ment

Import Quota Quantþ-based border instrument

Chapter 7 noted that political decisions on the level and form of protection tend not to reach

the outcomes that the economic theory indicates are desirable nor do they reach the

outcomes that economic theory indicates would be chosen by a referendum of well informed

citizens acting in accordance with their own economic gain or loss. In a way that accords

with political-economy theorizing on the subject, the chapter offers an explanation of the

reasons that governments tend to choose protection against their own apparent self interest

and that of their constituents.

First, a large number of citizens may take into account considerations broader than their

personal financial position. They may place a significant value on things that are not

reflected in ma¡ket prices. They may desire a high level of certain domestic production and,

therefore, might wish to tansfer wealth in favour of the relevant producers. Alternatively or

in addition, they may wish to protect certain producers from adverse effects of changed

market conditions and for that reason may wish to reallocate the ef[ects of change by

tansferring wealth in favor¡r of those producers.

Ralkings consistent with this table a¡e also set out in psfs¡5¡¡enn, Emst-Llkich, "International
Competition Rules for Govemments and for Private Business: A "Trade Law Approach" for Linking
Trade and Qempetition Rules in the wTo" (1996) 72 chicago-Kent Law Review 544-592 at 554 (in
a table which also ra¡Ia border adjustuent and voluntary export restaints which a¡e omitted from
this analysis) and in Roessler, Frieder, "The Constitutional Function of the Multilateral Trade Order"
in Hil4 Meinha¡'d & Petersmânn, Ernst-Ulrich, National Constitutions and International Economic
Iaw (Volume 8 oî Sndies in Transnational Economic Zøw) (Kluwer, Boston, 1993) pp53-62 at 54-
56,59.

I

I
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However, even allowrng for some level of protection justified upon non-economic

objectives, the political decision making process tends to choose a higher level of protection

than would be chosen by a referendum of well informed voters. The important

considerations are the per capita costs and benefits received by the different entities within

the political system. More particularly, one must consider the net per capita gains and losses

after allowing for the costs of acquisition of information and the costs of exerting influence

over govemment policy. We noted the positive and negative correlations between a number

of factors and the size of either the net per capita gains or the net per capita losses. These

net per capita gains or losses determine the support for and opposition to protective policies

which in turn determine govemment decisions. The key factor is that grants of protection

confer a relatively large transfer of wealth upon a relatively small number of producers and

impose the cost of that transfer of wealth upon a large number of consumers or tupayers (or

both) who each bear a small part of the cost. If we take into account that the cost of

acquiring information and of lobbying is greater than zero, then for producers there is a net

benefit frorn successfully seeking protection but for consumers there may be a net loss from

successfully opposing it. Essentially, a smaller nt¡rnber of people facing a large gain or loss

¿re more likely to exert influence over a political decision than a large number of people

facing a small gain or loss.

We conclude that there are significant biases in the political decision-making processes that

re.,rlr in e ¡{eeision fo sr.ant nrotection in eireumstanees where a referendum of well-
Mgl! u¡ 4 uvv¡u¡v¡¡ tv

informed citizens would not. Even where a referendum of well-informed citizens, in order

to achieve some non-economic objective, would choose to grant some positive level of

protection, the political decision making process tends to result in the granting of a higher

level of protection.

The political process is also biased in terms of which instn¡ments will be chosen- The

fac.tors wbúch ma-ke it unlike-ly that consumers will have sufficient knowledge or lobbying

capacity to successfirlly oppose grants of protection transferring wealth ûom consumers to

producers a¡e remedied substantially (but not completely) in the case of transfers from

tærpayers. In the case of subsidies, the lack of knowledge and political impotence are

compensated for, to some extent, by institutional processes which scrutinize governmelrt
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expenditure. Since there is no such institutional process by which consumer interests are

protected, then it is easier for producers (and for a government) to impose the cost of

economic transfers upon consumers than upon tarpayers. Therefore, there is a tendency to

choose instnrments that do not have a budgetary cost. To the extent that instruments with a

budgetary cost are chosen, there is a tendency toward export subsidies rather than

production subsidies because export subsidies require a lower budget outlay for the s¿rme per

unit transfer to producers.

Therefore, the likelihood that the political process will choose an instrument to provide a

given amount of assistance to producers can be ranked in ascending order:

Rank of Likelihood Instrament Transfers from

1 (least likely) Production Subsidy Taxpayers

Export Subsidy Taxpayers and Consumers

3 (most likely) Import Tariff/ Import Quota Consumers

That ranking does not consider attitudes to changes over time. In fact, the preference for

border instnrments over non-border instruments is reinforced if producers expect the

political climate to become less sympathetic to them or if they are averse to the risk of it

becoming less sympathetic to them. To avoid adverse changes in political climate,

producers would prefer to receive protection in a way that is not subject to annual budget

scrutiny or, at least, minimizes that scrutiny. This reinforces the bias toward protection by

border instruments rather than non-border instnrments.

The desire to be insulated from expected changes or the averseness to the risk of any adverse

changes also affects the choice between price-based border instruments and quantity-based

border instruments. To avoid adverse change, producers seek to be protected by the policy

instru¡nents that will withstand changes in domestic demand, domestic costs, or the price of

imports including through exchange rate changes. Accordingly, to avoid the consequences
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2

J

of adverse market changes, producers would seek protection by import quotas rather than

import tariffs.

Therefore, if the possibility of changes over time is considered and producers are assumed to

prefer to avoid the consequences of expected adverse changes or to be averse to the risk of

adverse changes, then the ranking of the likelihood of choice of instruments should be

amended to the following:

Rank of Likelihood Insttument Transfersfrom

I (least likely) Production Subsidy Taxpayers

Export Subsidy Taxpayers and Consumers

Import Ta¡iff Consumers

Import Quota Consumers

Finally, chapter 7 observed that the application of the above political theory to agriculture

gave a good explanation of the existence or absence of protection in the agricultural sector.

In developed countries, the agricultural sector has the characteristics which the theory

predicts make it likely that producers can influence political decision making at the expense

of consumers and tÐ(payers.

2 CONCLUSIONS FROM CHAPTERS 3 TO 7

The focus on the internal economic effects and on ttre internal political decision making

within states leads to two important conclusions:

(1) first, in relation to the lertel of protection; and

(2) secondly, in relation to the choice of instrumenl of protection.

2.1 THE LEVEL OF PROTECTION

The economic analysis indicates that on the basis of costs and benefits that are reflected

adequately in the price mechanism, the decision to impose protection is against the interest

4 (most likely)
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of the state that does so and that the unilateral removal of protection is in the interest of the

state that does so. This is contrary to the view intuitive to many that the act of granting

protection is in the national interest and the r¡nilateral reduction or removal of protection is

against the national interest.

Although on the basis of costs and benefits that are reflected adequately in the price

mechanism, the national welfare maximizing level of protection is zero, to the extent that

costs and benefits of protection are not reflected adequately in the price mechanism, and

citizens place value on'non-economic' objectives, then national welfare may be maximized

by having some positive level of protection. That conclusion, though, must be viewed in the

context of the asymmetries in the political decision-making process. These asymmetries of

cost and benefit ûom supporting and opposing protection, including from gaining and using

information, are biased in favour of protection and cause the political process to choose a

level of protection that is above the welfare maximizing level. Therefore, even though'non-

economic' objectives may justiff some level of protection, an even higher level is likely to

be chosen by the political decision-making process.

2.2 THE CHOICE OF POLICY INSTRUMENT

The economic analysis indicates that the same level of assistance to particular producers can

be provided at a lower cost to the rest of the community by a non-border instrument than by

a border instrrment. It also indicates that giving protection with an r¡nlimited cost to the rest

of the commwrity can be avoided if quantitative border instn¡ments are not used: that is, that

if the community places a high enough value on avoiding unlimited costs then in a choice

between a price-based border instrument and a quantity-based border instrument, welfare is

maximized by choosing the price-based border insûrrment. Therefore, the economic

analysis indicates that for mærimizing welfare, policy instruments can be ranked in the

following way:

(l) that price-based border instruments (like import ta¡iffs and export subsidies) are

better than quantity-based border instnrments (like import quotas);

(2) that non-border instruments (like production subsidies) are better than border

instnrments (like import quotas, import tariffs and export subsidies).
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A stark contrast to this ranking is arived at by the analysis of the likelihood that the

political process will result in the choice of any particular policy instrument. First, political

factors make it more likely that governments will use border measures rather than subsidies

to protect import competing indusfries. Secondly, to the extent that there is some value

placed on avoiding the consequences of adverse market changes, then it follows from the

political bias in favour of producers and against consumers, that the risk aversion of

producers has a bigger effect on policy choice than the risk aversion of consumers.

Therefore, it is likely that political decision-making will choose instruments that insulate

producers rather than consumers from adverse market changes: that is, will choose quantity-

based border instruments rather than price-based border instruments. In summary, the

likelihood of particular policy instruments being chosen by the process of political decision-

making can be ranked:

(l) quantity-based border instruments are more likely to be chosen than price-based

border instruments (assuming the value placed on avoiding the adverse effects of

change is large enough);

Ø border instruments are more likely to be chosen than non-border instrume,lrts.

Therefore, the rankings in order of weifare maximization and in order of political likelihood

are exactþ opposite.2 The political process is likely to make the welfare minimizing choice

- f ,- ^r: ^-- :-.'L-- ^-L rl^^-^-:^ --,^tf^-^ :^ 
-^-:*:-^,1 

L.' +Lo *^linor inclnrmanf +haf ic laocf
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likely to be chosen.

3 A REASON FOR THF' RULES

These obse,lr¿ations from the preceding chapters suggest that nations can maximize their

economic welfare by modiffing the outcome of their political decision making processes in

two ways:

(1) to reduce the level of protection; and

See Roessler, Frieder, "The Constitutional Function of the Multilateral Trade Order' in Hil4
Meinhard & Petersma¡n, Ernst-Ulrich (eds),.llaúiozal Constilutions and International Economic Lavt
(Kluwer, Deventer, 1993) pp53-62 at 50 containing a table showing the inverse economic and

political ranking of 4 policy instruments: production subsidies, import duties, ímport quotas and

VERs.
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(2) to change the choice of instrument of protection towards more efficient measures.

Both of these functions, then, are appropriate objectives of GATT rules.3 I deal with them

in turn.

3.I REDUCING THE LEVEL OF PROTECTION

It is in the long-term interests of states to modi$r their internal political decision-making so

that the level of protection is reduced. Rules of the GATT can facilitate this process,

thereby enabling states to attain economic welfare that would have been foregone had the

political process been unchanged. The GATT can operate as a constraint upon the choice of

level of protection so as to help states avoid the wealth fansfers and the deadweight losses

caused by protection which would not be chosen by a referendum of well-informed citizens

even allowing for their non-economic objectives. This can be achieved if the GATT rules

make it difñcult for states to inqrease the level of protection: to increase import tariffrates;

The functions and objectives of GATT rules discussed here are certainly not intended to be
exhaustive. It is a necessary consequence ofthe focus on the fi¡nction as a guide in choice ofpolicy
instn¡ment that the thesis either completely or partly omits consideration of other fi.¡nctions and
objectives of the GATT system such as providing a negotiating forum, preventing discrimination,
providing a dispute settlement 6sçþani5r¡, maintaining reciprocity, contributing to stability,
promoting economic goals, promoting a rule-based instead of power-based system or diffrrsing
hegemonic aspects of international trade relations or in a broader sense, provirling cortmon nonns or
influencing behaviou¡. Generally, on the functions and objectives of the GATT, for example, see

Jackson, John H., The World Trading System: Law and Policy of International Relations (The MIT
Press, Carrbridge, Mass., l99I) chapter I (distinguishing between rule-base and power-based
systems); Findlayson, Jock A. & Zacher, Mark W., "The GATT and the regulation of trade barriers
and firnctions" International Organization,35,4, autumn 1981 reprinted in l(rasner, Sûephen D. (ed)
Internqtional Regimes (Cornell University Press, Ithaca & London) at 273-314 (identiSing
"interdependence norms" and "sovereignty norms" embodied in the operation of the GATT);
Monta¡a-Mora, Miguel, "International Law and International Relations Cheek to Cheek An
International Ladlnternational Relations Perspective on the USÆC Agricultural Export Subsidies
Dispute" (1993) 19 NU In{l L& Com Reg l-60 at 6-9 (comparing the application of the hegemonic
model a¡d the fi:nctional model to GAfi); and Hizon, Ernesto M., "The Safeguard MeasureA/ER
Dilemma: The Jecþll and Hyde of Trade Protection" (1994) 15 Nonhwestern Journal of
International Law & Business 105 at 116-121 (also discr¡ssing the rule/power or legaVpragmatism
distinction and referring to the 'constitutional firnction' expressed by one "branch of the legalist
school") & Roessler, Frieder, "The Scope, Limits and Function of the GATT Legal System' (1985)
8(3) World Economy 287-298 (describing GATTs functions in terms of three main principles). More
generally on the role and fr¡nctions of international economic treaties, see Roessler, Frieder, "Law, De
Facto Agreements and Decla¡ations of Principle in Intemational Economic Relations (1978) German
YIL 2'7-59 (discussing law in terms of models for management and cooperation) and even more
generally in relation to the influence and effects of international law, see van D[ik, Pieter, "Normative
ForceandEffectivenessof IntemationalNorms (1987) 30 GermanYIL9-35 (inparticularat 13-19 on
the force of policies, principles and rules).

J
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to introduce import quotas or to make them smaller; or to increase export subsidies or

production subsidies.

3.2 CHANGING THE CHOICE OF INSTRIIMENT OF PROTECTION

On the basis of the above conclusions, it is in the long-term self-interest of states to modiff

their internal political decision-making so that the likelihood of adoption of policy

instruments corresponds more closely with a welfare maximizing selection. By making it

more difficult for the political process to choose the most costly policy instruments and less

difficult to choose the least costly poticy instruments, it becomes more likely that the

policies actually chosen will achieve economic benefits that would have been foregone if the

political processes were unrestrained. Such modification of the internal decision making

process can be achieved througþ the application of the GATT. It can operate as a constraint

upon the choice of policy instrument so as to help states avoid excessive deadweight losses;

that is, deadweight losses that are larger than those caused by the least costly policy

instrument that ean achieve any given policy objective. This can be achieved if the GATT

rules make it more difñcult to provide assistance to producers by border instrument than by

non-border instrument and more difñcult to provide assistance by quantity-based border

instnrment than by price-based border instrument.

4 GATT RULES AS CONSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

There is nothing innovative about the idea of constraining government <iecision making.

Such consfraint is a fundamental basis of constitutional law. It is based on the notion that

there are objectives more important than achieving the immediate will of the majority. The

American constitutional law writer, Tribe, refers to the analogy of an experiment with

pigeons which were offered a fust key which if pecked rewarded them with a small food

reinforcement and if not pecked rewarded them with a delayed but larger food

reinforcement. Later a second differently coloured key was introduced. If the second key

was pecked then the pigeons would not be offered the option of pecking the first key to

receive the small but immediate food reinforcement. The study fowrd that at first instance,

95% of the pigeons missed out on delayed larger food reinforcement because they were

unable to resist the temptation to obtain the immediate but smaller food reinforcement.

Whe,n the second key was introduced, 30yo of that 95% chose to peck it thereby removing
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the temptation of not being able to wait for the delayed but larger food reinforcement. Tribe

notes the conclusion of the experimenters: "that even pigeons seem capable of leaming to

bind their "own future freedom of choice" in order to reap the rewards of acting in ways that

would elude thern under the presswes of the moment"4 and relates that conclusion to

domestic constitutions by saying that constitutions provide the setting in which the later,

larger reinforcernent can be obtained and do so by preventrng the choice of the earlier

smaller reinforcement. 5

Applying this analogy to the GATT, the smaller immediate reinforcement is the acquisition

of votes and contributions as a result of fransfers of wealth to certain producers and the

larger delayed ¡einforce,r¡ent is the higher level of economic welfare. The mechanism

which prevents the choice of the earlier and smaller reinforcement is the bringing of

intemational factors into ttre policy decision. The state's internal choice becomes linked to

the policies that other states use in relation to the first state's trade. Pa¡ties must consider the

advantages and disadvantages that flow from complying or not complying with GATT nrles.

Complying with the rules opens up access to other markets and not complying closes access.

The exüa layer of costs and benefits in the international arena must then be taken into

consideration in policy choice and, importantly, must be taken into accowrt in the short run

(as well as the long run). By adding these international costs and benefits into the short run

calculation, the GATT can influence the way that states resolve instances of conflict

between short-n¡n selÊinterest of political decision makers and the long-run interest of the

country. In such instances, the costs and benefits on the intemational plane may enable

GATT rules to override the short term interest thereby resulting in attainment of the long-

term interest. This means choosing policies that a¡e welfare maximizing in the long run

rather than policies which, without the GATT, would be welfare mærimizing for political

decision makers in the short run. The tendency for the short term selÊinterest to become

secondary to the long term self-interest may be assisted if, over time, the long term benefits

become tangible. This may reinforce the level of compliance with the GATT rules.

Naturally, this process depends upon the GATT rules being congruent with the long term

interest.

Tribe, Lawrence, American Constitutional Law (The Foundation Press, Mineolq New York, 1978)
plO quoting from G.V/.Ainslie, "Inpulse Contol in Pigeons" (1974) J. Exper. Anal. Behaviour 485.

4
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This ñnction of GATT rules has been derived not from an analysis of the economics of

ef[ects of protection between states or of the international politics of the effects of protection

but from an analysis of domestic politics and economics. It relates to managing the

relationships between different interests within single states rather than to managing

relationships between states. By emphasizing the domestic, it is not intended to diminish

the international aspects of the GATT. However, it is the domestic aspect which is

deliberately being stressed here. Petersmann calls the regulation of domestic conflict the

"primary" function of the GATT:

economic analysis suggests that the primary regulatory function of the GATT
rules for ffansparent and economically efficient policy-making ... does not
consist in the resolution of international c,onflicts of interests among states, but
in the transparent ... and the welfare-increasing resolution of domestic conflicts
of interests within GATT member cowrtries among individual producers,

importers, exporters and consumers.6

Similarly, Roessler writes :

The principal function of the GATT as a system of rules is to resolve conflicts
of interest wit}in, not among, couritries. The function of the GATT as a
negotiating forum is to enable cor:ntries to defend the national interest not
against the national interest of other countries but against sectional interests
within their own and other coruttries.T

Farber a-¡d Hudee, although placìng more ønphasis on the international relations

management ñ¡nction of the GATT, compare the GATT with the intemal free trade

provision in the USA constitr¡tion and liken its role to that of the mast to which Ulysses was

tied:

free trade agreements also partake in the naflre of the "public-interest Ulysses"
binding himself to the mast to avoid responding to the calls of the protectionist
Sirens.8

Roessler states the same proposition:

As above.
Petersmânn, Ernst-Ul¡ich, Constitutional Functions and Constitutional Problems of International
Economic Zaw (University Press, Fribourg, Switzerland, l99l) p83 (emphasis in original). The
deleted words embrace the function of GATT for "non-discriminatory foreigo trade" being served by
the non-discrininatory resolution of domestic conflicts of interest.
Roessler, Frieder, "The Scope, Limits and Function of the GATT Legal System" (1985) 8(3) The

World Economy 287-298 at297.
Farber, Daniel A & Hudec, Robert E, "Free Trade and the Regulatory State: A GATTs-Eye View of
the Dormant Commerce Clause" (1994) 47 Vanderbilt L R l40l-I440.

5

6

7

8
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The basic principles of the GATT .. should be seen as substitutes for
constitutional norms ; 

9

and

The GATT, although formally an international agreement among countries, is
functionally part of the domestic constitutional order of each contracting
party.l0

In relation to international law generally, Henkin emphasizes the competing interests within

states when he responds to Morganthau's declaration of an "iron law of intemational

relations, that legal obligation must yield to national interest"l t by sayrng:

The issue of law observance ... is never a clear choice between legal obligation
and national interest; a nation that observes law, even when it 'hurts', is not
sacrificing national interest to law; it is choosing between competing national
interests; when it commits a violation it is also sacrificing one national interest
to another.l2

This is at odds with the traditional view of international law as a system which regulates

relations between states and with the traditional way of viewing the GATT. On this view,

sovereignty of nations excludes interference in domestic matters except to the extent that

there are direct effects on other nations:

it cannot be an appropriate function of international agreements and

organisations to prevent sovereign powers from'imposing costs' on their own
residents if those powers take this action to be in their own interest and if they
do not, in taking it, harm residents of third countries.13

However, in some areas of international law, for example, international human rights law,

international environmental law and intemational labour law, there is an implicit acceptance

of international law as regulation of relations wíthin states rather thar' between thert. The

9 Roessler, Frieder, "Discussion to Session IV: Competition and Trade Policies. The Constitutional
Function of Intemational Economic Law" Aussenwirtschafi,4l Jahrgang (1986) Heft IIIIII, Grusch,

Ruegger, 5.467474 at 4731' See also Tumlir, Jan, "GATT Rules and Community Law - A
comparison of Economic and Legal Functions" in Meinhard Hilf, Francis G. Jacobs & Emst-Ul¡ich
Petersmânn (eds) The European Community and GATT (Kluwer, Deventer, The Netherlands, 1986)
ppl-22.
Roessler, Frieder, "The Scope, Limits and Functiou of the GATT Legal System" (1985) 8(3) The

World Economy 287-298 at298.
Morganthau, Hans, In Defence of the National Interest: a critical a,amination of american foreign
policy (Knop{ New Yorþ 1951) pla4 (also published as American Foreign Policy: a critical
examination (Methuen, London, 19 52)).

Henkin, Louis, "International Law and National Interest" (1986) 25 Col J Trans L I at 6 quoting from
his own, How Nations Behave (Columbia University Press, New York, 2nd ed, 1979) p33 1.

Hindley, Brian, "Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATTs Main lss¿pt Clause" (1980) 3 World

Economy313-341 at330.

l0

ll

t2

l3
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acceptance of international legal obligations in these areas is not universal. Often

obligations are rejected by States on the ground that their sovereignty would be eroded by

assuming obligations in areas traditionally in the domain of domestic sovereignty.

Acceptance of international obligations in traditionally domestic areas is argued on the basis

that the subject matter of the law cannot be dealt with adequately by the domestic law of

states acting alone or that the subject matter tends not to be dealt with adequately in the

domestic law of states because domestic law reform would not muster majority support. In

the case of regulation of international trade, the political cost of reducing protection is less if
other countries also reduce protection at the same time.la Secondly, domestic constitutions

tend not to contain constraints on the power of govemments to restrict commerce with

foreignerslS even though they do commonly consüain the power of govemments to restrict

coÍrmerce between citizens.l6 Were such constitutional constraints to be debated in a

domestic setting, producers would tender warlike opposition.lT Consequently, domestic law

alone is neither able to deliver the full potential gains from international tade nor does it

tend to protect the capaeity of eitizens to engage in commerce with foreigners. Therefore,

there is a role for the GATT as a supplement to domestic constitutions in regulating

relations between different interests within individual states. By focussing on the internal

aspects of the economic effects of protection and of political decision-making regarding

protection, one is given a powerfrrl argument that restriction of government po\¡/er to grant

protection is in the national interest.

5 GATT RULES AI\D THE SOVEREIGNTY OF'STATES

Reference has been made to 'non-economic' objectives which states may'wish to achieve

through trade protection and indusûy support. As mentioned, states may wish to transfer

On the increased benefits of multilateral liberalization compared to unilateral liberalization, see eg,

Tyers, R. & Anderson, K., Disarray in World Food Marke*: A Quantitative Assessmmt (Cambridge
University Press, 1992), pp2l0-212.
See Peteßmânn, Emst-IJlrich, Constitutional Functions qnd Constitutional Problems of International
Economic Law (University Press, Fribourg, Switzerland, 1991) pp139-208.
Eg, s92 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia and A¡ticle l0(2) of the Constitution
of the United States of America prevent sub national governnents from restricting trade across sub-
national borders. On a super-national level, see the EEC Treaty, Articles 10, 12,30 &34.
Note agreement with this view in Roessler, F., "The Constitr¡tional Function of International
Economic Law" inlzssenwirtschafi,4l Jahrgang (1986) Heft IVI[, 467-474 at47l.

t4
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wealth to particular sectors or to insulate them ûom change. They may wish to influence

their industrial structure or the way that their comparative advantage evolves.

If the validity of such 'non-economic' objectives is accepted then it is necessary to accept

that governments need to have a level of autonomy that enables them to achieve such

objectives. It is necessary that the achievement of such objectives is not blocked by

intemational legal obligations. This analysis of the economic eflects of policy instruments

within states provides valuable insight into how national sovereignty may be maintained.

First, although a reduction of protection will generally be in the interest of a state, ttre

welfare maximizing level of protection may not be zero because of factors related to 'non-

economic' objectives which are not adequately reflected in the private costs and benefits of

individuals upon which they make their production and consumption decisions (or, in a big

cor:nûry case, because there is an optimal tarifi subject to the influence of cooperation on

the maximizing of welfare). In addition, the 'non-economic' objectives may change over

time. Therefore, international rules need to enable individual states to choose their level of

protection but in the context of the benefits and costs associated with access to the markets

of other states. Whilst assisting states to reduce their level of protection is generally in the

interest of states, it is necessary that the rules can accommodate some residual level of

protection and even, in some circumstances, be able to accommodate an increase in the level

of protection.

Second, this analysis of the economic effects of the policy instruments indicates that

assistance to particular producers may be given by a number of different instruments"

Therefore, an important conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that as long as one

instrument is permitted under GATT rules then parties can retain the capacity to assist

particular producers. The analysis indicates furttrer that by choice of instnrment, it is

possible to minimize the cost to the rest of the commwrity of any given measure of

assistance to particular producers. The cost to the rest of the community is minimized when

assistance is provided by domestic subsidy, Therefore, national sovereignty to achieve non-

economic objectives involving assistance to particular producers is not impeded as long as

governments are free to provide domestic subsidies. A qualification to this is that if the

'non-economic' objective is not the assistance of producers but the actual prevention of
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imports (say, for health reasons), then it is necessary that states be able to use bo¡der

measures to achieve such objectives.

COMPLIANCE WITH GATT RULES AND THE LONG TERM INTEREST
OF STATES

It is submitted that in order for rules to be successful, that is, for there to be substantial and

longJived compliance with them, it is essential that the rules be in the long term self interest

of the states party to them. If the rules are not in the long term self interest of the parties,

then it will not be possible for the rules to override short term political pressures. Non-

compliance will result and it will occur first in 'hard' areas where political pressure for

protection is greatest (for example, the agricultural sector in developed countries).

GATT rules can create a framework within which short term political pressures can be

overcome by the long-term self-interest of the state. To achieve this, the rules alter the

political decision-making process by bringing access to other markets into consideration.

This changes the package of incentives available to domestic producers. They must

consider the advantages of access to other ma¡kets and the possibility of loss of access in

retaliation to protective measures. These international factors must be brought to bear with

sufñcient weight that the short term political pressures within the individual state can be

overcome. GATT rules will be in the interest of parties if they encourage both reductions in

the level of protection and also choice of less costly policy instruments. To reach a situation

where the less costly policy instruments are used, it is essential that the rules do influence

states to adopt non-border instnrments in preference to border instn¡ments and, to the extent

to which border instruments are used, do influence states to adopt price-based border

instnrments in preference to quantity-based border instruments.

It is necessary to acknowledge the possibility of a conflict between attainment of long-term

economic welfare and the attainment of a long term non-economic objective. This conflict

is different to the conflict between the long-run selÊinterest in welfare mærimization and the

short-term political presswes which would result in a high level of protection. Whereas the

short-term political pressures may succumb to compliance with GATT rules where they

coincide with long-run self-interest, it is less likely that GATT rules will prevail over a

state's long-run selÊinterest. ln the situation where a referendum of well-informed citizens
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would choose to maximize national welfare by granting protection to achieve a 'non-

economic' objective, then the political pressure to grant the protection may be substantial. If
a grant of protection in these circumstances would be contary to GATT rules, then we

might expect that there would be some instances of rule breaking, perhaps sufficient

instances to undermine general compliance with a particular rule or even with the rules

generally.

The dilemma, then, is that GATT rules have to be stong enough to overcome short-term

sectional political presswe and to achieve gains in economic welfare but must also permit

genuine long term interests to direct policy without rurdermining the rules. It is submitted

that the solution to this probløn lies in the two important distinctions between the policy

instruments: between quantity-based border instruments and price-based border instruments;

and between border instruments and non-border instruments. As noted above, a government

retains the capacity to grant assistance to particular producers for 'non-economic' purposes

so long as it is able to employ at least one instnrment. We have identified the ranking of

instruments in terms of the cost that they impose on the rest of the community. Therefore,

the two objects of accommodating the sovereignty of states to achieve 'non-economic'

objectives and of achieving economic gains can be reconciled if the capacity of states to

ønploy the least costly policy instnrments, non-border instruments, is unresfrained by

GATT rules.

Therefore, the two distinctions between the policy instruments are a crucially important

element of GATT rules. To ensure that the rules athact a high level of compliance, the rules

must be in the long term interest of individual states. That long-term interest requires that

states receive economic benefits from complying and also retain national sovereignty to deal

with non-economic objectives. Both criteria depend upon the rules appropriately

distinguishing between difflerent policy instruments. First, the absence of an appropriate

distinction may permit parties to utilize more costly instruments in place of less costly ones

thereby inflicting economic damage upon themselves. Secondly, the absence of an

appropriate distinction may result in parties having to break GATT rules in order to achieve

genuine long-run'non-economic' objectives.
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7 THE DTVISION BET}VEEN MATTERS OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN
AND MATTERS OF DOMESTIC CONCERN MUST EMBODY THE TWO

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN INSTRUMENTS

The foregoing leads to a prescription of the necessary content of GATT rules in order for

them to attract substantial compliance. These prescriptions set out below imply a particular

way of batancing submission to international rules with national sovereignty, or as

Blackùurst puts it: a way of drawing

the line between policies which a counùry is willing to discuss with other

countries and those which are'ofÊlimits' to foreigners. I 8

Indeed, as Blaclitnrst continues:

The need to make such a division þetween 'international' and 'national'
policiesl raises the question of an objective basis for classiffing Policies.le

It is argued that the division between matters that should be regulated by international law

and matters that should be left to the domestic sphere can be made upon the basis of the

instrument: that border instruments should be subject to international rules and that non-

border instruments should be left to the domestic sphere; firrttrer, that intemational rules

should constrain quantity-based border instruments more than price-based border

instruments leaving greater domestic autonomy over price-based border instruments.

It would be possible to use some basis other than the instrument as the way of classiffing

policies as either international or domestic. Indeed, since 1948, there has been a trørd away

from using the 'instrument' criteria' toward using a criteria of 'trade effect' of the policy.20

The tendency to place e,rrphasis on tade ef[ect arises naturally from obserr¡ation that

policies faditionally regarded as domestic do have trade ef[ects" Observation of such trade

effects of domestic policies has nowhere been easier than in the agricultural sector and the

incidence of argument that proper GATT rules need to regulate domestic policies has

nowhere been more frequent than in relation to the agricultural sector. This thesis argues

that even if there is some scope for using the 'trade efflects' as a criteria for classification, it

cannot be done at the expense of emphasis on the 'use of instrument' criteria. If emphasis on

the 'use of instrument' criteria wanes then so also wanes the ability to perform the above

18 Blaclûurst, Richard, "The Twilight of Domestic Economic Policies" (1981) 4($ The Il'orld Economy

357-373 at 358.
At 358.t9
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discussed constitutional firnction of GATT rules in a way that is compatible with national

sovereignty.

8 EMBODIMENT OF TIIE TWO DISTINCTIONS IN GATT RULES

The culmination of this analysis is the submission that the following ¿ìre necessary criteria

for the successful operation of GATT rules:

(1) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to reduce the level of

protection;

GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to make it more difficult to

apply border instruments than non-border insûrrments;

(3) GATT rules must modify political decision making so as to make it more difficult to

apply quantity-based border instnrments than price-based border instruments; and

(4) GATT rules must leave parties substantially free to utilize non-border instruments.

It is possible to make the criteria for successful GATT rules more detailed to suggest how

different instruments might be regulated:

As to the first criteria, the facilitation of reduction of protection levels, the rules should

facilitate commifrnents to reduce protection in any form. The GATT already achieves this

with import tariffs. The original GATT did not but could have also facilitated rurdertakings

to bind and reduce export subsidies. Even on import quotas, to the extent that they are legal,

it could be possible to negotiate measured r¡ndertakings to increase them. Commitnents to

reduce domestic subsidies should be accommodated although it is submitted that if
commiünents are given on border instnrments then the situation would rarely arise where

parties have sufficient incentive to negotiate reductions of domestic subsidies.

As to the second criteria relating to the choice of non-border instruments instead of border

instruments, the reduction of the level of a border instrument should confer greater benefits

than the reduction of the level of a non-border instrument and the violation of an obligation

on border instruments should impose greater costs than the violation of an obligation on

20 At 358-360
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non-border instruments. There should be some benefit from replacing border instruments

like import tariffs or export subsidies with domestic subsidies.

As to the third criteria relating to the choice of price-based instruments instead of quantity-

based instruments, it is necessary that the balance of benefits and costs flowing from

different instruments favour the use of either import tarifß or export subsidies over import

quotas. Even where import quotas are allowed, there should be some benefit from

negotiating to replace them with import tariffs.

As to the fourth criteria relating to freedom to utilize non-border instruments, although, it

would be possible to accommodate undertakings to reduce domestic subsidies, there should

be a presumption that in the absence of express undertakings the ability to employ domestic

subsidies remains unrestricted.

Some writers have taken the view that the pre-Uruguay GATT rules already did

appropriately distingursh between different instruments.2l One of the functions of the next

part of this thesis is to analyze whether these two distinctions between policy instnrments

were, in fact, satisfactorily errbodied in the pre-Uruguay Round GATT rules. This leads to

the chief function of the next part of this thesis which is to answer the question: If these two

distinctions were not satisfactoriiy ernbodied in the rules, is there a connection befween'rtrat

deficiency and the inability of the GATT, in the agricultural sector, to achieve the dual

objectives of economic gains and the accommodation of national economic sovereignty and,

therefore, a connection between that deficiency and the lack of compliance with the rules in

¡elation to agricultural tade.

Before commencing that analysis, there remain two matters to be addressed: Firstly, is there

any reason why the general conclusions made in this chapter upon the analysis contained in

2T Dunkel, A¡thur & Roessler, Frieder, "Hiéra¡chie þss Tnsüuments De Politique Commerciale ¡ans Le
c-,^+À-^ r,,-:¡:^.,^ T\. /: 

^ 
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France (Masson, Paris, 1989) pp234-244 esp at 241- psfsrsnann, Emst-Ul¡ich, "Grey Area Trade
Policy and the Rule of law" (1988) 22(2) Jourual of W'orld Trade 2344 at 25; Petersmann, Ernst-
tllrich, Constitutional Functions and Constitutional Problems of International Economic Law
(University Press, Fribourg, Switzerland, 1991) p93; Roessler, Frieder, "The Constihrtional Function
of the Multilateral Trade Order" in Meinhard Hilf & Emst-Ulrich Petersmann, National Constitations
and International Economic Iøw (Studies in Transnational Economic Law, Volume 8) (Kluwer,
Boston, 1993) pp53-62 at 56-58; and Roessler, Frieder, "Discussion to Session fV: Competition and
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this Part of the thesis should not be applicable to agricultural trade as they are applicable to

any other sector of frade. Secondly, whether the limitation of this theoretical perspective to

the four principal policy instruments limits its usefulness.

9 DO THESE CONCLUSIONS APPLY TO AGRICT]LTURE ?

An important question is whether the abovementioned necessary criteria for successful

application of GATT rules are applicable to the formulation of rules to govern agricultwal

trade or whether agriculture is sufficiently different that perhaps these criteria are not

necessary or appropriate for formulation of rules to govern agricultural tade. In particular,

given that agricultr¡re is an area where the trade effects of domestic policies are substantial,

it is appropriate to consider whether rules based on the above'essential criteria' are adequate

to keep such trade efFects of domestic policies down to a tolerable level.

The above submissions do not make any special provision for agricultural tade. This

analysis proceeds upon the basis that it must be possible for the same set of rules to be

successful for all areas; that the problems with application of the rules to agriculture must

result from a defect in the rules rather than from any special characteristic of the agricultural

sector. Indeed, the investigation of political theory did not support any argument that

agricultrue is qualitatively different from other sectors in which exist politically powerfirl

producers and politically powerless consumers. The explanation of the intemal economic

and political aspects of protection offer a good explanation of the behaviour of govemments

in developed cor¡ntries in agricultural policy. Using the political theory of general

application without referring to any special characteristics of agriculture, it is possible to

identiff that the agriculftral sector in developed countries meets the usual criteria upon

which we would predict the existence of a politically powerful group of producers and a

politically powerless group of consumers of agricultural products.

It should be acknowledged that the GATT's failures with agriculture have arisen largely out

of disagresment over how the borderline between international jurisdiction and domestic

jurisdiction should be drawn. It has been an area where there has been much contention

over whether GATT rules are adequate to deal with the international effects of domestic

Trade Policies. The Constin¡tional Function of International Economic Law" Aussenwirtschafi,4l
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policies. A significant part of this controversy has related to the problem of surpluses of

agricultural production. The phenomenon of large surpluses being exported and causing

significant disruption on the world market has generated argument that export subsidies

should be completely prohibited and that domestic subsidies, as an underlying cause of

surpluses, should be subjected to international regulation. To be satisfied that a general set

of rules without special rules for agriculture can be successful, it is necessary to be satisfied

that the general rules can deal adequately with the problem of agricultural surpluses. For

that end, it is necessary to look more closely at the causes of surpluses and to consider how

regulation of border instruments affects the use of non-border instuments.

Surpluses occur when the quantity of production available for supply exceeds demand. The

disequilibrium occurs when producers, in response to the price available to them, supply a

grven quantity which is greater than the quantity that consumers, responding to the price

available to them, wish to buy. The imbalance is caused by a price gap between the prices

available to producers and consumers. Commonly, the price gap is caused by government

imposed border instruments which raise the domestic price above the world price.

However, even domestic subsidies, although not raising the consumer price, do raise the

efFective price received by producers thereby leading to increased volume of production. To

I I r'a La I - ,r -t---L'--- ^-.- L---- ^ 12-^lz- l 
----1^-- ^.COeAl Wlûr [nC fnLTeASe/U VUltllllg Or pfOUUL:tlUIrt BUvtuIuIl9IllS llAvs a llullLsu uuuruçI uI

options. First, they can do nothing and can permit the extra volume to be sold on the

dornestic rna¡ket. Ho'ù'e'/e,r, if the go','ernment has other policies in place which are aimed at

maintaining a high price, then the sale of the exfra volume would lower the domestic price.

If the govemme,lrt does not wish to undermine its pricing policy, then the government is left

holding a surplus which must either be stored or exported. Since it can only export at the

world price, then the export of the surplus costs the government an effective export subsidy:

the difference between the domestic support price and the world price. The supply of these

increased quantities onto the world market can decrease the world price causing disruption

to other producers who are producing on the basis of market conditions without subsidies.

It is tnre that domestic subsidies can contribute to the accumulation of subsidies. However,

it is paramorurt that one takes into accor¡¡rt that the regulation and reduction of border

Jahrgang (1986), Heft II/[I, Grusch: Ruegger, 5.467474 at 5.468469
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instruments, in fact, removes some of the market conditions wrder which domestic subsidies

contribute to surpluses. In the absence of border instruments, the domestic price will be the

same as the world price so any government policy to reward farmers with a higher target

price will cost the govemment the difference between the world price and the target price.

However, the government can reduce the cost of such a domestic subsidy by diminishing the

gap between the world price and the target price by using a border instrument to raise the

effective world price. Therefore, the reduction of border instruments makes it more

expensive for govemments to maintain any given target price with a domestic subsidy. This

provides a financial incentive for the government to reduce the target price which has the

effect of lowering the quantity supplied by domestic producers which in turn reduces any

surplus. Therefore, legal constraints on the border instruments do, in fact, limit the extent to

which domestic subsidies can cause exportable surpluses.22

Particular attention needs to be given to how regulation of export subsidies can contribute to

the management of the potentially disruptive effects of surpluses. This question is in effect

one of how might the framers of the original GATT have decided to regulate export

subsidies. (However, the answer given here will have to be revisited at the end of this work

in the light of the regulation of export subsidies that has been established in the Uruguay

Round.) Consider the two possible extremes of the approaches that may be applied to

countries with surpluses generated by domestic policies. If export subsidies are not

regulated, then the effects of the domestic policy can be unloaded onto the intemational

market without restraint. If export subsidies are completely prohibited, then the eflects of

the domestic policy must be absorbed \Mithin the domestic market. Going beyond this

dichotomy leads to the crux of the problem: how do we delineate the extent to which the

effects of surpluses can be permitted to be shifted out of the domestic market onto the world

market? It is submitted that the clearest guidance on this question can be gained from the

classification of policy instruments based on the two economic distinctions. Export

subsidies are classified as price-based border instnrments along with import ta¡iffs. This

suggests that the regulative treaûnent given to export subsidies should be similar to that

given to import tariffs. Similarity of teaünent implies that it is not necessary to completely

This same point is also made in Snape, R.H., "The ImFortance of únport Ba¡riers" in Henryk
Kierzkowski, Protection and Competition in Internatíonal Trade: essays in honour of W.M.Corden

)')
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prohibit export subsidies. Not prohibiting export subsidies would mean accepting that the

ef[ects of domestic surpluses need not be dealt with entirely within the domestic economy

but can, at least to some extent, be spilled over onto the world market. Therefore in a world

in which export subsidies ¿re common, it is submitted that a system of quantitative bindings

of the ad valorem amount of export subsidies is an appropriate way to delineate the edge at

which domestic surpluses would become matters of international concern. Such bindings

implicitly hold an agreement about the extent to which disposal of a surplus must be dealt

with by adjustment within the domestic economy. This does leave considerably more

freedom to use export subsidies than would exist under a prohibition.23 However, it does

allow for the same result through a progression towa¡d azeÍo binding.

Finally, we need to consider the effects of domestic subsidies in the situation where there

are no import barriers and no export subsidies. The domestic subsidy provides an incentive

to increase production. The increased production may be sold domestically or may be

exported. The displacement of exports in other markets would occur only if the incteased

volume of exports is large enough to reduce the world price in which case the domestic price

would necessarily also fall. If the domestic subsidy is designed to maintain a target price for

domestic producers then the budgetary cost of the subsidy will inqrease and political

pressure to reduce that cost will also inrrease. Even if the domestic subsidy is fixed in

amount, the budgetary cost would still increase because of the additional volume so there

would still be political pressure to reduce +Jre cost. The cost could be reduced by changing

the subsidy into an export subsidy or by intoducing import barriers. To the extent that

those options a¡e closed by GATT ruleq, then the political pressure to reduce the cost of the

domestic subsidy can only be met by reducing the subsidy.

Therefore, this problern of domestic subsidy generated supluses can largely be dealt with

by rules on border instruments. If rules on border instnrments are effective then domestic

nolitical Dressres can be re.lied on to diseipline domestic sutsidies. In an extreme case, a

counüy may be willing to negotiate a reduction in a domestic subsidy in exchange for a

@asil Blackwell Ltd, London, 1987) W2l7-221.
It might be argued that such a set of rules would not have been adequate to avoid the problem of
competing export subsidies which lowered the world price. However, in such a situatioq, there

would bc an incentive for parties to exchange bindings on export subsidies just as in a situation of
spiralling ta¡iffs, there is an incentive to excharge tariffbindings.

23
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change in another country's policies and the rules need to allow for such negotiated

reductions in domestic subsidies.

Such a solution leaves parties free to use non-border instruments to achieve non-economic

objectives. As stated above, that there should be freedom to use at least one policy

instrument to achieve non-economic objectives is a pre-requisite to success of GATT rules.

Therefore, it is submitted that a general set of rules that helps parties to achieve both

economic benefits and allows some autonomy in relation to non-economic objectives does

not need special modification to cope with agriculture (or other hard areas). It is on that

basis that the next part of the thesis assesses whether GATT rules met the proposed criteria

and how successful they were in application to agriculture.

10 THE LIMITATION OF THIS ANALYSIS TO THE PRINCIPAL POLICY
INSTRUMENTS

The conclusions reached here are limited by the fact that analysis has been limited to the

four principal policy instruments. In particular, the limitation of the analysis of domestic

subsidies to production subsidies means that this analysis has not considered the differences

between different types of domestic subsidies, has not considered the way that dif[erent

types of domestic subsidies could be ra¡lked in order of the cost of achieving particular non-

economic objectives, nor the way that they could be ranked in order of likelihood that they

will be chosen by political decision making processes. There is scope for GATT rules to

have a role in guiding parties to adopt the particular type of domestic subsidy which

addresses the non-economic objective at the lowest cost.24 GATT rules can also have a role

in guiding parties away from the adoption of domestic subsidies in situations in which there

are no justifiable non-economic objectives, that is, there are no market failwes that need

coffecting.2S However, an extension of the theoretical analysis contained herein is not

attempted here. It is nevertheless important as will become apparent after the post Uruguay

See Anderson, K¡m, Domestic Agricalnral Policy Objectives and Trade Liberalization: Synergies

and Trade-Ofs University of Adelaide Cente for International Economic Studies, Policy Discussion
PaperNo 98/08, October 1998 þaper presented at a¡ OECD workshop on "Emerging Trade Issues in
Agriculture" ,Pans 26-27 October 1998, since published at http://www.oecd.orglagtltade).
See Schwartz, Warren F. & Eugene W. Harper, Jr., "The Regulation of subsidies Affecting
International Trade" (L972) 70(5) Michigan Law Review 831-858 at 834; and Malmgren, Harald 8.,
"Negotiation of Rules on Subsidies in a V/orld of Economic Interventionism" in Stephen J. rüa¡necke

24

25
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Round rules have been described. Post-Uruguay round rules have created a distinction

which, though more complicated, is essentially that between domestic subsidies that boost

output and other types of domestic subsidies. As regulation is taken furttter, into regulation

of particular types of domestic subsidies, then it is possible that the rules may constrain the

ability of parties to use the first best instnrment to achieve a particular non-economic

objective. In practice, such a situation is unlikely to occur as a result of increased regulation

of production subsidies for two reasons. First, the relevant non-economic objective would

rarely be the increase of production but would generally relate to the use of an input or to

some by-product of production. Restrictions on use of production subsidies would not

restrict the ability to achieve non-economic objectives relating to inputs or by-products.

Even in the case in which the non-economic objective did ¡elate to the level of production,

one must consider whether even though the use of a production subsidy might be the first

best instrument to use if the counbry is considered in isolation, it might be possible that, in

the context of the behaviour of other countries, the use of a production subsidy is not the

first best policy response. One would have to consider whether there is a benefit to be

achieved from all parties agreeing not to use or to limit particular types of domestic

subsidies because of the adverse effects on each other when many panies use them.26

The within analysis has not been extended to cover +.Le abovementioned issues relating to

classes of domestic subsidies. However, the limits of the analysis contained here do not

detracJ ûom the importa-nee of the principles described here. The principles of choosing

non-border instnrments over border instruments and price-based border instruments over

quantity-based border instruments always provide a net benefit without in any way

26

(ed), International Trade and Industrial Policies - Government Intertention and an Open Vlorld
Economy (Macmillan, London, 19878) pp2l0-23t at2I7.
It may be a prisoners dilemna situation in which a third best outcome can be avoided by cooperation,
see Abbott, Kenneth W., uThe Trading Nation's Dilemma: the Function of the Law of International
Trade (1985) 26(2) Harv Int IJ 501-532 (also referred to above in the context of ta¡iffreductions of
low tariff in the big country case, see ch5 under "Conclusion No 2 - The Overall Loss or Gain -

Qualification - The Big Country Case").
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preventing the imposing country from achieving any non-economic objective related to

productior¡ producers, inputs, or any by-product of production by the first best instrument.

That benefit exists even without having to consider the behavior¡r of other nations.
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CIIAPTER 9

INTRODUCTION TO A}[D OUTLINE OF PART THREE

1 INTRODUCTION

This part of the thesis examines the application of the GATT to agriculnre from 1947 until

the Uruguay Round. It builds upon the description in chapter 2, above, of the framework of

rules, and examines their specific application to agriculture and the series of attempts to

improve the rules and their application to agriculnne. The examination attempts to uncover

all of the relevant legal matters that have affected the degree of success and faih¡re in

apptyrng the rules to agricultural trade. As with the description in chapter 2, since the

analysis in this part is concerned with the rules as they were over the period 7947 to 1.994,

then generally the past tense is used even though in many instances, statements about the

rules would still be tnre in respect of the post-WTO GATT.I

The analysis in this Part builds upon the way that the description of the overall framework

of rules in chapter 2 highlighted the difflerences between the regulation of different policy

instruments and the variables contained within the rules which can aflect the choice between

the different policy instruments. In particular, there is a focus on the matters outlined in Part

2 of this thesis: the two distinctions between border instruments and non-border instn¡ments

and between price-based border instruments and quantity-based border instruments.

Note though that even where the words of the GATT 1947 have not been ,-ended, in fact the

applicable law may have changed. The provisions may be overridden by a provision of one of the

specific agreements listed in A¡nex IA of the Agreernent Establishing the World Trade Agreement:

see the General Interpretative Note to Annex 1.A.. For example, the wording of Article VI and )ñ/I
has not been altered but they are now subject to the provisions of the Uruguay Fiormd Agreanent on

Agricalnre and of the Uruguay Ror¡nd Agreement on Subsidies and Counten¡ailing Duties.

Generally, see the discussion of the relationship of this narrative to the pre-W'TO GATT and the post

WTO law at the beginning of Chapter 2 above.
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Part2 argued that successful application of the rules depends upon achieving the dual goals

of economic benefits and retention of capacity to achieve non-economic policy objectives,

and that, for the achievement of those dual goals, it is essential that the rules appropriately

distinguish between price-based and quantity-based border instruments and between border

instruments and non-border instruments.

This analysis seeks to determine whether the provisions of the GATT and their application

have in fact given preference to price-based border instruments over quantity-based

instruments and to non-border instrume,nts over border instruments. This part of the thesis

looks for any connections between:

(l) any deficiencies in appropriately enrbodying and applying the two desirable

distinctions in the rules; and

Ø the'failures'in applying the rules to the agricultural sector.

This part eoneludes with an assessment of whether flaws in the way that the rules embody

the two distinctions contibuted to the'failures'in the application of the rules to agriculttre.

This analysis is begun with a review of the framework of rules described in Chapter 2 in the

context of the two distinctions between policy instruments the importance of which has been

established l¡'Part2.

CONSISTENCY OF THF', RULES WITH THE T\ilO DISTINCTIONS
BETIVEEN THE POLICY INSTRTJMENTS

The framework of rules described in chapter 2 exhibits some consistencies with the two

distinctions and also some inconsistencies. Reviewing the general framework of rules, we

can make some observations about the whether the rules actually do appropriately make the

two distinctions.

2.T PRICE-BASED VS QUANTITY-BASED BORDER MEASURES

There was significant consistency with the princþle that quantity-based border instnrments

should be dealt with more strictly than price-based border instruments. The rules applied a

complete ban to quotas but only applied a limit on the size of tariffs. The prohibition of

I
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quotas applied, on its face, to all products whereas the limits on the size of tariffs only

applied to products chosen for inclusion in a counûy's schedule.

However, there were also significant aspects of the rules which were not consistent with this

principle. The number and extent of the exceptions for import quotas undermined the

preference for price-based border instruments over quantity-based border instruments. None

of the exceptions made it any easier to impose a taritr instead of a quota. In particular, the

balance of paynents exceptions in Article XII and Section B of Article XVIII only

permitted quantitative restrictions and not tariffs.

The desirable preference for price-based measwes was not reflected in the provisions for

offering compensatory adjustments or for imposing retaliation. There was nothing in the

rules for negotiating compensatory adjustnents which assigned any preference to the

removal or relaxation of an import quota. Nor was there any constaint on the

CONTRACTING PARTIES power to authorize counterme¿Ìsures or on any contracting

party's capacity to adopt them which made it any easier to adopt a import tariff surcharge

than an import quota.

The approach to regulating export subsidies was also not consistent with a desirable ranking

between price-based and quantity-based border instruments. The Agreement attempted to

prohibit some export subsidies rather than to regulate the,m in some less strict way and

thereby attempted to impose the same regulatory tool upon them as was imposed upon

import quotas. Such rules ranked import quotas and (some) export subsidies as equally

undesirable. It would have been more consistent with a desirable ranking to have regulated

export subsidies in a more flexible way.

2.2 BORDER INSTRUMENTS VS NON-BORDER INSTRUMENTS

There was substantial consistency with the principle that border measures should be more

strictly regulated than non-border measures. The initial Agreement with the original version

of Aficle XVI certainly treated subsidies more favourably than it treated import restrictions.

The making of the distinction in the 1955 amendments between export subsidies and other

subsidies was consistent with a delineation which treats export subsidies as a border
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measure and other subsidies as non-border me¿rsures and treats border mea$res more

strictly.

The preference for non-border measures over border measures was distorted by some

aspects of the Agteement. The preference was not clearly manifested in the regulation of

export subsidies and production subsidies. First, the ineffectiveness of the prohibition on

export subsidies on agricultural products meant that, in practice, for agricultural products,

both export subsidies and domestic subsidies were permiued. Second, the application of the

nullification or impairment rule to non-violations has meant that whenever a tariffbinding is

given then it carries with it a parallel limit on the size of domestic production subsidies.

This rule impacted upon production subsidies which decrease imports but not upon either

production subsidies that increase exports or upon export subsidies.

Another distortion was introduced by the way that the exceptions from the rules on border

measures did not facilitate the use of non-border measures in preference to border measures.

Authorisation of border measures could be given without consideration of whether the

desired result could be achieved by using a non-border measure.

OUTLIT\E OF PART 3: THn' APPLICATION OF THE PRE-IIRUGUAY
ROTJND GATT TO AGRICI-TITI-IRE

There is no obvious best way to arrange the material. The explanation of the rules, the key

iústoricai events, the appücation of ttre ruies and úre various attempts to improve the rules

are all interrelated- However, I have chosen to precede the more detailed analysis with some

essential historical background and to suspend description of the attempts to improve the

rules until the end of this Part. The whole of this material is based on the introduction to the

framework of regulation set out in chapter 2. The material is arranged in the following

order:

Chapier iû Some Esseniiai Histor-icai Background: the USA Agriculfural \Yaiver
and the Formation of the European Community and its Common
Agriculhrral Policy

Some of the events and issues that a¡ose during the early years of the GATT have had such a

substantial influence on the application of the rules to agriculture that it is convenient to

3
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explain these events and issues before ernbarking on the more detailed analysis of the rules

and their operation.

Chapter 11 The Pre-Uruguay Round Rules on Import Barriers

Chapter 12 The Pre-Uruguay Round Rules on Export Subsidies

Chapter 13 The Pre-Uruguay Round Rules on Domestic Support

These next three chapters identiff the areas of difficulty in application of the GATT rules to

agriculture and assess whether there is a connection between the occurrence of these

difficulties and the deficiencies in appropriately enrbodyrng the two distinctions in the rules.

The detailed analysis of the rules is divided in the same \ilay that the Uruguay Round

negotiation on agricultu¡e was divided which is into a separate consideration of import

bariers, export subsidies and domestic support. This division fits comfortably with

maintaining the focus on the separate regulation of the difîerent instruments. It also lays a

foundation for comparison of the past operation of the agreement with the amended rules

which have been produced in the Uruguay Rowrd.

Chapter 14 Previous Attempts to Improve the Rules

This chapter deals separately with the series of meetings, committees and reports that have

occured over the years of the operation of the GATT in attempts to improve the application

of the GATT to agriculture.

Chapter 15 Summary and Conclusions from Part 3

This summarises the problems with applymg the GATT to agriculture that have been

uncovered. It assesses the extent to which the rules and their application have failed to

appropriately embody the two distinctions and rrssesses whether there is a connection

between that deficiency and the problems with agriculture. This chapter also prepares for

Pafi 4 which analyzes whether the identified deficiencies have been rsmedied by the

Uruguay Round.





CHAPTER 10

SOME ESSENTIAL HISTORICAL BACKGROU}ID: THE USA
AGRICT]LTTIRAL WAIVER AND TIIE FORMATION OF TIIE
EIIROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMT]NITY AND ITS COMMON

AGRICULTT]RAL POLICY

1 INTRODUCTION

Any review of the application of GATT rules to agriculnre must refer to two significant

events:

(l) the US dairy dispute that led to the granting of the US agricultr¡ral waivertl and

(2) the formation of the European Economic Community ('EEC'¡z which led to the

creation of its Common Agricultural Policy ('CAP').3

These two series of events set the scene for the way that GATT rules were subsequently

interpreted and for the way that distortions have developed in intemational agricultural

The series of events surrounding the dairy dispute and the granting of the waiver have been described
many times. This account relies most heavily upon: Jackson, John H., World Trade and the Law of
GATT @obbs Merril, Indianapolis, 1969) pp733-'137; Hudec, Robert 8., The GATT Legal S\stem
and World Trade Diplomacy @utterwortbs, Salem, New Hampshire, 1990) ppl8t-200; GATT,
International Trade, /955, pl58ffand the materials contained in the.B/SD footnoted within.
The European Economic Community ('EEC') was established under the Treaty Establishing the
European Economic Community ('EEC Treatl) (done Rome, 25 Ma¡ch 1957, in force I January
L958,25 UNTS 11). The body vested with the executive powers of the EEC was called the Enropean
Commission ('EC'). In 1965, the Treaty Establishing a Single Council and a Single Commission of
the European Communities ('the EC Merger Treaty') done 8 April 1965, UKTS 15 (1979),4 LM
776) created ¿ single European Commission for administering the EEC Treaty and also the Treaty
Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community and the Treaty Establishing the European
Atomic Energt Community. All tb¡ee commr¡nities continued to exist after 1965 and the creation of
the single European Corrmission. The three communities were often referred to as the European
Communities or the 'EC'. I\ 1992, the Treaty of Europeøn Union ('Maastricht Treaql) (done 7
February 1992, Maastricht, in force I Novembe¡ 1993, LIKTS L2 (1994),31 ILM 247) createdthe
European Union and changed the name of the European Economic Community to the European
Community (see Maastricht Treaþ, Article G.A(l). In this worþ allreferences to the European
Economic Community before I November L993 are to the EEC rather than to the EC except in direct
quotations which refer to the EC. References to the entity after I November 1993 arc to the EU.
Any reference to the EC is a reference to the European Qsmmissis¡.
These event a¡e well documented. This account relies most heavily upon: Hudec, Robert 8., The

GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy (1990) chapter 18 esp pp2ll-216 and chapter 19

esp pp238-240; Talbot, Ross B. The Chicken War (lowa State University Press, Ames, IowU L978);

Walker, Herman, "Dispute Settlement: The Chicken War" (1964) 58 AtnIIL 671; .

I
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trade. Rather than expand the analysis in subsequent chapters to allow for multiple

references to these events, it is proposed to devote this chapter to them.

THE USA DAIRY DISPUTE LEADING TO THE USA'S AGRICT]LTT]RAL
}VAIVER UNDER ARTICLE )Off

THE USA AGRICULTURAL ADruSTMENT ACT 1933

At the time that the GATT was negotiated, the United States had in place a number of

programmes which supported the prices of agricultural products. These price support

progÍürmes had been implemented under tlre Agricultural Adjustment Act ("AAA") of

1933.4 Under that Act, prices were set so as to maintain purchasing power parity between

farm commodities and other commodities. The Act provided for benefit payments to

farmers for keeping their production volume down to a desired level.s The Act also

introduced the technique of 'non-recourse' loans which have been an important part of US

agriculhral policy ever since. Loans were made to farmers by the Commodity Credit

Corporation6 on the security of storable agricultural commodities. The farmers were given

the option of repaying the loan or handing over the stored commodity which secured the

loan. The loans were non-recourse because the Commodity Credit Corporation could only

enforce repayment by taking the security and could not enforce any obligation to repay the

debt. Such an arrangement corresponds to a put-option. It places a floor under the selling

price. The ratio of commodity required as security to size of a loan constitutes an effective

price for the commodity. It is this ratio which is generally termed the 'loan rate' not to be

confused with any rate of interest that applies under the loan. In 1935, the Act was amended

by the addition of s22 under which the President wris empowered and, arguably, in some

circumstances, required to impose fees or quotas on imports whenever the imports would

othe,lrrise render ineffective, or materially interfere with, a progr¿lm under the Act.7

Aware that unrestricted imports might undernrine the effectiveness of those progranrmes,

the USA proposed an exception to the prohibition on import quotas to permit import quotas

il.4.ay 12,1933, Pub L No 10, 48 Stat 31.
Brown, The United States and the Restoration of World Trade,p23.
See Brown, as above, p24.
Aug.24,1935, Ch64l, s31, 49 Stat.773; (current version at United States Code, Title 7, s624). For
an analysis of s22 and iæ application between 1935 and 1981, see Zedalis, Rex J., "Agricultural
Trade and Section 22. tn(1981-1982) 31 Drqke Law Review 587-620.

4
5

6
7
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for the purpose of maintaining the effectiveness of programmes under the AAA. The USA

proposed Article XI:2(cXi) which as noted in chapter 2 permits quotas if they are necessary

for the operation of a domestic commodity program to restrict the quantity of a commodity

marketed or produced and if the quotas do not reduce the ratio of imports to domestic

produce that would have existed in the absence of the quotas.8 Presumably, the US

administration believed that any import quota imposed r¡nder s22 of the A,4A would fall

within the exception provided by Article Xl:2(c)(i).r

When the Protocol of Provisional Application of the GATT came into force in 1948, it was

not approved by Congress nor was it implemented by statute into the domestic law of the

USA.rO The works of Hudec and of Jackson have analyzed the authority of the US

President to enter into the Protocol and have considered the arguments as to the way that the

GATT existed in US domestic law.ll There are two possibilities: either that the Protocol

existed as an executive agreement made by the President under the authority of the

Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act of I934tz or that it existed in US domestic law only by

virn¡e of the Presidential proclamation of it.l3 On the first possibility, there has been some

contention as to whether the GATT, as an executive agreement not approved by Congress,

would receive the benefit of Article VI(2) of the US Constitution which endows treaties

with the same place in the hierarchy in US law as federal statutes. Therefore, there has been

doubt as to whether the GATT would override a prior federal statute. On the second

possibility, as mere executive proclamation, the GATT would not override prior legislation

and would be overridden by a subsequent executive order.

10

On the negotiation of Article XI:2(c)(i), see Brown, as above, ppl l5-117.
See Gardne¡, Stirling-Dollar Díplomacy in Current Perspective (Columbia University Press, New
Yorþ 1980), p374.
See Jackson, John H., "The General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade in United States Domestic Law"
(1967) 66 Michigan Law Review 250 at253 &,265.
Jaclson, John H., "The General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade in United States Domestic Law"
(1967) 66 Michigan Law Review 249; Jackson, John H., "US Constitutional Law Principles and

Foreign Trade Law and Policy" in Meinha¡d Hilf & Ernst-Ul¡ich Petersmann, National Constitutions
and International Economic Law (Kluwer, Deventer, 1993) pp65-89. Hudec, Robert E., "The Legal
Status of GATT in the Domestic Law of the United States" in Meinha¡d Hilf, Francis G. Jacobs &
Ernst-Ul¡ich Petersmann, The European Community and GATT (Kluwer, Deventer, 1989).

As ,mended and extended for 3 years in 1945: 59 Stat.4lO; The citation for the 1934 Act is 49
Stat.943; (It was codified at 19 USC 1351). See the list of enachents of this legislation in Appendix
A of Jackson, "Ttre General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Tradeu (196'7) 66 Michigan Law Review 249
at 3 13.

On the first possibility, see Jackson (196'7), as above, atpp253tr and on the second possibility, see the

same article at 288-292.

l1

8

9
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It sufEces for present purposes to say that there was doubt about where the GATT lay in the

hierarchy of US domestic law and as to the relative position in that hierarchy of the GATT

and the AAA and orders made pursuant to it. This issue was important because there was a

possibility that import restictions imposed r¡nder the AAA could be in violation of the

GATT because the AAA required the imposition of import controls wherever a programme

was threatened regardless of whether the programme 'uras directed toward a reduction in

domestic production. To deal with this uncertainty, the Congless acted to ensure that the

President's executive power under the AAA did not extend to proclaiming quotas in

circumstances that would be contrary to the GATT. Congress amended s22 of lhe AAA to

ensure compliance with the GATT, by inserting sub-section 22(f) as follows:

No proclamation under this section shall be enforced in contravention of any

treaty or other international agreement to which the United States is or
hereafter becomes a party.l4

This avoided the situation where the President could proclaim quotas that would be contrary

to the GATT even thought they would be legal under domestic law.

THE USA DAIRY QUOTA DISPUTE

Over this period and r:ntil 1951, there was a continuing debate over whether the United

States should ratiff the Havana treaty thereby joimng the International Trade

Organization.ls By the time that the Torquay rormd of negotiations began in September

1950, the majority of the Congress was against _ioining the ITO and was also somewhat

hostile toward the GATT. During the Torquay Round,l6 the US advised the other

contracting parties that the Havana treaty would not be submitted to Congress for

aPProval.lT

In 1951, the US Congress manifested its hostility to the GATT in nvo enactnents.t8 First,

in an amendment to a bill extending the Defense Productíon Act of 1950, it added sl04

t4
l5

July 3,1948, Ch827, Title I, s2, 62 Søt.261.
See Ga¡dner, Richard N., Sterling-Dollar Diplomacy in Current Perspective (Columbia Universþ
Press, New Yorh 1980) pp37l-378.
From Se,ptember 1950 until April 1951.
rJSA,Dept of State Bull,xxäi (1950) p977. See Gardner (1980) p378 & Jackson (1969) p50; and

the references cited there.
See the commentary on the attitude of Congress in Warley, T.K., "Westem Trade in Agricultural
Products" in Andrew Shonfield (ed) International Economic Relations of the Western World 1959-

t97I (OxforðUniversity Press, London,1976) atp346 and in the work there cited: Leddy, J.M., "The

l6
t7

18
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which required the President to impose quantitative restrictions on a range of farm

products.le Although President Truman did not veto the bill and signed it into law on 3l

July 1951, he proposed a new bill to repeal s104.20 However, on 3l August 1951, va¡ious

import controls were imposed including import prohibitions on butter, peanuts, flær seed,

rice and dried skim milk and import quotas on cheese.2l It was clear that the legislation was

not GATT consistent. It did not meet the requirements of the exception in Article XI:2(c)(i)

because it required import controls in circumsta¡rces where the relevant programmes did not

seek to reduce domestic production, nor was it grandfathered because on 30 October 1947,

s22 of the fuAÂ had not applied to programmes under the Defense Production Act.

Secondly, the Congress amended s22(f) of the fu{rt so as to reverse the order of precedence

between domestic and international law. The new version of s22(f) was:

No trade agreement or other international agreement heretofore or hereafter
entered into by the United States shall be applied in a manner inconsistent with
the requirements of this section."22

This meant that any subsequent proclamation of quotas under the AAA would be legal under

domestic law even though they might be illegal under internationallaw.23

The new restrictions under sl04 brought complaints from the other contracting parties. The

US executive did not assert that the measures were GATT consistent. lnstead, the US

government defended itself by refening to its ongoing attempts to have s104 repealed.

'When it became apparent that the US Congress would not in its cr¡¡rent session repeal

s104,24 the CONTRACTING PARTIES passed the resolution of 26 October 1951. In the

preamble to the operative part of this resolution, the CONTRACTING PARTIES recognized

19

United States commercial policy and the domestic fann program" in W.B.Kelley (ed) Sudies in
United States commercial policy (Chapel Hill, 1963) atpp202-208.
The 1951Actis65 Stat.13l (1951); Section l04providedthatthere\ilereto6saeimFortsof fatsand
oils, peanuts, butte¡ cheese and other dairy products which the Secreta¡y of Agricultr:re might
determine would reduce domestic production below current levels or below higher production goals
which might have been set, which would interfere with ordinary domestic ma¡keting or storing of the
products, or which would cause any rurnecessary burden or expenditure under a price support
scheme.
See Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy (1990) p182.
þstqils of these imFort controls are set out in GATT, International Trade 1952 (GAff, Genevq
19s3) p83.
Jr:ne 16,1951, Chl4l, s8þ),65 Stâ1.75.

See Martin, Edwin G., "The conflict between Foreigu Trade Agreements and Price-Suppof
Programs" (1951) 37 Cornell IJ 17-31 tracing the conflict in Congress especially at26-28.
See Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy (1990),pL84.

20
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that the quotas were in violation of Article XI, that concessions granted by the US had been

nullified and impaired and that the circumstances were serious enough to justiff action

r¡nder Article ICI(lll,2.zs However, curiously, the opeiative part of the resolution did not

request the US to withdraw the quotas or to repeal s104, but instead requested the other

affected contracting parties to give the US a reasonable period of time in which to effect the

repeal ofs104.

At the next (the seventh) session of the contacting parties in Novenrber 1952, the United

States government re,ported that the repeal of s104 of the Defense Productíon Acthadbeen

rejected by Congress, that the legislation had been renewed until 30 June 1953 and that the

restrictions remained in force although with some liberalization.26 The United States also

indicated that s104 was not likely to be renewed upon its expiry on 30 June 1953 but that

any furtlrer reshictions would be imposed under the authority of s22 of t}re Agricultural

Adjustment Act.

A number of countries objected to the continuing l'iolation of Article XI. A smaller number

advised the confiacting parties that they were considering retaliatory action under A¡ticle

)CflII. The Netherlands alone made a formal request for authorization of retaliatory action.

It sought approval for the imposition of a quota on the Netherland's imports of wheat flor¡r

ûom the USA. The USA responded that it would continue to seek the removal of the

offending measures. The CONTRACTING PARTIES passed two resolutions: one, which

recommended that the US continue its efforts to re,peal section l04,zt and another which

authorised the imposition by the Netherlands of a quota of 60,000 tons on wheat flor¡r

imports from the US for 1953.28

At the end of June 1953, the United States allowed sl04 of ttre Defense Production Act to

expire. However, the same dairy quotas were proclaimed under s22 of the Agricaltural

frÄ,+i¡lp'JaT- TTñirÞã crates Resfrc;tinns ôn l)ain¡ Pro¡irrct-srr- Resolution of 26 October l95l:. BISD.

Vol.II, pl6.
The United States reported all of the liberalizations in detail, see GATT, International Trade 1952,

p95; and Hudec (1990), as above, at pl89-190; Hudec cites GATT,L/I9, Sept.l0, 1952;Lll9lAdd.l
Oct.6, 1952. These comprised removal of quotas for some cheeses and increased quotas for others.

Measures affecting butter and other milk products were not liberalized.

"United States Import Restrictions On Dairy Products", Resolution of 8 November 1952; BISD,

1S/3 l.

a<

26
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Adjustment Act. Once again, the United States did not attempt to justify the quotas under

s22 as being GATT consistent, whether as justified under Article XI:2 or as made under

"existing legislation".2e At the eighth session in September-October 1953, the Netherlands

applied for an extension of its retaliation. The CONTRACTING PARTIES, although not

expressly commenting on whether the quotas under s22 were in violation of the GATT,

authorized the Netherlands to impose the same quota againfor the 1954 calendar year.,o

THE USA'S 1955 AGRICULTI.]RAL V/AIVER

During 1954, the US implemented some modifications to the programmes for which the

restrictions were in place so as to limit the quantity of domestic production and thereby

reduce the need for the import restrictions but did not liberalize any of the import

restrictions themselves.3l At the ninth session32 of the contacting parties, the Netherlands

applied for and was granted authorization to impose the same quota for the 1955 year.33

The executive of the United States government was in a position where it was required to

maintain the quotas thereby placing the USA in violation of Article XI.3a The United States

applied under Article )OÕ/ of the GATT for a waiver from its obligations r¡nder the GATT

in order to remove any inconsistency between its obligations under the fuL{ and its

obligations under the GATT.

A working party was appointed to consider the waiver. The working party's report is

notable for the complete absence of any reference to the wording of Article )O(V and the

almost complete absence of any analysis of the legal requirements of 1þ¿1 tr¡1içls.3s The

'Netherlands Measures Of Suspension Of Obligations To The United States", Determination of 8
November 19521' BISD, LS/32.
See Hansen, Marc & Vermulst, Edwin, "The GATT Protocol of Provisional Application - A dþg
Grandfather?" (1989) 27 Columbia J Transn'l L263 at299-300; and Ma¡tin, Edwin G., uThe Conflict
betweenForeignTradeAgreementsandPrice-SupportPrograms"(1951) CornellLIlT-3lat26-28.
United States Import Restrictions on Dairy Products, resolution of 13 October 1953, GATT SISD
23/28.
BISD,35/32 at34.
October 1954 - Ma¡ch 1955.
'United States Import Restrictions On Dairy Products", Resolution of 5 November L954, BISD,
33/46.
There has been some contention as to the extent of the President's discretion, in particular, whether
the President could make a decision cotrtrary to tl.e recommendation of the US International Trade
Commission: See Zedalis, "Agricultural Trade and Section 22" (L981) 3l Drake Law Reviøty 587 at
6r0-613.
"Import Restrictions TmFosed by the United States Under Section 22 of the United States Agricultural
Adjustuent Act", report adopted on 5 Ma¡ch 1955, (L1339), BISD,3S/141.
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me,mbers of the working party submitted a draft waiver to the CONTRACTING PARTIES

but were r¡nable to reach agteetnent to recommend its adoption.36

On 5 March 1955, the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted the report of the working party

and decided that:

pursuant to paragraph 5(a) of Article XXV of the General Agreement ... the

obligations of the United States r.mder the provisions of Articles II and XI of
the General Agree,ment are waived to the extent necessary to prevent a conflict

with such provisions of the General Agreement in the case of action required to

be taken by the Govenunent of the United States under Section 22. ..."37

They also declared that:

this decision shall not preclude the right of affected contracting parties to have

recourse to the appropriate provisions of Article )CKIII .-.38

The working party's report does not record any discussion at all about the merits of the

principal US argument. The US argument was based upon an internal conflict between its

executive and legislative limbs of government. The report does not record any

consideration of whether such circumstances should or should not be relevant to deciding

whether to give the waiver. Instead, the members of the working parly in favour of giving

the waiver simply accepted that the separation of the two limbs of the US governme'lrt was

relevant for the purposes of determining its obligations under intemational law. They

accepted that the executive was not responsible for and could not confiol the acts of the

legislature. The decision implicitþ assumes that a waiver of some description was

necessary because othen¡¡ise the US would be in violation of the GATT.

In two ways, the waiver went beyond the existing violation and extended to any possible

violation that might (without the waiver) have occurred in the funre. First, the waiver was

not resticted to products which were actually under restriction at the time that it was given.

Secondly, although the existing restrictions were quotas not tariff surcharges, the waiver

was given from Article II as well as from Article XI. The US argued that since the

Agricaltural Adjusxnent Act required the imposition of fees or quantitative restrictions, it

36
37

35/141 atl43,pan4.
"Waiver Granted to the United States in Connection qr|1þ TmFort Restrictions Tmposed Under Section

22 of the United States Agricultural Adjustment Act (of 1933), as amended", Decision of 5 Ma¡ch

1955, BISD,3Sl32 at34.
BISD,3Sl32 at35.38
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needed a waiver from Article II as well. If fees \ilere imposed it would be r¡ndesirable to use

the procedr:re under A¡ticle XXVIII for what it said would be temporary measures. The

working party did not engage in a¡ry consideration of whether, in such circumstances, the

US would have been able to or should have been required to comply with the usual Article

XXVil procedures.

The waiver was not grven for a limited time and nothing in the waiver decision required the

USA to come into conformity with the Agreement. The waiver was not conditional on the

US remedying the existing violations, that is, removing the restrictions within any specified

time frame. Nor was the waiver conditional on the US taking any action to remove the

circumstances which made the restrictions necessary under s22, that is, to change the

underlying domestic prograûrme.

Although the waiver changed the USA measures from violations into non-violations, it did

not limit the right of other parties to have recourse to Article )OilI in so far as it related to

non-violation nullification or impairment. The decision decla¡ed that it

[would] not preclude the right of affected confracting parties to have recourse
to the appropriate provisions of Article )OüII3e

Therefore, the granting of the waiver did not affect the already given authorization of the

Netherlands quota for 1955. Nor did the waiver affect the right to seek authorization of

countermeasures in subsequent years. In each of the following years, from 1956 to 1959,

the Netherlands was given authorization to impose the quota on imports of US wheat

flor¡r.40 After 1959, the Netherlands stopped seeking authority for cor¡ntermeasures. No

other counûry ever applied for an authorization to adopt countermeasures against these US

quotas.

In 1959, import quotas under s22 were in force in relation to wheat and wheat products,

cotton and cotton waste, rye and rye flour, peanuts and peanut oil, trurg nuts and tung oil and

a number of dairy products.4l The relevant report of the contracting parties for that year

records that the US delegate

39
40

BISD,3Sl32 at35.
For the calendar year of 1957, see BISD,53/28; for the calender year 1958 see 8/.SD, 6sl152 at 157;
for the calendar year of 1959, see.B.ISD, 7S/I24 at 128.
BISD,7Sll24 atI28.4L
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assr¡red the Working Party that it was his govemment's intention to terminate
the restrictions as soon as they were no longer needed to protect the operation
of the agricultural programmes.42

Thirty years later, after the commencement of the Uruguay Round, restrictions under s22

were still in place in relation to most of the aforementioned products, although not for

wheat.43 Arguabiy, the granting of the waiver and its longevity undermined the

commitment of all contacting parties to comply with GATT rules in relation to agricultural

products,'t4 and also their commitnent to the GATT itself.4s

It is worth examining the legality of this decision r¡¡rder A¡ticle XXV.

3 INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE XXV

THE LEGAL TEST FOR WAIVERS IN ARTICLE )O(V

The decision by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to grant a waiver wtder Article )O(V must

be approved by a two-thirds majority of the votes cast and that majority must comprise more

than half of the conhacting parties. The words of Article )O(V:5 permit the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to waive obligations only in "exceptional circumstances not

elsewhere provided for in this Agreement". Therefore, the language of Article )O(V

sussests that the grantins of waivers should be subiect to two orereouisites:
-'-ee-'-- q------o - -- -' - -J ¡

- that the circumstances be exceptional; and

- that the exceptional circumstances not be elsewhere provided for in the GATT.

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE )O(V TO THE USA AGRICULTURAL V/AIVER

'Were the circumstances in which the US sought its waiver "exceptional"? The mere

existence of a programme to raise domestic prices was hardly exceptional. Such

progrãnmes \¡rere common and could not be categorized as exceptional. There is an

42
43

44

BISD,7sll24 at 128.
GATT, "Trade Policy Review, United States, 1992" (GATT, Genevq April 1991) Volume I, p87 and

Table AfV.6.
For agreement with this view, see Vy'arley, T.K., "Westem Trade in Agricultural Products" in And¡ew
Shonfield (ed) International Economic Relations of the Western World 1959-1971 (Oxford
University Press, London, 1976) at p347; Jackson, World Trade and lhe Law of GATT p7L8 &,

pp736-737; and Jaclson, John H. & William J. Davey, Legal Problerns of International Economic
Relations (West Publishing, St Paul, 2nd ed, 1986) p317, fu46.
See Dam, K,The GATT: Law and International Organization (1970) atp260.45 I
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argument that the conflict between the executive and legislative limbs of the US government

was an exceptional circumstance. However, it seems difficult to interpret "exceptional

circumstances" as extending to that situation because the possibility of conflict between

different limbs of govemment is not rare in legal systems, and international law has a settled

rule for dealing with the situation where domestic law requires an act that breaches

intemational law, that is, that a requirement of a domestic law is not a defence or excuse for

violating intemational law.a6

As to the second legal prerequisite, was the USA's position with respect to the Agricultural

Adjustment Act a circumstance not elsewhere provided for in the agreement? The

Agreement does deal fairly specifically with programmes to restrict the quantity of

production by providing that restrictions are permissible if they are necessary to maintain

such programmes. It can be argued that Article XI:2(c)(i) exhaustively covers the field of

programmes which lift the domestic prices of agricultural commodities. If it does cover the

field then the situation under the AAA where programmes operated to increase the domestic

prices is a situation provided for by Article XI:2(i). It follows that the situation where

progr¿ürmes increase prices without being accompanied by measures to reduce production is

not a situation that is "not elsewhere provided for" in the GATT.

Therefore, there are difñculties in arguing that the circumstances of the US waiver met the

apparent requirements of Article XXV. Yet, the waiver was given. It is enlightening to

look at how article XXV was applied before the US agricultural waiver. The most

important instance was the application for a waiver by the mernber counties of the

Ewopean Coal and Steel Community in 1952.

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE )O(V TO THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL
COMMISSION

The formation of the European Coal and Steel Community was an important event,

hopefully the closing event, in a long history of antagonism between Germany and France

over the coal and iron resources which lie along their common border. It was these

Treatment of Polßh Nationals in Danzig (L932) PCIJ A/B No44; USA(Shufeldt) v Guatemala (1930)
2 RIAA 1083; this rule has been confirmed by Art 4 of Part I of the International Law Commission's
draft A¡ticles on State Responsibility U9801 2 YB Int Latu Com 30; arrd by Art 27 of the Vienna
Convention on the Løw of Treaties 22May 1969, UN Doc A/conf 39/27,UKIS 58 (1980).

46



resources which had enabled Germany to manufacture the armaments used in its war

effort.aT After World'War II, as Germany was passing through a transition from being under

joint allied contol to becoming the two new nations of West Germany and East Germany,

the contol of the coal and steel indusûry in the Saa¡ province of Germany was also passing

through a transition. From 1945, the state of the Saa¡ had been occupied by France. In

1947, the state Parliament of the Saar adopted a constitution that called for total

independence from Germany.+s In 1948, the coal and steel indusûry in the Saar was

assigned to Allied (excluding USSR) supervision.ae By the time of the formation of the

German Federal Republic ("GFR') in May 1949 and the incorporation of the Saar within it,

the USA and UK had become less willing to exercise confrol over the coal and steel industry

in the Saar.50 They both had become more concerned with the security threat from the

USSR and the countries dominated by it in Eastern Europe than with any possible threat

from Germany. The USA was pushing for full particþation for the GFR (West Germany) in

the maintenance of security and stability in westem Europe. However, the govemment of

France was concerned that control of the coal and steel industry should not pass to the GFR

and, in May 1950, it proposed that the entire French and German production of coal and

steel be placed under a joint high authority.st That the political security of France was a

prime motivation is demonstrated by the language of the announcement which was made by

the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, M. Robert Schuman. He said that the

amalgamation:

will change the destiny of these regions which have long been devoted to the

production of arms to which they thernselves were the first to fall constantly

victim. The community of production, which will in this manner be

47 For a brief history of the way the Saa¡land has passed between France and Germany: see

Encyclopaediø Britannica (William Benton, Chicago, l5th ed, 1973) vo1.16, pl13. Prior to world

war II, the Saa¡ had been under the administration of the League of Nations until 1935 when

following a plebiscite it was returned to Germany.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (15th ed, 1973) Vol 16, "Saarlaad", p113.

In 1948, under the Ruhr statute of 1948, the Allies assumed joint supewision over the coal and steel

authority in the Saa¡: see P.J.G.Kaptel.n & P.Verloren Van Themaat, Introduction to the Law of the

European Communities (Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, Deventer/The Netherlands 1990) ppa-

6.

Kaptelm & Van Thamaat, as above, p5.

This brief description is drawn principally from Kaptelm. & Van Themaat, Introduction to the Law of
th e Europ ean C omrnuniti es, p4 - 5.
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created, will clearly show that any \¡/ar between France and Germany becomes
not only unthinkable but is in fact impossible.s2

The plan was well received by West Germany, Italy and the Benelux countries as well as by

the United States. In the following year, on 18 April 1951, France, West Germany and the

Benelux counfries entered into The Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel

Commissìon ("ECSC Treaty").53 The treaty entered into force on 25 July 1952.s+ The

treaty provided for the removal of all customs duties and quantitative resüictions on the

movsment of coal and steel products between the six member cor¡ntries.

Since the duties and restrictions applying in relation to coal and steel products from non-

member countries were to remain wrchanged, the treaty created a preference which was

inconsistent with the Most Favoured Nation rule in Article I of the GATT.55 For that reason

the six member govemments applied to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for a waiver under

Article )O(V. A working party was appointed to consider the waiver.

The working parry report recommended that obligations r:nder the GATT be waived to the

extent necessary to permit the six governments to act for the purposes of the GATT in

relation to coal and steel as if their territory constituted the territory of a single contracting

pafty.s6 The working party observed that there was no limit to the type of obligation under

the agreement that could be waived r¡nder Article XXV.57 The working party appears to

have considered it necessary that the objectives of the ECSC be consistent with the

objectives of the GATT a¡rd it decided that they were.58 However, the report does not

contain any discussion of whether the circumstances rilere "exceptional circumstances" or

whether they were "not elsewhere provided for" in the Agreement.

55
56

From Statement by M.Robert Schumaa, Minister of Foreign Affairs of France on 9 May 1950 in
S.Patijn (Ed) Landmarks in European Unity (A.W.Sijthotr, Leyden, 1970) p4749 af p4'1.

Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), 18 April 1951, Pa¡is, 261

UNTS 140; also printed in European Yearbook, Vol.l, pp359453; and in at Encyclopedia of
European Community Law, K.R.Simmonds (ed) (Sweet & Ma¡rwell, London, L992)PartB2,pB200l
and following (hereafter referred to as the "ECSC Treaty").
See the entry for the ECSC Treaty in Bowman & Ha¡ris, Muhilateral Treaties Index and Current
Status,Treaty 262.

See Chapter 2 hereof at section 3.4.
See paras 5 & 7 of "The European Coal and Steel Community", report adopted by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES on l0 November 1952; BISD,IS/85; For the decision of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES, see: "Waiver Granted in connection with the European Coal and Steel

Community", Decision of 10 November L952; BISD,lSll7.
8/SD, 1 S/85 at 86, para2.
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'Were the circumstances "exceptional circumstances not elsewhere provided for" in the

GATT? There is a reasonable argument that the status of the Saar was an exceptional

circumstance that was not provided for in the GATT.s9 In 1947, the Saar was not part of

Germany, nor of France, and was not an independent state. At that time, trade between the

Saar and France was unrestricted and trade between the Saar and Germany was subject to

post-war Allied contol. Article I does permit an exception from the MFN rule for some

border situations as are mentioned in Article I:2(d). However, it makes no reference to the

Saa¡ and given the history of the Saa¡'s economic relationship with France, one might have

expected that France would have proposed an Article I:2(d) exception for trade between it

and the Saar. However, such a submission would have been inconsistent with an assertion

that the Saa¡ was part of France. So if the maffer was considered, perhaps the French

deliberately chose to remain silent. As for trade between Germany and the Saar, Germany

was not a party to the negotiation of the Agreement, and when it did accede, its protocol

preserved existing arangements as to "intra-German" trade and by that time the Saar was

part of Germany. So there are some reasons why the removal of barriers to tade in coal and

steel between France and Germany could possibly have been regarded as occurring in

"exceptional circumstances not elsewhere provided for" in the agreement. However, whilst

this argument might have justified the arrangement between France and Germany, it could

not have justified the inclusion of the other four countries.

\trrere fhese circrrmsfânces "not elsewhere nrovid.ed for" in the Asreement? The situationYr v¡v u¡vuv

corresponds to the formation of a free trade area which is limited to one sector of the

economy. The formation of fiee trade areas and the process of regional integration are

matters provided for under the Agreement, in Article XXIV. That Article provides an

exception to the MFN rule for free tade areas and customs r¡nions where, inter alia,

restrictions are eliminated from substantially all trade between mernbers. Clearly, the ECSC

Treaty failed to meet this test because it only eliminated bariers from trade in the coal and

steel sector. On one view, this was a process of integration different to that contemplated by

Article )CilV and therefore not covered by it. Alternativeþ, it might be argued that Article

.B/SD, 15/85 at 86, para3.

This was accepted in the later waiver decision: "'Waiver Granted to France and the Federal Republic
of Germany for Special Measures Apptied in their Trade Relations with tle Saar", Decision of 22

November 1957, B ISD, 65/30.
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)O([V covers all the permissible impacts of regional integration upon the MFN rule and that

the formation of the ECSC was a matter "provided for" under Article XX[V. On that view,

it would follow that the formation of the product specific type of free trade area was not a

circumstance "not otherwise provided for" in the GATT.

As mentioned above, the panel report granting the waiver does not enter into any discussion

of these legal points. It simply submits a d¡aft waiver. By the time that the

CONTRACTING PARTIES considered the report, the Cold war had intensified. War had

intensified in Korea. The USA and France were involved in intense disagreement over the

re-arming of Germany. The six member countries of the ECSC had also moved to establish

joint defence arrangements.6O Bluntly put, the most powerfül parties were more concerned

with the stability of western Er:rope than they were with compliance with the GATT.

It seems that the two formal legal prerequisites had no influence on the decision to give the

waiver for the ECSC. The same approach was taken in the consideration of the US

application for its waiver on agriculture. The second decision was facilitated by the first for,

by then, the prerequisites no longer existed except in words. The only relevant

consideration for a decision under Article XXV was whether the required nr¡rnber of votes

could be raised.6l It was the cumulative effect of these two decisions which has led to the

most disruptive factor for intemational trade in agricultural products: the Common

Agricultual Policy of the European Economic Community.

4 THE CREATION OF THE ET]ROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUMTY AND
THF' IMPLEMENTATION OF THF', COMMON AGRICULTT]RAL POLICY

THE TREATY OF ROME

After formation of the ECSC in 1952, there was a continuing process of political debate and

consultation over further moves towards integration of Western Europe.ó2 This process led

to the signing on 25 March 1957 of the Treaty Establíshing the European Economíc

60 On 27 lday 1952, they signed lhe European Defence Community Treaty under which a European

army would have been created. However the reaty was never ratified. See Kapteyn & Van
Themaat, Introduction to the Law of the European Communities, p9-l l.
This view is taken in Jackson (1969) atp544.
There is a description of the va¡ious initiatives in Kapte¡m. & Van Themaat, Introduction to the La'nt

of the European Communities, ppl l-16.
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Comtnunity ("EEC Treaty") also known as the Treaty of Rome.63 The treaty came into force

on I January 1958.64 The treaty established new European institutions65 and provided for

substantial economic integration of the mernber states: France, Italy, V/est Germany, The

Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemborng.66 The treaty also provided for association with the

overseas countries and territories which were former colonies of Belgium, France and

Germany so as to extend existing preferences (GATT legal by virtue of specific exceptions

in Article I:2 to the MFN rule) to all mernbers.6T It provided for a transition to a situation

where trade between any mernber state and an overseas country (now usually called "ACP

countries" or "Lome countries") would be on terms such that:

exports from a Lome country could be made to a mer¡rber country on the same terms

as from one me,mber counûy to another; and

exports from any me,mber country could be made on the same terms as the Lome

counûry gave to any one of the mernber countries.

The plan for economic integration envisaged the removal of internal restrictions on

move,rrent of goods, services, capital and people. With respect to trade in goods, all

63 Treaty Establßhing the Europeøn Economic Community (EEC) 25 Ma¡ch i957, Rome, 29 IINTS 1i
(in force I January 1958); also printed in European Yeørbook, Vol.fV, pp4l3-537; and in

Encyclopedia of European Law, as above, Part Bl0; (hereafter referred to as the "EEC Treaty")-

Also see footnote 2 in this chapter'

64 See the entry in Bowman & Harris, Multilateral Treaties, Index and Current Status,Trcaty 343.

65 T\e EEC Treaty created four principal institutions: (l) the European Commission (Arts 155-163); (2)

The European Council of Representatives (Arts 145-154); (3) The European Court of Justice (Arts

164-188); and (a) The European Parliament (Arts. 137-144)'

66 Article 3 of the EEC Treaty is an inclusive list of the EEC's activities. The most important for the

purposes ofthis paper are:

(a) the elimination, as between Member States, of customs duties and of quantitative restrictions in

regard 1s ftç imFortation and exportation of goods, as well as of all other measures with equivalent

effect;
(b) the establishment of a common customs ta¡iff a¡d a comrnon commercial policy towards third

counties;
(c) the abolition, as between Member States, of the obstacles to the free movement of persons,

services and capital;
(d) the inauguration of a common agriculnrral policy;"

67 EEC Treaty,Arts 131-136. The arrangements between the members of the EEC and the colonies and

territories have been set out in a series of treaties. Today, the overseas territories includes the former

colonies and territories of the new EU members. The territories tend to be called Lome countries or

ACP (African, Carribean and Pacifrc) countries. See the Fourth ACP-EEC Convention of I'ome 15

December 1989, in force I September 1991, UKTS 47 (1992). See the details of the ea¡lier treaties

in the entries in Bowman & Ha¡ris, the Third Lome Agreanent al Trealy 963, the Second Lome

Treaty at Treaty 763 including references to ea¡lier treaties.
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restrictions were to be removed and a coÍrmon external regime of restrictions was to be

created over a period of 12 yerirs. The formation of the common external tariff was to be

implemented over a number of stages beginning on I January 1962.68 The basic rule was

that the coÍImon tariff should be the arithmetic mean of the national tariffs in force on 1

January 1957. However, for products where the divergence between national tariff rates was

greatest, there were some interim steps of equalization before the adoption of a common

tariff.

There lvas some backwardness about applyrng the scheme of integration to the agricultural

sector. In principle, ttre scheme for removing restrictions rilas applicable to all sectors

including agriculture.69 However, Articles 39 to 46 provided for significant exceptions for

agricultural products and provided for the formation of a Common Agricultural Policy

('CAP"). T\e EEC Treaty did not include detailed operation of the CAP. It only

established objectives of the CAP,70 matters to be taken into account in its formfrtion,Tl ¿¡6

provided for a number of forms that the CAP might take.12 Article 44 provided for the key

exception to the general requirement to remove restrictions. It authorised the member states

to set target prices for agriculnral products and to prohibit agricultural imports below those

7l

EEC Treaty Arts 18-29. Att 23:l(a) provides for the first chânges to tariffs to be applied "at the end
of the fourth year afrer entry into force of this treat5r."

EEC Treaty, A¡t 38;
EEC Treaty, Art 39:l "The objectives of the cornmon agricultural policy shall be:
(a) to increase agricultural productivity by promo '"9 technical progfess and by ensuring the
rational development of agricultural production and the optimum utilization of the factors of
production, in particular labour;
(b) thus to ensure a fair standa¡d of living for the agricultural community, in particular by
increasing the individual 

"¿¡¡ingS 
of penons engaged in agriculnre

(c) to stabilize markets;
(d) to assure the availability of supplies
(e) to enswe that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices."
EEC Treaty, Art 39(2):
"In working out the cornmon agricultural policy and the special methods of its application, account
shall be taken of:
(a) the particular nature of agricultural activity, which results from the social stn¡cture of
agriculture and from structural and national disparities between the va¡ious agricultural regions;

O) the need to effect the appropriate adjusments by degrees;
(c) the fact that in the Member States agriculûre constit¡¡tes a sector closely linked with the
economy as a whole."
EEC Treaty, Art 40:2 "In order to attain the objectives s€t out in A¡ticle 39 a common organisation
of agricultural ma¡kets shall be established. This organisation shall take one of the following forms,
depending on the product concemed:
(a) common rules on competition;
(b) compulsory co-ordination of the various national ma¡ket orgânisations'
(c) a European ma¡ket organis¿1ieo.tt

68

69
70

72
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targetted prices. Such minimum price restrictions could be imposed wherever the

progressive liberatization of üade restrictions would meet the ambiguous standard of

jeopardising the attainment of the objectives of the CAP.73

THE GATT COMMITTEE REPORT ON THE TREATY OF ROME

Since the preferences created under the EEC Treaty were a prima facie breach of the most

favoured nation rule in Article I of the GATT, the mer¡rber govenrments of the EEC

submitted the EEC Treaty to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for consideration under

Article )OilV of the GATT. Article XXIV provides that if arangements for free tade areas

and customs r¡nions meet certain rules then other GATT rules do not prevent the formation

of such arrangements. Article XXIV:7(a) provides that parties entering into such

arrangements must notifr the CONTRACTING PARTIES. Article )O(V:7(b) gives the

CONTRACTING PARTIES a quasi judicial tunction in that it provides that if the

CONTRACTING PARTIES find that the arangement does not meet the rules, then they

must make recommendations to the relevant parties and that those parties must not

implement or maintain the arrangement unless they modifi7 it in accordance with the

recommendations. Prior to the submission of the EEC Treaty, ttre CONTRACTING

PARTIES had considered regional arangernents on three occasions.Ta In each instance, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES had decided affirmatively that the relevant cowttries were

entitled to claim the benefits of Article XXIV

ln 1957, the CONTRACTING PARTIES established a committee to examine the EEC

Treaty. The terms of reference of the committee sought an exarrination of the problems

likely to arise from the applications of the relevant provisions of the GATT and the EEC

73 EEC Treaty, Art44:l "In so far as progressive abolition of customs duties and quantitative ¡estriction

betiveen Member States may result in prices likely to jeopardise the attainment of the objectives set

out in Article 39, each Member State shall, during the transitional period, be entitled to apply to
particular products, in a non-discriminatory manner and in substitution for quotas and to such an
êvrêñr âc chall nnr imneãc rhe exnansinn nf the voltrme of trade nrovided for in A¡ticle 45(2\- a

system of minim¡m prices below which imports may be either:
- temporarily suspended orreduced; or
- allowed, but subjected to the condition that they a¡e made at a price higher than the

minimum price for the product concemed.

In the latter case the minimum prices shall not include customs duties."

The cttstoms union agreement between South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, Decision of the CPs of
18 May 1948; BISD,I,29; Thefree-trade area treaty between Nicaragua and El Salvador, Decision

74
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Trea6t.75 For an agreement such as the EEC Treaty providing for a transition to a customs

union, the relevant provisions of Article XXIV of the GATT require that:

(1) restrictions on tade between the EEC mernbers be eliminated in respect of

substantially all nade;7 6

(2) in the formation of the common extemal tariffand tade regulation:

(Ð any tariff increases by a mernber must be negotiated r¡nder the Article

XXVIII procedure with account taken of ta¡iff reductions by other

members;77

(iÐ the duties and other restrictions in force after the Treaty comes into effect

must not be "higher or more restrictive" than those which applied

PreviouslY;78

(3) the Treaty must provide for the transition to a customs r¡nion to occur within a

reasonable time.19

Under the EEC Treaty, the member States were due to make the first changes of their tariff

schedules toward a common tariff on 1 January 1962.80 Since the formation of the EEC

would result in some bor¡nd tariffrates of some mernbers being increased, then the me,mber

states were required to enter into negotiations under Article X)ilV:6. At the time that the

committee assessed the consistency of the EEC Treaty with the GATT, the Article )OilV:6

negotiation had not even begrm.

of the CP's of 25 October 195L, BISD II,30 and The panicipation of Nicaragua in the Central

American Free-Trade Area, Decision of the CPs of 13 November 1956; BISD,55129.

The European Economíc Community, report adopted on29 November 195'7, (Ll7'78), GATT, .B/SD,

6S/68.
A¡tËilV:8(aXi).
A¡t )OilV:6.
See Art XXIV:S for the precise wording of this requirement. Note, in particular, the time at which

the test is applied.
ATtXXIV:5(c).
EEC Treaty, Art 23:1(b).

75

76
77
78

79
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The Committee divided itself into 4 sub-groups, one of which dealt wittr agriculture. The

rqlorts of the 4 sub-groups \ilere assembled into a single report of the Committee which

identified a nurnber of problems including:

(1) whether in respect of agricultural trade, the use of minimum price systems and

prohibitions of imports below the minimum price would be inconsistent with the

GATT, in particular, Article XI;81

(2) the problem of defining the requirements of the "substantially all" trade test and

whether, given that barriers were not being removed from agricultural trade, the test

requiring the removal of barriers to "substantially all" trade between members had

been met;sz

(3) whether in respect of agriculnral trade, the use of minimum price systems would be

confrary to Article )OilV because it would result in an increase in ba:riers to non-

members;83

(4) whether they could approve a mere fonnula for the calculation of a common tariff

rather than the common tariff itself, and if so whether a formula based on an

arithmetic average was acceptable; 8+

(5) whether the CONTRACTING PARTIES could atthonze the implementation of the

cortmon tariffprior to the compietion of the Articie XXIV:6 negotiations;8s

(6) whethq Article XXIV permitted the creation of global import quotas for the whole

region in substitution for existing import quotas that were maintained by individual

member counfries forbalance of payments purposes;86

(7) whether the time frame envisaged by ttre EEC Treøty for formation of the free trade

area and customs union was too long to constitute a reasonable period as required by

Article )CilV:8;87 4d

BISD,63170 at 81, paras 1-18, in particular, para 14.
BISD,63170 at 89, paras 29-36.
B ISD, 6317 0 at 8 l, paras I - I 8, in particular para. I 4.

BISD,65l'10 at paras 6-8.
BISD,6S/70 at74,pans 12 & 13.

8l
82
83

84
85
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(8) whether the association with the Lome countries was an extension of preferences in

violation of the MFN rule which was not justified by Article )OilV.

The representatives of the six members submitted that the v¡as no conflict between the two

agreements. Generally, the representatives of the other contracting parties disagreed. In the

end, the Committee did not make any particular legal recoûrmendation to the Contracting

Parties on any of the above issues. It submitted that

it would be more fruitful if attention could be directed to specific and practical
problems, leaving aside for the time being questions of law a¡rd debates about
the compatibility of the Rome treaty with Article XXIV of the General
Agreement.8s

The CONTRACTING PARTIES a¡rived at the conclusion (inter alia) that the examination

of the EEC Treaty under Article XXIV and the discussion of the legal questions involved in

it "could not usefully be pursued at the present time."89 Nor have they been usefully

pursued since.

In effect, the CONTRACTING PARTIES were unable to exercise their quasi-judicial

frrnction rurder Article )gtv because of the disagreements ¿rmong the parties. In the end,

no conclusion was reached as to whether the 6 members of the EEC were entitled to claim

the benefits of Article )O(V. It was clear that the integration of western Europe was going

to proceed regardless of whether the a:rangement was within the GATT rules.

Leaving aside the relationship with the Lome countries, the main reason why the

arrangement between the 6 cowrtries might not have been GATT consistent was the failure

to subject agricultue to the same liberalizaiion as \il¿rs applied to other trade. The

Committee did advert to the issue of whether excluding agriculture from the liberalization

disqualified the arangement from meeting the test of liberalizing "substantially all trade".

However, the Committee (including its sub-groups) failed to assess whether the application

of minimum price schemes to intra mernber trade would be conüary to Article XI as a

restriction other than an ordinary customs duty. At the time of the examination, the EEC did

BISD, 6S/70 at 76, paras l-13.
BISD,6S/70 at75-76, paras 17-18.

"The Treat5r Establishing the European Economic Community", Action at the l3th Session, (October
- November 1958) B/SD, 73/69 at70.
BISD,T5/69 at'71.
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88
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not give evidence of the mechanism by which minimum import prices would be maintained

but the EEC Treaty did expressly provide for a power to 'suspend' or 'reduce' imports.9O In

the absence of actual implementation of the plan, it was difficult for the committee to pass

judgement. The report said the majority of the Committee (excluding the 6 parties to the

EEC Trea4r) considered that even though the Treaty required the "substitution of new

internal barriers in place of existing tarifß and other measures", it was not, at that time,

possible to determine whether the new barriers would be consistent with the GATT.9I

ril/ith aid of hindsight, this was a serious omission. It could have been argued that minimum

import price regulations applyrng between the six members could only be maintained by an

instrument other than an ordinary customs duty and that therefore the relevant instrument

would be a violation of Article XI:1. A problem with dealing with such an illegal restriction

was that, in practice, there was no one that would complain about it; all of the parties on

whose trade it would be imposed would have consented to it. However, the unlikelihood of

a complaint ought not to have prevented the CONTRACTING PARTIES from dealing with

the legality of the minimum price schernes. The terms of reference of the working parties

were wide enough. Having considered the legality of the import restrictions, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES ought to have gone on to consider whether the establishment of

new illegal bariers was in compliance with the test of eliminating barriers on substantially

all trade. The 6 parties to the EEC Treaty submitted that 80% of trade was sufñcient to meet

fhe feqf The rest of the eommiftee me,mbers dirl not rlronose anv other test- Bot-h theU¡V LVú!. 
^ 

¡¡v rvut

definition of the test and the assessment of whether the retention of the restrictions on the

agricultural sector breached the test were left unresolved.

The serious consequence of the failure to make a sensible legal ruling upon the arangement

derives not so much from the fact that the intemal trade was not liberalized but rather ûom

the fact that external trade bariers were erected. Surely, it was foreseen that it would be

imnossihle to maintain the minimum orice scheme with resoect to intra-EEC trade unless an-"'r------- -----r-- À

as or more restrictive regime applied to imports from non EEC members. The Report

records that some me,mbers of the committee expressed that view.92 A clear assessment of

90
91
92

EC Treaty, Arl44:1.
BISD,73169 at 88, para 14

At 83-84, para4.
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the situation was not helped by the fact that, at the time, most of the EEC members were

maintaining quantitative restrictions relating to a broad range of agricultual products upon

the legal justification of the balance of payments exception. The committee did discuss the

issue of whether these restrictions could be converted to EEC wide restrictions but without

conclusion.93

The failure to give a ruling on these matters resulted in a situation where restrictions of

dubious legality were placed on internal frade. The operation of the minimum price scheme

depended upon a set of EEC wide restrictions: either, quantitative restrictions the legal

justification for which was dubiously founded upon the balance of payments siflration of any

one of the six members or the new instrument, the variable levy, the legality of which was

disputed and has not been tested since.

The most significant aspect of the outcome was the situation it created. It would be

impossible to remove the restrictions without rendering the intra-EEC minimum price

scheme ineffective. In consequence, the failure to properly exercise the quasi-judicial

fi¡nction not only detracted from the authority of a number of the rules but it also facilitated

the growth of a strong political lobby for agricultural protection in the EEC.

THE FORMA'TION OF THE COMMON AGRICULTI.]RAL POLICY AND THE FIRST
ARTICLE )O0V:6 NEGOTIATION

In the following year, 1958, at a conference in Stresa, the EEC adopted three fundamental

principles for the CAP:

(l) that there should be a single market;

(2) that intra EEC trade should receive a price preference over imports into the EEC;

(3) that the members states should collectively be responsible for the cost of the CAP

through the establishment of a common fund (which was later established r¡nder the

name of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund).94

At 76-81, paras 2-13.
Enropean Commission, The Common Agriaitural Policy and lts Reform (European Commission,
Brussels, 1987).

93
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Agreeme,lrt on these principles was the first stage in negotiations betwee,n the EEC mel¡bers

of the new Common Agricultural Policy. The internal negotiations between mernbers

continued while they carried on external negotiations about agricultural restriction with the

CONTRACTING PAIITIES.95

In Septernber 1960, the first Article XXIV:6 negotiation for the EEC began. It was

supposed to be completed by the end of 1960 so that a new ror¡nd of multilateral

negotiations could then commence. However, the parties could not reach agreement,

essentially, because the EEC countries had not yet agreed ¿rmong themselves on the details

of the CAP. The CONTRACTING PARTIES decided to commence the general round

("Dillon Round") on 29 May 196l in the hope that the outstanding Article )OilV:6

negotiations would be completed in the cowse of the general round.

It was not until 14 January 1962 that the me,nrbers of the EEC finally reached agreement on

the regulations establishing the CAPe6 with the EEC Cor¡ncil of Ministers adopting

deeisions on the operation of the CAP in relation to five groups of products including

cereals, pigmeat and poultry meat.97 Similar decisions followed in respect of other products

including rice, dairy products, beef and sugar. It was not until 4 April 1962 that the final

text of the regulations governing the first five groups of products were approved by the EEC

and then submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.eS During these months, the Article

)OíV:6 negotiations and the Dillon Rowrd were still proceeding. By 7 March 1962, the

parties to the Article XXIV:6 negotiation had reached agreement in respect of all but 5

product gfoups.99 At that stage, the EEC brought into effect the first step toward the

common tariff.

95 On the internal EEC negotiations and the separate policies of the EEC countries which were the

subject of negotiation, see Feame, Andrew, "The History and Development of the CAP 1945-1985"

chanter 3 in Ritson. Christooher & Harr¡ev. David (eds). The Common Agriculnral Policy and the

World Economy - Essays in Honour of John Ashton (CAB International, Wellingford UK, l99l)
pp2l-70 esppp2743.

96 Talbot, Ross E}., The Chicken War (Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa" 1978) p15.

97 See "European Economic Community - Common Agricultural Policy" report submitted to Committee

II - Expansion of Trade, GATT COM.IV134, 24 Sept 1962. See also Willi,ms, Allan M., The

European Community @laclcrvell, Oxford, l99l) p43.

98 See "European Economic Community - Common Agricultual Policy" re,port submitted to Committee

II - Expansion of Trade, GATT COM.II/I34, 24 Sept 1962.
gg Herman Walker, "Dispute Settlement The Chicken War" [1964] 58 AnJIL 671 at675.
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The 5 contentious product areas were wheat, rice, com, sorghum and poulûry. For these

products, the EEC rù/¿Ìs proposing to remove existing bindings completely and to introduce a

system of variable duties. These variable levies would be calculated by reference to the gap

between a nominated internal price and the world price. Therefore, it was not possible for

the EEC to speciff exactly how much the ta¡iff rates on these items would increase. This

resulted in a disagreement between the EEC and the USA as to the appropriate

compensating adjustment for the purposes of Article )C(VJII.IO0 OrL 7 March 1962, the

parties agreed to reserve the right of the US to compensation and deferred the calculation of

compensation until the Common Agricultural Policy would come inls fe¡ss.10l

On I July 1962, the common agricultrual policy for poulûy came into efîect. The new

import tariffwas approximately 13.5 cents per pound. Germany had previously had a bound

rate of 15% aÃ valorem, the approximate equivalent of 4.5 cents per pound.lO2 The USA

resen¡ed its rights to impose cor¡ntermeasures. The disagreement between the USA and

Germany over the appropriate level of compensation led to what became known as the

'chicken war'. To resolve the dispute the CONTRACTING PARTIES appointed a panel to

determine the value of the suspended tariffconcession under Article XXVIII.I03 In the only

instance in which the CONTRACTING PARTIES made a decision as to the value of a

concession, the panel decided that US$26 million of the USA's trade was affected by the

removal of the pre-existing bindings on poultry.lOa Jþs EEC proceeded with the removal of

the binding and the USA proceeded to unbi{ tariffs affecting $US 26 million ef ¡¿ds.l05

At the end of the A¡ticle XXIV:6 negotiation and the Dillon round, the EEC cor.¡ntries had

effectively unbound a large number of agricultural products. It is important to note that this

unbinding was part of an overall package of which one part was a general tariffsuf.l06 d
part of the package that was to become very

rteat zEro bindings on a range of grain

in the firtue was the glving of zero or

. They applied to certain oilseeds

t*p.,$*t
substitutes

100

101

t02
103

As above.
At 680-681.
At67l.
For the text of the panel report, see Panel on Poultry, report of panel, (L12088),21 November 1963,

(1963) 3 ILM 116; BISD,125/65.
Walker, as above, p679.
Atp681.
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including palm, soybean, rapeseed and sunflower and to oils and meals derived from them.

The zero or near zero bindings also applied to other non-grain feed products including

tapioca (a starchy root), corn gluten (a by-product of corn milling) and citrus pellets (made

from dried citn¡s pulp a by product of citrus juice).toz The zero or low bindings on these

products would later became an important factor in EEC-USA trade relations.

The freedom from bindings gave the EEC mernbers the flexibility they sought in the design

of the CAP. Negotiation of the remaining CAP policies took a few years as the parties

debated the appropriate target prices and some significant institutional issuss.lOs In

December 1963, the EEC reached agreement on the CAP for beef, veal, dairy products, and

vegetable oils and fats.lOg However, before these mechanisms could come into force the

menrbers had to reach agreeme,nt on common prices. This took a little longer. The first

product tackled was wheat. Here, the key was the difference between the high prices

prevailing in Germany and the low prices prevailing in France. In December 1964, The

EEC reached agreement on a coÍtmon price for wheat which was higher than the weighted

average of the existing price in the menrber states. This resulted in lower prices for German,

Italian and Luxe,rnbowg wheat farmers but in much higher prices for French wheat farmers.

The negotiation of prices in other products followed this pattern with the target prices being

well above the pre-existing weighted averages.llO Thre CAP came into force for some

products on 1 July 1967 and for most of the other products on 1 July 1968.111 The last

major policy, that for wine, was agreed cn in 1970.
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Curzon, Gerard, Multilateral Commercial Diplomacy (Michael Joseph, London, 1965) p100 and the

table of EEC tariffrates onp101.
See Hathaway, Dale, Agriculture and the GATT: Revwiting the Rules (Institute for International
Economics, Vy'sshington DC, September 1987) pp30-32 & Hathaway, DaIe E., "Agriculture" ch2 in
Schott, Jeffiey J. (ed), Completing the Urugaay Round - A Results Oriented Approach to the GATT
Trade Negotiarion (Institute for International Economics, ìüashington DC, Sept 1990) pp5l-62 at 52-
53.
The negotiation was dominated by disagreements between Frauce and Germany as France sought to
obtain access to the German ma¡ket to balance the access that France had given Germany for its
industrial products. France refused to accept the principle of majority decisions and refused to
participate in negotiations until unanimous voting was adopted: Allan M. Williams, The European
CommuniQ,rt3.
Hill, Brian E., The Common Agricultural Policy - Past, Present and Future (Methuen, London &
NewYork, 1984)p22.
Hill, Brian E.,Tlte Common Agricultural Policy - Past, Present and Future (Methuen, London &
NewYork, 1984)p24.
Hill, Brian 8' The Common Agric-ulnral Poliqt - Past, Present and Future (Methuen, London &
NewYorþ 198$p2a.
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Fundamentally the introduction of the CAP resulted in a substantial increase in the degree of

protection given to the agricultural sector by import barrie¡s. In the three key areas of

cereal, meat and dairy products, the before and after levels of import protection were as

fsllew5¡112

Pre CAP (1959) Post CAP (1968)

Cereals 13.5% 72.4Yo

Meat 19.0% 52.1%

Dairy Produce 18.6% l37.3Yo

THE OPERATION OF THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

For present purposes, a full description of the Common Agricultural Policy is not necessary

but some wrderstanding of the basic elements is desirable.ll3 The following description

relates to the policy for cereals. The policies for most other products are similar but not

identical.tla The description relates to the policy as it was in 1986 at the beginning of the

Uruguay Round.

The European Commission establishes the Target Price, the Threshold Price and the

Inten¡ention Price. The difference between the Target Price and the Threshold Price is

approximately equal to port unloading costs and internal EEC transport costs between port

rt2

ll3

Hill, Brian 8., The Common Agriculural Policy - Past, Present and Future (Methuen, London &
New Yorlq ß84) p26. See also M?lñgren, H.B. & Schlechty, D.L., "Rationalizing World
Agricultural Tradeu (1970) 4(4) JWTL 515-537. .

For descriptions of the CAP, see European Commission, The Common Agriculnral Policy and its
Refon, (European Commission, 1986); Holland, Martin, European Community Integration @inter,
London, 1993) pl87-191; Kerr, Anthony J.C., The Common Market and How It Works (Perga-e¡,
Oxford, 1983) esp pp72-73, or Ritson, Cbristopher, "Introduction to the CAP" chapter I in Ritson,
Cbristopher & Hawey, David (eds), The Common Agricultural Policy and the World Economy -
Essays in Honour of John Ashton (CAB International, Wellingford UK, 1991) ppl-9 and the very
succint explanation of the va¡iable levy system in Evans, Jobn E., The Kennedy Round in American
Trade Policy - The Twilight of the GATT? (Harvard Universþ Press, Cambridge, Mass.,l97L) at

p83-84.
See Hill, Brian E., The Common Agriculnral Policy, Past, Present and Future (Methuen, London &
New Yorh 1984) "Appendix 3.2 Methods of Support used by the CAP" pp5l-55 briefly setting the

different mechanisms used for different products.

tt4
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and major centres. The Intervention Price is set slightþ lower than the Threshold Price.

These are illusfrated in the diagram "Common Agricultural Policy for'Wheat".

Imports are subject to a minimum price scheme implemented by a mechanism called a

variable levy. Under a variable levy, duty on imports is calculated as the difference between

the actual import price and the threshold price. When unloading costs and internal EEC

transport costs are added to the price, the final price should approximate to the Target Price.

In each member state, an inten¡ention board stands in the market to buy produce at the

Inten¡ention Price. This provides a minimum guaranteed price to farmers. (The farmers

have to pay the cost of transporting the produce to the intervention centre.) ln respect of

exports, the intervention board pays the farmers an export subsidy equal to the dif[erence

between the Intervention Price and the actual export price.

Similar systems operate for sugar, milk, beef, veal, mutton and l¿6þ.rrs For eggs and

poulûy and some fruit and vegetables the protection is limited to the import levies without

any intenrention buyrng. Since the early 1980's, the EEC has limited the various

intervention purchase systems by the introduction of quotas, co-responsibility levies (which

effectively lower the intervention price) and conditions of purchase which require some

setting aside of land or restrictions on plantings.l16

From the outset of the CAP, the target prices have always been set significantly higher than

---^-1 t ^-: -^ 1---^1- T- f^^¿ :- ^-l- ¿^ Ã^^rr-^ +l^ ^*^*^*+ ^f ^^"-r;-. "'i+1' +1"o lriclr ¡aciwullu tr IIUç IçVE;rù. ¡l.1 lal'Ut, Ur Ulutçr Lt ùç9(¡19 Llr¡t ClËlçs,rU\,lrL ur w\rrttlulvù vYru¡ u¡v ruó¡¡ vvùc

producers, the target prices have been set fairly close to the prices prevailing in those

counties. I 17 This has had significant consequences:

(l) that the CAP is a high cost policy;

(2) that there have been significant increases in quantity of production for the

community as a whole;

115 For references to a number of the regulations s51¿þlishing the common organization of the ma¡kets in
various products, see J. Kodwo Bentil, "Attempts to Liberalize International Trade In Agriculture and

the Problem of the External Aspects of the Co-mon Agricultural Policy of the European Economic

Community" (1985) l7(3) Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 335-387 at 355-356,

fr1s9-166.
European Commission,The CommonAgricultural Policy and Its Reþrm (EC, Brussels, 1987).

Williams, as above, p43.
116
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(3) that surpluses have accumulated to ttre point whøre the export subsidies were

introduced to dissipate the surpluses.

Both the variable levies and the export subsidies have been contentious legal issues for the

GATT. Variable levies were only applied to products to which no tariff binding applies.

The EEC argues that since parties are perrritted to change unbound tariffs then variable

levies a¡e GATT consistent. However, the variable levy works exactly like a quantitative

restriction, with the quantity determined by the threshold price. If the threshold price is set

high enough, then the variable levy operates as an import prohibition. The EEC's export

subsidies have been subject to legal challenges but the difficulties in applying Anicle XVI:3

have prevented any finding that the export subsidies a¡e not GATT consistent.

ENLARGEMENTS OF THE EEC AND ARTICLE XXIV6 NEGOTIATIONS

Significant effects on agricultural ma¡kets and on GATT law arose from enlargements of the

EEC. The EEC was enlarged by the accessions of Denmark, Ireland and the United

Kingdom in 1973, of Greece in 1981, and of Spain and Porhrgal in 1986. ll8 After each

enlargement, the operation of the CAP was extended throughout the enlarged EEC. These

enlargements of the EEC had two effects on trade in agricultural products:

(l) if the acceding state was an exporter of a product, then the change over to CAP

prices encouraged production and discouraged consumption; and

(2) if the acceding state was an importer of the product, then after the accession, the

source of imports shifted from corxrtries outside the EEC to the existing EEC

member ç6unfiss.l19

In addition to these market effects, these enlargements had a significant effect on GATT

law. With each addition of new me,mbers to EEC, there has been a new Article )OCV:6

negotiation and a new set of adjustrnents to the external tariff and other restrictions. A

118 In relation to the Accession of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom tn 1973, of Greece in
1981, and of Spain and Portugal in 1986, see the references to the treaties and the working party

r€,ports listed in tables A and B of "Tables on application of A¡ticle )O(fV" in GATT, Analytical
Index, pp789-808.
See Donges, Juergen B. & Schatz, Klaus-'Werner, "Competitiveness and Growth in an Enlarged
European Community" (1979\ 2 The World Econonty 213-227 at224.

l19
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significant impact of these adjustnents arises from the fact that nullification and impairment

disputes have come to revolve around the legitimate expectation of the parties at the time a

binding was given. Consequentþ, in respect of every binding, it is important to be able to

identifr the date it was given. Where the EEC is enlarge.d and a binding previously given by

existing members is extended to a new mernber, questions arise as to whether the date of the

binding is the same for all me,lnbers and whether, for the original members, the legitimate

expectations associated v¡ith the tariffbinding are to be assessed at the date of the original

grant or at the date of the second grant under the Article XXfV:6 negotiation. The answer to

this issue is not clear and will be addressed in more detail in chapter 13. It sufEces at this

point to say that Article )OilV:6 negotiations and their outcomes have added a significant

complication into a nurnber of disputesl2o ¿rrd that this problem was cental to the Oilseeds

dispute which was a major ba¡rier to progress in the Uruguay rormd negotiation on

agriculture.lzt

5 IMPORTAIICE OF TIIF' HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In a nr¡rnber of important ways, this historical background sets the scene for the analysis of

the application of GATT rules to agriculture which follows.

The review illustrates the importance of some political factors existing in the early years of

the GATT. The grant of the US waiver shows how the GATT was affected by the political

balanee existing when the GATT came into existence. The original hostility of the US

Congress to the GATT and the bargaining sfrength of the US in the post \¡rar ye¿rs were

critical to the decision to grant the US agricultural waiver. By 1955 when the USA waiver

was given, the earlier granting of the ECSC waiver had demonstated the way that political

factors relating to European security had already relegated matters of GATT legality to a

position of less importance.

The review also introduces the difficultv in fitting the continued integation of the EEC

within the rules of the GATT. The creation of these difficulties can be atFibuted to some

t20 EEC - Canned Peaches case,tpot1.by the Panel given 20 February 1985,L/5'778, which report has

not been adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES; EEC - Payments and Subsidies Paid to
Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Anímal-Feed Proteins,ÍeÍtott adopted 25 January
1990, Ll 6627, B ISD, 37 Sl 86.
The Oilseeds dispute is dealt with in chapter 13.t2l
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degree to the two earlier decisions under the waiver provision. The ECSC waiver wiped out

the legal requirements of Article )O(V so as to facilitate the decision on the US agricultural

waiver. By the time that those decisions had been made, the supremacy of the process of

European integration over the technicalities of GATT had been established and the US, by

asserting the priority of its own agricultural programmes over the technicalities of the

GATT, had created a precedent for the EEC.

The lasting result of these factors and events is that thiúy years later, in 1986, when the

Uruguay round began, the United States was still applyng import quotas r¡nder s22 of the

AJAÁ. and the European Community was still operating a Common Agricultual Policy

which implemented minimum import regimes by the use of variable levies.

WHAT }VAS THE RELATTVE IMPORTA¡ICE OF THE POLITICAL
FACTORS AND THE SUBSTANTIVE RT]LES?

It is obviously tempting to blame the inabilþ to atfract compliance with the law and spirit

of the GATT on power politics both domestically and internationally. It seems that, in the

face of powerful political forces, the law had to be moved aside. In both the USA and the

EC, just as otrr analysis of political decision making would predict, the farm lobbies exerted

substantial influence over agricultr:ral policy. In the USA, they exerted enough influence to

have the AJqA amended in 1951 and to ensure that the executive was able to successfully

refuse to yield in the dairy dispute. The support of the agricultural lobby was so strong that

the USA was able to take the position that, r¡nless it received the waiver, ttren it would

withdraw from the GATT. In the case of the EEC, the farm lobby was sftong enough to

ensure that the liberalization applied to the rest of the economy did not apply to farmers.

Whereas, in other indusfies, high cost producers were expected to adjust to competition

with lower cost producers in other member states, in the agriculttual sector, high cost

farmers were able to influence the government to guarantee their prices and to insulate thern

from competition from lower cost producers in other merrber states. At the inception of the

EEC, the concerns with European peace and security together with the attitude of the

Europeans that they would not adhere to the spirit of Article XI if the USA was not going to,

was sufificient to enable the dernands of the agricultural sector to ove,rride the application of

Article XI.

6
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This historical and political background might be taken to suggest that the problems with

applyrng the GATT to agriculture would have arisen regardless of the content of the GATT

rules. However, whatever the atfraction of an explanation in terms of power politics, the

approach of this thesis is that there may be a connection between the failures with

agricultt¡al trade and the substa¡rtive content of the rules, in particular, a failure of the

GATT rules to satisfactorily enrbody the two distinctions between border instnrments and

non-border instruments and between price-based border instruments and quantity-based

border instruments. Therefore, this historical background is offered as a necessary part of

that investigation. At this stage of that investigation, we can note that substantial probløns

arose in the application of the rules on import bariers to agriculhual import quotas in the

USA and to renegotiation of tariff and variable levies in the EEC. V/ith the bene t of

hindsight, \rye can also observe that this difficuþ eventually resulted in large surpluses in

the EEC and disruptive subsidized exports.

Therefore, it is possible at this stage to point to a few aspects of the substantive rules which

contributed to these difficulties:

(1) the agriculture exception which was inserted in the agreement to meet the

requirements of the AAA only provided for the use of quantþ-based border

instruments;

(2) the waiver prov'rsiorr in Article XXV did not makc it less costly to seek a waiver tc

utilize a quantity-based border instrument instead of a price-based instrument or a

non-border instrument rather than a border instrument;

(3) Article II and Article XI seemed to have left a gap for variable levies;

(4) The tolerance in Article II of a product by product method of tariff reduction left no

mechanism for ensuring that the most protected sectors were liberalized and,

similarly, the re,negotiation provision in Article >O(VIII did not have any mechanism

to prevent increases in protection in the most protected areas'

(5) in 1955, when the USA's export subsidies rvere a concern and in 1962, whe'n the

EEC whilst still a substantial net importer of agriculnual products, introduced a
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policy which was predictably going to result in surpluses, there was no mechanism

under the GATT to negotiate a binding on export subsidies.

A more detailed analysis of the application of the GATT rules on import barriers to

agriculture now follows.





CHAPTER 11

THE PRE-URUGUAY ROT]ND RT]LES ON IMPORT BARRIERS AND
THEIR APPLICATION TO AGRICT]LTT]RE

1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 9 identified some of the consistencies and inconsistencies between the framework

of GATT (GATT 1947) rules desc:ribed in Chapter 2 and the two desirable distinctions

between policy instruments described in part two of this thesis. This chapter and the next

two chapters take the description in chapter 2 into more detail and apply it specifically to

agricultural tade. This chapter:

(l) searches for defects in the way that the rules on import barriers errbodied the

distinctions between price and quantity based border instruments and between border

and non-border instruments such as might have impaired the ability of the rules to

Suide parties toward achieving both economic benefits and non-economic objectives;

(2) analyzes the way that GATT rules on import access affected trade in agricultural

products between 1948 and the Uruguay Round and identifies and explains the areas

of difñculties;

so as to Lay the groundwork for an assessment of whether any such defects referred to in

paragraph (l) contributed to the difficulties referred to in paragraph (2).

Almost every aspect of the GATT's scheme of regulation of import ba:riers gave rise to

problems in application to agricultural trade. Although there were problems in other areas

of trade, particular difñculty was encorurtered with agricultural tade: in application of the

disciplines on tariffs, the prohibition on quantitative restrictions and the exceptions to these
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rules. The application of the disciplines on tariffs was less successful in relation to

agricultural products than in relation to other products simply because less bindings were

given on agricultural products. The application of the prohibition on quantitative

resfrictions was proble,lnatic. The agricultural sector was among the sectors most affected

by such quantitative restictions.l One of the GATT parties'most persistent problems \¡¡as

the existence of quantitative restictions that do not fit any of the exceptions. Difficulties

occr¡¡red with a nr¡nber of the exceptions to the prohibition: the grandfathering provision,

the waiver provision, the balance of payments exceptions and the agricultural exception.

An additional problem was the existence of import bariers that were not disciplined by

either the rules on tariffs or the rules on quantitative restrictions. These ba¡riers slipped

through the rules completely. Chapter 10 included a description of the variable levies used

in the EEC's Common Agricultwal Policy. These 'were a considerable disruption to

agricultural trade. Another instnrment affecting agricultural trade that blpassed the rules

was the voluntary export restaint. This is described below in the context of an explanation

of the emergency safeguards clause.

In considering the problems with application to agricultural fiade of GATT rules on import

access, this analysis goes through the various elements of the framework of rules on import

ba¡riers maintaining an emphasis on the way that the rules impact upon the choice of policy

instnrment. Note that in addition to the choice of instrument that occurs in an initial

decision to grant protection, a choice must also be made whenever a party chooses

compensatory liberalization or resorts to retaliatory measures. To maintain a coherent

overview of the impact of different provisions on the choice between instrument, it is usefrrl

to pay attention to forr variables:

(1) whether the legal right to impose the barrier is permanent or temporary;

/1\ ,-,L^+L- +L^-^:^ ^-.' --^,{ *n a$Êar ^^rn-encqfiñc ^^ñ^êeeinnc nn nfher nrn¡ilreJs:
\L) WllçLllç¡. Lllglç rÐ o¡ry uwu fv vt¡va wuryv¡¡eer

See, eg, GATT, "Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-Ta¡iff Measures", report (1984) of the

Group on Quantitative Restrictions and other Non-Ta¡iff Ba¡riers adopted on 30 November 1984",

(Ll57l3), BISD,3l$l2l l. Pa¡a 12 notes "that the areas of agriculture, textiles and iron and steel were

among those severely affected by quantitative restrictions." Par¿ 31 records "Some delegations added

that, in any event, the areas of agriculture, textiles, and iron and sæel should be given particular

I
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(3) whether other parties have a right to retaliatory suspensions of concessions or other

obligations (and if so whether it can be discriminatory); and

(4) whether the maintenance of the barrier is subject to continuing procedures for

consultation and review.

This analysis builds a more complete picture of the way that the rules distinguished between

border and non-border instruments and between price and quantity based border

instruments. This facilities an assessment of whether there is a corurection between the

failures in relation to agriculture and any deficiencies in the ernbodiment of these

distinctions in the rules.

In assessing the effects of various deficiencies in the application of the rules to agricultrue, it

is also necessary to appreciate that temporary failings in the rules may have consequences

for the fi¡ture because such failings contribute to the domestic pressures for protection in the

futr:re. Therefore, the fact that protection of agricultural frade was or is pennitted to exist

under one loophole for a short time may lead to political forces that encowage exploitation

of another loophole at a later date.

The following material covers particular nrles relating to import ba¡riers which influenced

the success or failure of the application of the GATT to agriculture between 1947 and the

Uruguay Round.2 It begins with an ove,n¡iew of the negotiation of the rules on import

bariers. Next, it reviews problems with the general tariff rules and the general rule on

quantitative restrictions. Then, it deals with proble,r¡s that arose with some of the

exceptions to the rules: grandfathering, waivers, balance of payments restrictions, the

agricultural exception, the safeguards exception and the economic developme,lrt exception.

Clearly, those provisions resorted to most frequently deserve analysis. However, some of

attention in the context of fi.rnue work on quantitative restrictions as these areas \ilere omong those

severely affected by restrictions."
The comments made at the beginning of chapter 2 about the way this narrative applies to the pre-

WTO GATT a¡e also applicable here. The narrative will fuuction ¿¡s a basis for describing the

changes made in the Uruguay Round but no attempt to describe those changes is made in this chapær.

Therefore, as with chapter 2 the description is predominantþ in the past tense even though some

aspect of the description are still accurate in respect of the post-WTO rules. In some instances, for
simplicity, the description reverts to the present tense.

)
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the provisions not frequently resorted to are also worttry of analysis because they were and

are part of the framework of rules affecting policy choice.

There are some limitations in the scope and depth of the treatne,lrt of the exceptions. Apart

from a cursory reference, this study omits the exceptions in Articles XX and XXI and also

omits anti-dumping duties. Articles XX and )Oil relate to situations where the object of the

restriction is to reduce imports rather than to protect a domestic producer. For those

situations, the rules described in part 2 which dictate that a price-based instnrments should

be prefered to a quantity-based instrument and a non-border instrument should be preferred

to a border instru¡nent are not applicable. ln fact, according to the general theory of

distortions, the opposite is tnre.3 Anti-dumping is discussed only to the extent of

distinguishing the safeguards provision from the anti-dumping provision. This omission is

also a practical matter of limiting the scope of this study. In any case, antidumping duties

have not been a major factor affecting frade in the principal agriculnnal commodities. The

teatnent of state tading is also very brief not because state trading has not affected

agricultural tade but because the influence of GATT rules on state trading has been

minimal.

OVERVIEW OF'THF' I\EGOTIATION OF THT' RULES ON IMPORT
BARRIERS

In Chapter 2, it was observed that in the course of the negotiation of the GATT, the most

important issues were the substantial reductions of ta¡iffrates, particularly, in the USA and

the elimination of Commonwealth tariffpreferences. As noted there, in the end, the United

Kingdom refused to give up the system of Commonwealth preferences and, instead, merely

agreed to a ceiling on the level of preference.

There was also difficulty with reaching accord on a method of achieving a substantial

reduction in tariffrates. The UK position was that there should be a multilateral, across the

See Bhagwati, "The Generalized Theory of Distortions and rffelfare", ch4 in Bhagwati, Jones,

Mundell & Vanek (eds),Trade, Balance ofpaymenß and growth: Papers in International Economics

in Honour of Charles P Kindleberger (Nortl - Holland Pubtishing Co, Amsterdam, London, 1971)
pp69-90 at 78, and the article by Johnson there referred to: Jobnson, HG, 'Optimal Intenention in the
Presence of Domestic Distortions" in Caves, Johnson & Kenen (eds), Trade, Growth and the Balance

of Paynents (North - Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1965)

,

3
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board, tariff reduction.a Meade's 1942 "Proposal for an Intemational Commercial Union"

proposed a reduction of protection to a maximum levels This seems to have influenced the

UK position although it appears to have evolved into a proposal for a given percentage

reduction in tarifß across the boa¡d.6 In fact, the UK linked achievement of such a

reduction to the gling up of Commonwealth preferences.T This approach differed from the

approach upon which the United States had previously entered into bilateral treaties

pursuant to its Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. These contained negotiated exchanges of

tariff reductions on particular products or groups of products. They also contained most

favor¡red nations clauses to multilaterclize the benefits of the bilateral agreements.8 Whilst

there was some support within the US government for an across the board reduction, by the

time that the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act was renewed in early 1945, the US

government had moved to the position that such an approach would not be acceptable.9

However, it is noteworthy that the US Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and

Employment negotiated with the IJK which were published in November of that year

contained broad language compatible with either approach to tariffreduction.l0 However,

the USA was arguing for a bilateral-multilateral approach which would consist of exchanges

of tariffreductions on a country by counûry and item by item basis with the benefits of each

reduction generalized to all other parties. This was the method of reduction that was

proposed in the USA's Suggested Charter in 1946 and which was eventually embodied in

the GATT.

4

5

Culbert, Jay, "'War-time Anglo-American Talls and the Making of the GATT" (1987) l0 The World
Economy 38 l-398 at 39 l-392.
James Meade, "A Proposal for an International Commercial lJnion", reproduced in Jamss Meade's
Wa¡-time Proposal for a Liberal Trade Regime (1987) l0 The World Economy 399-407; clause l1:3
provided that "Members would r¡ndert¿ke ... to reduce to a defined ma:rimum the degree of protection
which they would afford to their own home producerS agains¡ the produce of other members of the
union."
Culbert, "'Wa¡-time Anglo-American Talls and the Making of the GATT" at394.
Culbert, "Wa¡-time Anglo-American Talks and the Making of the GATT" at39l; and Penrose, E.F.,
Economic Planningþr the Peace @rinceton University Press, Princeton, 1953) pp92-93.
The pre-1945 USA agreements with most favoured nation clauses are listed in the references cited in
Jackson (1969) p37. Some of these ea¡lier agreements a¡e also referred to in Appendix A "Analysis
of GATT in Relation to 1945 United States Statutory Authority, Congressional History, and Prior
Trade Agreements" in Jaclson, "The General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade in Uniæd States
Domestic Law" (1967) 66 Míchigan Law Raiew249.
Brown, The United States and the Restoration of ll'orld Trade (The Brookings Tnstitution,
Washington DC, 1950) p51; and Culbert, p394.
See USA Deparhent of State, Proposals þr Expansion of 'World Trade and Employment
@epartnent of State Publication 24ll), Chapter III, Section B, Article 1.

6
7

8

9

l0
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The method of reduction that the UK argued for finds rmequivocal support in the modem

economic theory of distortions. We recall two propositions:

(l) that even though it is possible that a reduction of one or more distortions in a market

can result in a net welfare cost, a reduction of the greatest distortion down to the next

highest level of distortion in the economy always results in a net welfare gain;l t *¿

Ø that even though it is possible that a reduction of one or more distortions in a market

can result in a net loss in economic welfare, an equal percentage reduction of all

distortions in a market always results in a net welfa¡e gain-lz

If the negotiators of the GATT had adopted either fixed percentage reductions or Meade's

original maximum tariffproposal (which would have applie.d a higher percentage reduction

to the highest distortions), then it would not have been possible for any one or more tariff

reductions in a party's national market to result in a net welfare loss for that nation. The

system, as adopted, left scope for the selection of tariffreductions in relatively less distorted

industries which would permit net shifts of resor¡rces to relatively more distorted industries.

Significantþ, it left scope for the most distorted industries to be completely left out of the

tariff reduction process. Therefore, in choosing a method for reducing tariffs, the

negotiators not only failed to choose a system that would ensure that gains in eeonomic

welfare would be mærimized but they chose a system that could potentially result in net

losses in economic welfare.

The bilateral-multilateral method was settled on well before the First Preparatory Session

and it was not in contention thereafter. There was furttrer negotiation over the extent of

reduction of preferences but the question of reverting to a multilateral across the board tariff

cut was not considered.l3 In subsequent meetings of the Preparatory Committee, there was

a broad consensus that low tariffs were better than high tariffs and that a system of

11

t2

Proposition 6 in Lloyd, PJ, uA More General Theory of Price Distortions in Open Economies" (1974)

4 J of Int Ec 365-386 atp379. See the discussion of this point in chapter 5 atpt22.
Proposition 8 in Lloyd, A More General Theory of Price Distortions in Open Economies" at 381. See

the discussion of this point in chapter 5 atpl22.
Brown (1950), pp73-75.l3
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exchanging tariffbindings was desirable.la It seerns that there was little disagreement with

adopting the framework of bilateral tariffreductions in a multilateral treaty. Nor does there

appear to have been major disagreement about the basic elements of the tariff binding

system.l5

In the negotiations in the Preparatory Committee, ttrere was much more contention over

treaÍnent of quantitative import restrictions than over teatment of tariffs.l0 Whether or not

there should be a general ban on quantitative restrictions \ilas a major point of contention in

the negotiations in the Preparatory Committee.lT The consistent position of the USA was

that it favoured a general ban on quotas. This was one of the basic rules included in the

USA Proposals negotiated with Great Britain and was adopted in the USA's Suggested

Charter.ts Note that the provision contained in the Suggested Charter went beyond the

provision which had ordinarily been included in the USA's bilateral trade agreements. The

relevant clause in earlier bilateral agreements had only applied the prohibition on

quantitative restrictions to products on which a tariffbinding had been given.19

There were two reasons for the USA-UK opposition to import quotas. The first was the ill

consequences of discrimination and the second was the relative economic inefficiency of

quotas compared with tariffs.2O However the economic argument seems to have been

subsidiary to the considerations of the unfairness of discrimination. The USA argued that

whereas discrimination is an unavoidable consequence of a quota system, a tariff system

t4 See chapter III, Section A, item 2 of Report of the First Session of the Prepøratory Committee of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Employrnent ("London Session report"), UN Doc
EIPC/T133 (London, Oct 46). See, above, chapter 2,p33..
Brown (1950), p73-75.
These observations of the negotiation are drawn principally from Brown, William Adams, The United

States and the Restoration of World Trade (^t\e Brookings Institution, Washington DC, 1950) and

also from the other references noted in Chapter 2,fu4.
Brown (1950), pp75-78.
See Ch III Section C-l of the Proposals for Consideration by an International Conference on Trade

and Development, Federal Reserve Bulletin (January L946) ppl4-L9' (see above, ch2 at p31) and ;

a¡ticle 19 of Suggested Charterfor an International Trade Organization of the United l/arrons (US

Dept of Søte Publication no 2598, Commercial Policy series 93 (L946) (see above, cb2 atp32).
Eg, see A¡ticle X:l of t}.re Metcico-USA Reciprocal Trade Agreement, 23 December 1942,
Vy'ashington, Treaties and Other International Agreernents of the Uníted States of America (TIAS)

1776-1949 Vol 9, pl 109.

See Tumlir, Jan, "GATT Rules and Community Law - A Comparison of Economic and Legal
Functions" in Hilf, Jacobs & Petersmânn , The European Community and GATT (Kluwe4 The Hague,

1986) ppl-22 at p7 (speculating as to which reruon was the main motivation for the agreement to ban
quantitative restrictions).

l5
t6

t7
l8

l9

20
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results in equal treatment of all states. It opposed allowing intemational trade to be

determined on the basis of political negotiation rather than on the basis of price and quality.

It also argued that while under a tariff systern it is possible for trade flows to shift in

accordance with competition on price and quality, such competition is limited under a quota

systern.2l

The Suggested Charter did provide for some exceptions to the prohibition on quantitative

restrictions. As had been agreed between the USA and Great Britain in the negotiation of

the Proposals,Zz 1¡r" Suggested Charter contained an exception for restrictions to protect the

balance of paynents.23 There appears to have been much support for the view that only

quantitative restrictions were a powerful enough instnrment to stop the outflow of monetary

reserves in a balance of paynents crisis. T"Ite Suggested Charter also contained an

agricultural exception designed to provide legal justification for quotas under the US

Agriculturat Adjustment Acf2a and also an emergency safeguards exception to guard against

$rges of imports.2s

At the first Preparatory Session for the Havana Conference,26 a number of countries

opposed the general prohibition of quantitative restrictions. In opposition to the USA-UK

view, a nr¡rnber of countries regarded quantitative trade restictions as an essential policy

instn¡ment. In particular a number of developing countries including India, China and

Lebanon regarded import quotas as necessary for the implementation of their economic

development plans.2z New Zealand offered a similar argument asserting that even in a non-

planned economy it was necessary to use import quotas in order to set priorities for

international tade.28

India argued that, in some circumstances, quantitative restrictions are less restrictive than

tariffs

Brown (1950), p56 &76.
Brown (1950) p56.
Sugges ted Charter, Art 20.

Suggested Charter,A¡t 19(e).

Suggested Charter, Art 29 .

Th-e First (London) Session of the Preparatory Committee for a United Nations Conference on Trade

and Enploymeng 15 October 1946 - 26 November 1946, see above ch2 atp33.
Brown (1950), p75
Brown (1950), p75 & ll4.

2l
1,)

23
24
25
26

27
28
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(l) where a domestic indusùy supplies only a small part of domestic requirements, a

tariff on the whole of these requirements would be too heavy a bruden on

consumers;

(2) where, because of the smallness of domestic ouþut, no representative cost figures

are available, a tariffbased on costs would be unnecessarily high;

(3) when import prices æe very unstable, tariffs have to be high enough against all

contingencies, which would be more burdensome on consumers than the use of

quantitative restrictions which are inherently infl exible;

(4) some tariffs based on price may simply reduce tade, but quantitative resfictions

may permit pooling arangements in which foreign and domestic costs are averaged;

(5) in industries important for national security, quantitative restrictions should be used

because of their greater certunty.29

At the first preparatory session for the Havana conference, the USA managed to keep the

general rule in the agreement.3O However, it was hampered by the fact that its own draft

contained two exceptions in addition to the balance of paynents exception: the emergency

safeguards exception and the agricultural programmes exception. Both of these exceptions

were the subject of significant debate at the preparatory sessions and they weakened the

integrity of the USA's argument for a general ban on quantitative restrictions.

The agriculture exception was one of two areas where the me,nrbers of the Preparatory

Committee argued about the need to make special rules for agricultural products, the other

being export subsidies. The USA adminisüation was always quite open about its view that

the charter would not be approved by the US Congress unless the existing agricultural

progr¿ìms could be retained and that, therefore, the agricultural exception was essential.3l In

the preparatory sessions, the debate on the agricultural exception was mainly over

suggestions for widening it.rz Chile wanted it to include manufactured products.33 India,

Brown (I950), p76.
As above.

Brown (1950), pl16.
London Session report, Chapter III, Section C, Item 1(d) to (h).

29
30
3l
32
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China and the Netherlands wanted the exception to permit quotas where necessary to protect

sche,mes for price stabilization as well as schemes to limit production.3a China and some

other developing countries opposed the limitation on quotas to those that did not alter the

proportion of imports in total product. They said this resfiction "would perpetuate their

dependence on imports and hinder their industrialization."3s

V/ith respect to the safeguards exception, it was the United States that argued against

narrowing the exception.36 The United Kingdom wanted the safeguards exception to

provide for the use of ta¡iffs and subsidies only and not the use of quotas.37 However, the

USA's view prevailed38 as one would have expected given the number of countries that were

opposed to the general ban anyway. In fact, by the time of the second preparatory

conference, the USA Presidenfs negotiating authority was subject to a requirement that any

trade agreement had to include an escape clause similar to that contained in the USA-

Mexico Trade Agreement which did provide for quotas as well as tariffs.3e

Although there was sufficient support for the United States view to retain the general

prohibition of quantitative restrictions, the debate shifted to consideration of exceptions to

the general rule. There \ilas a multitude of exceptions proposed by a variety of states. The

proposed exceptions included the allowance of quantitative restrictions:

o to supportprices;

o to restrict imports of luxury goods;

o to protect domestic production;

o to increase national employment; or

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Brown (1950), pI16.
Brown (1950), pl 16.

Brown (1950). pl 17.

Brown (1950), p89.

Brown (1950), pp89-90; see also Hudec (1990) pl7-18.
London Draft Cha¡ter of the ITO (see chapter 2 p9') Article 25 .

Under executive order 9832 ofFebruary 1947; See Brown (1950) pl8, Hudec (1990)17-18, Jackson

& Davey Legal Problems of International Economic Relations (West Publishing, St Paul, Minn.,
1986) p541. Subsequent enactments of the content of this order are described in Jackson & Davey
(1986), p541. See A¡ticle XI of the Mexico-Llnited States Reciprocal Trade Agreement, Washington,

24 December 1942, Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United States of America
177 6-1949 (USA Dept of Søte Publication 8615, 197 2) Vol 9, p I I 09.
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. to promote economic development.4O

Some other proposed exceptions related to goods which were subject to state monopolies,

and to low tariff countries.4l In particular, there was substantial debate over whether the

GATT should make special provision for developing countries and whether there should be

an exception to the rules on import access for restictions for economic development

purposes.4z A limited exception for this putpose was included in Article 13 of the London

Draft ITO Charter.

When the GATT was drafted, between the two Preparatory Conferences at the New York

drafting session, the draft reflected the London draft of the ITO Cha¡ter. It did contain the

general prohibition of quantitative restrictions and it did contain the exceptions for balance

of payments, safeguards, agricultural prograûrmes and economic development.

It is important to appreciate that at the Second (Geneva) Preparatory session, there were a

number of negotiations going on at once.43 First, the negotiation continued on the

preparation of the drafr charter for the proposed ITO. Secondly, the parties negotiated the

details of tariff bindings and reductions. Thirdly, negotiation continued on the text of the

GATT. So, importantly, the negotiations on tariff rules and the negotiation of tariff

reductions proceeded even though there had not been a prior agreement on rules to maintain

the integrity of commitnents on tariffs, in particular, even though there had not been a prior

agreement on abolishing or even to gradually remove quantitative restrictions. At this

second session, in relation to quantitative restrictions, there was again significant argument

over additional exceptions to the general prohibition. However, the provisions of the New

York draft still formed the basis of the final draft of the GATT completed at the Second

Preparatory Session. It was in this form that the Agreement came into provisional operation

r:nder the Protocol signed at the end of the Geneva session, though with the provisions on

quantitative restrictions only applying to the extent not inconsistent with eústing legislation.

40
4l
42

B¡own (1950),p77.
Brown (1950),p77.
London Session report, chapter III, section C, item l(m); Brown, pp97-L02; Gardner, Richard N.,
Stirling-Dollar Diplomacy in Current Perspective, (Columbia University Press, New Yorh 1980)
p363.
See Jackson, John H., The World Trading System - Law and Poliqt of Intemational Economic
Relations (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1989) pp32-33.
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Therefore, although when negotiation of the GATT was completed, the GATT did contain

the general prohibition of quantitative restrictions this is not indicative of a universal

agreønent with any general principle relating to the relative merits of tariffs and quotas. It

is interesting to note that this lack of consensus was confirmed at the Havana Conference.

Although at the preparatory sessions, the focus had shifted from the general rule to the

delineation of exceptions, at the Havana Conference, argument \ilas reopened over the

general prohibition itself. As Brown retells it:

No less than twenty-for¡r amendments were offered on this provision, three of
them providing for complete freedom to impose such restrictions for economic
develoPment.'+4

The USA and also the counhies that had participated in the Preparatory Sessions argued

strongly in favour of the general prohibition and again the argument was shifted away from

the general rule toward the scope of the exceptions, in particular, the scope of the exception

for economic development.

3 THT' APPLICATION OF THE RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS TO
AGRICULTT]RAL TRADE

3.1 THE APPLICATION OF THE RULES ON IMPORT TARIFFS

3.1.1 Review of Basic Rules

The basic rules on tariffs are described in Chapter 2. The A¡ticle II obligations de,pend on

the parties choosing to place a binding for a panicular product in their scheduies. The

negotiation of the binding is central to the nature of the obligation. Changes to schedules

occur in the context of renegotiation of alternative bindings or a fallback to an unwinding of

the original exchange of concessions. The tariff obligations are as permanent as the

schedules a¡e and once a sche.dule is changed then the change is not subject to any firrther

review.

ln summary, tor a party to excee<i a tariffbin<iing, un<ier the usuai Ariicie X)CViii proceritue

for renegotiation of a schedule, a party must either:

(l) offer compensating liberalization; or

4 Brown(1950),p153.
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but

(2) face the risk of retaliatory measures;

(3) the renegotiation of the tariffobligation is permanent; and

(4) the new tariffrate is not subject to ñlrther scrutinyby the other confracting parties.

This position serves as a baseline for a comparison whether other provisions of the GATT

make it easier or harder to infoduce import barriers than Article XXVIII. This comparison

will be made in the course of dealing with some of the main areas of problems in the

application of the rules to agriculture.

3.1.2 The Low Number o¡3¡dings

A problem in the application of the tariff binding rules to agriculture was the lower

proportion of agricultural products in respect of which bindings had been grven.4s A GATT

Secretariat report in 1982 reported that, on average for the European Union and 9 other

industrialized countries,660/o of agricultrual tarifflines were bour¡d compared to 92%o of the

industrial product tariff lines.a6 A World Bank study for¡nd that, in pre Uruguay Round

schedules of industrial countries only 55o/o of agricultrual ta¡iff items were bound and, in

those of developing countries, only 18% ofthe agriculnnal tariffitems were bound.aT

There were a number of reasons why there had been less bindings negotiated on agricultural

products. A major factor is the negotiating positions of the parties that have an interest in

negotiating bindings on agricultural products. Since, in industial countries, the removal of
protection for agriculture involves a significant loss of political support, it is generally

necessary that it occur in exchange for increased export access which provides an offsetting

See GATT, "Co-operation on Agriculture in the GATT - Note by the Secretariat" Consult¿tive Group
of 18, CG.18AÃ//68, 8 April 1982,p2, pa¡a 3. saying tlat "as shown by the t¿ble on page 6 of
CG.18/TY/591Rev.1, there a¡e generally fewer ta¡iff concessions on agricultural than industrial
products, whether calculated as a percentage of urifflines or of trade".
See GAfi, "Agriculture in the GAfi - Note by the Secreta¡iat" (for the Consultative Group of 18,
lTth meeting, 10-12 February 1982) CG.l8/!V/59/Rev.1, 20 January 1982, Table headed
"Importance of GATT Bindings in Countries Participating in the Ta¡iff Study", p6. The sample
comprised Austriq Canad+ EEC, Finland, Japan, NZ, Norway, Sweden, Srviøerland and the USA.
See Hathaway, Dale E. & Ingco, Merlinda D., "Agricultural Liberalization and the Uruguay Round"
chapter 1 in Martin, Will & Winters, L.Alan (eds), The Untguay Round and the Developing
Economies (World Bank discussion paper 307) (World Ba¡h Washingfon DC, 1995) pl-24 atpl.
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gain in political support. Apart from Canada, New Zealand and Australi4 the cor:ntries that

have the most interest in negotiating bindings on agricultural products are developing

countries. It is necessary for developing countries to be able to give something in exchange

for a binding on an agricultual product from an industrial counûry. In many cases,

developing countries have not had sufficiently large import markets for products of export

interest to industrial countries to be able to extract concessions in return.

The Contracting Parties attempted to rectifr this asymmetry in negotiating power by

modifuing the tariff negotiation and renegotiation procedwes. Developing corxrtries have

argued that they should not have to offer full reciprocity in exchanges of concessions. This

view is manifested in the provisions of Part IV of the GATT which was added by an

amendment which came into force on 27 Jwte 1966.48 Part IV consists of Articles )OO(\¡I,

)OO(UI and )üXVIII. Article X)Oil/I:9 provides:

The developed contracting parties do not expect reciprocity for commitne,lrts

made by them in üade negotiations to reduce or remove tariffs and other

bariers to the tade of less-developed contracting parties.

The same idea is reiterated in the 1979 Declaration on Differential and More Favourable

Treatmelrt Reciprocity and Fuller Participation of Developing Cor.¡ntries.a9 The effects of

these provisions are unclea¡. They have a potential to cut both ways. ln theory, they made

it legitimate for developing countries to make less than reciprocal offers but, in practice,

they may have discouraged industrial countries from entering into exchanges of

concessions.so Despite the intention of the rules, they did nothing to assist the government

of an indusfrial county to overcome the loss of political support occasioned by granting

bindings or reducing bound rates on agricultrual products.

'Whatever the effects of Part IV on the negotiating process, they were largely overshadowed

by another factor. This was the ease with which developing countries could impose

quantitative restrictions under Article XVII section B which is discussed later in this

48 Protocol Amending the GATT to Intoduce a Part IV on Trade and Development, L965, dated 8

February 1965, in force 27 June 1966, Ll23l4, BISD,l3S/2.
49 At paragraph 5 of the Decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES of 28 November 1979, L14903,

BISD,26S1203.
50 The effect of Part IV on the willingness of deveþed cor¡ntries to exchange concessions is discussed

in Hindley, Brian, "Differential and More Favorable Treahent and Graduation", ch 10 in Finger, J
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chapter. Countries were unwilling to pay for a tariff concession that could easily be

nullified by the subsequent introduction of a quantitative restriction.Sl

This factor relating to the influence of the existence of quantitative restrictions on the

negotiation of tariff bindings did not only affect the bargaining power of developing

countries. For any count¡r, if a quantitative restriction exists on a product and is expected to

continue then there is much less and sometimes no benefit to be received from negotiating a

tariffbinding. This was one reason why the European Communities and the United States

had not negotiated more bindings on agricultural products with each other.

3.2 THE APPLICATION OF THE RULES PROHIBITING QUANTITATIVE
RESTRICTIONS

Over the years, various GATT committees have documented the manner and extent to which

agricultural trade has been plagued with quantitative restrictions.S2 For example, a 196l

stndy forurd that, out of 33 counhies sunreyed, 29 muntuned some kind of quantitative

restriction on the imports of wheat, 26 on daþ products and 23 onmeat. 53 The legality of

some of the quantitative restrictions has been extemely tenuous.

3.2.1 Review of Article XIl

Chapter 2 set out the content of the basic prohibition in Article XI:l. It applies to all

"restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges". In contrast to the tariff obligations of

51

52

Michael & Aadrzej Olechowski (eds), The Uruguay Round - A Handbookfor the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (World Banh Washineton DC, I 987) p68.
See Hindley, "Differential and More Favorable Treabnent", as above, pp68 & 71.
Eg, see GATT, "Committee II - Expansion of Trade", COM.IIl86/Add.7/Rev.t, 3 Ma¡ch 196l
(Documentation for Future V/ork of Committee II - Revised Estimates of the Area of International
Trade Covered by Non-tariffMeasures) (includes estimate for each of the commodities studies by the
Committee (meat, dairy, cereals, sugar and oils) for, inter alia, the volume of trade covered by, inter
alia, quantitative restictions; GATT Secretariat, "Consolidated Summary Schedules on the Non-
Ta¡iff Measures for Agriculture" COM.ILJII2,3 Ma¡ch 1961(is a s ìmmary prepared by the GATT
Secretariat on the non-tariff me¿tsures for 6 groups of agricultural commodities: cereals, dairy, fish,
meat, vegetable oils and sugar). Info¡mation was collected again by a Committee on Agriculture in
1968, see "Agricultural comrnittee - Progranme of work of Com-ittee" GATT, COl.l.AG/g,26
January 1968. See also the work of the 1984 Review of Quantitative Restrictions:, "Quantitative
Restrictions - Note by the Secretariat" (for the Group on Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-
Tariff Measures NTlvf6/Rev2.; and the series of documents "I¡formation on Measwes and Policies
Affecting Trade in Agriculûrre" AG/FOR/Rev submitted to the Committee on Agriculture between
1987 and 1989.
"Consolidated Summary Schedules on the Non-Ta¡iff Measures for Agricultrue", GATT Secretariat,
COM.IYI 12, 3 Ma¡ch 1961.

53
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Article II:l(b) which only apply to products that are chosen by a cor.rntry, the prohibition in

Article XI:l applies to all products.

3.2.2 Interpretation of restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges

The words "resfictions other than duties, taxes or other charges" have been interpreted

broadly. As well as appþing to straightforward import prohibitions and import quotas, the

prohibition applies to many other instnÍnents. For example, in the European Fruits and

Vegetables case,54 the minimum import scheme was regarded as a "reshiction" within

Article XI:I. In addition, non-automatic licensing schemes,55 and discriminatory listing

requirements applicable to imported alcoholic beverages56 have been ruled upon fls falling

within the prohibition.

3.2.3 Scope of Prohibltions and Exceptions

The CONTRACTING PARTIES took a consistent line that the prohibition should only be

subject to those exceptions that a¡e provided for in the agreement.

Arguments that the prohibition should be interpreted to fit in with social, political and

economic requirements have been dismissed as has the particular argument that the

prohibition should not be applied strictly to agriculture. In the context of a dispute about

Germany's restrictions on agricultural products, part of the German argument was that

the pertinent provisions of the General Agreement relating to this important

field [(agriculture) fire no longer realistic and need to be revised.sT

Although the response of the working parly was not ruranimous, almost all of the menrbers

rejected Germany's argrrment regarding it as an assertion that a party could disregard those

provisions of the agreanent that it regarded as unsatisfactory.S8

"EEC - progranme of Minimum lmFort Prices, Licences and Surety Deposis for Certain Processed

Fruits and Vegetables" report of the Panel adopted on 18 October 1978 (L14687) BISD 25S/68'

"Japan - Tradi in Semi-Conductors", rçort of the panel adopted on 4 May 1988, (L/6309), BISD,

35S/l 16.

"Canada - Imporq Distribution and Sate of Alcoholic drinks by Canadia¡ Provincial Marketing

Agencies", rçort of the panel adopted on22 Ma¡ch 1988, (Li6304), BISD,35Sl37.
pa¡a 3 of the German statement that was the subject of consideration by the working party is reported

at rrlmport Restrictions of the Federal Republic of Germany", rq)ort adopted on 30 November t957,

BISD,63153 at pp65-66.
BISD 63/53 at59,para9.
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In two later cases, this attitude was afErmed. In a case dealing with EEC restrictions against

imports from Hong Kong,5e the panel report rejected submissions that it should extend its

consideration beyond the express provisions of the Agreement to include a consideration of

social and economic conditions.60 It also rejected a submission that the provisions of the

Agreement could be regarded as having been varied by the longstanding tolerance of other

quantitative restrictions.6l The other case dealt with Japanese restrictions on imports of
leather.62 There, the panel rejected Japanese submissions that the panel should take into

accor¡nt certain historical, cultural and socio-economic circumstances. The panel re-

affirmed that it could only consider Article XI: I and the exceptions that were provided for in

the Agreement.63

3.3 THE GAP BETWEEN ARTICLES II AND XI. VARIABLE LEVIES

Another difficulty with the rules on import access was that there were some instnrments of

import restriction which seemed not to be regulated by either the tariffobligations in Article

II or the prohibition in Article XI:l. This problem was been of particular significance to

agricultural trade.

The tariffobligations are worded by Article II in terms of an exernption from:

(l) "ordinary customs duties" in excess of those in the Schedule; and

Ø "all other duties or charges of any kind imposed on or in connection with

importation" in excess of those existing on the date of the Agreement.

The prohibition on quotas is worded by Article XI:1 in terms of

"prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, tæres or other charges".

Therefore, ordinary customs duties that are not bound are left ruregulated. Apart from

those, every tlpe of import ba¡rier should be covered by either Article II or Article XI.

However, one of the problems with agricultural trade was the use of techniques of import

59 'EEC - Quantitative Restrictions against Imports of Certain Products from Hong Kong", report of the
panel adopte d on 12 July I 983 (L/55 I l), B ISD, 305 / L29.

305/129 at 138.

305/129 at 138-139.

"Panel on Japanese Measures on Imports of Leather", report of the panel adopted on 15116 May
t984, (Ll 5623), BISD, 3 1 S/94.

60
61
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protection in respect of which there was substantial difficulty in applying the ordinary

provisions of either of Articles II or XI.

A major instrume,lrt of concern was the variable levy used by the EEC in its Common

Agricultural Policy. The brief overview of the CAP in chapter 10, above, included a

description of the workings of a variable levy. As mentioned, the EEC relied on the

argument that since there were no tariff bindings on the relevant products, then they were

free to charge any rates of duty and to change them as often as was desired.6a Another

argument is that the variable levy was an instrument not contemplated by the GATT and that

in the original negotiation of the EEC's common extemal tariff (in the Article )OflV:6

negotiation and the Dilton round), the EEC gave compensation which thereafter permitted it

to use variable levies.

¡a subsequent GATT reviews of the process of European integration and the formation of

the CAP, the question of GATT consistency of variable levies was raised but not dealt

v¡ith.6s On at least one occasion, the response of the EEC to such allegations of iilegality

was dismissive, freating the problem as raising a need to change the text of the GATT rather

than the variable levies:

Fr¡rttrermore, the representative of the EEC added that perhaps the text of the

Agreernent should be adapted or supplemented in the future so as to take better

accor¡nt of the specific characteristics of agricultr:re.66

T,- r^-r ¿L^-^ ----^ ^ ^^+.!-f^^+^-,,t^+-*i-^+i^- ^f +Lo lìÂT"T nnncicfpnm¡ nf r¡qriehleuI laut, ulçIç lr¡ivçr wals (l ù4Llù.Ialvù\,lJ \¡wlvrlllrr,l4llvl¡ vr rr¡v ur \ ¡ r vv¡¡u¡elv^¡vJ v¡

levies. The following discussion considers the extent to which pre-V/TO GATT panel

decisions made relevant determinations and considers possible arguments both on whether

63 3l$l94 at 111, para44.
64 Jackson, John H, The World Trading System: law and policy of international relations (MIT Press,

Cambridge, Mass., 1989) p131. Curzon, Gerard, Multilateral Commercial Diplomacy - The General

Agreement on Tarifs and Trade and lts Impact on National Commercial Policies and Techniques

(Michael Joseph, London, 1965) p203. (However, see McGovem, Erlmond, International Trade

Regulation (Globefreld Press, Exeter, 1986) p458, "in most cases the requirements of this clause a¡e

inapplicable because the products in question are not the subject of bindings" possibly indicating that

that there rilere a small number of products subject to bindings to which variable levies a¡e applied.

65 "Draft Report of Committee II on the Consultation with the European Economic Community"

COM.IV139, 8 Ma¡ch 1965; "The Committee felt that it was not its task to go into the legal

question": see para 36 on p14 (on beef), and almost identical wording in pa¡a 23 on p30 (on dairy

products), and para 26 onp54 (on rice).

66 inoft Report of Committee II on the Consultation with the European Economic Community"

COM.IVI39, 8 Ma¡ch 1965, para 36 on pl4.
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va¡iable levies might have been violations of the GATT and whether they might have

constituted non-violation nullification or impairment.

(a) Are Varìable Levies a Violation of the GATT ?

The essence of the problem of regulation of variable levies was that although variable levies

were import duties, variable levies had the same effect as a quantitative restriction.6T Just as

is the case with a quantitative restriction, it is not possible to overcome a variable levy just

by reducing one's selling price. An important legal point is whether variable levies should

have been regulated by Article II or by Article XI. Treated as either "ordinary customs

duties" or "other import charges" then Article II:l(b) applied but treated as "restrictions

other than duties, ta¡res or other charges" then A¡ticle XI applied. If Article II:l(b) was the

applicable provision, then since that Aficle is applicable only to products which are the

subject of tariffbindings,68 va¡iable levies upon products that were r¡nbound could not have

been a violation of the GATT. If Article XI was the appropriate provision, then variable

levies were a violation.

A similar question was considered in relation to a slightly different form of minimum import

scheme in a 1978 dispute involving a minimum import price regime of the EEC on certain

fruits and vegetables.69 One of the measwes r.urder dispute in that case applied to tomato

c¡ncentrate which was subject to a tariffbinding in the EEC's schedule of concessions. The

import scheme required the lodgerrent of a deposit at the time of application for an import

licence. If tomato concentrate was imported at or above a designated minimum price, then

the whole of the deposit was refunded. However, if tomato concentrate was imported at a

price below the designated minimum price, then the importer forfeited that part of the

deposit which was equal to the amor¡nt by which the actual import price fell below the

designated minimum price.

As to whether the legality of the forfeitue scheme should be considered r¡nder Article XI or

r¡nder Article II, four of the five panel me,lnbers decided that the relevant provision was

In addition to capturing rent from consumers as an import restriction, variable levies also capture the
benefit of an subsidies paid by exporting countries, see: Sampson, Gary P. & Snape, Richard H.,
"Effects of the EEC's Variable Irnport Levies" (1980) 88 Journal of Political Economy 1026-L040.
See fu 64 above referring to McGovem (1986), p458.
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Article XI and that Article II was irrelevant and the other panel mernber decided on the

opposite view. The majority said that the scheme fell within the meaning of the words

"restriction other than duties, taxes or other charges" ilt Article XI:l and that, therefore, the

scheme was prima facie prohibited by Article XI:l. The dissenting panel member observed

that under the scheme it was still possible to import at prices below the minimum price but

that the scheme operated so as to impose a charge that raised the price up to the minimum

price. He concluded that the scheme was not a restriction within the meaning of Article XI

but was a charge within the meaning of Alicle II: 1 (b).zo

The reasoning of the majority might have been directly applicable to variable levies as used

by the EC. The result of a variable levy is the same as that noted by the panel in the EC

Fntit and Vegetables case as being the result of the forfeiture scheme: it results in an

abse,nce of imports below a minimum price.Tt However, the technical difference is that with

the forfeiture system, there was an undertaking not to import below a minimum price

whereas with the EEC's variable levies there was no such r.rndertaking. In practice, there is

little difference between enforcing a minimum price scheme by deductions from a

refi¡ndable deposit and doing so by charging a variable levy of the same amount. However,

the majority's conclusion that Article XI rather than Article II was applicable relied upon an

ønphasis on the obligation not to import below the minimum price rather than upon the

additional payment for which importers might be liable and upon a characterization of that

nar¡rnêñr co a neneltr-¡ fnr failins to c.omolv wrú fte obligation rather than as a charge in
PoJ¡¡¡v¡¡ù w ú lrv ¡E¡! "--- --- - -- o

respect of imPortation.T2

There was never any other panel decision relevant to the issue of whether variable levies

were in breach of the Agreement. McGovern observes that there seems to have been a

reluctance on the part of critics of the CAP to have a formal determination of the issue of

legality of variable 1evies.73 He refers to the way the issue was avoided in the reports of the

69

70
7l
72

"EEC - Programme of Minimr¡m Import Prices, Licences and Surety Deposits for Certain Processed

Fruits and Vegetables", report of the Panel adopted on 18 October 1978, (L14687), BISD,25S/68.

Both views on this point are atpan4.9.
25S/68 atpara4.9.
255/68 atlara 4.16. Hudec discusses some unsatisfactory aspects üs ¡sassning, see Hudec (1993)

p50.
McGovern, (1986), p458.73
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panels dealing with Uruguayan Recourse 10 Article Ælil n 1963.74 Indeed, while the EC

Fntits and Vegetables decision seems to have paved the way for a legal challenge to

variable levies under Article XI:1, such a legal challenge was never made.

(b) Are variable levies a non-violation nullifica.tion or ímpairment under Article ilIII ?

As discussed in chapter 2,the operation of the dispute settlement procedure in Aficle XXIII

turns not upon the existence of a violation but on the existence of nullification or

impairment of a benefit under the Agreement. Arguments that variable levies constituted a

non-violation nullification and impairment are difficult. Possible arguments mightbe:

(l) that because of the frequency of the changes to the rate of customs duty, there was an

impairment of the benefit given by Article X which is an expectation that such

information will be published in a usable manner; or

(2) that there is an impairment of the benefit that should flow from having Article XI

complied with.

However, there is nothing in previous dispute decisions to support either of these arguments

and nor do other panel decisions assist in constructing an argument that variable levies

constituted a non-violation nullification or impairment.

In the dispute, Uruguayan Recourse to Article )Wil, part of the case submitted by Uruguay

was the argument that variable levies constituted a nullification and impairment r¡nder

Article XXIII. Because the panel had decided not to make a decision on whether variable

levies were violations,T5 they could only consider the question of nullification and

impairment on the basis of variable levies being non-violations. The panel noted that

Uruguay had not made any submissions as to which particular benefits under the Agreement

were being nullified or impaired and said that, in the absence of such submissions, it could

not make a decision as to whether any nullification or impairment existed.T6

"Uruguayan Recoruse to Article XXII", BISD,lls/95, 133/35, l3S/45. See McGovern (1986) p458
fü31 where he refers to l lS/95 at 100 and L3Sl45 at49.
Uruguayan Recourse, I 1S/95 at pan 17 .

tlS/95 at 100.
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There have been only a few panel reports which found the existence of nullification and

impairme,lrt in non-violation situations and not all of those have been adopted by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES.TT Inevery case but one, the finding of the panel related to the

impairment of a benefit flowing from a tariff concession and in the only case which related

to a benefit other than a benefit under a tariff concession, the report has never been adopted

by the CONTRACTING PAILTIES.TS Therefore, the CONTRACTING PARTIES have

never made a finding that non-violation nullification and impairment existed in relation to a

benefit other than a benefit grven by virtue of a tariff binding. It seerns that variable levies

were effectively unchallengeable on this point.

3.4 REGULATION OF QUOTAS AND MARK.IIPS BY STATE IMPORT

MONOPOLIES

State trading bodies can be used as mechanisms to impose the equivalents of import quotas

or import tariffs. The essential factor to being able to do so is exclusivity. They must have

a monopoly. So long as the state trading body has a monopoly on importation, then it can

control imports either by restricting the quantity of imports or by imposing a high mark-up

on the price. By using the latter, they can effectively limit the quantity of imports without

actually having to impose any laws restricting the quantity of imports. However, an

effective restriction is imposed. The state tading body simply has to decide the price at

which it will on-sell imports into the domestic market. Having done so, it can then choose

to buy the quantiþ of imports that it needs to meet the demand at the selected price"

77 Up to the coming into force of the WTO the only such reports were "The Australian Subsidy on

Ammonium sulphate", GATT/CP.4.39, adopted on 3 April 1950, BISD IVl88; "Treatuent by

Germany of Imports of Sardines", Gl26,adopted 31 October 1952,BISD 13/53; "Report of panel on

EEC - production aids granted on canned peaches, canned pears, c?nned fruit cocktail and dried

srâñest' :115178- 1984: not adooted bv the CONTRACTING PARTIES: see GATT, Anal¡ical Index,
t-F'- 

- 
- -t

pelZ, *a not reported in the 8/.SE; reported in Bureau of National Affairs, 20 US Export Weekly

IOZS, S June 1984; "EEC - Ta¡iff Treatuent on Imports of citn¡s Products from Certain Countries in

the Mediterr¿nean Region", L15776, dated 7 February 1985 (unadopted, extracted in GATT

Analytical Index, pp6l4-615; European Economic Community - Pa¡,ments and Subsidies Paid to

Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins", report of the Panel adopted

on 25 January 1990,L16627, BISD,375/86.

"EEC - Ta¡iffTreahent on Imports of Citrus Products from Certain Countries in the Mediterranean

Region", L15776, datedT February 1985 (unadopted), extracted in GATT, Analytical Indac, pp614-

615.
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Over the life of the GATT, the use of state run import monopolies to control agricultural

imports has been pervasive.Te Hathaway, writing in 1987, spoke of estimates of 90% of

world trade in wheat and 70%o of world trade in course grains.80 From the beginning, the

GATT did contain provisions to govem state trading entities. However, these provisions

had little impact on the extent to which such entities have been used to restrict imports. In

practice, the GATT imposed little consfraints on the way that state trading operations could

restrict imports and parties were free to use such operations to restrict agricultural trade.

GATT Rules on fmport Monopolies

It is clea¡ from the way that the GATT rules are constructed that some care was taken so that

the operation of state import monopolies would not, in itself, be inconsistent with the GATT

and that parties acceding to the GATT þerhaps especially those who had ele,rnents of

planned economies) would not be required to replace state import monopolies with free

market arangements. The elements of the regulation of import monopolies are as follows.

First, the GATT regulates the imposition of effective tariffs through import monopolies. As

mentioned in chapter 2,8r parties are prohibited from circumventing tariff concession

through the use of import monopolies. Article II:4 prohibits parties from operating import

monopolies "so as to afford protection on the average in excess of the amor¡nt of protection

provided for in that Schedule". This obligation can be varied by other specific provisions

incorporated into the Schedule of Concessions.S2

Secondly, the GATT regulates the imposition of import prohibitions and import quotas

through the use of import monopolies. As mentioned in chapter 2, the Article XI rule

79

80

81

See, eg, data relating to the period 1977 to 1981 collected in "Agriculture in the GATT - Note by the
Secretariat" CG.18/lV/591Rev.1,20 January 7982 at p9-10 referring to 2 countries for which state

tading entities ca¡ried out all trade and a further l7 countries which reported operating 97 søte
rading entities of which 69 concemed agricultural products.
Hathaway, Dale E., Agriculture and the GATT: Rerwiting the Rules (Institute for International
Economics, Washington DC, 1987) (No 20 in the series, Policy Analyses in International
Economics), pl11.
See, above, chapter 2 under heading 4.5 "Protecting the Integrity of Ta¡iffBindings and the National
Treatnrent Rule".
See Jaclson, World Trade and the Law of GATT (1969), p357. Note that Interpretative Note Ad
Article II:4 says it should be interpreted "in the light of'Article 3l of the Havana Cha¡ter which
requires" import monopolies to "import and offer fro sale such quantities of the product as will be
sufficient to satisS the full domestic demand for the imported product".

82
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prohibiting quantitative restrictions does apply to import restrictions "made effective

through state-frading operations". 83

Thirdly, Article XVII regulates discrimination by state import monopolies. Article XVII:4

requires import monopolies to purchase imports in a non-discriminatory manner which is

defined to mean that regard is had solely to "commercial considerations".

Fourthly, a general exception was made in Article XX for any import restrictions

"necessary" for "the enforcement of monopolies operated under" Articles II:4 and XVII

provided that measures met the requirernents of the 'chapeau' of Article XX (not being

means of arbitrary or unjustified discrimination and not being disguised restrictions on

intemational ûade).

Effectiveness of the Regulation of Import Monopolies Affecting Agriculture

The principal limitation to the effectiveness of Article II:4 was the same as with the general

rule in Article II. This was that there were fewer tariff bindings given in relation to

agricultural products than on other products. In the absence of a ta¡iffbinding, there was no

restiction of the mark-up that could be charged.s¿ Whilst Article II:4 did accommodate the

making of specific concessions relating to mark-ups, it appears that very few such

concessions \ilere ever given. Hoekman and Kostecki record two such instances in the

period 1947-199{ in each case, the concessions only lasting for a short period of time.8s.

A¡rother significant problem with Article II:4 was the technical difficulties in proving a

violation. The test to be satisfied is that the protection afforded by the import monopoly is

not "on the average" in excess of the rate specifi.ed in the tariff binding. Proving an

excessive rate of mark-up in a single instance is not sufficient" A complainant needed

substantial information about the purchase and resale prices at which the trade of the import

See the Interpretative Note Ad A¡ticles XI, XII, XIIL XIV and XMII. This was also cited in chapter

2 r¡nder heading 5.1 "The Basic Rule - Article )il General Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions".

Eg, see the Complaint against the Haitian Tobacco Monopoly, GATT document L/454 (1955) (cited

in Baban, Roy, "State Trading and the GATT" (1977) Il JWTL 334-353 at 344-345) (where it was

decided that there was no inconsistency with Article II because the relevant product was not bound).
See GATT, Analytical Indq - Guíde to GATT Law and Practice (GATT, Genev4 6th ed, 1994) p85;

see also Hoekman & Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System (Oxford
University Press, Oxford 1995) ppl l0-1 I l.
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monopoly had been undertaken.s6 The domestic selling price would have to be determined

and any costs relating to intemal taxes, transportation, or distribution would have to be

excluded from the calculation.8T To address this problem, paragraph 4 was added to Article

XVII ín 1957 requiring governments to submit information about state trading operations.

Nevertlreless, up to 1977, there had only been two rulings made in GATT dispute settlement

relating to import monopolies.88 The second of these was the challenge by Uruguay against

15 industrialized countries.8e Among the 562 restrictionseO complained about by Uruguay

were restrictions imposed through state trading entities in 9 countries. As with the question

of variable levies, the panel declined to make a legal ruling on a maffer upon which Uruguay

had failed to plead a legal argument. The working party did not make any finding on

whether the operation of the import monopolies were in violation of Article II:4.

The interaction of the rule regulating mark-ups with the rules regulating quantitative

restrictions impaired the effectiveness of the rule on mark-ups. In practice, if a country was

applying a quantitative restriction, then the domestic price would be higher than the world

price and possibly higher by much more than the margin established in any tariffbinding. It

was confirmed in a case on Korean Restrictions on Beef in 1989 that Article II:4 did not

apply to the situation in which quantitative restrictions were being applied consistently with

another provision of the Agreernent.9l

One can observe that the lack of effective regulation of the control of imports by state

import monopolies was consistent with the adoption of the'county by counûy' and'item by

item' system of negotiating tariffbindings. It has already been noted that the adoption of the

itern by item system enabled parties to avoid bindings on agricultural products. In the case

86 Generally, on this calculation, see McGovem, Edmond, International Trade Regulation (Globefield
Press, Exeter, 1995-) p5.l 1-9.

See Kostecki, M.M., East-West Trade and the GATT System (Èade Policy Research Centre, London
by St Martin's Press, New York, 1978) at 45 setting out the calculation of the relevant prices to
determines whether there is a violation of Article II:4. 5 e;(amFle of the application of these

calculations a¡e "Canada - hporq Sale and distribution of Alcoholic Drinks" GATT,BISD 355/86.
Baban, Roy, "Srate Trading and the GATT" (1977) ll WTL 334-353 at344.
"Uruguayan Recou¡se to A¡ticle XXI[" report adopted on 16 November 1962 (L/1923) GATT A/SD
I ls/9s.
See Hudec, Robert E., uRetaliation Against "IJnreasonable" Foreign Trade Practices: The New
Section 301 and GATT Nullification ¿¡d Tmpairment" (1975) 59 Minnesota Law Review 461-539 at
497

"Republic of Korea - Restrictions on Imports of Beef - complaint by the USA" GATT BISD 3651268,
paral26.
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88
89
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of state trading, the adoption of an itern by item system for binding mark-ups not only

enabled parties to avoid bindings on mark-ups on agricultural products but also enabled

them to impose effective quantitative restrictions without actually imposing quantitative

restrictions.

4 THE EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS

As mentioned above, difficulties with a number of the exceptions to the general rules on

import ba¡riers adversely affected the liberalization of agriculnnal trade. Each of the

exceptions to be discussed below were introduced in chapter 2. They are:

(1) grandfathering of pre-existing measures;

walvers.

the balance of payments exception;

r*re agricultural exception;

the emergency safeguards exception;

the economic developme,nt exception.

The operation of each of these exceptions impacted upon the relative stricûress of the

reguiation of import quotas and that of import ta¡iffs which it is submitted in turn

contributed to difñculties in regulation of agricultural trade.

4.1 GRANDFATHERING

As described in Chapter 2, the Article XI prohibition, along with the rest of part II of the

Agreeme,nt, c¿rne into force only to the extent that it was "not inconsistent with existing

legislation."92 A significant proportion of the quantitative restrictions that were justified

Article I of the Protocol of Provisional Application, see cb2 p37. Generally on the history of this
clause and its legal application, see GATT, Analytical Indøc,pp993-1006; Curzon (1965), ppa5a6;
Dam (1970), pp34l-344; Jaclson (1969) pp60-63; Jaclson (1989) pp34-37' Hansen, Ma¡c & Edwin
Vermulst, "The GATT Protocol of Provisional Application - A Dying Grandfather?" (1989) 27
Columbia J. Transnational Law 263-308: Knobl, Peter F., "GATT Application - The Grandfather is
Still Alive - Recent Pauel Recognitions and tu¡s¡dment Intentions" (1991) 25(q JWf l0l-118;
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under this grandfathering provision were maintained in respect of trade in agricultural

products.93

Over the years, there were some legal developments which limited the scope of the existing

legislation exception but, despite the na¡rowing of the scope of this exception, its existence

contributed to the continued existence of many quantitative restrictions on agricultural

products. In the 1984 report submitted by the Group on Quantitative Restrictions, this

exception was cited as one of the principal GATT provisions advanced by parties in

justifi cation of their quantitative restictions.e4

4.1.L Legal Interpretation of Existing Legislation

Developments in legal interpretation of the exception occr¡¡red in three areas:

(1) the meaning of "existing", that is, the determination of the relevant date;

(2) the question of whether executive regulation authorised by but not mandatorily

required by pre-existing legislation was protected; and

(3) whether pre-existing legislation lost the protection of the exception if it was

amended.

Firstly, the meaning of "existing" was clarified to mean, for the original parties, the 30th of

October 1947,9s and, for acceding parties, the date specified in their protocol of accession.96

Roessler, Frieder, "The Provisional Application of the GATT - Note on the Report of the GATT
Panel on the "Manufacturing Clause" in the US copyright Legislation', (1985) 19 JWTL289-295.
See "Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-Ta¡iff Measwes, Report (1984) of the Group on

Quantitative Restrictions and other Non-Tariff Ba¡riers adopted on 30 November 1984, (U5713),
BISD, 3lsl21l a¡d the compilation of restrictions and their legal justifications referred to therein:
GATT Doc. NTMiTVi6 /Rev.2.

"Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-Ta¡iff Measures", Report (1984) of the Group on

Quantitative Restrictions and other Non-Tariff Ba¡riers adopted on 30 November 1984, (Ll57l3);
BISD, 3 LS I 2L I,215, para 20.
"Protocol of Provisional Application, Date of reference for the phrase "Existing Legislation" in
paragaph I(b) of the Protocol", Ruling by the Chairman on August lI,1949;81SD, Vol.tr, 35.
See, eg, the Torquay Protocol, 21 April I95l (BISD, vol.l p86) and the A:rnecy Protocol, l0 October
L949 (62 UNTS 122; BISD Vol.l p79) which refer to ttre "legislation exisring on the date of this
Protocol". A later 

"¡a""Fle 
of a protocol of accession which uses the same words is that of Thailand

(BISD,265/3). A number of protocols of accession specifu an actual date, eg, ttrat of Switzerland
which says "legislation existing on 22 November 1958" (BISD,145/6).
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Secondly, the CONTRACTING PARTIES decided that the benefit of the pre-existing

legislation exception extended only to'mandatory'legislation and did not provide protection

for acts which were merely authorised by pre-eústing legislatton.e1

Thirdly, the CONTRACTING PARTIES decided that amendment of pre-existing legislation

did not necessarily deprive it of the benefit of the exception. However, the parties added an

important condition to this. The legislation only retained the protection of the clause if the

degree of inconsistency with the General Agreement was not increased. This rule was

interpreted quite strictly in the 1984 United States Manufacturing Claus¿ case.e8 In that

case, certain legislation vras inconsistent with Article III. An amendment had previously

established a sunset date on the legislation. The amendment which was under consideration

in the dispute had merely extended the expuy date of legislation. The panel decided that the

extension of the duration of the legislation increased the inconsistency of the legislation.99

The interpretation adopted in that case was significant because it adopted a'one-way tack'

approach to giving the protection of the clause to amendments.

4.1.2 Origins of the Grandfathering Provision

That the existing legislation clause ever came to exist in the first place was perhaps more

than anyttring else a manifestation of the conflict between the parties ove¡ the importanee of

constructing a rule to restrict tightly the use of quantitative restrictions. It is worth

g'.'I See "Norway - Resfrictions on Imports of Applcs and Pears", report of the pancl adopted on 22 June

1989, (L/6474), BISD,365/306; "Thailand - Restrictions on Importation of and Internal Ta:res on

Cigarettes", report of the panel adopted on 7 November 1990, (DS10/R), BISD,37Sl200, esp paras

82 & 83; and "Canada - Distribution, and Sale of Alcoholic Drinks by Canadian Provincial

Marketing Authorities" report of panel adopted 22 Ma¡ch 1988, B/SD 355137. See also the report

"Notification of Existing Measures and Procedural Questions", Report approved by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES on l0 August 1949, II BISD 49,61 at para 99: "The working party

agreed that a measure is so permitted, provided that the legislation on which it is based is by its terms

or expressed intent of a mandatory char¿cter - that is, it imposes on the executive authority

requirenents which cannot be modified by executive action". See also the other rePorts cited in
G NfT, Analytical Indæ, pp997- I 002.

"United States Manufacnring Clause", report of the panel adopted on 15116 May 1984 (L/5609);

BISD,3tsl74.
"US Manufactr:ring Clause" at paras 36ff. The panel relied on the rather equivocal authority of the

"Brazilian Internal Ta¡res" case, r€port adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on 30 June 1949,

BISD, vol.l[J 18 I . In the Brazilian lnternal Tæres cases, the Panel did not make a finding, but all of its
members seem to have agreed that the asrendsrent did not necessarily deprive the legislation of
protection under the existing legislation clause provided that the degree of inconsistency u/as not
increased.
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examining the historical situation from which the "existing legislation" clause came into

being.

Clearly, it was in the minds of negotiators that an agreement regulating tariffs would not

liberalize tade unless it included regulation of quantitative restrictions. However, given the

way the negotiation proceeded, it is difficult to believe that there was universal appreciation

of ttre potential for the regulation of tarifß to be undermined if it was not accompanied by

regulation of quantitative restrictions. It was noted above that, at the Geneva conference,

the parties entered into negotiations for ta¡iffreductions even though they had not settled on

the provisions of the GATT.IO0 The parties negotiated tariffreductions before completion

of negotiation of the framework agreement by which those tariffreductions would come into

effect. It seems that one of the reasons that the US and others encowaged the tariff

negotiation to proceed without waiting for the completion of the ITO or the GATT was that

the USA negotiating authority would expire in mid-1948.101 Once the tariff negotiations

began, they built an urgency of their own. It was in the nature of such tariff negotiations

that they were carried out in secret. Govemments did not tell domestic industries that their

protective tariffs were being reduced. That they were conducted in this manner reflects the

domestic political costs that might arise if negotiations wers not secret. Particular lobby

groups might withdraw their support from the govemment. However, if the total package

including the reductions by other cor¡ntries is presented as a fait accompli then the total

political gains and losses balance each other out. However, a problem with secret

negotiations is that if traders find out about prospective changes, then they will alter their

transactions in anticipation of more favourable tariff treatnent after the changes ssçur.lO2

The longer the time delay between the negotiations and bringing them into effect, the larger

the possibility that the negotiation could not be kept secret.

By the end of the Geneva conference, at which time both the negotiation of the ta¡iff

reductions and the text of the GATT had been completed, a problem arose with speedy

100
r0l

See, above, in this chapter atp253.
See Jackson (1989) p35. The tade legislation had been extended in 1945 for 3 years expiring on 12

June 1948: "Act to Extend the Authority of the President" under section 350 of the Tarif Act of 1930
as omended, and for other purposes, 5 July 1945, Pub L79-130,59 Stat 410.
See Jackson (1989) pp34-35; Roessler, "The Provisional Application of GATT p290; Knobl, "GATT
Application - The Grandfather Is Still Aliveu pp103.
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implementation of the GATT. Many counties indicated that they could not put the GATT

into effect without parliamentary approval and that they did not wish to go through that

process twice: once for the GATT and a second time for the ITO Charter.lO3

Some parties wished to bring only the tariff obligations into place. However, the United

States, the UK and Canada insisted that they would not bring their tariff commitnents into

effect unless the other provisions which prevented the circumvention of tariff commiünents

by other instnrments also came into effect.l0a It was as a compromise to this dilemma that

the parties agreed upon the Protocol of Provisional Application with its existing legislation

clause applying to Part II of the Agreement. It allowed the parties to bring the GATT into

force without putting govenrments in a position where they were obliged r¡nder existing

legislation to violate the Agreement.

However, leaving so many quantitative restrictions r:ndisciplined necessarily had a

detrimental effect. It was rurlikely that any corurûry would ever make a concession in

exchange for a tariff reduction on a product upon which a grandfathered irnport quota

existed. Since in many cas¡es, the grandfathered import quotas existed in relation to

agricultural tade, then this \ilas one element in a framework that made it less likely that

concessions would be exchanged on agricultural products.

That the accumulation of these political factors culminated in the "existing legislation"

clause was indicative of the priorities of the negotiators. Had reg:.rlation cf irnport quotas

been a higher priority than regulation of import tariffs, then the negotiators would have

ensr¡red that an agreement on regulating quotas would be implemented before commencing

secret tariff negotiations.

4.1.3 Grandfathering and Agriculture

There were a couple of instances in which the grandfathering of existing legislation had a

particular effect on agricultural trade.

See Jackson (1989) p35; Roessler, "The Provisional Application of GATT", p290

See Roessler, Frieder, "The Provisional Application of the GATT" atp290. See also Jackson (1969)

p62 (Jackson cites UN document EPCTÆAC/I at24 (1941).

r03
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(a) The'Consideratíon'Of German Agricultural Quantítative Restrictionsfrom 1957 to
t9s9

The attitude of Germany to the formation of the EEC Common Agricultural Policy and the

relative importance of compliance with the GATT were foreshadowed in its attitude to

maintaining quantitative restrictions in the years immediateþ prior to the formation of the

CAP. A controversy (dispute proceedings under Article )OilII were never initiated) over

German agricultural quantitative restrictions arose a few months after the signing of the

EEC Treary in March 1957. Following consultations in June 1957 with Germany, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted a report that found that Germany could no longer

justiff import restrictions on the basis of Article XII. After Germany issued a statement that

it would move to liberalize the existing restrictions, but not to remove them nor to apply for

a waiver,l05 the contracting parties established a working party to respond to Germany's

sf¿fsmsnf.l06 Germany's statement was remarkable because it asserted that the GATT

should not apply the prohibition on quantitative restrictions to agricultural ¡¿ds.l07

Germany made arguments on two other grounds for retaining some of its restrictions. One

of these was that the restrictions were justified rurder the Pre-existing legislation clause in

the Protocsl.los The legal issue relating to the pre-existing legislation was referred to the

Intersessional Comml6ssl09 f6 consider and report back to the 13th session. The

Intersessional Committee appointed a working pafty to consider the arguments r¡nder the

pre-existing legislation sl¿uss. I I 0

The four pieces of legislation urder consideration, called the Marketing Laws, dealt

respectively with trade in Grains (legislation dated 24 November 1950), Sugar (5 January

l95l), Milk and Fat (28 February 1951), and Cattle and Meat (25 Apil 1951). Under these

105
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r07

108

109

Under the 'ha¡d core' waiver procedure which had been established to deal with restrictions formerþ
justified under the balance of palments exception. See this chapter r¡nder the heading a3.5(a)
"Disinvocation r¡nder Article XII".
"Impof Restrictions of the Federal Republic of Germany", Report adopted on 30 November 1957;
(LÆ68), BISD,63/55;
"Statement by the Representative of tle Federal Republic of Germany", Arnex to "Import
Restrictions of the Federal Republic of Germany", Report adopted on 30 November 1957¡' (L1768),

BISD,65155 at 63, esp 65-66.
The other ground was that despite the certification by the IMF, Germany still had some balance of
pa)¡ments problems.
On the Intersessional Council, see GAfi, Analytical Index,pl0l5,fr32 (& see above inch2, p14, fü
4e).
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laws, it was only permissible to import for the purpose of selling to an Import and

Stockpiling Agency and such sales had to be at prices fixed by the govemment and subject

to certain levies. The laws provided for Supply plans (or in the case of the Milk and Fats

law for Ministerial instructions) which would estimate the quantity of imports that were

required. There were no express provisions limiting the quantities that the Import and

Stocþiling Agencies could buy or sell. However in order to implement the Supply plans,

the German government maintained import quotas.

Germany argued that the Marketing laws were legislation existing on the date of Germany's

accession to the Agreement (which was by the Torquay Protocol which was dated 21 April

1950).1 I I Gerrnany argued both that: the protocol gave protection to the quotas even if they

were not mandatorily required by the legislation; and, secondly, that even if the protocol

only gave protection to mandatory legislation then the quotas were mandatorily required by

the Marketing laws. The working parly reported some disagreement on both points and

concluded by stating the majority view that the import quotas under the Marketing Laws

were not justified under the existing legislation clause in the Torquay Protocol. Three

members of the working party abstained including France which agreed with Germany that

the other parties should accept the staternent by Germany that the law was mandatory.l 12

The working party report was adopted by the Intersessional Committee on 2May 1958 with

the three abstentions. Note that at this time the six parties to the EEC Treaty had begun to

negotiate a coilrmon agricultural poiicy and were due to meet for that purpose in Stresa in

July 1958. After the working party report reached the Intersessional Committee, the USA

moved a recoillmendation that the quotas be rEmoved. However the 6 EEC members joined

to vote against ú¡s msfis¡.113 Therefore, the finding of the illegality of the German

Restrictions \ilas not adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

110

lll

"Import Restrictions Maintained By The Federal Republic Of Germany", Report adopted by the

Intersessional Committee on 2 May 1958; (L/821), BISD 75199.

There is no discussion in the case about the fact that the date of the Cattle and Meat law (25 April
1950) is after the date of the Protocol. For present pu{poses, it has not been necessary to find the

rìDsriler to this anomaly.
The repor! Ll82l, does not say who the other abstainers were but presumably they were the other 2

EEC countries on the working party, Belgium and Italy.
Hudec (1990) p268 frll: "The vote was 2l for, 6 againsÇ 6 abstaining. The six negative votes $¡ere

the six EEC members." Hudec cites the US motion asL/8L7 and the proceedings at IC|SR.38.

rt2
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After the Stesa conference, when the key CAP principle of an EEC wide price regime was

adopted, the protection of German agriculture had become a significant issue in intra EEC

negotiations and Germany was clearly very much concemed with protecting its farmers

from lower prices ernanating from its fellow EEC mernbers, particularly France and also

from the rest of the world. It became clear that Germany would not submit to a GATT

determination of its quantitative restrictions on agricultrnal products except in the context of

consideration of the whole CAP. The matter of the illegality of the German restrictions was

resolved by a German application for a waiver which was given without prejudice to its

view that the restrictions were legal.t t+

In retrospect, it is clear that the German arguments over the interpretation of the existing

legislation clause \ryere wrong, but they did serve to delay the issue from Jrxre 1957 until

May 1959. It was the first of many times that GATT determinations and negotiations have

had to wait until after certain progress has been made in intra EEC negotiations on the CAP.

The course of the dispute oflered an indication of the importance to Germany of protection

for its agricultural sector. In retospect, the course of the dispute also illusfrated the

importance of the French-German relationship in inüa EEC politics. France was able to

take sides with Germany by supporting the technical meaning of 'mandatory' which

Germany argued for. However, by doing so, France avoided the necessity of supporting any

of Germany's other arguments. France would have been committed to gaining export access

for agricultural products to the German market and in the negotiation of the CAP would

have foreseen that there would be a dispute between France wanting to set lower EEC wide

prices and Germany wanting to set higher prices.lls France also wanted ordinary GATT

rules to apply to agricultural trade but it resented the waiver granted to the USA. Germany,

on the other hand, was not merely threatened by the application of GATT rules, it was

threatened by the potential impact that the CAP would have on the ability of French farmers

to put German farmers out of business. Therefore, given the dif,ferent French and German

objectives, it is not surprising that the GATT dispute could not be resolved r¡ntil after France

and Germany had resolved their intemal EEC negotiation.

"German TmFort Restrictions", Decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES of 30 May 1959, BISD,
85/31; the report adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES is at 85/160.
On the setting of EEC prices, see chapter 10, under the heading "The Formation of the Common
Agricultural Policy and the First A¡ticle )OCV:6 Negotiation",pp23ltr.

tt4
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(b) Section 22 of the USA Agricultural Adjustment Act

Chapter 10 mentioned that, even though the USA's 1955 agricultural waiver did "not

preclude the right of affected contracting parties to have recourse to the appropriate

provisions of Article XXIII", no parfy other than The Netherlands ever applied for

authorization of retaliation. The potential for arguments over the application of the "existing

legislation" clause may have played a role in discouraging such applications and, therefore,

in the longevity of the USA's resffictions imposed under s22 of the Ar4r4.tr6

Some restrictions imposed under s22 would have been mandatorily required by existing

legislation , the AAA, on the relevant date, 30 October 1947. In respect of those, no waiver

was necessary so, sureþ, the waiver only applied in respect of quotas that would not have

been protected by the existing legislation clause. To determine the scope of the waiver and

the preservation of the right to have recourse to Article XXIII, it would have been necessary

to determine the scope of application of the "existing legislation" exception. Such a

determination would have had to take account of amendments to the AAA.tlT The AAA was

amended in 1948 to add progr¿ütmes in respect of which quotas could be imposed under

s22.rr8 It was also amended in 1948 to give the GATT precedence over the AAA anó again

in 1951 to reverse that order of precedence.l19

Parties seeking authorization of retaliation would have had to convince the

CONTRACTING PARTIES that the relevant restrictions under s22 were not justified r¡nder

the existing legislation clause. To do so, they would have had to establish either

(l) that the amend¡nent of the AAA n 1948 giving priority to the GATT had brought the

AAA tnto conformity with the GATT and that the amendment reversing the order of

priority had introduced a new inconsistency which was not protected r¡nder the

ll6

tt7

These legal tecbnicalities are considered in Hansen, Ma¡c & Edwin Vermulst, "The GATT Protocol

of Provisional Application - A Dying Grandfather?" (1989) 27 Columbia Journal of Transnational

Law263 at298-304.
The amendments to the,4u4A are partially described in chapter 10. They are more fully described in

t{enssn, Marc & Edv¡in Vermuls! "The GATT Protocol of Provisional Application - A Dying
Grandfather?" at 299-300; and in Martin, Edwin G., "The Conflict Between Foreign-Trade

Agreements and Price-Support Programs' (1951) 37 Cornell IJ l7-31 esp at26-28.

See Martin, as aboveB26; 62 Søt 1247 (1948) brought programmes in respect of the Steagull

Commodities within s22. The Steagull Commodities were those for which price support policies

were introduced r¡nder the Steagull Amendment: 55 Stat 498..
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"existing legislation" clause thereby introducing the argument that was eventually

successful in the US Manufacturing Clause case;120 or

(2) that even if the protection of the legislation had survived the 1951 amendment, the

quotas were in force to protect a programme which either was not subject to the

protection of s22 of the AAA on 30 October 1947 or which were not mandatorily

required under the legislatis¡. I 2 I

Therefore, whilst other political factors may have been more important, the Iegal

technicalities relating to grandfathering may have discouraged requests for authorization of

retaliation and, thereby, contributed to the longevity of the USA agricultural quotas.

(c) The Swiss Protocol of Accessíon

A particular instance of the impact of "existing legislation" clauses on agricultural trade was

the reservation in the Swiss Protocol.l2z In addition to an "existing legislation" clause in the

ordinary form speciÛing the relevant date as 22 Novembet 1958,123 the Swiss Protocol

made the application of Article XI subject to pre-existing agriculhral support laws under

which import quotas could be maintaiîsf,.r24

4.2 WAIVERS LTNDER ARTICLE XXV5

The biggest impact of the waiver provision on agricultural trade was that flowing from the

USA's agriculnral waiver granted in 1955, discussed in Chapter 10. Agricultr¡re was also

affected by a number of other waivers given in respect of the provisions on import barriers.

The provisions of Article XXV:5 have already been set out.125 To recap, the wording of

Article XXV:5 requires a two thirds majority vote and appears to restrict the giving of

waivers to circumstances that:

ll9
t20

62Stat1248Q9aÐ; PubLNo 8l-579, s3,64 Stat26l (1951).

This argument is discussed in Hanson & Vermulst, "The GATT Protocol of Provisional Application -

A Dying Grandfather" at 300-302.
These arguments are discussed in Hanson & Verrrulst at302-304.

"Protocol for the Accession of Swiøerland BISD, 14316.

BISD,143/6 atT,para I of Part I.
BISD,143/6 at 8, para 4 of Pa¡t I.
See chapter 10 atp2l8.

t2l
t22
t23
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(1) are exceptional; and

(2) are not elsewhere provided for in the Agreement.

The original waiver clause in the USA's Suggested Charter applied to any of the obligations

in the draft ITO charter on coÍrmercial policy and none of the succeeding negotiations

introduced any limitatisns.l26 The waiver power in Article XXV:5 extends to any of the

obligations under the Agreernent without limitation. The only contention about the width of

Article XXV:5 has arisen as to whether waivers can be granted in respect of the most

favoured nation obligation in Aficle L It has been argued that such a waiver amounts to an

amendment of the Agreement which should be dealt with under Article XXX which requires

unanimity.l2T However, the CONTRACTING PARTIES have decided that Article XXV:5

can apply to any obligation under the Agreems¡1.128 In the absence of any such limitation

on the type of obligation or of any distinction between waivers of different obligations, the

Article does not make it any more difficult to obtain a waiver from the prohibition on

quantitative restrictions than from the rules on tariffs or export subsidies. Therefore, the

provisions of Article XXV:5 have not done anything to guide parties toward the adoption of

less costly policies.

By 1 april 1994, there had been I i3 waivers granted.i2e They were given for a number oi

different situations. Many related to deviations from the MFN rule. A significant number

related to the rules on the use of border protection instruments. Some waived the provisions

of Article II to permit a party's substantially revised customs tariff to come into force within

a shorter time than would have been possible if ordinary Article XXVil negotiations were

required to be completed first.l3O Some waivers enabled parties in balance of payments

126 Article 55(2) of the Suggested Charter which provided for the establishment of criteria and
procedures for waivers referred to the obligations in Part IV of the draft cha¡ter containing the

commercial policy obligations. On the successor provisions, see GATT, Anølytical Index, p826.

127 See the a¡gument raised by Cuba in "Repofs Relating to the Review of the Agreement - Schedules

and Customs Administration" report adopted on 26 February 1955 (L1329),815D,351205,208-209.
128 "The European Coal and Steel Community" report adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on l0

November 19 52 (G I 3 5),.81SD, 1 S/8 5 at 86, para 2.

129 Plus some additional decisions extending or a.rrending a prior waiver decision. See GATT,
Analytical Index,p823 & Table "Waivers Granted By The Contacting Parties Under Article XXV:5"
at pp828-839.

130 Eg: Brazil - Renegotiation of Schedule, 155/75; Chile - Renegotiation of Schedule, 155/83; Indonesia

- renegotiation of Schedule, 205/28, Pakisø¡ - Renegotiation of Schedule, 24SlL5; Turkey -
Renegotiation of Schedule, 9S/5 l.
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difñculties to utilize tariff surcharges instead of quantitative restrictions in circumstances

where Article XII would have only permitted quantitative resfictions. However the waivers

that most affected tr,ade in agricultural products were those where the application of Article

XI was waived to permit the application of quantitative restrictions to agricultural trade.

Most of these are discussed below in the context of balance of payments restrictions: the

ha¡d-core waiver granted to Belgium in i955,131 the agricultural waiver given to

Luxembourg in 1955,132 the waiver granted to Germany in 1959,t$ and the most important

one, the United States waiver of 1955.134

The granting of the waiver to the United States was described in some detail in chapter 10.

The US agricultual waiver is remarkable for the looseness of its terms. In particular, it was

noted above:

(1) that the waiver was not given for a limited time;

(2) the waiver was not conditional on the US removing the restrictions within any

specified time frame; and

(3) nor was the waiver conditional on the US altering the underlying domestic

progr¿mme which made the restrictions necessary.l35

The waiver did nothing to guide the USA toward less damaging policies.

In chapter 10, it was submitted that the circumstances of the US waiver did not meet the two

requirernents of being "exceptional" and "not elsewhere provided for in the Agreement".

There, it was also submitted that these legal requirements had been eflectively removed

from the Agreement by the precedent set in approving the waiver for the Ewopean Coal and

l3l "Waiver Granted to Belgium in Con¡exion with lmport Restrictions on Certain Agricultural
Products", Decision of 3 December 1955, BISD,43/22.
"Waiver Granted to Luxembourg in Connexion with Import Restrictions on Certain Agriculnral
Products", Decision of 3 December 1955, BISD,43/27.
"German Import ResEictions", Decision of 30 May L959, BISD,8S/31, panel report, E/SD, 85/160.
"Import Restrictions Imposed by the United States Under Section 22 of the United States Agricultural
Adjustuent Act", rqrort adopæd on 5 Ma¡ch 1955, (L1339) BISD, 35/141; decision of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES, BISD. 33/32.
Chapter 10,p217.

132
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t34
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Steel Commissisnl36 and that this precedent made it possible for the US to negotiate such

loose terms for its swn \ilaiver.l37

In 1956, the CONTRACTING PARTIES made an attempt to maintain the legal content of

Article XXV:5 by approving some guiding principles to be followed in considering

applications for waivers of important obligations.l38 The guidelines provide that waivers

should only be given where the CONTRACTING PARTIES are satisfied that the interests

of other contracting parties are adequately safeguarded,t:e and that waivers should provide

for "consultation on specific action taken wrder the waiver'r,I40 ¿1d for annual reports to the

Contacting Parties.

In the important cases affecting agriculture, these consultation and reporting procedures did

little to bring the actions of the relevant contracting parties into conformity with the

Agreement. Both the Belgian hard core waiver and the German agricultural restrictions

waiver expired without Belgium or Germany having phased out the restictions.l4l V/ittl

regard to the US waiver, reports were submitted ann¡:ally between 1956 and 1986. In some

years, there had been some liberalization of the restrictions but, almost always, it took the

form of a widelring rather than a removal of the quotas. In chapter 10, it was pointed out

that in 1986, at the beginning of the Uruguay round, restrictions under s22 of úte

Agricultural Adjustment Act were still in place in relation to cotton and cotton waste, a

variety of dairy products, and also some nuts, oils, and animal feeds and çþesel¿fs.l42

138

136

t37

139
140

l4l

"The European Coal and Steel Community" report adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on 10

November 1952 (G135),8ISD, 13/85.

Although note that in the two decisions in which waivers were denied, reference was made to the

circumstances not being exceptional: "Greece - Preferential Tariff Quotas to the USSR", report of the

S/orking Part-v adopted 2 December 1970, BISD,l8S/179, l8l, para 6.

"Aficle XXV - Guiding Principles to be followed by the Contracting Pa¡ties in Considering

Applications for Waivers from Part I or Other Important Obligations of the Agreement", Procedures

adopted on 1 November 1956; BISD,5S/25. For corunentary, see Jackson (1969),p547.

BISD,5Sl25, para (c).
BISD,5Sl25, para (d).
See "German ImFort Restrictions" report adopted on 13 November 1962 (Lll909\ BISD llSl222; &
Belgian rmFort Restrictions on Agricultural Products", report adopted on 16 November 1962

(Ltr928) BrSD rtsl220.
See chapter 10, p218.r42
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The last report on the US waiver made before the commencgment of the Uruguay Round

was reviewed critically.l43 The US reported changes to its Farm Bill of 1985 which were

intended to reduce production. Other parties asked whether the changes would enable the

US to relinquish the waiver. The US response was that the problems of world agricultural

markets could not be solved by any single country acting alone and that the existing

Committee on Trade in Agriculture was the appropriate forum for dealing with the

problem.l+¿ For this attitude, the US was severely criticized. The other members of the

working party argued that the US was making action of other parties a precondition for

bringing its own legislation into line with the Agreement.l45 They shessed that the US

should not expect to get anything in return for giving up the w¿lvsr.l46

In the 1987 review, after the Uruguay round had commenced, the working party criticized

the US severely. The report says that membe¡s

expressed a general frusfration at the lack of progress in removing the waiver,
which they said was a temporary privilege, not a right, and should not be
openended.l4T

Most members of the Panel wanted to make some recoÍlmendations to the GATT Cor.mcil.

The suggested recommendations included establishing a time frame for phasing out the

waiver, and the substitution of GATT consistent measures in place of the quotas. The US

opposed the making of any recommendations to the Council sayrng that the Uruguay Rowrd

was the proper forum for dealing with problems in agricultural ¡¿dç.148 Although no

recommendations were made, the working party report records that, but for the USA's

dissent, they would have been able to u¡ranimously conclude that the continued application

of the waiver by the US:

(l) "had not facilitated adjustnent of the US agricultural sector";

143

t44
t45
t46
147

"United 51¿1ss Tmport Restrictions on Agricultural Products", Report of the working Pa¡ty adopted on
22 ÌMay 1 986, (L/598 3); B ISD, 33S/l 0 l.
BISD, 335/ I01, paras 15, 22;
BISD,33S/l00,para37.
B.I^SD, 33S/l 00, pan 41.
"United States Import Restrictions on Agricultural Products", r€port of the working Party adopted on
I 5 July 1987, (Ll 6194); B ISD, 34Si3 8 at 39, para 7 .

BISD,345/38, para 54.148
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(2) "had allowed the US to maintain agricultural programmes which caused excessive

supply, surplus stocks and pressr.re for subsidized exports", and

(3) "had been an important factor in the failure of GATT rules to operate eftectiveþ in

relation to agricultual trade'r. 149

The workjng party report contains an unusual reference to the waiver having arisen as a

result of the US's own internal legal position and its inability to ratiff the Agreemsn1.l5o lf

was pointed out to the US that it sought the waiver because it might have otherwise had to

withdraw from the agreement.lsl pe¡þ¿ps this was a veiled way of oflering the US the same

choice again. After all, the waiver could have been revoked by a two-thirds vote and the US

congress would then have had to choose between amending the legislation or violating the

Agreement.

The US response that the matter should be dealt with in the course of the Uruguay ror¡nd

was predictable. The issue of whether the US could use the waiver as negotiating

ammunition in the Uruguay round was sensitive but in practical terms, whatever the legal

position, the giving up of the waiver would only be done when the US had received enough

in exchange for it.

4.3 THE EXCEPTIONS FOR RESTRICTIONS FOR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
REASONS - ARTICLE XII AND ARTICLE XVIIIB

4.3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 gave a general description of the balance of payments exception in Article XII

and the separate balance of payments exception for developing countries in Article XVIIIB.

In terms of the overall framework of rules, this exception is different from most of the other

exceptions from the rules on import barriers in two \¡¡ays. First, if the pre-requisites are

satisfied, then the suspension of obligations can proceed without the need to offer

compensatory concessions and without any prospect of other parties being able to impose

retaliation. Secondly, this exception justifies restrictions across all trade not just on specific

items.

t49
150

BISD,34Sl38, para 57 .

BISD, 345138 at 55, para 52.
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Abuse of and breaches of the rules relating to the balance of payments exceptions

contributed significantly to the lack of liberalization achieved by the GATT in agricultural

trade. The unjustified maintenance of restrictions under this exception contributed to the

maintenance and increase of protection of agriculture. In some counkies, the resulting level

of protection helped to create the strong political power of the agricultural sector which

continued even after balance of payments restrictions had been removed.

That there would be a balance of payments exception seems to have been accepted from the

very first negotiations between the British and the Americans.l52 As Jackson points out, the

existence of this rurderstanding predates the negotiation of the IMF agreement so the

negotiation of the curency parity system was predicated on an assumption that cor.mtries

would be able to impose quantitative restrictions on imports for balance of payments

Pu{Pose5.l53

The fact that so many countries were in fact suflering from balance of payments problems

after the war had a significant effect on the negotiation of both the general prohibition of

quantitative restrictions and of the balance of payments exception. It enabled parties to

contemplate that it would be some time into the future before they would have to comply

with the general prohibition.ls4 Nevertheless, the outcome of the negotiation was that there

were quite strict rules formed both as to when and how the balance of payments restrictions

could be utilized. The additional exception in Article XVIIIB for developing countries tryas

not added until 1957.1ss

4.3.2 The Rules for BOP Restrictions

The rules as to when these exceptions could be utilized were described in part 11.2 of

chapter 2 as follows.

151

152
BISD,34Sl38,para 52.
See the Proposals, Section C, Article 2; See also Brown, The United States and the Restoration of
'World Trade,p78.
Jackson (1969),678.
Hudec (1990),p21.
See "Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the GATT", 3 October 1955, in force l0
July 1957,278 UNTS 168.
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Article XII:

permits a contacting party to impose restrictions "to safeguard its financial position

and its balance of PaYments.rrl56

The extent of restrictions is limited to "those necessary:

(Ð to forestall the imminent threat of, or to stop a serious decline in its monetary

reserves, or

(iÐ in the case of a contacting party with very low monetary reselves, to achieve

a reasonable rate of increase in its reservssrr.lS7

ArticleXVIIIB:

permits a contracting party to impose restrictions "to safeguard its external position

and to ensure a level of reserves adequate for the imple,lnentation of its programme

of economic develoPmsafil. I 58

The extent of restictions is limited to "those necessary:

(a) to forestall the threat of, or to stop, a serious decline in its monetaty reserves,

OI

lh\ in fhc ceqe of a cnnfracfins nart\,/ with inade.auate monetarv reserltes- to
\v,/ "---'-------4"

achieve a reasonable rate of increase in its reseryssrr.l59

The key element is that the exceptions aÍe tied to the level of monetary reserves. 'Whenever

the CONTRACTING PARTIES have to decide on the state of a parfy's monetary reserues,

they are required to accept the determination of the International Monetary Fund ('IMF').t00

Art XII:1.
Art KI:2(a). Emphasis added.

A¡t XVIII:9.
A¡t XVItr:9. Emphasis added.

ArtXV:2.
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The original and still operative provisions of Arlicles XII and XVIIB of the Agreement

contain quite expansive rules as to the way in which balance of payments restrictions may

be applied. These are summarizedby J¿sl$snl61 as follows:

(1) restrictions shall be progressively relaxed as conditions permit;t0z

(2) measures should avoid uneconomic employrnent of productive resources;163

(3) as far as possible, measures should be adopted that expand rather than contract

international trade; t ø

(4) avoid unnecessary damage to commercial or economic interests of any other

contracting Parties; I 6s

(5) allow minimum commercial quantities of each description of goods so as to avoid

impairing regular channels of trade;166

(6) allow imports of commercial samples;167

(7) avoid restrictions that prevent compliance with "patent, trade mark, copyright, or

similar procedwes'r ; 
I 68

(8) but imports of certain products deemed more essential may be preferred over other

imPorts.l69

The Agreement provides that whenever balance of payments restictions were implemented,

the relevant parly should consult with the CONTRACTING PARTIES.ITo Jn addition, the

Agreønent provides for a regular review process requiring parties applying balance of

161 Jackson, (1969), 685; see also ttre description of the rules in Hexner, Ervin, "The General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade andthe Monetary Fund" (1950-51) | IMF Staf Papers 4324&.
ATtXII:2(b).
Art XII:3(a).
Art XII:3(a).
Art XII:3(c)(i).
A¡t )CI:3(cXii).
Art XII:3(c)(iii).
ArtXII:3(cXüi).
A¡tXII:3(b).
Arts XII:4(a) & XVIII:12(a).
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t64
165

r66
t67
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pa)rments restrictions to consult with the CONTRACTING PARTIES annually, or two-

yearly for developing countries applying restrictions wtder Article XVIIIB.ITI

Each of Articles XII and XVIIIB provide for their own dispute settlement system for

disputes arising either out of the regular consultationslT2 e¡ from a complaint by another

party.t73 Upon a finding of inconsistency with the Agreement, the CONTRACTING

PARTIES can recoÍtmend removal or modification of the restrictions and failing

compliance with such a recommendation can authorize retaliation by other parties in respect

of the fade of the defaulting party.r74 Compared to the ordinary dispute mechanism of

Article XXIII, these provisions are slightly more favourable to the party having resort to the

restrictions and less favourable to the party complaining. It is arguable that these specific

provisions were intended to exclude the application of Article XXIII from disputes over

balance of payments restrictions. However, the CONTRACTING PARTIES have decided

otherwise in relation to Article XVIIIBITS and, by implication, also in relation to Article

xII.

The detail in the rules suggests that the parties were committed to limiting the use of this

exception and to maintaining the efficacy of the general prohibition on quantitative

restrictions. However, the history of the agreement detracts sharply from that conclusion.

Problems with application of the exception a¡ose from at least three factors:

(1) fiom the premises of the Agreement that import restrictions have a larger role in the

correction of balance of payments problerns than they can realistically have;

(2) from the failure of the Agreement to provide for balance of payments restrictions in

the form of tariffs instead of quotas;

t7l
t72
r73
t74
t7s

Arts XII:a@) & XVItr:12(b).
Arts XII:4(c) & XVIII:12(c).
Arts )üI:4(d) & XVItr:12(d).
Ars XU:4(c)(ü) & XII:a(Ð; Arts XVIII:l2(cXii) & XVIII:12(d).
See the three parallel reports, all adopted 7 November 1989: "Republic of Korea - Restrictions on

Imports of Beef - Compliant By Australia' (U6504) BISD, 3651202 at 230-231, paras 94-97;

"Republic of Korea - Restrictions on Imports of Beef - Compliant By the United States" (L/6503)

BISD, 365/268 at 302-303, paras 116-119; "Republic of Korea - Restrictions on Imports of Beef -
Compliant By New ZealarLd" (L/6505) BISD,36S/234 at264-265,paras I l0-113.
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(3) from the failure of the legal processes and the review and consultation procedrues to

ensure that balance of payments restrictions were only temporary.

The three factors are considered in turn.

4.3.3 Flawed Premises as to the Role of Import Restrictions in BOP Problems

A nr¡mber of writers have observed that in situations of balance of payments deficits, import

restrictions are not an appropriate remedy.lT6 Even at the coÍtmencement of the GATT, it

was generally appreciated that import restrictions could only ever be, at most, a part of a

rernedy for a balance of payments deficit. Foreign exchange tansactions involve both

current transactions and capital transactions and it is not possible to check a balance of

payments deficit unless there is some correction in both capital and current account flows.

Furttrer, it is not appropriate to regard import reshictions on their own as a partial solution to

a balance of payments deficit. On thei¡ own, import restictions do not create an adjustnent

in the size of the gap between imports and exports. The reduction in imports is

accompanied by a reduction in exports and, in the long run, the gap remains unchanged.

This is an application of Lemer's symmetry ttreorem mentioned sLþsvs.t77

Bergsten observed inl977 that

in every instance where trade measures were adopted by a major corrnûry, they
failed to prevent a subsequent exchange-rate change.lT8

This was true even when major nations had fixed exchange rates. With the advent of

floating exchange rates, the adjustments required to remedy a balance of payments deficit

can occur through adjusünents in the exchange rate and there is no need for trade

restrictions. However, the reality that imposition of trade restrictions is not good policy for

t76 Bergsten, C. Fred, "Refonning The GATT - The Use of Trade Measures for Balance-Of-Palments
Purposes (L97'7) 7 Journal of International Economics l-18 at 3; Eglin, Richard, "Surveillance of
Balance-of-Pa¡ments Measures in the GATT", (1987) l0 World Economy I-26 at 2; Fra¡h Isaiah,

"Import Quotas, the Balance of Payments and the GATT" (1987) l0 The World Economy 307-31?;
Roessler, Frieder, "The GATT Decla¡ation on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-Payments
Purposes" (1980) 12 Case W Res J Int'l L 383-403 at39l; & Roessler, Frieder, "The Relationship
Between the World Trade Order and the International Monetary System" in Ernst-Ul¡ich Petersma¡n
& Meinha¡d }Jrlf, The New GATT Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (Studies in Transnational
Econonic Law, Vol 5) (Kluwer, Deventer, 2rrd ed,199l) pp363-386 at 375-377.
See chapter 5, above, fu13 and accompanying text.
Bergsten, CF, "Reforming The GATT: The Use Of Trade Meast¡¡es For Balance-Of-Payments
Purposes" (197 7) 7 Journal of International Economics l -L8.
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dealing u/ith balance-of-payments problems has not discouraged countries from resorting to

fade restrictions as if they \¡/ere an essential part of remedying these problems. One needs

to ask whether GATT rules need to allow for this exception to the prohibition on

quantitative restrictions and if so whether the ru1es contain adequate restraints on the use of

these resfrictions. This is well summed up by Frank:

the continuing and widespread resort to such restrictions is evidence of a basic

flaw in the system that cannot be remedied through procedural change. The
flaw is the sanctioning in the GATT of micro-economic measures to deal with
macro-economic problems. In theory, this mismatch could be best fixed by
revising the GATT to outlaw patently protective measures, such as quantitative

restrictions, as ameans of dealing with a country's unsustainable excess of total
expenditr.ues over ouþut.
It is now generally accepted that balance-oÊpayments adjustments requires

some combination of demand restraint, supply-side measwes to increase output
and exchange-rate and other reforms to shift the pattern of ouþut towards net

exports. The reforms typically included in adjustment programmes sponsored

by the V/orld Bank and the IMF comprehend among supply-side measures

reductíons in protection based on the well recognized principle that a tax on
imports is equivalent to a tax on exports. In the light of this emphasis, it is
anomalous to preserve in the GATT the right to impose increases in protection

in the form of quantitative restrictions to cope with balance-of-payments

Problems.l79

4.3.4 Tariffs vs Quotas in BOP Rules

On its face, Article XII is not consistent with a desirable distinction between price-based and

quantþ-based border instruments. One might have expected that the Article would have

provided rmder some circumstances for the exceeding of bound tadff rates and under even

more strictly delineated circumstances for an exception to the no quotas rule. However,

Article XII only authorized the imposition of quol¿s.180 It did not authorizethe charging of

tariffs in excess of borurd ¡¿fss.l8l

This problem was partly solved by a gradual evolution towa¡ds regarding tariff surcharges

for balance of payments purposes as legal if they met the prerequisites for imposition of an

t79 Frank, Isaiah, "Import Quotas, the Balance of Payments and the GATT' (1987) l0 The World
Economy 307 -3 17 at 3I3 -314.
Art Xtr refers to restrictions on "the quantity or value of merchandise".
For a discussion of the various trade instn¡ments that could be used for balance-of-payments purPoses

in the context of what is actually permitted by Article XI[, see Bergsten, CF, "Reforming The GAfi:
The Use Of Trade Measures For Balance-Of-Payments Purposes" (1977) 7 Journal of International
Economics l-18.
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import quota rmder Article XII. The exception for tariffsurcharges for balance of payments

reasons developed unofficially. Over the years, there were a nr¡rnber of occasions where

contracting parties suffering balance of payments difficulties chose to impose tariffs in

excess ofbound rates either instead of or in addition to the imposition of quotas.182

The evolution of the legal freatment of tariff surcharges for balance of payments reasons

began with a dispute involving a tariff surcharge imposed by the United Kingdom. In

Decernber 1964, a GATT working party appointed to review the surcharge first consulted

with the LJK. By May 1966, the Working Party had still not issued a report. By that date,

the UK had announced that the tariff surcharge would lapse in November 1966. When the

working party next met in June 1966, it decided to delay making a report until after the

surcharge had lapsed. The report made no recommendations and did not even discuss the

question of whether Article XII could justift tariff surcharges.t83 The whole episode

demonstrated an enoÍnous reluctance on the part of the working pafy (and the contracting

parties) to take any action that would have led to a declaration of the illegality of the United

Kingdom's surcharge.

After the dispute over the UK restrictions, a number of parties employed tariff srxcharges

for balance of payments purposes. The legality was effectively resolved by a Declaration

adopted at the end of the Tokyo Rowrd iî 1979.184 The Declaration applied to balance of

palanents restrictions under both Article XII and Article XVIIIB. It noted that tariff

swcharges had been used in the past for balance of payments reasons and called on parties

to give preference to measures which had the least disruptive effect on trade.t8s This

r82

183

184

185

Jaclrson (1969), atpTll,lists 9 cases of which 7 were balance of payments situations in which ta¡iff
surcharges were notified to the CONTRACTING PARTIES. In 5 of these cases a waiver was given
under Article XXV but in the other four cases the violation was simply tolerated. Jackson & Davey
(1986), p876 note 7, refer to a list of tariff surcharges ssming within the cognizance of GATT
published in GATT Doc.Com.TDlF/TY.3,( I 965).

"Conciliation - United Kingdom Temporary Import Charges", Report of the Working Party adopted

on lTNovember 1966 (U2676),,8/SD, 155/113.

"Decla¡ation on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-Of Pa¡ments Pu4roses" adopted 28 November
197 9 (L14904) BISD, 265/205.
h part the Decla¡ation provides )'Noting that restrictivs imFort measures other than quantitative
restictions have been used for balance-of-palm.ents purposes;" andul ... The application of restrictive import me¿ßr¡res taken for balance-of palments purposes

shall be subject to the following conditions in addition to those provided for in Articles XII, XIII, XV
and XVIII without prejudice to other provisions of the General Agreement:
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Declaration appears to have completed the creation of a de facto exception to allow for the

exceeding ofbound tariffs to safeguard the balance of payments.l86

4.3.5 Longevity of 'Temporary' Restrictions

Since 1948, there have been many instances of countries maintaining quantitative

restrictions that had once been justified (or purported to be justified) under this exception

but which no longer were. Until the mid 1970's, such restrictions maintained by developed

cowrtries were a major problem. Since then, the problem of temporary restrictions

becoming permanelrt has been more of a problern with developing countries. Over the years

preceding the Uruguay Round, the contacting parties tried various mechanisms to try to

obtain compliance with the rules.

4.3.5(a) Disinvocation under Article XII

When operation of the Agreement commenced, almost all of the 23 original parties to the

GATT had import restrictions which ïvere supporting policies to maintain domestic prices of

agricultural products above world prices. Since, at that time, those same countries had very

low monetary reserves, then the balance of payments exception functioned as a legal cover

for their agricultural restrictions. However, problems with the balance of payments

exception began to show as soon as post war balance of pa¡.rnents situations began to

improve.

Although the Agreement required the CONTRACTING PARTIES to review restrictions

applied under Article XII, and although the CONTRACTING PARTIES were required to

accept the determinations of the IMF, certainly in the early years there was no syste,matic

approach to obtaining rulings from the IMF on whether balance of payments proble'lns had

ceased and then making decla¡ations that the entitlement to utilize the Article XII exception

had expired. Commenting on the procedure up to 1960, Hudec observes:

the process of rüsinvocation [of entitiement to utiiize the Articie Xii exceptionl
tended to be rather fiazry. Governments would usually take time to think about

(a) In applying restrictive import me¿rsures .oo¡¿çting panies shall abide by the disciplines
provided for in the GATT and give preference to the measure which has the least disnrptive effect on

trade".
For a discussion of this point, see Roessler, Frieder, 'The GATT Decla¡ation on Trade Measures

Taken for Balance-OÊPayments Purposes - A Commentary" (1980) 12 Case W. Res. J. Infl L 383-
403 at387-391.
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the IMF reports, and then announce disinvocation of Art. XII voluntarily, and
often informally.t8z

The first country to disinvoke was Belgium in 1955. It did not immediately remove the

relevant restrictions. It took the view that a sudden removal of the restrictions would cause

unacceptable political, economic and social problems. In that year, at the general review of

the agreement, the parties discussed the problems that might arise for industries having

received lengthy protection from balance of payments restrictions from the sudden removal

of those restrictions.lss A working party recommended the establishment of a special

procedure for granting waivers in this situation with sfict conditions attached to ensure the

long-term restrictiveness of the balance of payments excepfis1l89 France dissented from

this suggesli6¡¡.1e0 It argued that every application for a waiver should be judged according

to established precedents. Both the decision to establish the special waiver procedure for

balance of payments restrictionslel ¿rrd the decision to grant the United States agricultual

l¡¡¿ive¡le2 were made on the same day. There could be little doubt that France was mindful

of the contrast between the two approaches being taken: the unrigorous approach that was

being applied to the granting of the US waiver for restrictions that fell outside the article

XI:2 exception; and the exacting and legalistic approach which was proposed for dealing

with waivers for restrictions which rwere no longer justified under the balance of payments

exception. Despite France's disagreernent, the procedr¡re was still adopted. It seems

reasonable that France and perhaps some other counties might have regarded the US as

receiving unfairly favourable treatrnent in obtaining its waiver compared with the rules they

were asked to comply with to gain a waiver for their former balance of payments

restrictions.

The Hard Core Waiver

187

188

189

190
191

Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy (1990) p266, h3.
See under the heading, "Transitional Problems connected with the Elimi¡u1¡oo of Import Restrictions
maintained during a Period of Balance-Of-Payments Difficulties" in "Reports Relating to the Reùew
of the Agreement - Quantitative Restrictions", Rçort adopted on2,4 & 5 Ma¡ch 1955 (L/332lRev.1
and Addenda), BISD,3S/170 at pp19l-195.
BISD, 35/ 17 0 at 19 l-I92, parall 5.

BISD,33/170 atl92.
"Problems Raised for Contracting Pa¡ties in Eliminating Tmport Restrictions Maintained during a
Period of Balance-OÊPaSanents Diffrculties", Decision of 5 Ma¡ch 1955, BISD,3S/38.
35/141 on 5 Ma¡ch 1955. See above, Chapter 10,p216.192
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The rules comprised in the decision which became known as the "hard core waiver" were

quite exacting. Waivers were to be for a maximum period of 5 yearsl93 4d were to be

dependent upon the restrictions meeting certain requirements and the party making certain

undertakings.

First, parties would have to establish that:

o retention of the restriction would be necessary to avoid serious injury to a domestic

indusüy and to permit it to adjust;

o it would not be possible to achieve that result by using a measure that was consistent with

the GATT;

. there \il¿rs a reasonable prospect of eliminating the restriction over a comparatively short

Period of time.ts¿

Secondly, parties would have to r¡ndertake that:

o the quantity of imports permitted would be reasonable, not less than a 3 year average and

not less than the quantity permitted as at I January 1955;

o the restriction would be progressively relaxed; and

o mea$ues would be t¿ken to enswe elimination of the ¡çsfi-içfi6n.l95

The CONTRACTING PARTIES agreed that the granting of a waiver would not preclude

recourse to Article ICKIII.196 This meant that affected parties could still obtain an

authorization from the CONTRACTING PARTIES to retaliate against parties with

quantitative restrictions that had outlived their balance of payments justification. The

original decision only provided for applications for hard core waivers' to be made r¡ntil the

8/SD, 3Si38 at 41, paraBl.
B/SD, 35/38 at40,para A2.
.B/SD, 3Si38 at 40, para 43.
.B/SD, 3Si38 at 41, para C.
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194
19s
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end of 1957. However, at the end of each year from 1957 to 1961, the cut-offdate for

receipt of applications was extended by a further year.teT

Belgium was the only parly ever to receive a waiver pursuant to the hard-core waiver

procedure.les All of the restrictions that were the subject of the waiver were agricultural or

food produçf5.lee

German Agricultural Restrictions

The next cor:ntry to lose the cover of the balance of payments exception was the Federal

Republic of Germany when, tn 1957, the IMF found that the Republic no longer had a

balance of payments problem. As discussed above in connection with the "existing

legislation" clause, Germany did not act to remove the restrictions. Instead, Germany made

a statement to the contracting parties outlining both a progmm of liberalizatíon and a

number of justifications for the continued retention of some of the restrictions, particularly

those related to agriculnral products. One of the justifications given was that even though

the IMF had certified that Germany no longer had low monetary reseryes, Germany still had

a balance of payment problem because of a trading deficit with the USA. ln essence,

Germany argued that it needed to maintain quantitative restrictions so as to be able to

discriminate against trade from the United 51¿1ss.200

Howeveç Germany's statement went further. It expressed the view that in relation to

agricultural trade, it was inappropriate to regulate quantitative restrictions upon the basis of

197

198

See the decision "Problems Raised for Contracting Pa¡ties in Eliminating Impof Restrictions

Maintained During a Period of Balance-Of-Payments Difficulties", BISD, 6S/32,75133,85/27,
95/35, l0S/35.
"Waiver Granted to Belgium in Connexion with TmFort Restrictions on Cerüain Agricultural
Products", Decision of 3 December 1955, BISD, 45122; Luxembourg was also given a waiver but its
conditions did not comply with the ha¡d core restrictions procedure: "Waiver Granted to Luxemburg
in Connexion with Inport Restrictions on Certain Agricultural Products", Decision of 3 December
1956 (sic - surely, it must have been 1955 since the decision was made at the Tenth Session), 8/SD
45127. Note that in the list of waivers in GATT, Analytical Index, pp828-840, only the Belgian

waiver is listed as a ha¡d co¡e waiver.
It is inte¡esting to note the reason why the panel found that Belgium could not use a GATT consistent

ta¡iffinstead of the quantitative restriction. The palel observed that Belgium v/as not free to alter its

ta¡iffs as these were the subject of obligations under its customs union agreement with its Benelux
partners. So even before the formation of the EEC, these complications of the a^ffect of regional

arrangements on va¡ious GATT rules had arisen.

"Statement by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany", Annex to "Import
Restrictions of the Federal Republic of Germany", report adopted 30 November 1957 (Ll'168), BISD,
65/55 at 64-65,para2.
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a general prohibition with a limited exception for restrictions for balance of payments

purposes:

it appears more and more doubtful whether the import policy in the field of
agriculture, should be considered mainly from the point of view of the balance

of payments, as is done under the rules of the General Agreement. Indeed, in
most cases there is no intrinsic connection between the balance of payments

and the situation of agriculnrre.zot

Other parties wanted Germany either to rgmove the restrictions immediately or to apply for

a hard-core waiver. However, Germany did neither. A working party was established to

respond to Germany's statement. On the issue ofjustification under the balance of payments

exception, most me,mbers of the working party considered that the particular balance with

the United States was not relevant to the criteria set out in Article XlI.202 However, France

and Brazil agreed with Germany that the regional distribution of the balance of payments

¡¡¡¿5 ¡slsyanf.2O3 As discussed above in the context of grandfathdtg, the matter was held

over to allow time to deal with the legal issue arising in connection with the existing

legislation clause under Germany's Accession Protocol. Although on that issue also, a

majority formed a view contrary to Germany's, as discussed above, the CONTRACTING

PARTIES failed to make a recoÍrmendation that the restrictions be rernoved because

Germany and the other five parties to the EEC Treaty voted against the resolution.2O4

Germany never conceded the illegality of the restictions but eventually it agreed to request

a waiver, though not on the basis of the hard-core restrictions procedure. That waiver was

given in May 1959.20s The decision did not rule upon the legality of the restrictions. It was

made upon the basis of a limited programme of liberalization which, for many products, was

nothing more than an undertaking to use best endeavours to remove restrictions at the

earliest possible date.206 There can be little doubt that the conciliatory approach taken to

granting this waiver was due to the commencement of the European Community20T and the

20t
202

"Statement by the Representative of the Federal Republic of Germany" , BISD,6S/55 at 65-66,pæú.
"Import Restrictions of the Federal Republic of Gerrrany", rq)ort adopted 30 November 1957

(Lfi 68), B ISD, 63 I 55 at 64-65, para2.

65/55 at 58, para7.

IC/SR.38 (May 2,1958), cited in Hudec (1990), p268 frl1.
"Geman TmFort Restictions", Decision of 30 May 1959 BISD,8S/3 I ; report of the panel is reported

atBISD, SS/160.

"German Import Restrictions", Decision of 30 May 1959 BISD, SS/3 1; re,port of the panel is reported

at BISD, SS/160.
T\e EEC Treaty had came into force on I January 1958.
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impending commencement of the Common Agricultural Policy under which new measures

would replace the existing German t.r¡¡s1iens.208 The waiver was only given for three

years. It was clear that, within that time, the European Commr¡nity would have to negotiate

its external ba¡riers in an Article )GIV:6 negotiation. There was little point bringing the

legal issue of Germany's restrictions to a legal ultimatum when the restrictions were to be

replaced soon anyway.

At about the same time as the German dispute commenced, the amendments to the

Agreement adopted at the 1955 review came into force. These included provision for

annual consultations to begin after a review of all balance of payments restrictions.209 Ths

CONTRACTING PARTIES initiated that review and then implemented the procedure for

annual review of balance of payments resffictions and established the Balance of Payments

Qe¡finiffss.2lo The initial review was adopted in 1959 at about the same time as the

German waiver was given.2l I The report showed that of the then 37 parties to the

Agreement, 16 were applying restrictions for which they relied on legal justification wtder

Article XII and 9 were applying restrictions for which they relied on legal justification r:nder

Article xvIIIB.2l2

Residual Restrictions

In the next two years, a number of other countries including three more of the EEC

countries, Italy, the Netherlands and France, and also Great Britain and Austalia were

reported by the IMF to be in sound balance of payments positions.2l3 However, none of

these countries made applications for ha¡d-core waivsÍs.2\4 Austalia and the United

Kingdom both announced that they would submit a list of their remaining restrictions

together with proposals for removing 1þsm.2ls The USA picked up on this approach

208
209
2r0

2rt

See comments byHudec, The GATT Legal system and World Trade Diplomacy (1990)p268.

Articles Xtr:aþ) & XVIU:12(b).
See "Impof Restrictions - Conciliations and Review Regarding Balance-Of Payments Restrictions"

report adopted 22 November 1958 (L/931), BISD, TS/90, esp at 96,para 20 for the recommendation

to form a Bala¡ce of Payments Committee.

"Review of Import Restrictions Under A¡ticles XII:aþ) And XVIII:12(b)", report adopted by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES at thei¡ fourteenth Session in May 1959 (L/1005) (GATT, Geneva,

195e).
Lll005, as above, p3.

Hudec (1990), p268.
Hudec (1990), p269.
Hudec (1990),p269.
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suggesting that the CONTRACTING PARTIES formalize this procedure. A new procedure

ennploying the term 'Residual Import Restiction' was adopted in November 1960.216

However, the decision does not mention the submission of proposals for removing these

residual restrictions but merely invites parties to submit lists of residual restrictions to the

secretariat. The adoption of the'residual restrictions' procedure effectively killed the hard-

core waiver'procedure. In Decernber 1961, the CONTRACTING PARTIES extended the

time limit for applications for waivers under the hard-core procedure to 31 December

1962.217 However, no firrther waiver applications in respect of residual balance of payments

resffictions were made by any parties under that procedure or at all. The time limit for

applications was not extended again.

Over 1962, a number of additional factors furttrer detracted from the plausibility of a süictly

legal approach to residual restrictions.

(i) End of the Dillon Round & Beginning of the CAP

In 1962, the Dillon round was being dragged out by the disagreement about the EEC's

quantitative restrictions on agricultural products. The Article XXIV negotiation with the

EEC had turned out not to be a successful forum for dealing with the EEC countries'non-

tariffbaffief,s on agriculnre- As the Dillon ror:nd went into its final stages, culmrnatr-ng rn

the 'chicken warr,2l8 there was concern that the EEC members' existing restrictions, regarded

by many other counties as illegal, were being permanently institutionalízed in the new

forms established urder the CAP which were themselves of dubious legality. This gave

little incentive to other parties to apply Article XII, and Article XI generally, strictly to

themselves.

Ø) US Attempts to maintain a Legal Approach

The USA made two frrttrer attempts dwing 1962to maintain the rigorous application of the

1^--- n:--af-- -l¡ -^---L¿ ¿^ l^--^f^- ¿t^ -^-^¿2-- --^^^-¡---^:-¿^ ^ -^-,:^--. --^^^l---^ ---L:^LIAW. fufillyr ft SUUBrft tU U9VçIUP Urç rçPUrUuË PIUçç(¡UIç rlltu al lçvrçw Pr\ruçuurç wllltvll

216 "Procedwes fs¡ þsaling with New Import Restrictions Applied for Balance-of-Payments Reasons
and Residual Import Restrictions", approved on l6 November 1960, B^ÍSD, 9S/18 at 19-20.

"'Waivers granted under Aficle XXV:S; Problems raised for contracting parties i¡ slimin¿ting import
restrictions maintained during a period of balance-of-payments diffrculties", Decision of 8 December
196l; BISD,l0S/35.
See chapter 10, at pp233.
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could place pressure on parties to rernove illegal restrictions. A panel had already been

appointed in 1961 to review the adequacy of the reports s6llssfsd.2le In May 1962, tJne

USA requested a working party to review the adequacy of the reporting procedure. France

opposed the suggestion and it was not adopted. In October 1962, the final report of the

panel reviewing the adequacy of the reports made no substantive coÍlment on the fact that

most of the parties' reports had not indicated when the reported restrictions would be

removed. With that abstention, the reporting procedr.re had been wound back so far that not

only did it lack any of the legal rigour of the hard core waiver procedure but it actually

contributed to the lax attitude toward the law.

Secondly, and more importantly, the USA challenged some of the residual restrictions of

both France and Italy in proceedings under Article )CKIII.220 Both complaints related

mostly to restrictions on agricultural products with the complaint against France concemed

with residual restrictions on 43 items of which 35 were agricultural products.22l The

complaint against Italy faded away, being withdrawn after Italy made a better effort to

comply with the notification procdws.Z22 The complaint against France proceeded to a

parLel.z23 The USA relied upon two arguments and sought a decision on both of them:

o that the breach of Article XI was itself a nullification of rights under the Agreement; and

o that the maintenance of quantitative resfictions which were no longer justified by any

exception, on products upon which France had given tariff bindings was a nullification

and impairment of the benefit that the USA should have received from the tariff

bindings.zz+

A finding by the panel on the second argument might have helped preserve a legal approach

to residual restrictions. Such a ruling would have created a fall-back position. It would

"Residual Import Reskictions - Adequacy of Notifications - Interim report noted by the Council on

22pebruary 1962" (Lll716), BISD,I 15/206. Paragraph I st¿tes that this panel was appointed by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES at their lgth session (which was inNovember-December 1961).

On the Italian complaint: see Hudec (1990), p270-72 and Appendix A, item 58; on the Freuch

complaint: see Hudec (1990), p272-275 and Appendix A, item 57.

On the Italian complaint: see Hudec (1990), p27I; on the French complainl see Hudec (I990),p274.
Hudec (1990),p272.

"French Import Restrictions", Report adopted on 14 November 1962 (L/1921), BISD,llsl94.
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have meant that even though a soft approach to the Article XI prohibition was developing, it

might have been possible to prevent the soft approach from applying in respect of products

in respect of which a tariff binding had been given. However, the panel avoided

distinguishing between the two arguments. France advised the panel that it did not contest

that the restrictions were contrary to Article XI.22s The panel found that the maintenance of

the restrictions inconsistent with Article XI, which had ceased to be justifiable r¡nder Article

XII, did constitute nullification or impairment of benefits to which other confracting parties,

including the USA, were entitled.226 Adopting the report, the CONTRACTING PARTIES

recommended that France remove the restrictions and also that the United States refrain for

a reasonable period from requesting the CONTRACTING PARTIES to approve any

¡sfali¿fisi.z27 Following the decision, France took little (if any) action to remove the

reshictions.22s T1re United States did refrain from seeking approval for retaliation for much

more than a reasonable period: 10 years. It was 1972 before the USA threatened to seek

approval for retaliation and, in response, France finally removed the restrictiq¡s.229 In the

meantime, a clear precedent was being set: that it was possible to ignore the law rendering

residual restrictions illegal.

(i¡¡) Ûth Review of the USAWaiver

On 7 Novembør 1962, the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted the eighth annual review of

the USA ¡¡¡¿iysr.230 The USA \ryas no closer to giving up the waiver. There had been only

minor liberalizations. lmport quotas were stili in fôrce for wheat, cotton, peanuts and <iairy

products. The report is notable only for its blandness : the US was not given a hard time. It

carried the same conclusion as the previous years report: that "the removal of import

restrictions by the United States would be an encouragement to other countries to take

similar ¿çfiq1rr.23l

224

225
226
227
228
229
230

23t

See Hudec (1990), p275,fu,44 where the author says that the United States agreed to the panel on the
express understanding that the panel would make findings on both arguments. There Hudec cites

SR.20l8 of 9 Nov 1962,p110.
BISD, llsl94,para3.
BISD, llS/94-95, paras 4 & 5.

"French Únport Restrictions", Recommendation of l4 November I962,8^ÍSD, I IS/55.
See Hudec (1990), p257 &p275.
See Hudec (1990), pp257-258.

"United States Import Restrictions On Agricultural Products Imposed Under Section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjusûnent Act", report adopted on 7 November 1962, (L/1895); BISD,IIS/235.
BISD, llS/235,para23.
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(Ìv) Final Review of German Waiver

On 13 November 1962, the final review of the German waiver was adopted.232 ltnoted that

many of the restrictions still remained and that Germany had expressed its regret that it

could not indicate the removal of the restrictions. The waiver expired with the end of the

session in November 1962 and Germany did not apply for an extension.

(v) Fínal Review of Belgian Waiver

On 16 November 1962, the final review of the Belgian ha¡d core waiver was adopted.233 lt

noted that the objectives of the waiver had not been achieved because there had not been an

effective phasing out of the restrictions. The waiver expired on 3l December 1962 and

Belgium did not apply for an extension.

1962-1984 - Politics Not Law

The cumulative effect of all these factors was that by the end of 1962, a strict legal

application of A¡ticle XI to the residual restrictions had become practically impossible. The

removal of residual restrictions was no longer a matter of law but had become a matter for

political negotiation. Residual restrictions continued to be the subject of negotiation in a

series of committsss.234 The subordination of law to politics was demonsüated in 1967

when a ftrther attempt was made to reassert the law. New Zealand made a suggestion that

parties maintaining residual restrictions be required either to make a formal r:ndertaking to

remove restrictions or to request a waiver.23s lsft¡ the EEC and the Scandanavian corutries

opposed the suggestion. As noted by Hudec, the influential argument was that of the

Scandanavians: that it would be unfair to single out the illegal residual restrictions without

also dealing with the technically 'legal' restrictions including the EEC's variable levies, and

measures justified under waivers and Protocols.236 For practical pnrposes, this sense of

232 "Germa'' Import Restrictions", report adopted on 13 Novembe¡ 1962, (UI909); BISD,lls/222.
233 "Belgian Import Restrictions On agricultural Products", report adopted on 16 November 1962,

(Ll 1928); B I SD, I lS / 220.
234 For the period up to 1974, this is chronicled in Hudec atpp279-285. The committees included the

Committee on Trade and Development and the committees of the 1967 Programme of work. Chapter

14, within, gives more details of the va¡ious committees that have attempted to solve problems of
agricultural trade both before andafter 1974.

235 Hudec (1990), p280.
236 Hudec (1990),p281.
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equity between legal and illegal restrictions had replaced the written rules of the GATT to

become the applicable legal rule for dealing with the residual restrictions.

The resurfacing in 1972 of the dispute over French residual restrictions did not result in a

resurgence of a legal application of Article XI. In that case, the likelihood that retaliation

would be authorized led to removal of most of the restrictions. However, the dispute stands

alone in terms of achieving a successful resolution by legal processes.237 There was one

other case brought arowrd this time. This was by the USA challenging the United

Kingdom's restrictions against bananas and a few other products from dollar area

countries.238 The balance of payments justification for these restrictions had long expired.

They were maintained as a form of development aid which facilitated exports of those

products from certain V/est Indian countries to the UK. The panel requested the parties to

negotiate a settlement23e which they did,2ao obviating the need for the CONTRACTING

PARTIES to decide whether to authorise retaliation.

As mentioned, after 1962, residual restrictions were dealt with by processes of review and

consultation. However, the restrictions did not begin to be substantially dismantled until

1973 when the system of fixed exchange rates began to change to a system of floating rates.

In the next decade, many of the residual restrictions were phased out.

1984 - Change of Attitude

After the finding against the French restrictions in 1962, there was, in fact, no decision of

iltegalþ of residual resfüctions until years later, in 1984. The decision arose out of a series

of disputes over Japanese quantitative restrictions on imports of leather whose balance of

payments cover had ceased in 1963. The first two complaints, one in 1980 by the United

238

237

239
240

Hudec suggests that the only reason that France had to remove the restrictions 14/as that there was the

pre-existing decision of the 1962 panel. He sugeests that were it not for the ea¡lier finding that

retaliation could be authorised, then the CONTRACTING PARTIES would not have moved to a ne\il

findine to authorise retaliation. See Hudec (1990), p257-258.

"United Kingdom - Dolla¡ Area Quotas", rq)ort of the panel adopted on 30 July 1973,L13843(dated

19 April lg73), BISD,2OS/230. See Hudec, Robert 8., Enforcing Internqtional Trade Law - The

Evolution of the Modern GATT Legal System @utterworths, Salem, NH, l99l) AppendixlPart I,
complaint no 68.
B I SD, 205 1230 at 236, para 6.

"United Kingdom - Dolla¡ Area Quotas", report of the panel adopted on 30 July L973,L13843(dated

20 July 1973), BISD,2051236 at237, para 5.
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$f¿fs524l and another in 1980 by Canada242 were resolved by negotiation. In the final case in

1984, a complaint by the United States, negotiations could not resolve the dispute and the

ensuing panel decision marked a long-overdue change in attitude toward residual

rest'ictions.243 It was agreed that the balance of payments cover for the restrictions had

expired in 1963. The United States case was based solely on a legalistic application of the

provisions of the Agreernent. The Japanese case was based on the longstandingness of the

restrictions and social and economic considerations related to the Japanese leather indusüy

and, in particular, to a population group known as the Dowa people. In a return to a strict

application of law to residual restrictions, the panel found that there v/as a breach of Article

XI:1, that none of the Agreement's exceptions had been invoked and that the matters raised

by Japan were irrelevarú.24a

4.3.5(b) Disinvocation under Article XTIIIB by Developing Countries

After the early 1970's, the review procedures for restrictions under Article XII was more

successful but the srime cannot be said for the review of restictions imposed by developing

countries under Article XVIIIB. Many developing countries did not join the change to

floating exchange rates and being committed to maintaining overr¡alued exchange rates were

resistant to solving their balance of payments deficits by devaluing their cu¡rencies. Eglin

ofîers some statistics on the number of countries having resort to Article XVIIIB between

1974 and 1985.24s He concludes that, for developing countries, Article XVIIIB was the

"most widely used exception to the Article XI prohibition on the application of quantitative

tade restrisfisns".246 Although developing cowrtiy restrictions under Article XVIIIB were

not particularly concentrated on agricultural products, their restictions across a range of

products and the ease of resort to Article XVIIIB may have inhibited the willingness of

"Japanese Restrictions on Imports of leather", complaint by the United States, report of the panel
adopted on 6 November 1979, (L/4789), BISD,2631320.
"Japanese Restrictions on Imports of leather", complaint by Canad4 report of the panel adopted on
l0 November 1980, (L/5042), BISD,273/118.
"Panel on Japanese Measures s¡ TmForts of Leather", report of the panel adopted L5ll6 Mray 1984,
(Ll 5 623), B ISD, 3 lS I 94.
At lll,Pan44.
Eglin, Richard, "Suweillance of Balance-of-Pa¡m.ents Measures in the GATT' (1987) l0 The World
Economy l-26 at 8-14, esp Table I on p12.
Eglin, as above, at 13.
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developed counties to offer concessions upon the products that were of export interest to

developing countries including on agricultr.ral products.z¿z

It was noted above that the developing corurtries' right to use the balance of payments

exception goes beyond mereþ "safeguarding its financial position and its balance of

payments" as is provided in Article XII. A developing country can impose restrictions "to

ensgre a level of resen¡es adequate for the implementation of its programme of economic

development". As also observed, the wording of Article XVIII:9 is very similar to Article

XII:2. Both provide that restrictions "shall not exceed those necessary:

(Ð to forestall the [imminent] threat of, or to stop, a serious decline in its monetary

resen¡es, or

(iÐ in the case of a contracting party with [very low] {inadequate} monetary reseffes, or

to achieve a reasonable rate ofincrease in its reservs5."248

Article XII eontains the proviso that a cont'acting party cannot "be required to withdraw or

modiff restrictions on the ground that a change irLtt249 its "domestic policies directed

towa¡ds the achievement and maintenance of fulI and productive ernployment or towa¡ds the

development of economic resourcesw250 "would render the restrictions unnecessary.rr25l A

simila¡ provision in Article XVIII says that a contacting party cannot "be required to

withdraw or modiff restictions on the ground that a change in its development policy

would render unnecessary the resfricti615'?.252

Although rurder both Articles XII and XVIIIB the CONTRACTING PARTIES are required

to accept the determination of the IMF on the state of monetary roserves,25¡ the IMF has

taken different approaches to the decision under the two Articles. The process of obtaining

IMF determinations and dealing with them in the GATT Balance of Payrnents Committee

248

247

249
2s0
25t
252

Hindley, Brian, "Differential and More Favorable Treat¡aent - and Graduation" i! -f. Michael Fhger

& Andrzej Olechowski (eds), The Uruguay Round - A Handbook for the Multilateral Trade

Negotiatíons (The tMorld Banh V/ashington DC, 1987)pp67-74 at68.
Thé square brackets denote words contained in Article XII:2 which are omitted from Article XVIII:9
and the parentheses denotes wo¡ds contained in Article XVIII:9 but not in Article XII:2.

A¡ticle XVIII:3(d).
Article XVIII:3(d).
Article )ñ[II:3(d).
Article XVIII:11.
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has worked reasonably well with respect to countries invoking Article XII. The IMF has

certified, from time to time, that the balance of payments position of a cor:nfiy invoking

Article XII no longer meets the criteria in Article XII. However, with respect to cor.¡ntries

invoking Article XVIII:9, the process has not worked effectively. It appears to this author

that, in respect of a GATT party applying balance of payments restrictions rurder Article

XVIII:9, there was no instance up to 1994, where the IMF made an adjudication that the

balance of payments situation of the counûry did not meet the requirements of Article

XVIII:9.2s4 Even where foreign reserves were reasonably substantial, the IMF has

abstained from saying that the balance of payments justification no longer s1¿nds.255

A 1985 IMF Report indicates the dimensions of the problem.2s6 It records that, in 1983,

"balance of payments reasons related to the p¡ocess of develop6sffr'257 was cited as the

legal justification for 361 quantitative restrictions maintained by Brazil, 442 "by Ghana, 122

by India, 253 by the Republic of Korea, 330 by Nigeria, 434 by Pakistan, 492 by Tunisia

and lesser numbers by other developing ssunt'iss.258

A stricter attitude to Article XVIIIB did not emerge until, after the commencement of the

Uruguay Round, there were challenges to Korea's invocation of that Afiicle.259 Korea had

Article XV.
The writer acknowledges some uncertainty on this point. The reports of the IMF to the GATT are not
publicly available. The deliberations of the GATT Balance-Of-Palments Committee have not been
included in the published Basic Instnments and Documents since 1957. Egtin (1987) says that "the
IMF appears to have been reluctant to deny balance-of-palments justification".(p19) He falls short
of saying that the IMF had never certiFred that there was no justification under A¡ticle XVIII. He
refers to some occasions where despite the absence of an express fin¡ling by the IMF, the GATT
Balance-Of-Pa)m.snts Committee had still proceeded to recomñend removal of the restrictions. Note
3 of the same a¡ticle says: "The Committee on Balance-Of-Palm.ents Restrictions has rarely
concluded that the measures in question were not justified. This last happened in the case of Spain in
1973". He does not Say whethe¡ Spain had justified its restrictions r¡nder Article XII or A¡ticle
XVII, nor whether in that insta¡ce the IMF had expressly found that the restrictions rilere not
justified r¡nder the releva¡t Article.
Eglin (1987) gives the example of Brazil in 1978 having foreign exchange reseryes equal to eleven
months' import cover (at p19).
Shailendra J. Aoj*a Naheed Kirmani & Arne B. Petersen, Trade Policy Issues and Developments
IMF Occasional Paper No 38 (IMF, Washington, 1985) Table 7.
Franlq Isaiah, "Import Quotas, the Balance of Payments and the GATTU (1987) l0 The World
Economy 307-3L7 at 3ll quoting from Anjara, Ktmani & Petersen, Trade Policy Issues and
Developmen¡5; sss immsdiately preceding footnote.
Frank, "Import Quotas, the Balance of Payments and the GATT" as above, at3ll.
Thore were in fact three separate challenges by Australia, New Zealand and the United States.

"Republic of Korea - Restrictions on Impofs of Beef - Complaint by Australia", rq)ort of the panel
adopted on TNovember 1989, (U6504), BISD,3631202; "Republic of Korea - Restrictions on
Imports of Beef - Complaint by New Zealand", report of the panel adopted on 7 November 1989,
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maintained quantitative restrictions on a range of products on the basis of Article XVIIIB

since its accession to the GATT n 1967 . Since then, it had relaxed some of the resfüctions

including, in 1980, the restrictions on beef. In 1984, Korea reintensified the restrictions on

beef, The GATT Balance of Payn,ents committee had consulted with the International

Monetary Fund and with Korea in November 1987. The IMF had abstained from an express

finding that Korea did not have a shortage of monetary resen¡es.260 Neither did the BOP

Committee reach agreement on a recommendation but its report recorded that the

"prevailing view was that ... import resfrictions could no longer be justified under Article

[\l[][¡!."2ól ln 1988, Austali4 New Zealand and the United States entered into separate

negotiations with Korea relating to Korean import quotas on beef. The negotiations did not

reach a satisfactory result and each party commenced a separate challenge under Article

)Oil[. Each panel reviewed the findings of the November 1988 Balance of Payments

Committee. They also consulted again with the IMF and were advised that Korea's foreign

exchange holdings were 12 billion dollars which was equivalent to 3 months of imports.

Each panel made the finding that the restrictions were not justified under Article XVIII:B.

It is interesting that the differences between Article XII and Article XVIII alluded to above

were not discussed in the decisions. Korea argued that the legal justification under Article

XVIIIB tumed on whether Korea had a¡r adequate level of monetary reseryes for the

implementation of its programme of economic developm¿¡1.262 Of the three complainants,

nnk, rhe TISA refe.rre¡l fn fhe difFerence hetrveen A-rticle XII and Aficle XVIIIB and t-he faetvIuJ uv v9¡^ ¡vrvl¡

that Article XVIIIB permitted ¡estrictions consistent with its progrrunme of economic

development and only New Zealand questioned Korea's standing as a developing country

within A¡ticle XVIII:4. Korea's arguments are not recorded as having directly addressed the

level of reserves necessary for its programme of economic development. Most of the debate

focussed on whether the restrictions were actually imposed for monetary reasons or were

imposed simply as a sectoral protective measure. The findings of all three panels on this

260

261
262

(L/6505), BISD,36S1234; "Republic of Korea - Restrictions on Imports of Beef - Complaint by
United States", report of the panel adopted on 7 Novernber 1989, (Li6503), BISD,363/268.
The writer has implied this from the statement at BISD,36S|223, para.71 : "nor had the IMF or the

BOP Committee to date obliged Korea to disinvoke A¡ticle XVIII:B'"
GATT/BOP/I7I (10 December 1987) pa¡a 22; extastedat BISD,363/202, at230.
In the Australian complain! para. 67, BISD,36S/220; In the New Zealand complaint, para 75, BISD,
365/254; In the USA complaint para.82, BISD,363/292.
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point are identical.263 The reports find that the restrictions exceed those permitted under

Article XVIII:9.

The Panels dealt with the dispute without deciding whether:

(a) Korea was a developing country entitled to invoke Article XVIII:B; and

(b) whether there was a difference between the level of reserves permitted to be

protected under Article XII and that which can be protected under Article XVIII:B.

Therefore, unfortunately, the case provided no new guidance to the IMF or the Balance of

Payments Committees in deciding whether restrictions were justified r¡nder Article

XVIII:I2. However, it did signal a willingness to make findings about monetary reserves

even where there was no express finding by the IMF and, for that reason alone, represented

a move to a stricter application of this exception.

4.4 AGRICULTURAL EXCEPTIONS

Chapter 2 mentioned the exceptions for agricultural products in Article XI:2 and noted that

the most widely used of them was that provided by Article )C:2(c)(i). In fact, as

commented in a GATT Secretariat Note in 1982, it was "not possible to know the precise

extent to which contracting parties [took] advantage of the exceptions under Article XI:2"

because there was no obligation under Article XI,,2 to notify the GATT.z6¿ The extent to

which Article XI:2 was relied on emerged from various exercises by the GATT to monitor

non-tariff ba¡riers and was not reliably measured until a Review of Quantitative Resfrictions

in 1984.26s

Introducing this exception in Article XI:2(c)(i), Lowenfeld writes:

The prohibition on quotas was made inapplicable to agricultural products

subject to price support schemes in the importing counûry.26ó

In the Australiau complaint, paras.98-101, BISD, 3651227-8; In the New Zealand complaint,
paras.l 14-1 L7, BISD,3631266; In the USA complaint, paras.l20-L23, BISD,363/303-4.
"Agriculture in the GATT" Note by tbe Secretariat (for the Consultative Group of Eighteen,
Seventeenth Meeting, 10-12 February 1982), CG.18AM/591Rev.1, p2l.
See "Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-Tariff Measures, report (1984) of the Group on

Quantitative Restrictions and other Non-Ta¡iffBa¡riers adopted on 30 November 1984", (Ll57l3),
BISD 3lS/211. See also the Secreta¡iat report, "Quantitative Restrictions" NTlvl6lRev2.
Andreas F. Lowenfeld, International Economic Law, Volume W, Public Controls On International
Trade, (Mathew Bender, San Francisco, 2nd ed, 1983) p25.
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However, it is central to A¡ticle XI:2(c)(i) that it does not apply to any programme which

supports the price of agriculnral products but only to those progr¿mtmes that do so by

restricting the quantþ produced or sold. This limitation is clearly expressed in the words of

Article XI:2(cXi) which exempts from the Article XI:l prohibition:

(c) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries product, imported in any form,

necessary for the enforcement of governmental measures which operate:

(Ð to restrict the quantities of the like domestic product permitted to be

marketed or produced, or, if there is no substantial domestic production of

the like product, of a domestic product for which the imported product can be

directly substituted; ".

The complicated prerequisites for the invocation of Article XI:2(cXi) are accompanied by

limits on the restrictiveness of the quotas that can be imposed. They

shall not be such as will reduce the total of imports relative to the total of
domestic production, as¡ comp¿red with the proportion which might reasonabiy

be expected to rule in the absence of restrictions.2íT

This means that the restictiveness of the quotas applied to imports should not exceed the

restrictiveness of the instruments being used to reduce domestic production or sales.

The provision was introduced by the USA at the beginning of the negotiations on the ITO

çi1¿¡1s¡.268 It was anomaious from the begtnning. it was inconsistent with the USA's

demands for a general prohibition on quantitative restrictions. However, the USA

adminisfiation was awrire that the ITO charter would not be approved by Congress rurless it

provided legal cover for import restrictions ernployed to protect programmes r¡nder its

Agricultural Adi us tment Act (AA'n¡.zas

The USA administation was in a difficult position in the drafting of this exception. It
., . t 1-- - -^-^--l --^1-:1-:^:^- ^f ^--^-.:¿^¿:-.^waffeo Io matnialn tne rruegnty oI rË afgulnent IUf a Belrçrar Pruluuruull ur qu.û¡L¡t4uvç

267 Second to last sentence of the last paragraph of Article XI:2(c).
268 A provision containing almost all of the elements of Article XI:2(c) appears at Paragraph l(e) of

Chapter ItrC of the USA's Proposals, see chapter 2, p3l, a¡d at Article l9:2(e) of the USA's
Suggested Charter, see chapter 2 p32.

269 See Dam, The GATT, pp259-260; Brown, The (Inited States and the Restoration of World Trade,

pI16.
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restrictions and also to ensure that the ITO Charter would meet the approval of Congress.

They perceived that ttre freedom to use domestic subsidies and to resort to emergency tariff

surcharges in case of import surges would not be enough to satis$r the congress. In

addition, the Department of Agriculture had demanded that there be a provision permitting

quantitative restrictions to protect programmes under ttre 4u4 4.270 Therefore, the

adminishation had to draft an exception which permitted the continuation of programmes

under the AAA but did not open up too broad an exception for the USA or any other

countries. The programmes under the AAA were not merely price stabilizationprogrammes

but were designed to maintain a certain income padty for farm incomes.2Tl An exception

for maintaining the integrity of price stabilization schemes would have opened up an

additional exception for other countries and still might not have protected the programmes

r¡nder the AAA. The proposal of an exception to protect dual price schemes generally would

have undermined the general prohibition and the tariff reductions. In what probably

appeared to be a clever move at the time, the drafters focussed on the fact the prograÍrmes

under the AAA did involve some limitation of domestíc production and designed the

exception around that feature. The proposed exception only permitted import restrictions

that were necessary to prevent imports from undermining restrictions on domestic

production and which would not reduce the ratio of imports to domestic production below a

baseline determined by reference to the ratio prevailing in a previous represent¿tive

Period.ztz At the London session, the baseline r¡¡as changed to the ratio that would prevail

in the absence of restricti6¡¡s.273 In fact, at that time, the USA's domestic restrictions on

some agricultural quantities were not very substantialzTa and it must have been foreseen that

restrictions that complied with this exception might not be restrictive enough to maintain the

existing income parity targets. When at the Geneva Session, the United States had to defend

the necessity of a special exception for agriculture, it defended the exception in terms of
price stability rather than income parity:

270 Gardner, Richa¡d N., Sterling-Dollar Diplomacy in Current Perspective (Columbia Universþ Press,
New York, 1980) pla9.

27I See above, chapter 10, p2l0ff.
272 Proposals chapter IIIC, para L(e); Suggested Charter Antcle l9:2(e).
273 London Drafi ITO Charter, (see chapter 2,p33), Article 25(2)(Ð; "Rqrort of the London Session",

(see chapter 2,p33), Section C, para 1(f).
274 Eg, on the restrictions on sugar production, see Brown (1950) p116.
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agriculttre and fisheries presented particular difficulties, since there were a

multitude of small and unorgaruzed producers who were often faced very

suddenly with very large crops or catches, and the government accordingly had

to step in and organizethem. Industrial producers did not suffer from the same

disadvantage and were usually sufficiently well organi7sd.27í

However, it was the US progr¿mtmes for providing income parity which had to be either

modified or accommodated within the systern of GATT rules. The rules of Article XI:2

were so tightly drawn that they could not possibly accommodate income parity programmes.

In addition, the rules did little to encourage a transition away from the use of quantitative

restrictions in favor.¡r or ta¡iffs or subsidies. The goal of allowing so. me leniency with

respect to import restictions to deal with sudden changes in agriculnual prices could have

been achieved in other ways. One way would have been a more lenient provision for

temporary tariff swcharges in the situation of surges of import of agriculttral products.

Another useful provision might have been to provide that subsidies provided through buffer

stock schernes did not impair tariffbindings.

The US administration envisaged that quotas would only be used where the relevant

domestic prograilrme actually did restrict production and, as described in chapter 10, the

AAA was amended to make it subject to the GATT.276 However, the tight constraints of

Article XI:2 soon became apparent to eongtess which chose not to conform to them. As

also described in chapter 10, the Congress wished to impose quotas that did raise prices but

did not limit production and the conseque,nt tussle between the Congress and the

administration resulted in the amendment of s22 of the AAA, and the ganting of the US

agricultural waiver.

Despite the tighüress of all of the requirements of Article XI:2(c)(i), after the dairy dispute

and the granting of the waiver, there was no challenge to measures maintained under Article

XI:2(c)(i) until 1978. This can probably be explained by the general larçness relating to

quantitative restrictions purportedty justified under the balance of payments exception and

also to the existence of the USA's agriculnral waiver. As discussed in chapter 10, in the

dairy quotas dispute in the early 1950's, the USA had conceded that the import quotas were

275
276

UN Doc EPCT/AÆV/L9,ú2 quoted in GATT, Analytical Indac,p299.
By enacting s22 of the AAA making the AAA subject to any international agreement. See above,

chapter I0,p212.
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not justified by Article XI:2. However, the illegality of the quotas was absolved by the

granting of the waiver. Subsequently, there may have been a perception that any other party

could also obtain a waiver for similar restrictions which protected agricultural income parity

or price support schemes even though not justified under Article Xl'2 and that may have

dissuaded other parties from making complaints on the issue of compliance with Article

XI:2. Therefore, until 1978, Article XI:2(c) had not been effective to modifr agricultural

policies, not even in the USA for whose agricultural policies the article had been designed.

A noteworttry feature of the cases since 1978 is the dramatic change in the legal rigour

applied to analysing conformity with the requirements of Article XI:2(c)(i). The cases

reflect a general hend toward a more technical application of the GATT but arguably the

cases on Article XI:2 were a significant factor in causing that general trend.

By the standards of modern panel reports, the 1978 working party report on Canadian egg

quotas is startling for the brevity of its legal analysis.2Tz Without recording any reasoning,

the working party recorded three conclusions:

(l) that all members except the US thought the Canadian supply management system for

eggs did conform to Article XI:2(c)(i);

(2) that they were wrable to decide whether the quotas were in accord with the last

paragraph of Article XI; and

(3) that they were unable to decide whether the quotas caused a nullification or

impairment of a binding.

The modern cases on Article XI:2(cXi) bear a striking confrast to the Canadian Egg case rn

the complexity and detail of the legal analysis. Later cases established that for a restriction

to meet Article XI:2(c)(i), it must meet each of seven requirements that derive from a

detailed breakdown of the words of the provision. The seven requirements are:

(1) the measr¡re on importation must constihrte an import restriction and not a

prohibition;

"Canadian Import Quotas on Eggs", report of the working party adopted on 17 February 1976,

(Lt 427 9), B ISD, 235 /9 r.
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Ø the import restrictions must be on an agricultural or fisheries product;

(3) the product to which the import restrictions apply and the product to which the

domestic marketing or production restriction applies must be "like" products in any

form (or if there is no substantial production of the product to which the import

restrictions apply, then the product to which the import restrictions apply and the

product to which the domestic marketing or production restrictions apply must be

directly substitutable products);

(4) there must be governmental measures which operate to restrict the quantities of the

domestic product permitted to be marketed or produced;

(5) the import restriction must be necessary to the enforcement of the domestic supply

restriction;

(6) the contracting party applying restrictions on importation must give public notice of

the total quantity or value of the product permitted to be imported during a specified

future period;

(7) the restrictions applied must not reduce the proportion of total imports relative to

total domestic production, as compared with the proportion which might reasonably

be expected to rule between the two in the absence of restriction5.278

The development of a more stringent legal approach to the interpretation of Article

XI:2(cXi) began with the case concerning the EEC's minimum price system for tomato

concenfrate discussed above in the context of variable levies.279 There the import

restrictions applied to tomato concentrate and the domestic restrictions applied to fresh

tomatoes directly and it was argued to tomato concentrates indirectly. The panel separated

278 These seven requirements a¡e listed in the case of "Canada - Restrictions on Ice Cream and Yoghurt",
report of the panel adopted 5 December 1989,8/SD, 365/68 at 85-86, para62. They are also listed in
the case of "Japan - Restrictions On Imports Of Certain Agricultural Products" report of the Panel

adopted on22March1988 (L16253) BISD,35S/163 at223-226,paras 5.1.3 - 5.I.3.7, although, there,

the order of the 3rd and 4th requirements listed in the Canadiau Ice cream case is reversed.

EEC - Progra.mme of Minimum knport Prices, Licences and Surety Deposits for Certain Processed

Fruits and Vegetables", report of the panel adopted 18 October 1978, BISD, 255/68. See the
discussion of the case, above at pp26l-263. The case is discussed in Hudec, Enforcing International
Trade Law - The Evolution of the Modern GATT System (Butterworth Legal Publishers, Salem NH,
l99l) pp47-50 & AppendixÆart 1,pp462463, complaint no 76.

279
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its inquþ into 4 questions which correspond to requirements 2 to 5 listed above. While it

found that tomato concentrate was a form of an agricultr.ral product, it doubted fresh

tomatoes and tomato concentrate were 'like products' and while it found that import

restrictions on tomato concentrate might be necessary for a programme which restricted the

quantity of either fresh tomatoes or tomato concentrate, it found that the domestic

programme did not constitute an effective restriction on the production or marketing of

either fresh tomatoes or tomato ç61¡çs1fi'¿fe.280

Failure to meet the seventh requirement was the basis of a 1980 decision arising from a

complaint by Chile about EEC restrictions on the import of dessert apples.28t The EEC had

negotiated voluntary export restraints with Argentina, Aushalia, New Zealarrd and South

Africa but being unable to reach agreement with Chile had imposed an import quota on

import from Chile.282 Jþs panel found that the restrictions had reduced the relative size of

imports as a proportion of domestic EEC production.283

When the Uruguay round began, a number of countries were justifuing restrictions under

Article Xl:2(c)28+ and there was a diversþ of views about whether Article XI:2(c) should

be abolished or reworded.285 The argument has been focussed by a series of complaints by

the United States. The first of these complaints, made just before the Pr¡¡rta Del Este

Declaration and for which a panel was appointed just after, dealt with Japanese restrictions

on agricultural products.286

The dispute between the USA and Japan, commonly referred to as the 'Japanese twelve

products casd resutlted in a landmark decision which firmly established the technical

280
28t

BISD,255/68, paras 4.l0 to 4.14.
"EEC Restrictions on Tmports of apples from Chile" report of the Panel adopted l0 November 1980
(L/ 5047), B ISD, 27 S/9 8.

275/98 at 100, pan2.3.
275/98 at Il2-113, paras 4.74.8.
See "Quantitative Restrictions and Other Non-Tariff Measures" Report (1984) of the Group on

Quantitative Restrictions a¡d other Non-Ta¡iff Ba¡riers adopted on 30 November 1984 (Ll57l3),
BISD,3IS/2II at2l5,para20 referring to the provisions referred to in NTM/\M/6lRev.2 .

See the possible approaches outlined in GATT Doc AGÆV/9/Rev.3 atpp6-7 and Annexes A-I to A-
vI.
"Japan - Restrictions On Impofs Of Certain Agricultural Products" repof of the Panel adopted. on22
Ma¡ch L988 (L16253) BISD,355/163. See Hudec (1991) AppendixlPart J, Complaint 148. The
complaint was made on 15 July 1986 (C/MJ201) and the panel established 27 October 1986
(C/M1202). The Punta Del Este Declaration was made on 20 September 1986, BISD,33S|I9.

282
283
284

285

286
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approach to legal analysis under Article XI:2. In its findings, the panel comprehensiveþ set

out the provisions and the relevant interpretative note and referred to the drafting history.28z

Then, the panel stated that each import restriction must meet each and every one of the

seven requirements which a¡e described above.288 The panel made some general comments

on each of the requirements before separately examining the restrictions on each of the

twelve products in the light of the seven requirernents and its earlier comments in relation to

ffosrn.289 Some of the restrictions were found to infringe the first requirement because they

were prohibitions rather than restrictisns.29O Some of the restrictions were found to infringe

the fourttr requirement because there were not any relevant domestic measures to restrict

production.29t A number of the restictions were held not to meet the requirements because

the products to which the import restrictions applied were not "agricultural products,

imported in any fs¡¡¡¡t1.292 This term "agricultural products, imported in any form" was

interpreted quite strictly by reference to the interpretative note to extend only to the fresh

product and forms of the fresh product "in an early stage of processing and still perishable,

which compete directly with the fresh product and if freely imported would tend to make

restriction on the fresh product ineffectivs.tl293 Other restrictions failed to meet the fifttt

requirement that the restrictions be necessary to the enforcement of the domestic

measures.2g¿ Many reshictions were found to fail on the sixth criteria because a sufficiently

specific public notice had not been given.295 Others still were forurd to fail to meet the

seventh requirement because Japan had not been able to establish that the restrictions did not

reduce the relative sizes of imports and domestic production.296 None of the restrictions on

any of the products fulfilled all of the seven requirements.

28'.1

288
289
290
29t

BISD,35S/L63 at22l-223, paras 5.1 - 5.1.2.
.BISD, 35sil63 at223,para 5.1.3.
BISD,35S|I63 at223-227, paras 5.1.3.1 - 5.I.3.7.
BISD,3531163 at230-23l,para 5.3.1.2 & at244,pan 6.4.
BISD,35sl163 at244, para 6.5. Note that third requirement on the listing made in the Canadian Ice
Cream and Yoghurt case is listed as the fourth requirement in the Japanese Twelve Products case.

B ISD, 3 55 / 163 at 244, para 6.6.
Interpretative note Ad Article XI, paragraph 2(c); BISD , 3 5 S/ I 63 at 244 , para 6 .6 .

BISD, 355/ 163 at 244, para 6.7 .

BISD,35S/163 at244, para 6.8.
BISD,35S1163 at244, para 6.9.

292
293
294
295
296
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After, the Japanese twelve products case, the USA successfully challenged restrictions

maintained by Canada on ice cream and yoghurt,297 þy the EEC on apples298 and Chile

successfully challenged restrictions maintained by the EEC on dessert apples.2el In each

case, ttte panel referred to the seven requirements established by the Japanese twelve

products ç¿ss-300 Therefore, it became exhemely difficult to justiff restrictions under

Aficle XI:2(c)(i). However, the use of restrictions to support various price support policies

persisted until the end of the Uruguay ror:nd even though there was generally no legal

justification for them.

The compromise embodied in Article XI:2 requiring that import restrictions be no more

restictive than domestic restrictions, clearly, was not a successful provision. It was too

stringent for nations to comply with and did little to guide them into less distofing policy

instnrments. Clearly, it was desirable that nations use policies other than quotas to manage

short term su4rluses including subsidies and buffer stocks (subsidized, if necessary). To the

extent that programmes were disrupted not by changes in domestic supply but by surges in

imports then consideration could have been given to accommodating temporary tariff

surcharges through the safeguards exception or a variation of it. To the extent that

programmes \ñ/ere disrupted by fluctuations in domestic supply then perhaps some

additional safeguard provision could have permitted tariff surcharges in a way that

encouraged the use of domestic subsidies instead of import barriers. By allowing quotas,

the rules did not encourage the use of subsidies instead of border instruments or tariffs

instead of quotas.

4.5 EMERGENCY SAFEGUARDS . ARTICLE XIX

The emergency safeguards provision in Article XIX is an important part of the overall

scheme of GATT rules. The impact of the safeguards clause on agricult¡¡¡e cannot be

considered merely in terms of the instances of resort to Article XIX in respect of agricultural

"Canada - Import Restrictions on Ice Crean and Yoghurt", rq)ort of the panel adopted by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES on 5 December 1989 (L/6568), BISD,36S/68.
"European Economic Community Restrictions 6¡ Tmports of Apples Complaint by the United
States", Report of the panel adopted on 22 June 1989,U65I3, BISD,36S/135.
"European Economic Cornmunity Restrictions s¡ Tmports of Dessert Apples Complaint by Chile",
Report of the panel adopted 22 hne L989, (Ll649I), BISD,36S/93.
In the Canadian icecream and yoghurt case, 8/SD, 365/68, para 62; in the EEC-Chile dessert apples
case,para.l2.3; in the EEC-USA apples case, BISD,36S/135, para5.3.
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299
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products or even in tenns of instances of circumvention of Article XIX. One must also

consider the place of the Article XIX in the overall scheme of rules and the effect that it has

had on the choice between different instruments and different legal justifications for them.

In addition to a faùly small nr¡mber of instances of actual resort to Article XIX in relation to

agricultural products and a larger, but still fairly small, number of instances in relation to

agriculhral products of resort to safeguard measures which evade the application of Article

XIX, this provision has also impacted on agricultural hade by being too restrictive so as to:

(l) provide a disincentive to offer tariff bindings on various products including

agricultural products; and

(2) provide a disincentive to give up legal cover for quantitative restrictions under other

provisions.

Chapter 2 described the provisions of Article XIX as one of the exceptions to the general

rules on import þd¡isrs.3Ol There, I describe.d the prerequisites for resort to the Article:

(l) that there is actual or threatened serious injury to domestic producers;

Ø the actual or threatened injury is caused by an increase in the volume of imports;

(3) the increase in the volume of imports is caused by both

(Ð r¡nfbrseen circumstances; an<i

(iÐ the existence of an obligation under the GATT.

Utilization of the Safeguard Provision

The safeguard provision has been credited with a significant role in the process of giving

tariff concessions. It is argued that parties are more willing to offer tariffconcessions if they

know that they can withdraw that same tariff concession if it causes a s'ùrge of, imports that

damages domestic industry.3o2 While that argument may be correct, the history of the pre-

WTO GATT shows that A¡ticle XIX was invoked only in a small number of the many

Above, ch2 atpp80-81.
Eg, see the statement of the United Søtes delegate to the London prepamtory session (UN doc

EPCT/C.UPY.7, at3, 1946 quoted in Jackson (1969) at pp554-555). See also Dam (1970) p99.
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instances in which parties have reimposed protection for industries affected by imports.

Until the end of 1993, there had been only 150 cases where parties had sought to utilize

Article XIX by giving notice to the CONTRACTING PAIìTIES.303 Most of them,

however, involved products other than agricultural products and, in fact, the amount of trade

protected by resort to Article XIX has usually been small.3o¿

Despite the very limited resort to Article XIX, it is still important in a consideration of the

framework of rules, of defects in the way that framework ernbodied the two distinctions

between, first, price and quantity based border instruments and, secondly, border and non-

border instruments, and the way in which any such defects contributed to problems in

applying the rules to agricultural trade.

In considering the position of the safeguards clause in the overall framework of pre-WTO

rules, it is important to consider the possible rtrays of providing additional protection when

certain imports were causing serious rnjury to a domestic industy. In that situation, the

general rules prohibited imposition of a quota, increasing a bor¡nd tariff and, for bor¡nd

items, introducing or increasing production subsidies. If the imports were priced below the

'normal'price of sale in the exporting country, then a bound tariff could be augmented by an

anti-dumping duty.305 In fact, in that situation, anti-dumping duties would be the first

choice of instrument because they could be imposed on the imports of a product from a

particular counûry. It would only be where below 'normal' price sales could not be

established that parties would have sought to have recourse to the safeguards clause.

If resort to Article XIX was possible, then parties were permitted to introduce quotas or

t¿riffs or subsidies. Article XIX did not distinguish between the different instnrments. It

failed to specify any preference for non-border measures over border measures and it failed

to specify any preference for price based measures over quantity based measures.

303 See "Notifications to the Secretariat of Action Under Article XD(" (as at I December 1993) in
GATT, Analytical Index, pp500-516. See also Table 19 which is headed "Article XIX actions, 1950-

86" in Sampson, Gary, "Safeguards", Chapter 19 in J. Michael Finger and Andrzej Olechowski (eds),

The Uruguay Round - A Handbook for the Mullilateral Trade Negotiations (World Banlq
Washington DC, 1987) ppl43-152 at L47.

Eg, see the statistics quoted in Sarrpson, "Safeguards" þpla5-Ia6) from a list of measures notified
under A¡ticle XIX circulated by the GATT Secretariat in Ma¡ch 1982. The notifications referred to
trade valued at $1.6 million. In that year world trade was about $2,000 billion.
See Article VI for the definition of 'normal'price.
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Throughout the course of negotiation of the GATT, the relevant drafts of the safeguards

clause did not distinguish between different instruments and neither did the provision that

came into fe¡se.306 Brown records that in respect of the permitted retaiiation in response to

safeguard measures, some counties were opposed to permitting quantitative restrictiel5.3O7

However, none of the negotiating drafts nor the final provision restrict the type of

instrument that can be used in retaliation. Therefore, in respect to the retaliation also, the

article failed to reflect either of the two preferences.

Circumvention of the Safeguards Provision

Rather than resort to the safeguards clause, parties often chose to give protection to domestic

industries under th¡eat from impofs by using methods of restraining imports that were not

explicitly dealt with in the Agreement. These involved direct negotiation with the exporting

country or even with the exporting firms that were the source of the increased flow of

imports so as to a¡rive at an undertaking that exports would be restricted. Such export

restraints imposed by an exporting country at the request of an impoting country were

commonly called "Voluntary Export Restraints" (VERs).:oa With such arrangeme,rts, there

was no illegal measure imposed by the importing counbry since it did not impose any

measure at all. The restraint imposed by the exporting country may have been an

infringement of Article XI if it was imposed by the government rather than by the relevant

firms but, generally, there would not be any affected party who was likely to complain. The

use of VERs became quite prevalent, certainly much more common than resort to Article

XIX. Just in Septernber 1986, there were at least 96 VERs in operation.3oe The most

coÍrmon importing countries requesting VERs were the USA and the EEC (together

accounting for 85 of the 96.310 The most coÍrmon targets were the exports of Japan (25

306 See Suggested Charter, Art291' London ITO drafi, Art34 New York draft of the ITO Charter, Art343
Nav York drafi of the GATT, Art34, Geneva drafr of the ITO Charter, Art 40.

307 Brown, The United States and the Restoration of World Trade,p90.
308 Other common terms are "Export Restraint Agreement" (ERA), "Orderþ Marketing Agreement"

(OMA), "Voluntary Restr¿int Agreement (or Arrangement)" (VRA): Jackson, (1989),p177.

309 This was the number identified by the GATT Secretariat in a report entitled "Developments in
Intemational Trading System (28 November 1986) quoted in Sampson, "Safeguards", ppl44-145
including øble l9.l at p145. See also the statistics cited in Petersmaan, Ernst-Ulrich, Constitutional
Functions and Constitutional Probletns of International Economic law (University Press, Fribourg,
Switzerland, 199 1) pp 106-107.

310 Sampson, as above.
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VERs)and South Korea (l+¡.:tl VERs were resorted to most often for steel, motor cars and

clothing. Of the 96 referred to, 39 affected steel products and only 15 afFected agricultural

producf5.3l2

It seems that, instead of resorting to Article XIX, parties preferred to justiff safeguard

measures under other provisions or in some other ways. The reluctance to utilize Article

XIX may have a¡isen from difficulties in meeting the prerequisites to invoking Article XIX,

or in the costs in terms of compensation or exposure to retaliation.

Was Invocation of Article XIX Difficult?

Whilst the pre-requisites to invocation of Article XIX appear to have been stringent, their

application removed much of the stringency.

(1) The requirement that there must be an increase in imports was interpreted (in what

Sampson has called "a rather extraordinary determinatisn"313) not to be limited to an

absolute increase but also to include the situation where there is a relative increase,

that is, imports stay the same but domestic production dsslinss.3la

Ø The requirement that the increase in imports must be caused by unforseen

developments has been interpreted in such a way that the increase in imports itself

can be regarded as evidence of the existence of an unforseen development. ln the

Hatters' Fur case,3ls which was concerned with safeguards imposed by the USA on

hatters' fur, the panel found that although the nature of the changed circumstance

311

3t2
313
314

As above.
As above.
Sampson, as above, p143.
In a decision of a GATT working pa¡ty adopted in September 1948; BISD, vol1,,39,44-45. The
working party adopted an interpretation that \r/as not adopted in Article XfK but was consistent with
Article 40 of the Havana cha¡ter: see GATT, Analytical Index pp479480 & also JacLcon (1969) p558
citing U.N.D o c.E I conf .2 / C.3 I 3 7 at 3 (19 47 - L9 48).

"Report on the Withdrawal by the United States of a Tariff Concession r¡nder A¡ticle XD( of the
General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade" (GATTiCP/106), adopted 6 February 1951,
GATT/CP.6/SRI9, Sales No GATT/1951-3) ('Hatters'Fur report') extracted in Jackson &Davey,
Legal Problems of International Economic Relations (West Publishing Co, St Paul, 1986) W556-
559.
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was foreseeable, the extent of the change in competitive conditions caused by that

circumstance was not foresee¿þls.3 16

(3) The requirement that the increase in imports also be caused by "the effect of an

obligation" is not a conshaint at all since every product is subject to the obligation in

article XI;3r7 although in eflect the clause is only invoked where there is a tariff

binding because if there is no tariff binding then additional protection can be

obtained by simply raising the tariffrate without any need to meet any require,ments

under the Agreement.

(4) The requirement that the serious rnjury must be caused by the "unforseen

development" and the "effect of an obligation" has been dramatically loosened by

the "reversal of what would appear to be the logical burden of proof'318 in the

decision in the Hatters' Fur case. There, the USA was held not to have breached

Article XIX because Czechoslovakia had not proved that the injury was not

"gg¡igggrr.3l9

Given the judicial loosening of the rules, it seems unlikely that the pre-requisites to invoking

Article XIX have constituted a substantial barier to utilizing it.

The Costs of Invoking Article XD(

Once in,,oked, horpever, there were some costs rnvolved Ln using Article XIX. Parties

applying the safeguard either had to offler a concession on another produc1320 or had to face

the possibility of discriminatory retaliation by affected parties.32l Since the safeguard

316

317

The panel said "the degree to which the change in fashion affected the competitive situation, could

not reasonably be expected to have been foreseen by the United States' authorities in 1947": the

Hatters' Fur Report p13, para 12 quoted in GATT, Analytical Indac, rt79 & in Jaclson (1969) at

p561.
See Jackson (1969), p559; Lowenthal, Public Con*ols on International Trade (1983)' p2l8; Hudec

(1e8e) pl6l.
Dam (1970), p102.
Fur Hatters reporq p23. T\e panel fonnd ¡þ¿1 imForts from Czechoslovakia had caused some injury
but that it was not established that the injury was serious.

Articles 2 and3(a) imply that there will be a negotiation over compensation but there is no specific

reference to it.
Articles 3(a) and 3(b).
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measure could not be instituted selectively against a particular exporting coun$,322 parties

applying the safeguard may have had to offer an alternate concession to more than one party

which might involve concessions on more than one product. If they"could not find

concessions with which the affected parties agree, then they could be subject to retaliatory

discriminatory withdrawal of obligations by more than one affected party.

If a parfy was comfortably able to find alternative concessions, then instead of using Article

XIX to obtain temporary protection, the parry could use Article )O(Vm to obtain permanent

protection. If alternative concessions could not be offered, then under Article XXVIII,

affected parties could only withdraw concessions that were originally negotiated with the

initiating party and could do so only on a MFN basis. Therefore, it was in the interest of a

party that wanted to apply a safeguard in the form of an increased tariff to run an

unsuccessful Article XXVru negotiation rather than an unsuccessful Article XIX

negotiation. In effect, it was more advantageous to apply for a permanent tariff increase

than a temporary one.

In addition, the article offered nothing to invoking parties in the way of a softening of the

compensation that they would have to give under Article )O(VIII and actually exposed them

to wider possibilities of retaliation than a failed Article XXVIII negotiation would. Given

that position, it is not surprising that in all those situations where a renegotiation under

Article )O(Vru was not desired, parties chose to invent new instruments that sidestepped

Article XIX rather than to invoke it formally.

Contention over the adequacy of Aficle XIX has centred aror¡nd the issue of whether

discriminatory safeguards or VERs should be permitted by the rules and be regulated by

fl¡srn323 rather than on the factors relating to choice of instrument outlined above.324 An

322 See an a¡gument to the contary proposed by Jaclson that Artícle )(fX might authorize suspension of
the MFN obligation in A¡ticle I. However, Jackson leans towa¡d the view that Article XIX measures
only permits non-discriminatory measures: Jackson (1969) pp564-565; This view was confirmed in
"Norway - Restrictions on Imports of Certain Textile Products", Report of the panel adopted 18 June
1980 (U4959), BISD,27S/1I9. See also the discussiou of the role of the MFN principle in Anicle
XIX in Burnett, Robin, "Article XIX in the New GATT Trade Negotiations: Same Problems, Fresh
Approaches" [1987] Lawasia 1-34 esp at2-5,9 &24-26.
See, eg, Hindley, Brian, "Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATTs Main Escape Clause" (1980) 3
'World Economy 3L3-341; Hizon, Ernesto M, "The Safeguard Measr.ue / VER Dilemma: The Jeþll
and Hyde of Trade Protection" (1994) 15 Nw J In{l &.Bzs 105; Curzon Price, Victoria" "Surplus
Capacrty and What The Toþo Round Failed to Settle" (1979) 2 World Economy 305-318.
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arggment for lenient heaünent of VERs can be made upon the basis that a VER allocates the

'rent' from the restriction to the exporter thereby providing some compensation for the

resffiction.325 fler¡¿eyer, this argument is firmly based on a view of GATT as a regulator of

relations between counfües rather than within them. If one gives some importance to

internal effects, then a VER is even more selÊharming than an import quota because the

home government cannot collect the 'rent' from the restriction. If one of the firnctions of

GATT rules is to prevent selÊharming choices, then avoidance of VERs is even more

important than avoidance of most other quantity-based border instruments.326 The

important point is that nothing in Article XIX had the effect of guiding nations toward a

choice of policy instrument which was in their self interest. The use of VERs was not the

only manifestation of inadequacy in Article XIX. It was also manifested in the reluctance to

give up the legal cover for import quotas under other provisions and in the reluctance to give

tariff bindings. Both of these effects had an influence over agricultural trade and it is

submitted that more tariffbindings may have been given and less cover taken under other

exceptions if Article XIX had not been so costly to use. It should be easier to use than

Article XXVil requiring less compensation and giving less exposure to retaliation with the

extent of the safeguard mea$re permitted being linked to non-border policies to adjust for

the change in comparative advarfiage.327 There should be easy resort to temporary

production subsidies even on bourd products and active encouragement of subsidies that do

not encourage the pre-cxisting level of productisn.328

324

32s

326

32',7

However, the choice of instn¡ment to be permitted in safeguard measures is dealt with in Hoekman,

Berna¡d M. & Michael P. Leidy, "Policy Responses to Shifting Comparative Advantage: Desipning a

system of Emergency Protection" (1990) 43 Kyklos 25-5L; in that a¡ticle also see the description of
some of the practical disadvartages of allowing discriminatory protection: pp28-29.

See, eg, Hindley, "Voluntary Export Restraints and the GATTs Main Escape Clause" at p327 &
Hoekman & Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System (1995), pl68-169.

For a treatment of VERs against a fra.mework of a constitutional fi¡nction for the GATT, see:

Petersmam, Emst-Ulrich, "Grey Area Trade Policy and the Rule of Law" (1988) 22 JWT 23.

Substantial agreement with this view can be found in Hoelman, Berna¡ci M. & Michael P. Leidy,

"Policy Responses to Sbfüing Comparative Advantage: Designing a System of Emergency

Protection" (1990) 43 Kyklos 25-51; although Hoekman & Leidy take a very cautious view of
policies to encourage subsidies or governmsnt intervention; their preferred recommendation is to
allow temporary resort to imFort quotas.

See the discussion of altemative policies to deal with changing market conditions in Corden, W Ma>r,

"Policies Towa¡d Ma¡ket Disturbancc" in RH Snape, Issues in World Trade Policy: GATT at the

Crossroads (Macmillan, London, 1986); on the different effects of ouþut subsidies and other types

of subsidies, see Hindþ, as above, atp325.
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It is not intended to offer a comprehensive assessment of all of the recommendations that

have been made as to the reform of Article XIX329 which in any case cannot be wholly

separated from recommendations made as to reform of the provisions on anti-dumping

dumping duties. Rather, it is intended to draw attention to the fact that Article XIX did not

in any way embody the two desirable distinctions between policy instruments. The pre-

Uruguay Round Article XIX did not guide parties into adoption of least cost commercial

policy instruments. Parties attempted to achieve non-economic objectives in ways that have

maximized rather than minimized the economic cost. The defects in the safeguard

provision affected agricultural tade in a number of ways:

(l) providing a disincentive to offer tariffbindings;

Ø providing a disincentive to grve up legal cover for quantitative restrictions under

other provisions;

(3) providing an incentive to resort to VERs which are even more selÊharming than

import quotas.

Consequently, the safeguard clause has failed to heþ parties to simultaneously achieve tlre

dual goals of economic benefits and freedom to achieve non-economic objectives relating to

the agricultural sector.

4.6 THE EXCEPTION FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Chapter 2 described the exceptions for developing countries r¡nder Article XVIII:

Section A consisting of Article XTIII:7 dealing with tariff surcharges for infant

industries;

Section B consisting of Article XI4II:8 to XVIII: 12 dealngwith quantitative restrictions

forbalance of payments puposes;

Section C consisting of Article XVIII:I3 to X\¡III:2I dealing with quantitative

restrictions for infant industries; and

Eg, see Tumlir, "A Revised Safeguard Clause for GAfi' U9731 .I'WTL404; Burnett, "Article XD( in
the New GATT Trade Negotiations: Sane Problems, Fresh approaches" U987] Lawasia l-34 .
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Section D consisting of Article XVIII:22 to XVIII:23 dealing with tariffs and

quantitative restrictions for developing countries that are ineligible to invoke

Sections A,B or C.330

Of these, only Section B has been utilized enough to have directly had a substantial effect on

agricultural trade. Section D has never been invoked and there have only been a small

number of invocations of Sections A or C.331 The exception provided for in Section B has

already been described above, along with the more general balance of payments exception in

Article XII. The ease of resort to Section B is probably, one of the reasons for the low

number of instances of resort to Sections A and C. However, despite the very limited

invocation of these exceptions, it is useful to analyze them in order to assess the place of the

economic development exception in the overall rules, and the general influence of the

overall rules on choice of policy instrument.

The present version of Article XVm does distinguish between different policy instruments.

It deals with increasing tariffs in Section A and with implementing other instruments in

Section C. Section A is a modified version of Article XXVIII and Section C permits other

instruments that would be inconsistent with the Agreement.

The anteeedent provísíons of Article XViü and their negotiation

This exce,ption for developing countries was, in fact, one of the most contentious issues in

the negotiation of the GATT. The issue of instrumentation did arise in the negotiation in the

preparatory committee as is reflected in the following description by Brown:

A strong drive was made to incorporate in the Charter the principle that

underdeveloped counfries rìre entitled to use any and all forms of protection in
the interest of their progf¿tms of economic development. Many of these

countries demanded not only freedom to use quantitative restrictions for this

purpose but also freedom to raise tariffrates even though borurd by negotiation

under the General Agree,lnent. A general argument by the United Kingdom in
favor of subsidies and tariffs as a better means of promoting development than

quantitative restrictions was strongly resisted by Australia, Chile, Colombia,

and India. These counties were not willing to agree that the sÍtme coÍlmercial

330
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See chapter 2,pp77-79.
Invocation under Section A a¡e listed in GATT, Analytical Indu, p465. The invocations under

Section C a¡e listed in the index of the 8/SD, eg see 395/487-488. The index to the B/SD does not

show any annual review of measures under sections C since the 21st session (in 1968). On

invocation under Section C, see also: GATT, Analytical Indetc,p472'
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policy rules should apply to countries in all stages of economic development,
and India asserted that in underdeveloped counties all industries are infant
industries.332

A compromise was reached on the original Article XVIII which did enable deviations from

other rules, but which was available for all conhacting parties. The original Article

XVIII333 provided for exceptions in the interest of a contracting party's "programme of

economic development or reconstruçf16n".334 The procedrne distinguished between

measures to be imposed on products which were the subject of tariffbindings and those to

be imposed on unbound products.335 If there was a tariff binding, the CONTRACTING

PARTIES could authorize the measwe but only after the party had reached substantial

agreement on compensatory concessions with other substantially affected CONTRACTING

PAI{TIES.336 If there was no applicable tariff binding, the CONTRACTING PARTIES

could authorize the measure without there having been any negotiation or agreement with

other parties,337 and they were required to give the authorisation if it was established that the

measure would be no less restrictive than a tariff increase, and was the most suitable

measure.338 The developing cowtties were not satisfied with this article and, as more

developing cormtries acceded to the agreement, pressure to change it swelled.

The amended Article XVIII which was inserted into the Agreement after the Havana

Conferencç339 ¿ls6 distinguished between measures on products that were the subject of

tariffbindings and those on other products.34O For products with a tariffbinding, substantial

agreement on compensating concessions was still requi¡sd34l but the possibility of

retaliation was introduced where agreement was incomplete3a2 For products without a

332

JJJ

334
33s

Brown, The Uníted States and the Restoration of World Trade,p98, describing the London session of
the Preparatory Corrmittee.
GATT, Final Act, Geneva, 55 UNTS 194,252 (1947).

Fínal Act, Article XVIII:2 (a).

Final Act, Article XVIII:3(a) referred to "any proposed me¿u¡we, ..., which would be inconsistent
with any obligation that the applicant contracting party has assumed i¡nder Article II, or which would
tend to nulli$ or impair the benefit to any other contracting party or parties of any such obligation
...". Article XVIII:4 referred to measures other than those referred to in paragraph 3(a).

Final Act, Article 3(a)-(c).
Final Act, A¡ticle XVIII:a(a).
Final Act, Article XVIU:a@).
Jaclson, 1969,p639.
"Protocol Modifying Part II and Article )O(VI of the GATT", 1948; adopted at the Second session of
the Contracting Parties in September 1948,62 U.N.T.S.9O-102.
GATT 1948, A¡ticle XVIII:3(b).
GATT 1948, A¡ticle XVIII:4(c).
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tariff binding, the new rules still permitted the CONTRACTING PARTIES to authorise the

measilre even if there had not been any agreement among the parties on compensating

concessions.343 Jþe circumstances in which the CONTRACTING PARTIES were obliged

to concur were enlarged.3¿4 Finally, for measures on products without a tariffbinding, there

was no possibility of retaliation.

The Current Provisions of Article XVIII

The existing Article XVIII was negotiated in the course of the 1955 review3as ¿¡d came into

effect in 1957.2q6 Of many changes, two were most important. First, the amendment

created a differentiation between parties Slving some developing countries the three

additional sources of exemptions contained in Sections A,B and C. The right to invoke these

paragraphs is determined according to criteria of low standard of living and early stage of

development .347 All countries with economies in a process of development are eligible to

invoke the exception in Section D of Article XVI[. The second major change was the

creation of Section B grving developing countries a significant variation of the Article XII

exception for balance of payments restrictions

Each of Sections A, C and D is expressed to be available for the purpose of promoting the

establishnnent of a particular industry.r+8 However, in !979, this was broade-ned by a

decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to include virtually any economic development

objective.3ae

GATT 1948, Article XVIII8.
GATT 1948, Article XVIII:7(aXi)-(Ð.
On the drafting of A¡ticles )Õ/III:B,C & D, see "Reports Relating to the Review of the Agreement -

Quantitative Restrictions" repof adopted 2,4 & 5 Ma¡ch 1955 (Ll332lRev 1 & Addenda) 81SD,

3S/170, 179-189; On the drafting of Article XVIII:A, see "Reports Relating to the Review of the

Agreement - Schedules and Customs Administration" report adopted on 26 February 1955 (U329),
BISD,3Sl205,2t5.
It came into effect by virtue of the "Protocol Amending the Preamble and Pa¡ts II and III of the

GATT", dated 3 October 1955, in force l0 July 1957, 278 UNTS 168.

A¡ticle XVIII:4; and interpretative note ad Article XVIII paragraphs I and 4.

A¡ticle XVIII:7(a), I 3 arid 22.

"Safeguard Action For Deveþment Purposes", Decision of 28 November 1979 (L14897), BISD,
2651209.
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Section A - Modifying or Withdrawing TariffConcessions

Section A deals with increasing bound tariff rates in schedules of concessions. It

corresponds to the generally available procedwe for renegotiation of tariff bindings urder

Article XXVIII:4. In similarity to Article XXMII:4, in the event that agreement on

compensation cannot be reached, the party invoking Article XVIIIA can proceed with the

modification of the concession if the CONTRACTING PARTIES find that it has "made

every reasonable ef[ort to offer adequate compensatis¡1rr.35O (The CONTRACTING

PARTIES are not required to find that substantial agreement has actually been reached on

compensation as was required r¡nder the 1948 version of Article XVIII:3.) To reiterate the

point made in chapter 2, the important diflerence between Article XXVIII:4 and Article

XVIII:A is that, wrder Article XVIII:A, if the CONTRACTING PARTIES find that the

applicant has offered adequate compensation, then the applicant can proceed with the

modification to its schedule without facing retaliation from affected parties as would be the

case r¡nder Article XXVIII:a(d).

Up to Ma¡ch 1994, Section A had only been invoked nine times and only once since

1965.3s1

Section C - Other Restrictions

The imposition of quantitative restictions is dealt with r¡nder Section C of Article XVIII.

Section C distinguishes between the imposition of quantitative restrictions on products upon

which a tariffbinding has been given and products upon which tariffs are unbound.

With bound products, the concurrence of the CONTRACTING PARTIES is required and

they are not required to find that agreement has been reached on compensation but only the

invoking party has "made all reasonable efforts to reach an agree,ment and that the interests

of other contacting parties are adequately safeguardsd.t'31? An interpretative note indicates

that in satisffing themselves of this standard, the CONTRACTING PARTIES may authorise

350 Article XVIII:7(b). As noted in chapter 2,pp78, the words of Article XVIIIT(b) are slightly different
to Article XXVIII:4(d) and the'onus of satisfaction' appears to be reversed.
G ATT, Analytical Index, p465.
Article XVIII:18.
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parties with whom agreement has not been reached to take some retaliatory 1¡s¿5ul'e.353

However, none of the decisions on Article XVIII:C have authorised any retaliation-3s4 The

Agreement does not give other parties a right to retaliation once the CONTRACTING

PARTIES have concurred in the 1¡e¿5ut's.355

Measures in respect of products upon which no tariff concession has been given are dealt

with in Section C at Article XVIII:l3 to 17. The concr¡¡rence of the CONTRACTING

PARTIES is not necessary but if it is not given then other parties may retali¿fs.356 The

CONTRACTING PARTIES can concur if they are satisfied that the imposition of a tariff

would not be sufficient for the purpose.3sT

The Economic Development Exceptions in Aggregate and as Part of the Overall
Framework of Rules

If a developing country wishes to increase protection, it can increase a tariff under either

Article )O(Vm or XVIII:A and if it wishes to impose an import quota it can do so under

either Article XVIII:B or XVIII:C.

It seems that A¡ticle XVIII:B is the easiest provision to resort to; it requires no

compensation and is unlikely to attract retaliation. Article XVIII:C is less attractive because

it requires negotiation of compensation an<i, generaliy, prior approval is requiied in order to

gain immunity from retaliation.

The two provisions permitting increases of borurd tariffs are reasonably similar. Article

XVIII:A offers to developing countries favowable treatrnent compared to Article XXVIII in

one vray but is unfavourable in anothe¡. Using Article XXVIII:4, even where there is no

agreement on the tariffchange and compe,nsation, the developing country can proceed with

the ta¡iff change r¡nless the CONTRACTING PARTIES find that the developing counûY

353
354

Interpretative Note Ad Article XVI[, Paragraphs 18 &22'
A check of the instances listed in the Index in the 38th Supplement under the heading "Economic
Development - action under Article XVII:C" shows no instances of retaliatory suspensions of
concessions or obligations. The list includes a few instances where the giving of compensating tariff
concessions were recorded.(Eg, see Ceylon, ÍI BISD 2l).
Article XVIII:2I which gives a right of retaliation only applies to measures applied under Article

XVIII:17 which only applies to situations where the CONTRACTING PARTIES have not concurred

in the measure.
Article XV[I:17 & 21.
Article XVIII:16.
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"has unreasonably failed to offer adequate compensati6¡¡rr.358 Using Article XVIIIA, in the

absence of agreement, the developing cowrûy can proceed if the CONTRACTING

PARTIES find either that the developing counûry has offered adequate compensation or that

it has "made every reasonable effort to offer adequate compensatis¡1't.359 Although the

difference is a fine one, whereas, under Article XXVIII:4, the onus for establishing

reasonableness in the negotiation of compensation is on the parties opposing the tariff

increase, under Article XVIII:A, the onus is on the developing country seeking to increase

its tariff. On the other hand, the developing counûy procedure is more favourable than the

Article XXVil procedure in that if the CONTRACTING PARTIES do find that the

developing co,ûntry has offered adequate compensation then other parties cannot retaliate.

Which provision a developing country chooses to utilize and which instnrment is imposed is

probably determined by the ability to offer compensation, assuming in all circumstances that

the absence of retaliation is preferred:

(1) If developing country, A, can offer compensation which others will agree to, then it

can:

(a) impose a quota under Article XVIII:C; or

(b) increase the tariff:

(Ð under Article XVIII:A; or

(iÐ under Article XXVIII.

(2) If A cannot offer sufficient compensation to obtain agreernent but can convince the

CONTRACTING PARTIES that A has offered adequate compensation, then it can

increase the tariffunder Aficle XVIII:A.

(3) If A cannot offer sufñcient compensation to obtain agreement, cannot convince the

CONTRACTING PARTIES that it has offered adequate compensation but can

convince the CONTRACTING PARTIES that A has made reasonable efForts to

Article XXVIII:a(d).
Article XVIII:7(b).

358
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reach an agreement and that the interests of other parties are safeguarded, then it can

impose a quota under Article X)Õ/III:C.

(4) If A cannot offer sufficient compensation to obtain agreement then it can impose an

import quota under Article XVIII:B without the necessþ of any prior finding from

the CONTRACTING PARTIES (and can wait to see if any other party challenges

the legal justification).

Looking at the overall scheme, one might expect that developing countries would tend to

adopt a quota under either Article XVIII:B or XVIII:C instead of using the tariff

renegotiation procedwes under A¡ticle )O(VIII or XVIII:A. It is instructive to count the

number of instances of utilization of the diflerent Articles.:

(l) Twenty four (2a) developing countries resorted to Article XVIII:B at least once just

dr.uing the years between 1974 ar,rd 1986 and each use has affected a large range of

items (over 3000 in total);soo

Ø Article XVIII:C had been invoked by 9 developing counties;361

(3) Up to March 1994, Article XVIII:A had been invoked a total of 9 times by 5

developing countries;362 and

(4) Fifteen (15) developing countries renegotiated tariffbindings under Article )O(VIII a

total of 31times.363

Therefore, of all of the options for increasing the level of protection, A¡ticle XVIII:B has

been resorted to the most. Use of Article XVIII:A has also been less frequent than the

developing cor¡ntries' use of Article XXVru. That may indicate that developing countries

have been able to comply with Article XXVII so had no need to resort to A¡ticle XVIII:A.

360
36t

See Hoelman & Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System, p 164, Table 7. I .

See Hoelman & Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System, pI64, Table 7.I
refers to 9 countries have been gÍarted a release under Article XVIIA; see also GATT, Analytical
Index, p472, whrch refers to only 4 countries having been granted a release (the index to 81SD 39S

lists 16 decisions relating to those four countries) and to some other countries which have relied on

Article XVIII:C without having been granted a release under the a¡ticle.
See GATT, I nalytical Indæ, p465.
This figure was extracted from Table "Use of A¡ticle )O(VIII:l,4 and 5: Summary Table; Status as

of 30 March 1994" in GATT, Analytical Indac,p892;by counting the developing country statistics.
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However, it might also indicate that, wherever developing countries have been unable to

meet the compensation requirements of Article XXVII, they have decided to resort to

quotas under Article XVIIIB rather than a tariffincrease under Article XVIIIA.

Therefore, although it was intended to give developing countries additional flexibility in

choosing protection to suit their development requirements, the additional accommodations

given in Article XVIII have not done so in a way that encourage the use of import tarifß

instead of import quotas. The exceptions have made it easier to use a quantitative restriction

than to negotiate a tariffincrease.

This situation must have had some effect on the tiberalizatton achieved in the agricultural

sector. First, developing countries find it easier to place quantitative restrictions on

agricultrual products than to bind them with tariffs. Secondly, and more importantly, the

ease with which developing countries have been able to impose import quotas on any

products, particularly under Article XVIII:B has almost certainly increased the difficulty

that developing countries have in negotiating concessions from industrial countries on

products of export interest to developing countries, including agricultural products. This

may be part of the reason why the developed countries have given less bindings on

agricultural products than on other products.

It remains only to comment on the policy behind the economic development exception. In

the light of the discussion in Part II of this thesis, of the arguments for GATT rules as

constitutional constraints, one should consider whether there is any justification for allowing

any additional leeway to developing countries to impose import barriers. Why should

developing countries have more freedom than developed countries to transfer wealth from

consumers to producers and to do so in ways that maximize the net cost to their own

economies? This issue depends essentially upon the validity of the 'infant industry'

argument for protection. On the basis of the comparison between the welfare efifects of

policy instruments conducted in chapter 9, the non-economic objective of establishing new

industies can be achieved at a lower cost through subsidies than through any trade barrier.

This conclusion is equally applicable to developing countries as it is to developed countries.

One difference, though, is that some developing countries have very underdeveloped

tæration systems which a¡e not capable of raising sufficient public fi¡nds to pay subsidies.
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This argument may justiff some increased leniency toward the use of border instruments

over non-border instruments. However, it is sfessed that this argument does not justiff any

increased use of quantity-based border instruments over price-based border instruments. It

does not justiff any exfra accommodation of import quotas.

4.7 OTHER PROVISIONS AFFECTING AGRICULTURE

The analysis in sections 3 to 7 above has summarized most of the problems in applying the

GATT ru[es on import barriers to agriculhre. The areas selected for analysis do, in fact,

accor¡nt for most of such problems. In addition, these areas do represent a large enough

proportion of the overall framework of rules to facilitate an assessment of whether there is a

connection between the way that the framework of rules affects the choice between policy

instruments and the problems that have arisen in application to agriculture.

It is worth mentioning that some other aspects of the rules have affected agriculfiral trade:

Anti-Dumping Duties

The use of antfdumping duties is one of the most important issues affecting the GATT legal

system. Anti-dumping duties are another way of imposing protection when imports are

damagins domestic orodr:ee-rs. The soeeial feature of anti-dumping duties that distinguishes
f----- ---- ¡ -- -

thern from the safeguards exception is that anti-dumping duties do not have to be imposed in

respect of all imports of the relevant product but may be imposed solely on the imports of

the product from a particular sonrce. Consideration of the anti-dumping duties exception

raises the important questions of the relationship of this exception with the safeguards

exception, its relationship with other aspects of the regulation of predatory pricing and the

primacy of the most favoured nation clause. However, a study of this aspect of the system is

beyond the scope of this study.

It suffices to say that, over the period from the begiruring of the GATT until the Uruguay

Round, anti-dumping duties did not have a significant impact upon tade in any of the major

agricultural commodities.364 Generally, they were only employed in relation to some

vegetables and fruits, and cut-flows¡5.365

Also see "Agriculture in the GATT - Note by the Secretariat" CG.18/W59lRev.1, 20 Jannry 1982,

p21 (noting that it difEcult to measure the extent to which anti-dumping duties had affected
364
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Health and Sanitary Regulations

Some of the health and sanitary regulations imposed on agricultural frade under Article XX

had little relationship to health or sanitation and were merely disguised tade restrictions.

As noted at the begiruring of this chapter, in these situations, the object of the restriction is

to stop imports rather than to protect a domestic producer and, given that, the prescription

given in Part 2 that a price-based quantity instnrment is preferable to a quantity-based

border instrument does not apply. In these situations, the objective is best achieved by

prohibiting the import of the undesirable product. Therefore, analysis of this area is not

relevant to determining whether there is a link between any failure to appropriately enrbody

the distinctions between instruments in the rules and the problems with applying the rules to

agriculture. Issues arise in assessing the genuineness of the health or sanitary objective.

These formed the basis of a particular part of the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture

and resulted in the adoption of a separate agreement. However, these issues a¡e not dealt

with in this study.

5 SUMMARY

The drawing of conclusions ûom this chapter is left to the final chapter of this part of the

thesis. That final chapter draws conclusions from the analysis of all aspects of the

application of the pre-Uruguay round GATT to agricultr.re: import barriers, export subsidies

and domestic support.

However, a preliminary srunmary and a few observations are made here with respect to both

of the threads of this analysis:

agricultural trade because parties were not required to noti! the Secreta¡iat, but reporting that a
cr¡rsory exa-ination of actions reported [under the 1968 Anti-dumping Code] indicate[d] that the

majority of antidumping and countervailing duties [were] levied on non-agricultural products. Two
other reports prepared by the Secretariat on problems of applying the GATT to agriculture do not
mention anti-dr:mping duties at all: "Cooperation on Agriculture in the GATT - Note by the

Secretariat" CG.I8/TV/68, 8 April 1982; and "Recommendations; Draft Elaboration - Note Prepared

by the Secreta¡iat in consultatiou with the chairman" (for the Committee on T¡ade in Agricultue)
AG/lM/9/Rev.3, 4 June 1986. See Palmeter, N. David, "Agriculture and Trade Regulation - Selected

Issues in the Application of US Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Laws" (1989) 23(L) JWT 47-
68 at49 Gaying that the legal issues in US anti-dumping law had "arisen not in the co-modity trade,

but in the involving vegetables, flowers, and fruits".
$ss Palmsfs¡, as above.36s
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(1) Identification of the major problems with applying the rules on import barriers to

agricultural trade; and

(2) Identification of any deficiencies in the way that the rules on import ba:riers embody

appropriate distinctions between border and non-border instruments and price-based

and quantity-based border instruments.

5.1 SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE RULES ON IMPORT
BARRIERS TO AGRICULTURE

The key problems with the application of the GATT rules on import ba¡riers on agriculture

were:

(1) the low number of tariffbindings on agricultural products;

(2) the gap between the rules on tariffs and those on quotas which permitted the EEC to

use variable levies extensively;

(3) the dependence of the regulation of mark-ups on state import monopolies upon the

grving of tariff concessions;

(4) grandfathering of pre-existing legislation which played a historical role in the

failnres to deal with German and EEC restrictions and with the US Agricultural

Adjustment Act resúctions and a continuing role in Swiss agricultural restrictions;

(5) the bad precedent set by the USA's 1955 agricultural waiver;

(6) the failure to enforce the provisions of the Article XII exception for balance of

payments restrictions until the mid to late 1970's;

(7) the continuing failure to enforce the provisions of the Article XVIIIB exception for

balance of payrr.ents restictions;

(S) the faih:re to enforce the provisions of the agricultural exception until only a few

years before the Uruguay rormd began;
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(9) the fact that the safeguards exception was not perceived to give adequate safeguard

leading to the use of VERs to circumvent Article XIX;

(10) the fact that the most frequently used exception for developing countries was the

balance of payments exception.

5.2 EMBODIMENT OF DISTINCTIONS BET\ryEEN POLICY INSTRUMENTS IN
THE RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS

The analysis of the framework of rules revealed some deficiencies in the embodiment in the

rules of the two distinctions between policy instnrments. It revealed some inconsistencies

with a policy of encouraging parties to adopt least costly policy instruments. Some of these

deficiencies or inconsistencies arose from conflicts in the negotiation of the GATT over the

relative strictness of regulation that should apply to import quotas and import tariffs and

from negotiated compromises over exceptions to the prohibition on quantitative restrictions.

The notable deficiencies were:

(1) the disincentive to negotiating tariffbindings caused by the existence of quantitative

restrictions;

Ø the tolerance of virtual quantitative restrictions in the form of variable levies on

rurbound items;

(3) the granting of permanent grandfathered rights for existing import quotas instead of

arranging for a transition toward the use of tariffs instead of quotas;

(4) the absence of any incentive in the waiver provision in Article XXV:5 to encourage

parties to resort to subsidies instead of import resfrictions and to tarifß instead of

quotas;

(5) the failure of the balance of payments provisions to dissuade parties from

maintaining quantitative resffictions after their justification had expired; and the

failure of the balance of payments provisions to discourage the use of trade policies

in ways that were not part of a¡r overall macroeconomic policy to deal with the

balance of payments deficit;
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(6) the failure to provide in the agricultural exception for any incentives to shift from

protecting farm incomes by dual price systerns supported by import barriers toward

protecting them in less costly ways such as buffer stocks, production subsidies and

other types of subsidies;

(7) the failure to fit the safeguards provision into the overall framework of rules so that

parties would be encouraged, by immunity from retaliation or exemption from

having to provide compensation, to adjust to changing import flows by using tariffs

and subsidies instead of quotas or instruments having the effect of quotas;

similarly, with the economic development exception, a faih¡re to fit the exception

into the framework of rules so that developing cormtries would be encouraged, by

immu¡rity from retaliation or exemption from having to provide compensation, to

support infant industries by using the less costly policy mixtures of tariffs, export

subsidies and production subsidies rather than import quotas.

5.3 LINKS BETWEEN THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN INSTRUMENTS AND
THE PROBLEMS }VITH AGRICULTURAL IMPORT BARzuERS

The thesis submits that the abovernentioned deficiencies in the embodiment of the two
1' t?ulsuncuons Defwecn pollc-Y lnsl.rumgnts wcrç. ltr raçr: a Parr ur urs uausçs ul ulri

abovementioned problems in the application of the rules on import barriers to agriculture.

This thesis proposes a simila¡ connection in respect of the rules on export subsidies and

those on domestic support. The causal connections in respect of the overall framework of

rules including all three areas is argued in chapter 15.



CHAPTER 12

THE PRE-T]RUGUAY ROT]ND RULES ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

Both in the years of plenty and in years of scarcity, thereþre, the bounty necessaily tends to raise the money
price of corn somewhat hwr thl::#'!"if#;::;.ï:!;"!#: 

#i!"i',,, orNationsBook rv, Vor tr, pe

A bounty on the exportation of corn tends to lower iß price to the þreign consumer, but it has no permanent
efect on its price in the home market.
David Rica¡do, in the opening of word of Chapter )OtI entitled "Bounties on Exportation, and Prohibition of

Importation" tn The Works and Correspondence of Døvid Ricardo (edited by Piero Sraffa) YolI On the
Principles of Political Econorny ønd Taxation (Cambridge Univenity Press, Cambridge, l95l) (originaly

published 19 April 1817)

To date the GATT has been unable to satisfactorily resolve issues surrounding acport subsidies, so that the

GATT resolution process does not appear to present a viable solution to the US-EEC quarrel.
Willian H. Boger III, "The United States-European community Agricultural Export Subsidies Dispute" (1984)

16(l) Law & Policy in Int'l Bus L73-238 at 179.

1 INTRODUCTION

From the above quotations, it seems plausible that even Adam Smith and David Ricardo

might have disagreed about the effects of export subsidies and the desirability of regulating

them. V/as it or is it a failure on the part of the parties to the GATT to agree on such

fundamental ideas that is at the core of the inability of the GATT (referred to in the quote

from Boger) to "resolve issues surrourding export subsidies ?

This chapter continues the more detailed analysis of the pre-Uruguay round rules

commenced in the last chapter. This chapter analyzes the way the rules relating to export

subsidies have aflected trade in agricultural products.

In fact, difEculties with the application of the export subsidy rules have been most

pronounced in relation to agricultural tade. These difficulties have arisen from frndamental

differences in attittrdes among countries as to the extent to which subsidies should be
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regulated. These differences have been most stark in relation to subsidies on agricultrnal

products and they have repeatedly emerged to make the rules an ineffective discipline on

export subsidies on agricultural products.

In assessing the problems with export subsidies on agricultural trade, this analysis builds a

more complete pichrre of the framework of GATT rules presented in chapter 2 and

maintains the focus begun in that chapter on the differences between the way that the GATT

rules regulate different policy instnrments. Therefore, this chapter:

(1) analyzes the way that the GATT rules on export subsidies have operated in relation

to trade in agricultural products and identifies and explains the areas of difficulties;

and

Ø searches for defects in the way that the rules on export subsidies enrbody the

distinctions between price and quantity based border instruments and between border

and non-border instruments;

so as to be able to make an assessment of whether any such defects referred to in paragraph

(2) contributed to the difficulties referred to in paragraph (l). Recall that it was submitted in

Chapter 8 that the scheme of the rules should permit some indusÇ support but should do so

in a way that is more tolerant of export subsidies than of quantitative restrictions whether on

exports or imports and less tolerant of export subsidies than of non-border policy

instruments like domestic production subsidies. The rules should also prefer less export

subsidies to more and should facilitate a movement from larger export subsidies to smaller

export subsidies.l

The fact that export subsidies are dealt with separatd desenres comment. The rules on

export subsidies are part of a scheme of rules regulating subsidies generally. Originally, the

GATT made no distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies. However, since

the amendments to the Agreement in 1955, the Agreement has teated export subsidies and

other subsidies differently. The making of this distinction has been accompanied with

controversy and difñculties. Even in the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculhrre, there

was disagreement over how to divide the subject maffer. The EEC proposed that
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commihents should be made in terms of a global level of support, arguing that specific

commitrnents on export subsidies were unnecessary because export subsidies are a

consequence of the level of support however it is provided. The USA proposed separate

commitrnents in the three areas of import access, export subsidies and domestic support.2

That is the approach adopted in the Dunkel text and in the final Agriculflre agreement.3

This work follows that same division and deals separately with the existing rules on export

subsidies and those on domestic subsidies even though they are both part of the one scheme

of regulation of subsidies. Nevertheless, a significant amount of what follows applies to

subsidies generally not only to export subsidies. Therefore, as well as analyzing the rules on

export subsidies, this chapter also serves as a basis for the analysis of domestic subsidies in

the next chapter. As with the last chapter, the description relates to the pre-WTO law and

necessarily relates to the law as it was at the relevant time.

2 THE TWO TRACK DISCIPLINE OF SUBSIDIES

The outline of the framework of GATT rules contained in Chapter 2 included an outline of

the rules relating to export subsidies, to domestic subsidies, and to cor¡ntervailing duties.+ It

outlined two ways that the GATT rules regulate the use of subsidies generally, that is,

including export subsidies and also subsidies other than export subsidies. The rules provide

for two ways in which one party may respond to another party's subsidies upon goods that

are exported:

(l) first, in some circumstances, GATT parties are permitted unilaterally to apply taritr

surcharges (to impose customs duties in excess of bound rates) upon imports from a

particular country, the government of which has paid a subsidy in respect of those

goods;

(2) secondly, in some circumstances, GATT parties can apply fo¡ authorizationí to apply

tariff surcharges or import quotas upon imports from a particular country (or in fact

See above, ch8 pp183-184 &,193-194.
See below, chlT under the heading "4. Opening Proposals of the EEC and the USA'"
See below, ch19 under the heading "2.T\e Dunkel Text on Agriculture".
Above, Ch 2 pp56-59 (on export subsidies), pp59-60 (on domestic subsidies) & p72 (on
countervailing duties). .

Under Article XXIII of the pre-Uruguay Round GATT, authorization was to be obtained from the
CONTRACTING PARTIES. Under Article 13:4 of the Toþo Round Subsidies Code, authorization

I
2
J

4
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to be released from any obligation under the Agreement) the govemme,lrt of which

has paid a subsidy in respect of those goods or in respect of other goods.

These two responses are commonly referred to as track I and track II.6

Track I relates to cowrte,lr¡ailing duties to ofßet the amount of the subsidy received in

respect of the traded product. Generally, under Article VI, countervailing duties are not

permitted unless the subsidized imports are causing material injury to a domestic indus@ in

the importing country. However, for much of the duration of the GATT, the most prolific

exponent of cotmtervailing duties, the United States was free from the requirement of

having to show any material injury because the United States' counten¡ailing duties

legislation, which did not contain any injury requirement, was 'grandfathered' under the

Protocol of Provisional Application.T

Track II relates to the usual dispute resolution processes of Article XXIII of the GATT that

can be invoke.d if any measure violates the provisions of the GATT or, in fac! if any

measure, whether or not a violation of the GATT, nullifies or impairs a benefit r¡nder the

Agreement. Chapter 2 outlined these provisions together with the particular provisions

relating to subsidies in Article XVI of the GATT and the Toþo Round Subsidies Code.8

a r: -f ^ \ZVTTT l:-^--L- -^-^1--¿:^- -^^1-:-- ^unoer tnese prouslons, parues may rgsort [() ¿\ru(''lg ./l.-¿\.rrt ursPutç rçsulurrurr sçç.ÁflrË .¡

ruling that the subsidizing party should cease to grant the subsidy or should modiff it and, in

+L^ ^L^-^^ ^f ^^*-l:^-^^ "':+L ."^L - -'1i-^ ñôrr râ^rracf arrfhn*izafinn fn ¡ctqliqtc q<rqincf
Lllg <fUÐglIL/\/ l',I \rf-tlltPllcffrw wlul ùUwll s Isr¡¡rË: ¡¡¡4J ¡vYgvor 4su¡v^¡¿urÀvÀ¡ tv

the subsidinngparty.

Therefore, the regulation of export subsidies consists of the joint effect of Tracks I and II

and this review of the application of the rules to agricultwe must consider both tracks. The

review gives considerable support to the view that neither Track I, Track II nor their

was to be obtained from the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties. Under Article
X)Otr of the post-Uruguay Round GATT, authorization is to be obtained from the Dispute Settlement

Body. In addition to Article )O(I[I, see GATT 1994, Article 2(b) and Understanding on Dßpute
Settlement Afticles 2 & 22.
An example of the use of this terrninology is Jackson, John H., The World Trading System - Law and

Policy of International Economic Relations (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1989) p258.

An ea¡lier example is Barcelo, John J., "Subsidies, Countervailing Duties and Antidumping After The

Toþo Round" (1980) L3 Cornell Int'l IJ 257.

See, below, chapter 2ú2 & chapter l1 p268tr

6

7
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cumulative eflect have been successful in disciplining export subsidies on agricultural

products. The review is intended to be comprehensive in relation to Track II but, given that

a detailed analysis of countervailing duties is beyond the scope of this work, the coverage of

Track I is intentionally limited to providing the context for the analysis of Track II.e

To review the pre-Uruguay round rules, it is necessary to trace their chronological evolution.

There were three stages in this process:

(l) the creation of the original rules in he 1947 agreement;

(2) the amendments of 1955;to ¿rr¿

(3) the 1979 Subsidies Code.ll

The following analysis deals with the negotiation of the rules at each stage and with their

application. The material is arranged r.mder the following headings:

o Negotiating Backgror¡nd to the Original 1947 Provisions;

o The 1947 Rules

o The 1955 General Review

o The Rules Following from the 1955 General Review

o Operation of the Rules Between 1955 and the Toþo Ror¡nd

o The Rules Following from the 1979 Subsidies Code

o O¡leration of the Rules Between the Toþo Round and the Uruguay Round

o The Export Subsidy V/ar of the 1980's.

8

9

On the dispute resolution procedures under A¡ticle X)CII and their application to Article )CVI, see

chapter 2, see pp60-72 and on the Toþo Ror¡nd Subsidies Code, see chapter 2 pp58-60.
A detailed analysis of countervailing duties would require analysis of the rationale for counteniailing
duties and consideration of schools of thought that regard countervailing duties as anti-distortion
measures or as entitlements in response to injury. On these matters, see the collection of articles in
(L979) 2l Law and Policy in International Business. Although, countervailing duties have had some

impact on regulation of agricultural trade and although the framework of analysis employed here

could be fruitfully applied to countervailing duties, consideration of the proper embodiment of ttre
distinctions between border and non-border merìsures in the countervailing duty rules is left for later

work and not substantially dealt with in this study.

Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the GATT 3 October 1955, in force 10 July

1957;2'18 UNTS 168.
Agreement on Interpretation and Applícation of Articles VI, XTI and )ØII of the General Agteement
on Tarifs and Trade, daæd 12 April 1979, came i¡to force between initial signatories on I January

1980 (Subsidies Code"),1186 UNTS 204, BISD 265156.

l0

ll
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3 I\EGOTIATING BACKGROUND TO TITE ORIGINAL 1947 PROVISIONS

3.1 TRACK I - NEGOTIATION OF THE COUNTERVAILING DUTIES RULES

In the negotiation of the original provisions on countervailing duties ('CVD's), the question

of distinguishing between export subsidies and other subsidies appears not to have arisen in

any significant way and may not have arisen at all. The earliest draft provision on

countervailing duties is Article 11 of the Suggested Charter.t2 It envisaged that CVDs

could be permissibie in the case of production subsidies as well as export subsidies. It

provided that CVDs should not be more than

an amor¡nt equal to the estimated bounty or subsidy ascertained to have been

granted, directþ of indirectly, on the productíon or export of such product in
the country of origin or exportation.13

The question of CVDS was one of several matters held over at the London Session.l4 At the

New York drafting session, the absence of any distinction between export subsidies and

other subsidies was confirmed with the words "production or export" being changed to

"manufacture, production or exportation" in both the draft ITO Charter and the draft of the

GATT. It appears that there lryas never any question of CVDs being limited to export

subsidies.

The aspect of CVDs which did atfact attention in the negotiation was the question of

whether the existence of injury to a domestic industry should be a pre-requisite to the

imposition of CVDs.is The CVD iaw of the United States existing at the time rüci not have

any tnjury requirement.ló The final form of Article VI of the GATT did and still does

contain an injury requirement. However, under the provisions of the Protocol of Provisional

Application, Article VI, being contained in Part II, came into force only to the extent that it

t2 Suggested Charter, see ch2, p32 & fu21. The 1945 USA Proposals (See ch2, p3l & fr16) contained

only an agreement to agree on a definition of circumstances in which countervailing duties Could be

applied (in Section A, para 3). James Meade's Proposals (see above, ch2, p6 e, fu12> contained no

mention of CVDs at all.
Suggested Charter Afücle 11. Emphasis added.

See London Drafi Charter ({.IN Doc EiPCÆl33, see above, ch2, p33, fr24) Article 17 is a blank

under the heading "Antidumping anl Countervailing Duties" which is asterisked to a footnote saying

that these matters a¡e to be considered further and drafred at a later date.

See \Tilcox,,4 Charter for World Trade ( 1949) pp7 8-7 9.

IJSA,TariffAcf of 1930, s303 PL 7l-361(codified as 19 USC $1303 1976).

t3
t4

15

16
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was not inconsistent with pre-existing legislation. Therefore, the United States was not

obliged to insert an injury requirement into its CVD law.

3.2 TRACK II - NEGOTIATION OF THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE )Õ/I.

The opening of negotiations on ITO provisions on subsidies indicated both concerns with

reducing and restricting the international effects of subsidies and also respect for a role for

governments to pay subsidies as an appropriate element of their sovereignty over domestic

economic and commercial policy. The objective of negotiations was to find a way of

drawing the line:

between justifiable government policies, on the one hand, and policies that
constitute a dangerous and improper atternpt to export one's own problems at

the expense of foreign nations, on the other hand.lT

Initial negotiations gave promise that a clear distinction between export subsidies and other

subsidies might be an important part of balancing this tension between protecting domestic

sovereignty and submitting to intemational rules for common benefit. However, particularly

as a result of disagreement over how to treat agricultural subsidies, the parties had difficulty

reaching agreement on the formulation of appropriate rules and the emphasis on the

distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies in balancing that tension faded.

Together with the agricultural exception in Article XI:2, export subsidies was one of two

areas in the negotiation of the GATT in which special treafrnent for agriculture was a major

issue. In negotiating a rule to restrain export subsidies, there was some contention as to

whether any generally applicable rule should be applicable to agricultural products and

commodities. This distinction between agricultural and non-agricultrual products arose, in

fact, out of contention over the critical issue of whether there should be a difference in

principle between the regulation of export subsidies and the regulation of other subsidies.

The early proposals of the United States and the United Kingdom envisaged a clear

distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies. As discussed in Chapter 2, the

earliest British proposals were substantially influenced by James Meade's A Proposal for an

International Commercíal Union. That document suggested a quantitative limit on export

subsidies:
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Mernbers would undertake not to impose open or hidden taxes or subsidies of
more than, say, 10 per cent, on exports to any country whether a mernber of the

Commercial Union or not.l8

This compared to the regulation that he suggested for tariffs and domestic subsidies:

members would be forbidden to give a preference (whether by means of taxes,

subsidies. preferential prices offered by state organisations, or other means) in
the prices offered to their home producers which was more than, say, 25 per

cent greater than the price ofFered to similar goods produced by other members

of the Union.le

There are three notable aspects of Meade's proposal:

(l) that the suggested regulation of export subsidies was much stricter than that

proposed in relation to other subsidies;

(2) that the suggested regulation of export subsidies was to apply to all products without

exce,ption; that is, he did not suggest that primary products or agricultural products

deserved special treatne,lrt;

(3) that the suggestion was to agree upon a maximum percentage export subsidy; that is,

he did not advocate a complete prohibition on export subsidies but merely the

imposition of a mærimum.

These second and third aspects of Meade's proposal on export subsidies corresponded to his

^-^-^ool f^- o- oo +lto Lna-á raz$r¡finnc nf imnnrt forifÊc ,l^rrm tn o ¡lef,narl rrrqwitnrn'n 20
PrvPvùqr lvl 4vtvoo ulv uvqs ¡vusvl¡v¡¡u vr ¡r¡aHvr I Lq¡^re

While the across the board tariffreduction proposal was neither adopted nor rejected by the

non-committal language of the USA's 1945 Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and

Employment,2r il was rejected in the US Szggested Charter in favour of product by product

T7

18

r9
20
2I

Jackson, World Traile and the Law of GATT, (1969) p367.
Paragraph l3(viü) of James E Meade, "A Proposal for an International Commercial lJnion" (25 July
1942) reproduced in "Janes Meade's Wa¡-time Proposal for a Liberal Trade Regime" (1987) I0 The

World Economy 399407.
Ja-es E. Meade, "A Proposal for an International Commercial Union" paragraph 13(rÐ.
James E. Meade, "A Proposal for an Intemational Commercial llnion" paragraph 1l(iiÐ.
United States, Deparhent of State, Proposals þr Expansion of World Trade and Employment
(November l9a5) @epa¡ment of State Publication, 24ll) (lProposals') Section B, para 1; the

langrage of which appea¡s to have been drawn to conform to the prior agreement in Article VII of
the Mutual Aid Agreemenr w'ithout compromising the arguments of either the UK or the USA as to
how the reductions should be arrived at.
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negotiated tåriff reductions.22 The suggestion for an across the board ceiling on export

subsidies was rejected even earlier and was replaced in the 1945 Proposals with a much

more complicated approach which was less clea¡ about the distinction between export

subsidies and other subsidies and which distinguished between commodities and other

products. That approach formed the basis of subsequent drafts of the Charter for the ITO

and eventually for the amendments to the GATT in 1955.

T\e Proposals introduced an obligation to discuss limitation of the quantity of product

subsidized by "any subsidy which operates to increase exports or reduce imports" where

such subsidy threatened serious injury to international tade.23 The appllcation of the

obligation was clearly not restricted to export subsidies. The Proposøls also contained a

prohibition on export subsidies which was worded in terms of:

not taking any action which would result in the sale of a product in export
markets at a price lower than the comparable price charged for the like product
in the home ma¡ket.24

The provision allowed for a lag of three years before the prohibition would come into effect

but after that time any derogation from it would require approval from the ITO.25

The prohibition on export subsidies was made subject to an exception for commodities that

\ilere or were "likely to become in burdensome world surplus".26 For those commodities,

members were to consult together to agree on methods of removing the surplus including by

negotiating an intergovernmental commodity arrangernent in accordance with principles set

out in Chapter V of the Proposals. It was only if such consultations failed to reach their

object \ilithin a reasonable time, that the relevant product would be exempted from the

application of the prohibition on export subsidies (and also from the obligation to discuss

limitation of any subsidy threatening serious injury to intemational tade¡.zz In respect of

export subsidies on coÍtmodities to which the exemption applied, an additional rule was

formulated:

See chl I pp246-248.
Proposals Section D para l.
Proposals Section D pan2.
As above.
Proposals Section D pa¡a 3a & 3b.
Proposals Section D para 3b.

))
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24
25
26
27
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no member should employ [export] subsidies so as to enlarge its share of the

world market, as compared with the share prevailing in a previous

representative Period.2 8

Once the exemption applied, it would continue to apply until an agreement was reached to

end the exemption. Of paramount importance was the fact that the clause did not require

any prior approval or agree,ment among the parties as a prerequisite to invocation of the

exemption. This was the aspect of the provisions which was most controversial in

subsequent negotiations and which led to the specific provisions on export subsidies being

left out of the original form of the GATT.2e

In the Suggested Charter, Article 3þ) of Section E provided that resort to the exe'lnption

from the prohibition on export subsides was available

lilf it is determined that the measures provided for in subparagraph (a) of this
paragraph [to deal with the actual or imminent burdensome world surplus]
have not succeeded, or do not promise to succeed, within a reasonable period

of time, in removing, or preventing the development of, a burdensome world
surplus of the product concerned ...

As to how such a determination would be made, the draft Suggested Charter contained a

very imprecise provision which referred to procedures yet to be established and implied that

members having "an important interest in the trade in the product concemed" would have

more influence over such determinations than other members.30 It appears that the United

States contemplated that it would have sufficient control over the making of these

determinations to ensure that it would be able, if necessary, to exempt its own export

subsidies on agricultual products from the prohibition on export subsidies.

At the lst (London) Session of the Preparatory Committee, provisions very similar to the

above provisions of the Suggested Charter were included in the London Draft of the Charter

for an International Trade Organization.3r In the London Drart, the exemption was

expressed to apply to "primary commodities". With respect to the making of the

28
29

Proposals Section D para 3c.

Brown, The United States And The Restoration of World Trade (The Brookings Instiflrtion,
Washington DC, 1950) ppllT-119 and Wilcox, A Charter For World Trade (Macmillan, New York,
ßae)Pga5.
Suggested Charter, erticle 55(6).
London Draft of the Charter for an International Trade Organization Article 30(4)0) contains the

exemption for primary commodities from the prohibition on export subsidies which is in Article
30(2). Article 66(6) contains the provision regarding the making of determinations under Article 30.

30
31
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determination that the exemption would apply, the provisions in the London Draft were no

more precise than those in the Suggested Charter. The Report of the Session does not

record any conflict over the provision but records only the suggestion that the Drafting

Committee consider ways to simplifu the provisions.32 The carrying forward of the

provision without change from the Suggested Charter probably indicates that no progress

was made on this issue at the London Session and that the other parties had not been able to

reach agreement with the United States on a method of determining when the exemption

would apply.

At the New York drafting session, the participants not only had the task of improving the

draft of the charter for the ITO but also had the task of negotiating a General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade. For the second task, the United States submitted a negotiating draft of

the GATT which omitted the whole of the London Draft charter's provisions on export

subsidies which being linked to the provisions on dealing with surpluses of commodities,

could not stand alone without substantial amendment.33 Brazil and New Zealand wanted to

include the expof subsidy obligations in the draft of the GATT, but the United States

resisted their efforts.3a V/ith respect to the content of the export subsidy provisions in the

draft charter, no clarification was achieved. The export subsidy provisions in the New York

Drart are virtually identical to those in the London Draft.3s The words defining the

determination of the right to avail of the exemption for export subsidies on primary

commodities from the general prohibition were unchanged from the imprecise words

contained in the London Draft.zs Presumably, the absence of any progress on the

formulation of the way that the determination would be made, was part of the reason that the

32

33

See UN, Report of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Employrnent,paÍa l(d)(xii) calls for the drafting committee to consider the texts with a
view to simFlit/ing them.

On the omission of the export subsidy provisions from the USA's first negotiating draft of the GATT,
see Hudec, The GATT Legal System and World Trade Diplomacy (1990) p55 fr 19 and

accompanying text. There, Hudec cites the original USA draft as EIPC/T/C.6/ÏV.58.
Hudec (1990) p55.
Article 30 of the New York Drafi. @rafr Charter in "Report of the Drafting Committee of the

Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Emplolment (20 January to

25 February 1947) Lake Success, New York, IIN Doc EIPClTl34lRev.l (29 May 1947) (UN

Publications Sales No: 1947 .II.3.).
Articles 30(4Xb), 30(6) & 66(a) of the New York Draft Cha¡ter a¡e the successors, respectively, to

A¡ticles 30(4Xb), 30(5) & 66(6) of the London Draft Charter.
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United States insisted that the export subsidy provisions had to be left out of the draft of the

GATT.

When the drafts from the New York drafting session were presented for adoption at the

second preparatory session in Geneva, the dispute over treatrnent of export subsidies on

primary products widened so as to threaten the distinction made between export subsidies

and other subsidies. The abovedescribed lack of progress made on the export subsidy

provisions between ttre Suggested Charter and the New York Draft and their omission from

the draft of the GATT indicated that the United States \¡/as uneasy about subjecting its

ability to pay export subsidies on agricultural products to the two step process of multilateral

commodity negotiations and, failing those, to an approval process under the ITO. At the

Geneva meeting, Canada proposed firrther constaints upon the exernption for primary

products. It proposed that the right to utilize the exemption from the prohibition on export

subsidies should only be given if the ITO determined that "the subsidy was necessary,

would not stimulate exports unduly, and would not injure other me,lrrbers."37 The corurter

proposals of the United States indicated that the United States negotiators, in their efforts to

ensure that the USA could continue to pay export subsidies on agricultual products, had

lost sigbt of the importance of the in-principle distinction between export subsidies and

other subsidies that had been made in the original Propasals and in r}le Suggested Charter.

The United States resisted Canada's proposal by pointing out that the constraints on export

s.uhsidies woul<l not solve the nroblem of brudensome surBluses because it would not limitr-----_-- --------- -_-r

the payment of domestic subsidies which caused either import replacement or exports.38

The United States objected to having the form of subsidy that it used being subject to such

rigorous pre-requisites when other subsidies would be r¡nregulated.3s In addition, the

United States made a counter proposal which firther wrdermined the distinction between

export subsidies and other subsidies. It proposed that the undertaking not to use export

subsidies so as to increase a country's share of world trade in a product be applied to all

subsidies rather than only to export subsidies.ao

Brown (1950), pll8.
Brown (1950), pl 18.

Brown (1950), pl l8-l 19

Brown (1950), p118.
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In the negotiation over export subsidies, as in the negotiation over import restrictions, the

USA hampered its ability to argue for its own 'in-principle'position by its insistence that

there be an exception to cover its own particular progr¿ürmes, in particular, those relating to

agricultue. Just as the United States' insistence that there be exceptions for balance of

payments restrictions, emergency safeguards and agricultural restrictions impaired the

integrity of the US argument for the general prohibition on quantitative restrictions, so here

the insistence of the United States that there be no prior approval requirement for export

subsidies on primary products impaired the integrity of its original proposals for regulation

ofexport subsidies.

In the end, the United States was isolated on this issue and the meeting adopted a draft ITO

charter to which the USA made a reservation with respect to the provisions on export

subsidies.al The Geneva draft, then, retained the requirement for prior approval by the ITO

to invoke the exception from the prohibition on export subsidies.az The criteria for the

granting of the exemption were extended in accordance with the Canadian proposal. It

should be noted, though, that the provisions on how the ITO should reach decisions were far

from final.a3 In fact, they contained three alternative provisions relating to voting.aa

Therefore, there was still some lack of finality about the provisions for prior approval for

export subsidies on primary products.

Despite the USA's loss in the negotiation over the provisions in the draft ITO chaner, the

USA did manage to hold its desired position that the export subsidy provisions of the draft

charter be left out of the GATT. At Geneva, as in New York, there was some disagreement

with this position but the USA's view prevailed.a5 Therefore, due to the United State's

refi¡sal to accept a requirement of prior approval for export subsidies on primary

commodities, the provisions on subsidies in the Geneva text of the ITO charter \ilere

See the fooùrote to Article 27(3) lui,the Report of the Second Session of the Preparatory Committee of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employmenl ([JN Doc EIPC|lll86, l0 September
1947) p27.
Genata Drafi Charter, in the Report of the Second Session (see prece¿ling fr) Article 27(3).
Geneva Drøfi Charter, Articles 72-74.
Geneva Drafi Charter, Ar¡cle72.
See Hudec, World Trade Diplomacy and the Law of GATT (1990) p55 fu19. Hudec cites the record
of the discussion in E/PCTÆAC/PV/|\ (5 Sept l9a| ppl3-18.
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weakened so that the GATT contained no prohibition on any type of export subsidy and no

distinction between export subsidies and domestic subsidies.

It is not really surprising that the USA wavered from its original in-principle distinction

between export subsidies and other subsidies. At that time (as mentioned above), the United

states cowrtervailing duty law required only that there be a product subsidized by another

government. It did not require proof of any injury to domestic industry. Therefore, the

practical fallback position for the United States, in the event of being unable to reach

agreernent on export subsidy provisions, was that it would not face any restrictions on its

own subsidies but that it would be well able to deal with imports into the USA of subsidized

products. That left only the problern of subsidies displacing USA exports to third markets.

V/ith respect to that problem, the USA probably would have anticipated that there were no

countries that would engage in a subsidy war with the USA and, in any case, negotiations on

the Charter were continuing.

4 THE 1947 RULES

4.1 TRACK 1 - COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

The countervailing duty provision from the New York draft was ca:ried over into the GATT

with littte change. Its scope was expanded even more in Article VI:3 of the GATT, wit'h

subsidies on "the manufacture, production or export" being specified to include "any special

subsidy to the transportation of a particular prociuct".

Howevetr, the scope of the above wording is limited by Article VI:4. While, in theory,

A¡ticle VI:3 might apply to any exemption, remission or rebate of tax, Article VI:4 provides

that counten¡ailing duties cannot be levied on a product by reason of the exemption from or

the refund of indirect taxes.46 As already mentioned in chapter 2, under Article VI,

cor¡nten¡ailing duties are also limited by an injury test. They can only be imposed where

Article VI:4 provides that a cowrtervailing duty may not be applied to a product "by reason of the

exemption of such product from duties or taxes borne by the like product when destined from
consumption in the country of origin or exportation, or by reason of the refi¡nd of such duties or
taxes".

46
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the effect of the ... subsidization ... is such as to cause or threaten material
injury to an established domestic industry, or is such as to retard materially the
establishment of a domestic industy.+z

The Article contemplated that countervailing duties could also be levied by one country in

the situation where a third country's exports were being displaced by subsidized exports. In

that situation, the CONTRACTING PARTIES could waive the satisfaction of the injury

requirement in relation to the domestic indusfiry of the counüry imposing the CVD so long as

the injury requirement was satisfied in relation to the domestic industry of the third

country.48

4.2 TRACK 2 - THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE XVI

In the original agreement of 1947, the only provision dealing directly with subsidies was

Article XVI which, after the 1955 amendments, became Article )ñII:1. This provision

remains without amendment in the post-WTO GATT. It does not impose any prohibition on

the granting of any kind of subsidies.

Article XVI:I requires parties to notiff the CONTRACTING PARTIES of any subsidies

they provide. Where the CONTRACTING PARTIES find that a subsidy causes or threatens

"serious prejudice" to another contracting pafy, the subsidiingparfy is required to "discuss

the possibility of limiting the subsidization". Article XVI:1 is expressed to operate upon:

any subsidy, including any form of income or price support, which operates

directly or indirectly to increase exports of any product from, or to reduce
imports of any product into, its territory

The provision expressly recognizes that subsidies may exist and it merely provides a

mechanism for discussing "the possibility" of limiting them.

47
48

GATT, Article VI.
See Article VI:6 in the version of the Agreement dated Nlay 1952 inBISD Vol l, p13 at 23.
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4.3 APPLICATION OF ARTICLE XXIII DISPUTE SETTLEMENT TO THE

ORIGINAL ARTICLE XVI

Article >OilIIl(a) - Violation Nullification or Impairment

Since r¡nder the original Article XVI, there was no such thing as a violation export subsidy,

there could not have been any application of paragraph (a) of Article XXIII to export

subsidies.

Article >OüIIl(b) - Non-Violation Nullification and ImPairment

Article XXI|[ does allow for, at least, a theoretical application of the dispute settlernent

mechanism to non-violation export subsidies. Article XXIII states that its procedures may

follow not only from a violationbut also from:

(b) the application by another contracting parg of any measure whether

or not it conflicts with the provisions of this Agreement, or

(c) the existence of any other situation...

The Articte states that the procedures may follow where the measure or the situation either

nullifies or impairs a benefi.t under the Agreement or impedes the attainment of any

objective of the Agreement.

As part of the introduction to the rules on subsidies, Chapter 2 (at para 9.4) introduced the

possible application of Artiele )LXIII dispute settlement resolution to measures which a¡e

not violations of the Agreement. Two situations were mentioned:

(a) where subsidized exports from Country B to Country A displace domestic

production from Country A's own producers; and

(b) where subsidized exports from Country B to Country C displace exports from

Country A to Country C.

Consider, in each situation, whether Country A would have a remedy under Article )OilI in

respect of a non-violation nullification or impaitment of a benefit accruing under the

Agreement.
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(a) where subsidized exports from Country B to Country A displace domestic production

frorn Country A's own producers

The application of the non-violation nullification or impairment principle in this situation is

academic because in most situations in which the argument might be made, it would be

possible to apply countervailing duties. If a countervailing duty can be applied unilaterally

then it is not likely that parties will seek authorization to retaliate against a nullification or

impairment from a non-violation export subsidy. Nevertheless, the theoretical possibility is

considered below.

In this situation, Country A would need to establish that the deterioration of the competitive

position of the domestic producers in Country A in relation to imports from Counüy B is an

impairment of a benefit accruing under the Agreernent. There is no relevant benefit under a

tariff concession. Even if Country B has given a tariff concession on the product upon

which it is paying the export subsidy, the benefit which accrues to Counûy A from County

B's tariffconcession does not include any beneficial eflects on the competitive relationships

between Counûry A's domestic producers and importers of that product in Cor:ntry A. So

the effects of the export subsidy could be not impairing any benefit of County B's tariff

concession.

Therefore, any possible argument that a benefit is being impaired would have to relate to

some benefit other than a benefit under a tariff concession. It seems that the only possible

relevant benefit might be a benefit deriving from the obligation in Article )Õ/I:1 to discuss

the limitation of subsidies that cause serious prejudice to other contacting parties. Country

A might argue that the obligation to discuss the possibility of limiting subsidies implies an

obligation to attempt to avoid granting subsidies which cause serious prejudice to other

parties and that it follows that the competitive situation that exists in the absence of

seriously prejudicial export subsidies is a benefit accruing under the Agreement. However,

the argument is not strong. It seems unreasonable to imply an obligation to avoid serious

prejudice from the mere obligation to enter into discussions. Given that the

CONTRACTING PARTIES have never adopted a finding of non-violation nullification or
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impairment relating to a benefit other than a benefit accruing under a tariff concession,49 i1

seems unlikely that this arguably implied obligation could be regarded as a grving rise to a

benefit for the purposes of Article XXIU.

(b) where subsidized exports from Country B to Country C displace exports from
Country A to Country C.

Can Counûry A argue that the export subsidy by Cor.rrtry B impairs the benefit received by

County A from a tariffconcession granted by Counûry C?

In theory, if Country C gives a tariffbinding on, say, apricots, then both Countries A and B

receive a benefit being the enhanced competitive positions that they can both enjoy for

exporting apricots to Cor.rntry C. If after Country C has given the tariffbinding, County B

intoduces an export subsidy that results in an increase in exports of apricots from Country

B to Country C disptacing exports from Country A, then for Counûry A the competitive

environment for its export of apricots to Country C is worsened. So, for Cowrüry A, a

benefit received under the Agreernent is being impaired.s0

In practice, third-party rights have not been recognized. There has been a tendency to view

the GATT as a collection of bilateral obligations rather than as multilateral obligations.sl

This view tends to exclude the idea oi tiúri party rigirts. in the ieading cases on export

subsidies, there was no argument made on the basis of third party nullification and

r L1 L - t- tl-,'--t' L1' .L 1^-7 ¡^ ¿1^- l:l:/r T^-^- (l^-: 
^^-1.-^+^-Â ^^Ãôlmpa[Ineru.J¿ III ulc l'ra(ll€ ursPu!Ë tIIa[ lç,u tu ul¡r -o-Dr--Ja1P4u Jeuu-v(rrl(ruvltrÐ wclùvt

arguably the EEC could have brought a third party nullification or impairment case.

Arguably, the action of the USA in negotiating an agreement with Japan to discourage sales

49 The only case in which a panel made a finding of non-violation nullification or impairment i¡ relation
to a benefit other than a benefit accruing under a tariff concession was the case of "EEC - Tariff
Treatuent on Imports of Citn¡s Products from Certain Countries in the Meditelraneatl Region"
(L15776, dated,T February 1985, extacted in GATT, Analytical Index, pp6l4-615). The panel report
in that case has never been adopted.

See the argument made by Ba¡celo in relation to domestic subsidies which stimulate exports. He

argues that "It is reasonable to expect that profrtable access to an export ma¡ket would not be

elimi¡¿1"¿ by production subsidies in a foreþ competitor nation" and that, therefore, this situation

should be regarded as a nullifrcation or impairment of a benefit r¡nder the Agreement. The argument

would apply, a fortiori, to export subsidies. See Barcelo, "Subsidies and Countervailing Duties -
Analysis and a Proposal (1977) 9 Law & Policy in International Business 779-853 a¡847.
See, eg, Kingery, John C., "The US-Japan Semiconductor Arrangement and the GATT: Operating in
a Legal Vacuum" (1988-89) 25 Stanford Journal of International Law 467 at 471.

EC-RefundsofSugar,complaintbyAustralia, BISD,26S1290andEC-RefundsofSugar,complaint
by Btazrl, B I SD, 27 S / 69 .
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of semiconductors at dumped prices constituted an impairment of a benefit that accrued to

the EEC as a result of Japan complying with Article XI:I. However, the EEC made its

challenge against Japan only.s: Whatever the theoretical position, there were no decisions

of the CONTRACTING PARTIES that applied Article XXIII to a third party situation like

that described.

4.4 SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL 1947 RULES ON E)GORT SUBSIDIES

In summary, the original 1947 rules did not prohibit any type of export subsidy nor any type

of subsidy at all. Where an export subsidy caused "serious prejudice" to the interest of

another party, there was an obligation to discuss the possibility of limiting the subsidy but

the agreement did not provide any other remedy for such "serious prejudice". Arguably, the

Track II dispute settlement procedure could be applied to certain non-violation export

subsidies. However, it was not applied in that way in the early years of the GATT, nor, in

fact, at any time since.

Track I countermeaswes were permitted under Article VI in response not merely to export

subsidies but to any type of subsidy.

5 THE GENERAL REVIEW OF THE AGREEMENT

In October 1953, the parties decided to conduct a general review of the Agreement.S4 One

of the perceived problems with the Agreement was the absence of any regulation of export

subsidies. In June 1954, the United Kingdom and 'West Germany issued a joint statement

calling for the abolition of export subsidies.ss In particular, some concem had arisen about

the USA's use of export subsidies upon agricultual products. The GATT report for 1954,

described the va¡ious programmes employed by the USA to subsidize the disposal of

agriculnral surpluses.s6 Therefore, by the time of the General Review in 1955, a number of

parties sought the introduction of stricter discþlines on subsidies and this became one of the

most significant aspects of the Agreement considered at the review. The review process was

Japan - Trade in Semiconductors, report of the Panel adopted on 4 May 1988 (L16309) BISD
35S/l 16.

See "Arrangements for a Review of the General Agreement" decision of 24 Octobet 1953 BISD
23/28.
GATT, International Trade I 9 54, pL06.
GATT, International Trade I 9 5 4, pl07 .
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undertaken by four separate working parties reporting to the ninth session of the Contracting

Parties betwee,lr October 1954 and March 1955. The committee on "Other Ba¡riers to

Trade" considered subsidies together with state trading and disposal of surpluses.sT It

reviewed the provisions of Article XVI on subsidies and also the provisions of Article VI on

counten¡ailing duties and anti-dumping duties.

5.1 TRACK 1 . 1955 REVIEW OF COUNTERVAILING DUTIES PROVISIONS

Review of the corurtervailing duty provisions resulted in little change to Article VI.

Before the committee, the Netherlands raised the lack of effective discipline over the effects

of subsidies in displacing exports in third county markets. The Netherlands proposed that it

should be possible to require contracting parties to impose counteryailing duties against

subsidized imports from a second country where such subsidized sales cause injury to one or

more other parties.SS The suggestion was not adopted.

The only proposal that was adopted \ilas one relating to the provision described above for

the imposition of countervailing duties without proof of injury to the imposing counby's

domestic industry in circumstances where a third country's domestic industry is being

injured. The waiver of proof of rnjury to the domestic ma¡ket was made automatic in some

circr¡mstances and unnecessary in others. It would be automatic if the CONTRACTING

PARTIES made a finding that there was actual or th¡eatened material injury to a third

country's domestic industy.sl The waiver would be unnecessary if the injury to the third

counhy industry might be difficult to repair.60

5.2 TRACK 2 - THE 1955 REVIEW OF ARTICLE XVI

A number of cowrtries submitted suggestions for amendments to Article XVI.6I

Interestingly, the United States waited until other parties had made their submissions and the

57 See "Other Ba¡riers to Trade" report adopted on 3 Ma¡ch 1955 (L1334 and addendun) BISD 351222

at222, para l.
See "Reports Relating to the Review of the Agreement - Other Ba¡riers to Trade", report adopted on

3 ma¡ch L955 (L1334 and addendum), BISD 351222 at224, para 11.

See the second paragraph of Article VI:6(b).
See Article M:6(c).
See the list of proposals and statements in favour of strengthening the subsidy provisions in
"Subsidies" W.9120,18 November 1954 (submitted to WorkingPar$ III on Barriers to trade other
than quantitative restrictions or tariffs).
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review sub-committee had considered them before making its own suggestions in Decernber

1954.62

The deliberations of the committee brought to the surface again the fundamental issue about

the extent to which international regulation should reskict sovereignty over domestic

economic and commercial policy. Again, the international eflects of export subsidies,

particularly the USA's agricultural subsidies, brought the matter onto the GATT agenda and,

again, the parties had difficulty reaching agreement on the formulation of appropriate nrles

to balance the tension between protecting a right to subsidize and submitting to international

rules to govern the international effects of subsidies. This tension was acknowledged by the

Canadian delegate who, acknowledging that surplus stocks and pressure to dispose of them

"arose out of internal policies of countries", said

while no confacting party wished to interfere in the internal policies of others,
there was no doubt that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had to concern
themselves with these policies when they gave rise to difñculties of an
international character. 63

No doubt the primary concern of the Canadian delegate was the export subsidies of the

United States. The USA defended its price support and export subsidy programmes, putting

the arguments that:

- subsidized prices were welcomed by some consumers;

- export subsidies expanded consumption in areas where under-consumption existed;

and

- export subsidies retrieved markets "lost because of ba¡riers of different kinds".64

Even in the statements of Australia and New Zealand which argued for regulation of

domestic subsidies as well as export subsidies, there are acknowledgements of a right to

subsidize, though qualified. The Austalian delegate recognized

that reasonable protection of agriculture was unavoidable, and was willing to
entertain measures providing some flexibility from agreed rules on this matter

See "Article XVI - Subsidies - Proposed draft presented by the United States Delegation" W.9/103,
15 December 1954 (submitted to Review V/orking Parry m on Ba¡riers to Trade other than
Restrictions on Ta¡iffs - Sub-Group II(A) - Subsidies).
The Statement of Mr Isbister (delegate of Canada), "Surnmary Record of the Seventeenth Meeting"
(of tbe Contracting Parties, 9th session) GATT, SR.9/17, 16 November 1954.
The statement of MrBrown (delegate of the USA), SR.9/17, 16 November 1954.
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in the same manner that they hoped to have a similar flexibilþ with respect to
quotas and tariffs.6s

and the New Zealand delegate, before continuing to argue for regulation of domestic

subsidies, said:

There could be no outright prohibition of domestic subsidies because they

should be available as an altemative protection measure to tarifß.6ó

However, most counfries (including Australia and New Zealand) took the view that such

rights to control domestic poliey had to be balanced against the need to avoid the difficulties

that arose from the international effects of subsidies. In particular, the South African

delegate took issue with the USA's position that price support policies were a matter of

domestic concem only. The report of his statement records:

it was the price support programmes which were the ¡oot of the problem. He

realized that these were matters of domestic policy and appreciated from his

own personal knowledge the difficuþ of resisting pressures from influential
agricultural groups. The United States, however, played such an important part

in the world economy that their actions had repercussions well beyond the

borders of the cor¡nüry.67

After the chairman of the committee submitted a progress report on the discussions, the

Brazilian delegate responded by argr¡ing for a right to subsidize, referring to:

the normal responsibility, and in fact duty of all governments to take measwes

necessary to place their exports in a position to compete fairly on world
markets. The important question before the CONTRACTING PARTIES was

the limit to be placed upon this right and duty.o8

The Brazilian statement placed great stress on leaving governments free to achieve 'non-

economic objectives' (as I have previously called them69). The staternent continued:

There was frequently a disequilibrium between the profits accruing to industry
and agricultue and govemments must have the possibility of correcting this

situation. Where such activities caused damage to other contracting parties,

then and only then the CONTRACTING PARTIES should have a right to
intervene. The notion of subsidies not as a right but as a duty was

insufficientþ developed in the Chairman's progress report.

The statement of Mr.Craudord (delegate of Austalia), SR.9/17, 16 Novembet 1954'

The statement of Mr.Johnson (delegate of New Zealand), SR.9/17, 16 November 1954.

The statement of Mr Louw (delegate of the Union of South Africa), SR.9/17, 16 November 1954.

The statement of Mr.Machado (delegate of Brazil), "Summary Record of the Twenty-third Meeting"
(of the contracting parties, 9th session) GATT, SR.9/23 at p8.

Note the caution on this terminology above in ch3 at frr I and accompanying text.
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This drew a response from the Indian delegate who criticized the assertion of a right to

subsidize:

Referring to the comments by the delegate of Brazil to the effect that a counûy
had the right to subsidize exports, he remarked that the question was whether it
was in the interest of the contracting parties to accept a limitation of their rights
in this field. Clearly, if competitive export subsidies were resorted to, the
countries with limited financial means would lose, and such countries might do
well to hesitate before asserting their rights to subsidize exports.T0

Despite these disagreements, it appears that there was a wide consensus that subsidies were

distorting trade and that it was desirable to reduce the incidence of at least some subsidies.

Of all of the statements of the contracting parties recordedTl or referred to in the Secretariats

summary,Tz only that of lndonesia does not include a call for either banning or reducing at

least some subsidies.T3

It is less easy to exhact from the records of the negotiation a clear consensus on the issue of

whether the rules should differentiate between export subsidies and domestic subsidies.

Some countries including Germany, Denmark, Belgium,Ta Greece,75 appear to have wanted

to restrict the use of export subsidies only. The statements of the delegates of ltaly, Canad4

France, New Zealand and South Africa expressed concern with domestic subsidies as well

as export subsidies.T6 Also, the Dominican Republic was particularly concerned with

domestic subsidies which caused import replacement thereby limiting the Dominican

Republic's exports. The New Zeala¡d delegate made the clearest distinction between export

subsidies and domestic subsidies. He argued that export subsidies should be prohibited or at

least severely restricted whereas domestic subsidies should be subject to strict rules but

should be permitted "as an alternative protection measure to tariffs."77

Despite these diflerences, as ttre negotiation proceeded, its focus became the adoption of

additional restrictions on export subsidies. The provisions on export subsidies from the

The statement of Mr.Jha (delegate of India), "Summary Record of the Twenty Fourth Meeting" (of
the contracting parties) GATT, SR.9l24 atpl02.
In SR.9/17, SR.9/23.
In "Subsidies" W.9/20, 18 November L954.
See the statoment of Mr Makatuø (delegate of Indouesia) SR.9/17.

sR.9i 17.

sR.9/23.
sR.9/17.
Statement of Mr.Johnson (the New Zealanð delegate), SR.9/17.
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draft ITO Charter beca¡ne the basis for negotiations. Thus, even though there may not have

been a¡r explicit consensus on a clear distinction between export subsidies and domestic

subsidies (that is, between border instruments and non-border instruments), the negotiation

proceeded to a significant extent upon the basis of that distinction. Perhaps that simply

reflected the consensus on tightening regulation of export subsidies and the lack of

consensus on tightening regulation of domestic subsidies. Therefore, the outcome of the

negotiation was that export subsidies should be regulated more strictly than domestic

subsidies.

The question of whether export subsidies as price-based border measures should be treated

less strictly than quantity based border measures, appears not to have been raised at all in the

debates in either the pre-1948 debates or at the 1955 general review. Apart from the

maximum rate of export subsidy refemed to in Meade's 1942 proposal, there appears not to

have been any proposals for agreeing to reductions of export subsidies or setting maximum

rates. It seems that only a prohibition rwas discussed. As at the sessions of the Preparatory

Committee, at the 1955 review, the debate focused on the delineation of the type of export

subsidies that would be regulated: whether export incentives other than direct subsidies

should be included; whether export subsidies on agricultural products should be treated

differently from those on manufachued products; and whether only export subsidies that

result in sales below the domestic price in the subsidizing country should be regulated. 78

TJnr¡¡er¡pr aci¿lc &ntn fhese meffers relafins fo the scone of resulation of exoort subsidies.¡¡vrlvrv¡r sú¡sv ---r - -- I

the records of the debate do not evidence any consideration of any other type of regulation

other than a prohibition. All of the submissions contemplate a prohibition like that applied

to quantitative import restrictions.

With respect to agricultural products, the debate that had occured in negotiating the ITO

Charter was reopened in the 1955 Review session. Some countries wanted to exclude

agricultural produets from the ban on export subsidies. The drafts submitted bv the USA

excepted agricultural products from the general ban.7e The drafts submitted by both the

United Kingdom and Canada followed the Havana Charter provisions closely,

recoÍrmending a general ban without distinction between types of products but with an

78 See "Progress Report By the Chairman of V/orking Pa{y III' W.9/122,18 December I954,p2-3
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exception for systems for the stabilization of prices of primary products (or of retums to

primary producers).80

Greece,8l France and IndiaS2 strongly opposed applyrng one set of rules to manufactured

products and another to agricultural products. France said that "the same regime should

apply to all goods whether industrial or agricultural."83 Remember that the General Review

took place before the creation of the EEC and the CAP. France did not then have the

surpluses that it would later have, so it was less interested in protecting the right to subsidize

agriculture than in protecting its export markets from competition from subsidy generated

surpluses from the USA. France's resistance to creating separate export subsidy rules for

agriculture would partly have stemmed from its view of the unfairness that was smergtng

from GATT treatnaent of the United States' agricultural policies. It had already been

established in the ongoing US-Netherlands dairy dispute that the USA's import barriers to

support programmes under its Agriculnral Adjustment Act agricultural support programmes

were not GATT consistent.84 However, the United States had applied for a waiver to enable

it to continue to apply those import restrictions.ss It was foreseeable that the existence of

those import restrictions in the United States would continue to result in agricultural

surpluses. If the proposed prohibition on export subsidies were not to apply to agriculture,

then the United States would be able to use export subsidies to deal with the surplus

production that was a consequences of its own GATT-inconsistent import restrictions.

The existence of surpluses in the USA was crucial to the outcome of the negotiation. Lr

opposing the application of an export ban to agricultural products, the USA refused to be

placed in the

position of being the ultimate residual supplier, after all other countries had

disposed of their production,86

GATT, W.9/103, 15 December 1954,pangraph2.
IJK proposal, GATT, W.9/104, 16 December 1954; Canadian proposal, GATT, W.9lll9, l7
December 1954.

Statement of Mr.Bitsos (delegate of Greece); SR.9/23.

Statement of Mr.Jha (delegate of lndia); SR.9/24, p.102.
Statement of Mr.Philip (delegate of Fraace); SR.9/23 atp.7-8.
GATT.B/SD, Vol II, pl6. See, within, chapter l0,pp2I3-214.
GATT.BISD 35132.

Statement of Mr.Brown (delegate of the USA); SR.9/I7.
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which was the position it saw itself as being in if it was prohibited from using subsidies to

dispose of its strpluses. This argument bears a sfriking similarity to the attitude later used

by the EEC in the Uruguay round.87 It denies the argument that since the problem of

surpluses was caused by the USA's own policies, that the burden of the effects of the

surpluses should fall upon the USA. The US delegate went on to say that the surpluses had

to be liquidated "in a manner which would avoid injury to the competitive position of

producing countries"8S but when other parties argued for an amendment to the agreernent to

formalize this commifinent, the USA opposed it.8e The final report of the working party

(Review V/orking Party III) reported that no agreement had been reached on an amendment

for disposal of surpluses.eo

The final report did submit an amendment of Article XVI.el The amendment was close to

the USA's position.e2 The amendment did distingursh between primary and non-primary

products. The exemption of primary products from the general prohibition was not made

subject to the obtaining of any approval from other parties. During the debate which

adopted the report, Australi4 New Zealand, Denmark, Cuba, Burma, South Africa, Italy and

France all denounced the distinction and the consequent soft treatrnent of export subsidies

on agricultural products.93

However, the parties did adopt a provision limiting the effects of agriculttral export

subsidies similar to the provisions that had been included in the Geneva Draft ITO cha¡ter

and the Havana Charter. Parties' freedom to subsidize the export of agricultural products

was to be limited to the extent that the subsidies did not result in the subsidizing party

achieving more than an equitable share of world export trade. The "equitable share"

criterion was subjected to considerable criticism. Ausfralia criticized the adoption of the

"concept that subsidies that did not result in more than an equitable sha¡e were all right""94

See below, chl7, at sections 4.2, 4.2 & 6.4.
Statement of Mr Brown (delegate of the USA), SR.9/17.

"Rqlort Relating to the Review of the Agreement, Other Ba¡riers to Trade", report adopted on 3

March 1955 (L1334, and Addenda), BISD,3Sl222 zt229,para30-32.
At229,para32.
At226,pan 17.
Report of Review Working Party III (U334 and Con. I and Add. I )
Summary Record of the Forty-First Meeting, SR.9/41, 15 Ma¡ch 1955, Aust. at p3, NZ atp2 & 5,
Denma¡k at p4, Cuba atp4-5, South Africa at p5, Italy at p5, and France at p6.

Statement of Mr.Crawford (delegate of Australia), SR.9i4l at p4.
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Canada was concerned that the provision should not be interpreted to mean that an exporting

country which used export subsidies on primary products "but had not gained more than an

e4uitable share of world trade was not therefore to blame."95

That the threshold of unlawful trade effects was set as high as "more than an equitable share

of world export trade" was also criticized. A number of countries argued ttrat "equitable

share of individual markets" would have been more appropriate because the greatest danger

of damage was in individual markets.e6 Australia proposed and subsequently withdrew an

amendment to refer to individual markets. Then France and Uruguay proposed the same

amendment but it was not adopted, principally because the USA said it was unnecessary.

'When the report was adopted the French delegation (with the support of Uruguay, the

Dominican Republic, Canad4 Australia and Italy) expressed the view that

the regulations relating to agricultural export subsidies, weak as they were,

would lose all value if they did not prevent such subsidies from destroying the
position of another exporter in individual markets. The amendment had been

opposed on the grounds that it was unnecessary since the text adopted was

clear. His delegation would have preferred that the point be made explicit but
would be satisfied if the record shows that his delegation accepted the
paragraph only on the understanding that "world markets" included the concept

of "individual markets" and that the CONTRACTING PARTIES as a whole
accepted that interpretation. e7

However, the USA refused to insert an agreed interpretation into the record.

The final result of the negotiation was that the distinction between export subsidies and

domestic subsidies rü/as severely compromised by the pressure to make special allowance for

the USA's agricultural price support programmes.

Statement of Mr.La¡re (delegate of Canada), SR.9/41 at p6.
Statement of Mr.Crawford (delegate of Australia) SR.9/41 is recorded as, "Moreover, by referring to
equitable "sha¡es of world trade" and not of individual ma¡kets" the A¡ticle sought to solve the

problem of primary products from the wrong end, since the danger of export subsidies was greatest in
individual ma¡kets. It was possible to argue that no¡¡¡ithstanding dør¡,age being done by subsidization
in individual ma¡kets a cor:nûry's total sha¡e of world exports was not þsing increase. Mr. Crawford
would forecast considerable difñcuþ in securing any limitation of subsidies on primary products

with this forrrula."
Record of statement of Mr.La¡re (France), SR.9/41, p.6.
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The position of the parties at this stage in the history ca:ries some irony into consideration

of their positions at later times, dwing the Toþo round and the Uruguay round.98 It is

worth noting that in 1955: it was the United States that wanted a wide freedom to subsidize

and France, Germany and Italy that wanted to limit it; it was the United States that was the

principal instigator of special treatment for export subsidies on agricultural products; it was

the United States that sought the wide standard relating to world trade instead of individual

markets and France and Italy that wanted to protect their particular export markets from the

USA's surpluses; it was the European countries asking the United States not to inflict the

consequences of the USA's surpluses on the rest of the world and the USA refusing to take

all of the burden itself.

6 THE RULES FOLLOWING F'ROM THE 1955 GENERAL REVIEW

6.1 TRACK 1 . ARTICLE VI - COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

As mentioned above, the General Review did not result in any major change to the

counten¡ailing duty provisions in Article VI. The changes made it easier to impose

countervailing duties where a third country was injwed. However, none of the provisions

deriving from the original agreeme,lrt were removed. There was still no distinction as to the

ty-oe of subsidy that could trigger the use of countervailing duties: importantlY, rro

distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies.

6.2 TRACK 2 - ARTIELE XN-I SECTION B . ADDITIONAL PROV:iSiONS ON
EXPORT SUBSIDIES

The outcome of the negotiation at the General Review was the insertion of Section B into

Article )il/I.ee The existing Article XVI became Article XVI:1, the sole content of Section

A of Aficle XVI headed "Subsidies in General". New paragraphs 2 to 5 became Section B

of Article XVI, headed "Additional Provisions on Export Subsidies". Paragraph 2 is only a

policy statement and paragraph 5 is only an obligation to review. The substantive

provisions are in paragraph 3 on primary products and paragraph4 on non-primary products.

See the similar observation in Montåna-Mor4 Miguel, "International Law and International relations

Cheek to Cheek an International LailInternational Relations Perspective on the USÆC Agricultural
Export Subsidies Dispute" (1993) 19 NCJ Int'l L & Com Reg l-60 at l5-16.
See Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the General Agreement on Tarifs and
Trade, done 10 Ma¡ch 1955, in force 7 October 1957, TIAS No 3930; 278 UNTS 168.
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Primary/Non Primary Products

The distinction upon the basis of product was made not upon the basis of agricultural and

non-agricultr.ual products but rather upon the basis of primary and non-primary products.

The adoption of the term "primary" meant that not only agricultr.¡ral but also mineral

products were exempt from the general ban on export subsidies.l0O The term "primary"

included not only products in their natural form but also products which have "undergone

such processing as is customarily required to prepare it for ma¡keting in substantial volume

in international traderr. I ol

The Rule on Export Subsidies on Primary Products - Article X\II:3

As discussed above, with respect to export subsidies on primary products, Article XVI:3 fell

short of imposing a prohibitio¡1.Io2 [¡sfsad, Article XVI:3 contains an obligation "to seek to

avoid the use of subsidies on the export of primary products" and, as discussed above, it

imposes a restriction on the extent to which those export subsidies can be utilized, judged

according to their efFects. They cannot be applied

in a manner which results in [the subsidizing] parry having more than an

equitable share of world export trade in [the subsidized] product".

The provision provides some guidance as to the meaning of the word 'equitable'. It says

ttrat, in determining what is an equitable share, account should be taken of

(l) shares of world trade in previous representative periods; and

(2) special factors that have been or are af[ecting trade in the product.l03

An interpretative note establishes that a party can establish an equitable share of world trade

even if it has not exported any of that product in previous periods.lOa Clearly, however, the

See Interpretative Note to Article XV[, Section B,para2.
See Interpretative Note to A¡ticle XVI, Section B, para 2.

The text of Article XVI:3 is: "A""s¡dingly, contracting parties should seek to avoid the use of
subsidies on the export of primary products. If, however, a contacting party grants directly or
indirectly any form of subsidy which operates to increase the export of any primary product from its

territory, such subsidy shall not be applied in a ma¡ner which results in that contracting party having

more than an equitable sha¡e of world export ûade in that producÇ accoìrat being taken of the shares

of the contracting parties in such trade in the product during a previous representative period, and any

special factors which may have affected or may be affecting such trade in the product."

Article XV:3.
Interpretative Note Ad A¡ticle XVI paragraph 3 clause 1.
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adoption of "more than an equitable share" as the defining criterion for a violation

introduced an element of uncertainty into the provision.

The 1955 Working Party re,port, recommending the insertion of Article XVI:3, itself

acknowledged the difEculties in determining what was an equitable share and recorded the

agree,rnent of the V/orking Party that

in determining what are equitable shares of world trade the CONTRACTING
PARTIES should not lose sight of:

(a) the desirability of facilitating the satisfaction of world requirements

of the commodity concerned in the most effective and economic

manner, and

(b) the fact that export subsidies in existence during the selected

representative period may have influenced the share of the trade

obtained by the various exporting countries.l0s

The second paragraph reflects a concern that the previous representative period should not

be a period dwing which the share of the counûry whose export subsides were r¡nder scrutiny

had been inflated by those same export subsidies. However, the parties had declined to

insert any interpretative note in the agreement to that effect.

The adoption of a rule based on the effects of policies rather than simply on the type of

policy instrument inüoduced two other iegat probians. First, it necessitated the

determination of a question of causation; whether the share of world export trade had

"resuite(i" from the subsidy. Seconrily, it introduced some impreeision as io what

recommendation the CONTRACTING PARTIES could make in the event that they for¡nd a

violation of A¡ticle XVI:3. The adoption of the "more than an equitable share" standard

implied that the CONTRACTING PARTIES could authorize countermeasures if the party in

breach failed to reduce export subsidies to the extent sufficient to reduce its share of world

export trade to an equitable share. One wonders whether it was expected that the

CONTRACTING PARTIES would be able to nominate levels of export subsidies which

would result in equitable shares of world trade.

"Other Barriers to Trade" report of the Review Session V/orking Pafy adopted by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES on 3 Ma¡ch 1955, GATT BISD 351222 2t226, para 19.
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The Prohibition on Export Subsidies on Non-Primary Products - Article XVI:4

With respect to non-primary products, Article XVI:4 applied a prohibition on export

subsidies that result in the sale of the product "at a price lower than the comparable price

charged for the like product in the domestic market." The two price criterion is often called

the two-price or dual price test. In practice, this test adds little. Generally, an export

subsidy whose payment is contingent on export will infringe the two-price test but a

production subsidy whose payment is not so contingent will not. Arguably then, the

adoption of the two-price test was an imprecise way to adopt a definition of export

subsidy.l06 The prohibition is absolute in the sense that it applies regardless of the size,

scope or effects of the subsidy programme.

The Asymmetry of Articles XVI:3 and XVI:4 in Practice

Looking only at the texts of the two rules, one sees a strict rule applying to non-primary

products and a lax rule applying to primary products. However, the practical application of

the two rules was quite different to that.

Since some parties did not intend to apply the export subsidy ban to non-primary products

rurtil a similar ban was inûoduced for primary products, Article XVI:4 was drawn to become

binding on parties "as from 1 January 1958 or the earliest practicable date ttrereafter."

Because of the delay of the coÍrmencement date, the paragraph also included a standstill

obligation not to introduce new subsídies or extend old ones in the interim period. The

standstill obligation was worded to apply until 31 December 1957. This standstill

obligation lapsed at the end of 1957. This was remedied by a series of annual declarations

extending the expiry date through to the end of 1960.107 However, these Declarations were

only accepted by 16 of the contracting parties. Finally, to remove the need for fi¡rttrer

extensions and to remove the uncertainty as to which parties were bor¡nd, some of the

106 See Hufbauer & Erb, Subsidies in International Trade (Institute for Intemational Economics,
Washington DC 1984) pp46 & 47; and Rivers & Greenwald, "The Negotiation of a Code on
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures: Bridging Fundamental Policy Differences" (1979) II Law &
Policy in International Business 1447-1495 at 1461. Some export subsidies may not be caught by
this two price test if the producers have some monopolistic control over prices: see Snape, R.H.,
"Intemational Regulation of Subsidies" (1991) A(2) The World Econony 139-164 atI49 fu,I.
"Extension of Ståndstill Provisions of Article XVI:4", Decla¡ation of 30 November 1957,
BISD,6S/24; "Extension of the Staûdstill P¡ovisions of Article XVf:4", Proces-Verbal of 22
November 1958, BISD,TS/30; and Proces-Verbal of l9 November 1959, 85/25.
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parties entered into a "Declaration Giving Effect to the Provisions of Article [\{;{rr.l08

However, only a small goup of industrialized countries became parties to the dsçlar¿fisn.lo9

To pick up parties that had not brought Article XVi:4 into effect, the standstill obligation

was extended a few more times by various instruments. The last extension which ran to the

end of 1967 was signed by only one party. When it expired, only 17 parties had put Article

XVI:4 inls sffsçf.llo

All of the industrialízed countries that were in accord with the distinction between primary

and non-primary products became parties to the Declaration. Those of the industrial

cor¡ntries that were exporters of primary products and had opposed the distinction also

became parties to the declaration. However, the developing counties, all of which opposed

the different treatrnent of primary and non-primary products did not become parties to the

Decla¡ation and neither did any subsequently acceding state except $'¡¡iþs¡l6d.lll Those

countries that were not parties to the declaration had effectively defemed indefinitely the

assumption of the obligations of Article XVI:4.

In consequence, the pre-Uruguay Round Article XVI rules on export subsidies had an

operation which was not only asymmetrical but was quite different to the operation that the

text would suggest. In practice:

o in relation to non-primary products, industrial countries were prohibited from subsidizing

^-,-^r^ 1--.¿ l^-.^1^-:-^ ^^,,-.-: &aa +n ,{^ o^. o-á
çÀPUIf¡i lJlJt t¿çVçt\rP¡'uË rrul¡r¡LlrçÐ wvrv uw rv uv ùvt q¡v

o in relation to primary products, both industrial and developing countries were free to

subsidize exports (subject to the not more than equitable share constraint).

The practical variation of the rules occured because there had not been a consensus for the

differentiated heaùnent of primary and non-primary products.

108

109

"Decla¡ation Giving Effect to the Provisions of Article XVI:4 of the GATTU, deciaration of 19

November 1960,95/32.
The originat parties were Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Federal Republic of Germany,

Italy, Lrurembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United

States of America. Later, Japan, New Zealandand Zimbabwe (at the time called Southem Rhodesia)

became parties. Source: GATT Søns of Legal Instruments pll-4.Iff. See also GATT, Analytícal

Indæpp422423.
See GATT, Analytical Indetc,pp423. See also Jackson, (1969), p.372-375.

Jaclson, (1969), p.37 5-6.
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Export Subsidies and I)omestic SubsÍdies

It is worth pausing to note the way these two provisions incorporated the important

distinctions between export subsidies and other subsidies.

The original Article XVI which became Article XVI:1 applies broadly to any type of

subsidy which operates either to reduce imports or to increase exports and regardless of

whether it does so directly or indirectly. The range of application of Section B is more

limited. Article XVI:3 is expressed in terms of

any form of subsidy which operates to increase the export of any primary
product

and Article XVI:4 is expressed in terms of

any form of subsidy on the export of any product other than a primary product.

It seems that the wording of Article XVI:4 could only apply to a subsidy paid contingent on

export and not to a domestic subsidy which results in a surplus which is exported. The

wording of Article XVI:3, however, is not as clear and it, arguably, could apply to a

domestic subsidy which results in a surplus that is exported.t 12

Anicle XVI did not provide a definition of export subsidy. However, those parties that put

Aticle XVI:4 into effect agreed on a non-exhaustive list of measures that were to be

regarded as subsidies for the purposes of Article [[];{.113 The list did not make any

reference to subsidies contingent upon export rather than production.

tt2
lt3

ln support ofthis view, see Jackson (1969) at393.
"Subsidies - Provisions of A¡ticle XVI:4" report adopted on 19 November 1960, (L/1381) BISD

95/185, para 5. The list comprised:
(a) cu¡rency retention schemes or any similar practices which involve a bonus on exports or re-

exports;
(b) the provision by governments of direct subsidies to exporters;

(c) the remission, calculated in relation to exports, of direct tð(es or social welfa¡e charges on

industrial or commercial enterprises;
(d) the exemption, in respect of expofed goods, of charges or ta(es, other than charges in

connexion with importation or indirect ta¡res levied at one or several stages on the srme
goods if sold for internal consumption; or the payment, in respect of exported goods, of
amounts exceeding those levied at one or several stages on these goods in the form of
indi¡ect taxes or of charges in connexion with importation or in both forrrs;

(e) in respect of deliveries by governments or governnental agencies of imported raw materials

for export business on different terms than fo¡ domestic business, the charging of prices

below world prices;
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An interpretative note to A¡ticle XVI:3 excluded from the scope of the meaning of subsidy,

for the purposes of that Article, certain schernes to stabilize returns to domestic

producers.lla This impticitþ recognized such schemes as a matter within domestic policy

that should not be constrained by the GATT rules on export subsidies. However, the

exclusion was tightly defined and, in particular, did not apply if the stabilization scheme was

financed to any extent by the government.

Products Processed from Primary Products

One practical complication of having different rules for primary and non-primary products is

that it is necessary in respect of each export subsidy to make a determination of which

product is being subsidized. If a high intemal price is maintained for a primary product and

a subsidy is paid to purchasers of a primary product to compensate them for the higher price

of that product, who is receiving the benefit of the subsidy? The purchasers of the product

are no better off than they would have been had the internal price of the primary product

been the same as the price of that product from foreign sources. Is it the producer of the

primary product that is receiving the benefit of the subsidy or is it the producer of the

processed product that needs to purchase the primary product? If it is the primary product

that is being subsidized then it is the rules on primary products that apply. If it is the non-

primary product processed from the primary product which is regarded as receiving the

subsidy then the rules on non-primary products that apply. The rules on non-primary

products would prohibit the subsidy if it were a "subsiciy on the export of the pro<iuct"

within the terms of Article XVI:4. It woul<l certainly fall within the terms of Article XVI:4

if it were only paid in respect of product that was exported. On the other hand, a subsidy for

the pwchase of a primary product input that was paid irrespective of whether the product

processed from it was exported would not have fallen within the terms of Article XVI:4.

Therefore, one of the effects of having different rules for primary and non-primary products

was that whilst an export subsidy was permissibie on a primary product, it was not

in respect of government export credit guaraatees, the charging of premiums at rates which
are manifestly inadequate to cover the longterrn operating costs and losses of the credit
insurance institr¡tions ;

the grant by govenoments (or special institutions conüolled by governments) of export
credits at rates below those which they have to pay in order to obt¡in the funds so employed;
the government bearing all or part of the costs incurred by exporters in obtaining credit.

(Ð

(g)

(h)
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permissible on the primary product content of a processed product. Therefore, if the

maintenance of export subsidies on primary products rendered producers of products

incorporating those primary products uncompetitive, it was not permissible to use export

subsidies to assist them. For this reason, the United States ratification of the Declaration

applying A¡ticle XVI:4 was made subject to a reservation, called an "understanding", that

the Declaration

shall not prevent the U.S., as part of its subsidization of exports of a primary
product (not itself a primary product), which has been produced from such

primary product, if such payment is essentially limited to the amount of the
subsidy which would have been payable on the quantity of such primary
product, if exported in primary form, consumed in the production of the

Processed Product.l 1s

This further eroded the prohibition on export subsidies on non-primary-products at least for

the United States, probably for all parties in respect of their obligation owed to the USA,

and possibly generally.llo Some other countries adopted the same'understanding'as the

United States and paid export subsides on products which incorporated primary products.lll

7 OPERATION OF THE RULES BETWEEN 1955 AI\D 1979

During this period, there were only three disputes over export subsidies on agricultural

products that proceeded to panel reports. Consideration of the second and third of those can

be r:ndertaken more fruitfully after presentation of the impact of the Toþo Round. The first

is dealt with below.

lt4
115

See clause 2 of "Interpretative Note Ad Article XVI, Paragraph 3".
445 LINTS 294. 303 (1962); GATT, Status of Legal Instruments (GATTILEG/1)I I - 4.2 (197I); see

Coccia, Massimo, "settlement of Dispute in GATT under the Subsidies Code: Two Panel Reports on

EEC Export Subsidies" (1986) 16 Georgia J Int Law 144 at 33; and see also EEC - Subsidies on

Export of Pasta Products,report of the panel, SClvÍ/43 (not adopted) p5, paras 2.15'2-18.
Although the qualification was called an understanding rather tha¡ a reservation, it seems to have

been a reservation rather than a statement of interpretation. If the reservation was accepted or tacitly
accepted by other parties, then the effect would have been to limit the obligation of the party making

the reservation and the obligation of such other parties owed to the party making the reservation.

This rule of teaty law was subsequentþ adopted in Article 20 of the Vienna Convention on the Law

of Treaties. It may have been possible to establish that subsequent practice had established a

customary rule applicable to all parties reflecting the USA reservation. See the argument made by

the EEC in the Pasta case (see below ch 13 under the heading "10.2.4 The EEC Pasta Case").

Generally on the impact of practice on treaty rules, see McGinley, Gerald P., "Practice as a Guide to

Treaty Interpretation (1985) The Fletcher Forum 2ll-230.
See the arguments by the EEC in EEC - Subsidíes on Export of Pasta Products, Sclvf/43, 19 May

1983 report of the panel (not adopted)pl0,para3.l2.

116
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7.r THE 1958 PANEL REPORT ON FRENCH EXPORT SUBSIDIES ON WHEAT
AND TWHEAT FLOUR

A dispute arose under Article XVI:3 in 1958. The dispute involved French assistance to

exports of wheat and wheat flour.ll8 A panel report and the recommendation of the panel

were adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on 2I November 1958.1le One must be

careful to read the report in the context of the stage of development at which the law was in

relation to the interpretation of Article XXIII and the concept of nullification or impairment.

The panel report found that there was a violation of Article XVI:3. This finding on Article

XVI:3 became less authoritative and influential over subsequent years. Another aspect of

the case, though, had substantial influence ov€r the later application of Article XVI:3 and

over negotiations to improve the operation of that Article. This was the emphasis given to

displacernent of the exports of other parties from their pre-existing export markets.

In this case, a body called the Office National Interprofessionel des Cereales ('ONIC')

exercised a monopoly on import and export of wheat and wheat flour in p¡¿¡1ss.120

Producers could sell wheat, up to an allocated quantum, to ONIC at a guaranteed internal

price (subject to deduction of a tax levied on deliveries within the quantum at a progressive

rate).121 For production outside the quantum, producers would receive only the price which

was obtained on resale by ONIC plus an additional 'ristourne' þay'rnent) which was

determined by a tender process between ONIC and exportsrs.l22 Eflectively, the ristoume

rr¡nrrld cnmne.nsqte the nrodrrcer for the amount hv whieh the aetual sale oriee on world--_--- --_-- f

markets was less than the French guaranteed price.l2: In respect of exports of wheat flour, a

ristourne was also payable. The amor¡nt of the ristourne on wheat flour was higher than the

amount of ristourne on wheat presumably because the gap between the French domestic

118

119

On this dispute, see Hudec, The GATT Legal system and world Trade Diplomacy pl?l; Hudec,

Enþrcing International Trade Law case no 50 in AppendixÆart l, p385 at 443 4M; Boger, "The
United States-European Community Agricultural Export Subsidies Dispute" (1984) 16 Law & Policy
in International Business 173-238 at20l-203.
"French Assistance to Exports of Wheat and Wheat Flour" report adopted on 21 November 1958

(L1924) GATT, BISD 75146; and "French Assistance to Exports of 'Wheat and Wheat Flour"
recommendation of 21 November 1958 GATT, BISD7Sl22.
GATT, ,R/SD 75146 at 47 , para 4.

As above.
GATT B/SD 75146 at48, para 5.
As above.
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price and the world price was larger for wheat flour than fe¡ yþs¿f.l2a T1re ristourne was

partly financed by taxes on producers and partly by the French goveNnment.l25

The panel divided its task into three steps:

(Ð to determine whether the French system did amount to a subsidy on exports within

the meaning of Article XVI:3;

(iÐ to determine whether the subsidy had resulted in a violation of Article XVI:3; and

(iiÐ to determine whether the subsidy amounted to an impairment of a benefit accruing

directly or indirectly under the Agreement to Australia.

This panel was decided at a time before the CONTRACTING PARTIES had standardized

the terms of reference for panels so the division into ttre above of tasks is more a reflection

of the way that Austalia made the complaint than of any direction by the CONTRACTING

PARTIES or any decision by the panel itself. V/ith the benefit of hindsight, two aspects of

the way that the panel dealt with the application of A¡ticle )OilII stand out. First, the panel

decision was made before the law had developed a presumption that violations of the

Agreement constituted nullification or impairment and, indeed, after finding that there w¿ìs a

violation, the panel proceeded to assess whether there was any impairment without the

guidance of any presumption. Second, the panel seems to have proceeded on the basis that

in order to find the existence of nullification or impairment, it was necessary to find actual

injury to the tade of the complaining party. Such an approach no longer has any

authority.tzo

The first question was resolved easily. It was simply a matter of noting that the assistance

was partly financed by the French govemment and that, therefore, the assistance was not

excluded from the coverage of Article XVI:3 by the exemption in the interpretative note for

stabilization schemes.

The panel does not even consider whether flour is or is not a primary product. They proceed

on the basis that it is. Therefore, implicitly, the panel is finding that flor¡r is a primary

GATT.B/SD 75146, para 5(c) at 48.

GATT BISD 75146, para 4 at 47 & para 12 at 52.
See the cases (Superfund case, Oilseeds case) cited in GATT, Analytical Indæ (6th ed) pp609-610

under the heading "Relevant of Trade Effects".

t24
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product in its natural form or that flour is wheat uwhich has undergone such processing as is

customarily required to prepare it for marketing in substantial quantities in intemational

trade". Given that the milling of wheat is not actually required in order for it to be traded

internationally, the panel seems to be implicitly making a decision which is contrary to the

wording of the interpretative note. It is, however, the first stage of processing and a fairly

basic form of processing.

To answer the second question, the panel noted the absence of any definition of "equitable"

share of world markets.r27 lt also noted that the reference to "equitable share" related to the

world market not to individual ¡¡s'lççfs.l28 The panel considered statistical evidence of the

absolute amount and the relative share of French exports in world trade in wheat and wheat

flour. V/ith respect to wheat, the panel noted that French exports amounted to 7.4%o of

world wheat trade for the period January to June 1958 and that this was substantially larger

than the relevant figrre for any year since 1934. Of the earlier ye¿rs, the figure was below

3Yo for each year except for 1934 when it was 5.9% and 1950 when it was 3.9yo. The panel

found that, from 1954, there had been an increase in French exports of wheat and wheat

flow in absolute quantities and as a share of world exports.l2e

The panel also compared French export prices with those of other exporters. The panel

reviewed statistics comparing French export prices with those of Australia, Canada" the

Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and the United $f¿fss.l30 V/ith respect to wheat

exports, the statistics showed that, for 1957, French export prices were below those of its

major competitors but only very marginally so in thc case of Australia's. For 1954, 1955

and 1956, French export prices rffere comparable with but in some cases more than the

prices of its major competitors, Canada, United States and Australia. With respect to

exports of wheat flour, the statistical evidence was clearer. ln 1954, the French export price

was below that for all of the other countries for which prices were quoted except Australia

and for 1955, 1956 and 1957, the French export price was significantly below that for all of

the other countries quoted.

GATT r/SD 7 3/46, at 52, para 15.
As above.
GATT BISD 73/46, at 53,para 17 .

GATT BISD73146, see Table 2 at50.

t27
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Then the panel looked at evidence of import prices in particular countries. Although this

might appear to be inconsistent with the panel's stated concern with the world market rather

than individual markets, the panel looked at the prices in individual markets solely for the

purpose of determining whether the increase in France's share of world tade had resulted

from the subsidy scheme. The evidence showed the import prices in Ceylon, in Malaya and

Singapore (which for the purpose of the statistics were regarded as a single cowrtry), and in

Indonesia for imports from various exporters including France ¿nd dust'a1l¿.131 These

statistics showed that the price of French exports to each of the three cowrtries was below

the average import price for that country. In addition, with a small number of exceptions,

the French export price was the lowest for each country for each of the years, 1954 through

to 1957 and for the first half of \958.132 The panel found that the statistical evidence

showed that France had been able to sell at prices below other expo¡fsr5.133

The panel concluded:

it is reasonable to conclude that, while there is no statistical definition of an

"equitable" share in world exports, subsidy arangerne,nts have contributed to a
large extent to the increase in France's exports of wheat and of wheat flour, and

that the present French share of world export trade, particularly in wheat flour,
is more than equitabls.l3a

Two findings are implicit in that conclusion: one relating to whether the size of the French

share in world trade was "more than equitable"; and a second relating to whether France's

share of world trade had been caused by the export subsidies. In subsequent disputes, panels

have been unable to make the findings reached in this case. However, here, the panel did

decide that the French share of world export trade for both products was "more tttan

equitable" and the panel did decide that the existence of the French share of world export

tade had resulted from the French export subsidy system.

131

t32
GATT BISD73146, See Table A of the Appendix at 58.

For Ceylon, in 1954 the French price was equal lowest with the export price from Belgium-

Luxembourg, and in 1957, the Australian price was marginally lower than the French but the French

price was the lowest for 1955, 1956 and 1958. For Malaya and Singapore, in 1954, the French price

was second lowest to a substa¡tially lower price from the Netherlands, and in 1956, 1957 and 1958,

the French price was second lowest to a slightly lower German price. France had entered the

Indonesian ma¡ket ín 1957 and had thereafter supplied the lowest price imForts. See Table A of the

Appendix atp58 of GAT| BISDT3/46.
GATT.BLSD 73/46, at 53, para 18.

GATT,B/SD 73/46, at 53, para 19.
133
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After making those findings, the panel proceeded to the third question, that of nullification

or impairment. It did so by asking whether the subsidy system had:

caused rnjury to Australia's normai commercial interests, and whether such an

injury represented an impairment of benefits accruing to Australia under the

General Agreement.l35

That manner of proceeding would become inconsistent with later jurisprudence on Aficle

)OilII under which it would be presumed that a violation causes nullification or

impairment.l36

In this context, the panel analyzed whether Australian exports of wheat flour to particular

South East Asian markets had been displaced by French exports. The panel considered

statistics, supplied by Australia, showing the absolute size and the percentage share of wheat

flour exports of France, Australia and other suppliers to each of Ceylon, Malaya and

Singapore together and Indonesia. France offered statistical evidence of Austalian

production and exports of wheat which showed some correlation between declines in

tonnage of Australian wheat exports and declines in tonnage of Austalian production to

some extent in 1956157 and particularly in 1957158. France argued that Australia's reduced

share of exports in South East Asia had not been caused by French exports but by Austalia's

inability to supply due to two consecutive short crops".

The panel considered the evidence and forurd that Australia had been injured in two ways.

D:-^+t-. .l+ -^+^,¡ +L^+..f lrùrry, IL rruùq¡ ul<ll.

(1) between 1953154 and 1957158, the proportion of total French export sales of wheat

flour to the whole world that had been that exported to the three South East Asian

markets had increased from 13o/o to 34Yo whlle the proportion of Australia's total

135

136
GATT B ISD 7 Sl 46, at 54, para 20.
See McGovern, 8., "Remedies for Subsidies" ch7 in Bourgeois, Jacques H.J., Subsidies and
international trade: a European lawyers'perspective (KTuwer Law and Tæ<ation, Deventer, Boston,
1991) ppt57-174 at 159 Gaying that the panels approach of considering nullification or impairment
separate from its determination of a violation "is now obsolete"); Martha, Rutsel Silvestre J.

"Presumptions and Bu¡den of Proof in rWorld Trade Law" (1997) l4(l) J Int Arb 67 at75-81; & also

Roessler, Frieder, "The concept of Nullifrcation and TmFairment in the Legal System of the World
Trade Organizationu in psfs¡s6¡nn, Ernst-Ulrich, International Trade Law and the GATTMTO
Dispute Settlement System (Kluwer, London, 1997) ppl23--142 at pl27 (saying that the presumption

of nullification or impairment in cases of violations was never rebutted and was generally treated as

irrebuttabþ.
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export sales of wheat flour to the whole world that had been exported to those three

markets had decreased from 64Yoto S}/o;rst ^6

Ø between 1954 and the first half of 1958, of the total imports of wheat flour into the

three South East Asian markets, France's share had increased from 0.7%o to 46Yo

while Australia's share had decreased from 83% to 37Yo;138

and concluded that "French supplies [had] in fact to a large extent displaced Australian

supplies in the three markets".l3e The panel was able to reach this conclusion even though it

acknowledged that to some extent other suppliers of wheat flow may have displaced

Australian exports to these markets. In this consideration of injury, the panel did not

consider any evidence of change in Australia's share of the total world markets for wheat or

wheat flour.

In addition, the panel forurd that Australia had been injured in a second way that arose from

the influence of the French supplies on the differential between wheat prices and wheat flor¡r

prices. The panel found that the margin of wheat flour prices above wheat prices had

na¡rowed and that, in consequence, Australia had exported wheat which would have

othenvise been transformed into wheat florn and been available for export in that fbrm.l4O

The panel concluded, therefore, that even if part of the displacement of AusÍalia's exports of

wheat and wheat flor¡r had been caused by the shortfall in its own wheat production rather

than by subsidized French exports, the French subsidized exports had still caused Ausfalia

to export wheat instead of wheat flow thereby losing an amorurt equal to the difference

between the prices of wheat and wheat flour for the volume of wheat flow displaced by

French exports.l4l The analysis considered only the price differential and did not consider

milling costs or profit margins.

The panel made no explicit finding that abenefit accruing to Austalia rurder the Agreement

had been impaired but it appears to have reached that conclusion. The panel submitted a

recomme,ndation which was adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES. It was mentioned

137

138
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GATT AISD 7 Sl 46, at 54, para 23 (a).

GATT B/SD 7 5146, at 54-55, para 23(b).
GATT B/SD 7 S I 46, at 5 5, para 23 (c) (emphasis added).

GATT B/SD 73/46, at 55, para 23(d).
GATT BISD 75146, at 55, para23(e).
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above that the adoption, in Article XVI:3, of a standard based on effects rather than choice

of instrument introduced significant uncertainty into the way that Article XXXII might

operate in relation to Aficle XVI:3. In this case, the recoÍtmendation of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES did not refer to the violation of Article XVI:3. It did not refer

to the equitable share standard. Instead, the recommendation asked France to consider

appropriate measures to avoid the "adverse effects" of the system of payments upon

Australian exports to South East Asia.l42 According to Hudec, the dispute was settled by an

agreement between France and Austalia "said to involve" a procedure for consulting on

Prices.14¡

It has been argued that the French Wheat Flour case tü/as decided upon the basis of

displacement of exports in particular individual markets.l'14 As Jackson notes

while the V/orking Pafty concluded that there was a violation as the result of an

increase in the equitable share of the "world market", its final recornmendation
concerns only South East Asia.las

However, on the face of the panel rqrort, the decision as to whether a violation existed was

made upon the evidence relating to world trade. On the face of the report, the evidence

about displacement in particular markets was considered only in relation to determination of

whether the violation had been accompanied by such injury and fiade effects as amounted to

an impairment of a benefit accruing to Australia under the Agreement. In subsequent ye¿[s,

it would become the accepted view that this later inquiry was not necessary except perhaps

with a view to rebutting the presumption that a violation does cause nullification or

imPairment.l4o

r42

143
-t44

r45

"French Assistance to Exports of Wheat and Wheat Flour" recommendation of 2l November 1958,

BISD7Sl22-23.
See Hudec, Enþrcing International Trade Lawp444.
See Estabrooh Jeftey S., "European Cornmunity Resistance to the Enforcement of GATT Panel

Decisions on Sugar Export Subsidies" (1982) L5(2) Cornell International Law Journal 397427 at

405; Rivers, Richard B., & Greenwald, John D., "The Negotiation of a Code on Subsidies and

Countervailing Measures: Bridging Fundamental Policy Differences" (1979) ll Law & Policy in
International Business 1447-1495 at 146L, fu17 .

Jackson, World Trade and the Law of GATT p395. The writer notes that Jackson uses the term

'Working Party'. Hudec (1991) refers to the 'panel'being established by the Intersessional Committee

citing IC/SR.38. The body writing the report (L/924) identifies itself as the Panel for Conciliation,
see BISDTS/46 at46.
See the cases cited in GATT, Analytical Index (6rh ed) pp609-610 under the heading "Relevance of
Trade Effects" and the articles cited above at footnote 136.
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7.2 THE EEC SUGAR CASES

Two firther complaints under Article XVI:3, known as the EEC sugar cases, were made in

1978 and decided respectively in 1979 and 1980. Although the complaints were made

before the end of the Toþo Round, the panel reports relied substantially on interpretations

of Article XVI:3 adopted irr'the course of negotiating the Toþo Round Subsidíes Code even

though that Code was not binding on the parties in the disputes. Although the complaints

were made and the disputes decided rurder Article XVI:3 only, since interpretations

embodied in the Subsidies Code heavlly influenced the panels, it is useful to explain the

Toþo Ror:nd Subsidíes Codebefore further describing the two sugar cases.

8 NEGOTIATION OF THE ST]BSIDIES CODE

'When the parties next attempted to reformulate the rules on export subsidies during the

Toþo Round beginning in !973,1+7 the iriternational trading environment had changed

substantially from that prevailing dwing the 1955 General ftsvierÃ/.Ia8 One major aspect of

that environment was the EEC's common agricultual policy and, particularly, its utilization

of export subsidies to dispose of agricultural surpluses. The use of export subsidies was not

restricted to the EEC or to agricultural production. A number of developing cor.urtries used

subsidies to encourage exports of industrial and agricultural productioll49 However, a

major concern for the United States and other exporters of agricultural products was the

EEC's use of export subsidies on agricultural products.

r47

148

The round began with the Toþo Decla¡ation of 14 September 1973: see The Toþo decla¡ation

issued at the end of the Ministerial meeting held in Toþo, L2 - 14 September 1973 n GATT,

Activities 1973 (GAT|, Geneva, 1974, Sales No GATT 197413) pp5-10.

Generally on the Toþo Round, ssç \!inhem, Gilbert R., International Trade and the Toþo Round

Negotiation (Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ 1986). More particularly, the negotiation of
the Toþo Round Subsidies Code is comprehensively reported and analyzed in Rivers, Richard R. &
Greenwald, John D., "The Negotiation of a Code on Subsidies and Counterv¿iling Measures:

Bridging Fundamental Policy Differences" (1979) IL Law & Policy in International Business 1447-

1495 and in Tanrllo, Daniel K., "The MTN Subsidies Code: Agreement Without Consensus" in ch5

in Rubin, Seymour J. & Gary Clyde Hufbauer (eds), Emerging Standards of International Trade and

Investment - Multilateral Codes and Corporate Conduct @owman & Alla¡held, Totowa, New

Jersey, 1983) pp63-99.

See Riven, Richa¡d R & G¡eenwald, John D, "The Negotiation of a Code on Subsidies and

Countervailing Measures: Bridging Fundamental Policy Difflerences" (1979\ lI Law & Policy in
International Business 1447-1495 at 1452 and see Tan¡llo, Daniel K., uThe MTN Subsidies Code:

Agreement Without Consensus" p72. For more detail on subsidy practices at this 'me, see Guy de

Cannoy, "subsidy Policies in Brirâin, France a¡rd West Germany", Nobuyoshi Namfü, "Japanese

subsidy Policies" & Steven J. Warneke, "The European Community and national Subsidy Policies"
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The basic mechanisms of the coÍrmon agricultural policy were explained above in chapter

10. Between the commencement of the policies in the early 1960's and the commencement

of the Toþo Round in1974, the CAP caused substantial increases in production in the EEC

member s1¿1ss.150 As production increased above the quantity required for domestic

consumption, the European Commission began to subsidize exports either by selling

inten¡ention stocks on the world market at prices substantially below the prices that they had

been purchased from EEC farmers or by paylng direct export subsidies. Mechanisms for

paylng export subsidies direct to farmers had been established as part of the organization of

the common market for a number of products (and more were established in relation to other

products in later jears).151 The EEC became a net exporter of wheat and barley as early as

1974 a¡d over the next few years would become a net exporter of other cereals, sugar wine,

beef and ve¿1.152 Therefore, by the time the Toþo Round commenced, export subsidies

together with variable levies, had become an integral part of the system of maintaining

internal support prices.ls3 The potential for even larger international effects of the CAP

increased after the United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark acceded to the EEC in January

1973. From the point of view of the United States, achieving some discipline over the

intemational effects of the CAP was an important objective in the Toþo Round.lsa

150

151
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all in V/anreke, International Trade and Industrial Polícies (Macmillan, London, 1978) respectively
at pp35-57, 123-142 &, 143-17 4.
Estabrook, Jefrey S., "European Community Resistance to the Enforcement of GATT Panel
Decisions on Sugar Export Subsidies" (1982) l5(2) Cornell International Law Journal 397427 at
402 referring to examples of a 26Vo increase in wheat productiou and a l28o/o increase in corn
production from a pre-CAP average to 1972-73 citing United States Executive Branch GATT Study
NoI2 - The Common Agricaltural Policy of the European Community in Subcommittee on Int'l Trade
of the Senate Comm on Finance, Executive Bra¡ch GATT S¡rdies (Comm Prßt 1974).
See the references to the EEC council regulations establishing export subsidies for various products
in Bentil, J. Kodwo, "Attempts to Liberalize lntemational Trade in Agriculture and the Problem of
the Extemal Aspects of the Common Agricultural Policy of the European Economic Community"
(1985) L7(3\ Case llestern Reser.¡e Journal of International Law 335-38'7 at 362-363 (export
subsidies set up before 1973 included those in the common market organizations for va¡ious oilseeds,
olive oil, sugar, dairy products, beefand veal, fruit and vegetables, raw tobacco; those set up in 1975
included cereal-based feedstuffs, processed cereals and rice, porþ eggs, poultry and rice.
Buclorell, Alla.n, "The CAP and V/orld Trade" in Ritson, Christopher & Hawey, Davtd (eds), The
Common Agriculnral Policy and the World Economy - Essays in Honour of John Ashton (CAB
Intemational, Wellingford, UK, 1991) p223-240 at228.
Rivers & Greenwald atpl452.
See Tamllo, Daniel K., "The MTN Subsidies Code: Agreement Without Consensus" ch5 in Rubin,
Se¡m.our J. & Gary Clyde Hufbauer (eds), Emerging Standards of International Trade and
Investment - Multilateral Codes and Corporate Conduct (Rowman & Allanheld, Totowa" New
Jersey, 1983) pp63-99 at72-73.
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The negotiation was also shaped by the desire of many cormties to impose an injury

requirement on the United States' grandfathered countervailing duty law.lss Under the

Protocol of Provisional Application, the material rnjury requirement in A¡ticle VI:5 of the

GATT only applied to the extent that it was not inconsistent with existing legislation.ls6

Therefore, under the United States TariffAct of 1930, countervailing duties could be applied

without any consideration of injury to domestic industry.lsT fl¡¡fil 1967, the United States

had used the countervailing duty remedy sparingly: only 41 times between 1897 and 1959

and not at all between 1959 and 1967.t58 However, between 1967 and 1974, the USA had

imposed countervailing duties l7 times.l5e The USA's trading parfiers were also concemed

with recent decisions of the USA Treasury applying countervailing duties to domestic

subsidies. While s303 of the TariffAct of 1930 did not distinguish between export subsidies

and domestic subsidies,l60 until 1969, the USA executive had not applied a cor¡ntervailing

duty to a general subsidy on manufacturing or productis¡.161 Subsequently, it adopted an

'export orientationrfssf.l62 lin1972, in the Greek Tomato case, a CVD had been applied to a

domestic production subsidy on tomatoes, 75% of which were expo¡fsd.l63 More
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See Rivers & Greenwald at ppl453-I454 &. Montana-Mora, Mþel, "International Law and

International relations Cheek to Cheek: an International LawÆnternational Relations Perspective on
the USÆC Agricultural Export Subsidies Dispute" (1993) 19 NCJ Inll L & Com Reg l-60 atp2l
See above, in chapter 2 at p37 and accompanying text explaining the effect of the Protocols of
Provisional Application and quoting the existing legislation clause.

USA, TaríffAcf of 1930, Pub L No 7l-361, s303, 46 Stat 590 (codifred at 19 USC s1303 (1976)); see

Esterbrook, Jeffrey S., "European Community Resistance to the Enforcement of GATT Panel
Decisions on sugar Export Subsidies" (1982) I5(2) Conell International Lavt Journal397427 &
Rivers & Greenwald at1453.
Cooper, Richa¡d N., 'US Policies and Practices on Subsidies in I¡rternational Trade" ch5 in Steven J.

Wa¡necke (ed),International Trade and Industrial Policíes (Macmillan, London, 1978)ppl07-122 at
pl14.
Cooper, "US Policies and Practices on Subsidies in International Trade" pl14.
Tarif Act of 1930 s303 (codifred as 19 USC 51303) referred to "any bounty or grant upon the
ma¡ufacture or production or export of any a¡ticle or merchandise". These words had been carried
forwa¡d from the 1922 amendments to s5 of the Tarif Act of 1897 which had referred only to "any
bounty or grant upon the exportation". See King, DB, "Countervailing Duties - An Old Remedy
V/ith New Appeal" (1969) 24 Busíness Lawyer 1179-1192 at 1179-1180.
King, "Countervailing Duties - An Old Remedy With New Appeal" pl18l.
See Beseler & Williams, Anti-Dumpíng andAnti-Subsidy Law: The European Communities (Sweet &
Maxwell, London, 1986) ppl38 frr 3 citing instances of use of the'export orientation'test: Radial
Steel Belted Tyres from Canada,38 Fed Reg 1018 (1973), &. Float Glass from Belgium and West

Germany 41 Fed Reg 1299-1300 (1976). See also Ma¡ks & Milgren, "Negotiating Nont¿¡iff
Distortions To Trade" (1975) 7 Law & Policy in International Business 327 at 348-350 describing the
broad categories in which the USA had imposed countewailing duties.
See Tomato Products from Greece,TD 72-88,6 Cust Bull 145 (L972), revised T:D 68-270,2 Cust
Bull 604 (1968), revoked TD 69-41,3 Cust Bull 66 (1969). See Marks & Milgren, "Negotiating
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controversial was the Michelin case tn 1973, in which countervailing duties were imposed in

respect of various subsidies paid by the Canadian government for the establishment of a

Michelin tyre factory in Nova Scotia. l6a The USA Treasury found that a substantial

majority of the tyres produced by the factory were being exported to the USA. In neither the

Greek Tomato case nor the Michelin case was the payment of the subsidy contingent upon

export. Arguably, though" the subsidy in the Greek Tomato case could have been regarded

as a disguised export subsidy. However, the subsidies, the subject of the Michelin case,

were not even paid continge,lrt upon production. The subsidies were merely designed to

promote development in a particular region. This approach might have exposed regional

development subsidies in various countries to the USA's countervailing duties. It posed an

even sfronger threat to production subsidies.

In addition, some of the amendments to USA CVD law contained in the Trade Act of 1974

made it easier for countervailing duties to be imposed. First, whereas previously the law

had only applied to dutiable products, the amendment made countervailing duties possible

on non-dutiable products subject to satisfaction of an injury requirement.l6s Other

amendments "resulted in specific time limits being applied to the administering agency's

consideration of complaints, the opporh¡nity for judicial review of those decisions, and a

tightening of tho criteria for the mandatory application cf counte,l'¿ailing {ufisgr'.166 These
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Nonta¡iffDistortions to Trade" atpp348-349,fu.92 (in which it is stated that "it was established that

75 percent of Greece's tomato products, in fact, were being exported".) & see Cooper, "iJS Poücies

and Practices on Subsidies in Intemational Trade" at ppl 14 (where it is stated that "direct palments

to tomato producers \¡/ere countewailed on the grounds that 90 per cent of the production was

exported".)

'X-Radial Steel Belæd Ti¡es from Canada" TD 73-10, 7 Cust. B. 24,38 Fed Reg 1018 (1973)

(extracted in Jaclson, Legal Probtems of International Economic Relations - cases, materials and

tact on the national and international regulation of transnational economic relations (tlest
Publishing Co, St Paul, Minn., lst ed, 1977) pp787-789. Generally, see Guido, Robert V. &
Monone, Michael F., "The Michelin Decision: A Possible New Di¡ection for US Countervailing
Duty Law" (1974) 6 Lør4' & Policy in International Business 237-266. Also see Pestieau, Caroline,

"Revising the GATT Approach to Subsidies: A Canadian View" in Steven J. Warneke (ed),

InternationalTrødesndlndustrialPolicies (Macmillan,London, 1978)pp9l-106atp93;
Trade Act of 1974, Pub L No 93-618, 88 Stat 1978 (1975) cotiified at 19 USC s2I0I-2487 (1976)

(hereinafter referred to as Trade Act of 1974), s331(a) added 19 USC $1303(a)(2). See Jackson,

"United States Law and Implementation of the Toþo Round Negotiation" ch4 in Jaclson, Louis &
Matsushita Implementing the Toþo Round - National Constitutions and International Economic
Rules (University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1984) pp156-157 & Rivers & Greenwald, at 1453.

Jackson, The World Trading System - Law and Policy of Internøtional Relations (The MIT Press,

Cambridge Massachusetts, 1989) p257. For more detailed description of the amendments to USA
countervailing duty law, see Ma¡ls & Malmgren, "Negotiating NontariffDistortions to Trade" (1975)

7(2) Law & Policy in International Business 327411 at357-366.
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aÍiendments had a dramatic efFect, resulting in a record number of countervailing duty

investigations being commenced irL 197 5.167

The 1974 Trade Act also granted the Secretary authority, for four years, to waive

countervailing duties in circumstances in which imposition of the duty would be likely to

jeopardize the successful conclusion of the Tokyo Round negotiations.l6s Early in the

round, a number of applications were made in the USA for countervailing duties to be

imposed against export subsidies granted by the EEC under the common agricultural policy.

The USA Treasury decided that, under the legislation, countervailing duties could be

imposed but their imposition was waived. For example, in 1975, there were I I findings of

subsidization but imposition of duties was waived in respect of six of those cases that

related to agricultural production from Europe.l6e The time limit on the waiver, upon

expiration of which these countervailing duties would come into force, became a means of

applying pressure in the negotiation of new rules on subsidies. Therefore, these

developments in USA CVD practice made it important to other member states, especially

the EEC members, that USA CVD law should be restrained.

ln broad terms, then, the Toþo Ror¡nd was conducted with the parties having different

objectives.lTo \dssf parties in the negotiation sought some restraints on USA countervailing

duty law, in particular, a material injury test. The United States sought new rules on

subsidies, principally to limit the extemal eflects of the EEC common agricultural policy.

The USA and the European countries had reversed the roles held during the General Review

in 1955. Whereas, in 1955, the European cor¡ntries had sought a prohibition on export

subsidies on all products including agricultural products, in the Toþo Round, the EEC

opposed any tighter regulation of export subsidies paid so as not to undermine the internal

t67
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Cooper, "US Policies a¡d Practices on Subsidies in International Trade" at pl14.
USC sI803(dX2) (Supp. V 1975). See Barcelo, "Subsidies and Countervailìng Duties - analysis and
A Proposal" (1977) 9 Law & Polícy in International Business 779-853 at 781. See also Hufbauer,
Gary Clyde f,¿ Jeann¿ Shelton Erb, Subsidies In Internationøl Trade (Institute for International
Economics, Washington DC, 1984) p15-16.
See Cooper, pl 14. Eg., Çannsd Hams from EEC, TD 75-301, 9 Cust B & Dec No 50 at I I (1975),
40 Fed Reg 55,6639; Dairy Products from EEC, TD 75-l14, 9 Cust B & Dec No 22 at 19 (1975),40
Fed Reg 21,720. See Barcelo (1977) p78l fr12 and accompanying text & p834,fr232.
Description of the different approaches of the USA and the EEC to the subsidies and countervailing
duty uegotiations are contained h, €8, Beseler & Williams, p15-17; Rivers & Greenwald, pp1465-
1466; Estabrook, pp407409, Tarullo, Daniel K., "Tlre MTN Subsidies Code: Agreement Without
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price support policies of the common agricultrual policy and it sought to restrain the

application of countervailing duties to its subsidies. Whereas, in 1955, the USA had

opposed the application to agricultural products of a prohibition on export subsidies in order

to avoid change to its own internal price support policies, in the Tokyo Round, the USA

sought tighter regulation of all subsidies, especially export subsidies, including subsidies on

agricultural products. The contracting parties had an opportunity to reinforce the distinction

between export subsidies and other subsidies by bringing agricultural products under the

prohibition on export subsidies and by introducing the distinction into countervailing duty

law. Unfortunately, neither of those rule changes resulted from the ensuing hade-off

between the negotiating objectives of the EEC and the USA.

The EEC's position was that the common agricultural policy was not negotiable. Prior to

the Toþo Meeting of Ministers, the European Council issued a "global conception" of the

proposed trade negotiationlTl which declared "that the CAP principles and their mechanisms

could not be questioned and were not matters for negoti¿ffsnrt.l72 In contrast, the USA's

overall objective was that "to the maximum extent feasible" agricultue and industrial trade

should be liberalized togetherlT3 ¿1d the Trade Act required negotiation of "any revisions

fto the GATT] necessary to define the forms of subsidy to industries producing products for

^-,-a* ..,L;^L io ^^¡oicfanf ",ifh âñ ^ñêñ nnn¡licr.ritninnfnrv and fair svstgrn OfçÀP\Jl, t VvllMr lù w¡¡ù¡ùlvl¡! vv tu¡ s¡ vl/v^¡t -J ' ' "-'

international trade".l74 For the first three years of the round, negotiations on the issue of

subsidies on agricr:ltr:ral produets was substantially stalemated by disagreement between the

USA and the EEC over whether the issue was to be dealt with by the negotiating Group on

Agriculnue or by the Sub-group Subsidies and Countervailing Duties of the Group for

t7l
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Consensus" ch5 in Rubin, Seym.our J. & Gary Clyde Hufbauer (eds), Emerging Standards of
International Trade and Investmenr (Rownan & Allanheld, Totow4 New Jeney, 1983) pp63-99.

Louis, Jean-Victor, "The European Economic community and the Implementation of the GATT

Toþo Round Results" ch2 in John H Jackson, Jean-Victor Louis & Mitsuo Matsushita" Implementing

the Toþo Round - National Constitutions and Internationai Economíc.Rzles (University of Michigan

Press, Ann Arbor, L984)pp24-26.
Louis, "The European Economic Corrmunity and the Implementation of the GATT Toþo Round

Results" p26.
Trade Act of 19'74 (PL 93-618; 88 Stat 1978) The second sentence of s103 provided: "To the

maximum extent feasible, the ha¡monization, reduction, or elimination of agricultural trade barriers

and distortions shall be undertaken in conjunction with the ha¡monization, reduction, or elimination

ofindustrial trade barrien and distortions".
Trade Act of 1974, s12l(aXl l).174
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negotiations on Non-Tariff ¡{s¿surss.l75 The USA approached the negotiation with

proposals for a new and more comprehensive scheme of regulation for subsidies and

counte,rr¡ailing duties which would apply equally to agricultural products as to other

products. The USA proposals have been described as a 'traffic light' approach.lT6 They

called for a three way classification of all subsidies. The 'red light' category was to have

been export subsidies which would be prohibited and would be countervailable without an

injr¡ry test. The 'amber light' category was to have been subsidies that are applied equally to

production not just exports but which have significant trade effects. These were to be

countervailable subject to an injury test. The 'green light' category was to have been

domestic subsidies with no more than minor indirect üade effects. These were not to be

countervailable. The EEC refused to negotiate general principles. úr contast, the EEC

approached the negotiation with international management schemes for particular

agricultural products and with the demand that an injury requirement be infroduced into

USA CVD law. The input of developing countries did not help to reinforce the distinction

between export subsidies and other subsidies. A number of developing countries demanded

that they should have freedom to use any subsidies.

It was not until 1977 that the parties even began to negotiate within a common framework.

As a result of the disagreement about the jurisdiction of the different negotiating

committees, the Agriculture Committee did not meet between DecEmber 1975 and

December 1977 when it finally reached a compromise that the Agriculture Group could

consider issues that were under discussion in other groups.lTT By this time, the USA had

accepted that the negotiation on subsides would not be able to proceed on the basis of the

USA proposals for re-writing the rules which would necessarily require the complete

t75 See GAfi, GATT Activíties in 1976 (GATT, Geneva 1977, Sales No: GATT 197712) p20. See also

McRae, D.M. & Thomas, J.C., "The GATT and Multilateral Treaty Making: The Toþo Round"
(1983) 77 American Journal of International Law 5l-83 at 74-75; & Pestieau, Caroline, "Revisi.g
the GATT Approach to Subsidies: A Canadian View" in Warneke, International Trade and Industrial
Po lícies (Macmillan, London, I 978) pp I 03- I 04.

See Hufbauer, Gary Clyde & Erb, Joanna Shelton, Subsidies in International Trade (Institute for
Intenrational Economics, Washington DC, 1984), p22; Montana-Mora, Miguel, International
Ladlnternational Relations Perspective on the USÆC Agricultural Export Subsidies Dispute" (1993)
19 NCJ Int'l L & Com Reg l-60 atp22. See also Jackson, John H., "Perspectives on Countervailing
Duties" (1989) 2l Law & Policy in International Business 739-76L at 748 (describing the sa¡ne

proposal made in the Uruguay Round).
McRae & Thomas, "The GATT and Multilateral Treaty Making: The Toþo Ror¡nd" (1983), p74;

Bentil, "Attempts to Liberalize Farm Trade" p344; Pestieau, p104.
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reorganisation of the coÍtmon agricultural policy without export subsidies. The USA agreed

to negotiate upon the basis of the existing framework qf rulss.l78 By Decerrber 1977, the

USA and EEC had at ieast agreed on a framework for negotiation. They circulated a

document entitled "Subsidies/ Countervailing Duties - Outline of an Approlçt1u.179

The *Outline of an Appro¿sþ'tl80 indicates a number of key aspects of the negotiation:

t78 See Estabrook, Jef&ey SW., "European Commr:nity Resistance to the Enforcement of GATT Panel

Decisions on Sugar Export Subsidies" (1932) l5(2) Cornell International Law Journal 397427;
Rivers & Greenwald, ppl465 -1466.

"Subsidies/Counten'ailing Duties - Outline of an Approach" GATT Doc MTN/INF|L3 (23 Dec

1977). This document is reproduced in full in Rivers & Greenwald, "The Negotiation of a Code on

Subsidies and Countewailing Duties" (1979) ppl466-1469.
The document provides as follows:
Satisfactory agreement for dealing with problems in the a¡eas of subsidies and countervailing duties

is an important MTN objective. To this end, there is agfeement to draw on the present GATT rules

and procedures with a view to improving their effectiveness by way of elaborating some of their
aspects.

A preliminary outline of a possible approach to the subsidyicountervailing duty negotiations is set

forth below. This outline is not exhaustive and does not prejudice the final form of a possible

agreement.
A. SUBSIDIES
1. Subsidies in general

179

180

Subsidies can promote important objectives of national policy. They can also cause or tl¡eaten
serious prejudice to the trade interests of any other contracting party [in home or other country

markets](EC reservation) by increasing exports or reducitg imports. The contracting parties should

seek to avoid using subsidy practices in a ma¡ner which would cause or tlreaten to cause serious

prejudice to other parties.

[In this connexion, more detailed guidelines with respect to the use of certain subsidies and counter-

measures would be desirable.l(EC resewation)
More effective notification, consultation and dispute settlement procedures with respect to problems

raised by subsidies would also be desirable.

2. Export Subsidies
Recopition that export subsidies may have hannful affects.

Agreement should be sought not to use export subsidies, on non-primary products. To this end, an

updated illustr¿tive list of such export subsidies should be developed. [Together with a definition of
export subsidies to be negotiatedl(EC reservation), this illustrative list shall guide countries in
complying with commitment not to use export subsidies on non-primary products. The use of such

subsidies would, prima facie, result in nullification and impairrrent, and, in such cases, appropriate

intemational procedures would be followed.
3. Export Subsidies on Priman¡ Products

[Agteement that countries should seek to avoid the use of export subsidies for primary products in
such a m¿Ðner as to capture more than an equiøble sha¡e of the world ma¡ket. Recognition that

co--odity agreements may have consequences on the use of export subsidies which could limit the

Ievel of export subsidies on the products covered by such agreements.](This frst paragraph was the

European Community version of what should be done with regard to export subsidy rules on primary
products. The brackets reflect a US reservation. Because the European Community negotiators on

agriculture did not participate in the preparation of Dec 23 paper, the agriculture provisions of the

paper did no more than restate the traditional United StatesÆuropean Community positions.)

fRecopition that there may be special factors which apply to trade in primary products and, in
particular, the use of subsidies in such trade. Agreement that contracting parties should seek to avoid
tle use of export subsidies for primary products and agreement not to use such subsidies to capture a
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(l) that the prohibition on export subsidies was not going to be extended to primary

products but that a distinction between export subsidies on non-primary products and

those on primary products would be retained;I8l

Ø that for export subsidies on primary products, some constraint in addition to the

equitable share of world trade might be added to the rules though the EEC and the

USA disagreed about what the additional constraint might be;l8z

(3) that in the area of cor¡ntervailing duties, no distinction was being made between

export subsidies and other subsidies; no atternpt was made to reshict cor:ntervailing

duties to export subsidies or to make them harder to apply to non-export subsidies;

(4) that, subject to some additional constraints being placed on export subsidies on

primary products, an injury test would be added to the grandfathered USA CVD law

although the parties had not agreed on the standard to be used whether it should be

'material'or some other standard.

(5) that there might be some limitation of the prejudicial effects of subsidies other than

export subsidies.

larger share of a national ma¡ket or, except as may be otherwise agreed, to maintain such a market

sha¡e.
For particular agriculnral products, specific rules on the use of subsidies and countervailing

measures may be developed in a commodþ context. In addition, agfeement might be developed

under which export subsidies would not be used, or would be limited, for specific agricultural
products. The use of subsidies in a manner inconsistent with an agreement would result in
nullification and impairment of such an agreement.

To the extent that no general understandings caü be reached concerning subsidies in the freld of
primary products, the status quo on countervailing duties in this field would remain.](These three

paragraphs a¡e the US approach to the primary product issue. The brackets reflect a European

Community resewation.)
B. COIINTERVAILING DUTIES
Agreement should be sought whereby a fmeaningful](US reservation) test of injury [under]þrefened
by the US) tin accordance withlþreferred by the EC) Article VI would be applied in connexion with
the imposition of countervailing duties: criteria to be taken into account in determining injury should

be defined.
More effective notification consultation and dispute settlement procedures with respect to problems

raised by countervailing duties would be desirable.

C. SPECIAL AI.ID DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
The special situation of the developing countries and their developmental needs should be taken into

account.
See Outline of an Approach, sections A2 and 43.
See Outline of an Approach, section .A'3, compare the first paragraph ìilith the next three paragraphs.
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In essence, the EEC had won the battle to keep the CAP out of the negotiation. Any

renegotiation of the subsidy rules was not going to affect the instruments of the CAP' They

had removed a CAP threatening amendment to the rules from the agenda but had kept on the

agenda the imposition of an injury test on USA countervailing duties. The attempt to extend

the prohibition of export subsidies to primary products had failed. The focus was shifted to

fo¡r principal contentious areas: (1) the refinernent of the test in Article XVI:4; (2)

refinement of the test in ArticleXVl:3; (3) defining the content and application of the injury

test for CVDs; and (a) defining some new discipline on domestic subsidies.

With respect to Article XVI:4, subject to an exemption for developing countries, the parties

were agreed that export subsidies on non-primary products should be prohibited. The

parties could not aglee on a definition of export suþsidiss.l83 They reverted back to the

illustrative list of export subsidies from the 1960 report and negotiated changes to that list.

The USA had proposed to prohibit some domestic subsidies by adding them to the list of

export subsidies. However, this proposal was rejected.ta+

V/ith respect to A¡ticle XVI:3, the United States position was that the article should be

broadened to cover subsidies which increased market shares in particular national markets.

The ECC objected to that and the negotiation moved to consideration of using the concept

of displacønent that had been utilized in the 1958 French wheat case and also to using the

concept of price cutting.l8s

Developing countries originally argued for exemption from CVDs and for no additional

rules on developing country subsidies. They were able to negotiate a special position in

relation to the Track II rules on export subsidies but not on the rules on countervailing

duties.l86

With respect to the iqjury test in CVD law, once the USA had conceded that some kind of

iqjury test would be aoceptable to it, there ensued a battle as to whether the term 'material'
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Rivers & Greenwald, ppl47 3'147 4.

Tanrllo, p82-83.
Rivers & Greenwald, ppl477 -147 8.

On the participation of developing countries in the negotiations on subsidies and countervailing

duties, see Rivers & Greenwald, pp1480-1483 & Tarullo, p85-86.
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should be added to the standard for injury in the Code.187 In addition, the USA wished to

avoid a test that would require having to prove that the subsidized imports were the principal

cause of the injury. In the end, the USA agreed to the word material but received a less

stringent test of causation. The previous proposal that injury should not be a requirement in

the case of export subsidies appears not to have had any firrther i¡1fl¡snss.l88 The

amendments to countervailing duties were negotiated generally, though not entirely, without

making any distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies.

Even thought the proposed amendments to the rules posed little threat to the CAP, the EEC

was still concerned that the proposed provisions might be used to challenge essential

elements of the CAP. In the closing stages of the Toþo Round, the EEC asked for an

assurance that the new Code would not be used in that way. In a strange ending to the

Round, it seems that the Head of the US delegation gave a secret letter to the Head of the

EEC delegation containing such an assurance whereupon the EEC accepted 1þs Qsds.l89

9 THE RULES F'OLLO\ilING F'ROM THE 1979 SUBSIDIES CODE

'Ilte Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles VI, XVI and WII of the

General AgreeÍnent on Taríffs and Trade which is usually refered to as the Subsídies Code

was signed on 12 April 1979.re0 There were 17 original signatories to the Code including

the European Community @Ce¡.tet It entered into force on 1 January 1980.1e2 For the

parties to it, the Code applied concurrently with the GATT. By the beginning of the

187

188

See Rivers & Greenwald, ppl483-1486 & Tamllo, p79.
See above the reference to the traffic light approach including the red light category for which it was
proposed that injury not be a requirement.
See Montana-Mora, Miguel at p28 citing Hudec "Transcending the Ostensible" at 22I and also "La
politique agricole commune et le GATT" 298 Le Notes Bleus 2 (1986).

Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles I/1, XW and )ØI of the General
Agreement, Geneva, 12 April 1979,tn force 1 January 1980 ('Subsidies Code);1186 UNTS 204;
GATTB/^SD,265156.
See Report of the Committee on Subsidies and Counterv¿lling Measures Presented to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES at the Thirty Fifft Session (L/5055) GATT, BISD 27sl3l, para l. It
records the signatories on 23 October 1980 as Austria" Brazil, Canada, Chile, Finland, India, Japan,

Korea, Norway, Pakistan, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom on behalf of Hong Kong, United
States, Uruguay, Yugoslavia and the European Communities [of 9].
See Subsidies Code, Article l9(a) and see GATT, Analytical Indæ,rt30.
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Uruguay Round, there were 25 signatories including the Eruopean Community (ECl0).193

This summary deals with Track I then Truck2.rea

9.1 TRACK 1 . COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

The major change eflected by the Subsidies Code provrsions on countervailing duties was

the confirmation of the relevant provisions of Anicle VI of the GATT without the limitation

of the pre-existing legislation in the Protocol of Provisional Applic¿ffsn.les This meant that

the United States became bor¡nd by the 'material injury' provisions in Article VI:6 of the

GATT. In addition, the Subsidies Code set out extensive rules on procedural aspects of

investigations and decision making relating to CVDs.le6 It also provided for detailed rules

relating to the determination of rnjury to domestic industry including on the definition of

domestic indusûry and the causal link bet'ween the subsidy and the injury.tlz

Tlte Subsidíes Code did not contain a definition of a countervailable subsidy. The concerns

with US countervailing domestic subsidies lilas addressed through the imposition of the

injury test rather than by any limitation of the type of subsidy that could be countervailed.

Apart from the injury test, nothing in the Subsidies Code prevented domestic subsidies from

being countervailed. Article 11 stated that the parties did not "intend to restrict the right of

signatories to use" "subsidies other than erport sutrsidies" fbr achieving desirable policy

objectives'r.Ig8 It is clear that Article l1 did not prevent Track 2 remedies from being taken

against such subsidies. While the text says nothing about whether Track 1 remedies could

be taken against such remedies, it seons that this provision did not prevent CVDs being

r93

194

gss rtÇemmittee On Subsidies and Countervailing Measures - Report (1986) presented to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES at the Forfy-second Session (L/6089) GATT, BISD 3351197, para l. It
records the siglatories on I November 1986 as Australiq Austria, BrazrT, Canada, Chile, Eg¡pt,
Finland, Hong Kong, Indiq Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan,

Philippines, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Twkey, United States, Uruguay, Yugoslavia and the

European Commr¡nities lof 10].

Summa¡ies of t\e Subsidies Code can be found h, ê8, Jackson, The World Trading System (1989)

p258-261;Montana-Mora" Miguel, "International Law and International relations Cheek to Cheek: an

International LawÆnternational Relations Perspective on the USÆe Agricultural Export Subsidies

Dispute" (1993) 19 NCI Int'l L & Cotn Reg I-60 at p22-29; Snape, "International Regulation of
Subsidies" (1991) I4(2) The World Economy 139-164; Tarullo, 'The MTN Subsidies Code:

Agreement Without Consensus" in Rubin & Hufbauer, Emerging Standards of International Trade

and Investment (1983) pp63-99 at78-87 .

See Subsidies Code, Article l.
See Subsidies Code Afücles 2 to 5.

See Subsidies Code Afiicle 6.

See Subsìdies Code Article lI:1.
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imposed on domestic subsidies. Therefore, countervailability was determined according to

the effects of the subsidy not the type of the subsidy.

Article 6 provided that the determination of injury had to involve an examination of the

volume of imports, the efflect on prices and the "consequent impact" on the domestic

producers.les One provision made special allowance for agricultural industries being that

any "increased bwden on government support programmes" had to be taken into account in

considering whether the domestic indusûy was being injured.2oo This meant that for

agriculflral industries but not other industries, a finding of injury could be made even in the

absence of adverse effects on factors like ouþut, sales, market share or profits if there had

bee,n an increase in the burden on Govemment support programmes.2Ol

9.2 TRACK II - MULTILATERALLY AUTHORIZED REMEDIES

The Code contained reinforcements of the provisions on export subsidies in Articles XVI:3

and 4 of the GATT and contained additional provisions regarding the effects of all subsidies

including those that were not export subsidies.

9.2.1 Export Subsidies - The Prohibitions in Articles 9 and 10 of the Code

Under the Code, as rurder Article XVI, the rules on export subsidies distinguished between

primary products and non-primary products. However, the Code altered the distinction

between primary and non-primary prodrrcts. It distinguished between "certain primary

products" and "products other than certain primary products". "Certain primary products"

was defined to have the same meaning as "primary products" in the General Agreement with

the exception of minerals.202 Ths¡efore, minerals were treated as non-primary products and

"certain primary products" essentially meant agricultural products.

The substantive rules were in Article 9 dealing with export subsidies on non-primary

products and Article 10 dealing with export subsidies on primary products.

199
200
201

See Subsidies Code Article 6:1.

See Subsidies Code Ar¡cle 6:3.

Zedzlis, "Legal Effects of the Muttilateral Trade Negotiations: Agricultural Commodities" (1980) 10

Denver Joumal of International Law & Policy 89-111 at 101-102.

Subsidies Code foonote 29 to Article 9.202
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Export Subsidies on Non-Primary Products - Article 9

In relation to export subsidies on products other than certain primary products, A¡ticle 9 set

out a prohibition. It was a simple and absolute prohibition. The dual price test from Article

XVI:4 was not caried over into Article 9.

By virtue of Article l4:2, the prohibition in Article 9 did not apply to developing counfy

signatories. An innovation in Article 14:5 provided that each developing conntry signatory

should endeavour to reduce or eliminate export subsidies when the use of such

export subsidies [was] inconsistent with its competitive and development
needs.

This provision was part of the deal struck between the developing countries and the United

States: that the United States would only apply the tnj.try test to countervailing duties on

developing country imports if the developing countries agreed to phase out export subsidies

on non-primary products. In addition to its significance as part of the compromise reached

in the negotiation, this provision is significant because it provided for a system of regulation

of export subsidies other than by a prohibition" It allowed for reduction commitments which

would include quantitative bindings on export subsidies at a series of points in time.

Further, it restricted the use of counterrneasures against export subsidies provided by a

developing comtry in conformitv with its reducfion eommitnents. Tt provided that

multilateral countermeasures could not be authorized against those export subsidies

conforming to a developing country's commitnent rrnder Article lQ;J203 However, the

provision did not provide for any immunity against countervailing duties.

Export Subsidies on Primary Products - Article 10

Article 10:l of the Code re,peated almost verbatim the prohibition in Article XVI:3 of the

GATT on export subsidies which result in the subsidizing party having more than an

equitable sha¡e of world export trade.zu Article 10(2) added provisions which were

intended to improve the operation of the 'equitable share' test. The major modification -was

Article 10:2(a) which provided that a situation where a subsidy had the effect of displacing

203 Subsidies Code Article 14(6).
204 On the Subsidies Code provtsions on export subsidies on primary products and particularly on the

importance of the standa¡d of 'displacement', see Estabrook, Jeffrey SW., "European Community
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another signatory's exports was included in the circumstances in which a subsidy would be

causing a signatory to "have more than an equitable share of world export trade". The

determination of whether the export subsidy had the effect of displacing the exports of

another signatory had to be made "bearing in mind the developments on world markets".

Articte 10:2(b) qualified the requirernent in Article XVI:3 that "account be taken of the

shares of the contracting parties during a previous representative period. Article l0:2(b)

provided that "a previous representative period" would "normally be the three most recent

calenda¡ yeils in which normal market conditions existed".

Article l0 also added a new separate prohibition dealing with export subsidies on certain

primary products to particular markets. Article 10:3 prohibited such subsidies if they

resulted "in prices materially below those of other suppliers to the same ma¡ket."

The prohibitions in Articles l0:1 and l0:3 did apply to developing country signatories.

However, it seems that if a developing country signatory had given a commitnent under

Article l4:5 relating to an export subsidy on a primary product then, under Article 14:6,

multilateral countermeasures could not be authorized against such a subsidy so long as it

complied with the commitment.

The Distî.nctìon Between Export Subsidies and Other Subsidies

'Whereas Article XVI:3 employs the phrase "subsidy which operates to increase the export"

and Article XVI:4 employs the phrase "subsidy. on the export of any product", the

prohibitions in Articles 9 and 10 of the Code were expressed to apply to'export subsidies'.

No definition of "export subsidy" was provided. Article 9(2) annexed a list of practices

which were an "illustrative list of export subsidies". This list was more extensive than the

list which had been agreed by the parties to the 1960 Declaration implementing Article

XVI:4.205 Contingency on export performance' was infioduced as a criteria for

distinguishing export subsidies from other subsidies by paragraph (a) on the illushative list

which referred to

Resista¡ce to the Enforcement of GATT Panel Decisions on Sugar Export Subsidies" (1982) 15(2)

Cornell International Law Journal 397 427 at 409413.
"subsidies, Provisions of Articles XVI:4", repof adopted on 19 Novernber 1960, (Li138l), BISD,

9Si 185, para.5.
205
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(a) The provision by governments of direct subsidies to a firm or an industry contingent

upon export performance.

None of the items on the illustrative list were restricted by the dual price criteria in Article

XVI:4 but this criteria was retained as an altemative criteria by paragraph (1) which referred

to

(1) Any other charge on the public account constituting an export subsidy in the sense of

Article XVI of the General Agreement.

Other items on the list related to the provision of export srsdif206 and export credit

guarantees.20T Remission of or exemption from indirect taxes on the production or

distribution of exported products was permitted but only to the extent that it did not exceed

the indirect ta:res levied on like products sold for domestic consumption.2O8 Similarly, the

remission or drawback of import charges was permitted but only to the extent of those

levied upon imported goods physically incorporated in the exported produc1.2Ol

9.2.2 Avoidance of Adverse Effects of Non Prohibited Subsidies - Article 8

Export subsidies were also subject to additional rules in Article 8 which applied generally to

ali subsidies, regardless of whether they were export subsidies or domestic subsidies. This

provision constituted a considerable extension of the notion implicit in Article XVI:3 that it

is- nrore irnnortant fn reøulate the effects of subsidies f-l.ær the actual action of subsidizine.¡e ¡uv^v s^¡Pv¡Lsre -- --'---------e'

Under Article 8.3, signatories undertook to "seek to avoid causing, through the use of any

subsidy" certain "adve,rse effects". The relevant effects were:

(a) "injury to the domestic industry of another Signatory",2l0

(b) "nullification or impairment of the benefits accruing directly or indirectþ to another

signatory underthe General Agreementr?,2l1 s¡

206
207
208
209
210
2tl

"Illustrative List of Subsidies" Annex to Subsidies Code para (k).

"Illustrative List of Subsidies" Annex to Subsidies Code para r¿).

"Illustrative List of Subsidies" Annex to Subsidies Code,pans (g) & (h).

"Illustrative List of Subsidies" Annex to Subsidies Code, paras (l).
Subsidies Code Ar¡cle 8:3(a).
Subsidies Code Article 8:3(b).
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(c) "serious prejudice to the interests of another signatory".ztz

Article 8 fell short of imposing any additional prohibition but it did extend the General

Agreement obligations on export subsidies in important ways. First, it changed the

obligation to talk about serious prejudice into an obligation to seek to avoid serious

prejudice and also to avoid the other two adverse effects, "nullification and impairment";

and causing injury to the domestic indusûry of another signatory. The content of an

obligation to "seek to avoid" is uncertain. However, whatever the scope of the obligation,

the more important factor was that the dispute sefflement provisions of the Code provided

for countermeasures against parties that caused any of the adverse efflects. The three adverse

effects were reflected in the dispute settlement provisions of the Code. Parties could seek

authorization to apply countermeasures wherever an export subsidy (or any other subsidy)

was causing any one of the three adverss ef[esfs.2l3

Each of the three efFects was explained firther by footnotes to Article 8.

The concept of "injury" was meant to be the same as that described in the context of

corntervailing duties in Article $.2ta l¡¡ that context, injury was determined by reference to

an examination of the volume of subsidized imports, and their impact on prices and on

domestic producers.2l5 The effect of the inclusion of this "injury" provision created an

additional 'frack' of possible response to another signatory's non-violation export subsidy

which injured a domestic industry. In addition to being able to impose countenrailing

duties, signatories could seek authonzatíon to impose cowrtermeasures. It seems unlikely

that a party would bother seeking authorization to proceed along that track when it could

impose a countervailing duty without having to obtain any authorization.

The concept of "serious prejudice" was meant to refer to the same concept of "setrious

prejudice" as is used in Article XVI and included the threat of serious prejudice.2l6

Subsidies Code Artícle 8:3(c).
Subsídies Code Article l3(4).
Interpretative footnote 23 to A¡ticle 8(3Xa).
A¡ticle 6:1.
Interpretative footnote 25 to Article 8:3(c).

212
213
2t4
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The paragraph relating to nullification or impairment of benefits was expanded upon by an

interpretative foobrote saying that "benefits" should be interpreted to include benefits

accruing under a tariff çsns$sien.2l7 Exactly how wide an interpretation of benefits was

justified by the footrote is unclear. Its seems that the footnote merely held the status quo

about the uncertainty as to whether a non-violation claim could lie in relation to the

nullification or impairment of some benefit other than a benefit accruing under a tariff

concesslon.

ln discussing the principle of nullification or impairment above (at section 4.3), doubt was

expressed about applying this principle to situations in which

(Ð subsidized exports from Country B to Country A displace domestic production from

Country A's own producers; and

(iÐ subsidized exports from Counûry B to Coun@ C displace exports from County A to

Country C.

Article 8:4 cla¡ified that nullification or impairment or serious prejudice could arise in both

these situatieps.2l8 It provided that nullification or impairment or serious prejudice might

arise through the ef[ects of subsidized exports either:

in the subsidizing counüy, by displacing or impeding imports(Article 8(4Xb)),

in the importing country (Article 8(a)(a)), or

in third countries by displacing exports from another signatory(Article 8:a(c)).

In relation to the situation in which subsidized exports from Counûry B to Country A

displace domestic production from Country A's own producers, it was noted above that,

generally, it would be possible to impose a countervailing duty and that, therefore, parties

would not need to seek authorization to retaliate against this kind of non-violation export

subsidy. Nevertheless, it was also noted that resort to the nullification or impairment

principle would probably not lie because of the difficulty of establishing a relevant benefit

217 Footnote 24 to Article 8:3(b).
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that was being impaired. There would not be any relevant tariffconcession being impaired.

The argument that the competitive situation that exists in the absence of seriously

prejudicial export subsidies is a benefit accruing under the Agreement was regarded as

unsustainable because, in the GATT itself, there is no actual obligation to avoid using

seriously prejudicial export subsidies. The situation under the Code was quite different.

The existence of the obligation to avoid seriously prejudicial subsidies in A¡ticle 8:3(c) of

ttre Code might have made it easier to establish a non-violation nullification or impairment

but, under the Code, it was even less likely that a parfy would be seeking to establish such a

non-violation nullification or impairment. Apart from the likelihood of a preference for

resort to counten¡ailing duties, in these circumstances, there would be no need to establish a

nullification or impairment because t}re Subsidies Code provrdes for the two other

altematives of establishing ittjrrry to Country A's domestic industry r¡nder Article 8:3(a) or

serious prejudice to counfry A's interests under Article 8:3(c).

In relation to the situation in which subsidized exports from County B to Corxrtry C

displace exports from Corurtry A to Country C, one needs to consider the fooûrote to Article

8(3Xb) on the meaning of benefit and also the fooûrote to Article 8:4(c) on effects in third

country markets. Read in conjunction with the interpretative fooürote on the meaning of

"benefit", Article 8:4(c) suggests that the relevant benefit could be the benefit received by

county A from cor.rntry C's tariffbinding and that the nullification and impairment could

result from the displacement of counüy A's expofs to country C by subsidized exports from

country B. However, even if that interpretation is correct, the application of that

interpretation to primary products was limited by an interpretative footrote to Article 8:4(c)

which provided:

The problem of third counfy markets so far as certain primary products are

concerned is dealt with exclusively under A¡ticle l0 below.

Therefore, for primary products, the equitable share rule in A¡ticle 10 was an exclusive code

on the effects of expof subsidies in third country ma¡kets. That meant that for primary

products, parties could not establish either "nullification or impairment" or serious prejudice

The fi¡st situation is covered by Article 4(a) and the second situation is covered by Article 4(c).

Article 4(b) deals with a third situation where a subsidy causes imFort substitution.
2t8
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as a result of the displacement of country A's exports to country C by subsidized exports

from counüry B.

9.2.3 The Dispute Settlement Provisions of the Code

Article 16 set up a separate Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties to

implement the conciliation and dispute resolution provisions in Article 13 and Articles 16 to

18. The Committee could make recorlmendations if it found either that:

(Ð an export subsidy was being granted in a manner inconsistent with the Agreeme,lrt; or

(iÐ any subsidy was being maintained in such a \ilay as to cause any of the three adverse

effects covered in Article 8, injury, nullification or impainnent or serious prejudice.

If the Committee's recommendations were not followed then the committee could authorize

"appropriate countenneaswes (including withdrawal of GATT concessions or obligations)

taking into account the nature and degree of the adverse effect found fs e¡isf.il2le

OPERATION OF THE RULES BET}VEEN TIIE TOI(YO ROUND AI\D THE
URUGUAY ROUND

10

Reference has already been made to the two EEC sugar complaints made before the end of

the Toþo Round but decided after the end of the round. These decisions involved the

equitable share test in Article XVI:3 that had already been applied once in the 1958 French

Wheat export case. The two EEC sugar cases indicate the difficulties involved in applying

the equitable share øiteria.

In the yeüs between the Toþo Round and the Uruguay Round, most of the GATT

complaints on export subsidies concerned either export restitutions paid under the EEC's

Common Agricultural Policy or concerned counte,lr¡ailing duties applied by either Canada or

the United States in response to the EEC's export restitution payments made under the CAP.

The overall conclusion on the Toþo Round Subsidies Code must be that it was not

successful in achieving greater discipline over export subsidies. The adoption of each of the

decisions made under the Subsidies Code was blocked. A challenge to the EEC's export

subsidies on wheat under the equitable sha¡e test was unsuccessful indicating that the
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Subsidies Code had failed to make the test more effective. A challenge to export restitutions

on pasta indicated the difficulties inherent in the distinction between primary products and

non-primary products. Decisions on the application of counte,rr¡ailing duties indicated that

the greater elaboration of the injury test in the code had made it harder to satisff. Arguably,

this indicated a greater discipline over countenrailing duties but hardly indicated any greater

discipline over export subsidies.

Detaile.d consideration of the key decisions reveals considerable problems in the application

of the tests in article XVI:3 and in the Subsidies Code. All of these difficulties arise from

the failure to agree on how to regulate export subsidies, and the failure to apply the same

rules to primary products as were applied to non-primary products. In particular, it is clea¡

that the resort to a test based upon effects rather than instnrment brought considerable legal

difficulties both to the rules regarding multilateral remedies and the rules regarding

countervailing duties.

1O.I TRACK 1 . APPLICATION OF THE CODE TO COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

Over the years following introduction of the Subsidies Code, the application of

cor¡ntervailing duties to agricultural trade gave rise to a few legal problems. To the extent

that these countervailing duty actions might not have arisen had expof subsidies on primary

products been subject to more rigorous 'track 2' disciplines and remedies, some of the

difficulties with application of countervailing duties to agricultural trade might be regarded

as having arisen because of the absence of adequate regulation rurder frack2.

The insertion of the injury test did not lead to a decrease in the number of CVDs. The

overall outcome was that cor¡ntervailing duty actions increased rather than decreased. Some

of that increase might be attributable to the failwe to agree in the Toþo Round on a tighter

frack 2 regulation of export subsidies. However, after the Toþo Round the practice of

counten¡ailing domestic subsidies broadened and this also led to some disputes and to some

legal difficulties.

219 Subsídies Code Afücle l8:9.
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In particular,lhe Subsidies Code did not result in a reduction in use of cowttervailing duties

by the United gf¿fss.220 The United States took the view that it was only obliged to offer

the benefit of the obligations imposed by the Subsidies Code to those countries that had

become parties to it. Therefore, it was not prepared to make a finding of material injury a

prerequisite to cowrtervailing duties to be levied against subsidies used by non-signatories to

ttre Subsidies Code.22r Further, in respect of developing countries which were not bound by

Article 9, the United States would not apply an injury requirement unless those cowttries

made satisfactory phase out commitments under Article 14.222

With respect to export subsidies, the application of the injnry test brought up some problerns

in defining the scope of the domestic industry that must be dernonshated to have been

injured. One dispute involved an EEC export subsidy on wine. The USA applied a CVD

because of injury not to wine producers but to grape producers. A panel found, in 1986, that

the application of a CVD in this case would require demonstration of injury to wine

producers not grape producers and that grape producers should not be regarded as part ofthe

wine production indusry.2z3 The USA blocked the adoption of the report finally permitting

its adoptionn 1992. A similar problem arose in a dispute about an export subsidy paid by

the EEC on boneless beef. Canada imposed a CVD upon the basis of injt y to Canadian

^^s1 ^ --^-r--^^--'r'r/t 
¡FL^ 

-^-^l -^:^^.^Ã +L^ -.:^--, +L^+ --^,á.,^-^ ^f ^^#l^ -L^,,11 l^ -^-^-Ã^.1UAlUgpfUL1UUCr5.--- I¡rgP¿UfçI rgJçrvtgu Ltllv Yrçw L¡lo'l Plr,sut/etÐ uI vcllLlw ùlluulr¡ uv lwó4¡\¡w

as part of the boneless beef producers industry.22s Carnda considered that the exclusion of

220 For statistics on the post Subsidies Code use of countervailing duties in this period by the United
States and others, see the summa¡ies of CVDs annexed to each of the annual reports of the

Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties (GATT, BISD 27sl3l, 285127, 295142,303/39,
3ts1259,32Sl158, 33S/197,34S/185, 355/3',79,365/451, 375/312,385/95, 39S/ 405, 405/350).

221 See Jaclson, "United States Law and Implemeutation of the Toþo Round Negotiation" ch4 in
Jackson, Lewis & Matsushita, Implementing the Toþo Round - National Constitutions and

International Economic.Rzles (University of Michigan Press, A:rn Arbour, 1984) p160-161. See

Trade Agreements Act 1979 s2þ)(2); 19 USC S2503(bX2) (Supp III 1979).

222 Jackson, as above, p160-161. See Trade Agreements Act 1974, s126(c); 19 USC S 2136(c) (1976).

Also see ![inha¡¡, Gilbert R., International Trade and the Toþo Round Negotiation (Princeton

University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1986) pp359-360.
223 "United States - Definition of Industry Concerning Wine and Grape Products" SClvf,/71 (24 March

1986) adopted by the CSCM 28 April 1992, GATI BISD 3951436.

224 See "Boneless Manufacturing Beef Originating in or Exported from the European Economic
Community in respect of which subsidies had been paid directly or indirectly by the European
Economic Community and/or the Government of a Member States" review no RR-95-003, Canadian
InternationalTradeTribunal, I T.T.R. (2d)407,22Ju|y 1996,reviewof thefindingmadebythe
Canadian TmFort Tribunal on 25 July 1986 in Inquiry No CIT-2-86 [l2 CER 62].

225 "Canada - Imposition of Counten¡ailing Duties on Imports of Manufacturing Beef from the EECU,

report by the panel, SClvl85, l3 October 1987, not adopted.
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the producers of the input product in this way to be too narrolv a construction of the

meaning of injury to the domestic industy. It opposed adoption of the report and continued

to apply the CVD.z26 Perhaps, if there had been a more rigorous multilateral limitation on

export subsidies on wine then there would have been no cause for USA grape producers to

have sought the protection of countervailing duties. Similarly, if there had been some

limitation on export subsidies on boneless beef, then the Canadian cattle producers may not

have sought the protection of countervailing duties.

IO.2 TRACK 2 - MULTILATERAL DISCPLINES ON E)OORT SUBSIDIES AFTER
t979

10.2.1 The EEC Sugar Cases

The French 'Wheat decision finding a violation of Article XVI:3 was made in 1958. That

was the year of the Stresa conference which decided on the general princþles of the

European Community Common Agricultural Policy which started to be implemented almost

four years later in January 1962. As discussed above in the context of the Toþo Round

negotiation on subsidies, the CAP stimulated Eruopean agriculture and changed it from a

position of net importer to net exporter, and export subsidies also became an essential

ingredient of the CAP. As discussed above in the context of import barriers, there was a

reluctance to adjudicate on the GATT consistency of variable levies because they were an

integral part of the CAP. The Sugar cases in 1979 demonstrate a reluctance to adjudicate on

the legality of Ewopean export subsidies. This time, unlike the panel in the French wheat

case, the panels in the two sugar cases were not able to cut through the great quantity of

statistical evidence on sha¡es of world trade to make a finding of a breach of the equitable

share rule in Article XVI:3. The issue of sugar in the CAP was especially sensitive because

it also affected the arrangement with Lome countries because much of the sugar that

received EEC export subsidies was imported preferentially from Lome countries.

The EEC sugar subsidies were challenged separately by Ausfralia, in September 1978, and

by Brazll, in November 1978. Separate panel were appointed to hear the two complaints but

the composition of the two panels was the s¿rme. Apart from some issues relating to part IV

Hudec (1993) slmopsis of complaints. complaint no 149. See Committee on Subsidies and

Countervailing Duties, report of the com-ittee presented to the 49th session (Ll7I38), GATI A/SD
226
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of the GATT which were raised only in the Brazilian complaint, the reports are substantially

the same.22z They are dealt with together.

(a) The European Agricultural Policyfor Sugar

The common agricultural policy for sugar provided a system of price support made effective

through export subsidies and import barriers in the form of va¡iable levies. In essence, the

EEC support system provided for an internal price at which intervention agencies were

required to purchase sugæ together with a variable import levy which was equal to the gap

between the intemal price and the world price of imports and with a system of export

refunds equal to the gap between the internal price and the world price for exports.228 To

explain the system of support, it is necessary to set out the following terms which are used

in the EEC regulations:

"Target Price" was set for white sugar fo¡ the area of the Community which had the largest

surplus (the lowest Pnce);zzs

"Intervention Price" was set for the same products, same period and same areas as the Target

Price but it was lower than the Target Price; for other areas "Derived Intervention

Prices" were set taking account of regional variations;230

"Minimum Price" for white sugar was set for each producing area; it was derived from the

Tnterr-¡ention Price: different Minimum Priees were set for a Basic Quota called

Quota A and an additional quota called Quota B;zrt

"Basic Quota" or "Quantþ A" was allotted to each undertaking within the basic quantities

assigned to each country or area of the EEC;z3z ln 1975, the total "Quantity A" for

the EEC had been raised from7 .82 million to 9.14 million 1sn5.233

403/350, para l2(c) recording the panel was still unadopted as at 28 October 1993.

22t "European eommunities - Refunds on Exports of Sugar, complaint bv Australia", r€port of the panel

(L14833) adopted 6 November 1979, GATT, BISD 265/290 (the 'Australian complaint'); "European
Communities - Refunds on Exports of Sugar - Complaint by Brazil" Report of the Panel adopted on

10 November 1979 (L14833) GAT'[, BISD 275169 (the'Brazilian complaint').

228 The system was set up under Regulation (EEC) No 3330174 of the European Council of December

19'14 as amended ) (the various amendments a¡e listed in para 3.2 of the report on the Australian

complaint BISD,26S|290 at 301.

229 Reg 3330/74, Article 2. BISD,26S1290 at 301, pan3.4.
230 Reg3330174, Article Il. BISD,26S1290 at30l, pan3.5.
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"Quantity B" was an additional amount in linear proportion to Quantity A.234 In 1975,

Quantity B was 45o/o of Quantity A. ln 1976, it had been changed to 35%o and, in

1978,to 27.5%o of Quantity A.z3s

"Maximum Quota" was the sum of Quantity A and Quantity B;236

"Quantity C" was the quantity produced in excess of the Maximum Quota;z:z

"Threshold Price" was used for setting the minimum effective price at which imports might

enter the EC; the threshold price was based on the "target price" for the EEC area

having the lowest price plus the cost of transport from there to the most distant EEC

¿1's¿9.238

The regulation set up an interrelated system of domestic price support, import ba¡riers and

export refunds.

Domestic Price Support:

The regulation imposed different obligations in relation to each quota level:

For Quantity A:

Manufactr¡rers \ryere obliged to buy from beet producers at the Minimum Pnce;239

Intervention agencies in each counüry were obliged to buy from manufacturers at the

Intervention P¡iss.24o

For Quantþ B

Manufacturers rvere obliged to buy beet from beet producers at the Minimum Price

for Quantity B which was less than the Minimum Price for Quantity A;z+t

Reg3330174, Articles 4 &,5. BISD,26S/290 at302,pan3.6.
R:eg 3330 /7 4, Article 24. B ISD, 265 I 29 0 at 302, para 3.7 .

BISD,2631290 at 315, pan4.32.
Reg 3330/74, Article 25. BISD,2631290 at302,para3.7.
BISD,2631290 at 315, pala4.32.
R:eg 3330 11 4, Article 25. B ISD, 265 /290 at 302, para 3.7 .

R:eg 3330 17 4, A¡ticle 26. B ISD, 265/290 at 302, para 3.7 .

Reg 3330/74, Article 13. BISD, 265/290 at 303, para 3. I l.
B I SD, 265 I 290 at 302, para 3.6.

23t
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
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The intervention agencies were obliged to buy from the manufacturers at the

Intervention Price but were entitled to deduct a production levy paid to the State; the

production levy could not exceed 30% of the Interventio¡¡pr1çs-2a2

For Quantity C:

The intervention agencies were not obliged to buy this quantity

Manufacturers were free to determine the price paid to beet producers upon the basis

of conditions applying on the world ma¡ket Price.zat

Manufacturers could only export this quantity;zø

lmport Barriers:

To prevent the price of imports from causing the domestic price to fall and causing the

intervention agencies to incr¡r losses on resale, an import barrier was applied. The import

barrier was in the form of a variable import levy. The amount of the levy was determined so

that it would be equal to the amount by which the Threshold Price exceeded the import

Pnce.24s

Expon Refunds:

If manufactruers or producers exported sugar at world prices lower than internal EEC prices

then they could tender to the inten¡ention authority for an export refund. The inten¡ention

authority would pay the refund requested up to the marimum fixed refund (which was the

difference between the world price and the EEC Intervention Price).2a6 Refunds could only

be paid in respect of sugar manufactured from beet or cane purchased from either EEC

BISD,2631290 at302, para 3.5.

BISD,261290 at3O2,para 3.6 & 3.8.

BISD,265/290 at302, para 3.8.

BISD,263/290 at302-303, para 3"8.

BISD,2631290 at 303, para 3.9.

Reg3330174, Article 15. BISD,26S|290 at 303, para3.l2.
R:eg 3330 n 4, Article 1 9, para 3. I 3 . B ISD, 2651290 at 303, para 3. I 3

240
241
242
243
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producers or producers in a Lome corrLtr1.z47 Refunds could only be paid upon exports of

sugü within the Maximum Quota and could not be paid upon Quota C.z¿a

(b) The Sugar Market

In 1967, the countries comprising the EEC were net importers of sugar.249 The EEC

Common Agricultural Policy for sugar began to operate in 19682s0 and the International

Sugar Agreement l9682st entered into force in 1969.2s2 In that year, world production and

consumption of sugar were roughly in equilibrium: production of 70 million tons and

consumption of 68 million 1e¡¡s.253 From 1969 to 1974, consumption grew faster than

production and prices rose.254 In 1970 and 1971, export quotas under the ISA were

increased and in 1972 they were suspendsd.25s ln 1974, prusuant to a protocol to ttre Lome

Convention conceming sugar, the EEC agreed to import 1.3 million tons of sugar from the

ACP countries. 256 In 1975, the upward price trend reversed with production increasing and

consumption actually falling and a consequent decrease in price.257 In the following years,

production grew at a faster rate than consumption with the price continuing to fall. ln 1977,

world stocks reached a record level and, in 1978, world prices fell to their lowest level since

t971.2s8

With a view to raising the level of the world sugar prices, a number of nations negotiated a

new intemational agreønent on sugar obliging them to limit their exports to specific

tonnages. The European Community declined to become a party to the new agreernent.

Nevertheless, on 1 January 1978, the Internatíonal Sugar Agreement 1977 carne into

BISD, 265/290 at 303, pan 3.14.
Reg3330/74, Article 26; BISD,2631290 at 303, para 3.9.
Hathaway, Dale E., Agriculture and the GATT: Retwiting the Rules (Institute for Intemational
Economics, 1¡y'¿5hington DC, 1987) (No 20 in the series "Policy Analyses in International
Ecouomics") p39.
Under EEC Council Reg No L009/67 of l8 December 1967, in force I July 1968. See B/SD 265/290
at 301, para 3.1.
International Sugar Agreement ,19ó8, New Yorlç 3-24 December 1968, UKTS 93 (1969), in force
provisionally I January 1969, in force definitively 17 June 1969.
BISD 265/290 at 304, para 3.18.
B ISD 265/290 at 304, para 3. I 8. BISD 27 Sl 69 at 85, para 3. I 8.

BISD 2651290 at 304, para 3. I 9. BISD 27 Sl 69 at 85, para 3. 19.

BISD 265/290 at 304, pan3.20. BISD 275169 at86,pan3.2l.
On the Lome Convention, see chapter 10 above atfrt67.
BISD 265/290 at 304, para 3.19. BISD 275/69 at 85, para 3.19.
BISD 265/290 at304, para 3.19. BISD 275169 at 85, para 3.19.
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force2sg and the parties to it had to limit their exports in accordance with i1.260 l{srtr,/ever, the

EEC was not subject to these limits and, by 1978, the EEC which had been a net importer of

sugar a decade earlier, had become a substantial exporter of sugar.

(c) The Arguments

In their respective complaints, both Australia and Brazil argued that the EEC system of

refunds on exports of sugar:

(1) had resulted in the EEC exporters having more than an equitable share of the world

export trade in terms of Article XW:3;

(2) caused or threatened serious prejudice, respectively, to Australia and Brazil; and

(3) had nullified or impaired benefits accruing either directly or indirectly, respectively,

to Ausfralia and Braztl under the GATT.26I

Australia and Brazil supported these arguments with evidence of their own lost sales and of

the EEC's increasing sales.

The response of the EEC was to provide a vast amount of statistical evidence and detailed

, . r --: rl-----^-lJ---^^--^-l-^¿ Lf^--,^-.^- +L-^:^^-^
argrrmeils ln relaûon Io vanous cnanggs ul ulE wurru ¡tu_g¡il rrrarÁçL. .f1uwçvçr, Lr.r¡tr.E ¡ù vr¡,ç

overriding factor that is implicit in the EEC's response. This is that continuance of the CAP

was not negotiable. Were the EEC's export subsidies to be found illegal then the operation

of the CAP would result in the accumulation of such surpluses that ttre CAP would become

inoperable.262 Nowhere is this factor better displayed than in the EEC response in the

AusEalian complaint. Aushalia had argued that the EEC subsidies were in violation of

Article XVI:3 because, first, being intended to increase EEC exports, they breached the

obligation to "avoid the use of export subsidies on the export of primary products" and,

secondly, because they resulted in the EEC having more than an equitable share of world

tade. The repof of the panel reproduced the EEC's response:

2s9 International Sugar Agreement 1977,7 October 1977, Genevg UN doc TDiSUGAW9/IO of 17 Oct
7 7, Crn¡d, 7 I 59, TIAS 9664; n force provisionally I Jan I 978.

B ISD 2651290 at 305, para 3.21. B ISD 27 Sl 69 at 86, para 3.21.
See B^ÍSD, 265/290 at29l,para2.l and BISD 275/69 at 69,para2.2.
In support of this view, see Hudec, Enþrcing International Trade Law ( I 99 I ) p I 3 I .

260
261
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The representative of the European Community argued ... that there could be

no question of considering an increased expenditure on refunds as having the
objective or the effect of increasing Community e4torts. A relatively large
refund played the same role as a moderate one, in the sense of enabling

Community exports to approach the world price. The amount of the refund
was designed simply to make exports possible and not to stimulate ¡þ¿¡n.263

That such an obvious piece of complete nonsense was argued by the EEC is evidence that

the EEC was proceeding on the basis that the CAP itself could not be challenged. That the

argument rwas teproduced in the panel report as a serious argument, instead of being

dismissed as the nonsense that it was, indicates how seriously the panel took the EEC's

warning.

(d.) The Nature of the Evidence

The panels were presented with a vast amount of data relating to the world sugü market and

various segments of it. In fact, the panels we¡e inundated with statistical evidence. Data

presented to the panel on the Australian complaint included statistics on the EEC sha¡e of

exports to free markets,26a sf¿fisfiss comparing the EEC's sha¡e of the market with various

previous periods, 26s sf¿fisfiss comparing the absolute values of exports between Ausfralia

and the EEC266 and over time,267 comparing EEC export with and without export subsidies,

26s sf¿fisfics on production, trade, consumption and stocks of sugar for Ausfralia and the

EEC26e and for the rest of the vs¡1d270 and statistics on EEC sugar production, consumption

and target prices since 1960.271

BISD 2651290 at294, para 2.10 (Emphasis added).

See.B/SD 2651290 at295, Table I for statistics comparing the total world exports and EEC exports of
sugar to the free ma¡ket and giving the percentages of Community exports as a proportion of total
world exports.
See EISD 265/290 zt 309, Table 2 for a comparison of the share of the EEC's sha¡e of world export

trade in sugar over the period the subject of complaint and various previous representative periods.

See .B/SD 265/290 at 3 I l, Table 4 for statistics comparing the absolute values of EEC and Australian

exports of sugar to the world ma¡ket and also to va¡ious segment of the world ma¡ket (existing

ma¡kets for both exporters, Australian exports to the EC, the major Australian markets, certain
ma¡kets in the Mediterranean a¡ea, Middle East and Afric4 and other markets).
See.B.ISD 265/290 at3l4, Table 5 for statistics comparing the absolute values of EEC export of raw
sugar to various ma¡kets between 1972 and 1978.
See 8^ISD 265/290 at 317, Table 6 for statistics çsmFaring the absolute values of EEC exports with
and without export subsidies
In Annex Table I which is referred to at para 4.30 at 315 of L/4833 (but not reproduced in the report
published in .B/SD 265) for statistics on production, trade, consumption and stocls of sugar for
Australia and the EC.

263
264

265

266

267

268

269
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ln the Brazilian complaint, the evidence included even more detailed information about

changes in individual ma¡kets and in groups of individual markets. Data submitted to the

panel included statistics submitted by Brazil comparing EEC and Brazilian exports over

time to the world market and segments of i¡,272 5i¡nil¿¡ statistics submitted by the EC for a

slightly different perjlLod.z73 statistics on imports of EEC and Brazilian sugar into various

corurtries,2Ta statistics arguably showing displacement of Brazilian sugar exports by EEC

exports,275 statistics showing the destination markets for Brazilian sugar ov€r time,276

statistics as to Brazils loss of export earnings,277 statistics on the quantity of EEC exports

receiving export subsidies,278 statistics on the shares of the EEC,Brazil and others in world

export trade in sugar279 statistics on imports into Brazilian markets,280 statistics on

production, trade, consumption and stocks of sugar for Australia, the EEC and also for the

whole world,zlt statistics showing changes in EEC production, consumption and target

prices between 1969 and 1979, and statistics on the correlation between the amount of

export reft¡nds and the difference between EEC intervention price and the world pnce.28z

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279
280

28t

282

I¡ Annex Table II which is referred to at para 4.30 at 315 of Lzt833 (but not reproduced in the report
published n BISD 265) for statistics on production, trade, consumption and stocks of sugar for the

rest of the world.
Referreei to in para 4.37 n BISD 2bS/290 at 3 i8 for <iata on EEC sugar production, consumption and

target prices since 1969.

See BLSD 275169 at 73, Table I for statistics (submitted by Brazil) of exports of Brazil and the EEC

between 1973-75 and 1976-78 and the change for each of them between the two periods divided into
traditional EEC ma¡kets, newer markets and total world ma¡ket.
See 81SD 275169 atT1,Table 2 for statistics (submitted by the EEC) comparing the world market

and segrnents of the ma¡ket between 1972-74 and 1975-77 .

See BISD 275169 at 7 5, para 2.13 for statistics on imports of sugar into selected countries and groups

of countries from 1972 to 1979 comparing the quantity of those imports that were sourced from

Brazil a¡d the EEC.
See !.LSD 275169 at'76,para2.l4 for statistics showing the number of ma¡kets in which, arguably,

EEC exports had displaced Blraztlian exports of both raw and white sugar.

See -BISD 275169 af '76, para 2.14 for statistics showing the reduction in the number of destinations

markets to which Brazil exported sugar between 1972-75 and 1977 and 1979.

See B.ISD 275169 at 78, para 2.22 for estimates of the losses in export eamings of Brazil between

1972-74 and 1976-78.
See EISD 275169 at 84, Table 3 for statistics on the volume of EEC exports receivi'g and not

receiving export refinds between 1972 and 1979.

See 8/SD 275169 at 89, Table 4.
See BISD 275169 at 9 1, Table 5 for statistics on he sha¡es of the total of imports into selected ma¡kets

which were either traditional Brazilian ma¡kets or new ma¡kets in regions where Brazil had

traditionally offered sugar for sale (refening to the list of countries contained in Annex Table D()
Annex Table I referred to in para 4.I9 of 275/698 at 93 but not reproduced in the report published in
BTSD,27S.
Annex Table VII referred to in para 4-28 o1275169 at95 but not reproduced in the B/SD report.
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(e) The Decision Under Article XVI:3 in The Australían Complaint

The panel rejected the EEC's attempt to limit consideration to exports in the free market

rather than the whole world export market saying that the words "world export frade" in

Article XVI:3 should not be limited.283

The panel noted the different "previous representative period[s]" that had been suggested by

the parties and that 1975, ín particular, and also 1974 coúd not be considered to be

representative because of the high prices in those years. The panel chose to compare the

period subject to the complaint with 3 different baseline periods: the averages of 1971-73; of

1972-74 and of 1972,1973 and 1976.284

Like the panel in the 1958 French Wheat case, the panel noted that the Agreement did not

contain a definition of "equitable sha¡e".28s The panel said that it could aralyze the changes

in 'individual market shares", ma¡kets and prices and "draw a conclusion on that basis". If
by "individual market shares", the panel was referring to 'shares of individual ma¡kets'rather

than to 'shares of individual countries in the world market', then it was making a major step

beyond the words of Article XVI:3. The making of such a step could not be based on the

1958 French Wheat Flour decision which had decided there was a violation of Article XVI:3

on the basis of the change in France's share of the world market.28ó In that case, the shares

in individual markets were considered only for the purpose of determining whether an

adverse trade effect such as would constitute an impairment of a benefit had occr¡rsfl.z97

The statistics for the chosen baseline years showed fi.gures for the EEC's sha¡e of world

export trade ranging between 7.5Yo and 8.5o/o.288 A comparison of any of the baselines with

either 1976 or 1977 showed only small increases in the EEC's share. In 1976, the

percentage was 8.3. In 1977, the percentage was 9.6, an increase from the various baselines

283
284
285

B ISD 2651290 at 307, para 4.9.
BISD 2651290 at 308, para 4.11.
French Wheat case at 52, para 15. EC Sugar - Australian Complaint BISD 2651290 at 308, para

4.tt.
See above in this chapter atpp272-273.
Such an inquiry would no longer be necessary or appropriate: see "European Economic Community -

Palments and Subsidies Paid to Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed

Proteins" report adopted25 Januar-¡ 1990, GATT BISD 375186 at 130, para 150.

BISD 2651290 at 308, Table2.

286
28',7

288
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of between 1.1 and 2.1 percentage points.28e In 1978, the EEC's share was I4.3o/o, an

increase of between 5 and 6 percentage points.2e0 However, the panel noted that 1978 was

the year that the 1977 Intemational Sugar Agreement had come into force and that while, in

that year, the parties to the Agreernent had limited their exports in accordance with it, the

EC, not being aparly, was able to export without any such ll6if¿fls¡.2e1 The panel did not

mention it but this change from about 8o/o to about l4o/o compared with the change from

about 3Yo to about 7% rn the French Wheat case which the panel, ttrere, had found to be

more than an equitable sþars.292 ln this case, the panel was not prepared upon the basis of

the increase of between 5 and 6 percentage points or of about 60% in the EEC's share of

world export tade to find that the EEC's share was "more than equitable".

Instead, at this point, the panel adopted an interpretation of Article XVI:3 which had been

adopted in the wording of the Tokyo Round Subsidies Code which had been signed in the

preceding April but was not yet in fs¡ss.293 The EEC was ¿ur original signatory but, at that

time, Australia was not a signatory.294 Without referring to the Subsidies Code, the panel

stated that it

was of the opinion that the term "more than an equitable sh,are of world export
trade" should include situations inwhich the effect of an export subsidy granted
by ø signatory was to displace the exports of another signatory, bearing ín
--:,- ) +L ^ )^.^l ^-^ ^-t^ :- .,,^..1 ) * -..|-^+-tt ')Q\ftttft(l LILC alYVCtVPlltCf tLLt ,rt vVaJf úu If ttf,I Il"Ctö .-'-

The words in italics are identical to Article 10:2(a) of the Subsidies Code. The panel

continue<i :

With regard to nevt markets, traditional patterns of supply of the product
concemed to the world market, region or countrlt, in which the new market is
situated, should be taken into account in determining what would be "more
than an equitable share of world export f7qfl¿11.296

The words in italics are identical to Article 10(2)0) of the Subsidies Code

289
290
291
292
293

294

295

BISD 265/290 at 309, Table 3.

BISD 265/290 at 308, Table 2 & at 309-310 ,para 4.14.
BISD 265/290 at 3 10, para 4.15.

See above in this chapter atpp37l-373.
The Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Anicles T4, Xl4 and WII of the General
Agreement (BISD 265156, 1186 UNTS 204) was signed on 12 April 1979 but entered into force for
original rati$ing parties on I January 1980. (see GATT, Analytical Indøc,p1056)
See report of the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (L/5055) BISD 27Sl3l at3l,
para l.
BISD 265/290 at 3 10, para 4.I7 (emphasis added).
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The panel made no attempt to explain what it meant by displacement. On a simple meaning

of the word 'displace', the appropriate comparison for determining whether subsidized

exports had displaced other exports should be between actual figures for exports and figures

constructed on the basis that the export subsidy had not been paid. However, the panel did

not engage in such a comparison. Instead, it merely compared actual sales in the recent

period with actual sales in the previous representative periods. Therefore, the'displacement

test' copied from the Subsidies Code was simply a new version of the 'previous

representative period test' as found in the words of Article XVI:3 itself.

The panel assessed whether Australian sugar exports had been displaced by the subsidized

exports from the EC,looking ñrst at the world ma¡ket as a whole and then at various groups

of countries and individual countries.

For the world market as a whole, the panel observed that Austalia's share had increased

throughout the period ending in 1977 and had dropped offonly in 1978 after Austalia had

become borurd by a quota wrder the International Sugar Agreement.2g7 Il we assernble the

figr:res quoted for the Australian share with the figr:res quoted above in respect of the EEC's

share, \ile can construct the following table:

Share of World Exports EEC Australia
cent cent

Baseline l97I-73 7.8 9.5

Baseline 1972-74 7.5 9.5

Compared with

1976

1977

r978

8.3

9.6

14.3

l 1.1

1 1.1

8.0

Clearly, in respect of the period before the ISA came into force, these figures do not

demonstrate that Australia's pre-existing share of world exports had been displaced by EEC

exports. On this interpretation of 'displacement' as implicitly adopted, EEC exports had not

296 As above (emphasis added).

297 BISD 2651290 at 310, para4.l9.
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displaced Australian exports from the world market. V/ith respect to the 1978 year, the

panel noted that Ausfialia had been constrained by its quota under ttrc ISA.298

The panel continued to analyze various subsets of the world market looking for evidence

that EEC exports had displaced Australian exports. However, of the five segments of the

ma¡ket selected, four were irelevant: two being composed of markets where Australia had

never had any significant volumes of exports in the previous representative periods,299 one

being composed of markets where even after the large EEC subsidies, the EEC did not have

any significant exports,30O *¿ the otherbeing the import market into the EEC itself.3ol The

only relevant segment of the world ma¡ket considered was the group of cor¡ntries where both

Austalia and the EEC had sold sugar in recent years in competition with s¿çþ sÚ¡sr.302

From the statistics in Table 4 of the report, for exports to this Group, the panel might have

found that EEC exports had displaced Australian exports. If one computes the averages for

the base periods and the more recent years, one can constnrct the following comparison:

Average exports in thousand tons by EEC and Australia to the group comprising PR China,

Finland, US and USSR.

EEC Australia EEC:Aust ratio

I97l-73 Baseline

1972-74 Baseline

1972,73 &,76 Baseline

Compared with

1976

1977

1978

60

34

t40

317

335

212

323

385

484

602

729

301

0.18

0.09

0.29

0.53

0.46

0.70

298
299
300
301

302

BISD 2651290 at 310, para4.l9.
BISD 2651290 at 3l l, Groups IV and V in Table 4 & paras 4.244.25 at3L3
BISD 2651290 at 311, Group III in Table 4 &pan4.23 at3l2.
BISD 2651290 at 3 I I , Group II in Table 4 & para 4.22.

BISD 265/290 at 3 I l, Group I in Table 4 & para 4.21 .
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EC exports, assisted by export refunds, had risen from less than three tenths of Australian

exports to this group of countries to be between fow and seven tenths of Australian exports.

It was certainly open for the panel to find that, in relative terms, EEC exports had displaced

Ausfualian exports. However, the panel appears not to have been interested in the relative

sizes of EEC and Australian exports. This is consistent with an interpretation of

displacement as taking away from a country's previous sha¡e rather than as taking away

from the share a country would have had but for another country's export subsidies.

The panel discussed only the figures for 1978 which showed an absolute decrease in

Ausfralian exports from 1977.303 In assessing changes from 1977 to 1978, the panel

observed that, in both the US market and the Chinese market, there had been an increase in

exports from the EEC and a concurrent decrease in exports from Australia. With respect to

the US market, the panel noted that the increase in EEC exports was only a tenth as large as

the decrease in Australian exports and takes the consideration no further.3O4 The panel's

implicit dismissal of the allegation that EEC exports had displaced Austalian exports from

the US market, that is, that it was not a "situation in which the effect of an export subsidy ...

was to displace the exports of another signatory"3os necessarily involves one of two implied

findings: either, that the partial reduction in Australian exports was not an'effect'of the EEC

export subsidy; or that a partial 'displacement' is not a displacement. With respect to the

Chinese market, the panel noted that there was an increase in EEC exports of 93,000 tons

concr¡rrent with a decrease in Australian exports of 138,000 tons but was still not prepared

to find affirmatively that the EEC sales displaced Australian sales because at the same time

there had also been an increase in supplies from other seunfiss.306 The panel concluded

that

there was not enough evidence to state that the increased community exports in
recent years had to a considerable extent directly displaced Ausüalian exports
from world markets although it should not be excluded that Community
exports to China in 1978 could partly have replaced Australian supplies.3o7

B ISD 2651290 at 312, para 4.21.
As above.
See para 4.17.
B ISD 2651290 at 312, para 4.21.
BISD26S/290 at 313, para4.26.
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The panel then considered whether EEC exportshad indirectly displaced Australian exports.

By indirect displacement, it meant possible displacanent of Australian raw sugæ exports by

raw sugar exports from other countries that had, in turn, been displaced from their

traditional markets in counties with sugar refining facilities by EEC exports of refined

white sugæ. The panel considered the size of the EEC'S exports of refined white sugar to

markets which had "faditionally been regarded as important outlets for raw sugar".308 The

statistics that were considered by the panel demonstated an enormous increase in total EEC

exports to the selected countries:

1972

r975

t976

r977

1978

BISD 265/290 at 3 13, para 4.28.
BISD 2651290 at 314-3 15 , para 4.28.
BISD 2651290 at 314, para 4.28.

173 (000 tonnes)

74

522

87t

1,497

However, even on the basis of such an enormous increase, the panel was not prepared to

find that Austalian raw sugar exports had been indirectly displaced by EEC exports of

white sugar.309 The panel's reasoning was that it "did not exclude the possibilþ' that

increased EEC exports of refined white sugar might have resulted from re-export of sugar

which the EEC had imported from Lome countries pursuant to its obligations under the

Lome Agreement.3l0 It seems that the panei's view was ihat ihe insreased EEC exports

were caused by the obligations under the Lome Agreernent rather than by the export

subsidies. However, the panel report does not evidence any atternpt to ascertain what

proportion of sugar imported from Lome countries and re-exported had received the benefit

of export subsidies.

The panel reached a final conclusion on Article )ñ/I:3

In the light of all the circumstances related to 'rhe present complaint, and

especially taking into account the difficulties in establishing clearly the causal

relationships between the increase in community exports, the developments of
Australian sugar exports and other developments in the world sug¿lr market, the

308
309
310
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Panel found that it was not in a position to reach a definite conclusion that the
increased share had resulted in the European Commr¡nities "having more than

an equitable share of world export trade in that product", in terrns of Article
XVI:3.31I

There are two issues dealt with in this finding: the issue of the size of an equitable share and

the issue of causation. Because of the wording of the overall finding in the negative, it is

impossible to separate the two issues. From the wording of the finding alone, it is

impossible to tell whether the panel decided that the EEC's share of world trade was not

"more than equitable" or whether it decided that the market share regardless of whether it

rilas "more than equitable" had not resulted from the export subsidies or whether the panel

was making both findings.

However, from the rest of the panel report and the other findings, it is possible to draw some

separation, though not entirely distinct, between the two issues. The panel does make a

finding that the increase in the EEC'S exports was caused by the export suþsldis5.3l2

However, despite this finding about the causal link between the export subsidies and the

absolute size of EEC exports, there is no further express finding about a causal link between

the export subsidies and the relative size of EEC exports in world export trade.

In conclusion, we note that the panel was not prepared to find:

(a) that EEC share of world export trade was more than equitable:

on the basis of evidence of an increase in EEC share of world export trade

from about 8%oto about l4%o;nor

(b) having adopted a test of displacement which in its own words was restricted to mean

displacement "to a considerable extent", that the situation was one in which such

displacønent had occurred :

(Ð directly, on the basis of evidence that the EEC'S share of exports to the

principal ma¡kets contested by both the EEC and Australia had incteased

(Ð

BISD 265/290 at 319, para (Ð.

BISD 265/290 at 319, para (c).
311
3t2
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from less than three tenths of the Australian share to between four and seven

tenths of the Australian share; nor

(iÐ indirectly, on the basis of evidence that EEC exports of refined sugar to

selected traditional raw sugar markets had increased from approximately a

couple of hundred tons to approximately a thousand tons.

(f) The Decision on Article XI/13 in the Brazilian Complaint

The facts of the Brazilian complaint made a stronger case for a violation of Article XVI:3

than the Australian complaint for two reasons. First, the complaint had the benefit of

additional statistics since preliminary figures for 1979 were available and were taken into

accor¡¡rt by the panel. \\e 1979 statistics confirmed the frend of previous ye¿ìrs. Second,

the statistics showed a sfronger case for Brazil's exports having been displaced by EEC

exports.

As in the Australian complaint, there was argument about the choice of previous

representative periods. The Brazilians argued that the average for the years 1972-4 should

be compared with the ye¿rs, 1977,1978 and 1979.313 The EEC wanted to compare the

averages for the years 1972-74 arrd 1975-77 with the year, 1978.314 The panel chose to

compare the averages for 1971-73 and 1972-'74 with the years 1976, 1977, 1978 and

lg7g.31s

Much of the panel's decision is the srime as the decision in the Australian complaint. Again,

the panel noted the absence of any definition of 'more than equitable share' and making an

explicit mention of the causation aspect of Article XVI:3, the panel said that it could form a

conclusion on the basis of an assessment of changes in "individual market shares" and a

determination of "any causal relationship" between the increase in EEC sugar exports and

changes in both Brazilian sugar exports and in the world sugar rn¿¡ftsf.316 The panel seems

to have proceeded on the basis that "more than an equitable share" of an individual market

might be enough to violate Article XVI:3. The panel referred to the interpretative

BISD 27 Sl 69 at 72, para 2.6.
B ISD 27 S / 69 at 7 4, para 2.10.
BISD 275/69 at 89, para 4.9.
BISD 275/69 at 88, para 4.6.

313
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provisions on article XVI:3 in the Subsidies Code (compared to quoting them without

source, as done in the report on the Australian complaint) and noted correctly that both the

EEC and Brazllhad accepted the Subsidies Çsfl¿.3r7

The panel made essentially the same observations about the size of the EEC's share of world

export trade as had the panel in the Australian complaint. The trgrrres for 1979 confirmed

the change in the EEC's share of world trade from just under SYotojust over l4%. As in the

Aushalian complaint, the panel was not prepared to find, upon the basis of this change of

about 6 percentage points, that the EEC had more than an equitable share of world export

frade but, instead, proceeded to determine whether EEC exports had displaced the

complainant's exports of sugar.3 1 8

The panel analyzed the export sales into va¡ious individual markets and also into a group of

selected markets which were either traditional outlets for Brazilian sugar or were new

counûry markets in regions where Brazilian sug¿ìr had traditionally been offered fs¡ sals.3l9

The panel found that EEC exports had increased at the same time as Brazilian exports had

decreased in only a few of the individual 6¿¡lçsfs.320 For the goup of selected Brazilian

markets, the market shares of exports werc:32r

EEC Brazíl

Base Lines

l97l-73 (avg.)

1972-74 (avg.)

compared with

1976

r977

6.5

6.0

8.4

t5.7

18.1

5.6

8.9 rl.4

3t7 BISD 275/69 at 88, para 4.7. See re,port of the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
in27Sl3l; para I records both the EC and Brazil as signatories as at23 October 1980 which was after
the commencement of this semplaint (on 10 November 1978) but before the adoption of the ieport of
the panel (on l0 November 1980).
BISD 275169 at 90, para 4.Ll & 4.I2.
BISD 275169 at 90-91, para4.L3.
B ISD 27 Sl 69 at 9 l, para 4.I5.
See Table 5 entitled "sha¡e of the Total of T-Fofs into Selected Ma¡kets (Countries Listed in Annex
Table IX) at 91.

318
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t978 ls.6 1 1.3

13.9 9.71,979

EC exports had more than doubled their share whilst Brazilian exports had fallen to less than

two thirds of their share in the base line periods. The argument that the complainant's

exports had been displaced by EEC exports was stronger than in the Australian complaint.

From the market share shown by the statistics analyzed, it was open to the panel to find that

EEC exports had displaced Brazilian exports. However, the panel preferred to emphasize

other factors "such as particula¡ trade relations, competition from other exporters and

prevailing market prices" and found that the analysis of the particular markets "did not

provide clear and ge,lreral evidence that Brazilian supplies had been directly displaced" by

subsidized EEC exports.

Therefore, the panel found that there rwas no violation of Article XVI:3 and expressed its

conclusion in almost identical terms to the conclusion in the Australian complaint:

In the light of all the circumstances related to the present complaint, and

especially taking into account the difficulties in establishing clearly the causal

relationships between the increase in Community exports, the developments of
Brazilian sugar exports and other developments in the world sugar market, the

Panel fowrd that on the basis of the aúdence available to it in this particular
case, 7t was not able to conclude that the increased share had resulted in
European Commr¡nities "having more than an equitable share of world export

trade in theproduct", in terms of Article \\/l;J.322

As in the Australian complaint, there was no express finding about a causal link between the

EEC's export subsidies and the EEC's share of world export trade but there was a finding

that the increase in the EEC's expofs in absolute terms was caused by the export

subsidies.323 To the extent, then, that it is possible to separate a finding on'equitable share'

from a finding on'causation', we can note that with respect to equitable share, the panel was

not prepared to find:

(a) that EEC share of world export trade was more than equitable

322 BISD 275169 atg7,paraY(e). The italics indicate words which are not identical to the corresponding
paragraph in the panel report on the AusEalian ssmplaint in BISD 2651290 at3l9, para V(Ð.

323 BISD273169at90,para4.1l.
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(Ð on the basis of evidence of an increase in the EEC share of world frade from

less than SYoto more than l4Yo;tz+ no,

(b) having accepted that'more than an equitable share' exists in a case where subsidized

exports displace another parties exports, that the case was one in which displacement

had occurred:

(Ð directþ, on the basis of evidence that the EEC share of exports to markets

contested by the EEC and Brazil had increased twofold while the Brazilian

ma¡ket sha¡e had decreased by a third.32s

(g) Onus of Proof

ln making such findings, both panels clearly placed the onus of proof on the complainant to

prove that the EEC's share was more than equitable. This conhasts with the approach in the

French wheat flour case in 1958 where after observing the increase in French exports and

the concurrent decrease in Australian exports, the panel seems to have regarded the onus as

being on France, the defendant, to rebut the presumption that its share was inequitaþ1s.326

(h) Thefi.ndíngs on Serious Prejudice under Article XVI|

Having avoided a finding of violation of Article XVI:3, the respective panels in the two

complaints proceeded to note that the EEC export subsidies had "conhibuted to depress

world sugar prices".32z Each panel found that the export subsidies had caused serious

prejudice to the interests of the respective complainants, Austalia and Brazil, and continued

to be a threat of further serious prejudice within the meaning of Article XVI:1.328 The

consequence of that finding was that the EEC was obliged to discuss the "possibility of

limiting the sub sidi 7llis¡¡tt .329

SeeB/SD 275169 at90,para4.1l & at 96-97,pa¡a(b) to (e).

BISD 275169 at 90-91, para 4.13.
See Boger III, William H., "The United States-European Community Agriculnral Export Subsidies

Dispute" (1984) 16 Law & Policy in International Business 173 at203.
B ISD 265 /290 at 3 I 9, para (C) &. B ISD 27 S I 69 at 97, para (g).

B ISD 265/290 at 3 I 9, pa¡a (e) & (h) & BISD 27 Sl 69 at 97, paras V(Ð & (g).

Article XVI:1.

324
325
326
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(ù The Side-Stepping of Non-Violation Nullification or Impairtnent

Having found that the export subsidies had caused lower world prices, the panels could have

considered whether the export subsidies, though not violations, had nevertheless nullified or

impaired benefits accnring to Ausüalia or Brazil under the Agreement. This would have

required the panel to consider whether a non-violation nullification or impairment could

exist in these circumstances. At that time nor any time since has there been a decision of a

panel adopted that made a finding of non-violation nullification or impairment either of a

benefit other than a tariff concession or in relation to a benefit involving access to a third

country market. The panel neatþ sidestepped having to deal with this problem by saying

that it would not consider the non-violation nullification or impairment question because

"[n]o detailed submission had been made as to exactly what benefits accruing to Australia

under the General Agreement had been nullified or impaired".330

In the Brazilian complaint, the consideration of a non-violation nullification or impairment

argument was excluded by the wording of the complaint which only alleged that a

nullification or impairment had occurred as a result of a violation by the EC.331

10.2.2 The EEC Wheat X'lour Subsidy Case

In1982, the USA made one last challenge under the equitable share rule. Once again it was

the EEC's coÍrmon agricultural policy that was the subject of the complaint. This time, the

chaiienge was made in reiation to ttre EEC's export subsicües on wheat flour. The chaiienge

was made under Subsidies Code. A panel delivered a report which for.nd that the USA's

330
331

BISD 265/290 at 319, para (i).
B ISD 27 Sl 69 at 7 0, pan 2.2(c).
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complaint was not esf¿þlisþsd.332 The USA opposed the adoption of the report by the

Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties and the report was never adopted.lrr

The Common Agricultural Policyþr Wheat Flour

The essential features of the coîrmon agricultural policy for wheat were described in chapter

10 and the policy for sugar was described in some detail earlier in this chapter. The

common agriculnral policy for wheat flour also established an intemal target price which

was supported by the imposition of variable levies and the payment of export subsidies both

approximately equal to the difference between the internal target price and the world price

for wheat flsu..33a However, an important featgre of the common agficultural policy for

wheat flour was that the reference prices for calculation of the export subsidies were

established by reference to the relevant prices for wheat. Thus the internal price for wheat

flour was established by applying a fixed coefñcient to a chosen representative price for

wheat in the EEC and the world price for wheat flour was determined primarily upon the

basis of the world price for ¡¡vþs¿f.335

The Arguments and the Evidence

The USA alleged that the EEC's export subsidies on wheat flour:

(a) infringed Article 9 of the Subsídíes Code which was applicable because wheat flor¡r

was a non-primary rather than a primary product; and

O) altematively, infringed Aficle 10:1 because they resulted in the EEC having more

than an equitable share of world export trade;

332

J5J

334

"European Economic Community - Subsidies on Export of Wheat Flour" report (SCNÍ/42) of the
panel submitted to ttre Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties on 21 Ma¡ch 1983. The

report is reproduced in 18 BNA ITEX 899-916 and is extracted in Jackson &Davey, Legal Problems

of International Economic Relations - Cases, Materials and Text (West Publishing Co, St Paul,

f¡rtinn., 2nd ed, 1986) pp735-739. The case is discussed in, inter ali4 Coccia" Massimo, "Settlement
of Disputes in GATT Under the Subsidies Code: Two Panel Reports on EEC Export Subsidies"

(1986) 16 Georgia J Int Law l-44;Boger III, William H., "The United States-European Community
Agricultural Export Subsidies Dispute" (1984) 16 Law & Polícy in International Business 173-238 at

208-214.
See Hudec (1993) Synopsis of Complaints, No 103, pp490492 at 492 stating that "at the eud of
l992,the Wheat Flourpanel report remained on the GATT's list of unfinished panel business".

See SClví42, para 3.5 referring to EC Regulation No 2734175 r¡nder which the intemal target price

was established and para 3.8 referring to EC RegulatiotNo 2746/75 under which the expof subsidies

were paid.
See SCN{/42, para 3.10.335
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(c) infringed Article 10:3 because they resulted in prices materially below those of other

suppliers;

(d) caused nullification or impairment of benefits accruing to the US under the General

Agreement;

(e) caused serious prejudice to the interests of the US in terms of Article 8 of Subsidies

Code.336

The parties and the panel focussed on the alleged violation of the equitable share rule in

Article l0:1. A number of issues were contentious. First, the USA argued that the "three

most recent years in which normal market conditions [had] existsdtr33T could not be drawn

from the period after the EEC had coÍrmenced to pay export subsidies.338 The ECC argued

that it was not correct to interpret "a previous representative period" as excluding any period

in which some subsidization had existed because the existence of export subsides which

were not prohibited could not be regarded as rendering the marksf ¿þnerm¿1.339 Secondly,

the USA argued that the panel should consider the share of the EEC in the world

commercial market not counting food aid transac¡ie6.340 The EEC argued that there was

no basis for limiting the meaning of the words "world export frade" in Article 10:l and that,

in any case, much of the USA's food aid served a cornmercial purpose and could not be

regarded as being outside the commercial ma¡ket.34l Thfudly, the EEC argued that proof of

displacement of trade flows was an essential element in establishing that an export subsidy

had resulted in "more than an equitable share of world export fi'¿dsrr.342 The USA

disagreed, arguing that displacement was simply one way to establish a breach of the

equitable share criteria.343

As in the Sugar cases, a substantial amount of statistical evidence was presented to the

panel. The statistical evidence included:

See SClvf42, para 2.1 to 2.4.

Subsidies Code, Article l0:2(c).
See SClvf42,parz2.9.
See SClvf42,para2.l8.
See SClvf/42, paftis 2.10 &2.11
See SClvf/42, para 2.14 to 2.1 6.

See SClvl42,pan2.l9.
See SClr4/42, para 2.L1.
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341
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. a compilison of the average volume of exports to the world commercial market and the

average share of the world commercial market of US, EEC, Australi4 Ca¡rada and other

countries between a reference period of the three year period before the commencement

of the CAP, 1959/60 - 1961162, and the most recent three year period, 1978179 -

1980/81.344

o the volumes of exports to the world commercial market and the ma¡ket shares in the

world commercial market of Australia, Canada, US and EEC for each year from 1959/60

r¡ntil 1980/81;3as

o statistics in relation to the world market (including the world commercial market and

special transactions of food aid) of volumes of exports and ma¡ket shares of Australia,

Canada, US and EEC for each year from 1959/60 until l980l8l;t+6

o a comparison of export volumes and markets shares of the US and the EEC and others in

each of 17 individual country markets between the years 1959160 and 1978179-80181.347

Much of the evidence and argument put by the EEC concemed the impact of other factors

on the market for wheat flour. The other factors that the EEC drew to the attention of the

panel included:

o the impact of the USA's food aid exports in displacing its own commercial exports;3a8

. the loss of certain of the USA's markets at various times for political reasons;349

. the progressive increase in milling facilities resulting in increased import demand for

wheat rather than wheat flour;350

34

345

346

34'.7

SCW42, para 2.L0 on pp4 & 7 refentag to Table I "Relative Sha¡es of the World Commercial Flou
Ma¡ket" on p4.
SCM442, para 2.I0 on pp 4 & 7 refentng to Table II "Wheat Flour: World Commercial Exports Crop

Yea¡s 1959/60 - 1980/81'onpp5-6.
SCW42, para 2.10 on p7 referring to Table III "Commercial and Special Transaction Wheat Flour

Exports By Source Crop Years 1959/60 - 1980/81" on pp8-9.

SCM/42, para 2.11 on p7 referring to Table fV "US and EC Flour Exports to Specific Ma¡kets" on

pl0-12.
SCM/42, para 2.19 on p I 5.

SCM/42,pan2.l9 onpl5.
S0jlu//42,para2.l9 onp15.
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o the figrres for EEC exports included 'inward processing traffic' (in which wheat was

imported and processed into flour which was exported) upon which export subsidies were

not Paid;3sl

o the contibution of the EEC's historical links with ACP countries to the development of

its markets in those counfries;352

In essence, the EEC argued that the accumulation of these other factors rather than the

export subsidies had caused the growth in the EEC's share of world export trade.

Disposal of the Primary vs Non-Primary Product Issue

The panel did not consider the question of whether wheat flour was a primary or non-

primary product. It for¡nd that the question of conformity with Article 9 was not part of the

matter refe,lred to the panel by the Committee and proceeded to examine the allegations

under Aficle 10 on the basis that export subsidies on wheat flour fell within Article 10

rather than Articls ).353 This decision has been criticiTsd.3s4 For present purposes, it is

important only to take note that the determination that a product is a primary \Mas a

necessary pre-requisite to the application of Article 10. This determination was required to

be made in accordance with the criteria set out in the interpretative note to Article XVI:3

which has the effect that processed products could only fall within the definition of primary

product if the product had "undergone such processing as is customarily required to prepare

it for marketing in substantial volume in international trade". The implicit treaünent of

wheat flour as a primary product was consistent with the 1958 decision on French Export

Subsidies on'Wheat and Wheat Flour.

351 SCW42, para2.20 on p16. On such 'Eaffrc', va¡iable levies would not in effect be charged on the

import of the flou¡ (because the amount of the variable levy would be refunded on export of the

flour). This refr¡nd of an import charge on a product incorporated i¡to an exported product is not

regarded as an export subsidy (see Subsidies Code, Annex "Illustrative List of Export Subsidies" item
(Ð.

352 SCW42,pan2.20onp16.
353 See SClvl42, para4.2.
354 See, eg, Cocci4 "Settlement of disputes in GATT under the Subsidies Code: Two Panel Reports on

EEC Export Subsidies" (1986) 16 Georgia J Int Law 144 at Il-14.
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The Decision Under the Equitable Share Rule

At the outset the panel noted that "in GATT there was no precise definition of "more than

equitable share of world export üade or detailed guidelines as to how that was to be

dsferminsdrr.355 Notably, the panel abstained from mentioning the comment expressed by

the panels in the sugar cases that it had not "in the past been considered absolutely necessary

to agree upon a precise definition of the conceptrr.3s6

The panel indicated that it was not "necessary or appropriate" to exclude food aid

tansactions from consideration.35T Therefore, it considered the statistics which included

such transactions. This was consistent with the decision in the Sugar cases not to exclude

from consideration export sales that were outside normal commercial trade.

The panel compared various periods. It compared the year 1980/81 with the period 1977178

- 1979/80. It compared the average of the market shares for the years 1978 /79 - 1980 - l98l

with the average for the period 1963164 - 1965166 (the three years prior to the

commencement of EEC export subsidies on flow under the CAP). It also considered the

whole period from 1963164 to 1980/81.

In respect of the comparison with the three most recent years, the panel found that the EEC

share of world export trade over those years had been:358

1977178

t978179

1979180

1977180 (average)

1980/81

54%

57o/o

62%

s8%

660/o

The panel noted that the EEC's avetage ma¡ket share for the three year period 1977178 -

1979180 had increased by l4%o to reach its level in 1980/81.35e Jn these terms, this was a

SCM/42,para4.5,p28.
See GATTBISD 265/290 at 308, para4.ll & GATTA/SD 275169 at 88, para4.6.
SCMI 42, para 4.7, pp28-29 at 29.

SCMl42,para4.9, p30.
SCMJ42, para 4.10, p30.

355
356
357
358
359
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much smaller percentage increase to that which had been reviewed in the 1958 F wheat

subsidies case or in the EEC sugar cases. However, it was an increase of 8 percentage

any of the earlier cases.

Looking at the whole 20 year period, the panel observed that there \Mas a consistent pattern

of an increasing market sþ¿¡s.360 In particular, comparing recent trade with the period

before the CAP for wheat flor¡r commenced, the panel constructed a table which showed

that the market shares of the EEC in world export trade had been:361

1963164 - 1965166 (average) 24%

1978179 - 1980/81 (average) 62%

The panel obse,l¡¡ed that the overall increase in the EEC's share of the market was

significant.362 Indeed, it had increased by 158%. In these comparative terms, it is larger

than the increase in the French wheat case approximately m 3Yo to 7%o of world export

In terms of the number of percentage points of the sha¡e of world export trade, the increase

EEC's sha¡e of world export trade had ins¡s¿sed.363

special factors lr¡ithin the meaning of the term in Article l0 and also important general

(Ð

trade in wheat;3ó4

360
36r
362
363
364

SCW42,p 4.11, p30.
SCMI 42, pan 4.13, p3 I incorporating Table VII on p3 I .

SCW42,para4.l3,p3l.
SCM/4?,para4.I5,p33.
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(iÐ the generally "highly artificial' market in which no more than about 20Yo of allfrade

is on free commercial terms;365

(iiÐ the existence of large fluctuations in import quantities in a few of the large markets

and in many of the small markets;366

(iv) the substantial effect of government subsidies on the purchasing decisions of

importers (which the panel described in this way: "the opening of credit at highly

reduced interest rates and/or other forms of government supported deals concerned

within a framework of bilateral or other arangements have sometimes been the

major factor influencing the conclusion of transactions").367

The panel referred to the following as "special factors":

(Ð the loss of certain of the USA's export markets due to political factors;

(iÐ the possibility that non-commercial sales might have a market creating effect

although the panel found that evidence of such an effect was unclear;

(iiÐ that the USA might suffer from not having regular shipping lines to some African

and Middle Eastern markets;

(iv) the difñculty of establishing the effect on the market of other factors including

"historical links, cultivation of "fraditional markets", particular taste or dietary

demands, trade practices of respective fraders and increased mi[ing capacity";

(v) transportation costs although the panel found that these would be of minor

importance; and

(vi) the lower quality of EEC flour though the panel forurd that this was not a factor

which helped explain the increase in the EEC's ma¡ket share because the EEC's

lower quality wheat flour was not lower price wheat flour except by reason of the

export subsidies.

365
366
367

SCMI 42 para 4. I 6(ü), p33.
SCj|v// 42 para 4. 1 6(iii), pp33 -34.
SCW42, para 4.16(iv), p34.
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The panel did not address the dispute as to whether a finding of displacement was necessary

for a finding of more than an equitable share. The panel considered the evidence of market

displacement in the statistics relating to the seventeen markets that had been presented to it

and found that ma¡ket displacement in the sense of Article 10:2(a) was not svidsnf.368 It

noted that, in a number of the markets, there had been a reversal of the strength of the USA

and the EEC but atfibuted this to changes in the nature and sizes of the market and to the

presence of non-commercial sales by the USA in the earlier periods. The panel added

ambiguously that

it could not rule out the possibility that the application of EEC export subsidies

had resulted in reduced sales opportunities for ttre United $f¿fs5.369

In fact, for some of the markets, the EEC had almost completely taken over markets in

which, prior to the EEC export subsidies, the USA had had a significant market sha¡e as the

following examples sþe\ry.3 7o

Increase in EEC's share Decrease in USA's share

Cameroon

Chile

Israel

Lebanon

rt:-^'^Nrgena

The Philippines

Saudi Arabia

from 0% to 100%

from26%oto 100%

from 0% to 99o/o

from 0% to 98o/o

C-^- 
^o/ 

+^ Ct/lO/
_Ltu_rtl t /o LU 7a /u

from 0% to 35o/o

from2o/oto 6l%o

from 100% to 0o/o

from70%oto 0%o

from 100% to Io/o

from 100% to 2o/o

C-^* <<o./^ +^ Ao/^uullr JJ /u w w /u

from 4jo/oto 4Yo

from92%oto 38o/o

Few of these changes in market shares are any less in magnitude than the change in market

sha¡e which the panel in the 1958 French Wheat Flour case accepted as evidence of

displacernent. Recall that in that case, in three South East Asian markets, France's ma¡ket

share had increased from1.7Yoto 460/0 whilE Australia's had faiien from 83?ô to 37o/o.37t

The final conclusion of the panel was that

368
369
370

SCM{4Z,pan4.28,p31.
SCW42,para4.29,p37.
Extr¿cted from Table fV UUS and EC Flour Exports to Specific Markets" in SCNÍ/42 at ppl0-12.
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it was unable to conclude as to whether the increased share has resulted in the
EEC "having more than an equitable share" in terms of Article 10, in light of
the highly artificial levels and conditions of trade in wheat flour, the
complexity of developments in the markets, including the inteþlay of a

number of special factors, the relative importance of which it was impossible to
assess, and, most importantly, the difñculties inherent in the concept of "more
than equitabls s[¡¿¡'sr'.372

The panel, therefore, decided that the EEC's share of the world market had increased but

for.md that it was not established that the increased market sha¡e \ilas "more ttran equitable"

nor that it had been caused by the EEC's export subsidies. Both aspects of this finding raise

certain difficulties.

The 'causation' aspect of the decision runs contrary to some of the dicta in the panel report

which acknowledged the significance of price and of competition on the basis of price in

making export sales. In its references to general factors relating to the wheat market, the

panel referred in the passage quoted above to the impact of government support in

"influencing the conclusion of tra¡¡sactions".373 In its references to special factors, in the

discussion of the possibility of concessional sales creating markets, the panel acknowledged

that such purchasers might simply choose EEC wheat because it was cheaper3T4 It was

clearly open for the panel to find that the EEC's larger market share had been caused, at least

partly, by the fact that EEC prices were lower by reason of the export subsidies than they

would have been without the export subsidies. In fact, such a finding was inevitable unless

one took the view that purchasing decisions in this market rtrere never taken on the basis of

price. That view is implícit in the conclusion of the panel but is directly inconsistent with

its dicta referred to above.

The failure to adjudicate under the "more than equitable share" standard arguably did not

matter given the finding on the causation question. Had the causation question been

resolved differently, then the failure to make a decision under the equitable share standard

would have constituted a clea¡ abdication of the judicial function vested in the panel, a

dereliction of its duty to make a decision.

French Wheat case GATT.B/SD 75/46 at54-55,para23(b).
SCM/42. para 5.3, p40.
SCÌvf/ 42, para 4. I 6(iv), p34.
SCJ$//42,pan4.2L,p35.
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Even the panel itself expressed disappointment in its own finding. It expressed concem over

"the situation as regards export subsidies" and with the "effectiveness of the legal

provisions". The panei expressed the view that it was

anomalous, ... , that the EEC which without the application of export subsidies

would generally not be in a position to export substantial quantities of wheat

flour, had over time increased its share of the world market to become by far

the largest exPorter.375

However, the panel report seems to evidence a desire not to make a ruling on the basis of the

equitable share criteria. The panel expressed the view that "solutions to the problem of

export subsides in this area could only be found in making the pertinent provisions of the

Code more operational, shingent and effective in application" including by rendering the

"more than equitable share" standard "more operational".376

Other Findings

The panel also for¡nd that there rvas "not sufficient ground to reach a definite conclusion"

that the price undercutting test in Article l0:3 had been infringed.

Finally, the panel avoided making a finding on the adverse effects provisions of Article 8.

The panel could have considered whether an export subsidy which has a detrimental effect

: l - l -:¡- --- ^- ll---f 1:.8 ^.tl ^- ^- :--^:-^-+ ^f ^on anolner party's expomng coulo Dc uunsruÜrsu crtlrËr as ¡lulllÌruatluu \[ urrP4rru¡çuL v^ 4

benefit r¡nder the Agreement" or as "serious prejudice to the interest of another m€,mbe,r".

^ ^ ¿^ 4L^ ^^-^n-r ^f rr-,,1t:ç^^+l^- ^- i--oi*a-f nf a lranaf,f fho -nccihilitr¡ nf ennlwino fhis
11,ù LU LUg W¡llygPL \rI rlulUllW4llvl¡ Vl ll¡ry4u¡^¡v¡¡l vÀ e vvr¡vr¡ùr urv Hvue¡v¡

concept to the effects on counüy A of subsidized exports from Cowrtry B to Country C was

considered above. There it was noted that Article 8:4(c) indicated that either "serious

prejudice" or "nullification or impairment" could arise from the effects of a subsidy in a

third market but that a footnote to A¡ticle 8:4(c) indicated that as far as primary products

were concerned the problem of effects in third country markets "is dealt with exclusively

r¡nder Article 10". Having for¡nd that there was no violation under Article 10, the panel in

this case should have made a decision on the interpretation of these provisions. The panel,

though, made no attempt to offer any clear interpretation of the provisions. The panel

merely noted that there was a "lack of clarity" in the way that A¡ticle 8 applied the concepts

375
376

SCW42,para 5.8, p40.

SCM/42,para5.9,fiI.
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of "nullification or impairment of benefits" and "serious prejudice" to the effects of

subsidies in third s6unfies.377

10.2.3 Other Disputes Relating to the "Equitable Share" test

Complaints regarding EE C Subs idies

Almost all of the remaining complaints made under the Subsidies Code concerned the EEC's

export subsidies under the CAP. The USA brought further challenges to the EEC export

subsidies arguing that they breached the "more than an equitable share" test. The first of

these was in respect of EEC export subsidies on poultry.3za The USA held consultations

with the EEC which revealed thatBraiúian export subsidies on poulûry were affecting the

market. The USA initiated a complaint against Brazll ¿s well.379 Howeveq no panel was

appointed in respect of either complaint. Consultations with both the EEC and Brazil were

suspended in 1984 and never resr¡ned.38O

Another USA challenge to the CAP involved export subsidies on sugar. After the two panel

reports in 1981, the GATT Director General organized a working party to convene

discussions with the EEC on considering the possibility of limiting its export subsidies on

sugar.38l The processes of the working party over 1981 and 1982 did not result in

satisfactory changes to the EEC export subsidies.382 The EEC had made changes to its

export subsidies on sugar which had failed to reverse the trend of increasing EEC

production and exports. The EEC had introduced levies on sugar producers to fi¡nd the

export subsidies. However, the levies were limited to a maximum amount and the internal

377

378

379

380

381

See Hudec, The Enforcement of International Trade Law (1993) Synopsis of Complaints, c¿uie no
103, pp490-492 atp49I.
Complaint by USA, SClvfSpec/9; 24 Febnary L982. A request for consultations is listed in the

reports of the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties for 1982, 1983 (GATT 8/SD
295/42 at 46, para l5(b); GATT BISD 305139 at 43, para 17(b) ) and a record of conciliation having
taken place is listed in the report for 1985 (GATT BISD 3215158). See the summary in Hudec (1993)

Synopsis of Complaints, No 106 "US v EEC: Subsidies on the Expof and Production of Poultry" at

p493.
Complaint by USA, SClvfSpec/l9, 27 Septenber 1983. See the sunmary in Hudec (1993), S¡æ.opsis

of Complains, No 126 "US v Brazil: Subsidies on the Export and Production of Poultry" at pp5l3-
5t4.
See Report (1985) of the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties, GATT BISD 325/158
at 162, para l4(c).
"European Communities Refi¡nds on Exports of Sugar, A¡ticle XVI:I discussions, Report to the

Council adopted on l0 Ma¡ch 1981 (L/5113), GATT 8/SD 28Si80-90, para l.
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prices had not been lowered but, in fact, had been ¡¿i5sd.383 Consequentþ, EEC production

had continued to increase. EEC consumption had levelled off. Therefore, the EEC

exportable surplus had increased substantially.3s+ In the working party, the EEC was

resisting examination of its export subsidy scheme on the grounds that it was a diflerent

scheme to the one that had been found to have been causing serious prejudice. During this

period, the menrbers of the 1977 International Sugar Agreement had been attempting

unsuccessfully to draw the EEC into negotiations regarding accession to that agreement. On

7 April 1982, the USA made a complaint under the Subsidies Code alleging, inter alia,

breaches of the equitable share rule and of the price r¡ndercutting rule. In particular, the

USA argued that the increase in the EEC's share of world export trade from 8%o to 18 %

violated the more than equitable share n¡1s.385 The following day, a group of l0 sugar

producing cor¡ntries also made a complaint.386 The complaint by the group of 10 also

argued a breach of the more than an equitable share rule but under Article XVI:3 rather than

r¡nder the Subsidies Code (since not all the parties to the complaint were parties to the

Subsidies Cade).38t The parties held consultations3s8 þ¡f neither complaint was followed

with a request for establishment of a panel. In 1983, the EEC did enter into negotiations for

a new Intsrnational Sugar Agreernent but the negotiations f¿ilsd.389

'F--,^ ^+L- -^^r.^^+Â f^- ^^-^-.1+^+:^-^ -^1^+^J +^ +L^ DD¡^t ^^--^- ^--.'^.-1*.-^1 -^1:^-. f^-r wlJ \rLllçl rçquçùtù r\rl v\rllù¡.¡lt¿tLr\Jrr¡t rEl<lrgrJ Lu Lllç L:tiv uutlllll\ru 4Br.lvLlr.rulan pulluJ rur

beef. Canada requested consultations arguing that EEC export subsidies on beef were

infünoino A+icle 1f)'? henqrrce fher¡ r¡¡er.e rr¡qrrsino ndnca ñeferiallr¡ lrclnr¡¡ fhncc nf nfhc¡r'

382

383

384
385

386

387

Also see the second re,port, "Vforking Party - Sugar", Report to the Council adopted on 31 march
t982 (Ll 5924), GATT B/SD 295 I 82-90..
See L/5113 &.I/5924 and also Estabrook, Jeftey S., (1982) I5(2) Cornell International Law Journal
397427 at420424.
See "Working Party - Sugar, L15924, GATT A/SD 295182-90 at 84, para 6 & at 85, pam 9.
Complaint by USA (SCN4/Àd/Spec/5) , see Hudec (1993) Synopsis of Complaints, Complaint No 109,
ppa99-500. See also the 1983 report of the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
GATT A/SD 303/39 at 42, para 14 & at 43, para 17 (c).
Complaint by Argentina, Australia, Brazrl, Colombia, Cuba, Dominican Republic, India, Nicaragua,
Peru and Philippines (L/5309); see Hudec (1993) Synopsis of Complain* , Complaint No 110,
pp500-501.
See Hudec (1993), p500. For a description of this complaint, see Bentil, J. Kodwo, "Attempts to
Liberalize International Trade in Agriculture and the Problem of the External Aspects of the com-on
Agricultural Policy of the European Economic Community" (1985) l7(3) Case Western Reserte
Journal of International Law 335-387 . For a list of the parties to the Subsidies Code as at 25 October
1982, see "Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, report (1982) presented to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES at their Thirty-eighth Session (L/5402), GATT.BISDF 295/42.
GNfl,Activities in 1982,p30 & pp56-58.388
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suppliersr'.39O However, Canada did not proceed to request establishment of a panel.

Instead, it resorted to countervailing duties which were in turn the subject of a complaint by

the EEC. The EEC export subsidies on beef also had some effects on exports of other

countries in third country markets. Shortly after the Canadian request for consultations,

Australia requested consultations alleging that the export subsidies were causing non-

violation nullification and impairment but this complaint was not pursued legally any

fuither.3el

Complaints Regarding USA Export Subsidies

In 1983, even before the release of panel report on EEC's export subsidies on wheat flow,

the USA granted substantial export subsidies on sales of wheat to Egypt which had been a

significant market for the EEC. With the assistance of the subsidies, USA producers were

able to take the whole Eg¡rptian market for 1983/1984 displacing EEC exports ûom that

market.3e2 The EEC sought consultations under the Subsidies Code and, in May 1983, the

Committee on Subsidies and Corurtervailing Measures agreed to establish a panel to resolve

the dispute.393 Jþsrs seems to be an extremely strong argument that the USA's subsidy was

in breach of the equitable share test because it had displaced the exports of another signatory

within the terms of Article l0:2(a). However, the panel was never constituted and in the

following year, the USA did not offer the same subsidy agatn.3e4

In 1985, in retaliation against EEC export subsidies, the United States introduced its Export

Enhancement Programme ('EEP') as an addition to its other agricultural aid and frade

programmss.3e5 Under the EEP, export subsides were paid in cash or in product in order to

389
390

391
392

Hudec (1993) p500 & p501.
Subsidies Code, Afücle l0.,2. See Hudec (1993) synopsis of comFlaints, complaint no 134, pp520-
521. See also "Subsidies and Countervailing Duties Committee, re,port (1984) presented to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES at their Fortieth Session (Ll57l9) GATTA¡SD 3lSl259 at263,para 15.

L/5715 (26 October 1984); see Hudec (1993) synopsis sf ssmFlaints, complaint no 135, p521.

SeeHudec(1993)SlaopsisofComplaints,complaintnol23,pp5ll-512. Seealsoçsmplaintnol03
p490-492 a1492
See the report of the Committee ou Subsidies and Cor¡ntervailing Duties for 1983, GATT .BISD

305/39 at42,para 15. Also GATT, GATTActivitíes in 1983,p16.
See Hudec (1993) complaint no 123, p512. See also Echols, Manha 4., "Just Friends: The US-EEC
Agricultural Export Subsidies Standoff' (1983) 77 Proc Am Soc IL 119-130 at 128.
The export euhancement prograrnme was introduced by sl127 of the Food Security Act of 1985 (PL
99-198 of 23 Dec 1987) (which at that time was codified as 7 USC Sl736v).
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offset the adverse effects on US producers of subsidy practices by foreign countries.396 For

the three year period between I October 1985 and 30 September 1988, the US Secretary of

Agriculture was required to spend not less than US$2,û00,000,000 under the programme.

The only other use of dispute settlement procedures under t:ack 2 under the Subsidies Code

arose as a response to the USA's EEP. The dispute arose, in 1988, when Btazil complained

that the EEP subsidy on exports of soyabean oil were in violation of the Subsidies Code nñ

were also causing non-violation nullification or impairment under Article 8 of the Çeds.3e7

No panel was established.

Therefore, after the 1958 French Wheat case, there was no other successful challenge to an

export subsidy on a primary product whether under the equitable share rule in Article XVI:3

and Anicle 10 of fhe Subsidies Code or under the principles of nullification or impairment

under Article XXIII:1(b) and Article 8 of the Code. There rilas one finding that an export

subsidy caused serious prejudice under Article XVI:I thus requiring consultations.

However, under Article 8 of the Subsidíes Code which provided for countermeasures not

merely consultations, there was never a finding that an export subsidy caused serious

prejudice.

fit"2.4 The EEC Pasta case

The Problem of Non-Primary Products Incorporating Primary Products

The USA also challenged the EEC's export subsidies in another dispute under lhe Subsidies

Code relating to pasta.3es A panel report was presented but the EEC blocked adoption of

the report. The dispute illustrates a problem that arises in having diflerent rules for primary

and non-primary products. On a simple level, this is the problem of distinguishing between

primary and non-primary products. More generally, because primary products are used as

inputs in processed products, it raises the question of how the rules should deal with

measures designed to compensate processors for the high internal prices of inputs that are

themselves caused by protection. Where a dual price system is maintained, it will have the

See the complete statement of the purposes of the programme n s1227(3) of the Food Security Act
1985.

See Hudec (1993) Synopsis of Complaints, complaint no 190, pp57l-572.
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effect that products which are made from inputs with high internal prices will have prices

which reflect the cost of those inputs. Such products will not be competitive with foreign

products in the domestic market unless they receive a margin of protection or support in

some form to cover their higher costs. Such products will not be competitive in export

markets unless they receive a subsidy to cover those same higher costs.

For non-primary products, the rules under the Subsidies Code were fairly clear. A

government wishing to compensate producers for the high internal cost of an input can pay a

consumption subsidy to the purchasers of the input. However, it cannot make the payment

of the consumption subsidy contingent upon export performance because then the subsidy

would be a prohibited export subsidy.3es The government could pay the subsidy to all

purchasers but could not selectively pay it to exporters. For primary products, those rules

did not apply. If the processed product made from the primary product input could also be

regarded as a primary product, then to compensate processors for the higher cost of the

input, the government could pay a consumption subsidy contingent upon export

performance subject to the subsidy not infringing the constraints of Article XVI:3 or Article

10 of the Code.

The above consequences of having a prohibition on export subsidies on non-primary

products but not on primary product was the reason that, as described above, the United

States had made its ratification of the Declaration Implementing Article XVI:4 subject to an

'understanding'. The understanding, quoted in fuIl earlier, provided that Article XVI:4

would not prevent the USA from paying a subsidy on a non-primary product no greater than

the export subsidy which could have been payable on primary products that were

incorporated into the non-primary product. The Subsidies Code did not contain any special

provisions relating to products incorporating primary products. The United States

ratification of the Subsidies Code was not qualified by any reservation or understanding.

The problem that had been addressed by the United States 'understanding''was the subject of

the EEC Pasta Subsidies case.

"European Economic Community - Subsidies on Export of Pasta Products" report of the panel
Sclvf/32 (not adopted) 19 May 1983.
Subsidíes Code, Illustrative List of subsidies, item (I).
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The EEC Subsidy on Pasta

The EEC's system of expof refunds on pasta was related to ttre Common Agricultural

Policy for cereals which has been described abovea00. As for wheat flour, an export subsidy

on pasta was calculated upon the basis of the difference between the internal EEC price for

wheat and the world price multþlied by a fixed coefficient representative of the amount of

wheat required to produce one unit of pasta.4ot

The Arguments

The USA argued that pasta did not fit within the definition of 'primary product' because

pasta was not a primary product in a form "which has undergone such processing as is

customarily required to prepare it for marketing in substantial volume in international

f¡¿ds.aoz Therefore, Article 9:1 of thc Subsidies Code was applicable.

The EEC argued that the subsidy was not paid upon pasta but upon wheat and that,

therefore, Article l0 rather than 9 was applicable. The EEC argued that the subsidy was

paid on wheat regardless of whether it was in unaltered state or had been processed into

another product.

The EEC also argued that the 'understanding' subject to which the USA had made its

ratification of the Decla¡ation on Implementation of Article XVI:4 and the subsequent

practice of the parties had established a rule that permitted export subsidies on primary

products when incorporated into non-primary products. The EEC argued that this rule still

applied despite the coming into force of the Subsidies Code-403

The Decision

The panel rejected the EEC's arguments finding that the export subsidy was paid upon pasta

not upon wheat and that Article 9 was applicable.4O+ The panel examined the EEC's

submission that a course of practice had established a tolerance of export subsides on non-

primary products incorporating primary products. The panel found that even if such a

See ch10 atpp27-28, and see also in this chapter on the CAP for flour.
SCNÍ/32, para2.6 citing EEC Council Regulation No 3035/80 (11 November 1980).

SClvl32, pan3-2 parapbrasing the words of the Interpretative note Ad Article XVI Section B, 2.

Sclvf/32, para 3.12, p10.
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practice had become accqlted before the Subsidies Code, it had not survived the coming into

force of the clear rule in Article 9.40s

One Menrber of the panel dissented. The dissenting Member expressed the view that there

had been a widespread practice of treating export subsidies on the primary product

component of non-primary products as permissible. The dissenting member also argued that

Article 9 should be interpreted as not altering the pre-existing interpretation of Article

)(vI.4.406

The Result

The EEC blocked adoption of the report. A fairly minor adjustnent to the subsidy was

negotiated in the context of resolution of another dispute over EEC preferences on imports

of citrus tuits.407 However, the report was still not adopted leaving both this report and the

report in the EEC wheat case unadopted.408 It is important to note that the adjustrnent to the

subsidy practice that the EEC conceded did not in any way tb¡eaten the continuance of all of

the mechanisms of the CAP. The negotiated adjustnent only related to that part of the

subsidy which might exceed the extra cost that EEC pasta producers had to pay because of

the high internal EEC price for wheat 40e The EEC maintained its position on all of the

elements of the system of maintaining high internal prices r¡nder the CAP: that it was

entitled to maintain the high prices for primary products, like wheat, and that it was entitled

to compensate downstream producers for the extra costs.

Comment

The decision that the export subsidy was a subsidy on pasta rather than on wheat was

important. Any other decision would have meant that in respect of every subsidy on a

processed product, an assessment would have to be made as to how much of the benefit of

SCM/3Z,para4.4,pI2.
SCN,[/32, pan 4.9 -4.L0, ppL3 -14.
SCI\{/32, para 5.3-5.5, pp15-16.
EEC - Tariff Treatment of Citrr¡s, U 577 6. See Hudec ( I 993) slm.opsis of complaints, complaint I 13.

"Rqrort (1985) presented to the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their Fortieth Session" (of the SCM
committee) u5719, GATT .B/SD 3l9l259 at263, para 17 .

See Hudec (1993) pl54 citing the record of the negotiated settlement rn EC Oficial Journal No
L27sl36 (1987).
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the subsidy flowed through to producers of primary products. It was reasonable of the panel

to take the view that such a result was not the intention of the Parties.alo

Clearly, this kind of dispute only arises in consequence of there being different rules for

primary and non-primary products. The result of the decision, if adopted, would have been

that it would be permissible for the EEC to pay the consumption subsidy but only if it were

paid to all pwchasers of EEC wheat regardless of whether it was to be used to produce

exports. This would have had such significant fiscal consequences that it would have

required a significant change to the structure of the CAP. It was promising that a majority

of members of a panel \pere prepared to make a legal decision that challenged the CAP.

However, that the EEC vetoed the decision and the way in which they negotiated an

adjusünent to the subsidy that preserved the CAP mechanisms confirmed the impression

given by the "equitable share" cases that the existing GATT rules were unlikely to force a

reform of the CAP.

11 THT', B¡çIORT SUBSIDIES WAR IN THE 1980'5

Before concluding this chapter, it is appropriate to offer some indication of the magnitude of

the problems that arose from the failure to discipline export subsidies. Reference was made,

ahnr¡e rn rhc eefahliohrrpnf in l OR{ nf fhe Fvnnrf Fnhaneeme.nt Prnqramme in fetaliatiOnqvv f v, fv u¡v vùlgvrau¡luvtrl ¡¡^ L t 9¿ 9L

against the EEC's export subsidies. Indeed, the continued increase in EEC agricultural

exports afte,r the Toþo Round caused significant discord in EEC-US{ ¡sl¿fie¡s.all The

first significant response was the USA's subsidized wheat exports to Egypt referred to

above.4l2 However, this was part of a wider program to extend the USA' subsidies on

agricultural products. The cost of subsidies was also increased because the joint effect of

the export subsidies by both the EEC and the USA was to depress world prices which

410

4tl

See Coccia" Massimo, "The Settlement of Disputes in GATT under the Subsidies Code: Two Panel

Reports on EEC Export Subsidies" (1986) 16 Georgia Journal of International Law 144 at 26-29

arguing for the conhary view that consideration of the beneficial effects of the subsidy should have

determined whether A¡ticle 9 or Article l0 applied
Generally, see Butler, Nicholas, "The Ploughsha¡es Wa¡ Between Europe and America' (1983-84)

Yol62 No 1-3 Foreign Afairs 105-122.; Montana-Mora (1993) p32-34, & Dam, Kenneth'W., UUS

Foreign Policy and Agricultual Trade" USA Departnent of Slate, Bulletin, Vo184, No 2083,

February 1984,ppl9-22.
See also Peti! Michael, uThe Agricultural Trade Confrontation between the United States and the

European commr:nity: a Challenge to out Professiot" Agricultural Economics,2 (1988) 185-195 at
4t2
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broadened the gap between the EEC's intemal prices and world prices. In 1984, the USA

and the EEC together spent US$35 billion on agricultural subsidies.4t3

The faih:re to obtain a favor:rable decision in the EEC wheat case seems to have resulted in

the USA relying on a trade war strategy to increase the cost of the CAP so that the EEC

would have to change it rather than on an strategy of reforming the CAP through legal

pressure in GATT dispute settlement.4r4 It was in these circumstances, that the 1985 Farm

Bill introduced the EEP. Relations were exacerbated by the enlargement of the EEC to

include Spain and Portugal and the detrimental effects of that on USA grain exports to those

two countriss.4l5 In1986-87, about 40o/o of USA wheat exports were financed by the EEP.

In 1986 and 1987, the cost of these subsidies to the USA was in excess of US$25 billion.4l6

The situation had reached a stand off with the EEC refusing to make major changes to the

CAP and the USA applying increasing funds to pressure the EEC to change.

12 CONCLUSIONS

The drawing of conclusions from this chapter is left to the final chapter of this part of the

thesis which draws conclusions from the analysis of all of the aspects of the application of

the pre-Uruguay Round GATT to agricultrue: import bariers, export subsidies and domestic

support. One important factor that is demonstrated by this review of the application of the

rules on export subsidies is the interrelationship of the various aspects of the rules. It is

clea¡ that most of the problems with the application of the export subsidy rules to agriculture

arose out of market conditions that were at least partially caused by the ineffectiveness of

the rules on import bariers. The whole framework of rules need to be considered together.

However, a preliminary summary of this chapter and a few observations are made here with

respect to both threads of this analysis:

4t3

189 & Hufbauer & Erb, Subsidies in International Trade (Institute for International Economics,
'Washington, 

I 98a) ppaOa 1.

Montana-Mora (1993) p34 citing Ba¡ba¡a Tnsel, "A World Awash in Grains" (1985) 63 Foreign
Afairs 892 at 900.
Montana-Mora ( I 993) pp33-34.
Petit, (1988) p189.
Hathaway, Dale 8., "Reforming V/orld Agricultural Policies in Multilateral Negotiations' (1991) I
Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems 392414 at 407.

4t4
4t5
416
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(1) identification of the major problems with applying the rules on export subsidies to

agricultural trade; and

(2) identification of any deficiencies in the way that the rules on export subsidies

embody appropriate distinctions between border and non-border instruments and

price-based and quantity-based border instnrments.

T2.T SUMN{ARY OF PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE RULES ON EXPORT

SUBSIDIES TO AGRICULTURE

One of the major problems with applying the rules on export subsidies to agriculture was

simply that the parties could not agree on what the rules with respect to export subsidies

should be. ln the early years of the GATT, the problem was simply that there were no rules.

In later yeæs whe,lr some rules were in force, most of the probløns derived from the original

inability to reach agreement on the content of the rules.

However, to the extent that the parties did agree on rules and bring them into force, the

major problems with applying those GATT rules on export subsidies to agriculture were:

(1) the difficulty of defining subsidy and export subsidy and the consequent need to

establish illusfrative lists of export subsidies;

(2) the wording of Article XVI:4 which necessitated the Declarations to bring it into

iorce resuiting in a law which only applied to a subset of the coniracting parties;

(3) the indeterminacy of the concept of the definition of equitable;

(4) the determination of what was equitable was not helped by the reference to previous

represe,lrtative period largely because of the difñculty of determining what \ilas a

representative period;

(5) the need, in making assessments under the "equitable share" test, to assess v-ast

amounts of statistics and the disagreements as to which data was pertine,lrt to the

decision;
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(6) the imprecision involved in determining causation that necessarily flowed from a test

that required that the share of üade be shown to have resulted from export subsidies;

(7) the difficulty of determining how to apply the prescription that other factors should

be taken into account in making the determination r¡nder the 'equitable share' test;

(8) as with the "equitable share" test, the application of "displacement" test was also

impeded by imprecision as to what was meant by displacement and by matters of

causation;

(9) the need to distinguish between primary and non-primary products and the

consequent difñculty in dealing with export subsidies on non-primary products

incorporating primary products;

(10) the difüculty of defining a cowrtervailable subsidy which resulted in a gradual

extension of counten¡ailing duties to subsidies which were regarded as domestic

policy like regional development subsidies;

(11) the need to establish injury in order to be able to cormtervail against export

subsidies;

(12) generally, there were substantial difficulties in applying rules that were based on the

effects of policies rather than on the classification of the policies;

(13) finally, the ineffectiveness of disciplines on export subsidies left the parties with no

rule-based mechanism for dealing with agricultr.ral surpluses.

12.2 EMBODIMENT OF DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN POLICY INSTRUMENTS IN
THE RULES ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

The review of the three negotiations relating to the original rules, the 1955 rules and the

Toþo Round rules all revealed a lack of consensus as to how the rules should distinguish

between diffsrent subsidies and how the rules on subsidies should fit into the broader

framework of rules. On the basis of the argument made in chapter 8 for the relative

desirability of non-border instruments over border instruments and price-based border

instnrments over quantity-based border instruments, it is submitted that the rules should
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prefer domestic subsidies to export subsidies and should prefer export subsides to

quantitative restrictions. It is submitted that, the rules that did come into force were

deficient in ernbodying an appropriate distinction between export subsidies and other

subsidies and between subsidies and other trade policy instnrments.

These deficiencies included:

(l) a preoccupation with tying to regulate export subsidies with prohibitions rather than

some consideration of amode ofregulation more like that applied to import tariffs;

Ø failr¡re to provide a mechanism for negotiating limits to export subsidies;

(3) a faih¡re to make a clear distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies

because of the special treaûnent made for agricultural subsidies resulting in a more

or less equivalent absence of regulation of either export subsidies or other subsidies;

(4) a faih.l¡e to make a clear distinction in countervailing duty law between export

subsidies and other subsidies resulted in a fall back to determining countervailability

on the basis of effects.

12.3 LINKS BETWEEN THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN INSTRUMENTS A}ID
THE PROBLEMS IWITH AGRICULTURAL E)GORT SUBSIDIES

This thesis submits that the abovementioned deficiencies in the embodime,nt of the two

distinctions between policy instuments were a part of the causes of the abovementioned

problerns in the application of the rules on export subsidies to agriculture. It is clear that the

application of these rules to agriculture also suffered from strong political forces. However,

it is submitted that defects in the stated defects in the formulation of the rules were part of

the reason that those political forces could not be managed by the rules.

This argument is completed in the context of the overall framework of rules in chapter 15 at

the end of this part.



CHAPTER 13

TITE PRE.URUGUAY ROT]ND RT]LES ON DOMESTIC SUPPORT

A bounly on the production ofcorn then, would produce no real efect on the annual produce ofthe land and
labour of the country, although it would make corn relatively cheap, and manufactures relatively dear.

David Rica¡do, On the Prínciples of Political Economy and Tatcation
(Jobn Murray, Albemarle Stree! London, 1817), p325.1

It must be emphasised that the subsidy valve is an integral part of the commercial policy proposals and is
intended to be used in this way

"Memorandum from Melville to Curtin, 21 April 1944, Report on London discussions on Article VII,
February - Ma¡ch 1944" docr.¡ment no 113 in Austr¿liq Deparbnent of Foreip Atrairs and Trade, Documents
on Australían Foreign Policy 1937-49, volume YII:1944, W.J.Hudson (ed), (AGPS, Canberra, 1988) para 36.

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter continues the more detailed analysis, carried out in the last two chapters, of the

application of the pre-Uruguay round rules to agricultrual trade. This chapter analyzes the

way the GATT rules relating to domestic support have affected üade in agricultural

products.

In assessing the problems with domestic support for agriculture, this analysis builds a more

complete picture of the framework of GATT rules presented in chapter 2 andmaintains the

focus begun in that chapter on the differences between the way that the GATT rules regulate

different policy instruments. Therefore, this chapter:

Also in the opening of word of Chapter )OüI entitled "Bounties on Exportation, and Prohibition of
Importation" in The Worlcs and Correspondence of David Ricardo (ediæd by Piero Sraffa) Yoll On

thePrinciplesofPoliticalEconomyandTaxation (CarrbridgeUniversityPress,Cambridge, 1951).

I
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(l) analyzes the way that the GATT rules on domestic support have operated in relation

to trade in ag¡icultural products and identifies and explains the areas of difficulties;

and

Ø sea¡ches for defects in the way that the rules on domestic support e,lrrbody the

distinction between border and non-border instruments;

so as to make possible an assessment of whether any such defects referred to in paragraph

(2) contributed to the difficulties referred to in paragraph (1).

Recall that it was submitted in Chapter 8 that for the rules to facilitate the guidance of the

behaviour of the parties toward policies that would enable them to achieve economic

benefits and non-economic objectives, they should leave parties substantially free to use

non-border insûrrments, of course, including domestic subsidies. It is necessary to stess the

consequences of the conclusions ûom chapter 8 and the rest of part 2 of this thesis for the

question as to the extent to which parties need to be free to implement domestic subsidies.

In chapter '7, we obsen¡ed that non-economic objectives might influence a commwtity so

that the welfare morimizing level of support to a particular indusfiy might be greater than

zero. The analysis in ehapters 4 to 6 demonstrated that if it was desired to give some level

1 , L1 - - -r r- t1- - ----r -f r1-^ ^------:!- ^f .-.:--:-- ¿L^+ ^,.--^+..'^"1áoI suppolT Io an ulg'uslry, urc çost tu ulË r.gsr ut ulv çulruuurury ur ËrvurË urilr ùuPPvrf wvuru

be less if it were grven by a domestic subsidy rather than a border instrument. If the use of a

domestic subsidy leads to the same consequences of having tc give compensation or having

to suffler retaliation (regardless of whether the legal basis is track I or track 2) as the use of

border instnrments, then the rules would be failing to guide parties towa¡d the adoption of

the least costly instrument and, in some cases, where the adoption of the domestic subsidy

would be welfare enhancing, the rules would actually be frustrating the adoption of welfare

enhancing policy.

It was submitted that the rules need to guide parties toward adopting domestic subsidies

instead of border instnrments like import quotas, import tariffs and export subsidies. It was

also submitted that the rules could provide for negotiation of limits on domestic subsidies.

Arguments for discþlining domestic subsidies focus on their effects. Subsidies can displace

imports ûom the home market, cause injury to producers in foreign markets, and can
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displace other countries exports from third counûry ma¡kets. However, the preceding

analysis of the differences between types of instruments indicates that domestic subsidies

are usually the best instrrment for a government to achieve a non-economic objective. For

that reason, caution must accompany the giving of remedies against domestic subsidies

whether through discriminatory countervailing duties or through multilaterally authorized

but still discriminatory countermeasures. This chapter considers the remedies against

domestic subsidies. However, it is stressed that the arguments for disciplining domestic

subsidies must also be considered in the context of the wider framework of rules relating to

other policy instruments. For example, one could ask whether there is any need for the

safeguards exception which provides an escape clause for protecting domestic industry from

injury needs to be supplemented by an additional escape clause for situations in which some

causal link can be drawn between the injury and another part¡i's domestic subsidy.2

This analysis draws upon the material in the last chapter which provided an explanation of

most of the rules relating to subsidies. That description is brought to completion by the

addition of description and analysis of aspects of the subsidies rules which apply solely or at

least predominantly to domestic subsidies. Again, it is necessary to stress that the

description of the law relates to the law as it was at various times between 1947 and the

Uruguay Round. Generally, the description is in the past tense even where the description is

still accurate in respect of the current law. Use of the past tense should be taken only to

mean that the description refers to the law as it was and not necessarily that the current law

is different (although in many respects, it is).

There have been only a few cases relating to domestic support. Most of the important

disputes relate to the EEC's Common Agricultural Policy or the effects of it. In general, the

disputes over domestic suppof have arisen out of the faih¡res in the regulation of other

policies. There has been a link between domestic support policies for agriculture and the

other agricultural policies manifested in the form of import ba¡riers or export subsidies"

Similar interconnections between policies have already been obse¡r¡ed in the discussion of

the problem of export subsidies upon products processed from products on which internal

See Horlicþ G., Quick, R., & Verrrulst E., "Govemment Actions Against Domestic subsidies, An
analysis of the International Rules a¡d an Introduction to United States' Practice" (1986) | Legal

2
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prices are supported by import bariers. This was the problem which produced the ECC

Pasta dispute; that the high internal prices caused a perceived need for an export subsidy on

pasta. Internal prices can aiso cause pressure to introduee other domestic support policies.

For example, intemal prices for one product may cause consumers of that product to buy

another product in substitution for it which may result in substantial increases in imports for

the substitute product or products. Government might be pressured to react to this situation

by providing incentives to purchase the product which is losing market share or to heþ the

producers of the substitr¡te product. This is exactly what happened as a result of the EEC

coÍlmon agricultural policy for grains; it caused other animal feeds to be substituted for

grains based animal feeds.

ln considering regulation of domestic support, it is important to be aware that domestic

support policies can take two fonns. They can take the tbrm of disguised import bariers or

they can take the form of assistance to production or producers which do not affect imports.

Putting this in terms of the analysis in part 2, domestic support measures can have the same

effects as border instruments if they have the effect of raising the price for domestic

consumers above the world price and also have the effect of raising the price for producers

above the world price. This is so in the case of domestic content requirements or sales taxes

+l.et áian¡m.inafa qcqitrct innnrrr{c I{nr¡-¡er-¡ef rlomestic sr:nnort can a-lSO take tIg ftifrrf Of!I¡41 glùWI!¡U¡4Lw 4ËgU¡ùL s¡¡Pv¡De. ¡^v tt v v v¡t ev^¡¡vv

domestic subsidies which have no effects on the price at which consumers can purchase

imports.

The GATT disciplines domestic support in two ways. It has rules in Article III to prevent

disguised import barriers. Secondly, there are rules on domestic subsidies. Article III

regulates the giving of any favor¡rable treatment to domestic producers through indirect

tæres or through any laws or regulations aflecting the internal sale, disfübution or use of

goods. Domestic subsidies are regulated through the same two track regulation as applies to

export subsidies: the first relating to countervailing measures and the second relating to

multilaterally authorised remedies. As for export subsidies, the rules relating to domestic

subsidies that applied prior to the Uruguay Ror¡nd arose from the original 1947 rules, from

Issues in European Integratíon l-51 at 49-53; Ba¡celo (1980), as above, at28l, and Lowenfeld,

Andreas F., "Fair or Unfair Trade: Does It Matter?" (1980) 13 Cornell In{l IJ 205-219 at2l3-2L9.
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the 1955 review of the Agreement and from the Toþo Round Subsidies Code. The

following analysis deals with the relevant material under the following headings:

o Negotiation of the Rules on Domestic Support

o The Original Rules of GATT 1947

o Discipline of Domestic Support wrder Article III

o Discipline of Domestic Subsidies under the Nullification or Impairment Principle

o Domestic subsidies under the Tokyo Round Code on subsidies

o Domestic Subsidies under Countervailing Duties Rules

o The Oilseeds Case

The Oilseeds case is left r¡ntil last. It deals with a domestic support programme which was

challenged under Article III and also as a non-violation subsidy under the nullification or

impairment principles. It was a culmination of a dispute which went back to the original

Article )OflV:6 negotiation when the EEC was first created. This dispute became a crucial

issue in the final settlement of the agriculture negotiation in the Uruguay Round.

2 NEGOTIATION OF THE RT]LES ON DOMESTIC SUPPORT

2.T TRACK I - NEGOTIATION OF THE COI-INTERVAILING DUTIES RULES

The previous chapter's discussion of export subsidies mentions that there is no indication in

any of the negotiating drafts of Article VI of any distinction between export subsidies and

domestic subsidies. The only indication in the rçorts of the preparatory sessions which

might indicate some attønpt at the making of such a distinction is that the London Report

records the view of one member that the committee should consider providing an immunity

from countenrailing duties for subsidies that have been agreed upon with other parties.3

However, that suggestion was not incorporated into any texts. As mentioned, the wording

adopted in the New York Draft, referring to subsidies on "manufacture, production or

See London Session Report, UN Doc EIPCÆß3 (see above, chapter 2, fr''t4 and accompanying text)
atpl7, Section D, para l(d)(xl).
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exportation", was quite clear that it could apply to domestic subsidies or export subsidies-a

In summary, there is no indication in the drafting history that domestic subsidies should be

iess exposed to corurtervailing duties than export subsides except as ìilas a consequence of

the adoption of an injury test.

2.2 TRACK II - NEGOTIATION OF THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE XVI

The last chapter mentioned the way that export subsidies were dealt with under Meade's

Proposal þr an International Commercial IJnion- His illustration of possible conditions

had suggested a restriction on export subsidies to a maximum of l0 %o.s Domestic subsidies

were covered by a clause suggesting that

members would be forbidden to give a preference (whether by tax, subsidy,

price offered by state trading body or other means) in price to their home

producers which was more than, say, 25 per cent gleater than the price offered

to similar goods produced by other mernbers of the Uniorr.6

Clearly, the clause suggests a maximum on import tariffs of 25%. However, the words are

expressed to apply to a preference whether given by tax or by subsidy. They appear to cover

a domestic production subsidy. As discussed in chapter 11, the suggestion of a mærimum

tariff rate evolved into other British proposals of formulas for across the boa¡d tariff cuts'

Without wishing to make a definitive statement on the matter, it seems that the proposal for

limiting domestic subsidies disappeared fairly eady in the negotiation. It does appear to

have survived the evolution of discussions toward agreement on the bilateral-multilateral

model fortariffcuts.

Some insight to the understanding of negotiating parties of the role of domestic subsidies in

the new proposed order may be gained from the reports made back to the Australian Prime

Minister on the discussions on Article VII of the Mutual Aid Agreement.T On 21 April

1944, the Australian delegate to discussions in London reported on the UK proposals for a

formula cut to tariffs:

See Article 1?(2) of the New York Drafr ITO Cha¡ter and A¡ticle IV:2 of the New York draft of the

GATT tn Report of the Nqv York Session UN Doc EIPC/Tl34tRev.l (see ch 2, fu28 and

accompanying text).
Pa¡a 13 (väi) or James E Meade, "A Proposal for an International Commercial Union" (25 htly 1942)

rqrroduced in "James Meade's War-time Proposal for a Liberal Trade Regime" (1987) l0 The World

Economy399407 at405.
As above, para 13(Ð at404.

4

5

6
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Subsidies could be used to supplement tariffs where more protection was

required than provided by the formula. ... Quantitative restrictions on imports
would be banned except for balance of payments puq)oses. Two price systems

(i.e. one price for local sales and another for exports) would also be banned but
direct subsidies to production could be substituted for them.8

The delegate, Melville, requested the Australian government to make an investigation into

the effects of the proposals:

this investigation would need to include a detailed examination of the extent to
which subsidies can be used as an alternative form of protection in order to
offset all or part of the effects of tariff cuts or the prohibition of the two price
system or to enable us to establish new industries. It must be emphasised that
the subsidy valve is an integral part of the commercial policy proposals and ís
intended to be used in this way.9

A few days later, Melville added

You may have had an opportunity to consider whether it is possible by means

of subsidies to give protection to industries to supplement that allowed by the

Commercial Policy proposals. It seems to me there may be serious political,
fiscal and administrative obstacles in the way of the payment of subsidies.l0

The absence of any intention to regulate domestic subsidies was confirmed when the USA

released the 1945 Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employment.tr With

respect to export subsidies, the Proposals introduced a prohibition based on a dual price

testl2 but, with respect to domestic subsidies, the only applicable obligation \ilas an

obligation to consult in relation to "any subsidy which operates to increase exports or reduce

imports" where such subsidy threatened serious injr¡ry to international frade.l3 Even that

limited obligation was curtailed by special provisions on commodities in "burdensome

world surplus" the application of which to export subsidies was discussed in the last chapter.

7
8

See above at ch2, ful I and accompanying text

"Memorandum from Melville to Cufin" 21 April 1944, "Report on London discussions on Article
VII; February - March 1944" document no ll3 in Deparbent of Foreign Affairs and Trade,

Documents on Aus*alian Foreign Policy 1937-49, volume YII:.1944, rffJ.Hudson (editor),
(Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1988) para 36. Paragraphs 36 to 40 relate to
the discussiorxi on coûrmercial policy.
As above, para 36 (emphasis added).

"From Melville to Curtin (in Washineton) V/ashington 26 April l9,tl4, document no 119 in DFAT,
Documents on Aus*alian Foreign Polícy 1937-49, volume Ir'[I:.1944, V/.J.Hudson (editor) (AGPS,
Canberr4 1988).
United States, Departuent of State, Proposøls for Expansion of World Trade and Employment
(November 1945) (Department of State Publication 24lI).
Proposals, Section D, para l.
Proposals, Section D, para l.

9
l0

1l

t2
l3
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For such commodities, the obligation to consult would not apply without a decision of the

Organization if the parties had entered into negotiations for an international commodity

agreement and ihe negotiations failerl.la

The essence of these provisions was carried into Article 25 of the Suggested Charterl,

which became the basis for negotiations at the First Preparatory Conference for the LIN

confsre,nce. The Conference observed that the clause imposed "moderate and fewu

requirements on the use of industry assistance:

"(i) If the subsidy does not ¡educe imports, no requiretnents are made;

(iÐ If the subsidy does reduce imports, the only requirement ... is that it is to be reported

to the IITOI together with an indication of the probable effect of the subsidy and the

reason why it is necessarY.

(iiÐ Even if the subsidy should cause serious injury to international trade, the only

requirement is that the members granting it discuss with mernbers, whose interest is

seriously prejudiced, the possibility of limiting the subsidy"'16

As discussed in the context of export subsidies, Article 25 of the Suggested Charter became

Articie s0 of the Loneion Draft iTO Charter.lz Ai ihe l.Tew Yoik session, ',he drafting

committee removed the exemption from this notification and consultation obligation that

had formerly applied irr respect of commodities.l8 In addition, the consultation provision

was altered slightly so that it applied to any subsidy uwhich operates directþ or indirectþ to

increase exports of any product from, or to reduce imports of any product into, its

telritoryu.lg The commentary in the New York Report indicates that the addition of the

l4
l5
16

Proposals Section D, para 3b.

Suggested Charter,see above, ch2, frt 2I andaccompanying text'

niport of the First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade

oia n*pøy-ent,lf\lDocElPClTß3 (London, Oct 46) Section D, para 2(b). This paragraph refers

to the disciplines on subsidies other than export subsidies on manufactured goods. The parties

believed that commodities would be governed by the chapter on commodity agreements rather than

the provision on subsidies. However, the observations about the clause are equally applicable to any

manufactured goods or other goods.

London Drart of the ITO charter, see above, ch2 at the text accompanyngh24.
See the Nan' York Report ir¡-úte New York Drafi, Article 30(4Xb) and in the Commentary at para (a)

under "Paragra¡rh 4(b)".
New York Drafi, see above, cb2 atfü28 and accompanying text, A¡ticle 30(l).

t7
18

l9
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words "directly or indirectly" ensure that the clause cannot "be interpreted as being confined

to subsidies operating directly to aflect trade in the product wrder consideration".2O It was

in this form that the clause on notification and consultation rvas ca:ried over from the draft

ITO Charter into the draft of the GATT.2I This clause in the New York draft of the GATT

was not substantially altered at the Geneva Session of the Preparatory Committee and it

became Article XVI of the original GATT signed in 1947.

As mentioned in the last chapter, at the Geneva Session, the United States argued that the

prohibition on export subsidies that increased the subsidizing nation's share of world tade

should apply to domestic subsidies as well.22 Perhaps, this argument was simply a tactic in

arguing for a less strict formulation of the rule as it applied to export subsidies. In the result,

as mentioned in the last chapter, the USA was not successfr¡l in limiting the application of

the rule relating to export subsidies in the draft chaner. In the GATT, however, the USA

succeeded in having the whole of the clauses regulating export subsidies deleted. ln neither

the draft charter nor the GATT was there any serious likelihood of additional constaints

being imposed on domestic subsidies. Both Canada and Brazil responded to the USA's

argument saying that it was appropriate to prohibit export subsidies but not domestic

subsidies. They argued that export subsidies needed to be contolled because "when exports

were only a small part of total ouþut, it was easy to grant a very large export subsidy,

whereas it was not easy to subsidize the total ouq)ut.r?23

3 THE ORIGINAL RULES OF GATT 1947

3.1 RULES ON DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES - ARTICLE XVI

Article )ilII (renumbered Article XVI:1 in 1955) provided for notification in respect of the

grant or maintenance of

any subsidy, including any form of income support, which operates directþ or
indirectly to increase exports of any products from, or to reduce imports of any
product into the party's territory,

(a) of the extent and nature of the subsidization

lJjr{, Report of the Drafting Committee of the Preparatory Commíttee of the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Employmenl, IJN docÐIPCtl/34lRev.l, 29 Ìvday 1947.

See the N¿w York Report, Part ûI, Draft General Agree,ment on Ta¡iffs and Trade, Article )(fV.
See Brown, The United Stctes and the Restoration of I|rofld Trade,pltS.
See Brown, The United States and the Restoration of World Tradepll9.

20

2T

22
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(b) of the estimated effect of the subsidization on the quantity of the

affected product or products imported or exported into its territory; and

(c) of the circumstances making the subsidizationnecessary

It also provided for consultations in

any case in which it is determined that serious prejudice to the interests of any

other contacting party is caused or threatened by any such subsidization.

In that case, upon request, the party granting the subsidy was obliged to discuss "the

possibility of limiting the subsidization".

3.2 ARTICLE III - RULES ON NATIONAL TREATMENT AND THE EXEMPTION
FOR DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES -

Article III imposes considerable constraint on the way in which domestic support may be

provided. In essence, Article III prevents the provision of domestic support by

disctiminating between domestic and foreign goods in internal laws affecting sale of goods

in ways that have similar effects to bariers imposed at the frontier. Article III:2 prohibits

the imposition of de facto tariffs through higher rates of sales tax for imports than local

goods. The first sentence of Article III:2 prohibits higher sales tæres being applied to

r -i- La - - r- -,--r:-l r^ llt:t--ll )^-^^.:^ --^l--^¿^ll 
.FL^ 

^^^^-J -Ã-+^á^Ã ^--l:^-:-rmpoflgo' goous tft¿tf,l ls aPprlçu tu IUsç uurlrçùuç Pruuurvtù . luç ùt;trullr¡ ùEl¡rsuv¡t cPP¡reù rr'r

respect of dissimilar taxation of products which even, if not 'like products', are directly

competitive or substitutable. It prohibits taxes ûom being applied to imported products so

as to afford protection to domestic production" of "directly competitive and substitutable

product".

In addition A¡ticle III:4 prohibits any domestic law af[ecting internal saleza from teating

imported products less favor¡rably than "like" products of national origin. In respect of

internal laws imposing quantitative regulations, a prohibition applies under Article III:5 if
they are applied "so as to afford protection to domestic produetion"" Further, Article III:5

prohibits regulations which require that any "specified amount or proportion of any product

... must be supplied from domestic sources".

24 "sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use": see Article III:4.
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Article III:8(b) provides a specific exemption from these national treatnent rules for

domestic subsidies. The exønption is limited to "the payment of subsidies exclusively to

domestic producers".

In essence, the national treaünent rules are directed towards internal measures which are de

facto import barriers.

3.3 NON-VIOLATION NULLIFICATION OR IMPAIRMENT. ARTICLE )OilII

Domestic subsidies and other domestic support schemes could be affected by the principles

of nullification or impairment operating under Anicle )OilII of the GATT. Recall from

chapter 2 that Article XXIII operated upon criteria of nullification or impairment of benefits

rather than upon the criteria of whether or not there has been a violation. Anicle XXIII:l(b)

provided for the dispute settlement procedure to operate where

any benefit accruing to [a party] directþ or indirectþ r¡nder this Agreement
is being nullified or impaired ... as the result of

(b) the application by another contracting party of any measure, whether
or not it conflicts with the provisions of this Agreement

Therefore, even though domestic subsidies could not constitute violations of the Agreement,

they could cause nullification or impairment of a benefits rurder the Agreement. As

described in chapter 2, the argument is that if Country A negotiates a tariffbinding then the

subsequent introduction of a domestic subsidy by Counûry A impairs the benefit that its

tading partrers would have otherwise received from the tariffbinding.

4 DISCPLINE OF DOMESTIC SUPPORT UI\DER ARTICLE III

Whether the national treatrnent rule is conceptualized as a rule prohibiting de facto import

barriers or a rule prescribing the forms of permissible domestic support, it has had some

impact on the permissible forms of domestic support.

4.1 LIMITATION OF THE ARTICLE III:5 EXEMPTION

Despite the exemption for domestic subsidies, some types of domestic subsidies have been

disciplined by Article III. The Article III:8(b) exemption has been interpreted so that

subsidies to purchasers of products are not to be regarded as subsidies to the producers.
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This was the effect of the decision in the case concerning Italian Discrimination Against

Imported Agriculnral Machinery.2s There, a subsidy in the form of credit terms to

purchasers of Itaiian agriculnual machinery was heid not to be a subsidy to the domestic

producers of the machinery within the meaning of Article III:8(b).zo This question of

indirect subsidies arose in the context of agricultural trade in the Oilseeds dispute which is

dealt with later in this chapter.

4.2 USING DOMESTIC SUPPORT PROGRAMMES AS DISGUISED IMPORT
BARRIERS

Article III has had a direct impact on various domestic support schemes employed to

support agricultural industries. Two disputes ¿re particularly important.

4.2.1 Animal Feed Proteins case

In the animal feed proteins casie? the measure at issue could either be viewed as a barier to

imports of certain vegetable animal feeds or as a support to the dairy industry that was a

suppleme,lrt to the EEC's conrmon agricultural policy for milk.2z In fact, the measu¡e was

only necessary in consequence of the accumulation of surpluses of milk powder caused by

the EEC's high import barriers to milk and milk products. In order to help deplete some of

+he .¡n¡rrrtrrrlarer{ sfnelrnile the FFC introrluced reslrlations reor:irinq bot-h domesticu¡v svvÉ¡¡usavs vlvv¡rtr¡¡vt _-Þ-^------- --a-----9

producers and importers of various vegetable products used as animal feeds to purchase a

specified quantitv of skimmed milk powder held by EEC agencies.2s The regulations

applied to EEC producers or importers of oilseeds2g, cakes and meals, dehydrated fodder

and compowrd feeds. An additional regulation required importers of corn gluten30 to

25
26
27

28
29

"Italian Discrimination Against Imported Agricultural Machinery" GATI .B/SD 7Si60-68.

GATT B/SD 75/60-68 at 64, para 14.

'EEC - Measures on Animal Feed Proteins" report of the panel adopted 14 Ma¡ch 1978 (U4599)

GATTBISD 255/49.
GATT BISD 25Sl49 at p50-51, paras2.2-2.5.

The term "oilseeds" ¡efers to a group of agriculnrral commodities including palm, coconut soybeans,

rapeseed, su¡flower and cottonseed. Apart from some direct human consumption of soybeans,

oilseeds are produced for vegetable oils which are consumed by humaas, principally as cooking oil
and margarine, and for use in protein meal in combination with low protein products in animal and

poultry feeds. See Hathaway, Agiculture and the GATT: Retwiting the Rules,p3l-32-
As explained by Hathaway, corn gluten feed is "the by-product of the wet-corn milling industry,

which produces high fructose sweetener, ethanol, and other products from com": Hathaway, Dale,

Agriculture and the GATT: Rewriting the Rules (No20 in the series "Policy Analysis in International
Economics") (Institute for Intemational Economics, Washington DC, September 1987) p30.

30
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purchase a quantity of skimmed milk powder but no similar obligation applied to domestic

producers of corn gluten.3l

The Import Barrier Argument

The USA had at stake a considerable trade in the various vegetable animal feed products. It

exported over US$3 billion of these products to the EEC accounting for almost one half of

US agricultural exports to the EEC.32 One of the consequences of the EEC common

agricultural policy for grains was that the EEC livestock, dairy and poultry producers sought

cheaper foodstuffs to substitute for wheat and cor¡rse grains for which the internal EEC

prices were high.33 In 1962, when the EEC had withdrawn bindings on various agricultural

products so as to be able to apply variable ievies to products to be subject to dual price

support schemes under CAP, part of the package of compensation was that the EEC gave

zero tariffbindings on various grain substitutes including all of the products to which these

regulations applied.3+ In the years that followed, there had been steady large increases in

USA exports of various grain substitutes to the EEC including all of the "oilseeds" and corn

gluten.3s The EEC had established a CAP for oilseeds but due to the zero tariffbindings,

the policy could not use import barriers and therefbre, to maintain a high internal price for

oilseeds, relied on a system of paying domestic processors for purchasing domestically

produced oilseeds.36

The argument that the measure requiring pwchases of skimmed milk powder constituted an

import barrier in the form of an additional import charge on imports of oilseeds and corn

gluten arose out of the way that the measure was enforced. The purchase obligations was

enforced:

(a) by making the granting of aid to domestic producers of oilseed and dehydrated

fodder, as provided r¡nder the EEC common agricultural policy, conditional upon the

3l
32

GATT .B/SD 255/49 at 50-5 I , paras 2.2-2.5.
See Pierson, Brian, "American Agricultural Exports and the EEC's Common Agricultural Policy"
(1982) I Wisconsin Internationql Law Journal 133- 150 at L35 & at 143-144 in Appendix 2.
See Hathaway at27 &74.
See Hathaway,Agriculture and the GATT: Rewiting the Rules,pp30-31.
Hathaway at 74. See also Josling, Tim, "Agricultural Trade Issues in Transatlantic Trade Relations"
(1993) 16(5) The World Economy 553-573 at562.
The EC set a target price and made palm.ents to processors

33
34
35

36
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presentation of a document providing proof of the pwchase and the denaturing of the

skimmed milk powder; and

(b) by making the free circulation in the EEC of imported oilseeds, cakes and meals,

dehydrated fodder and corn gluten subject to the presentation of a protein certificate

issued by mernber States upon the provision of a document of proof of the purchase

and the denattring of the skimmed milk powder.37

Both importers and domestic producers could be exempted from providing the document

evidencing proof of purchase if they produced either a cash deposit or a bank guarantee. If

the document evidencing purchase was produced later, then the deposit or bank guarantee

was retumed. If the doc¡ment was not produced, the security was forfeited.38 Therefore,

for domestic producers, the consequences of failing meet the pwchase obligation was

forfeittue of a security deposit but they still retained their production subsidy which had

been received upon lodgement of the security deposit and, for importers, the consequence of

failing to purchase the skimmed milk powder was that they forfeited their security deposit

but they were still allowed to sell the product in the EEC since they had already provided the

security deposit. Therefore, the USA argued that the forfeinlre of the security deposit waÍ¡ a

charge on importation in violation of Article ll:l(b).:l

Part of the United States' reliance on Article II:l(b) was based on the alleged fact that over

95% of the security deposits were collected in respect of irnports rather than domestic

product.40 In fact, the effect was that where both importers and domestic producers failed to

meet the purchase requirement, the net effect was that there was a net charge imposed on

imports equal to the forfeited security deposit. Some parallels can be drawn between this

situation and the forfeiture of a secr¡rity deposit in the EEC Minimum Import Prices case

which was decided a few months after the Animal Feed Proteins case. In that case also the

panel had to decide whether the forfeinne of a deposit could be regarded as a charge upon

importation, though in that case the amount to be forfeited was calculated by reference to the

gap between a designated import price and an actual import price. As observed in chapter

GATT 81SD 25Sl 49 at 51, para 2.7 .

GATT AISD 25Sl 49 at 51, para 2.9.

GATT.B/SD 255149 at 57 -58, pan 3.23 - 3.27

GATT A/SD 255149 at 58, para 3.27 .

tt
38
39
40
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I I above in the discussion of the MIPS case, there is little practical difference between

enforcing a minimum price scheme by deductions from a refundable deposit and doing so

by charging a variable levy. ln the case of the Animal Feed Proteins regulation, one might

obse,r¡¡e that there is little practical difference between imposing an import duty and

forfeiting a cash deposit.

The panel dismissed the argument that there was an import charge. It for¡nd that the

forfeiture of the security was an enforcement mechanism for the pwchase obligation and

was not a charge on importation. Therefore, the panel found that the measure should be

examined as arr internal measure under Article III rather than as a border measure rxrder

Article JI.4l

The National Treatment Arguments

V/ith respect to corn gluten, there was a clea¡ breach of A¡ticle III:4 because the purchase

obligation being applicable to imported com gluten and not to domestic corn gluten clearly

accorded less favor¡rable treatment to the imported product.a2

In respect of the other vegetable proteins, various arguments were put. Two arguments were

made under Article III:4. It was argued that the administrative arangements relating to the

purchase obligation and the forfeitrue of the security accorded less favourable freatnent in

respect of imported oilseeds, cakes and meals, dehydrated fodder and compound feed than

to the same domestic products. The panel regarded the various arangements for imported

products and domestic products as being equivalent and therefore not inconsistent with

Article III:4. It was also argued that since the regulations applied to vegetable proteins and

not to animal, fish or synthetic proteins then imported animal feed proteins were being

treated less favor.¡¡ably than like products of national origin. The panel held that the fact that

the measures did not apply also to animal, fish and synthetic proteins was not a violation of

Article III:4 because the vegetable proteins and the animal, fish and synthetic proteins were

not "like product5".43

GATTBISD 255/49 at67-68, paras 4.17-4.18
GATT BISD 25S/49 at 65, para 4.10.
GATT BISD 255/49 at 65-66, para 4.11.

4t
42
43
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It was argued that the regulations were inconsistent with the first sentence of Article III:5

because they were an "internal quantitative regulation' "requiring that a specified arnount or

proportion of the animal ieed must be supplied from domestic sources of milk powder.

However the panel observed that this rule only applied to "internal quantitative regulation"

which "related to the mixture, processing or use of products in specified amounts or

proportions". The panel found that the measures were 'internal quantitative regulations'but

because there was only an obligation to purchase a certain quantity of milk powder, they

were not regulations "relating to the mixture, processing or use of products in specified

amounts or ProPortions".44

Finally, it was argued that the regulation was inconsistent with the second sentence of

Article III:5 because it was an "internal regulation" affecting the purchase of milk which

contrary to Article III:1 was "applied to imported or domestic products so as to afford

protection to domestic production". The,re is an exception to the rule in the second sentence

of article III:5 for "cases in which all of the products subject to the regulations are produced

domestically in substantial quantities".4s However, the panel for¡nd that the exception did

not apply because not all of the vegetable protein products subject to the purchase

requirement were produced domestically in substantial quantities. The panel for¡nd that the

:-+*.^-+:n- ^^^-^ia- ^-1.' hal,l r{¡moafi¡olk, n ,r¡lrr^ed cl¡im mill¿ nnr-¡-¡rler -and that thefgfrfeIllLgl vglrlluu (lË9¡Ivrwù vruJ tr!r\¡ uvll¡vù!¡we¡^J Prv$svvs u¡v^À¡ ¡¡¡¡¡¡L rv

the purchase requirement afforded protection to domestic production of skimmed milk

powder.46 Therefore, the panel found a violation of the second sentence of Article III:5.

4.2.2 Spanish Soya Bean Oils case

As mentioned above, in 1978, the year of the Animai Feeds Proteins case, oilseeds and

oilseeds products accounted for over US$3 bitlion of USA exports to the EEC (then of 9)

and just under one-half of all USA agricultural exports to the EEC. A little over US$2

billion of that or almost a third of USA agriculture exports to the EEC was exports of

soybeans or, in American pariance, soya beans.47 The United States also exported soya

beans in substantial quantities to Spain which did not become a member of the EEC until

4
45
46
47

GATT BISD 25S/49 at64-65,para4.6.
GATT Interpretative Note Ad A¡ticle III, paragraph 5

GATT BISD 255/49 at 65, para 4.7 .

Pierson (1993) at 143-144 in appendix 2.
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1986. At the time of acceding to the GATT at the end of the Dillon round in 1963, Spain

had given a tariffbinding at the low rate of 5%. Between 1963 and 1978, the United States

exports of soya beans to Spain increased from less than 16,000 tons to more than 1,600,000

tons.48 The processing of soyabeans into soya bean oil was having a significant impact on

the production and sale of olive oil in Spain. In order to protect the olive and olive oil

industry, Spain introduced certain measure which were the subject of a dispute with the

United States, "Spanish Measures concerning Domestic Sale of Soyabean Oil".49 A GATT

panel found in favour of the Spanish measure but the legal reasoning, generally regarded as

wrong, was controversial and the panel report was never adopted by the CONTRACTING

PARTIES.

To understand the situation in this case requires some consideration of the options available

to the Spanish government to prevent the injury to the olive and olive oil indusûy. Spain

could not increase the import duty on soya beans, for it was borurd at 5o/o. A sale tax on

soyabeans but not on olives would almost certainly have been a violation of the second

sentence of Article III:2 because it would have been a diflerence in ta:r operating to protect a

directly competitive and substitutable product. Spain could have protected Spanish

producers of Soyabean oil by increasing the import tariff on Soyabean oil, for it was not

borurd. However, this would not have prevented the import of soyabeans and their

processing into soyabean oil which would have been sold at a lower price than olive oil.

Again, a sales tax on soyabean oil but not on olive oil would almost have certainly been a

violation of the second sentence of Article III:2 because it would have been a difference in

tax treaûnent operating to protect a directly competitive and substitutable product. Finally,

the Spanish government could have simply done nothing to restain imports of soya bean or

processing of soyabean oil, allowing the price of soya bean oil to wrdercut the price of olive

oil, but the govemment could have compensated the producers of olives and olive oil with

direct subsidies.

The protective measure adopted by the Spanish government was to empower a governme,nt

instn¡mentality to impose a marimum quantity of soyabean oil which could be sold on the

"Spain - Measures concerning Domestic sale of Soyabean Oil" panel reportUíl42, dated 17 Jr¡ne

1981, at p4,para2.ll.
48
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domestic market in Spain.sO There rürere no quantitative limitations on the domestic sale of

any other vegetable oil. This measure did not stop large quantities of soyabeans from

1 . , r ¡r- - 1---- ---1 ^ --^ ^^^^:-- i-+^ ^^.'^Lgan meal andcontmulng to De lmponeo lnto ùpam an(l ulc larBg suarç pruççùsurË ruru ù\rJ<ru

soyabean oil. However, since domestic sales of soyabean oil were limited, most of the

soyabean oil derived from imported soya beans had to be exported.

The United States made a number of arguments but the panel was not prepared to accept any

of them. The USA argued that the internal quantitative restriction was a violation of Article

III:4 because the treatrnent of imported soyabean oil was less favourable than the treatrnent

of domestically produced olive oil. However, a violation of Article III:4 can only exist

where the teaÍnent of the imported product is less favourable than the treaünent of a

domestically produced "like product". The panel for¡nd that soyabean oil and olive oil were

not like products.5l ln reaching that part of its decision, the panel regarded the term 'like

producf as meaning "more or less the same".52

Secondly, the United States argued that the Spanish measures was a violation of Article III:1

because it operated to protect domestic produce. On this argument, the panel made the

controversial finding that there could not be a violation of Article III:1 unless it was

established that the measure had actually caused adverse effects on United States trade. As

exports of soyabeans had continued to increase, the panel found that no adverse eflects had

been established.s3

Thirdly, the United States argued that the Spanish measure was an internal quantitative

measgre within the meaning of the second sentence of Article III:5 which operated to protect

domestic produce within the meaning of Article III:1. On this point, the panel agaþ said

that the requirement of Article III:1 could not be satisfied unless actual adverse effects were

established.sa In addition, the panel found that this situation fell within an exception to

A¡ticle III: 5 set out in the interpretative note excluding from the second sentence of Article

"Spain - Measures Concerning Domestic Sale of Soyabean Oil" panel reportLlil4Z, dated 17 June

1981

For the details of the govemment instrumentality arid its va¡ious powers, see para 2.3 to 2.8 of
Ll5t42.
Ll5142,para4.7,pl4.
U5l42,para4.6,pl4
Ll5l42,para4.2,pl3

49

50

5l
52
53
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III:5 restrictions on products produced in substantial quantities in Spain.ss Upon the basis

of this interpretative note, the panel found that the internal quantitative restiction applied to

a product, soyabean oil, of which there was substantial production in Spain, so the

prohibition did not apply.s6 There was significant disagreement between Spain and the

USA on whether the panel had interpreted the interpretative note correctly. The USA

complained that acceptance of the panel's interpretation would exclude the prohibition from

situations in which the quantitative restriction had a protective effect not on the product to

which it applied directly, but on the input for that product, in this case soyabeans, which was

not produced in significant quantities in Spain s7

The United States objected to.all of these three parts of the decision. Twenty four other

parties were also not in agreernent with the adoption of the panel.s8 The CONTRACTING

PARTIES were not able to adopt the decision but merely took note of it.5e Although the

disputes over interpretation of 'like products" and the interpretative nôte were important, the

aspect that caused the most confoversy was the decision that a violation of Article II:l

required demonstation of actual trade effects. A number of parties took the view that actual

tade effects were irrelevant. Although the decision wrder Article III:1 can be logically

separated from an inference that nullification or impairment r¡nder Article XXIII required

demonstation of trade effects, the views of the parties show a concern that this decision as

to trade effects might set a precedent for interpretation of the general principle of

nullification or impairment under Article XXI[. To this time, the problem of violations not

being a sufñcient on their own to establish nullification or impairment had been remedied

by the development of a presumption that nullification or impairment was present in the

case of all violations and in effectively regarding the presumption as urebuttable. The

54
55

56
57

58

Ll5L42,pan4.5.,pl4.
See GATT, Inte¡pretative Note Ad Article III, paragraph 5.

Ll5I42, para4.5, pl4.
See "Sp¡in - Measures Concerning Domestic Sale of Soyabean Oil - United States: Comments to the

Report of the Panel",Ll5I6l,26 June 1981.

See Hudec, Enforcing International Trade Law (1993) synopsis of complaints, no 92, p479481 at

p480.
See C/M/52 on "Spain - Measures conceming domestic sale of soyabean oil - report of the panel
(Ll5l42 and corr.1, L/5161, L/5188)".

59
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Contracting Parties \¡rere opposed to adoption of a report which might have threatened this

approach to interpreting Article XXIII.60

4.2.3 Domestic support under Article III

These cases illustrate how important Article III is in the scheme of regulation. It has a vital

role in the prevention of disguised import barriers. The two cases on Article III that arose in

relation to agriculture both derive from the original Article )OflV:6 negotiation relating to

the establishment of the CAP. In 1962, a frade off was made between wrbinding various

product including grains and giving the very low bindings on soyabeans and other proteins

used for human and animal consumption in oils and meals. The convoluted scheme in the

Animal Proteins case only came about because of the market effects of the existence of high

import barriers for grain based animal feeds. Not directly, connected, but in all likelihood

related was the low binding on soyabeans given by Spain when it acceded to the GATT

during the Dillon ror:nd,6l which eventually caused the threat to the Spanish olive oil

industry.

DISCPLINE OF DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES T]NDER THE NT]LLIFICATION
OR IMPAIRMENT PRINCIPLE

The annlication of tåe non-violation nullification or imnainnent nnneirrles to domestic--f r-----r-_ -

subsidies has not been clearcut.62 The nullification or impairment principle has only been

Eg, see the records of the submissions of the delegates of Canada on p14, Egypt on pl l, and India
and Japan on pl6 of CIW 152.
SeeLl5l42,para ll.
Generally, on non-violation nullifrcation or impaimrent, see Cottier, Thomas & Schefer, Krista
Nadakavuka¡en, "Non-Violation Complaints in WTOiGATT Dispute Settlement Past, Present and

Future" ch3 in psfs¡56ann, Emst-tllrich, International Trade Law and the GATT/WTO Dispute
Settlement System (Kluwer, London, 1997) ppl43-183 (arguing that the principle of non-violation
nullification or impairment can be subsumed into a broader principle of protection of legitmate
expectations); Hudec, Robert E, uRetaliation Against "Unreasonable" Foreign Trade Practices: The
New Section 301 and GATT Nullification aad Impairment" (1975) 59 Minnesota Law Review 461-
539, Petersmann, Ernst-IJlrich, "Violation Complaints and Non-Violation Complaints in Public
Intennational Law' (1991) 34 German WL l'75-229; & Petersma¡n, Ernst-IJlrich, ""Non-Violation
Complaints" and "Situation complaints" in GATTAÃ/TO Law: what is their Legitimate Function?"
ch4 in Petersnânn, The GATT/WTO dispute settlement system: international law, international
organization, and dispute settlemenî (Kluwe¡ The Hague, 1997) pp135-176; Roessler, Frieder, "The
cotrcept of Nullifrcation and Impairment in the Legal System of the World Trade Organization" ch 2
in Petersma¡n, (1997) see immediately preceding citation, ppl25-142; Von Bogdandy, Armin, "The
Non-Violation Procedure of Article XXIII:2, GATT" (1992) JWT 95-ll l; and Williams, BretÇ "Non-
Violations in the W'TO System" in the WTO System" in Mengozzi, Paulo (eó), International Trade
Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multilateral Trade System (Giufte, Milan, 1999) pp675-797 .
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applied to non-violations in a small number of cases.63 It was applied in non-violation

situations in two early GATT cases in 1949 and 1952 respectively.6a After that, in two

cases in 1982, one of which related directly to the question of domestic subsidies on

agricultural products, non-violation nullification violation or impairment formed the basis of

panel decisions but the reports were not adopted by the CONTRACTING PAIITJES.ó5

During the Uruguay Round, another dispute involving domestic subsidies arose. This was

another ror¡nd of the long running dispute over EEC attempts to stem the massive flow of

imports of oilseeds from the USA. This was the third time, and the first time since 1952that

the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted a panel report containing a finding that a non-

violation measure nullified or impaired a benefit r¡nder the Agree,ment.

5.1 THE TWO EARLY CASES ON NON-VIOLATION NULLIFICATION OR
IMPAIRMENT. AMMONruM SULPHATE & GERMAN SARDINES

Neither of the two early cases involved domestic production subsidies. Nevertheless, they

are important to this discussion because of the parameters that they establish for the

application of the nullification or impairment principle to non-violations. Both involved

unusual facts and, in both cases, the respective panels sfressed the particular facts in

reachrig their decisions.

5.1.1 Australian Subsidy on Ammon¡¡m $rrlphate

The Australian government imposed war time price restrictions on m¿my food products and,

to minimize the impact on food producers, also imposed maximum prices on fertilizers. The

Australian govemment appointed a private company, Nitrogenous Fertilizers Pty Ltd to act

as the sole Australian distributor of two tlpes of fertllizer, ammonium sulphate and sodir¡m

nitate. The company purchased some ammonium sulphate from Australian suppliers. It

For a survey of the cases in which non-violation nullification principles have been considered, see

Hudec (1975), Petersmann, (1991), psfs¡smann, (1997) and V/illiams (1999) all cited in the
immediately preceding footnote.
"The Austalian Subsidy on Ammonil¡m Sulphate" report adopted by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES on 3 April 1950 (GATT/CP/.4/39) GATT ^B/.SD Vol II, 188 and "Treatuent by Germany
of Imports of Sa¡dines" repof adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on 3l October L952
(G/26) GATT BrSD r 5/53-59.
"European Economic Community - Production Aids Granted on Canned Peaches, Canned Pears,
Canned Fruit Cocktail and Dried Grapes" unadopted report by the panel dated 20 February 1985

W5778). "European Economic Commr:nity - Tariff Treahent of Citrus Products from Certain
Mediterranean Countries" unadopted repof by the panelLl5776 dzted,T February 1985.
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also purchased both types of fertllizer from the Australian government which pruchased

them from abroad and onsold them to Nitrogenous Fertilizers at cost. The Australian

government purchased the sodium nitrate from Chiie and the ammonium sulphate from

various countries not including Chile. The government imposed a uniform maximum price

on the company's sales of both fertilizers but the government reimbursed the company for

the losses incu¡red by the company. In the first GATT round, 1947, no binding was given

on ammonium sulphate but a tariff binding at a rate of zero was given in respect of sodium

nitrate. Imports of ammonium suþate were subject to the r¡nbound tariff rate of 12.5%.

From 1 July Lg4g,the governnent ceased to impose maximum prices on the fertilizers. The

government stopped meeting the losses on sodium nitrate and Nitrogenous Fertilizers

stopped fading in sodir.un nihate. The govemment continued to purchase ammonium

sulphate from abroad, to sell it to the company at cost and, up to a mærimum, to meet the

company's losses on resale.66 The net effect on the Chilean exporters of sodium nitrate was

that they had to compete in a market in which Australian purchasers were being subsidized

to buy ammonium sulphate whether from Australian suppliers or from non-Chilean foreign

suppliers.

The working pafty67 decided that there was no violation of the Agreement. They found that

+tæ^ '.'^^ ¡^ rin+qql +qo ^r ^rha' infetnel ¡hcroer on sndiun nitrate and flat, tie,refclre,LIIçIw wclÐ rlt, lJllwrrl4.t t¡4 vl vu¡v¡ ¡r¡Ûv¡¡rq v ¡qÖv

Article III:2 did not apply.68 Fwther, they found that there was no breach of the national

treaünent rule in Artiele III:4 beeause Article III:4 only applied to 'like products' and the

working party found that the two types of fertilizers \ilere sufñciently different as not to be

regarded as'like products'. The finding that the two fbrtilizers were not 'like products' also

meant that there rilas no violation of the most favoured nation rule in Article I.6e

Having found that there was no violation, the working party considered whether there was

non-violation nullification or impairment. The report introduced the concept of 'reasonable

expectations' into law relating to nullification or impairment. It did so by stating that there

would be nullification or impainnent of a benefit accruing under the Agreement

EISDVoltr 188 at l89,para4.
Note that the appoinfrent of a representative working party in this dispute predates the establishment

of the practice of appointing panels of iudependent members.

GATTB/SDVolII l88 at 191. púa7.
GATT.B¡SD Vol tr 188 atl9l-L92, paras 8 & 9.
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if the action of the Australian government which resulted in upsetting the
competitive relationship between sodium nitrate and ammonium sulphate could
not reasonably have been anticipated by the Chilean government, taking into
consideration all pertinent.circumstances and the provisions of the General
Agreement, at the time it negotiated for the duty-free binding on sodium
nitrate.To

Then the working party obsen¡ed that normally the removal of a subsidy would be within

the reasonable expectations of a parfy negotiating a tariffbinding. It also said that it would

be harder to establish that the introduction of a subsidy on one of two competing products

was beyond reasonable expectations than it was to establish that the action the subject of the

present case was beyond expectations. The working party referred to the particular facts

emphasizing that the subsidies were a continuation of a war-time scheme that had existed

when the tariff binding was negotiated and that the two types of fertiliser were closely

related.Tr It reached the conclusion that during the negotiation of the tariffbindingin 1947,

Chile could not reasonably have anticipated that the subsidy would be removed from

sodium nitate before it was removed from ammonium sulphate.

The Australian delegate to the working party issued a separate statement. The Ausfralian

staternent contested the finding that there could have been a reasonable expectation of the

continued equal treatment of the two products. It also criticized the way that the working

party used reasonable expectations as a criteria for determining the existence of nullification

or impairment. The statement asserted:

The history and the practice of tariff negotiations show clearly that if a

country seeking a tariffconcession on a product desires to assure itselfofa
certain treatment for that product in a field apart from rates of duty and to an
etctent goíng further than is provided þr in the various articles of the
General Agreement, the objective sought must be a matter for negotiation in
addition to the actual negotiation respecting the rates of duty to be applied.

If this were not so, and if an expectation (no matter how reasonable) which
has never been expressed, discussed or attached to a tariff agreement as a
condition is interpreted in the light of the arguments adduced in the report of
the working party, then tariff concessions and the binding of a rate of duty
would be extremely hazardous commiûnents and would only be entered into
after an exhaustive survey of the whole field of substitute or competitive

GATT AISD Vol II 188 at 192-1.93, para 12.

GATT BISD Vol II 188 at l93,para 12.
70
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products and detailed analysis of probable future needs of a particular

economY.T2

5.1.2 German Imports of Sardines

A finding of non-violation nullification or impairment was again made in the case relating to

'Treatnent by Germany of Imports of Sardines" and again the concept of reasonable

expectations was used as a criteria for determining the existence of nullification or

impairment.T3 This case also involved rmusual facts.

Prior to 1923, Germany gave the sarne treatrnent to imports of three different types of

sardines: 'sprats' and herring' which it imported from Norway and 'pilchards' which it

imported from Porhrgal. In 1923, Germany and Portugal negotiated a reduction in the rate

applicable to pilchards.Ta The,n in1925, Germany undertook to Norway to provide the same

customs treatnent to sprats and hening as it gave to pilchards. When Germany acceded to

the GATT in 1951, Germany gave abinding of 25Yo on sprats and on herrings.Ts At that

time, Porhrgal was not a party to the GATT and Germany was able to leave the rate on

pilchards r¡nbound at 30o/o.t6 After the negotiation of the binding, but before it ca¡ne into

force, Germany decided that it was still bound by the tariff concession granted to Portugal

on pilchards in 1923 and proceeded to reduce the tariff on pilchards to l4Yo-77 Norway

complained on two grounds. First, rt argue<i that the tariff treatnent given to sprat an<i

hening from Nor-way was less favorrable than the treatment of pilchards from Porhrgal and,

therefore, was in violation of the most favourerJ natiorr r=ule in Article I. Secondly, Nonray

argued that the less favourable treaünent was contrary to a specific assurance give,n by the

German delegation during the Torquay round of tariffnegotiations.

"Statement by the Austr¿lian representative", annex to the report of the panel on "Australian Subsidy

on Ammonium Sulphate" GATI B/SD Vol II 181 at 195-196, para 3 (emphasis in original).

"Treatuent By Germany of Imports of Sa¡dines" report adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES

on3l October 1952(G126) GAT,[BI,SD 15/53-59.

Hudec, (1990) p174.
GAT[ .B/SD 15/530 59 at 54-55, pata 3 . (It also gave a binding of 20%o on one particular t¡'pe of
herring).
At 54-55, paft3.
GATT.B/SD 15/53 at 55, para 5. See also Hudec (1990) ppl74-I75.
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The Article I claim depended on the three types of sardine being regarded as "like products".

The panel, with somewhat questionable reasoning,Ts found that it was not established that

the products rwere like products. Therefore, it went on to consider the alleged assurance by

the German delegation. The panel report does not give much detail on the facts surrounding

the alleged gtving of the assurance. Relying on an account by Hudec,Te it seems that the

Germans indicated that such an assurance had not been authorised nor reported to either the

head of the German delegation or the home government. Apparently, the official alleged to

have given the assurance could not be found. On the other hand, Norway stated quite

clearly that the German delegation had given an assurance that the products would be heated

equally and that they had reported the assurance back to the Norwegian parliament.80

Clearly, the panel was in a difficult position in that if it found the assurance had been made,

it would have offended Germany by finding, at best, that either a member of the German

delegation had acted without authority of the head of delegation or that the head of

delegation had acted without authority of the home government. If it found that the

assurance had not been given, it would have been finding that the Norwegian delegation was

incompetent in failing to ensure that a legally binding obligation was secr¡red.

The panel did not make any finding on whether the German delegation had given the alleged

assurance. Instead, it resolved the case by following the formula that had been used in the

Ammonium Sulphate case. It said that the tariffbinding on herring and sprat would have

been impaired

if the action of the German govemment, which resulted in upsetting the
competitive relationship between [the different kinds of sardines] could not
reasonably have been anticipated by the Norwegian government at the time it
negotiated fthe tariff bindings].8 t

The panel found that Norway had offered counter concessions on the basis of an assumption

that the equal treatrnent of the products would continue, that is, upon a reasonable

78 The panel thought it had to decide whether in the course of negotiations Germany and Norway had

regarded the products as like products: see lS/53 at XX paraX.
See Hudec (1990) pl74-175.
See Hudec (1990) ppl74-177.
GATTB/SD lS/53 at 58, para 16.
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expectation that Germany would not upset the equal treatrnent of the products. Therefore,

Germany had impaired the tariffbinding.sz

5.2 APPLYING THE REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS CONCEPT TO DOMESTIC
SUBSIDIES

These two early decisions have formed the basis for subsequent arguments of non-violation

nullification or impainnent. However, for the next 35 years, there were no further dispute

settlement decisions adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES based upon non-violation

nullification or impairment. Neither of the two early decisions were terribly good authority

for broader propositions of law: the German sardines case because of the dubious decision

on the undertaking and both decisions because of the peculiarity of their fact situations.s3

While both of the decisions place emphasis on their own findings of fact, the way that the

concept of reasonable expectations was used raised questions about the potential scope of

non-violation complaints. In particular, it raised a question of whether the negotiation of a

tariff concession created a reasonable expectation that a domestic subsidy would not be

introduced to increase the relative competitiveness of domestic products. The report in the

Ammonium Sulphate case did not lay down general rules about what could or could not be

reasonably anticþated. In particular, it abstained from laying down any rules about whether

^-.' -^.¿:^"1^- {--^- ^f -"1^^:l:-. "'^"1'{ foll "'.i+Li- +Lo .palmc nf rpqcnnahla cwnenfqfinnccurj Prllllv¡.!¡G tJPvÐ vr ouvù¡u¡wù vvvs¡u r4¡¡ tr ¡uu¡¡ urv ¡vu¡¡u

and, therefore, be a cause of non-violation nullification or impairment. The report makes

reference to "the freedom under the General Agreement of the Australian Government to

impose subsidies and to select the products on which a subsidy would be grantedu and

contemplates that this would have to be taken into accormt in determining the scope of

reasonable expectations.s4 The statement is certainly directed to consideration of the

question of whether the binding on ammonium sulphate would have been impaired by the

subsequent introduction of a consumption subsidy on sodium nitrate or another competing

product and it hints that such a situation might not be regarded as outside reasonable

expectations.s5 However, the statement has wider relevance. One has to consider whether,

GATTA/SD 15/53 atpara 16(c).

See Williams, BretÇ "Non-Violation complaints in the WTO System" in Mengozzi (ed), International
Trade Law on the 50th Anniversary of the Multilateral Trade System, as above.

GATT BISD Vol [I, 188 at 193, para 12.

One would have to consider whether such a subsidy was a breach of Article III:4 and outside the

scope of Article III:8(b).
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grven the freedom which the Agreement gives, other types of subsidies should be regarded

as inside or outside the scope of reasonable expectations. The question arises as to whether

a production subsidy on a product on which a tariffbinding has been given is impaired by

the introduction of a production subsidy on the same product or whether that tariffbinding

is impaired by the infroduction of a production subsidy on a directly competitive and

substitutable product.

It is stessed that the facts of the A¡nmonium Sulphate case did not involve the infioduction

of a subsidy upon the product (sodium nitate) upon which the tariff concession had been

given. The general principle introduced by the panel seems capable of application to that

situation. However, the panel carefully limited its decision to the facts. As mentioned, it

said it would have had difficulty in finding that the infroduction of a subsidy was not within

reasonable expectations. The words of the panel were:

The situation in this case is different from that which would have arisen from
the granting of a new subsidy on one of two competing products. In such a

case, given the freedom under the General Agteement to impose subsidies and

to select the products on which a subsidy would be granted, it would be more

difficult to say that the Chilean Govemment had reasonably relied on the
continuation of the same treatnrent for the two products.s6

It is not clea¡ whether the panels comments relate only to the situation in which a subsidy

were to be introduced upon the product, ammonium sulphate, which was competitive with

the bound, sodium nitrate or whether the comments also relate to the situation in which a

subsidy were to be introduced on the bor.¡nd product itself, sodium nitate.

Similarly, it was not clear from the Ausfalian statement whether they were objecting in a

narrolver sense or a broad sense to the application of the notion of reasonable expectations.

The objection could be interpreted in a n¿urow sense as an objection to the notion of

reasonable expectations being used in a way that afFected policy options relating to a

product other than the product upon which the tariffbinding had been given. The objection

could be interpreted in a broader sense as an objection to the application of the notion of

reasonable expectations so as to create any obligations at all beyond those that had been

expressly set out in the schedule of concessions, including but not being limited to the

86 GATTB/SDVoI II 188 at l93,para12
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creation of obligations affecting the right to grant subsidies on the product upon which the

tariffbinding has been given.

If the panels decision rilere accepted in a broad sense, then every tariff concession would

carry with it an obligation not to grant a domestic subsidy upon the product upon which the

tariff concession is given unless the schedule of concessions also included a reservation of a

right to grant such a subsidy. If the Australian objection rilere accepted in a broad sense,

then other parties would not be able to seek authorizatíonto withdraw their own concessions

in response to another party intoducing a subsidy upon a bound product unless they had

expressly made their own concessions subject to such a condition.

This is a crucial question with respect to the regulation of domestic subsidies and to the

whole framework of GATT rules: whether the giving of a tariff concession implies an

obligation not to introduce a production subsidy on the product upon which the tariff

concession is given.

5.3 REVIEW OF THE RULES ON DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES DURING THE 1955

REVIEV/

In the context of export subsidies, reference has been made to the 1955 Review of the

A 
-^----¿ 
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feature of the 1955 Review, discussion of domestic subsidies was a much less important part

of the Review but it did arise and, in fact, did so in the context of agricultural policy.

In the context of the 1955 review of the export subsidy rules, reference has already been

made to statements of various counüy representatives which sought amendments to the rules

and how, although the negotiation focussed on the export subsidy rules, a few countries had

also expressed concerns with the effects of domestic subsidies as well as export subsidies.ST

These concerns were expressed by countries whose agricultural exports were being affected

displaced by subsidized produce: Canada, France, New Zealand, South Afrioa and Australia.

In fact, few suggestions were made for revision of the regulation of domestic subsidies.

87 See above chl2 at354-362 referring to SR.9/17
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The most comprehensive proposal relating to domestic subsidies came from Australia.

First, Australia proposed that negotiations on domestic subsidies should be incorporated into

negotiations on tariff reduction. It proposed that

domestic subsidies for the purposes of negotiation of reduction in barriers to
trade should be treated on an equal footing with tariffs and other protective
devices.88

This suggestion was not embraced although it was arguably'tolerated'by the way that the

negotiating rules were established for the fourth multilateral round of tariffnegotiations due

to start later that year.89

In addition, Ausüalia submitted draft articles to be incorporated into the GATT. Australia's

proposals could only be consistent with the narrower interpretation of its st¿tement of

objection to the report in the ammonium sulphate case. In proposing the new articles,

Australia referred to widespread use of domestic subsidies as a means of protection for

primary industries and to the inadequacies of the existing rules with respect to domestic

subsidieseo. Firstly, it observed that A¡ticle )O(VIII did not apply to domestic subsidies and

that, in consequence, parties were able to increase subsidies without having to go through

the process of negotiation and compensation which would be required if they used tariffs to

protect their primary industries.el It then referred to the difficulty of seeking redress against

domestic subsidies by a non-violation nullification or impairment claim r.mder Article

)O(II:

whether or not Article XXIII could provide effective recourse to a contracting
party which claimed lhat a domestic subsidy had impaired or nullified the
concession it had obtained or the benefits which it expected would have
accrued to it directly or indirectly under GATT, it must be admitted that
recor¡rse to this Article would be an involved and tortuous procedure. This
Article was designed to provide for the exceptional case of impairment not
suitably or explicitly provided for in other Articles, and certainly could not be
viewed as part of a regular procedure to be used as a kind of parallel to Article
)OCVIII.92

Review Working Parry III on Ba¡riers to Trade other than Restrictions or Tariffs, "Domestic
Subsidies - Note by Austalian Delegation for discussior",W.9l67,6 December 1954 atp2 and
referring to the Austalian delegations ea¡lier suggestion in W./9128.
See the negotiating rules for the Geneva Round at GATT.B/SD 45175.

"Domestic Subsidies - Note by Australian Delegation for Discussion" W.9167 (6 December 1954) at

p2.
W-9/67 atp2. .

W.9167 atp2.
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Australia fi¡rther stressed the inadequacy of relyrng on Article XXIII to deal with domestic

subsidies by saying that this problem particularly detracts from the negotiation of

concessions on agriculfirai products :

As long as a domestic subsidy can be imposed unilaterally and can make

ineffective a tariffconcession gained by negotiation, there is no inducernent for

exporters of primary goods which already have low or free rate of duties

against most of their exports to enter into negotiations. They stand to get

concessions which can be revoked at will and for which any compensation can

only be sought by doubtful resort to Article )OilII.e3

The proposed articles created a separate dispute settlement mechanism for dealing with

subsidies which "decrease imports of any þrima¡V] commodity in respect of which it has

entered into obligations through negotiations with any other contracting party'r.94 The

articles provided for consultations with parties whose interests were seriously prejudiced by

the subsidies. The article furttrer provided that in the event that consultations did not result

in agreelnent, the concerned parties could suspend the application of "substantially

equivalent" obligations or concessions to the subsidizing country's trade-

5.3.1 The Report of the 1955 Review of the Agreement

As discussed in the last chapter, as a result of the report following the 1955 review, the

nq,.rics ernenáe¡l rhe Acreernent to insert additional orovisions on export subsidies into*.---o-

Section B of Article XVI. However, with respect to domestic subsidies, the Australian

suggestion that the Agreement be amended to include additional rebalancing provisions to

deal with domestic subsidies did not gain the support of otherparties. The Review Working

pa¡1y did not recommend any additional provisions on domestic subsidies.es The V/orking

party took the approach that domestic subsidies could be dealt with adequately as non-

violation complaints t¡nder Article XXIII and made a statement to confirm that parties could

reasonably expect that a party grving a tariff binding would not subsequently intoduce a

domestic subsidy on the product the subject of the concession. The relevant part of the

report said

93 W.9/67 atp3.
94 "Domestic Subsidies - Note by Australian Delegation for Discussion" W.9/67, (6 December 1954) at

p3.
gS See "Reports Relating to the Review of the Agreement - Other Barriers to Trade" GATT ,8/SD

33/222 at222 atpara2, at224-225, paras 13-15.
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13

t4

...So fa¡ as domestic subsidies are concerned, it was agreed that a
contracting party which has negotiated a concession under Article II
may be assumed, for the purpose of Article )CflII, to have a reasonable
expectation, failing évidence to the contrary, that the value of a

concession will not be nullified or impaired by the contracting party
which granted the concession by the subsequent intoduction or
inqrease of a domestic subsidy on the product concerned.

The Working Party also agreed that there was nothing to prevent
contracting parties, when they negotiate for the binding or reduction of
tarifFs, from negotiating on matters, such as subsidies, which might
afflect the practical effects of t¿riff concessions, and from incorporating
in the appropriate schedule annexed to the Agreement the results of
such negotiations;e6

Note that these statements only refer to subsidies on the product upon which the tariff

concession has been given a¡rd not to subsidies on other products which are competitive

with the product upon which the tariffconcession has been given.

5.3,2 The 1960 Panel on Subsidies

The provisions of A¡ticle XVI were reviewed in 1960. A panel on subsidies referred to the

paragraphs 13 and 14 of the report of the General Review relating to the application of

nullification or impairment to non-violation subsidies. The panel

noted that the expression "reasonable expectations" was qualified by the words
"failing evidence to the confary". By this the Panel wrderstands that the
presumption is that unless such pertinent facts were available at the time the
tariffwas negotiated, it was then reasonably to be expected that the concession
would not be nullified or impaired by the introduction or increase of a domestic
subsidy.ez

Together the 1955 and 1961 reports set out a general rule that a tariffconcession did carry

with it an obligation not to grant or increase a domestic subsidy on the bor¡nd product. This

meant that parties to whom a concession is given are entitled to the benefit of the

competitive position established by the tariffbinding without any "impairment" caused by a

subsequent subsidy. The rule was qualified if "pertinent facts" about a subsidy were

available at the time of negotiation. This seemed to be a fairly clea¡ statement of the law.

GATT B/,SD 3S/222 at 224-225, para 13 & 14.
GATT B/SD 105/20 I at 209, pan 28.
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However, r.¡rtil 1989, the CONTRACTING PARTIES declined all opportunities to confirm

the rule in the adoption of dispute settlement reports.

DOMESTIC ST]BSIDIES UNDER TIIE TOKYO ROUND CODE ON
SUBSIDIES

The treatrnent of domestic subsidies under both remedy tacks arose in the Toþo Round

negotiation.

6.1 TRACK I - COUNTERVAILING DUTIES AGAINST DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES

The description in the last chapter of the negotiation over countervailing duties described

how one of the concerns of a number of cormtries was the use by the United States of CVDs

against domestic subsidies.e8 These concerns were brought about by the change in United

States' practice in the early I970s resulting in the application of countervailing duties to

subsidies that were not paid contingent upon export. The Greek Tomato case dealt with a

CVD applied to a subsidy that was paid on all production, a high proportion of which was

exported, upon the basis of an 'export orientation' test.99 Of even more concern was the

precedent established by the Michelin case which dealt with a CVD on a subsidy which was

not even paid contingent upon production but was paid to promote development in a

narfierrler rec¡inn of Canada-100

The EEC and the USA disagreed over the issue of whether domestic subsidies should be

counteryailable. The USA defended its practices, arguing that domestic subsidies should be

countervailable in the same way as export subsidies. The EEC argued that domestic

subsidies should not be counte,lrrailable unless they were disguised export subsidies,lol in

effect, accepting that the type of subsidy dealt with in the Greek Tomato case could be

counten¡ailable but that the type of subsidy dealt with in the Michelin case should not be.

However, as described in the last chapter, the negotiation did not result in any distinction

being made in countervailing duty law between export subsidies and other subsidies. The

concem with the USA countenrailing domestic subsides was addressed through the

6

See, above, chl2 at pp377-380.
See, above, chl2 atp379, fr163 ("Tomato Products from Greece" case).

See above, chl2 atpp379-380, fu164 ("X-Radial Steel Belted Tires from Canada" case).
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application of the injury test rather any limitation of the type of subsidy that could be

cor.r¡rterr¡ailed.

6.2 TRACK 2 -ÌIÃULTILATERAL REMEDIES AGAINST DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES

Another way in which regulation of domestic subsidies arose in the Tokyo Round

negotiation was that participants considered the extent to which parties should rernain free to

utilize domestic 5uþsldis5.l02 In part, this required consideration of whether they should

define the concept of nullification or impairment of a benefit under Article )OilIL Among

other aspects of this concept, one question before them would have been whether some

actual trade effect must be established.lO3 The question was not unequivocally resolved in

the text of the Subsidies Code.

Chapter Two's introduction to the framework of GATT rules briefly described the

provisions of the Subsidíes Code creating an obligation to avoid certain adverse efîects of

domestic subsidies and providing remedies against such adverse effects of domestic

subsidies. Some aspects of these rules apply to export subsidies and, in chapter 12, the text

of these provisions were more fully explained.

The relevant provision, Article 8 created an obligation to "seek to avoid causing through the

use of any subsidy" the three adverse ef[ects: injury, nullification or impairment of benefits,

or serious prejudice. The part of that provision which affected domestic subsidies was the

reiteration of the nullification or impairment rule from Article )fiIII. Article 8.4 provided

that nullification or impairment could arise through the effects of a subsidy in the

l0r

t02

See Barcelo, "A History of GÀTT Unfair Trade Remedy Law - Confusion of Purposes" (1991) 14(3)

The World Economy 311-333 at329 citing Beseler, J.F. & Vy'illiams, A.N., Anti-dumping and anti-

subsidy law: The European Community at 15-17

See, eg, Rivers & Greenwald, "The Negotiation of a Code on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures: Bridging Fundamental Policy Differences" (1979) ll Law & Policy in International
Busíness 1447- 1495; and Turillo, Daniel K., "The MTN Subsidies Code: Agreement without
Consensus" ch5 in Rubin, Se¡mour J. & Hufbauer, Gary Clyde (eds), Emerging Standards of
International Trade and Investment - Multilateral Codes and Corporate Conduct @owmand &
Allanheld, Totowa, New Jersey, 1983) pp63-99.

The outcome of the negotiation indicates that they also considered whether "beneftt" could be a
benefit other than a benefit under a tariff concession and whether a nullification s¡ imFairment could

a¡ise from effects of a second country's mezuiure in a auother country's ma¡ket.
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subsidizing counüT¡.104 As to what was required to demonstrate nullification or impairment,

the following word were incorporated into Article 8(4):

The adverse effects to the interests of another signatory required to demonstratc

nullification or impairment ... may arise through

(b) the effects of the subsidy in displacing or impeding the imports of like
products into the market of the subsidizing country.

This provision begs the question as to whether the use of the words 'displacing or impeding'

mean that actual trade effects have to be demonstrated. The word'displacing' seems to be

consistent with a need to prove actual trade effects but the use of the word'impeding' seems

to be consistent with a need to prove only a change in competitive conditions. These words

did not r.rnarnbiguously resolve the issue.

The discussion in the Round as to the extent to which parties should be free to use domestic

subsidies also resulted in the adoption of Article 1l of ¡}re Subsidies Code. Article 11

consisted of largeþ hortatory language about the freedom to subsidize which appe¿ìrs not to

have had any impact on the remedies available against domestic subsidies. Paragraph I of

Article 11 provided that

Signatories recognize that subsidies other than export subsidies are widely used

as important instnments for the promotion of social and economic policy
objectives an<i do not intend to ¡esirict the righi oi sig'naiories to use suchr

subsidies to achieve these and other important policy objectives which they
consider desirable.

Paragraphs 1 also contained a list of the objectives of such subsidies and paragraph 3 listed a

nurnber of means of subsidies that might help to achieve those objectives. The list in A¡ticle

1l(3) was resticted to "subsidies granted with the aim of grving an advantage to certain

enterprisesu and included various forms of governmental assistance but did not include

simple production subsidies. However, paragraph 2 confirmed the possibility of applying

multilateral remedies for non-violation nullification or impairment against such subsidies,

providing that

signatories recogrnze ... that subsidies other than export subsidies ... may
nullify or impair benefits accruing to another signatory under the General

104 Subsidies Code, Afücle 8(a)(a).
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Agreement, in particular where such subsidies would adversely affect the
conditions of normal competition. I 05

The provisions of Article l1 did not contain anyttring to say that non-specific subsidies,

those which were granted generally and without "the aim of giving advantage to certain

enterprises", would not be subject to track 2 remedies including the non-violation or

impairment remedy. However, arguably, it was implied.l06 With respect to specific

subsidies, it is clear that the non-violation nullification or impairment princþle would still

be applicable. Nothing at all in Article 11 referred to the counten¡ailing duty frack.

Therefore, the recording of the views of the parties in Article 1l did almost nothing at all to

change the status quo with respect to the remedies available against domestic subsidies.

A special version of Article 11 for developing countries was provided for in Article I4(7).

This did exclude both the countervailing duty and non-violation nullification or impairment

remedies against 'specific' subsidies by developing countries that fell within the types of

measures listed in Article 11(3). It preserved the possibility of non-violation nullification or

impairment against other non-export subsidies (like production subsidies).

The discussions about the need to protect the right to grant subsidies other than export

subsidies and the formulation of Articles 11 and 14 did not, in fact, for developed countries

resr¡lt in any additional protection of that'right'to grant subsidies other than export subsidies

though, for developing countries, some additional protection was provided.

7 DOMESTIC SI]BSIDIES AFTER THT] TOtr(YO ROI]NI)

7.1 TRACK1 . COLTNTERVAILING DUTIES AFTER THE TOKYO ROUND

In summary, the principal difficulties with the application of corurte,n¡ailing duty rules after

the Toþo Round were in three a¡eas:

(1) the withholding by the USA of the injury test from some cowrtries; this was described

in chapter 12 in relation to export subsidies;

Subsidies Code, Article ll(2).
See Montana-Mora, Miguel, "International Law and International Relations Cheek to Cheek An
International LailInternational Relations Perspective on the USIEC Agricultural Export Subsidies

Dispute" (1993) 19 NCJ Inî'l L & Com Reg l-60 at pp26-27 where he appears to agree with this
vlew.

t0s
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(2) the difficulty of proving injury, particularly in cases in which the subsidy was paid on

one product but where there is an injury to upstream or downsteam producers; a

similar problem to that described in chapter i2 in relation to export subsidies on

processed agricultural products causing injury to producers of primary agricultural

products arose in relation to domestic subsidies;

(3) proof of the existence of a subsidy under USA law which had incorporated the test of

specificity.

At the end of the Toþo Round, the USA amended its CVD law to introduce an injury test

and also to redefine subsidies for the purposes of CVDs. The new law confirmed that USA

CVDs could be applied against domestic subsidies but added a specificity fssf.107 The new

law also broadened the scope of subsidies that could be countervailed by defining a subsidy

to include the conferral of a benefit rather than necessarily requiring the outlay sf frmds.lO8

Subsidies were cor¡¡rtervailable if they fell within a nevr definition which included export

subsidies and

the following domestic subsidies, if provided or required by government action
to a specific enterprise or indusûy, or group of enterprises, whether publicly or
privately owned or whether paid or bestowed directly or indirectly on the
manufacture, production or export of any class or kind of merçþandiss...l09

The net effect of these changes to the law was that the use of countervailing duties by the

United States increased rather than decreased. Between 1982 and mid 1989, the USA

initiated 192 CVD investigations or 620/o of all of the CVD investigations initiated in the

whole \¡rorld.110 The USA continued to apply CVDs to domestic subsidies and quite

complex disputes arose which led to GATT disputes.lll One related to the issues of

r07 The specifrcity requirement was introduced into US law n 1979 by s100 of Public Law 96-39 (26

July 1979). Section 100 inserted Title VII into the Ta¡iff Act of 1930. Title VII contained ss771-

778. Section 771 contained a definition of export subsidies.

See Barcelo III, Jobn J, "subsidies, Countervailing Duties and Antidumping after the Toþo Round"
(1980) 13 Cornell Internøtional Law Journal25T-288.
Tarif Act of 1930, s77l(5) (codifred at 19 USC 1677).

Barcelo, John J., "A History of GATT Unfair Trade Remedy Law - Confusion of Purposes" (1991)

l4(3) The World Economy 3ll-333.
Generally on the complexities of the application of USA CVD law to domestic subsidies, see Gary
Horlicþ Reinha¡d Quick & Edwin Vermulst, "Government Actions Against domestic subsidies, An
Analysis of the Intemational Rules and an Introduction to United States' Practice" (1986) I Legal
Issues of European Integrøtion 1-51 esp at38-45; lefu¡qnn, Christoph, "The Definition of "Domestic
Subsidy" under United States Countervailing Dut¡i Law" (1987) 22 TIIJ 53-86 and Hufbauer, Gary

108
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whether a Canadian practice of selling timber to lumber producers conferred ¿ þsnsfi1.ll2

Another related to the issue of determining injury to a downstream producer: specifically

whether an injury to USA producers of pork could be established to have been caused by a

Canadian subsidy to swine producers.ll3 l¡ short, the countervailing of domestic subsidies

continued to cause frictions and legal difficulties.

7.2 TRACK 2 . MULTILATERAL REMEDIES AFTER THE TOKYO ROUND - THE
CANNED FRUIT CASE

The application of the non-violation or impairment principle to domestic production

subsidies ¿rose directly in the EEC Subsidies on Canned þ¡ui1 s¿ss.ll4 The case involved

another challenge by the USA to an element of the CAP. The USA challenged the payment

by the EEC of subsidies on canned frr¡it and dried grapes. A panel found that the subsidies

on canned peaches, ca¡ned pears and canned fruit cocktait did impair tariff bindings on

those products but that the subsidy on dried grapes did not impair any of the tariffbindings

on dried grapes. In the meeting of the GATT Council, the EEC disagreed with the other

parties about two aspects of the report and agreement could not be reached to adopt the

report. Despite the non adoption of the report, the course of the dispute did, arguably,

demonstrate areas of agreement and disagreement among the parties as to the interpretation

of the GATT provisions on non-violation nullification or impairment and their appropriate

application to domestic subsidies.

The complaints can be considered as four separate complaints.

The first related to a subsidy paid to producers of canned peaches. The EEC had

given bindings in the 1962 Afücle XXIV:6/Dillon round negotiation, tn 1967 in the

(Ð

tL2

Clyde, "Subsidy Issues After the Toþo Round" ch10 in William R. Cline (ed), Trade Policy in the
/980s (Institute for International Economics, Washington DC, L983) p327-361 at35l-354.
On the counteryailing duty actions, see Holmer, Alan F. & Bello, Judith Hippter, "IJS Trade Law and
Policy Series #11 - The US-Canada Lumber Agreement: Past as Prologue" (1987) 2l(4) Int Lawyer
1185-1198. On the GATT complaints, see Hudec (1993) Synopsis of Complaints, complaint no l2I
(in 1983) and complaint no L4''l (in 1986) and see "Panel on United States - Measures Affecting
knports of Softwood Lumber From Canada" rq)ort of the panel adopted by the Committeç e¡
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures on 27-28 October 1993 (SClvll62) GATT B/SD 405/358-
5t'7.
See "Countervailing Duties on Fresh, Chilled and Frozen Pork from Canada" report by the panel
adopted on I I July 1991, GATT BI^SD 385/30.
UEEC - Production Aids Granted on Ca¡ned peaches, Q¡nnsd Pears, Canned Fruit Cocktail and Dried
Grapes" report by the panel dated 20 February 1985 (U5778).
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Kennedy Round, n Ig73 in the Article XXIV:6 accession negotiations over the

accession of the UK, Ireland and Denmark to the EEC. On I July 1978, the EEC

ha<i intoduced a subsidy on canned peaches. In the Tokyo Round, the EEC gave a

lower binding which came into force pursuant to a protocol dated 30 June 1979.

(iÐ The second complaint related to a subsidy paid to producers of canned fruit mix.

The EEC had also grven bindings on canned fruit mix in1962,1967,1973 arnd 1979.

The EEC had also introduced a subsidy to producers of canned fruit mix on 1 July

r978.

(iiÐ The third complaint related to a subsidy paid to producers of canned pears. The EEC

had given bindings on canned peils in t962, 1967, 1973 and 1979. On 24 July

!979, three weeks after the Toþo Ror¡¡rd bindings came into effect, the EEC

introduced a subsidy to producers ofcanned pears.

(iv) The fourth complaint related to subsidies paid to production and storage of dried

grapes. The EEC had also given bindings on dried grapes in 1962, 1967, 1973 and

lg7g. On 1 July 1981, Greece became the lOth member of the EEC. From 27 July

1981, the EEC infroduced subsidy schernes in respect of dried grapes. The scheme

,a 1 Lt , r- 11- - ^¿L ^- .C.--i¿^ l^^^^--^^ 2+ ^^A^ ^-^^:^l --^';-;^-WaS Olffefent |fom tnQse felAtllf$ !U UIç UUItjI Irurts uçvauùç .rL rlrautl òPr,wlcr PI\rY¡ìtrvr¡

for storage, separating subsidies for storage from subsidies for other elements of

production.lls The subsidy scheme replaced a pre-existing scheme operated by

Greece. In practice, the EEC subsidy was paid only to processors in Greece and not

to processors in other parts of the EEC.

In essence, the subsidies were calculated as the difference between the amount by which the

EEC's internally set prices for the products exceeded the world market prices for the

products.

Although, it did not affect the outcome of the case, another relevant fact was that in giving

the 1973 bindings, the EEC had given notice of withdrawal of the bindings previously given

in 1962 and 1967 " However, the EEC's 1973 bindings on these products had contained a

115 L15778, p3, para 1l
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note carrying forward the initial negotiating rights accorded by the EEC to the USA in

respect of the Article XXIV:6 and Dillon round negotiations.

In argument, the EEC referred to various provisions of the GATT which recognrzethat there

is at least some proper role for domestic subsidies: the exception in Article III:(8)(b) and the

provisions of Article I I of the Subsidies Code referring to "objectives of social and

economic" policy.lt0 The EEC countered the suggestion that a production subsidy "was

equivalent in protective effect to a tariff' pointing out that a production subsidy is not

equivalent to a tariff because it only affects production decisions and not both production

decisions and consumption decisions as ¿fariffds6.ll7

The panel made its decision under Article )OilII in three steps. The first step was to decide

whether the United States could claim any "benefit accruing to it directly or indirectly to it

nnder the Agteetnent". The panel decided that the 1974 arird 1979 bindings had created

benefits accruing to the United States. The panel said it was unnecessary for the United

States to establish initial negotiating rights in those concessions since (rmder Article I and

II) the benefits of the concessions had to be accorded to all parties.ll8 In deciding that the

USA had benefits under the 1974 and 1979 bindings, the panel avoided having to consider

what reasonable expectations might have existed before the introduction of the CAP for

fruits n 1967. The panel noted that, in 1974, the EEC had given notice that the 1962 md

1967 bindings had been withdrawn and replaced by the 1973 bindings.lle The panel did not

make any express finding on whether this giving of notice had been effective to withdraw

the earlier bindings but the panel proceeded to ignore the earlier bindings.

Next, the panel said that there were two requirements in establishing a non-violation

nullification or impairment claim, that:

(1) the measure "could not have reasonably been anticipated by the party bringing the

complaint at the time of negotiation of the tariffconcessions",l2O ¿1¿

L/5778,pll,para29.
L15778, pl 1, para 29 in response to the USA argument at p8, para 18.

U5778,pl6,para49.
Ll 577 8, ppl6-17, para 49.
L/5778,p17,para 51.
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(2) "ttre measure resulted in the upsetting of the competitive position of the imported

Products concemed". 12 I

With respect to the first element and with respect to the canned fruit products, the panel

found that, at the time the EEC gave the various bindings on canned fruit, the USA could

not reasonably have expected the subsequent introduction of the subsidies.l22 Therefore, for

both canned peaches and canned fruit mix, the subsidies infroduced before the 1979

bindings could have been reasonably expected at the time of those 1979 bindings but could

nothavebeen reasonably expected at the time of the 1974 bindings. With respect to canned

pears, the subsidy introduced after the 1979 binding on canned pears could not have been

reasonably expected at the time of either the 1974 or the 1979 bindings. In relation to dried

grapes, the panel for¡nd that at the time the EEC gave the bindings on dried grapes, the USA

could reasonably have expected that "in the case of an accession of Greece to the EEC - the

national Greek subsidy scheme would possibly be replaced by an equivalent EEC subsidy

scheme for Greekprocessorstl3 uy¡d, implicitly, that the United States could not reasonably

have expected that the EEC would introduce a subsidy to Greek producers that went furttrer

than the previous Greek subsidy or that the EEC would introduce a subsidy to EEC

producers outside of Greece.

In assessing whether the subsidies upset the competitive position established by the tariff

bindings, the panel noted that while the regulation, pursuant to which the subsidies were

paid, said that the purpose of the subsidies was to compensate for the higher cost of raw fruit

in the EEC, the subsidy was not, in fact, calculated by reference to the margrn between the

cost of raw product in the cortmon market and its cost on the world m¿¡ftst.124 The

pgrchase of raw product in the EEC was a condition of eligibility for the subsidy but the

a¡nor¡nt of the subsidy was calculated by reference to the margin between the EEC price and

the duty free world price for the processed product, that is the canned fruit or the dried

grapes, rather than that for the raw product, that is, the fresh fruit or fresh grapes.l2s V/ittr

respect to all of the products, the panel found:

Ll5778,pl7,para
L|5778,p18, para 52.
L/5778,p19, para 54 (emphasis in original).
Ll5778,p2,para7 &p21, para 59.

Ll 577 8, p2, para 7 -8 & p2l, para 59.

L2l
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o firstly, that the subsidy completely insulated EEC producers from changes in the world

price ofthe processed product;

o secondly, that the subsidy went beyond compensating for the higher cost of buying

unprocessed fruit in the EEC; and

o thirdly, that "since the production aid [was] calculated as the difference between the

computed EEC price and the duty free- price of imported product the bound rates of tariff

duty had become an absolute margin of protection for EEC productsn.l26

With respect to canned fruit, canned fruit mix and canned pears, the panel found that those

effects amounted to an upsetting of the competitive conditions established by the tariff

bindings described above. However, with respect to dried grapes, the panel forurd that those

effects did not cause any market distortions that went beyond those imparted by the previous

Greek subsidy sçþsms.127 Therefore, the panel concluded that:

o the subsidies on canned peaches and canned fruit mix impaired the benefits rurder the

1973 bindings but did not impair the benefits under the 1979 bindings on those products;

r the subsidies on canned pears impaired the benefits under both the 1973 and the 1979

bindings on canned pears; but

o the subsidies on dried grapes did not impair the benefits under either the 1973 or the 1979

bindings.

The panels reasoning is far from a simple statement that the subsequent introduction of a

domestic subsidy impairs a tariffbinding. Instead, the reasoning is much more complicated.

It seems to have been deliberately contrived to avoid any finding that would have been

inconsistent with the continued maintenance of high internal prices for fruit under the CAP

and generally with the continued operation of the mechanisms appþing under the CAP for

products with tariff bindings. Apart from sidestepping the question of whether there were

benefits accruing from pre-CAP bindings, the panel ef[ectively avoided the consideration of

the simple question of whether the mere introduction of a domestic subsidy impaired a tariff

Ll5778,p24,pan 65.
L/5778,p25,pan70.

t26
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binding. Instead, the panel focussed on the question of whether nullification or impairment

had been caused by the intoduction of a subsidy that did more than compensate processors

for the margin by which EEC fruit prices exceeded world fruit prices. By doing so, the

panel was able to avoid having to make a finding on whether the EEC would have been

impairing tariffbindings on bor¡nd processed agricultural products if it exactly compensated,

or even only partly compensated, producers of those products for the higher costs, imposed

on them by the CAP, of pruchasing the raw agricultural produç1s.128 Implicitly, the panel

said that when the EEC negotiated the bindings in 1974, other parties should have taken

account of the fact that the EEC already had a common agricultural policy for fruits and

vegetables,t2g a¡¡fl would probably inhoduce a coîtmon market policy for products

processed from fruits and vegetables, one element of which would be compensation to EEC

processors for the higher prices imposed on them by the price supports r.mder the CAP for

fruits and vegetables.

The EEC vetoed adoption of the panel for two reasons. First, it argued that the panel should

have required proof of tade effects in order to establish nullification or impairment by a

subsidy. The panel had stated its view that *it was not necessary to establish statistical

evidence of damage in order to make a finding of nullification or impaisls¡¡frr.l3o The EEC

o.*,aã rhor rhe ¡efp¡p¡¡aa- in A-rtiele 814-\ of the Subsidies Code to fåe w-ay in whichqËgvu ll¡gl urv ¡v¡vrv¡¡vvu

nullification or impairment "may" arise should be interpreted to mearl that "displacing or

impeding" of imports must be demonstrated by actual eflects on trade flsvvs.l3l The second

objection related to the complicated question of whether a binding given by a customs union

could be impaired by the payment of a subsidy to producers in a member of the customs

r¡nion which was not a mernber at the time the customs r¡nion gave the binding. Although

the EEC agreed with the final conclusion that the binding on dried grapes had not been

impaired, it disagreed with the part of the panel's reasoning which indicated that it would be

possible for a binding given by the EEC of nine to be impaired by the payment of a subsidy

128

r29

See Hudec, Enforcing International Trade Law (1993) pl54 saying that the panels analysis assumed

that a subsidy that merely equalized the two prices would not have nullifred or impaired the benefit of
the ta¡iff concession.
Intoduced under Council Regulation (EEC) No 23, 4 April 1962, J.O.Comm.Eur' 965 (1962)

reprinted in O.J.Eur Comm (Special ed 1959-62) (Progressive Establishment of a Common

Organiz¿fisa of the Ma¡ket in Fruit and Vegetables).

L15778,p28,pasa77.
SeeClW1476.
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to producers in Greece, the tenth me,mber of the EEC which was not a memrber at the time

the binding was given.

The EEC offered to accept the report if the CONTRACTING PARTIES adopted an

r¡nderstanding reflecting the position of the EEC.I32 The understanding would have

effectively removed the two oflending findings from the report. It would have left open the

question as to whether demonstration of actual trade effects was an necessary elernent in

proof of non-violation nullification or impairment by a subsidy. The other parties rejected

the EEC's position and the report was not adopted.

The fact that the EEC was prepared to adopt the report subject to the understanding does

indicate agreement among the parties to some extent. The parties were agreed that the

subsidies on canned fruits which overcompensated producers of canned fruit so as to

completely insulate them from movements in the world prices of canned fruits could not

have been reasonably expected at the time of the negotiation of the tariff bindings.

Therefore, the parties were in agreement as to at least one element of a claim of non-

violation nullification or impairment by a subsidy: that in these cases, it must be established

that the subsidy could not have been reasonably expected at the time of the negotiation of

the tariffbinding. However, the willingness to adopt the report would not have indicated

any general agreement that the introduction of a domestic subsidy subsequent to the grving

of a tariffbinding constitutes nullification or impairment of the tariffbinding.

The outcome of the dispute also sfressed again the disagreement about the relevance of

actual trade effects that had been at the heart of the USA's veto of the adoption of the report

in the Spanish Soyabean oil case. In that case, the Spain had argued and the panel had

accepted that nullification or impairment had not been established because the USA had

failed to provide demonstrate that the EEC's measures had had an actual impact on frade

flows. ln the Spanish Soya Bean case, the panel had required demonstration of trade effects

in the case of a violation of Article III. This question goes to the very heart of the GATT

system: whether it protects export volumes or competitive conditions. The response of the

USA and other parties to the report indicated that the wideþ held view was that the system

See CÀf/192 (GATT Couucil, October 1985) and CtW/476 containing the text upon the basis of
which the EEC was prepared to accept the report.
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protected competitive conditions rather than actual export volumes and that, accordingly,

demonstration of hade effects was not necessary. In the case of the non-violation

rt, - rF^ tll.-^- -^-^.:^.:^- +L^ ^^^^--i^- ^f Q-ain fn fhp FFla\
nultrncauon or rmpaurncnt, [Ilg ÞE,\- (urçlr usBuu.lrurË LIre 4vevùùr\,u vr uy4r¡¡ !v u¡v vvv,

made the same argument that Spain had made in the Soya beans case. Arguably, there were

two points of distinction: first that this case involved a non-violation; and secondly that it

involved a domestic subsidy. The EEC drew support from the provisions of tJrre Subsidies

Code to support its argument that in the case of a non-violation subsidy, demonstration of

actual adverse trade effects was required. That this was one of the grounds on which the

EEC objected to the panel report indicated a continuing disagreement about how domestic

subsidies were and should have been regulated.

Of great significance is the way that this panel decision was constructed so as not to affect

the operation of the CAP. Even if the report had been adopted, nothing in the report

indicated that the EEC could not compensate processors of agricultural products for the

increased costs of primary products caused by the high internal prices maintained wrder the

CAP. This is the same result that the EEC achieved by negotiation in the Pasta dispute,

there, also, blocking adoption of the report and negotiating a solution that involved the USA

backing down to the point of permitting the subsidy on the pasta to the extent that it

nnmnmcqred nqcfa nrn¡firee,rs for the increased cost of wheat caused bv the intemal prices

for wheat maintained under the CAI'.133 In the event, the Canned Fruit dispute ended in the

same way. The EEC and the USA negotiated a settlement which involved the EEC

restricting the subsidy to the arnount necessary to compensate the Processors for the higher

cost of fruit and the USA agreed not to push for adoption of the report.l34

This dispute was the third failure by the USA to seek reform of the CAP through the GATT

dispute settlement system. The Wheat case had failed to have any impact on the EEC's use

of export subsidies which accumulated as a result of the high internal prices for wheat.

Neither the Pasta dispute over export subsides nor the Canned Fruit dispute over domestic

subsidies had had any impact on the EEC's measures to compensate downstream processors

See Hudec (1993) p156.

See Hudec (1993) p157. See also Bello, Judith Bello & Alan F. Holner, "US Trade Law and Policy

Series #10: Significant Recent Developments in Section 301 Unfaù Trade Cases' (1987) 2I(l) Int
Law 2ll-231 at229-230.
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to e,nsure that the lack of competitiveness of agricultr.ral products caused by the high

internal prices did not further contribute to surpluses.

8 THE OILSEEDS CASE

The final part of this review of the application of the GATT rules on domestic support to

agriculture is a consideration of the Oilseeds case which, in many respects, was a

culmination of many of the factors that have been reviewed so far.l3s The dispute

commenced almost three years after the Uruguay Round commenced. It was a pút of the

long running dispute over oilseeds that derived from the way that the CAP had been

stn¡ctured at the time of the original A¡ticle XXIV:6 negotiation when the EEC was formed.

From the beginning of the CAP and the original setting of the EEC internal price for wheat

well above the weighted average of the prices existing in the member states, the EEC price

of grains had encouraged increases in the quantity of production. The prices had been

buthessed by variable levies which had operated outside the discipline of any of the rules of

the GATT. In the original Article XXIV:6 negotiation, part of the price for removing the

bindings from products to be regulated by variable levies was the grving of low bindings on

oilseeds, soybeans, rapeseeed, sunflower seeds and oilcake, so the prices for oilseeds for

EEC consumers of them were at or near to the world price. As mentioned in the discussion,

above, of the Animal Feed Proteins case, one of the consequences of the EEC maintaining

high internal prices for grains was that there was an enormous substitution by EEC farmers

of oilseed based animal feed for grain based animal feeds. This had led to a nu¡nber of

factors. It contributed to the surplus of grains which had resulted in the high utilization of

export subsidies such as those the subject of the dispute in the EEC Wheat Export Subsidies

case and the Pasta Subsidies cases. By the late 1980's, the EEC was holding stockpiles in

excess of 8 million tonnes of cereals after having risen almost to 13 million torures in

1986.t36 The substitution of oilseeds for grain led to substantial increases in EEC

production of oilseeds which led to high levels of utilization of the EEC's programme of

135 "European Economic Community - Payments and Subsidies Paid to Processors and Producers of
Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins" (L/6627) adopted on 25 January 1990, GATT .BISD
375/86 & "Follow-Up on the Panel Report "European Economic Community - Palmenæ and
Subsidies Paid to Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins" DS28/&
3 I March 19921, notadopted.
See GATT, Trade Poliqt Review European Communities 199l Voh¡me I (GATT, Genev4 l99l)
p166.
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subsidies under its CAP for oilseeds. For example, in 1989, the EEC spent ECU 3 billion

on subsidies on oilseeds.l3T The substitution of oilseeds for grain also contributed to a high

demand for imported oilseeds (and corn gluturl38). In 1988, the EEC imported 24 million

tonnes of oilseeds.l39 Jþs combination of polices and their market effects had created an

enotmous lobby in the USA concemed with the detrimental effects of the EEC subsidies on

USA exports of oilseeds to the EEC.

The USA challenged the domestic subsidies on two grounds: that the subsidies were in

violation of Article III; and that they were causing a non-violation nullification or

impairment. A number of the issues that had arisen in the other disputes conceming

domestic support a¡ose in this case:

o the question as to the scope of the domestic subsidies exception in Article III:8 which had

been dealt with in the Italian Tractor case (Italian Discrimination Against lmported

Agricultural Machinery), whether a subsidy to a purchaser of a product is a subsidy to

the producer of the product;

o the question that had arisen in the Canned Fruit case about whether expectations from the

original Dillon rormd tariff concessions had been erased by the subsequent Article

/ L. Lr -,-- ^- --^L --t---^-^-+ ^f +L^ tt¡-i.
-?\¡,MO negouatlons utr ttauu EurarËçlrlçuL \rt ure !rr-:v.

o the question that had arisen in both the Spanish Soya bean dispute and the Canned Fruit

dispute about whether demonstration of nullification or impairment requires

demonsfration of actual adverse effects on üade; and

o the question that had arisen in both the Pasta dispute and the Canned Fruit dispute as to

whether it was permissible to pay a subsidy to the extent necessary to compensate for

higher internal prices.

r37

138

See GAfi, Trade Poliqt Ræiew European Communities 199l Volume I (GATT, Genevg 1991)

p179.
Êy 1983, the EEC imForted US$500 in corn gluten from the USA. This also led to a dispute between

the USA and the EEC after EEC attempts to re-impose import barriers on corn gluten. See "US

Opposes Agricultural Trade Restrictions by EC" USA Department of State Bulletin Vol 84, No 2084,

Ma¡ch 1984 p30.
See GATT, 

-Trade 
Policy Review European Communities /99J Voh.¡¡ne I (GATT, Genevq 1991)

p179.
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The oilseeds dispute was ca¡ried on during a period in which the EEC was negotiating

reform of the CAP and was negotiating improvements to the GATT disciplines on

agriculture in the Uruguay Round. The outcome of the dispute was important to the

decisions by the EEC as to how future subsidies should be maintained r¡¡rder the CAP and to

the attitude of all parties to the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture as to how the

GATT rules should deal with domestic subsidies, particularly those used by the EEC but

also those used by other parties.

The EEC subsidies schemes which the USA challenged had commenced at various times.

The subsidy scheme for rapeseed and sunflower seeds had commenced in 1966, that for

soybeans in 1974 and that for pulses in 1978. The subsidies were paid to EEC processors of

the oilseeds and were calculated as the diflerence between a target price for the relevant

product and the import price of that product. The subsidies were only paid upon proof that

the EEC processors had actually purchased oilseeds from an EEC producer at a price not

less than the target price. The subsidy compensated the EEC processors for the extra cost

caused by the high target price.

Parallels can be drawn between the mechanism used for oilseeds and the mechanism in the

Pasta case which compensated exporters of Pasta for the higher EEC cost of wheat, and the

mechanism in the Canned Fruit case which compensated producers of Canned Fruit for the

higher EEC cost of fruit. However, in those cases, the higher cost of the raw product was

caused by import barriers. In this case, there were no import bariers and the domestic

consumer price for the raw product was roughly equal to the world price.

8.1 THE DECISION UNDER ARTICLE III

The USA argued that the payment of the subsidy to pr.rchasers of EEC oilseeds but not to

purchasers of imported oilseeds meant that the EEC was according less favowable treaünent

to the imported oilseeds than to the domestic oilseeds in respect of their internal pruchase in

violation of Article III'4.140

There is no doubt that a subsidy paid direct to the EEC producers of oilseeds would have

fallen within the exception to the national treatment rule in paragraph 8(b) of Article III.
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However, the subsidy was paid to the processors of the oilseeds but only on condition that,

in essence, they had paid a price no less than the sum of the world price and the subsidy.

The panel had to decide whether such a subsi<iy feii with the scope of paragraph 8(b) as a

subsidy paid "exclusively to domestic producers". Interestingly, the panel did not refer to

the decision in the Italian Tractor case which had been made on the basis that a subsidy paid

to a purchaser of domestic produce did not fall within the scope of the meaning of subsidy

paid to domestic producers under Article IIIS(b) nor did it rule precisely on that point.

Instead, it considered the possibility that a subsidy not made directly to domestic producers

might still be made exclusively to domestic producers if the whole of the subsidy was passed

on to the domestic producers. The panel found that because of the way that the subsidy was

calculated, it was possible that the subsidy could be an amount greater than the difference

between the amount that processors pay to producers and the price of imported oilseeds. On

that basis, it was possible that some part of the subsidy was retained by the processor and

that, therefore, the subsidy was not paid exclusively to domestic processors and could not

fall with the paragraph 8(b) exception.r4r

The panel then found that since the subsidy could overcompensate processors for the cost of

oilseeds, then they could "discriminate" against imported oilseeds and therefore were in

-,:^1^+:^- ^f ^a:^l^ TIl.Á l^) lìno rr¡^nácro of -fhc '.!"rra.^tr¡ hasi"- nf fhe deeisiOn The deCiSiOnVLt l<lllt lI lJt ¡ILl¡lt,lv ¡ll.l.''- V¡lv VVvItUvrù 4! u¡v ¡¡4¡vrv usu¡Ú v¡ u¡v svv^e¡v¡¡'

seems to imply the surely \ilrong proposition that, if the subsidy had been limited to the

compensation for the high internal priee of oilseeds, then the payment of the subsidy to

buyers of domestic oilseeds but not to buyers of imported oilseeds would not have been less

favor.uable teaûnent of imported oilseeds than of domestic oilseeds-

The narow reasoning for the ruling achieved exactly the same result as would have been

achieved by modiffing the principle established in the Italian Tractor case so that an indirect

subsidy to producers paid by way of a subsidy to consumers of the domestic produce could

fall within Article Sþ) to the extent that it was passed on to domestic producers. Perhaps

the decision \ryas constructed nanowly to avoid having to either confirm or ovem¡le the

Italian Tractor case.

140

L4l
t42

GATT BISD 37S/86 at94,para36.
GATT BISD 375/86 at I24-l25,paras 137-140.

GATT BISD 375/86 at 125,para l4l.
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The na¡row basis of the decision fell short of prohibiting the EEC from maintaining internal

prices on products with tariffbindings by payment of subsidies to purchasers of the product.

Allowing for some dif[erence in fact situations, that result was the s¿Ime as the results of the

negotiation in the Pasta dispute and the unadopted report in the Canned Fruit dispute which

was that the EEC preserved the arguable legality of the basic mechanisms of the common

market organization.

8.2 THE DECISION ON NON-VIOLATION NULLIFICATION OR IMPAIRMENT

Even though the panel had found that the subsidies were in violation of Article III:4, the

panel decided to make a ruling on the nullification or impaimrent question because if there

was nullification or impairment, it would be possible that bringmg the measure into

conformity with Article III:4 would not remove the nullification or impairment.

In relation to nullification or impairment, the EEC made a broad argument against the

application of the non-violation concept to domestic subsidies. The EEC argued against

creating a general rule from the principles deriving from the Ammonium sulphate and

German Restrictions on Sardines cases because they had dealt with very "particular and

proúmate" situations and because such a general application of those principles to domestic

subsidies would effectively rewrite GATT rules by giving "protection to tariff concessions

under Article II that went far beyond the precise rules of that Article".l43 The EEC argued

that Article XVI conferred a right to use domestic subsidies. They conceded that that right

was subject to the obligations to avoid adverse effects as set out in the Subsidies Code

which, the EEC argued, required demonstration of hade effects and, further, that the

guidance from the Subsidies Code ovenode the earlier GATT reports interpreting Article

)CXI[.144 On that basis, the EEC diminished the authority of the 1955 Review Session

Report. The EEC expressed the view that

the concept of non-violation impairment in relation to subsidies affecting tariff
concessions was superfluous and legally disputable, since it would involve the

notion of rights and obligations being superceded by considerations of equity

and subjective expectations. The matter should therefore be dealt with in

GATT BISD 37S/86 at 116, para 109.

GATT BISD 375/86 at 116-117, para 110.
143
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accordance with Article XVI and the relevant principles goveming its
interpretation and application. 145

The EEC was correct in arguing that the non-violation principles had not been confirmed by

the adoption of a dispute settlement report since the two original cases. However, the EEC's

argument was inconsistent with the basis upon which it had indicated it would have been

prepared to accept the Canned Fruit report.

The USA contended that the EEC's approach was incorrect because the absence of a

prohibition in Article XVI did not amount to a right to subsidize and that

there was no basis for claiming that the absence of a prohibition in one GATT
Article should take precedence over rights and expectations of contacting
parties with respect to other GATT provisions and negotiated comminnenfs.146

The panel decided that the general concept of non-violation nullification or impairment did

apply to the present case. On the general purpose of article XXIII:1(b), it said

that these provisions, as conceived by the drafters and applied by the

CONTRACTING PARTIES, serve mainly to protect the balance of tariff
concessions. The idea underlying them is that the improved competitive

opporturities that can legitimately be expected from a tariff concession can be

frustated not only by measures proscribed by the Agreønent. In order to
encourage contracting parties to make tariffconcessions they must therefore be

a given a right of redress when a reciprocal tariff concession is impaired by
^-^ar-^, ^^-L. ^L:-- -^¿- ^- ^ -^^--l+ ^f +L^ ^--1:^^+:^- ^f ^ *^^-"-o "'Lo*L- n+atluurttr uuuu(1'vturË Pauty aù a rvùulL \rr Lrlg 4PPut/aLr\,rr vr 4 ulwouw. vv¡¡vu¡vÀ vr

not it conflicts with the General Agreement.l4T

The panel confirms the importance of reasonable expectations. The inquiry into reasonable

expectations necessitated a finding as to which were the relevant bindings. The EEC had

given a series of bindings: first, ín 1962, in the original Article XXIV:6/Dillon Ror¡nd

negotiation; then with each subsequent enlargement of the EEC, in 1972, with the accession

of De,lrma¡k, the UK and Ireland; in 1981, with the accession of Greece; and, in 1986, with

the accession of Spain and Portugal. On this same question, the panel in the Canned Fruit

case had accepted that the USA had expectations deriving from 1974 bindings and had not

enquired further to determine whether the USA aiso had expectations deriving ftom earlier

t45
t46
147

GATT BISD 375/86 at Ll9, pan ll7.
GATTBISD 375186 atll9,para 118.

GATT BISD 375/86 at !26-127 , pan 144. Cf Justice Pescatore's co-authorship of this explanation of
the rationale for Article )OüII:l(b) with subsequent labelling of non-violation nullification or
impairment as a "useless and dangerous constn¡ction" (see Pescatore, "The GATT dispute settlement

mechanism - its present siûration and its prospects" (1993) 7l(I) JU 2'7-41.
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bindings, referring to the EEC's statement that the earlier bindings had been withdrawn and

replaced by the 1974 bindings. In the present case, the EEC argued that the USA's

expectations should be determined at the time of the 1986 binding (when all of the subsidy

schemes were already in place) because the withdrawal and replacement of the tariff

bindings had reestablished the balance of concessions. The panel decided that the

reasonable expectations to be protected were those which existed when the concessions were

originally negotiated in 1962.148

Then the panel stressed the difference between the EEC and USA views on the reasonable

expectations as to domestic subsidies. It noted that the USA's argument was essentially

based on the statement in the report of the 1955 Review of the Agreement that there is a

presumption that a party negotiating a concession has a reasonable expectation that the

"value of the concession will not be nullified or impaired ... by the subsequent intoduction

of a domestic subsidy."l49 It also noted the cor:nte¡ argument of the EEC that

it is not legitimate to expect the absence of production subsidies even after the
grant of a tanff concession because Articles III:8(b) and XVI:I explicitly
recognize the right of contracting parties to grant production subsidies. This
right would be effectively eliminated if its exercise were assumed to impair
tariff concsssions. l5o

This difference of opinion may be viewed as a question about upon whom the onus lies to

insert specific protection in schedules of concessions relating to the use or absence of

domestic subsidies. The EEC argument essentially places the onus on a party receiving a

tariff concession to also negotiate either a specific restriction on the freedom of the party

Sving the concession to pay a domestic subsidy or that its own tariff bindings are

conditional upon other parties not introducing domestic subsidies on bound products. The

USA argument places the onus on the pa(y giving a tariff concession to reserve a right to

pay adomestic subsidy on the bound product. The question is one of interpreting the GATT

to determine where the parties intended that the onus should lie.

148

t49
GATT BISD 375/128, para 146.

GATT BISD 375/86 at 128, para 147 quoting from "Other Ba¡riers to Trade" report adopted 3 March
1955 in GATTBISD3SI222 at224.
GATT BISD 375186 at L28,pata I47.150
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The panel avoided having to choose between the two views by making a finding of fact

which enabled it to take a narro\iler approach to its decision as to what domestic subsidies

could be reasonably expected. The panel t-ound that these subsi<iies

are product specific subsidies that protect producers completely from the

movement of prices for imports and thereby prevent tariff concessions from
having any impact on the competitive relationship between domestic and

imported oilseeds. ... The United States could not reasonably have anticipated

the introduction of subsidy schemes which protect producers completely from
the movement of prices for imports and thereby prevent the tariff concession

from having any impact on the competitive relationship between domestic and

imported oilseeds.lsl

The panel drew back from making a more general pronouncement in two ways. First, it did

not say whether a domestic subsidy which only partialþ offsets the price effect of the tariff

concession on the competitive conditions between imported and domestic products should

be regarded as being beyond reasonable expectations. Secondly, it restricted itself to a

product specific subsidy and did not say whether a subsidy which was not product specific

could be regarded as being beyond reasonable expectations.

The panel for¡nd that it is changes in competitive position that a¡e relevant for the purposes

of determining nullification or impairment. Citing the Superfrrnd case,l52 the panel

dismissed. the argument +Írat dernonstration of actual trade effects is requirecl, sa¡nng that

tariffbindings protect "commitnents on conditions of competition for trade, not volumes of

ü'ader'.153

Therefore, the oilseeds report becamc only the third report containing a finding of non-

violation nullification or impairment that was adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTES

and the first such report to contain a finding of non-violation nullification or impairment

caused by a subsidy. However, the report did not contain any recommendation to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES to take any action to remove the nullification or impairment

and the decision to adopt the report was accompanied by a reservation by the EEC on the

151

r52
GATT BISD 375/86 atl28-l29,paras 148-149 (emphasis added).

"United States - Tæres on petroleum and Certain Imported Substances" repod of the panel (L/6175)

adopted on 17 Jr¡ne 1987, GATT BISD 345/136.
GATT BISD 375186 at 130, para 150.1s3
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finding of non-violation or impairment and on the finding that the 1962 bindings had been

replaced by the later bindings.l54

8.3 FOLLOV/-UP REPORT OF THE OILSEEDS PANEL - 1992

The original Oilseeds panel report was adopted on 25 January 1990. The EEC was not

quick to comply because of the need to reformulate the CAP for oilseeds and for the

member states to agree on it. It was not until Decernber l99l that the EEC passed new

regulations for a modified subsidy scheme for oilseeds. The subsidy schemes had been

altered in conjunction with wider reforms of the CAP. For oilseeds, the dual price support

system had been replaced with a limited deficiency payment system. The new subsidy

syste,ln was called a support system for producers of oilseeds.lss Under the dual price

support system, oilseeds producers had received a target price for their production which

was fixed at a level above the market price. Producers had received the target price ûom the

processors because of the purchase incentives provided to the processors. Under the new

deficiency payment system, producers sold their crop at the market price but received an

additional deficiency payment based on the gap between the market price and the target

price. The payment was made on a per hectare basis and was calculated according to a yield

per hectare determined for each region of the EEC. The amowrt paid per hectare was the

difference between atargetprice and a reference world market price.

The new deficiency payments did not guarantee the target price in all circumstances:

any produce in excess of the standard yield could be sold at the market price but was

not eligible for any subsidy and had no bearing on the calculation of the per hectare

subsidy; and

(iÐ there could be a part of the difference between the reference world market price and

the actual world price at which production was sold which would not be taken into

account in calculation of the per hectare payment. This could occur, firstly, because

of the timing of the determination of the reference world ma¡ket price, and secondly,

SeeGATTBISD3T5/86 atL32,panl57; andGATTDocU6636datÊdzs January 1990described
in Hudec (1993) p560.
See the heading and Article I of Council Regulation @EC) No 3766191 of 12 Decembe¡ 1991

establishing a support system for producers ofsoya beans, rape seed, colza seed and sunflower seed.

(Ð

t54
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because the reference world market price specific in the regulations was not adjusted

for fluctuations within an 8 percent band.

The USA argued that the new scheme still impaired the tariff bindings and sought a re-

examination. The EEC opposed a new examination. It would have been concerned about

the ramifications of the panel making a general finding applying non-violation nullification

or impairment to domestic subsidies in the broad terms of the 1955 Review Report. The

EEC agreed to a reconvening of the original panel. However the terms of reference given to

the reconvened panel were limited to examining whether amendments to the oilseeds

subsidy schemes complied with the rulings of the original panel report.ls6 The panel

convened in February 1992.

The parties agreed that there lilas no longer any violation of Article III. There were two

strands to the EEC's argument. First, it argued stictþ on the basis of the words used by the

panel. It argued that the new subsidy did not completely inslJate the producers from

movements in world prices and that, therefore, the change to the subsidy scheme had

complied with the first panel report.

The second strand of the EEC's argument was that the new scheme no longer guaranteed a

- r^^----^1^l :-^^-^ ^----^4 ^^L^*^ T1^:- ^^^^-l a-m'ma¡f ccmc fn har¡apnug uut was ¿t uttçuuPrgu ruvul.llç Ðr¡PPvrr svrlvurv. rruù ùwwtru 4ér¡¡v¡¡r svv¡¡^e

been unnecessary. This concept of "decoupled income support scheme" was drawn from a

text which was under ccnsideration in the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture.tsz

The Drmkel Text on Agriculture had been presented by the Chairman of the negotiating

goup on agriculture to the participants in the negotiation on 20 Decernber 1991. As is

explained more fully in a subsequent chapter, the draft text required reduction commitnents

to be made in respect of domestic subsidies but not in respect of those domestic subsidies

that were "decoupled income support". Such subsidies had to be "decoupled" from

156 "Follow-Up on the Panel Re,port'EEC - Palments an<l Subsidies Paid to Processors and Producers of
Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins", report of the Members of the Original Oilseeds Panel,

DS28/f, 3l Ma¡ch 1992, GATT BISD 39Si91. See, at p9l, "The report was fi¡st considered by the

Council at its meeting on 30 April 1992. At its meeting on 19 June 1992, the Council, without

adopting the follow-up report, authorized the Community to enter into negotiations r¡nder Article

)O(VIII:4 for modification of a¡iffconcessions with respect to certain relevant tariffpositions.

"Dra^ft Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations"

MTN.TNC ilIFA, 20 December l99l ('the Dunkel Text'); the drafr agreement on agricultnre is on

ppL.I-L.14 ('Dunkel Text on Agriculnrre').

t57
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production in the sense that they did not provide an incentive to produce. The EEC did not

actually refer to the provisions of the negotiating text but it made a number of references to

criteria that were embodied in that text. The EEC used the phrase "decoupled income

support" without acknowledging the use of the phrase in the draft text.l58 The EEC referred

to eleÍnents of the previous price support system that had been abolished, without

mentioning but obviously contemplating the requirement of the draft text that "the support

... shall not have the effect of providing price support to producers't.l59 Ttre EEC also listed

features of the new subsidies: that they were not based on production, yields or price

received;160 but did not mention the correspondence of these feature with the criteria for

"decoupled income support" in the draft text.lól The argument that the subsidies fell within

the scope of an exception in the negotiating text was surely i¡relevant to the determination of

whether the subsidies were nulliffing or impairing benefits under the Agreement. No doubt

the EEC was concerned that, after any Uruguay Rowrd Agreement came into force, it would

still be able to operate some form of common market organization for oilseeds (or for other

products) which paid domestic producers a target price substantially above the world price.

The outcome of the negotiation was still in doubt. At that stage, the EEC had declared the

negotiating text unacceptable but it still had to consider what kind of text would in the end

be acceptable. It had to decide how the text should be worded to ensure that it could

maintain its CAP for oilseeds and whether to insist on a specific clause to ensr.lre that it

could maintain some version of its CAP for oilseeds. It was uncertain as to whether the

EEC would be able to achieve the insertion into the negotiating text of a particular clause for

that purpose. It seems that the EEC introduced the arguments based on the Uruguay Ror:nd

negotiating text for the purpose of drawing commentary from both the USA and the panel as

to the meaning of the draft words of the negotiating text.

The USA took the bait. It responded with a list of reasons why the EEC's new subsidies

would not meet the tests set out in the Dunkel Text on Agriculture. The USA observed that

the subsidies were linked to production because eligibility to receive the subsidies required

engagement in production and harvest of a crop, and the payments were based on the land

See GATT DS28iR, pL3,para44; Dunkel Text on Agriculture, Annex 2, clause 6.
GATT DS28/R, pl3, para 44, Dunkel Text on Agriculture, A¡nex 2, clause l(ii).
GATT DS28/R, ppl3-14, para45.
Duukel Text on Agriculture, e¡ns7), clause 6.

1s8
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actually employed.l6z It is almost humorous to observe the EEC's response: that the

"arguments of the United States regarding the decoupled nature of the new system of direct

payments [were] incorrect and irrela,an¡.tt 163

The panel reaffirmed the interpretation of the 1955 Review Session that parties have a

reasonable expectation that the value of a concession will not be nullified or impaired by the

introduction of a domestic subsidy on the product concerned. The panel noted that the 1955

report referred to a "domestic subsidy" without referring to the m¿ìnner of payment. The

panel declined to consider the question of whether the subsidies constituted income or price

support. It said the relevant question was whether they were "product-specific production

subsidies",l64 for the first time explicitly introducing the concept of product specificity into

the requirements for a tack 2 remedy against a domestic subsidy. The panel fowrd a

number of reasons to conclude that the new subsidies were product specific: the subsidies

were paid only in respect of oilseeds, they supplemented the income from oilseeds, payme,nt

was almost always dependent on proof of harvest and the subsidies were linked with

Yrelds.los

Secondly, the panel considered whether the new subsides continued to impair benefits under

the tariffconcessions even if producers were no longer completely protect from movements

in the world price. The panel acknowledged that the finding in its earlier report was based

upon the fact that the subsidy system completely protected domestic produccrs from

movements in imported prices and thereby prevented the tariffconcessions from having any

effects and noted that the new system did not eompletely protect domestic producers from

movements in import prices. However, the panel indicated that there was

nothing in the reasoning of the original Panel that indicated that the impairment

of tariff concessions through a production subsidy could only take place

through a subsidy which completely protected producers from the price

movements of imPorts. I 66

The panel refe,lred to a wider basis for the decision: that parties in tariff negotiations must

"be assumed to base their tariff negotiations on the expectation that the price effect of the

GATTDS/28IR p14,rt6.
GATT DS/28l& pl4, para 48 (emphasis added)

GATT, DS/28i1, p25, para 79.
GATT, DS/28/R, p25, para 80.
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tariff concessions will not be systematically of[set". The panel forurd that the new subsidy

system prevented the competitive conditions established by the tariffbindings from having

any effect. If foreign sellers dropped their price, EEC producers could drop their price to

match the price of imports but would not be receiving any less because the per hectare

payment would be adjusted upwards as a result of the lower world price. The panel found

that the new subsidy system

effectively offsets the general movement of import prices and renders the level
of community production substantially insensitive to the general movement of
world prices, and thereby continues to impair the benefits the United States
could reasonably expect to accrue to it under the tariff concessions in
Questior¡'l6z

The follow-up report was never adopted. It cannot be regarded as a decision of the

CONTRACTING PARTIES. The EEC did enter into Article )OilIII negotiations to

renegotiate the tariff concessions. This has been argued to constitute an admission by the

EEC that the USA was entitled to some compensation, and therefore, an acknowledgement

that the tariffbindings actually had been nullified or impaired by the subsidiss.l6s However,

as is shown in subsequent chapters, the EEC did not reach agreernent on the article )O(VIII

negotiation until it had been assured that this type of complaint would not be possible r¡nder

the Uruguay Ror¡nd Agreement on Agricultrne.

9 CONCLUSIONS

As with the previous two chapters, the drawing of conclusions from this chapter is left for

the final chapter of this part of this thesis. It was observed at the end of the last chapter that

many of the difficulties in the application of the rules on export subsides to agriculture arose

out ofmarket conditions that were at least partially caused by the ineffectiveness of the rules

on import barriers. The same.can be said for many of the problems with respect to the

application of GATT rules on domestic support to agriculture. As observed there, the whole

framework of rules must be considered together.

At this point, a preliminary sunmary of this chapter is given and a few observations made

with respect to both threads of this thesis:

GATT, DS/28l& p26, para 8l
GATT DS/28iR p27, para 83.
See Hudec (199Ðp2a8.
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(1) identification of the major problems with applying the rules on domestic support to

agricultural trade; and

(2) identification of any deficiencies in the way that the rules on domestic support

enrbody appropriately the distinctions between border and non-border instrrrments.

9.1 SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS IN APPLYING THE RULES ON DOMESTIC

SUBSIDIES TO AGRICULTURE

The main problem with discþlining domestic support was a continuing lack of conse,nsus as

to the most fundamental issues relating to subsidies: whether parties should have a right to

subsidize; whether parties should discipline certain types of subsides; or whether subsidies

should be disciplined on the basis of their effects rather than any classification. These

problems overlap substantially with the problems with export subsidies.

The key problems with the application of the GATT rules on domestic subsidies to

agricultue were manifestations of uncertainty or disagreement

(1) over whether the excqttion for domestic subsidies in Article III:8 should only apply

to direct subsidies to producers or should include indirect subsidies to producers paid

as subsidies to consumers contingent upon consumption of domestic produce;

(2) over whether demonstration of actual trade effects is necessary to establish that a

measure "afforded protection" contrary to Article III:1;

(3) over the scope of the non-violation nullification or impairment provisions and their

application to agriculture, particularly, whether domestic subsidies per se should be

regardcd as outside the scope of reasonable expectations, whether domestic subsidies

compensating for high internal prices should be regarded as outside reasonable

expectations, whether demonstration of trade efflects is required, and determining the

relevant date for detennining expectations.

over the extent to which domestic subsidies should be exposed to countervailing

duties.

(4)
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9.2 EMBODIMENT OF DISTINCTIONS BETTVEEN POLICY INSTRUMENTS IN
THE RULES ON DOMESTIC SUPPORT

The analysis of the original rules and their negotiation reveals two impediments to an

incentive structure that would guide parties toward the use of domestic subsidies instead of

other instruments:

(1) the lack of clarity in the agreement as to the application of the provisions on non-

violation nullification or impairment, generally, but most importantly, in relation to

non-violation subsidies;

(2) the faih.ue any formal distinction between export subsidies and domestic subsidies

for the purposes of determining cowttervailability.

9.3 LINKS BETWEEN THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN INSTRUMENTS AND
THE PROBLEMS WITH AGRICULTURAL DOMESTIC SUPPORT

This thesis submits that the abovementioned deficiencies in the e,nrbodiment of the

distinction between domestic subsidies and border instruments were a part of the causes of

the abovementioned problerns in the application of the rules on domestic support to

agriculture.

This argument is made in the final chapter of this part in the context of the wider argument

that deficient embodiment of the two distinctions between border instn¡ments and non-

border instruments and between price-based and quantity-based instruments arguments was

a cause of the problems in the lack of success in applying the whole framework of GATT

rules to agriculture





CHAPTER 14

PRE-URUGUAY ROUND ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE RULES
A}TD THE APPLICATION OF TIIE RT]LES TO AGRICT]LTI]RE

1 INTRODUCTION

Chapters 11 to 13 have drawn out the problems in the application of the rules to agricultural

trade. To some extent those chapters have also indicated the way that the parties have

recognized those problerns and have attempted to deal with them. This chapter will round

out that coverage of the atternpts to deal with the problems by reviewing the pre-Uruguay

Ror¡nd efforts to make the GATT more successful in relation to agricultural trade.

Although the focus is agricultrue, the description necessarily extends in a limited way to

review the atternpts to improve the operation of the agreement generally. Naturally, this

facilitates the completion of the examination of the complete framework of rules, the way

that that framework distinguished between different policy instruments a¡rd the assessment

of whether there is a connection between the way the rules were constn¡cted to distinguish

between policy instruments and the problems that occurred in applying those rules to

agricultural trade.

The review of the operation of the rules revealed a number of aspects of the problems with

applying the GATT to agriculture which are confirmed in this review of the many attempts

to rernedy those problems. First, the problems are not recent. The problems at the

beginning of the Uruguay Rorxrd were closely related to problems that emerged in the first

l0 years of the Agreement. Second, there has been a longstanding tension between

regulation according to specific instruments and regulation on the basis of the effects and

levels of protection. This is manifested in a lack of consensus as to whether the problems
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should be remedied by changing the rules or by making the existing rules work better.

Third, (as in all many of intemational law), there has been a continuing tension as to where

the line should be drawn between matters that shouid be subject to international regulation

and matters that should be regarded as internal and beyond international regulation.

This review is not only important to round out the description of the operation of the pre-

Uruguay rules. As indicated in chapter l, this thesis proceeds on the basis that "the reasons

for the faih¡re of the GATT in application to agriculture derive from defects in the rules

themselves rather than from any intrerent quahty of the agriculture sector which would make

it impossible to apply the rules to agriculture" and, in particular, looks for defects in the way

that the rules distinguished between different instruments and whether such defects might be

responsible for the proble,lns with agriculture. This review of the previous attempts to

improve the rules or their operation is important to that enquiry for a number of reasons.

First, it reveals the disagreements over many yeüs on the issue of whether one set of rules

for all sectors is appropriate or whether agriculture needs special rules. Secondly, it

confirms the connection already evident from previous chapters, that the problems with

agriculture derived at least to some extent from the way that the agreement was set up in the

beginning. Thirdly, it reveals a shifting focus on whether the rules should be directed at the

--^^ ^.f -^1.:^-. :-^s.-^-+^ -^^^^^^-:1., :-"^l';-^ Â^ñô rliofinafinnc lrafrrraan incfnrmenfc nrt¡Ðç \rl pulrvJ IIIÐLI l¡¡llE;lILÐ rlwvvùùcurlrv rlr Y vr v r¡r5 ùvl¡rv sreL¡uerav¡¡s vvr 'r vvar

should be directed at the effects of policy instruments focussing on containing the size of the

ef[ects rather than on the insùr¡ment employed. In addition, this review is important

because the pre-Uruguay attempts to improve the rules had a substantial influence on the

approach taken during the Uruguay Round. Therefore, this review lays the foundation for

the description in the next part of the thesis of the Uruguay Round negotiation on

agriculnral trade.

2 TH'N' lc,Y ELEMENTS IN THE RE\¡IEW OF 1947 TO 1986

This review consists basically of a review of ¡ryo series of events:

First, there are the seven earlier rounds of multilateral round negotiations :

o the lst round, the Geneva Rowrd in 1947;

o the 2nd rowrd, the Amecy Ror.nd inl949;
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o the 3rd ror¡nd, the Torquay Round in 1950-51;

o the 4th round, the Geneva Round in 1955-56;

o the 5th round, the Dillon Round in 1960-61;

o the 6th round, the Kennedy Round ín 1963-67;

o the 7th round, the Toþo Rorxrd n 1974-79.

'When one traces through the framework of objectives and negotiating rules that were set up

for each round, it becomes clear how much of a problem agriculture posed. In the next part

of the thesis, it will become apparent that the negotiating framework for the Uruguay round

broke new grorxrd -

Secondly, beginning only a few years after the Agreement itself, there has been a continual

procession of committees, working parties, work prograûrmes, rçorts, processes of

information gathering, ffid Ministerial statements which have been either specifically

directed at, or at least significantly concerned with, solving the problems in agricultural

tade.l The most important studies and processes were:

(1) the Review of the Agreement conducted in 1954-55;2 which was discussed above in

the context of the review of the rules on export subsidies;

(2) the report "Trends in lnternational Trade" (generally called "The Haberler report") in

1958,3 and the þost-Haberler report) "Programme of Action towards an expansion

of International Trade" with its committees including Committee II which dealt with

agriculture and operated from 1958 until 1961 (and from which sprang some

committees dealing with specific commodities which operated for some further

years);4

See the brief summary of the principal agriculture committees in the GATT in "Agriculture in the
GATT" note prepared by the Secretariat, CG.lSAM/59lRev.l, 20 January 1982 atpp36-39.
The General review of the agreement rilas ca¡ried out at a special session in Geneva in November and
December 1954. The reports for the General review were adopted at the end of the 9th session of the
contracting parties (October 1954 - Ma¡ch 1955) and are reported in GATT A/SD, 33/170.
GATT, Trends in International Trade (GATT doc 1958-3) (GATT, Genev4 1958). For the decision
requesting the report see GATT.B/SD 65/18.
The Prograome was adopted in the decision of the contr¿cting parties of 17 November 1958 GATT,
BISD,73126.

I
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(3) the Work Programme establishedin 1967 after the Kennedy Ror¡nd which divided its

work into a nr.lrnber of committees including a new Committee on Agriculture;s

(4) the Work Programme established in 1979 after the Toþo Round which again

divided its work among a number of committees which included a new Committee

on Agriculture which operated from 1982 until the begiruring of the Uruguay

Round.6

3 PERIOD OIrIE: 1947 TO 1955

AGRICULTURE UNDER THE FIRST THREE ROUNDS OF MULTILATERAL
NEGOTIATIONS (GENEVA 1947,ANNECY 1949, TORQUAY 1950-51), THE USA
V/AIVE& THE 1955 GENERAL REVIEW OF THE AGREEMENT AND THE 1955

GENEVA ROI-]ND

The First Three Rounds

Differences in the application of the agreement to agriculture emerged in the early years of

the operation of the Agreernent. Even after the initiat round of multilateral negotiations

under which the first schedules came into force there were fewer tariffbindings conceded on

agricultural products than on industrial products.T In the next two routds of multilateral

negotiations, ttre Annecy round i¡ 1949 and the Torquay round in 1950-51, the pattern

continued. During the course of the Torquay round, it had been noticeable that further

negotiations using the same procedure might have only limited success. These first three

roqnds had utilized the simple request and offer procedure described in Chapter 2.8 It had

been intended that the rebinding of a tarifffor a further period of tirne should be regarded as

a concession for which something could be obtained in return.9 However, in practice,

counties tended to regard only reductions in bound rates or new bindings as concessions.

This meant that those countries with lower levels of tariffs inevitably had less to bargain

The "Progranme of work of the Contracting Parties" was adopted by a decision of the contracting

parties on 24 Novembet 1967, GATT,.B/SD, 153/66.

The 1983 Committee on Agriculture was established pursuant to a Ministerial decision of 29

November 1982, GATT, BISD, 29519.

See Timothy E. Jesling, Stefan Tangermann & T.K. Warley, Agiculnre in the GATT (Macmillan

Press, London, & St Martin's Press, London, 1996)p23.

See above, chapter 2,prt446.
GATT in Action, third repof on the operation of the GATT, January 1952, (GATT, Geneva 1952'),

p10.

5

6

7

8

9
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with than those countries which had high tariffs.lo This problem became apparent during

the Torquay round as the schedules of the higher tariffcor¡ntries were reduced by much less

than was generally hope for and the problem of disparity between tariff rates of different

countries was not remedied.

The French Plan of 1954

At that stage, tariffnegotiations were not an institutionalized feature of the GATT. It was

not until a few months after the conclusion of the Torquay round at the Sixth Annual

Session of the contracting parties in 1951 that a procedure for regular multilateral ror¡nds of

negotiations was adopted.tl At the time there were widespread concerns about the extent of

tariff reductions that could be achieved from further rowrds.l2 Not all counties were

primarily concemed with the operation of a global system. There were also concerns ¿rmong

European countries as to the disparity of tariff rates in different European counhies. In

Ma¡ch 1951, a Group of 10 (the USA plus 9 European countries, not including the UK and

counting the Belgium Luxembourg Economic Union as one) submitted a report on the

"Problems of Disparity of European Tariffs" seeking to initiate some action by GATT

parties.l3 Shortly after, in Septernber 1951, France proposed an "across-the-board"

reduction of 30o/o by all contracting parties of all tariffs.la This became known as the

French plan. The reduction was to be implemented in three annual reductions of I0%o. It

addition to addressing the disparity of tarifflevels between parties, it was also hoped that an

across-the-board approach might have a gleater impact on agricultual products. The plan

made no distinction between industrial products and indushial products.ls However, there

10

11

See Curzon, p87-88.
Although the Agreement \üas not amended until 1955 when Article )O(Vltrbis was added by the
Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the GATT (1955, Agreement No 33 in App
C). The same instrument contained amenrlments to A¡ticle )O(VIU which changed the dr¡¡ation of
schedules so that they had indefinite application with a right to withdraw them arising every tlree
yefus.

See Curzon, Gera¡d, Multílateral Commercial Diplomacy: The General Agreement on Tarifs and
Trade and its Impact on National Commercial Policies and Techniqrzes (Michael Joseph Ltd,
London, 1965) pp87-89.
See Curzon, p88 citing GATT/CP/I03.
See "Tariff Reduction - Technical Aspects and application of the French Proposal for the Reduction
of Ta¡iff Levels" report adopted by the CoNTRACTING PARTIES on 8 November 1952 (G/31),
GATT BISD 13167, para l. See the s'mrnary of the French plan in Muhammed, V.A.Seyid, The
Legal Framework of World Trade (Stevens & Sons, London, 1958) ppl L6-117.
See Curzon (1965) p89. See "The Disparity of European Ta¡iffs " rq)ort adopted by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES on 27 october l95l (cATT/cP.6/53) GATTB/sD vol tr, p2ll.

13

l4

t2
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was still some concern that agricultural products might not be sufficiently lowered because

the plan did not require a3}Yoreduction on all items but a reduction of 30% in the weighted

average of all items with a nurnber of sectors. Therefore, proteetion on some items could be

retained. The French plan was reviewed by a GATT working party, was revised and

resubmitted (with support of 4 other European govemments) and reviewed again.l6 The

plan was modified to achieve some reduction of disparity in ta¡iff rates.lT The plan lacked

the support of the USA and the UK. The USA had supported the Plan for Reducing

Disparity in European tariffs but failed to support the more general multilateral plan. The

UK opposed the Plan for Reducing Disparity in European Tariffs saylng that such matters

should be deal urith in within the multilateral system.ls However, the UK also opposed the

multilateral French plan complaining of the political difficulty of such large tariff

reductions. No doubt the political difficulties were caused in part by the continuing support

for Imperial preferences. 1 9

The General Review of the Agreement in 1954-55

Tariffs and tariff reductions were only a pút of the problems that had ernerged in

application of the Agreemelrt. Many other problems had emerged and many of them related

to agriculture. These problems were the subject of the General Review of 1954-55 to which

refere,nce has already been made in chapter 12, inthe context of the renegotiation of rules on

export subsidies.2O Apart from the problems with disciplining export subsidies and

generally dealing with agricultural surpluses, the most significant problem in application of

the GATT rules to agriculture was the widespread use of quantitative restictions. In

general, the Review identified the same problems that have already been discussed above, in

chapter 11, in the context of the application of the GATT rules on import ba¡riers to

16

17

See G/31, (cited above) GATT BISD 13167; a¡d "Ta¡iff Reduction - Technical Study of the French

Proposal for the Reduction of TariffLevels" report adopted on 13 October 1953 (G/53) GATT,BISD

25167.
See Rule III "Additional commitrrents regarding the reduction of high tariffs" in G/53, GATT AISD

25167 at78.
Cr¡¡zon ( I 965) pp8 8-90.
Curzon (1965) p92 (citing Press Release GATT/140, 15 October 1953) and p93.

See above, chapter 12, at pp353-362. See "Arrangements for Review of the General Agreement"

decision of 24 October 1953 GATT BISD 25128; and "Rqrorts Relating to the Review of the

Agreement" 3 march 1955 GATT BISD 3sll70'252.

l8
L9

20
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agriculture. In the course of the general review, the parties discussed the resort to justifuing

quantitative restrictions under certain exceptions in of the Agreement:

(l) the balance of payments justification was used by many parties and proposals for its

stricter application were considered;2 I

(2) there was also a large number of progr¿ürmes purported to be justified under Article

XI:2(c) and some amendments were proposed but rejected;22

In addition, as described in chapter 12, by this time the absence of rules in the Agreement

restricting subsidies had become a reason for concern for a number of parties and the

Review resulted in the addition of Articles XVI:2 to 5. Concerns v¡ere also voiced as to the

impact that domestic subsidies were having on the effects of tariffconcession on agriculn:ral

products which resulted in the parts of the Review report which (as described in chapter 13)

subsequently played a significant role in the developme,nt of the law on non-violation

nullification or impairment.23 The Review resulted in the adoption of guidelines for grving

notifications on subsidies, thus initiating a process of information gathering on subsidies.24

The Dairy Dispute and the 1955 USA Agricultural Waiver

The early 1950s saw the playrng out of the dispute between the USA and the Netherlands

over the USA import quotas on dairy products imposed under the Agricultural Adjustment

Act.2s As described in detail in chapter 10, even after a GATT panel had ruled that the

USA's quotas on dairy products under s22 of the Agricultaral Adjustment Act were îot
justified wtder Article XI:2(c) and had authorized the Netherlands to impose a quota on

USA wheat in retaliation, the USA congress was not prepared to bring the legislation into

conformity with the GATT. Instead it amended the Act to provide that no international

agreement entered into shall be applied in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of s22.

Then the USA applied for and was granted a waiver under Article )OCV of the GATT from

2l
)1

Report on Quantitative Restrictions (adopted 2,4 & 5 Ma¡ch 1955') BISD,3S/l70 at 170-179.
Report on Quantitative Restrictions (adopted 2,4 & 5 Ma¡ch 1955) BISD,3S/170, at 189 para 66 and
following.
Report on "Otler Ba¡riers to Trade" adopted 3 March 1955 (L1334, and Addendum) BISD, 33/222,
para l3 atp224.
L/334, GATT .BISD, 351222 at 225, para t 5.
See, above, chlO at pp209-218.

23

24
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its obligations under Articles II and XI to the extent necessary to avoid any inconsistency

between the obligations of the USA under the General Agreement and s22 of the

Agricultural As sistance Act.

As discussed in chapter 10, the waiver on USA agriculture was followed by waivsrs on

restrictions of agricultural tade by other counties, for Belgium and Luxernbourg later in

1955 and GermanY in1959.26

The decision by the USA government marked a hardening of the political resistance within

the USA to any changes to the way that the GATT afîected agricultue. This was also

manifested in the way that the General Review was unable to agree on any new disciplines

over agricultural surpluses other than the ill-defined Article TYI:3.27

The Geneva Round of 1955

At about the same time as the USA waiver was given and the reports of the General Review

were adopted, the contracting parties appointed a working parly to negotiate the format for

another multilateral round.28 In the June 1955, ttre USA extended ilts Trade Act g¡v.ng the

President authority to negotiate tariffreduction but without making any special provision to

negotiated across the boa¡d reductions. The Preside,lrts authority was limited to iso/o over 3

years.2e In the meeting of the working party aiso in June 1955, a majoriff of the parties

were in favour of adopting the French plan as the basis for a round of tariff reductions.

However, both the USA and the UK were opposed. They wished to negotiate according to

the established method.3o The working party concluded that it was not practicable to adopt

the French plan. The parties considered furttrer proposals to make the negotiations more

fruitful given that the problems, to which the French plan had been addressed, still existed.

The tariff negotiation rules that were adopted did not change the method of request and

offer" An attempt to address the disparity problern was made by a specification that binding

of a low duty should be recognized as a concession equivalent in value to the reduction of a

26 See above, chapter ll atP279.
27 On the change in USA's attitude to reform in the agricultural sector, see Cuuon (1965) pp168-169

28 See the appointuent of the intenessional working party on 4 March 1955, GATT BISD 3S/I4.

29 SeeCurzon(1965)P93.
30 See "Plans for Ta¡iff Reduction and Rules and Procedures for the 1956 Tariff Conference" adopted

l8 Nove,mber 1955, GAT'[, BISD 45175 at77,paraï.
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high duty.st In addition, the rules made special provision for the binding of the rate of

mark-up provided by state tading monopolies.32 A number of cor:ntries were not satisfied.

One of the most noticeable aspects of the 1955-56 Geneva round, the fourttr round of

negotiations, was the list of contracting parties that did not participate: Burma, Chile,

Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Peru, Federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland, and Uruguay. The round did little to reduce protection applied to agricultual

trade. Japan acceded to the GATT in time to participate in the round and participated in the

working party to negotiate the rules. Japan had supported the move to an across the board

tariff reduction but its agricultural trade was largely subject to quotas protected r¡nder the

terms of its accession protocol.33

4 PERIOD TWO: 1955 TO 1963

THE HABERLER REPORT - COMMITTEE II OF THE PROGRAMME OF ACTION
TOV/ARDS THE EXPANSION OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE. THE FORMATION OF
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND THE INCEPTION OF THE
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY - THE DILLON ROUND 1960.61

The Haberler Report - Trends in International Trade

In 1957, the year after the Geneva round, in consequence of concerns about the failwe of

developing countries to benefit from intemational trade and of the widespread resort to

agriculflrral protectior¡ the contracting parties commissioned an expert examination of

intemational tade.34 The terms of reference included an examination of "

the extent to which trade in agricultural products has failed to benefit from the
pro gressiv e llb er alization o f internati onal trade in general. 3 s

3l Rules and Procedures for the Ta¡iffconference commencing in Geneva on l8 January 1956, anns¡ 16

"Plans for Tariff Reduction a¡rd Rules and Procedures for the 1956 Tariff Conference" adopted 18

November 1955, GATT, BISD 45175 at79, see para I l(c) on p81
Rule 4 of the negotiating rules provided:

"Protection afforded through the operation of import monopolies, etc., as provided in Article II
(including the Annexes thereto), III and IV of the revised General Agreemen! shall be subject to
negotiation in accordance with these rules. Accordingly, requests may be submitted for concessions
in respect of these matters in the sasre way as requests for ta¡iffconcessions". (BISD,4S/75)
See Accession of Japan to the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade, decision of 1l August 1955,
GAm BISD 43/33 & note Japan's membership of the Intersessional rù/orking Party on Tariff
Reductions appointed 4 Ma¡ch 1955, GATT.B/,SD 35/18. See also Josling, Tangermr"" & Warþ
(1996) p3s.
Decision of the conEacting parties of 29 November 1957, B/SD,65/18. See Curzon (1965) p178-
180; & Josli.g, Tangerma.nn & Warley (1986) p35-38.
BISD, 6S/18, para 5.

32
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The re,port entitled "Trends in International Tradeu36 but more cofllmonly referred to as "The

Haberler Report" was the first time that detailed information on agricultual trade and

poiicies was coiiected by the contracting parties. It identified the mea$¡res employed and

attibuted some importance to the differences between the policy instruments employed. It

adopted the classification that has been used ever since of measr¡res affecting import access,

measures encouraging exports, and measures supporting domestic production.3T It noted:

practically all scheme of agricultural protection, however complicated in detail,

can in the last resort be analyzed into some combination of these three

elements.3S

The report enr¡nciated the differences between price support policies employing import

bariers and possibly export subsidies, and deficiency payments, explaining the advantage of

the latter because of the lesser economic cost and the higher likelihood of moderation

through political processes. 3 e

Josling, Tangermann & Warley refer to three other significant aspects of the Habeder

Report. First, it made a "firm link" between domestic agricultural income support policies

and the state of world agriculturai trade. Second, it sought to establish a measure of

protection that could compare the protection granted by different instruments by calculating

and comparing the margins between world prices and domestic support prices. Thirdly, the

report drew a connection between the policies of agriculture protecting rich countries and

the harm suffered by developing countries.aO

Committee II

After receipt of the Haberler report, the contracting parties established a "Programme of

Action Directed Towards an Expansion of Intemational Trade" to work towards

implelnenting its findings.+t The task was divided ¿rmong three committees. Committee I

36

37

GATT, Trends in International Trade (GATT, Geneva, 1958) Sales No GATT/1958-3. The panel of
experts comprised Roberto de Oliveira CâmFos, Gotffried Haberle¡ James Meade and Jan Tinbergen.

Cu¡zon (1965) p180 there quoting from the p83 of the Report : "Practically all schemes of
agriculnral protection, however complicated in detail, can in the last resort be analyzed into some

combination of these flree elements."

See Cr¡rzon (1965) pl80 citing Trends in Internqtionøl Tradep83.
See GATT, Trends in International Tradepp9T-99.
gss Jesling, Tangermrnn & rffarley (1996) pp36-37.

"Programme of Action Directed Toward an Expansion of lnternational Tradeu Decision of the of 17

November 1958, GATT, BISD, 73/27 .
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was to deal with tariffreductions and Committee III was to deal with exports of developing

countries. Committee II, the Committee on Agriculture was:

to assemble data regarding the use ... of non-tariff measures for the protection
of agriculture, or in support of incomes of agricultural producers and the
agricultural policies from which these measures derive; [and[

to consider, in the light of such data, the extent to which the existing rules of
GATT and their application have proved inadequate ....42

Committee II delivered three reports between May 195943 and November 196I.44

Committee I led to the commencernent of the Dillon round of multilateral negotiations.

Concr¡rrent with these initiatives, there was a perceived need to improve the application of

the agreement to the use of subsidies and with the use of state üading enterprises both of

which significantly affected agricultural trade. A Panel on Subsidies and State trading

studies these problems from 1959.as

However this period was dominated by the formation of the European Economic

Community and the formation of the Common Agricultural Policy described in chapter 10.

The implementation of the EEC common tariffand the negotiation within the commr:nity of

its agricultural policy had a great influence upon the way in which the Dillon Ror¡nd was

conducted. As discussed in chapter 10, the simple practical effect of time conshaints forced

the two matters together. First, under the treaty of Rome, the EEC members would start to

adapt their tariffs to the common EEC tariff on January 1962. Secondly, the negotiating

authority of the US President was due to expire on 30 June 1962. Therefore the negotiation

under Article XXIV:6 with the EEC had to be completed by January 1962 and the

multilateral negotiation had to be completed by June 1962. The process of negotiation in

Commiuee I about the rules for the two negotiations foreshadowed the future. Just at the

point where the GATT studies were pointing to deficiencies in GATT rules and a need to

GATT, BISD, 7 Sl27 at 280.
The lst report of Committee I on Ta¡iff reduction was adopted by the contracting parties on 29 May
1959, GATT, BISD, 8S/I01.
"Agricultural Protection" 3rd report of Committee II adopted on 15 November 196l (Lll46l) GATT
B/SD l0S/135; See also the 2nd report (Llll92) adopted 20 May 1960) GATT BISD 99ll10 & the
progress report(U1326) adopted 14 November 1960, GATTA/SD 9S/118.
See "Notifications of State-Trading Enterprises" report adopted on 13 May 1959 (L/9'10) GATT
BISD 83/142.
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attack matters other than tariffs, the EEC firmly adopted the approach that its internal

negotiation on formation of the CAP was more important than the international negotiation.

Just before the adoption of the lst report of Committee II, the Panel on Subsidies and State

Trading coïnmenced a process of information gathering on state trading.a6 The lst report of

Committee II commenced a procedrue for consultations and collection of information on

policies affecting agricultural trade. It requested parties to supply information relating to all

policies including non-tariff import barriers, export subsides and domestic subsidies. The

information was to be given separately in respect of different commodities. The information

sought included that necessary to quantiff the extent of protection: the size of quotas and

whether they were based on a minimum price, the mark-ups applied by state trading

enterprises (in almost identical terms to the information requested by the Committee on

Subsidies and State Trading) and the criteria for detemining the quantity of imports and

domestic prices, the amount of export subsidies a¡rd domestic subsidies on a per unit basis,

and the level of any guaranteed priccs.az In the deliberations of the committee, agricultual

exporting counfries argued that widespread agricultural protectionism had frustrated the

balance of rights and obligations under the Agreement.4s They argued that they had paid for

some concessions and had then seen the concessions granted to them impaired by non-tariff

T1^^., :ñãi^qtcÃ tl¡ot tho.¡ '¡¡nrrlr{ nnf o"ir¡a firrfhc¡ cnncea-aions in nrác'r tO ha.t,eIll,f'Cúùl¡f 9ù. L IrVi .ril(Jlv4lw ulsl ulvJ vl vsre lvr å¡ I v rÉ u¡v^

illegal measures removed. Although, the agricultr.ual exporting parties did not make

submissions about the GATT eonsisteney of any measures, they observed that there had

been

a tendency to use the latitude given by the rules to apply the weight of
permitted restrictions more on imports of agricultural products than on

industrial products.4e

On the question of remedying the situation, the report says:

"Notifications of Søte-Trading Enterprises" report adopted on 13 May 1959 (L1970\ GATT A/SD

8Si 142.

"Background Information to be Supplied by Countries Being Consulted", and appendix "Outline of
Papers for Co"'mittee II" (COM.II/I), Annex B to "First report of Committee II adopted on 29 May
1959" (COM.IVS) GATI B/SD 8S/121. See paras 7,8 &9 of Annex B, and paras III(ii), & IV of the

appendix COM.M.
The lst report of the Committee II on Agricultrue Protection in the Programme for expansion of
International Trade (COM.IV5) adopted 29 May 1959, GATT, BISD, SS/121.

GATTS/SD 85/121 atl2í,para 10.
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Most of the members holding this view [, the agriculnral exporting cowrtries,]
considered that the approach to the correction of this imbalance should lie not
so much in seeking further amendments of the rules but rather in concenfating
on their eflective operation and application.sO

This was indicative of a continuing problem in GATT negotiations on agricultt¡re: whether

to seek to change the rules or to change policies without changing the rules. Subsequent

negotiations including the Uruguay Round have also been influenced by this tension.

Before Committee I, ttrere was considerable argument as to whether the new round of

negotiations should extend to non-tariffimport bariers and to subsidies. On the question of

whether quantitative restrictions justified under Article XI:2(c) should be subject to

negotiation, it was put that:

There could hardly be any question of negotiating these restictions, since they
were either "unnecessary" in which case they constituted a violation of the
Agreement, or they were "necassary" in which case there was no room for
negotiation. In fact, for a contracting party to grant a concession in the form of
a reduction of the level of restrictions would be equivalent to grving away
something it was not entitled to possess. 5l

The argument is clearly fallacious in that there is no reason why the whole domestic

prograûrme which made the import restrictions necessary might not themselves be

negotiable. The existence of the argument shows the reluctance to extend the negotiations

to measures that might be illegal anyway. This reluctance was another feature of subsequent

GATT negotiations. It can be observed that, in the Uruguay round, that the parties avoided

inferences of illegality of particular measures and, thereby, at least kept those measures

within the scope of the negotiation. On the question of subsidies, the committee

acknowledged the statement in the report of the 1955 Review that parties were free to

negotiate commiünents on subsidies, some parties did not want this reflected in the

negotiating rules, apparently being concemed that it might suggest an obligation to negotiate

on subsidies.s2

50
51

GATT.B/SD 85/121 atI2í,para 10.
The lst report of the Committee I on Ta¡iff Reduction in the Programme for Expa¡sion of
International Trade, ^BISD, 8S/101 at pp106-107. See also GATT, The Activities of GATT (GATT
1960-2') (GATT, Geneva, May 1960) plO.
"Second report of Committee I adopted on 19 November 1959" (LllO43) GATT.BISD 85/103.52
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In the course of discussing the rules for the multitateral negotiation, Committee I also

discussed the scope of negotiations rxrder Article XXVil. It was proposed that a party

intoducing a non-tariff measure having the effeet of impairing the value of a tariff

concession should have to use the procedure of Article XXVIII. A number of parties were

averse to Article XXVil negotiations covering matters which were not the specific subject

of a commiünent in a schedule.s3

When the rules for the Dillon round were finally agreed, the request and offer method on a

product by product basis was retained.sa The rules did not incorporate any elements of the

French plan for across the board negotiations. However the rules were expanded to cover

non-tariff measures. Paragraph II (b) (iÐ of the negotiating rules provided :

Participating cormtries may also enter into negotiations in accordance with
these rules in respect of the following matters:
o the protection afforded through the operation of import monopolies, as

provided in Articles II and XVII (including the interpretative notes);
o internal quantitative regulations as provided in paragraph 6 of Article III

(mixing regulations);
o the level of screen quotas as provided in Article IV;
o import restrictions as provided in paragraph 2(c) of Article XI;
o the level of a subsidy which operates directly or indirectly to reduce

imports;
o internal taxes.55

The European Community was not in agreement and issued a statement saying that

regardless of what was contained in the negotiating rules, it would be negotiating on tariffs

onlY.s0

Before the Dillon round had begun, the second report of Committee II on Agriculture was

adopted.sT It divided its discussion among the various ways in which agriculture was

protected and included sections on support prices, deficiency payments, quantitative

restrictions, and aids to exports. The process of information gathering was ongoing. At

about the same time, the Committee on Subsidies and State Trading reported on progress in

The lst report of the Committee I on Ta¡iffreduction, 81SD, 83/101.

See "Rules and Procedures for the Tariff Conference Commencing in Geneva on I Sçtember 1960",

Annex A to "Second report of Committee I", (L/1043) GATT BISD 85/103 at 118, para VII(a).
See the ânnexe to the report of Committeel, BISD. SS/101.

"statement By the Representative of the Commission on Behalf of the EEC in Committee I", Annex

BtoSecondReportofCommitteel(LlI043,Add.l,Corr.l),GATTB/SD85/101 atl2l.
"Second Report of Committee II adopted on 20 May 1960" (L/1192) GATT 9Si 110.
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the gathering of notifications on subsidies and refined its own questionnaire,S8 and also gave

a final report on the information gathering on state trading indicating that the information

received on price-mark ups and the differences between import and domestic prices had

been inadeguate.S9

As described in chapter 10, the Article )CüV:6 negotiation proceeded with some difficulty

and most of the disagreements related to agricultural products. By early May 1961 the

parties were unable to complete the Article XXIV negotiation. They agreed to proceed with

the Dillon round of multilateral negotiations in the hope that the remainder of the Article

XXIV:6 negotiation would be completed in the course of the Dillon round.60 The

difficulties in the Article XXIV:6 negotiation were also the subject of review by Committee

II where the EEC's proposals for the CAP were subjected to scrutiny and criticism. As

noted above, the original examination under Article )OilV of the formation of the EEC had

failed to declare the illegality of the creation of import bariers to maintain internal prices.

However, at that time, some parties had complained that the maintenance of infra-EEC

prices would necessarily lead to a need for extemal barriers.6l These views were raised

again in Committ ee 11.62

As the round proceeded, even more detailed reporting on agricultural protection was being

undertaken. The collection of information on quantitative restrictions on agriculture showed

the extent of the problem with quantitative restrictions on agriculture. It was observed in

GATT , Activities of 1960-61:

While the removal of import restrictions applied to protect their balance-of-
payments has shown an encouraging trend, there remains a large problerr
which was formerly concealed to some extent, but is now coming into the
open. This is the use of quantitative restrictions to protect domestic
agriculture. A number of indusfial cormtries cannot see their way in the nea¡
future to abandoning the use of such protective measwes in the agricultural
sectors of their economies. The use of import quotas and controls is deeply
integrated into their commercial policies and economic systems and a sudden

58 "Review Pursuant to Aficle XVI:S" report by the panel adopted 24May 1960 (L/1160), GATT B/SD
9S/188.
"Notifications of State-Trading Enterprises" final report adopted on24M:ay 1960 (LllI46), GATT
BISD,9sll79 at 183, palaL9.
GATT, Activíties in 1960-61,p9.
See "The European Economic Commu¡ity" report adopted on 29 November L957 (L1778) GATT
B/SD 65/68 at 83-84, para 4.
See Josling, Tangerrr"'"' & tWarley (1996), pp39-40.
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change to some other means of protection is not feasible, in the short run.

Reinforcing this situation is the fact that the common agricultual policy of the

EEC will probably tend towards selÊsufficiency in agriculture and will require

the use of an effective systein of controls on imports of agricultürai products

from outside. Thus there exist powerful reasons why the complete

liberalization of trade in many industrial countries cannot be foreseen unless

and until the basic problem of agricultural protection can be resolved or at least

alleviated.63

The 3rd report of Committee II, delivered2l November 1961, included specific rqlorts on

six groups of commodities: dairy products, meat, cereals, sugar, fish and vegetable oils.6a

The level of detail went so far as to identiff almost every measure of protection applied by

each of the 34 participating countries on each commodity covered by each sub-committee.

The report documented the extent of the problem with quantitative restrictions: that of the

34 cor:ntries surveyed three-quarters had quantitative restrictions on darry products, 25 had

quantitative restrictions on meat, and that countries accounting for three-quarters of wheat

production applied quantitative restrictions.6s In addition, the investigation by the Subsidies

committee had for¡nd that the bulk of subsidies existed on primary products rather than on

other products.66

At the end of that same month, Nove,nrber 1961, a meeting of ministers reviewed the

prograiltme for Expansion of International Trade. The Dillon Rowrd was still continuing.

As discussed in chapter 10, it was not until January 1962 that the EEC announced the

mechanisms of the CAP, and not until March 1962 that the parties to the Article

XXIV:6/Di11on Round particrpants reached agreement subject to the reservations that were

dragged out into the 'chicken war'.67 However, it was clear by the time of the ministerial

meeting in Novernber 1961 that the Dillon round would not achieve any liberalization on

agricultural trade because the parties had not offered any significant concessions on

GAT[, The Activities of GATT 1960/61 (GAT[, Geneva, May 1961) p2t.
"Programme for Expansion of International Trade - Agriculturat Protection, third report of
Committee II adopted on 15 November 196l (Lll46I) GATT.B/,SD 105/135.
See L/1461, GATI ^BISD l0S/135. See also the frgures mentioned above, in chapter 11, at pl5
d¡awn from the documents prepared fo¡ Committee II: COM.IV86/Add.7/Rev.1 (3 March 196l) &
COM.IVI12 (3 Ma¡ch 1961).

"Subsidies - Operation of the Provisions of A¡ticle XVI" report adopted on 2l November 1961

(Llt442 & ADD.I-2) GATT,.B/SD 105/201.
See above chapter 10,pp232-234.
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agricultural products.68 In respect of the work of Committee I and of the Dillon Round, the

ministers observed that little was likely to be achieved by further negotiations on a bilateral

product by product basis and that a new technique "in particular, some form of linear tariff

reduction" would be necessary.69 They also acknowledged that the round had produced no

substantial results in respect of agricultmal products.T0 In response to the work of

Committee II, it was agreed that the parties should form groups to examine particular

commodities and should maintain Committee II to continue the process of reporting.Tl

5 PERIOD TIIREE: L963TO 1972

THE KENNEDY ROLTND AND THE 1967 COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

The Kennedy Round

In May 1963, afrer receipt of all of the reports of the Programme of Action for the

Expansion of Intemational Trade, a ministerial meeting was held to implement some of its

findings. The Ministerial meeting concluded, inter alia, that:.

(l) there would be a new round of negotiations beginning on 4May 1964;72

(2) that the negotiations would deal with non-tariffbarriers as well as tarifls;73

(3) that the negotiations would adopt linear reductions with a minimum of exceptions

rather than negotiate requests and offers on a product by product basis;7+

(4) that the negotiations would "provide for acceptable conditions of access to world

trade of agricultural products. "75

68 "Progra.mme for Expansion of International Trade - Meeting of Ministers" conclusions adopted on 30

November 1961, GATT BISD l0sl25 at p26. See also GATT, The Activities of GATT 196I/62
(GATT, Geneva, July 1962) pp7-19 at13.
l0S/25 at26.
l0Sl25 at26.
l0S/25 a127.

"Ministerial Meeting, May 1963 - Conclusions and Resolutions adopted on 2l May 1963" GATT,
BISD 123/36 atp47, resolution Al.
As above, l2S/35 at 47, resolution 43.
As above, l2S/35 at 47, resolution 44.
As above, l2sl35 at 48, resolution 47.
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The USA's initial demands for the Kennedy Round were a 50% cut on all tariffs on all

products including agricultural products.T6 This would have entailed that the EEC would

have to give bindings on tariffs on agriculturai products. That woui<i have meant that the

EEC could not proceed with setting up the common agricultural policy in the way that it

was, because it would have been unable to use variable levies.77 The EEC responded that it

could negotiate for a 50%o linear reduction on manufactured goods but not on agricultural

goods.

For agricultural goods, the EEC made what became known as the 'montant de soutien'

proposal.78 Under this proposal, counhies would not have to bind tariffs on agricultural

products but instead would bind the margin of support (or 'montant de soutien') without

regard to the policy instruments by which that support was provided. Under this proposal,

the important thing would be to measr¡re and bind the level of support. The level of support

was to be calculated as the difference between the internal support price and a fixed

refere,nce price. The refere,nces prices were to be either based on market prices or on

negotiated prices. The margin between the two prices was to be bor¡¡rd. However, the plan

also would have perrritted the charging of an additional levy upon imports at prices below

the fixed reference prices. Therefore, if world prices fell, the margin of protection could be

--,:l^-^l .r'L^ 
-1^- ,-.^..1J L^-.^ ^^--I^+^l-, -^-^-,^l ^,-i^,,lr.-^ f-^- *^-1-^+ f^-^^^ ffWllJltllç(r. f frg flICUI wUr¡Lt-l rlcÚvry v\ItrPlçL¡tr-y rlJlllvv9\! 615.l'rvl¡IlLtJ'r; ut ¡Il l.]lclt¡\v! IUIvvò. Ir

adopted, it would have entitled every country to set intsrnal prices so as to create desired

levels of selÊsufñciency. Many cor¡rtries would have had surpluses. The plan would have

been the antithesis of an intelligent distinction between policy instruments. It would have

provided no incentives at all to encourage the use of less costly policy instruments instead of

more costly ones. It would have entrenched the size of the transfers to agricultural

76 See Warley "Westem Trade in Agricultural Products" (1976) p381. Generally, on the Kennedy
Round, see D¡m (1970) pp68-78; and Norwood, Berna¡d, "The Kennedy Ror¡nd: A Try at Linear
Trade Negotiations" (1969) IZQ) Journal of Law & Economics 297-320. Note the doubts that the

USA would have been able to comply with its own negotiating position in Jobnson, D. Gale,

"Liberalizing Agricultural Trade between Canada and the United States" (1973) 6 Case W Res J Int'l
L 60-65 at6l-62.
See McMahon (1992) at226.
On the'monta.ut de soutien'proposal and its role in the Kennedy Round negotiation, see Evans, John
W., The Kennedy Round ìn American Trade Policy - The Twilight of the GATY (Haward University
Press, Cambridge, Mass., l97l) p209-215; Warley, "Westem Trade in Agricultural Products" (1976)
382-385; þem, Kenneth'W., "The European Common Ma¡ket in Agriculture' (1967) 67(2) Columbia
Law Review 209-265 at 258-263; Warley, "Problems of World Trade in Agricultural Products"
( 1 967) pp67-68 ; and Joslin g, Tangerm""', and Warley, (I99 6) pp62-65.
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producers and with them their political influence. One advantage would have been that it

would have set a maximum on the per unit export subsidy that could be paid. Export

subsidies could not have exceeded the bound margin of support.

Unfortunately the USA deviated from its original proposition and began to pursue the

possibility of negotiating minimum quantities of ma¡ket access for particular export

producfs.Te Such an approach of negotiating for the creation of quotas and the dividing up

of market shares was completely inconsistent to its original ma¡ket oriented proposal.

The multilateral round, called the Kennedy round, lasted from 4 I|vlay 1964 r¡ntil 30 June

1967. For most of that time, the USA and EEC were unable to agree on a basis for

negotiation on agriculttual products. It was clear that the USA would not agree to the

binding of margins of support. After a year of disagreement, the USA allowed the

negotiation on industrial products to move forward in advance of the negotiation on

agricultural products.80 It was not until July 1966 that the EEC submitted a revised of[er on

agriculture. They offered some tariff reductions but in the key areas they offered proposals

for commodity agreements. Therefore, in the end, the linear approach was abandoned in the

case of agricultural products and participants resorted to the request and offer method.8l

The results were limited. Some tariff reductions v/ere achieved but not in the principal areas

of grains, meat and dairy products.82 On wheat, an international agreement was entered into

which provided, inter alia for the maintenance of a minimum price (though without any

fixed commitments to intervene to hold up the price).83 Some progress was achieved on

some non-ta¡iff barriers. A Code on antidumping duties was negotiated. However, the

round had negligible impact on the range of non-tariffbarriers affecting agriculture.

8l

Dam (1967) pp260-261.
See Preeg, Ernest H., Traders and Diplomars (The Brookings Institution, 1ry¿shington DC, 1970)

p148.
See Evans, LIS Trade Policy - New Legislation þr the Næt Round (Harper & Row), New York,
1 967) chapter 3 "Erosion of Linea¡ Reductions" at pp2l -28.

Preeg, Traders and Diplomals (1970) p358.

See Preeg, Traders and Diplomars (1970) plSlff; and Dem (1970)p272.
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Thet967 Committee on Agriculture

During the round the process of information gathering continued. The secretariat held

consultations with each of the EEC, the UK and the USA and published reports detailing

their agricultural policies in 1965.

After the Kennedy ror:nd ended, the confiacting parties reviewed the previous work to

improve the operation of the GATT including in the "Programme for Expansion of

International Trade" and, in an attønpt to implement some of the recoÍlmendations that had

been adopted and to reap some benefit from all of the information that had been collected,

adopted a "Programme of 'Work".84 The work programme \¡/as to cover three areas:

indusfüal products, agriculture, ild trade of developing cormtries. A new Agricultrue

Committee was established.

The Agricultrne Committee divided its work into 4 areas:

¡ Group 1: measures which affect exports;

o Group 2: measures which affect imports;

Group 3: measures which affect production;

. Group 4: other relevant measr¡res.85

That there v¡as a particular focus on measures that affect production as distinct from trade

was evidence of the recognition that agricultural ûade problems could not be solved without

modiffing the domestic policies of countries protecting agriculture. The importance of this

aspect was also emphasised by the Director General at the 26th session in February 1970 n
a plea

for national discipline to take a gnp on production, and for intensified
international cooperation to solve the problerns of world agricultural ffade.86

Many delegates insisted on the need "to change policies which encourage selÊsufficiency by

uneconomic production".8T That a number of countries must have resisted this type of

tbinking, tending as it does, to bring domestic policies r¡nder intemational regulation is

"Programme of work of the Contracting Parties; conclusions adopted on 24 November 1967" GATT
BISD,153167.
"Agriculture Committee" report adopted on 25 February 1970 (L13320) GATT 81SD,17S/I10.

GATT, Activities in 1969-70..
G Æ1, Activities in I 969-7 0.
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illustrated by para 6 of the conclusions of the Agriculture Committee at the time it adopted

its work prograrrrme:

It was understood that this work would be essentially of an exploratory nature
and that the definition of a range of possible solutions did not imply a

commitment to conform to any of these solutions.88

The most concrete work of the committee consisted of establishing a detailed inventory of

measures affecting the agricultural imports of the major countries. However, the committee

also formulated a number of alternative possible solutions for both the long and the short

term for each of the areas of exports, imports and production.89 The suggestions included

alternatives for future negotiations in the agriculture sector.9O

6 PERIOD FOUR: 1973 TO 1986

THE TOKYO ROUND AND THE 1979 COMMITTEE ON TRADE IN AGRICULTURE

The Tokyo Round

In early 1972, each of two joint declarations, one by the USA and Japan and another by the

USA and the EEC," voiced undertakings to initiate a new ror¡nd of negotiations.9l In

November 1972, the contracting parties set up a preparatory committee to provide

guidelines for the negotiations. The committee reviewed the suggestions of the post

Keruredy round Agriculture committee. The deliberations of the Committee show that the

concen$ of developing countries had become much more prominent in GATT deliberations.

In particular, the developing countries wanted to renegotiate the safeguards provision in

Article XIX. They argued that the imposition of safeguards by developed cowrtries was

disrupting their export trade.

The ror¡nd was commenced with a Ministerial Declaration in Toþo on 14 September 1973.

The negotiating mandate did a little, but only a little, to propel negotiations to liberalize

agricultural trade. The Ministerial Declaration stated that the negotiation would aim to,

inter alia;

3..

BISD,l7S/ll0 at para 6.

GATI, Activities in I 970-7 1, pl7
GATI, Activities in I 972, pI7 .

GATT, Activities in 1972,p36.
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(a) conduct negotiations on tarifß by employment of appropriate formulae
of as general application as possible;

(b) reduce or eliminate non-tariff measures or, where this is not
appropriate, to reduce or eiiminate their trade restricting or <üstorting

effects, and to bring such measures under more effective international
discþline

(e) include, as regards agriculture, an approach to negotiations which,
while in line with the general objectives of the negotiations, should take

account of the special characteristics and problems in this sector;

; The negotiations shall cover tarifß, non-tariff barriers and other
measures which impede or distort intemational trade in both industrial
and agricultural products, ..."92

This was the first time that a rowrd had been initiated with a direction to take account of the

special characteristics of agriculture. Perhaps this express enr.mciation of the "special

cha¡acteristics of agriculture" occurred as a reaction to the demands by so many countries

that agricultural should be subject to the same disciplines as other hade. The formulation of

aim 3(b) perhaps also reveals a disagreement as to whether trade problerns should be solved

by the stricter enforce,rnent or changing of rules or rather by negotiating reductions in the

trade distorting effects of measures without regard to the rules. The pressure that existed to

achieve some liberalization of agricultural rade is indicated by the fact that the Ministerial

declaration included the state,rne,nt that:

the negotiations should be considered as one undertaking the various elements
of which should move forward together.93

It is of note that at arowrd the time that the Toþo round was beginning, developing country

issues had become more prominent in all intemational forums. 1974 was the year of the

United Nations General Assenrbly resolution calling for "Declaration on the Establishment

of a New Intemational Economic Order"94 The growing call for a new international

economic order was manifested by demands for special and diflerential treaûnent for

developing countries in the GATT. This had at least three tangible effects on the framework

for the Toþo round. One was the developing countries call for a generalized system of

preferences.e5 Second was the demand that exceptions should be made for developing

fcíþo Declaration, 14 Septembe r 1973, reproduced in GATT, ,{c tivities in t 97 3, p5
Toþo Declaration, 14 September 1973, reproduced in GATT, Activities in 1973, p5 at p9, pa¡a 8
General Assembly resolution 3201 (S-VI).
Eg, see the Report of the Co-mittee on Trade and Development adopted 14 November 1973.
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countries when safeguard measures are implemented. Third was a dernand that negotiations

should be directed particularly to achieving liberalization in products in which developing

countries have an interest. In November 7973, the Committee on Trade and Development

reported:

It was also suggested that developing countries should be given preferential
treatrnent in the field of agriculttue with respect to such measures as tariff
import quotas and levies and, where this was not possible, priority attention in
the negotiations should be accorded to products of special interest to
developing countries.96

Finall¡ the principle of reciprocity was r:nder attack and some developing cor¡ntries were

making their particþation in the Toþo round dependent upon the incorporation of a

principle that developed countries should not expect reciprocity from developing

cormtries.9T

Chapter 12 has already outlined the difficulties with negotiations on subsidies and how part

of the problem was that there was a standoffbetween the United States wanting agricultural

trade to be dealt with along with industrial trade in the various negotiating sub-committees

in tariffs, non-tariff barriers and subsidies, etc but the EEC wanting the agriculture

committee to have exclusive authority to deal with how the various trade policies affected

agriculture.e8 It was noted in chapter 12 that this meant that nothing happened in the

subsidies negotiation for 2 years. Neither was there any progress in any other aspect of

negotiations on agricultr¡re. GATT, Activities in1976 obserr¡ed:

Trade in agriculnral products is recognized as presenting some of the greatest
difficulties facing the negotiators. As exporters, as importers, or often as both
at once, the participating countries, both developed and developing, see the
agricultual negotiations as touching their vital political economic and social
interests. The issues themselves are exceptionally complex, and are not seen in
the same way by the various govemments concerned. There are basic
differences of opinion between some of the major agriculflral trading nations
as to how these products should be dealt with in the negotiations. In
consequence, progress in Negotiating group "Agriculture" has been limited.
As 1977 opened, it was clear that a concerted eftort would be needed in the
coming months to move the agricultural negotiations atread more rapidly if

Pa¡a 13 of the report of the Committee on Trade & Development adopted on 14 November 1973;
BISD,20S/53.
3rd report of the Group of Three, BISD,20Sl73,para49.
On the disagreement bet'üeen the USA and the EEC on the structure of the negotiation, seeWarley,
T.K, u'lVhat Chance has Agriculture in the Toþo Ror¡¡d" (19?7) I rüorld Economy L77-194 at 190.
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they were not to hamper successful conclusion of the Toþo round as a

whole."99

The Toþo Rouäd 'was completed in 1979. The parties agreed to irnplement tariff

reductions according to a harmonization formula which reduced the highest tariffs the most

but agriculture was excluded from these formula tariff reductions.lOO As well as two

protocolslOl implementing the tariff reductions over eight years, the round resulted in a

number of other agreements, Íuïangements and wrderstandings to which contracting parties

could choose to become parties.lO2 These included a:rangements relating to dairy products

and to bovine 6e¿f.103 (Attempts to negotiate an agreement relating to wheat were

unsuccessful.) In addition the agleements on Import Licensing Procedr¡¡es, and on Subsidies

and Cor¡ntervailing Duties held some prospect of limiting the use of non-tariffmeasr¡res on

agricultural trade. Separate bodies were set up to monitor each of the Toþo Ror¡nd

agreements.lO4 Ho\¡¡ever, in liberalizing agricultural trade, the results of the Toþo Round

were widely regarded as disappointing.lOs

99
100

101

t02

103

GATT, Activities in 1976,PP22-23.
See Josling, Tangermann & Warley, (1996) p85. On the formula used in the Toþo Round' see

Hoekman & Kostecki, (1995) p74; on the exclusion of agriculture from the formula and tÏe conduct

of request and offer negotiations in relation to agriculture, see Filipek, Jon G., "Agriculture in a world

of Comparative Advantage: The Prospects for Fann Trade Liberalization in the Uruguay Ror¡nd of
GaTT Negotiations" (i989) 30(i) HÍii T23-üA aí i43.
Geneva (tg7g) Protocol to the General Agrernent on Tarifs qnd Trade (Lla875\; Protocol

supplementary to the Geneva (1979) Protocol to the General Agreement on Trade and Trade

(L/4812). The texts of each of these protocols appear at BISD 265/3 .

Agreement on Technical Barriers 1o Trade'

Agreement on Government Procurement
Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Artícles VI, WI and )ffiII of the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade (lmown as the "Subsidies Code")

Arrangement Regarding Bovíne Meat
I nt e rn ational D aíry Arr angem ent

Agre.ement on Implementation of Arlicle VII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (lonwn

as the Customs Valuation code) and a Protocol to it
Agreernent on Import Licensing Procedures
Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircrafi
Agreement on Implementation oÍArticle VI of the General Agreement on Tanffs and Trade

The texts of each of the above agreements aPpear in full atBISD 26513.

See short summaries of these agreements in Zedalis, "Legal Effects of the Multilateral Trade

Negotiations: Agricultural Commodities" (1980) l0 Denver Journal of International Law and Policy

89-1lt at 109-111.
Committee on Subsidies a¡d Countervailing Measures

International Dairy Products Council
Committee on Technical Ba¡riers to trade

International Meat Council
Committee on Import Licensing
Committee on Trade in Civil aircraft
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The Committee on Trade in Agriculture

As soon as the round was over, there were new moves to investigate ways of reducing

agricultural protection. There were also other areas of the Toþo round that required

supervision or further work. For these pu4)oses the contacting parties adopted a "Future

V/ork Programme", one of the key elements of which was to adopt a work programme for

agriculture. The formulation of the content of the work programme \ryas a drawn out process

lasting until 1982. The Secreta¡iat was requested to prepare a number of studies relating to

agriculture and to review the General Agreement and the Toþo round codes from the point

of view of agricultural ¡¿ds. 106 The reports gave a detailed analysis of the reasons that the

GATT did not apply to agricultural trade in the same way as it did to industrial frade,

referring to, inter alia:

o differences incorporated into the General Agreement itself;

o the effects of long-standing derogations;

o disagreements as to the interpretation of certain GATT articles;

o the existence of residual quantitative restrictions;

o the generallow level of tariffbindings on agricultural products; and

o the r¡ndefined status, in GATT terms, of certain trade measr¡res.

However, at the July and October meetings of the group entrusted with setting the format of
the work programme on agriculture (the Group of Eighteen), there was an inability to agree

on the work progr¿ütms.l07 The impasse was broken by a ministerial meeting in Novenrber

1982. The Ministerial declaration included the following:

7 In drawing up the work programme and priorities for the 1980's, the
contracting parties undertake, individually and jointly :

(v) to bring agriculture more fully into the multilateral trading system by
improving the effectiveness of GATT rules, provisions and discþlines
and through their common interpretation; to seek to improve terms of

105

106
r07

Com-ittee on Anti-dumping Practices
Committee on Trade and Development
Committee on Safeguards
See the first reports of each of these bodies for the period November 1979 to November 1980 which
appear tn BISD,275.
GATT, Activities ín 1979,p6.
GATT, Activities in I 98 1, p26.
Group of eighteen, report to the council of Representatives, Preseirted to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES at their 38th session (L/5387); BISD 295/77.
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access to markets; and to bring export competition under greater

discipline. To this end a major two-year work programme shall be

undertaken.

The Ministerial Declaration also established a Committee on Trade in Agriculture to

examine and make recommendations on:

(l) tade measr¡res affecting ma¡ket access and supplies;

(2) the operation of the GATT as regards subsidies affecting agricultr:re,

especially export subsidies ;

(3) trade measures affecting agriculnne maintained under exceptions to or

derogations from the GATT.lo8

The examination was to cover all measures affecting trade, market access and competition

and supply in agricultr:ral products. It was to take into account the effects of national

agricultural policies.

The Committee commenced by dividing its task into Exercise A which covered matters

listed as I and 3 above and Exercise B which covered subsidies (listed as 2 above).

In the work of Exercise A, the committee drew on the information collected by earlier

committees, and called for information from and held consultations with parties which

classified measwes into:

(a) measures taken by virtue of provisions with special reference to agriculture in the

General Agreement (eg. Article XI:2, XVI:3, XX(b) and (h) )'

(b) mea$res take,n by virhre of waivers granted under Article )O(V:5, or of provisional

application or accession (eg. grandfather clauses)

(c) measures resulting from the lack of observance or application of certain provisions

of the General Agreement (e.g. limited use of Article II, residual restrictions)

(d) mea$nes resulting from particular interpretations of certain provisions of the

General Agreement (e.g. Articles III or XXIV).

(e) measures not explicitly provided for in the General Agreement (e.g. variable levies,

voluntary restraint agreernents, long-term arrangements)

(Ð all other measures (indicate GATT relevance, to the extelrt possible).lor

108 Ministerial Declaration, adopæd on 29 November L982 (L15424), BISD,29S|9 at16.
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With respect to Exercise B, the committee called for information from parties on all kinds of
subsidies. It consulted with parties on such matters as the meaning of equitable share,

special factors and primary products.ll0 This process was being carried out at about the

same time as the EEC Wheat Export subsides dispute which resulted in the panel, in effect,

failing to make a decision under the criteria of Article XW:3 and the USA vetoing adoption

of the report.lll The committee sought submissions from the parties and requested the

secretariat to prepare an "analytical index" to the law on Article XVI.

In April 1984, the secretariat was asked to prepare recoÍrmend¿fis¡s.ll2 In essence, some

members of the commiffee and the secretariat were together using the draft secretariat's

report as a vehicle to keep negotiations going and the essential recoÍtmendation of the

committee was to keep working on the secretariats 'recommendation', now to be called an

"elaboration". These was the essential recommendation of the subsequent report of the

committee's submitted in Novernber 1984. This called for "elaboration" of conditions r.mder

which "substantially all measlrres affecting trade inn agriculture would be brought rurder

more operationally effective GATT rules and disciplinesrt.ll3 Q1 the question of import

barriers, such an elaboration was required to propose appropriate rules for

o volwrtary reskaint agreements,

o variable levies,

o minimum import price arrangements,

o restrictions maintained under waivers,

o other derogations and exceptions, and

o the import activities of state enterprises.l l

With respect to subsidies, ttre elaboration was required to use two parallel approaches:

109 "Committee on Trade in Agriculture, Progress report to the council of representatives", adopted 21-
23 November 1983, L/5563,8/SD, 305/100 at 104, para7.
"Committee on Trade in Agriculture, Progress report,.B/SD, 303/100 at 104-105, para 8-9.
See, above, chapter 12 at section 10.2.2T\e EEC rWheat Flor:r Subsidy Case.

"Committee on T¡ade in Agriculture" (L15733) repof presented to Council,during 26-30 November
I 984, GATT, BISD,3 IS/209.
"Trade in Agriculture" (U5753) recommendations adopted during 26-30 November L984, GATT
.BISD 3lS/r0.
L/5753,315/10 at I l, para l(a).

110
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o an approach based on improvements in the existing rules; and

o an approach based on a general prohibition subject to exceptions.l l5

The Committee also placed emphasis upon the impact of domestic agricultural policies

referring to:

reinforcing the linkages under Articles XI and XVI between national policies

and trade measures in a manner wbich more clearly defines the limits to the

impact of domestic agricultural policies sn fr¿ds.116

In 1985, the year following the report of the Committee on Trade in Agriculture, the United

States introduced its Export Enhancernent Policy in an atternpt both to recover market share

fro the EC and to convince the EC to wind back its export subsidies. In June 1986, the

Secretariat prepared the lengthy revised version of its recommendations, the "draft

sl¿þ61¿fienrr. I I 7

The outcome of the multilateral rormds and the attempts in the last four of them to deal

effectively with agriculture and of the continued efforts at information gathering and report

writing, was that all of the problems of trade in agricultural products had become better

understood and better documented than at any stage of the history of the GATT. However,

the problems were also as serious as they had ever been"

7 }VHATIS NEXT

V/ith this review completed, we can now move to draw some eonelusions on the whole

analysis of the application of the GATT to agriculture and whether the problems derived

from defects in the way that the framework of rules was set up, in particular, defects in the

way those rules ernbodied distinctions between instruments. Therefore, it is appropriate not

to ûry to sqrarate our conclusions from this review of the attempts to improve the rules from

the rest but rather to move on to the conclusions from the whole of chapters 9 to 14.

ll5
116

l17

L15753,31510 at 11, para 1(b).

FromU5732, 3lS/10.
"Recommendations: Draft Elaboration" note prepared by the Secretariat in consultation with the

Chairman, prepared for the committee on Trade in Agriculnre, AG/!V/9/Rev3 , 4 Jr¡ne 1986.



CHAPTER 15

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM PART 3

Agriculnral trade liberalízation is an area in which GATT has had meagre success. However, this is not
because there is anythingfundamentally deficient in the GATT as a legal document as it pertains to
agricalnre. What is missing above all else ... [is aJ willíngness on the part ofvirnally all imponant
Contracting Parties to allow agriculture to be subject to the same rttles and travel the same route at the same
speed as índustrial products.

Vy'arley, T.K., "'Westem trade in agricultural products" in Shonfield, Andrew (ed) International Economic
Relations of the Western W'orld, 1959071, Volume L, Politics and Trade (Oxford University Press, London,

1976)p287 at352.l

1 THIS APPROACH TO THE FAILURE OF GATT TVITH AGRICT]LTT]RE

This part of the thesis has approached the question "'Why \¡/¿rs the GATT unsuccessful in

relation to agricultural trade?" with a particular approach. As described in chapter 1, the

approach here has been to determine whether the content of the rules contributed to the

faih¡res with agricultrnal hade.2 I have not excluded the possibility that the failwe may

have been contributed to by other aspects of the system of law like the dispute resolution

mechanisms or the direct applicability of the rules but I have concentrated on finding a

connection between the content of the rules and their substantive scherne of regulation and

that failure.3

The general analysis of the rationale for GATT rules in Part 2 concluded that for GATT

rules to be able to guide the conduct of parties so that they can achieve both economic and

See also the quotation of this passage and discussion of this idea in McMahon, Joseph 4.,
Agricultural trade, protectíonßm and the problem of development: a legal perspective (St Martins
Press, New York, 1992) p2l9ff.
See, above, chapter I under the heading "An Approach to the Problem" ppl3-16.
As above at ppl4-15.

I
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non-economic objectives requires that GATT rules must be constructed in accordance with

particular ru|es derived from economic theory and public choice theory including particular

rules relating to the difrerences between different policy instruments.4 That anaþsis also

concluded that there was no reason for those general conclusions not to be applicable to

rules for regulating agriculhue.s

The task of this part of the thesis has been:

(1) to search for any defects in the way that the GATT 1947 rules embodied distinctions

between policy instnrments; and

(Z) to search for the ways in which the GATT 1947 'failed' in application to agriculttral

trade by analynng the way that GATT rules afflected trade in agricultural products

and identiffing and explaining the areas of difficulty;

so as to be able to make an rrssessment of whether the defects in the e,lnbodiment of the

distinctions betwee,n instnrments in the rules confübuted to the faih¡res in the application of

the rules to agriculture.6

Both of those tasks have been completed. The description of the framework of GATT

regulation presented in chapter 2, wiúch gave a generai pieture oi the way that füe rules

influence the choice between policy instruments, has been completed by the detailed

description of the ruies applying to import barriers, export subsidies and domestic support.T

The cowse of that description has highlighted the extent to which the rules have embodied

the distinctions between border instruments and non-border instnrments and betwee,n price-

based border instruments and quantity-based border instruments. Secondly, the description

and analysis of the way in which those rules applied to agriculture has drawn out all of the

many and varied problems that together constituted the failure of the GATT in application to

agricultue.

See, above, chapter 8 especially from "7. The Division Between Matters of Intemational Concern and

Matters of Domestic Concern Must Embody the Two Distinctisns between Instn¡ments" ppl92-I93
to "8. Embodiment of the Two distinctions in GATT Rules" ppl93-195.

See, as above, chapter 8 "9. Do These Conclusions Apply to Agriculture?" ppl95-199.

See the setting eul ef this task in chapter 1, pp13-16 and in chapter 9,pp204.
See above in chapters 11, 12 and 13.
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This chapter assesses whether there is a causal link between those flaws in the rules and the

failure with respect to agriculture.

2 ABSENCE OF POLITICAL WILL OR DEFICIENCY IN THT RULES

The review of the application of the GATT to agriculture confirms chapter one's general

observations that agricultural protectionism was not disciplined to any significant extent by

GATT rules. The review of the legal aspects of that application has revealed many

difñculties and, generally, it seems that each element of the problems was linked and caused

by other elements of the problems and each element was incapable of being remedied in

isolation. Each element in the problem seems to have been a step in an uncontrollable

chain reaction.

The inability to agree on negotiating rules that could reduce agricultural import tarifß and

the inability to agree on n¿rrower exceptions to the prohibition on quantitative reshictions

both a¡ose substantially from the presence of so many non-tariff ba¡riers on agricultural

products.s The inability to discipline the subsidies on processed agricultural products, like

the domestic subsidies disputed in the Canned Fruit casee and export subsidies disputed in

the Pasta case,lO arose from inability to discipline policies which had led to high intemal

prices in unprocessed agricultural products (in those cases, fresh fruit and wheat,

respectively). The inability to discipline export subsidies on primary agricultural products

arose in consequence of gross surpluses of agricultural products which had arisen from a

failure to discipline policies which had led to high internal prices in those agricultural

commodities (and, eventually, to low world prices). The high prices were caused by an

inability to discþline import barriers on agricultrnal products so that not only was no

liberalization achieved but the growttr of enormous political lobbies for agricultural

protection was facilitated. One of the most important faih:res to discipline import ba¡riers

arose out of the deal done between Germany and France in setting an EEC r¡niform price for

wheat at the time the CAP was created.ll That such a deal was possible was due to the

absence of a tariff bindings on wheat and on other agricultr:ral products which was due to

See, above, chapter l1 "2. Overview of the Negotiation of the Rules on Import Barriers", pp246ff.
See chapter 13 on the Ca¡ned Fruit case, section 7.2 atpp477485.
See chapter 12 on the Pasta case, 10-2.4 atpp432-436.
See chapter l0 atp234.
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the original Article )O(V:6 negotiation and the failr:re to apply the rules of Article

)OilV:6.r2 This might also be blamed on the presence of residual balance of payments

restrictions. The resulting permission tbr high protection in the EEC migirt be biamed on

the high priority accorded to the maintenance of security in Western Europe,l3 on the

existence of protection in the USA and also on the pre-existing protected situation of

agriculture in Europe. The existence of high agricultural protection in the USA derived

from the 1955 waiver. The waiver was a consequence of agricultural surpluses in the USA,

the extreme political pressure within the USA, the relative bargaining strength in 1955 of the

USA v¡ith the rest of the GATT parties and of the previous legal interpretation of Anicle

)O(V which itself was substantially influenced by the priority of maffers of military

security.t+ The political pressure within the USA and the agricultural sgrpluses in the USA

at that time were fed by the continued maintenance of high intemal agricultural prices in the

USA. That those policies could be maintained was due to the exceptions negotiated in the

GATT which themselves were the consequence of the extrerne political pressures existing at

the time of the original negotiation of the GATT and the resulting compromises. Those

political pressures arose in consequence of the pre-existing agricultural policies. The USA

compromised its position by arguing for exceptions and omissions so that it could maintain

its agricultural policies. The UK compromised its position by arguing that it needed to

maintain imperial preferences themselves largely based on maintaining agricultr:ral supplies

to the UK and agficultural exports of other coÍrmonwealth corurfries.

One has to consider whether the problems that arose would have arisen regardless of the

way in which the rules were constructed and, in particular, regardless of there being a more

careful ranking of the incentive to use different policy instruments. The strong presswe to

grant the USA's 1955 waiver would still have been present. The ovenvhelming pressure not

to prevent the formation of the EEC would still have been present. There still would have

been a Korean war and a Berlin blockade. It seems that whatever the content of the GATT

rules adopted in 1948, all of the same pressures would have been there.

t2

l3

See chapter 10 under'The GATT Committee Report on the Treaty of Rome" atpp226-231& under

"The Formation of the Common Agricultural Policy and the First A¡ticle XXIV:6 Negotiation" at

pp23l-235.
See chapter l0 under "Application of Article XXV to the European Coal and Steel Commission" at

pp2I9-223.
As above.t4
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After all, it is only possible to construct an intemational treaty upon the basis of political

agreement and the reaching of political agreement requires that some equilibrium of all of
the political forces can be reached. The political environment in which the GATT was

negotiated must be taken as a given: the pre-existing levels of protection in the agricultural

sector; the insistence by the USA Congress that there be a safeguards exception and an

agricultural exception; the concem by all parties about their exposwe to balance of
payments problems caused by international recession or by competitive devaluations

resulting in agreernent on a balance of payments exception; the relative sfiengths of the

different economies and the existence of discrimination by the countries of the British

empire against other countries. In the face of all of these factors, perhaps, the GATT 1947

was the best political equilibrium that could have been reached in the circumstances.

Given all of these important political factors, is it reasonable to suggest that everything

would have been difflerent if the rules had been a more thorough and orderly embodiment of
economic theory? Is it reasonable to propose that a neater ranking of instruments might

have made the law work despite all of the political pressures that bore down upon it? That

proposition that must now be evaluated.

3 DEFICIENCIES IN EMBODIMENT OF DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN
POLICY INSTRUMENTS

3.1 THE CONNECTION BETWEEN DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN POLICY
INSTRUMENTS AND THE'FAILURE' IWITH AGRICULTURE

Part 2 of this thesis concluded with criteria for the successful operation of GATT rules.

Before reaching those conclusions, the previous chapters had identified the transfers and

deadweight losses involved in the use of diflerent policy instn¡ments so ¿ts to be able to rank

them in order of the cost that they impose on the community for the achievement of a given

objectivels and also to rank them in order of the likelihood that they witl be chosen by

processes of governmental decision making.l6 The conclusions reached were aimed at

optimizing the way that the intemational consequences of compensation and possible

retaliation are inserted into the govemmental decision making process so as to modiþ that

See chapter 6 under "3. Summary of Conclusions" at pp139-140 and chapter 8 under n1. g rmmar/ of
Chapters 3 to 7" at pp173-180 esp the øble on p177.

l5
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process to make it more likely to choose the lowest cost instrument to achieve any given

objective and to do so without restraining the ability of governments to achieve any

objectives, including the correction of ma¡ket faiir¡res'

The criteria submitted were the following'tz

(l) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to reduce the level of

protection.

It was submitted that the rules should facilitate commitrnents to reduce protection in any

form: enlargernents of import quotas (to the extent that they are legal), reductions in import

tariffs, export subsidies and domestic subsidies-

(Z) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to make it more difficult to

apply border instuments than non-border instruments'

It was submitted that there should be some benefit from replacing border instrume,lrts with

non-border instruments (like domestic subsidies instead of export subsidies or import

tariffs), that the reduction of the level of a border instrument should confer greater be,lrefits

than the reduction of the level of a non-border instrument and that the violation of an

obligation on border instruments should impose greater costs ihan the vioiation of ar-r

obligation on non-border instnrments.

(3) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to make it more difficult to

apply quantity-based border instruments than price-based bo¡der instruments.

Similarly, it was submitted that there should be some benefit from replacing import quotas

with import tariffs. Generally, the balanced of benefits and costs should favour ttre use of

import tariffs over import quotas.

(4) GATT ruies must ieave parties substantially free to utilize non-border instrurnents.ls

16 See chapter 7 under "Conclusions" ppl67-l7l esp under "The Choice of Policy Instrument" at

ppl69-I70 and chapter 8 under "1. Summary of Chapters 3 fo7" atpp173-180 esp the table on 180.
-See 

chapter 8 under "8. Embodiment of the Two Distinctions in GATT Rules" at pp193-195-

The end of chapter 8 acknowledged that the analysis of domestic subsidies could be taken further so

as to draw distinctions between different types of domestic subsidies.

t7
l8
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It was submitted that the rules should accommodate undertakings to reduce domestic

subsidies but that there should be a presumption that in the absence of express undertakings,

the ability to use domestic subsidies should remain unrestricted. It was acknowledged that

this submission was qualified by the fact that the analysis used in this thesis had not

attempted to deal with the sub-classifications of domestic subsidies and that further analysis

might lead to refinement of this submission. It was stressed though that this limitation of

the analysis did not affect the validity of the first three submissions and did not affect the

basic submission that guiding parties toward the use of domestic subsidies instead of other

instruments resulted in an increase in economic welfare and did not impose any constaint

on the ability of governments to achieve non-economic objectives.

3.2 CONSISTENCY OF THE RULES WITH THE TWO DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN
POLICY INSTRUMENTS

At the beginning of this part, note was taken of the way that the framework of rules (as

described in chapter 2) was in many substantial ways consistent with the criteria as set out

above.

(l) The preference for price-based border instruments over quantity-based border

instruments was manifested in the way that a prohibition applied to import quotas

whereas a system of bindings applied to import tariffs and that the prohibition on

import quotas applied to all products whereas the discþlines on import tariffs

applied to products included in a schedule.

(2) The preference for non-border instn¡ments over border instruments w¿rs manifested

in the way that import barriers and export subsidies were regulated but domestic

subsidies were left substa¡rtially r.rnregulated.

However, some inconsistencies were also noted at that stage. In examining in more detail

the rules relating to import bariers, export subsidies and domestic subsidies, the consistency

with the criteria was further examined. The following section summarizes and elaborates on

the findings from that examination.
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3.3 DEFECTS IN THE EMBODIMENT OF THE CRITERIA ON POLICY CHOICE

3.3.1 The Rules on Import Barriers

Chapter 11 established that there were a number of ways in which the rules on import

barriers, particularly the various exceptions to the general rules, impaired the clear

preference for import tariffs over import quotas. The notable deficiencies were:

(l) The nr.urrber of exceptions to the prohibition on quantitative restrictions undermined

the preference for tariffs over quantitative restrictions. Furttrer comment is made on

each of these excqrtions. In general, though, none of the exceptions made it any

easier to impose a tariff instead of a quota and once quotas were imposed, none of

the exceptions required a progressive enlargement of the quotas.

(2) The existence of so many quantitative restrictions and the ease with which they

could be maintained or new ones imposed created a disincentive to negotiating ta¡iff

bindings; It was intended that binding be a matter for negotiation and it was

envisaged that the system would be able to function even if there were significant

numbers of products that were not subject to bindings. However, it was not intended

that parties would be reluctant to offer bindings because of the existence of,

quantitative resfrictions or the ease of their introduction.

(3) The voluntary nature of the rule for gving tariff bindings implicit in the bilateral

multilateral system for negotiating tariff bindings created a leeway for unborurd

ta¡iffs to be varied so that they had the same effect as quantitative restrictions;

(4) The granting of permanent grandfathered rights for existing import quotas instead of

arrangmg for a hansition toward the use of tariffs instead of quotas undermined the

preference for tariffs and it also created a disincentive to negotiate tariffbindings on

the products subject to grandfathered import quotas;

(5) The waiver provision did not contain any incentive or reward for resorting to a ta¡iff

instead of a quota (or a domestic subsidy instead of a border instrument);
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(6) The balance of payments provisions certainly did not encourage the use of import

tariffs instead of import quotas given that they only expressly provided for import

quotas. In addition, the balance of payments eroded the preference for tariffs over

quotas and impeded the movement toward lowering barriers because the provisions

did not discourage the resort to balance of payments restrictions in ways that were

not part of an overall macroeconomic policy to deal with the balance of payments

deficit and the provisions did not establish fixed rules for the removal of balance of

payments restictions after their justification had expired;

(7) The agriculture exception also undermined the preference for tariffs over quotas and

the preference for non-border instruments over border instruments. It had no

mechanism for encouraging a shift from protecting fann incomes by dual price

systems supported by quotas towa¡d protecting farm incomes u¡ith bound tarifß in

conjr:nction with production subsidies a¡rd other types of subsidies;

(8) The safeguards provision had no provision to discourage the use of quotas instead of

tåriffs nor did it have any provision to encourage subsidies instead of import barriers.

The safeguards provision failed to create an overall framework of rules so that

parties would be encor¡raged, by immrinity from retaliation or exernption from

having to provide compensation, to adjust to changing import flows by using tariffs

and subsidies instead of quotas or instruments having the eflect of quotas;

(9) Similarly, with the economic development exceptions other than the balance of

payments exception, the provisions failed to fit the exceptions into the framework of

rules so that developing cormtries would be encouraged, by immunity from

retaliation or exemption from having to provide compensation, to support infant

industries by using the less costly policy mixtures of tarifß, export subsidies and

production subsidies rather than import quotas. Instead, the economic development

exceptions offered no substantial concession from the ordinary Article )O(WII

procedure. Therefore, the structure of the various provisions encouraged the resort

to import quotas under the balance of payments excqltion instead of to other

instnrments under the other economic development exceptions.
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3.3.2 The Rules on Export Subsidies

The export subsidy rules and their development over time displays a lack of consensus as to

how the rules should distinguish between different subsidies and how the rules on subsidies

should fit into the broader framework of rules. It is submitted that the rules should prefer

domestic subsidies to export subsidies and should prefer export subsides to quantitative

restrictions. Chapter 12 established that the rules were deficient in embodying an

appropriate distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies and between export

subsidies and other trade policy instruments.

(l) The development of the rules was dominated by a preoccupation with rying to

regulate export subsidies with prohibitions rather than some consideration of a mode

of regulation more like that applied to import tariffs.

(2) Neither the original rules nor any of the later rules provided a mechanism for

negotiating limits to export subsidies.

(3) The faihne to make a clear distinction between export subsidies and other subsidies

because of the special üeatnent made for agricultural subsidies resulted in a more or

less equivalent absence of regulation of both export subsidies and other subsidies on

agricultural trade.

(4) Countervailing duty law did not embody a, distinetion between export subsidies and

other subsidies and this resulted in a fall back to determining countervailability on

the basis of efîects.

3.3.3 The Rules on l)omestic Subsidies

The analysis of the original rules on domestic subsidies and their negotiation in chapter 13

revealed two impediments to an incentive structure that would guide parties toward the use

of domestic subsidies instead of other instruments.

(l) The lack of clarity in the agreement as to the application of the provisions on non-

violation nullification or impairment, generally, but most importantly, in relation to

non-violation subsidies meant that they operated as a disincentive to the giving of
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tariff concessions on products upon which it was contemplated that domestic

subsidies might be paid or increased in the future. The application of the law in this

area revealed a considerable reluctance to consfrain domestic subsidies.

Ø The failure of the rules on countervailing duties to contain any formal distinction

between export subsidies and domestic subsidies resulted in disagreement about the

application of cowttervailing duties. The possibility of having cowrtervailing duties

levied against domestic subsidies frustrated the creation of an incentive to switch

from giving protection by import barrier to giving support by subsidy and failed to

create an incentive to switch to using domestic subsidies instead of export subsidies.

The question of optimal countervailing duty law deserr¡es further comment because, since a

fuIl analysis is outside the scope of this work, it has not been fully considered. Chapters 12

and 13 explained that the parties attempted to constrain countervailing duties by the

measurement of the effects of subsidies using the injury test rather than upon the basis of the

difference between the two policy instruments, export subsidies and other subsidies. Whilst

generally the injury test will be diffrcult to satisfu in the case of domestic subsidies, it is
submitted that a simpler and more economically sound way to confrol countervailing duties

would have been to make domestic subsidies immune from countervailing duties. Parties

would still have been able to resort to the safeguards clause in situations in which subsidized

imports caused injury (subject to the different standa¡d of serious injury rather than material

injury). It still would have been possible to create a framework in which bindings on

domestic subsidies could have been negotiated. In terms of the analysis in chapter 8, there

is a simple difference between permitting the imposition of counten¡ailing duties against

export subsidies and permitting them against domestic subsidies. The export subsidy is

never the best means to deal with a market faih¡re in the domestic economy. The risk of
countervailing duties discourages using an export subsidy to co¡rect a ma¡ket failure.

However, the same argument does not apply to domestic subsidies. Although it would be

wtusual, it is possible that a domestic production subsidy could be the best instnrment to

correct a market failure so that use of a counte,lr¡ailing duty would be frr¡stating the
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implementation of a welfare improving measwe.lg This approach of permitting

cormte¡¡ailing duties against export subsidies only would not necessarily have arrived at the

first best policy on countervailing duties because even aiiowing úre use of countervailing

duties against export subsidies does not normally achieve an improvement in economic

welfare.20 However, limiting countervailing duties to export subsidies would have removed

the protective effects of discriminatory counten¡ailing duties to a limited extent and would

have provided a clearer incentive to use domestic subsidies instead of export subsidies.

Therefore, there are a number of ways in which the rules failed to use the international

consequences of compensation and potential retaliation to create a structure of rules that

would goid" the behaviour so as to make it more likely that parties would adopt domestic

subsidies, export subsidies, import tariffs and import quotas in that order, would shift the

implementation of their protection from the latter to the former instruments and would

reduce the level of protection by all instruments.

4 PROBLEMS WITH APPLYING THE GATT TO AGRICULTURE

The problems that have bee'n identified with the application of the rules to agriculture are

many and varied. The nunerous problems were listed at the end of chapters ll, L2 and

1a.)1 T+ io c,,Lai{+arl thqf q crrhcfqnfiql nert nf those nrohlems arose Out Of the
IJ.-- It ¡ù 9gv¡¡¡¡llvs f -- --_ _ -

above,rne,lrtioned deficiencies in the rules which handicapped the power of the rules to goide

parties toward better poliey choice. The connection of a number of such problems with the

failure to optimally emrbody the distinctions between instruments in the rules is explained

below.

4.1 PROBLEMS WITH THE RULES ON IMPORT BARzuERS

The single biggest element in the failr.re of the GATT in regulating agricultural policies was

the problem with contolling import quotas. The proliferation of import quotas and its

19 In those cases, the subsidies would be correcting ma¡ket failure and it would be the countervailing

duties that introduced inefficiency, see Sykes, Alan O., "second Best Countervailing Duty Policy: A
Critique of the Entitlement Approach" (1990) 2l(4) Law & Policy in Internqtional Business 699-721.

20 See, Lg, Trebilcock, Michael J., "Is the Garne Worth the Candle? Qemments on a Search for

Economic and Financial Principles in the Administration of US Countenailing Duty Law" (1990)

2l(4) Law & Policy in International Business 723-733 reviewing literature on the point (in particular

see the conclusions atP732).
2l See ch ll,pp332-333, ch 12,pp338-339 & ch 13 p498.
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rippling effects on the operation of other rules of the GATT made it impossible for rounds

of negotiations to achieve any significant liberalization of agricultural trade. Firstly, in the

face of import quotas, tariffreductions were worthless and, secondly, the existence of import

quotas greatly complicated the currency of negotiations which otherwise would have been

quantifiable in terms of tariff rates. The protection given by import quotas also facilitated

the growth and entrenchment of lobby g¡oups that, in some cases, made it more difficult to

achieve liberalization as time went on. There were import quotas under the grandfathering

clause, under counûry specific waivers, r¡nder the balance of payments provisions (including

the developing country balance of payments provisions), under the agricultural programmes

exception, and quasi-import quotas in the form of variable levies and voluntary export

restraints.

While the reasons for the difficulties with particular provisions of the GATT are different,

there is a single overriding factor relating to the constn¡ction of the rules that must be

considered. This is that in 1947 when the parties began negotiating on tariffreductions, they

had not agreed on an effective regulatory scherne for import quotas. Once the parties had

cornmenced negotiations on import tariffs, as explained in chapter ll, a certain amount of

urgency was introduced into the process because the longer the delay, the larger the risk that

lobbying would undermine the negotiated reductions. Therefore, the tariff reductions and

the time pressure became an impediment to negotiating an effective agreement on

abolishing or gradually removing quantitative restictions.22 Had the negotiators regarded

the abolition of quantitative restrictions as their first priority, then they would not have

moved on to negotiate tariffreductions until the first priority had been achieved. That is not

to say that a prior negotiation of rules on import quotas would have been easy.

Agreernent on a prohibition of import quotas would have required an agreernent that the

domestic objectives sought to be achieved by import quotas could be achieved just as well

by other instruments. To have achieved a satisfactory abolition of import quotas would have

required, first of all, an agreement on the question of balance of payments restrictions.

However, had there been a considerable freedom to inhoduce temporary import tariff

wrcharges for balance of payments purposes, it may have been possible to limit

22 Seechll atp253.
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substantially the recourse to quotas for balance of payments purposes. In this study,

attention was also directed to the flawed premises of providing the balance of palmrents

exception as a way to remedy macroeconomic problems.23 Even had that probiem not been

dealt wittr completeþ, the restiction of the balance of payments exception to a mostly

tariffs only escape route would have at least had the advantage of making the protective

effect of BOP resfrictions tansparent and increased the pressure to phase them out which

would have had a positive effect on liberalizatton of agricultural trade. It might have

prevented or minimized the problems that arose with ha¡d core or residual restrictions. Had

the same approach also been taken with the developing country BOP exception in A¡ticle

XVIIIB, then there may have also been more readiness to exchange concessions with

developing counties which might have given developing countries more negotiating

sfrength with which to obtain concessions on agricultural products from developed

countries.

It would have been necessary to respond to the USA's demands for two other exceptions:

one to ensure that the programmes under the Agricultural Adjustment Actbe protected; and

another to provide an emergency safeguards clause. Had the negotiators first priority been

to abolish quantitative restictions, then they would have had to consider how the objectives

-f rl- - --^t^^t^) ---l^- +l^ ,l I / ^^--lÁ L^ *^:-+^:--,{ "-;-^ ¡+lra¡ incf¡ramfcul urç PruËÁ4uuuç Plutg9Lg\r ulluç¡ l'JlL, ãr7r7- v\rrllu t v u¡.4ullsrl¡vu sùür6 vu^v¡ ¡uoùu¡¡v¡¡lv-

That consideration would have necessarily involved consideration of how best to frame the

emergency safeguards clause. dt that time, the prograûÌmes t¡nder tte 'LAA involved dual

price policies that required import barriers. However, the import ba¡riers could have been

provided by import tariffs. Even if the negotiators had been prepared to permit the USA to

maintain r¡nbound tariffs on the relevant products, at least the rate of protection would have

been transparent and more susceptible to negotiating pressures. If the USA could have been

given a right to maintain unbor¡nd ta¡iffs but not to maintain import quotas, then at least

there would have remained the possibility that a binding or reductions could have been

achieved in a multi product negotiation with the possibility of such a binding or reduction to

be linked to other benefits. The permission for the maintenance of the import quota broke

the possibility of ever utilizing such a linkage. The maintenance of that linkage may have

contributed substantially to the liberalization of agricultural trade.

23 See chapter ll,p287-288
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The achievement of bindings and tariff reductions on products subject to,4,4A programmes

would have been substantially afflected by the freedom that remained r¡nder the safeguards

clause to increase the tariffrate in the event of falling prices. Nevertheless, ttre safeguards

clause would still have only provided a temporary escape and for a permanent escape the

USA would have had to renegotiate the tariff binding or provide the price suppof with

subsidies instead of import barriers. The cla¡ification that the USA could use domestic

subsidies to maintain its income parity objectives might have increased the likelihood that

the USA would have given bindings on the products subject to the AAA prograrnmes.

Had the first priority of the negotiators been to abolish quantitative reshictions, then the pre-

existing restrictions would have been addressed differently. The parties could have required

that the existing quantitative restrictions be notified and a negotiation could have been held

on the e,nlargement of these quantitative resfrictions. Perhaps, it would have been possible

to agtee on a progressive enlargement. One must bear in mind that the original negotiators

did not have any certainty that there would be recu¡rent rounds of further negotiations apart

from accession negotiations. Neverttreless, it would have been possible to create a

framework within which enlargements of the pre-existing quotas could have been

negotiated. In this regard, recall that the parties did in fact create a simila¡ framework r¡nder

Article III:6 for negotiating on grandfathered internal quantitative restrictions.24 A simila¡

approach to grandfathered quantitative import restictions may have removed or enlarged a

significant number of restrictions on agricultural trade.

Even if the rules had brought a more complete prohibition of quantitative restriction into

effect, the problems with voluntary export restraints, variable levies, state import

monopolies and waivers could still have arisen. The voluntary export reshaint, variable lely

and state import monopolies problems can be considered only after considering the rules on

tariffs.

As to the waiver provision, assigning first priority to eradicating quantitative restictions

might have suggested a wording that distinguished between waivers of Article XI and

waivers of Article II. Perhaps, the provision could have offered an escape from Article II

subject to a softened application of Article XXVIII and a temporary escape from Article XI
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only after that negotiation had been unsuccessful. Regardless of the way in which Aficle

)O(V had been drafted, the contacting parties would still have had to make the decision on

the ECSC and the focus on the voting rather than the iegai requirements may still have

occurred. However, the ECSC decision need not have undermined a well-constn¡cted

distinction in the rules between waivers of Article II and waivers of Article XI. It may have

been possible in 1955 to provide the USA with a waiver of Article II only, which at least

would have ensr¡red the transparency of the level of protection.

The achievement of a complete prohibition on quantitative restrictions would have required

that the negotiators perceived there to be adequate flexibility in the use of the other

instnrments, particularly the use of import tariffs. However, the continued political viability

of a complete prohibition on quantitative restrictions would also depend on the disciplines

on tariffs working effectively enough to constrain levels of protection enough to constrain

the growth of lobby groups interested in particular products.

Flexibility in the use of tariffs was in fact provided by Article XXVII and Article XIX.

Two points can be made about these provisions that indicate some deficiencies in the ability

of these provisions to guide the choice of policy instrument. With respect to Article XIX,

mention was made of the fact that fairly limited recourse was made to this escape clause

even though the pre-requisites to invoking it were reasonably easy to satisSr.2s The reason

was that the cost of using the clause in terms of the compensation that had to be given or the

potential retaliation that might be suf[ered was little different to that which followed from

resort to Article XXVil. If Article XIX had provided some immr¡nity or concessional

treatnent in terms of compensation or retaliation, then parties may have used this escape

clause rather than other import bariers. In particular, they may not have resorted to

volwrtary export restraints. In addition, a more flexible safeguards clause might have

encouraged more tariff bindings and more tariff reductions, generally, but in particular on

agricultural products. A similar argument can be made in respect of the developing country

renegotiation provision in Article XVIIIA. 'We observed that it was used much less than the

BOP exception in Article XVIIIB.26 'We also observed that Article XVIIIA did not make it

See GATT 1947, ArîlLcle III:6, second sentence.

See chapter I I under "Was invocation of A¡ticle XIX Diffrcult?" at pp3 l7-3 I 8.

See chapter 11, under "4.6 The Exception for Economic Development" pp32l-330 at322.

24
25
26
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much easier for a developing counûy to renegotiate a tariffbinding than the ordinary Article

)O(VIII procedure.2T It would have been more useful if developing countries had received

more concessional treatnent but had been encouraged to use Article XVIIIA rather than

XVIIIB. Such concessional treatnent need not have r¡ndermined the liberalization of
developing counûy tariffs. For example, the concessional treatnent could have related to

the timing of giving compensation rather than the value of compensation to be given. The

main point with these exceptions is that the escape clauses needed to be d¡awn to make it
easier to impose a ta¡iff surcharge, particularly a temporary tariff surcharge, so as to

maintain the viability of the prohibition on quantitative restrictions.

The failure to obtain more widespread bindings on tariffs on agricultural products meant that

the rule in Article II:4 limiting mark-ups could not operate which meant that there could not

be any discipline on quasi quantitative restrictions imposed by state run or state authorized

import monopolies. In the absence of a restriction on the mark-up, there was no way to

control any discretionary decisions by import monopolies to import lesser quantities than

could be sold domestically at the world price. Therefore, the failure to devise a system that

would result in widespread tariff bindings itself resulted in a proliferation of this kind of
quantitative reshiction. It is difficult to predict just how much more widespread bindings

may have been on agricultural products if the restrictions under grandfathering, BOp

provisions and the agricultural exception had been more tightly constrained. Arguably, it
might have resulted in a situation in which an effective negotiation on tarifß could be

carried out so as to include widespread tariff bindings on agricultural products. However,

the prevalence of state import monopolies alone may still have r¡¡rdermined such

negotiations from achieving results in the agricultr.ral sector.

Because of the difñculty of regulating discretiona¡y quantitative limits on the purchases of
state import monopolies and of the proliferation of state import monopolies in agriculture,

unless tariff bindings are widespread, it was difñcult to control quantitative restrictions in

the agricultural sector and, given the continuing application of quantitative restrictions, it
was difficult to constrain the pov/er of lobby groups in that sector. This problem involves

the choice of method for tariffnegotiations. This is one of the problems with the bilateral-

27 gse shapter II atpp325-327
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multilateral model of negotiating tariffreductions. 'We have discussed how in the original

negotiation of the GATT, the USA refused to accept an agreement providing for across the

board tariffcuts.z¡ This review demonstrates that after the firs'r three rounds of negotiations,

it was clear that the bilateral multilateral model was not going to achieve liberalization in

agriculture. In every subsequent round, there has been an attempt to move away from that

model for negotiations and, in every round, the failure to move sufñciently away from the

bilateral-multilateral model contributed to the failure to achieve significant liberalization in

agricultural trade. At each stage, there was some significant party that opposed across the

board tariff cuts: in !g47,the UK supported but the USA opposed an across the board tariff

cut; in lg55,it was France that proposed across the board cuts and the UK that opposed it;

in the Kennedy and Toþo Rorurds the USA supported across the board cuts but the EEC

opposed them. Once established the bilateral-multilateral model proved very difficult to

change. We obsen¡e.d that the choice of the bilateral-multilateral model resulted in a choice

of a method of tariff reductions that could result in net shifts of resources from less

protected sectors to more protected sectors thereby not merely resulting in a failure to ensr¡re

that gains in economic welfare would be maximized but resulting in a system that in some

circumstances could cause net losses in economic welfare,2g It could be added that the same

method allows for the possibility of more protected sectors gaining even more political

lobbying stength in comparison to other sectors. The additional point that can be made

here is that the faih¡re to adopt an across the board method of tariff reductions also

undermines the efficacy of the prohibition on quantitative restrictions in sectors where

import monopolies are prevalent as was and is the case with the agricultural sector.

The final barrier to be considered is the variable levy and, with respect to that instrume'lrt,

the arguments made in the immediately preceding paragraph apply directly. The choice of

the bilateral-multilateral method enabled agricultural products to be left wrbound. As

r¡nbound products, the rates of duty could be changed often. In practice, in the EEC, the

duty was changed often enough for the application of customs dury to limit imports in the

s¿rme r¡ray as a quantitative restriction. Therefore, the failure to adopt an across the boa¡d

method of tariff reductions not only impaired the ability to reduce tariffs but it r¡ndermined

28 See chapter Il atpP246-248.
29 See chapter ll at248 reflectirg the point made in chapter 5 atpl22.
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the efficacy of the prohibition of quantitative restrictions. It can be admitted that even with

the bilateral-multilateral method in place, it may have been possible to negotiate a discipline

on the way that tariffs on unbound products could be changed which would have prevented

variable levies being used as effective quantitative restrictions. However, such a rule would

have had to have been in the rules from the beginning. A midsteam agreement on a rule to

discipline an instrument used by one pæty would have been unlikely.

4.2 PROBLEMS WITH THE RULES ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

At various stages, there were some parties who wanted to include reduction of export

subsidies in rounds of multilateral tariffnegotiations. However, in the early years, the USA

opposed such an inclusion and later the EEC opposed it. Given the absence of rules on

export subsidies and the absence of a mechanism for negotiating on export subsidies, it was

extremely difficult to create a mechanism for controlling them. Just as attempts to negotiate

a rule to control export subsidies were unsuccessful, so were atte,rnpts to add negotiations on

export subsidies into the tariffnegotiation process.

The faih¡re to establish any consfraint on export subsidies was to cause significant problems.

However, those problems did not arise out of the isolated failure to adopt a better regulation

of export subsidies. They arose because of the surpluses that were generated as a result of
the failure to reduce the protection given by import barriers. The problems that arose in

regulating export subsidies are really another aspect of the constn¡ction of nrles that did not

adequately regulate quantitative restrictions or satisfactorily facilitate tariffreductions in the

most protected sectors. Eventually, these problems with the rules on import barriers spilled

over into problems with the rules on export subsidies. It is possible, though, that better rules

on export subsidies might have prevented some of the problems by requiring parties to

adjust to their own excess supply situations internally rather than unload the problem onto

the world ma¡ket.

The difficulties in constructing and applying rules on export subsidies were

comprehensively analyzed in chapter 12 and summarized at the end of that chapter.30 That

analysis showed that the problems in applying rules on export subsidies arose mostly from

30 See chapter L2,pp332-333
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the lack of agreement on how the rules should be constructed in the first place. Part of that

disagreement stemmed from the cross purposes of the different parties engaging in

negotiations to agree on rules to govern subsidies which manifesied itself most clearly in -.tre

Toþo Round with the USA tying to restrain the use of subsidies and most other countries

tying to restrict the use of countervailing duties.3l The absence of agreement manifested

itself in difficulties in applying the rules because of the difficulties in making judgements

about the effects of subsidies, the choice of representative periods, the concept of equitable

share, determinations of causation, displacement and the influence of "other factors". The

abse,nce of agreement also resulted in some friction over the extension of countervailing

duties from export subsidies, to export oriented subsidies, and to specific subsidies. Both

the multilateral disciplines on subsidies and the rules on cor¡ntervailing duties suffered from

difficulties in defining subsidies, export subsidies and countervailable subsidies-

It is submitted that the regulation of export subsidies should have been constrrcted to fit

within two principles of prefelring export subsidies as a price-based instrument to quantity

based border instnrments and of preferring non-border instruments to export subsidies as a

border instrument. Therefore, control of export subsidies should have been regarded as less

important than attaining an abolition of quantitative restrictions and achieving a reduction of

:--^¿ ¿^-icÈ^ o^^^.ãÁl!, ¡¡¡l-n! ^f orrlroiáiec nnntinoenf rrnfìn exnOrt SaleS ShOl:ld ha-v. e beenllll,lrul l L¿UIlfù. ùgrv\rU\¡IJ, v\,¡ruvl vr ùuue¡s¡vÚ w¡¡a¡¡rÞvr

regarded as more important than controlling other types of subsidies.

It is submitted that if, n lg47 and 1955, the parties had clearly established these priorities

then they would have ensured that quantitative restrictions could not be raised so high as to

result in the production of huge surpluses. However, even if the regulation of import

barriers had still been flawed, concentration on these priorities may have led the parties to

negotiate bindings of export subsidies, even ceiling bindings, instead of arguing fruitlessly

over the framing of a prohibition on export subsidies" The substantial energy devoted to

framing of the provisions on subsidies turned out to be an almost complete waste of time

because they were so rareþ applied successfully. Ideally, if the ceiling bindings had been in

the form of per unit amounts, then parties would have had to take the ceiling bindings into

accorurt when they established the level of import barriers. In that situation, parties would

3l See chapter 12 under "Negotiation of the Subsidies code" atpp377-386.
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have to consider the consequences of excess supply having to be absorbed within the

domestic economy. However, even if the bindings were in the form of expenditue or

volume bindings, they would have had similar ef[ects depending on the product specificity

of the bindings.

It is fi¡rttrer submitted that the possibility of achieving some ceiling bindings on export

subsidies would have been high if the negotiation had made it perfectly clea¡ that the

bindings would not apply to any subsidies that were not contingent on export performance.

A clearer focus on the economic difference between border and non-border instruments

would have resulted in the dismissal of arguments relating to the trade effects of domestic

subsidies or in the quarantining of the negotiation on export subsidies from any additional

negotiation on domestic subsidies. There still would have been little chance that parties

would have agreed to any substantial limjtation on domestic subsidies. However, it is
reasonable to think that an agreement on ceiling bindings on export subsidies could have

been reached.

Once such ceiling bindings were in place, then they could have been the subject of furttrer

negotiation. In the 1950's when the USA's export subsidies were a concern, it might have

been possible to create a linkage between reduction of the USA's bindings on export

subsidies and either the bindings of export subsidies of other counhies or the bindings on

import barriers of other countries. It may have been possible to create a linkage between the

application of a formula to tariff reductions with the application of a formula to the

reduction of export subsidy bindings. In the situation in which export subsidies were not

subject to any quantitative binding, there was no scope for linking their liberalization to

liberalization of import ba:riers. In the case of the experience with the CAP, even if the

absence of discipline on variable levies had existed, the existence of export subsidy bindings

would have affected the exercise of the EEC's discretion in setting the internal target prices.

As the EEC moved from being a net importer to being a net exporter, the EEC would have

come up against a ceiling. To avoid surpluses, the EEC would have had to limit support

prices. It still could have paid domestic subsidies but the payment of subsidies on every unit

of production may have exceeded the EEC budget and threatened the principle of joint

financing which itself was one of the keys to holding the commwrity together. Admittedly,
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this may have occurred aror¡nd 1970 when disunity threatened the continued existence of the

EEC. This would have been a substantial test for any system of bindings of export

subsidies. Whether the system would have withstoocl the pressures wouid have depended on

how large those pressures vr'ere, which would have depended principally on how much more

successful regulation of import ba¡riers could have been in the preceding years. If the

binding had withstood the political pressure that would have followed the EEC reaching net

exporter capacity, then the subsequent surpluses would probably have been much smaller.

The second way in which the parties could have manifested a distinction between subsidies

contingent on export and other subsidies was countenrailing duty law. This point is

elaborated upon in the following discussion of problerns with the rules on domestic support.

4.3 PROBLEMS WITH THE RULES ON DOMESTIC SUPPORT

A significant recurring element of the problems involving the application of the rules on

domestic support was that those problems were a manifestation of a disagreernent over the

extent to which parlies should have a'right' to use domestic subsidies. Disputes arose about

whether domestic subsidies fitted into the exemption from Article III, whether

countervailing duties could be imposed in response to domestic subsidies and whether track

. -*^Ã:^^ ^^"lJ 1.^ orrrh¡-izc¿{ acai¡ct dnrnecfie s-uhsidies rtnon the hasis of nr:llifica-tion Or.¿ lglllc,t¡Iliù vvTJIU LrW 4IJLI¡Vrr¿w 4ð(E¡or uv¡¡¡velrv usve¡e^Yv

impairment of the benefit accrtring under a tariffconcession'

The A¡ticle III problem seems to have been resolved with a limitation of the exception to

subsidies paid directþ to producers. That interpretation is consistent with ensuring that

Article III operates to prevent hidden import ta¡iffs.

The fact that counterr¡ailing duties'could be applied to domestic subsidies on agricultural

products did in fact lead to some friction evidencing concem with maintaining a right to

grant domestic subsidies. In particular the application of CVDs to the production subsidy in

the Greek tomato case \ryas contentious and the precedent set by the application to a regional

subsidy in the Michelin case was even more contentious. If countervailing duties on

domestic subsidies had been prohibited, parties could still have used safeguard measu¡es in

these situations.
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The application of the non-violation nullification or impairment rule also aroused significant

differences over the 'right' to subsidize. Although the non-violation nullification principles

had been adopted in the two early cases, the CONTRACTING PARTIES avoided every

other opporh¡nity to confirm those principles in dispute settlement until they were finally

confirmed in the adoption of the Oilseeds panel report. The main barrier was that the EEC

maintained that it should be able to use domestic subsidies to implement an intemal

producer price on products on which tariff barriers existed. The EEC blocked the

application of the non-violation principles in the Canned Fruit case and finally accepted only

a vW limited interpretation of those principles in the Oilseeds case but refused to

implement ttre decision wrtil it had been assured that a similar complaint could not occur

again under the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture.

It is submitted that concept of non-violation nullification or impairment and its

accompanying concept of reasonable expectation was used in a, way that nurs counter to a

desirable ranking of instn¡ments. Firstly, the giving of a tariff concession should not

automatically be presumed to carry a reasonable expectation that a domestic subsidy will not

be introduced: the wrdertaking to limit an instrument that has both production and

consumption effects and is not subject to govemment budget scrutiny should not carry with

it a presumption that the counûry grving the concession will not introduce an instnrment that

only has production effects and is subject to budget scrutiny. Secondly, even if a tariff

concession does carry with it a reasonable expectation that a subsidy will not be introduced,

the law should recognize that a domestic þroduction) subsidy can only nullify or impair the

'production' effect of the tariff concession and cannot nullifr or impair the 'consumption'

effect of the tariff concession and that, therefore, the rules should limit the acceptable

compensation or the permissible retaliation accordingly.

It is submitted that it would have been better to leave regulation of domestic subsidies to the

parties to negotiate commitrnents. Such an arrangement would have mo¡e eflectively

provided an incentive to use domestic subsidies instead of other instruments.
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5 OTHERFACTORS

This analysis has indicated that a more ordered implementation of the distinctions between

policy instnrments would have improved the regulation of agricultural trade. However, the

analysis has also uncovered some other factors that a¡e important. In particular, the

importance of dispersion and linkage has emerged. These ideas have not been analyzed in

any detail. That omission does not deüact from the validity or importance of the arguments

made in relation to the distinctions between border and non-border instnrments and price-

based and quantity-based border instruments. However it is worth mentioning the

importance of these ideas.

5.1 DISPERSION

Dispersion was mentioned briefly in chapter 5 as an exception to the general rules that

removal of a protective measure increases economic welfa¡e.32 The qualification was that,

in a situation in which many prices in an economy a¡e distorted, a reduction of protection for

a single product that has a low rate of protection may cause a decrease in overall economic

welfare because it has the effect of shifting resources to production of a product with a high

rate of protection.

The reduction of dispersion is important because it heips to prevent the formation of süong

lobby groups in particular sectors. Therefore, it is important for the rules to reduce bariers

in a way that reduces rattrer than increases dispersion. 'We observed above that the

proliferation of import quotas on agriculnre and the faih¡re to adopt an across the board

method of tariff reduction permitted the process of tariff reduction to miss agriculture and

for extremely strong political lobby groups to be formed in the agricultural sector"

Therefore, failure to incorporate a dispersion decreasing mechanism in the rules was also a

factor contributing to problems with agriculture. However, a more ef[ective embodiment of

the distinctions between instnrments would have diminished the dispersion problem.

32 Seechapter 5pI22.
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5.2 LINKAGE

When protection in particular areas cannot be negotiated in the context of protection in other

areas, then the opportunities for successful bargaining are decreased.33 This was one of the

factors relevant to the failure in applying the rules to agriculture. In each negotiation, once

the parties permitted an unlinking of the agriculture negotiation from the rest of the

negotiation, then it became politically impossible to achieve any liberalization of

agricultural trade. Various factors made it, not impossible, but difücult to link negotiations

on agriculture with negotiations in other areas. In particular, the prevalence of import

quotas on agricultural products meant that parties would not offer anything in exchange for

a tariffbinding or reduction on those agricultr.ral products. This suggests that to the extent

that it might be appropriate for the rules applicable to agriculture to be diflerent from the

rules applying to other sectors that it is still essential that whatever differences are permitted,

they must not impede the political necessity of maintaining a link between liberalization of

agricultural trade and other trade. The importance of linkage reinforces that there has to be a

very strict treatrnent of quantitative restrictions because the presence of quantitative

restrictions virtually ensures the delinking of sectors from each other. The absence of

quantitative restrictions may not be suffrcient to ensure the negotiation of liberalization but

it is necessary.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This analysis has made a case for the proposition that the problems with agriculture derived

from the way that the framework of rules was set up at the beginning. It has stated the case

that the rules do need to distinguish appropriately between the different policy instruments

and that the failure to do so effectively was a significant factor in the failures in applying the

rules to agriculture.

Part2 explained how the rules need to operate to overcome the political pressures that make

it more likely that government decision making processes will adopt the most costly policy

instruments and regardless of instrument will adopt a higher level of protection than would

be chosen by a referendum of well-informed voters. It has elucidated the fairly

Generally on the importance of linkage in negotiations, see Hoekman, The Political Economy of the

Ílorld Trading System, p63 ff inctuding the references on p83.
JJ
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straightforward distinctions between instruments which are offered by economic theory.

Border instruments are always less costly than non-border instruments because border

instruments cause losses through changes to both the decision of producers þroduction

effects) and the decisions of consumers (consumption effects) whereas non-border

instruments only ever cause one and not both of such losses with domestic subsidies causing

production efîects but not consumption effects. Secondly, quantitative border instruments

create a loss that can increase without limitation in the context of changes to prices, costs,

demand, and exchange rates whereas price-based border instruments cause a loss that is

roughly fixed regardless of any such changes. Therefore, to guide parties to achievement of

economic benefits requires that the rules insert intemational consequences into domestic

politics in a way that creates an incentive to adopt price-based border instruments instead of

quantity-based border instruments and non-border instruments instead of border

instruments. Such a set of incentives does not encroach upon the ability of states to achieve

non-economic objectives.

The within analysis has demonstrated that the rules did not sufficiently guide the parties'

choices in the desirable way. Further, the analysis has demonstrated that many of the

problems with application of the GATT to agriculture arose because of the deficiencies in

-^^^L:-- L1. ^ ,7^-:--L1^j-^^-¿:-.^ ^s-^a--^:- +L^ 
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achieve their non-economic objectives by choosing more costly instruments in preference to

less costly ones. The rules did not pro..'ide an incentive structure to encourage the choice of

less costly policy instruments.

Therefore, this analysis supports the theory offered in Part 2 on the necessary criteria for

successful GATT rules. That theory does provide a plausible explanation for the failure of

the GATT rules in application to agriculture. The rules were unsuccessful in regulating the

relations between states in the field of agricultural policy because the rules were not

constructed to guide individual states to the achievement of their internal long term interests

in the field of agricultural policy embracing both economic objectives and non-economic

objectives. One of the reasons that the structure of the rules was inadequate to achieve the

internal long term interest of states in the field of agricultural policy was that it failed to

embody appropriately the two distinctions between policy instruments.
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It is admitted that this analysis has concentrated on technical considerations and has not

given comprehensive consideration to whether it would have been possible tn 1947 to reach

agreement on a framework of rules which more appropriately embodied the distinctions

between policy instruments. The whole question of the construction of rules must

necessarily be considered in the light of what was politically feasible. However, the

concentration on the economic factors in this study still provides a valuable lesson. The

lesson is that if the economic principles are not given due regard in the construction of the

rules, then it is possible to predict that the rules will not work.

It is essential in the construction of intemational economic law that negotiators are

conscious of the fact that they are constructing rules which have the purpose of disciplining

political forces so as to prevent those political forces from having detrimental effects on

economic welfare. If the construction of the rules is left to a political equilibrium without

having some ideas imposed on it, then the resulting rules will not be adequate to discipline

the very strongest of the political forces that the systern needs to discipline. To discipline

the strongest political forces requires that the framers of the rules must be guided, not

merely by politics, but by the ideas supplied by economic theory. The ideas do matter.
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CHAPTER 16

INTRODUCTION TO AND OUTLINE OF PART 4

INTRODUCTION

Having identified certain deficiencies in the way that certain economic theory was embodied

in the pre-Uruguay Round GATT and having linked those deficiencies to the difficulties

with the application of those rules to agricultural trade, this thesis has accomplished the first

of the two tasks set out in chapter l. The other task set out in chapter 1 is to ¿Nsess:

(a) whether any such deficiencies in the rules were re,rnedied in the Uruguay Round in

the formation of the GATT 1994; and

(b) what influence this will have on whether the post-Unrguay Round rules are likely to

be successful.l

This part of the thesis examines the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture and the post-

Uruguay Round rules applicable to agricultural trade. At the end of this examination, it is

proposed to make arr assessment of whether the negotiation solved the problems with

applying the GATT to agriculture that were identified in Part 3 of this thesis. In particular,

it is proposed to assess whether the defects in the rules which were identified in Part 3 and

were submitted to have been one of the causes of the problems in applying the GATT to

agricultr:re have been remedied.

The defects that were identified in Part 3 related to the embodiment in the rules of the

distinctions between the principal policy instruments that were explained n Part 2.

Therefore, the examination of the negotiation and of the rules that were the outcome of that

I See, above, chapter l,pl4.
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negotiation is conducted with a focus on the regulation of the different policy instruments.

This has two parts: the negotiation and the final outcome. It is proposed to make an

assessment of whether the post-Uruguay Round rules appiica-ble to agricuiture appropriateiy

distinguish between price-based and quantity-based border instruments and between border

instruments and non-border instruments. In addition, an assessment can also be made as to

whether the outcome of the negotiation was influenced by the extent to which the

negotiating positions and the conduct of the negotiation were influenced by those two

distinctions.

Since the focus is on the emergence of the variables in the negotiation and how they affect

regulation of different policy instruments, then certain other important and interesting

aspects of the negotiation are not dealt with here. The description of the negotiation does

not attempt to cover aspects of intemal policy making which af[ected the negotiation. In

particular, the description refers to but does not cover the internal negotiation of the reform

of the EEC's CAP. The description deals only in a limited way with the negotiating

authority of the USA govemment which did in fact have an important impact on the timing

of the negotiation. It does not with other aspects of the negotiation like, say, services,

intellectual property, dispute settlement or the creation of the VITO.

OUTLINE OF PART 4: THN URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON AGRICULTT]RE

tn the agriculture negotiation, the important variables in the negotiation including those

relating to the regulation of different policy instn¡ments had emerged by the time of the

1990 Ministerial Meeting in Brussels which had been intended to conclude the Uruguay

Round but failed to do so largely because of the inability to reach agreement in the

negotiating group on agriculture. After that time, some important political decisions were

made and important fiade-offs occurred but little in the way of new proposals were made.

The final Agreement on Agriculture was significantly based on the draft put forward by the

Secretary General of the GATT one year after the breakdown of the Brusseis meeting, the

Dunkel text.2 However, the Dunkel text was based on the ideas that had already been

proposed prior to the Bnrssels meeting. Therefore, it is not proposed to describe in any

2 For details of the Dunkel text, see below, chapter 19 at the end of the section headed "1. Post-

Brussels"
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detail the prolonged political negotiations that occurred between the Brussels meeting in

December 1990 and the tentative agreement reached in Dece,lnber 1992 that was adjusted

into the final agreement reached in December 1993. It is proposed to describe the variables

in the negotiation at the time of the Brussels meeting and to describe how, in the end, the

last stages of the negotiation resolved those variables. In particular, the description of the

negotiation is intemrpted after the Brussels meeting in order to assess how the negotiation

was influenced by the distínctions between policy instruments and to assess whether an

agreement might have been possible in Brussels if the positions of the parties had been

influenced more substantially by the importance of regulating the choice of policy

insûr¡ment rather than by the motivation of trying to deal with all protection and assistance

at once.

Chapter 17 The Uruguay Round Negotiation on Agriculture from Punta DeI Este to
Brussels

The chapter begins with the negotiating mandate established at the Ministerial meeting in

1986, illuminates the main elements of the major proposals in the negotiation and concludes

with the failure to reach agreement in Brussels.

Chapter 18 Distinctions Between Policy Instruments And The Failure to Reach
Agreement in Brussels

This chapter assesses the inability to reach agreement in the light of what the negotiating

priorities of the parlies should have been if determined upon the basis of the arguments

made in Part 2 of the thesis about the importance of distinctions between policy instruments

in constructing optimal GATT rules.

Chapter 19 From Brussels to Marrakesh - The Conclusion Of The Uruguay Round
Negotiation On Agriculture

This chapter briefly describes how the differences between the parties were resolved

producing the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture. It describes the role of the l99l
Dunkel text. To avoid duplication in the description of the final Agreement on Agriculture,

the description of the Dunkel text is limited to what is necessary to higtrlight the importance

differences between the parties that were resolved in the last part of the negotiation.
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chapter 20 Post Uruguay Round Rules on Import Barriers

chapter 21 Post Uruguay Round Rules on Export Subsidies

chtpter 22 Post uruguay Round Rules on Domestic Support

The next three chapters describe the way that import barriers, export subsidies and domestic

supports in the agricultrnal sector are regulated by the Uruguay Round Agreemelrt on

Agriculture. Some consideration is given to the impact of other parts of the Agreement

Establishing the World Trade Organization.

Chapter 23 Summ¿ry and Conclusions from Part 4

This chapter assesses whether the failures to e,lnbody the distinctions between price and

quantity based border instn¡nents and between border and non-border instruments in the

GATT rules applicable to agriculnral tade have been remedied in the course of the

Uruguay Ror¡nd. From that assessment, some predictions are made as to likely future

success of the post Uruguay Roturd rules in liberalizing agricultural tade and achieving

conformity with the rules.



CHAPTER 17

THE URUGUAY ROTIND NEGOTIATION ON AGRICT]LTT]RE FROM

PT]NTA DEL ESTE TO BRUSSELS

1 THE PUNTA DEL ESTE DECLARATION

The possibility of a new round had been discussed as early as 1983 and continued to be

raised as the GATT parties proceeded with the 1982 Work Programme.l The first formal

discussion of the subject matter of a new round ìilas a meeting in February 1984 of trade

ministers of the "quad" - Canada, the EEC, Japan and the USA.2 There were a number of

factors that led to the initiation of the Uruguay Round, most of them contentious.3 The

United States and a nr:rnber of other countries wanted to extend the GATT system to

services and to protection of intellectual properfy. Developing countries were reluctant to

even discuss any international legal obligations in these areas.4 However, many developing

countries were interested in liberalizing trade in the areas in which the GATT had achieved

little liberalization including agricultural products and also clothing, textile and footwea¡

See the description of the lead up to the Uruguay Round in Croome, Iohn, Reshaping the World
Tradíng System - a History of the Untguay Round (Wortd Trade Orga¡ization, Genev4 1995) at
ppl2-27. Generally, on the Uruguay Round negotiation, the most comprehensive record is Stewart,
Terence, P. (ed), The Uruguay Round - A Negotiating History (1986-1992) (Kluwer, Deventer,
1993). It contains lists of the documents submitted to the committees in the negotiations. The
agricultue negotiation (up to January 1993) is dealt with in Stewart (1993) at 127-254. Also see
Preeg, Emest, Traders in a Brave New World (Universþ of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1995), in
particular ou the agriculhue negotiation at ppll4-S, ll9-122 & L27-I47; and Josling, Timothy E.,
Tangetm,nn, Stefan, & Warley, T.K., Agriculture in the GATT (Macmillan P¡ess London & St
Martin's Press, New York, 1996) chapter 7 uThe Uruguay RoundNegotiations" ppt33-174.
See Croome (1995) atp2l.
On the commencement of the Uruguay Ror¡nd and the facüors that led to i! see Oxte¡ 1,Jan, The
Challenge of Free Trade (Harrester Wheatsheaf Hemel Hemptstead, UK, 1990) esp chlO.
Ou the disagreement about bring new issues into the GATT Round see, Croome, Jobn, Reshaping the
World Trading System - a History of the Untguay Round (World Trade Organization, Geneva, 1995)
pl l8-121.

1

2
3

4
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products. In addition, many contracting parties perceived the possibility that the

competition between the USA and the EEC in export subsidies on wheat might develop into

an all out tade war in which GATT ruies would become irrelevant so concern about the

fi¡ture of the GATT system itself was a major reason for parties to discuss the possibility of

a new round.5 After a couple of years of disagreement, in November 1985, the

CONTRACTING PARTIES established a Preparatory Committee to make

recommendations on the subject matter and procedures for a new round for adoption at a

meeting of ministers to be held in September 1986.6

In anticipation of the launch of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations, ministers

from a nr¡mber of agriculttral exporting counhies, at the invitation of the Australian

government, met in Caims in north east Australia in August 1986.2 The 14 countries were:

Australia, Argentina, Branl, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Fiji, Hungary, Indonesia" Malaysia,

New Zealand, The Philþines, Thailand and uruguay.8 subsequentþ, they were referred to

as the Cairns group. These cor¡ntries had in coûrmon that they were suffering as a result of

low world prices caused by subsidies of the USA and the EEC and as a result of the general

high bariers to agricultural trade. They were concerned to avoid the outcome of previous

ror¡nds in which little improve,rnent occurred in the application of the GATT to agricultural

u-t- 'FL^-- ---.:^L^¡ +^ æ^'t-^ +L^+ n--¡ minicf¡riol ¿lenlarnfinn es-tahlis.hing a ngW fOt:nduauç. lutty wrsllçu tv s;ltsurrr Lu4r úu¡J rruuùrvÀr4r svvrq*uv¡^ ve!úv^¡v¡a¡¡Þ

would give an adequate negotiating mandate in relation to agricultural products.e

5 A succinct srñrmary of developments in trade relations that tb¡eatened respect for GATT principles,

see Greenaway, David, "The Uruguay Round: Agenda, Expectations and Outcom"su ¡¡ rngersenÇ

Ralner & Hine, Agrianlnre in the Uruguay Round (St Martins Press, Basingstoke & New Yorh
1994)p8-25 atpPl2-15.

6 Croome (1995) p26-27.

7 On 26-27 Augpst 1986. On28-29 April 1986, representatives of Argentinq Australi4 Brazil, New

Zealand, and Uruguay met in Montevideo. orî23-25 July, at the invitation of the Thai government"

representatives of those 5 cor¡ntries plus another 7 countries, Canada Chile, Hungary, Indonesiq

Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand. See Australia" Departuent of Foreigu Affairs, Trade

Negotiations Bnel Issue No 1, November 1987, p2. Also see Oxley (1990) pl18.

8 Note that Flji was not a contracting pafy to the GATT but was still a participant in the Uruguay

ror¡nd.

9 Cairns Group, Declaration of the Minßterial Meeting of Fair Traders in Agriculnre, Cailas, August

1986. Generally, on the formation and objectives of the Caims group, see Oxley, AJan, The

Challenge of Free Trade (1990) pllltr; Tyers, Rod, 'The Cairns Group Perspective" in Rayner &
¡¿rne, Agriculture in the Untgaay Round (St Martins Press, Basingstoke & New York, 199a) p88-109

at pp88ff.
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The Ministerial meeting commenced on 14 September 1986 at Pr¡nta Del Este in Uruguay.tO

The meeting culminated in the issue on 20 Septernber 1986 of the Punta Del Este

Declarationl I by which the ministers launched a new round of negotiations, which

immediately became known as the Uruguay Round. The part of the decla¡ation which deals

with agriculture provides as follows:

The CONTRACTING PARTIES agree that there is an urgent need to bring
more discipline and predictability to world agricultural trade by correcting and
preventing restrictions and distortions including those related to structural
surpluses so as to reduce the uncertainty, imbalances and instability in world
agricultural markets.

Negotiations shall aim to achieve greater Iiberalizatton of trade in agriculûre,
and bring all measr¡res aflecting import access and export competition under
strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules and disciplines,
taking into account the general principles governing the negotiations, by :

(Ð improving market access through, inter alia, the reduction of import
barriers;

(iÐ improving the competitive environment by increasing discipline on the
use of all direct and indirect subsidies and other measures affecting
directly or indirectly agricultural trade, including the phased reduction
of their negative effects and dealing with their causes;

(iiÐ minimizing the adverse efflects that sanitary and phytosanitary
regulations and barriers can have on trade in agriculture, taking into
account the relevant international agreements.

In order to achieve the above objectives, the negotiating group having primary
responsibility for all aspects of agriculture will use the Recommendations
adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their Fortieth Session, which
were deveioped in accordance with the GATT 1982 Ministerial Work
Programme, and take account of the approaches suggested in the work of the
Committee on Trade in Agriculture without prejudice to other alternatives that
might achieve the objectives of the negotiations."

The great significance of the Punta Del Este declaration in relation to agriculture is that it

took all of the measures that were described in the report of the Committee on Trade in

Agriculturel2 and expressly made thern the subject of a round of multilateral negotiations.

l0
1l

Croome, p29.

"Ministerial Decla¡ation on the Uruguay round, Decla¡ation of 20 September 1986. GATT, ^B/SD
33S/19.
On the reports of the Committee on Trade in Agriculture, see above, chapter 14 atpp527-530.t2
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This meant that for the first time, the negotiation clearly would embrace non-ta¡iffbarriers

such as variable levies and minimum import prices and domestic agriculnre policies

inciudrng dual price policies and deficiency payments.

2 STRUCTT]RE FOR THE URUGUAY ROUND NEGOTIATION

The declaration established a Trade Negotiations Committee ("TNC"), a Group of

Negotiations on Good ("GNG") and a Group of Negotiations on Services ("GNS*). The

TNC created a Committee to Monitor the Standstill and Rollback Undertakings contained in

the Ministerial declaration.l3 All of these committees reported to the Trade Negotiations

Committee. A decision by the Group of Negotiations on Goodsla divided the goods

negotiation into several negotiating groups thereby creating the following structure:

TRADE NEGOTIAT¡ONS COMMITTEE ("TNC")

THE SURVEILLANCE
BODY

(STANDSTILL)

GROUP OF
NEGOTIATIONS ON

GOODS
('GNG")

GROUP OF
NEGOTIATIONS ON

SERVICES
("GNS")

13

1. T S
2.NON.TARIFF MEASURES

3.NATURAL RESOURCE-BASED PRODUCTS
4.TEXTILES AND CLOTHING

5.AGR¡CULTURE
6.TROPICAL PRODUCTS

7.GATT ARTICLES
8.MTN AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS

9.SAFEGUARDS
1 O.SUBSIDIES AND COUNTERVAILING MEASURES

l l.TRADE.RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERW RIGHTS
1 2. TRADE-RELATED INVESTMENT MEASURES

l3.DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
l4.FUNCTIONING OF THE GATT SYSTEM

See the Ministerial Declamtion, on establishment of the TNC in the fust paragraph, the GNG in pa:z

G, the GNS inParttr.
Decision of the TNC on 28 January 1987, GATT BISD 33sl3l.t4
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3 THE INITIAL PLAN FOR TIIE AGRICT]LTT]RE GROUP

The negotiating plan for the agricultue group was established by a resolution of the Group

ofNegotiations on Goods.ls The resolution set out the negotiating objective as that stated in

the Pr¡nta Del Este declaration above and adopted the following negotiating plan:

Principal Stages of the Negotiating Process

Initial Phase

Identification of major problems and their causes, including all
measures affecting directly or indirectly agricultural trade, taking into
account inter alia work done by the CTA [Committee on Trade in
Agriculturel, and elaboration of an indicative list of issues considered
relevant by participants to achieving the Negotiating Objective.

The concurrent submission of supplementary information on measures
and policies affecting trade in the AG/FOR-s€ries,l6 including full
notification of all direct and indirect subsidies and other measures
affecting directly or indirectly agricultrxal trade.

Consideration ofbasic principles to govern world trade in agriculture.

Submission and initial examination of proposals by particþants aimed
at achieving the Negotiating Objective.

Subs equent Negotiatíng Pro cess

Within this process, further examination as appropriate ofproposals and
initi ation of negotiations.

Negotiations with a view to reaching agreement on
(a) comprehensive texts of stengthened and more operationally

effective GATT rules and disciplines;
(b) the nature and the content of specific multilateral commitnents

to be undertaken including as appropriate implementation
programmes and transitional a:rangements;

(c) any other understandings which should also be deerred
necessary for the fulfilment of the Negotiating Objective; and

l5 "Agriculture, Negotiating Plan" pp39-41 in "Negotiating Plans" Annex 3 to "Decisions of 28 January
1987" GATT BISD 335/31 at35-28. This resolution of the GNG of 28th January 1987 is also set out
tn GATT Activíties 1987.
The AGiFOR series was the inventory of non-ta¡iff measures affecting agriculture compiled in the
consultation and reporting procedures of the 1982 Committee on Trade in Agricultrue: see above
ch14,p527.

l6
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(d) exchange ofconcessions, as appropriate."

The Negotiating Objectives and the Negotiating Plan were capable of consistency with a

variety of approaches and possible outcomes. Everything was included, though nothing

mandatorily, &d nothing was excluded. The plan and objectives would have been

consistent with rule changes making some policy instruments illegal but would also have

been consistent with the making of some reduction commitments on some policies without

changing any of the rules relating to any particular policy instruments.

4 OPENING PROPOSALS OF THE EEC AND THE USA

The agriculture group operated wrder the chairmanship of Mr Aert De Zeeuw who was the

former Dutch Minister of Agriculttre and had previously been chairman of the Committee

on Trade in Agriculture. By the end of 1987, six nations or groups of nations had submitted

proposals and a number of others had put statements or communications before the

negotiating group.lT

4.1 THE USA PROPOSAL OF 1987

The initial USA proposalls was for a complete elimination over 10 years of all import

barriers and all subsidies that directly or indirectly affected trade. In atidition, to prevent the

untoading of surplus stocks during the 10 yearperiod, the quantities of products exported

with export subsidies were to be reduced over the transition period. The proposal envisaged

two concr¡¡rent methods of implementation:

t7 See Stewa¡t (1993) p233-234. The proposals were from the USA (MTN.GNG/NG5/TVll4\, Canada

GvITN.GNG/NG5/WI9), the EEC (MTM.GNG/NTG5iìV/20), the Cainrs Group
(MTN.GNG/NG5|W/21), the Nordic countries (MTN.GNG/NG51W|35), and Japan

(MTM.GNG/1.{G5AM/39). These 1987 proposals of USA, EEC, Caims group and Japan are

slmma¡'ized in Filipeþ Jon G., "Agriculflre in a World of Comparative Advantage: The Prospects

for Fa¡m Trade Liberalization in the Uruguay Round of GATT Negotiations" in (1989) 30(1)

Harvard Intl IJ 123-170. The 1987 proposals a¡e also reviewed in Thomas, Harmon, "Agriculnre
in the Uruguay Round: Interests and issues" in UNCTAD, Uruguay Round: Papers on Selected

/sszes (UN doc UNCTAD/ITP/10, 1989).

"United States Proposal for Negotiations On Agriculture" MTN.GNG/NG5|W1L4,7 Juty 1987. Also
reproduced as Appendix 5 to Petersmann, Emst-IIlrich & Hilf, lv[sinhard, The New GATT Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations - Legal and Economic Problems (Volume 5 of Sudies in
Transnational Economic,Larn) (Kluwer, Deventer, lst ed, 1991). See also "Statement of the US

Delegation Presenting a Proposal for Negotiation on Agriculture" presented to the Negotiating Group

on Agricultural, Claytou Yeutter, July 6, 1987 reproduced in Yeutter, Cla¡on, " US Negotiating
Proposal on Agriculture in the Uruguay Round" in Petersmann & Hilf, as above, p265 of 2nded-

l8
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(l) first, reductions of agricultnal support measured in terms of an aggregate measure of

support. The aggregate measure would provide a common r¡nit of measurement for

all of the different types of policies used to support agriculture. The proposal was

largely based on the concept of the Producer Subsidy Equivalent ('PSE') which had

been proposed and calculated in OECD work.le Reductions of the AMS would be

applied to all policies that provide "price, income or other support". Under the

heading of "Market price support", specific mention was made of, inter alia, import

quotas and variable levies and, under the heading of "lncome support", specific

mention was made of, inter alia, deficiency payments. The proposal allowed for an

exception for "direct income or other payments decoupled from production and

marketing"2O which were described by the US delegate as "those policies which do

not distort production, consumption or trade."2l

Ø secondly, commitments on specific policies in the form of a l0 year plan. The

commitrnents were to take the status of a binding in each counûry's schedule of

concessions.22 The proposal did not go into detail on the type of commitnents that

would be satisfactory to the USA. Each parfy's commiûnents were to "achieve their

commitnent to reductions in overall support".23

Finally, the USA proposal called for negotiations to determine the rules which would apply

at the end of the transition period. It gave little detail on this aspect except that the rules

would have to "reflect the tading environment that wfould] exist at the end of the transition

periodrr.2+

On Producer Subsidy Equivalents (PSEs), see OECD, "The concept and Measr¡rement of Producer
Subsidy equivalents (PSEs) and consumer Subsidy Equivalents (CSEs)" Annex II in OECD, National
Policies and agriculnral trade (OECD, Paris, 1987)pp99-124.
MTN. GNG/Ì.{G 5 lW / 14, p3.
"Statement of the US Delegation" 6 July 1987, as above, p269.
MTN.GNG/NG5/Wl14,p3.
MTN.GNG/I{G 5 lW / 14, p3.
MTN.GNG/NG5/Wl14,p4.

t9

20
2t
22
23
24
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4.2 THE EEC PROPOSAL OF 1987

The EEC proposal25 was vastly different. The EEC had already acknowledged that changes

to the CAP were necessary to reduce the volume of production.26 The European

Community had begun to discuss the need for prices paid to producers to be more in line

with world prices. This meant closing the gap between the prices paid to producers and the

world price or even scrapping the dual price systems altogether. There was widespread

recognition that the budgetary cost of the CAP was too high. However, in 1987, the

political process of change within the Community was at an early stage.2l Importantly, it

was committed to utilizing dual price systems.

The EEC's GATT proposal was reflective of the negotiation which was proceeding within

the EEC. It proposed a reduction in the negative effects of agriculnral support. The

concentation on effects rather than measures contrasts with the US proposal to phase out

certain measures. The EEC did not propose any phase out of support measures. The EEC

proposal set out a two-stage Plan:

(l) emergency measures for the most distorted markets of cereals, sugar and dairy

products to deal with falling world prices due to export subsidy competition or

srnnl¡nilac Tlrcee rvnrrl¡l consist of asreemenf between exoorters On expOft pfiCgS
Ùlvvall,¡¡ve. - - -t

and agreement by holders of stockpiles as to rules on disposal of those stocþiles;

(2) reductions (of unspecified size) in support and border bariers to reduce intemal

production incentives.

It was proposed that by the end of the second stage, the GATT rules on subsidies, import

bariers and export competition would be supplemented and improved and would become

genuinely operational.28

25 "European Commr¡nities Proposal for Multilateral Trade Negotiations on Agriculture",

MTN.GNG/I'{G 5 ltN /20, 26 October I 987.

26 A significant example is the publication of the views of the European Commission in EC,

Perspectivesfor the common Agricultural Policy,co]j]j{ 85, 333, 13 July 1985

27 See Stewart, The GATT (Jntgaay Round (1993) commenting that the EEC 'wished to perform critical

analysis of the CAP in domestic fora, rather than in the Uruguay Round", Vol I p178.

28 On the EEC proposal, see Gavin, Brigid, "A 'Super-Rule' Proposal for Liberalization of Agriculture

in GATT - Implications for the EEC" in Petersma¡n & Hilf (1991) p27l-283 a1280-283.
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4.3 THE CAIRNS GROUP PROPOSAL OF 1987

The proposal of the Cairns group was more explicit than those of either the USA or the

EEC.2e It was similar to the USA proposal in that it provided for a fransition period of l0
years. However, the Cairns Group proposal was more specific than the USA proposal both

in tenns of describing the commitments to be made during a transition period and also in
proposing the rules that would apply during and at the end of the fransition period. In
respect of the final set of rules that should apply, the proposal specified that:

o there should be a prohibition of measures not explicitly provided for in the GATT,

including variable levies;

o all existing provisions for exceptional treatrnent should be terminated, including r¡nder

waivers, protocols of accession, or other derogations and exceptions (clearly

contemplating an end to the USA waiver, and Swiss and Japanese derogations wrder their

accession protocols);

o bindings on all tariffs on agricultural products at low level or zero;3O

o prohibition on all subsidies aflecting agriculture with timited excqltions including direct

income support which is decoupled from production and marketing.3t

In respect of the transition, the proposal called for a reduction in overall support levels as

did the USA and the EEC proposals but referred to a target level rather than a zero level as

the USA proposal had done. The proposal described a possible role for a PSE-type measure.

The Cairns goup proposals for scheduled commitnents were more precise. The proposal

called for counûry schedules of commitments to reduce and eliminate trade distorting

policies and called for priorify to be given to:

o a phase out of direct export subsidies and other production increasing subsidies;32

. a phase out of non-tariffmeaswes;

o tariffreductions; and

o the enlargement of minimum access arrangements.33

29 "Cairns Group Proposal to the Uruguay Round Negotiating Group on Agriculture"
MTN.GNG IG5lWl2L,26 October 1987.
MTN.GNG/NIG 5 lW /21 at p2.
MTN.GNG {G5/W l2l at p3, para 20.
MTN.GNG^{G5/W|2L at p5, para 20 paraphrasing the words of Article XVI:1.

30
31

32
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Like the USA proposal, the Cairns group proposal allowed for certain policies to be

excepted from the reduction program, including direct income support decoupled from

production.3a The Caims goup proposai aiso introdueed the concept of a minimum access

arrangement. However, the proposal did not give precise details on how this concept should

be used. It mereþ mentioned "enlargernent of minimum access arangements as applicable"

as one of the ways of enlarging import access along with phasing out non-tariffbaniers and

reducing tariffs.3s It was not entirely clear from the proposal but it appeared that the Cairns

group envisaged that these minimum access quotas would only be a temporary arangement

for the period of the implementation period.

4.4 THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE INITTAL PROPOSALS

It is clear that the initial EEC and USA proposals were poles apñr. The EEC mernber states

had not yet decided what to do as amongst themselves on reform of the CAP, so they

regarded any discussion of the proposal to reduce support to zero as quite impossible.

Consequentþ, they rejected the reduction to zero support as being completely unacceptable.

From the abse,nce of agreement among themselves two things followed- First, they were

unable to make commiünents on reductions in the support given by the dual price systems'

Secondly, they were unabie to foresee the future state of their stockpiles and therefore it was

also impossible for them to make commiünents about the volume of subsidized exports.

They argued that the closing of the gap between internal and external prices would be

achieved within their intemal negotiation and would then be abie to be reflected

internationally as the closing gap reduced protection in each area:

o the efFective rate of protection given by border instruments would fall;

o internal support measured in terms of producer subsidy equivalents or some other

measure of support would also fall;

o as production fell the exportable surplus would also fall and with it the use of export

subsidies.

33
34
35

MTN.GNG/NGÍ lW /2I at P5, Pata 20.

MTN.GNGiI{G 5 lW /21 at p5, paras 2l & 22.

MTN.GNG/N G5 lW I 2l at P5, Para 20'
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From the USA point of view, the mere rurdertaking to bring internal and external prices

together was insufficient. It carried no guarantee as to any resulting fall in subsidized

exports. The USA was not convinced that the internal negotiation of the EEC would result

in reductions of support prices in a way which would reduce stocþiles and in away which

would, in the event of further falls in world prices, actually result in a closing of the gap

between domestic and world prices.

The more cynical observers have speculated as to whether the US offer of zero support was

made more as an exercise in negotiation than as a genuine of[er.36 It was almost certain to

be rejected. Such rejection might have freed the USA from having to liberalize its own

agricultural sector and, in particular, from having to give up the benefits of the agricultural

waiver. However, one should not ignore the fact that, under its 1985 farm legislation (Food

Securtty Act of 1985), the USA had already introduced some steps to reduce its own levels

of support reversing the escalation of recent years.37 Also, one should rsme,mber the

attitude of the Presidential adminisüation from which the ofler e,rnerged. It was the second

ter¡n of the Reagan administration which was devoted to a resurgence of free enterprise and

free trade economics.38 Whether it was genuine or was game-playing, the zero ofler by the

USA coupled with its rejection of the EEC proposal to manage prices and stocks, enabled

the USA to take the high moral ground3e and to win the public relations battle. It positioned

itself as asserting free trade against protectionism and market driven trade against managed

trade.

36 Eg, the statement of the West German tade negotiator, Mr Wedige von Dewitz, that the USA zero
subsidies position was merely a negotiating position, see Stewa¡Ç The GATT U*grroy Round (1993)
pl96 citing 'OECD Officials Attempt to Down-Play US-EC Farm Conflict as Ministerial Ends",
Daily Rep Exec @NA) A-4 (l Jr:ne 1990). Also see Hillma¡, Jimmye S., "The US Perspective"
chapter 3 in Ingersent, Rayner & Hine, Agriculnre in the Uraguay Round (St Martins Press,

Basingstoke & New York 1994) pp26-53 at p33 ("... there was much talk that its opening position in
the Uruguay Roundwas a'bluff.").
See Spiøe, Robert G.F. & Flinchbaugh, Barry L., "Evolution of US Food and Agricultr:ral Policy:
1970s to 1990s" ch3 in Hallberg, Milton C., Spitze, Robert G.F. & Ray, Daryll E. (eds), Food,
Agriculture, and Rural Policy into the Twenty-First Century - Issues and Trade-Ofs (Weswiew
Press, Boulder & Oxford, 1994) pp4l-54 at 50-51 (noting that the Food Security Act of 1985 (USA)
(PL99-198, 99 Stat 1354) mandated a gradual lowering of price-support and target price levels
reversing the escalation that had occurred under the lgriculture and Food Acr of 1981).
For an interesting discussion of the people involved in the formulation of the USA proposals and
their ideology, see Preeg, Ernest H., Trqders in a Brave New W'orld (Univemity of Chicago, Chicago
& London, 1995) p96-97.
A simila¡ view is expressed by Josling, Tangermann & Warley (1996) ppl4l-I42.

37

38

39
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The significance of the US waiver should not be overlooked. Under the protection of the

waiver, the US was maintaining quantitative restrictions on a rarrge of products including

many dairy products, anci some nut, chocolate, truit and cotton and other products.4O If the

waiver was to go as part of the Uruguay Round package then it would be necessary to

convince Congress to repeal s22(f) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act which would require

that the Congress be presented with an extremely satisfactory package from the agriculture

negotiation and also from the round as a whole. It was in the USA's interest to renegotiate

the waiver. The USA had maintained the waiver for so long as a consequence of the

position it took in 1955 that unless the waiver was glanted, it would leave the agreernent.

However, the USA could not be content that a two thirds majority could never be mustered

to terminate the waiver and would not have wished to be put in a position of having to

choose between the termination of the waiver or withdrawing from the Agreement. Even in

the event that the USA's zero protection \tras unachievable, the government still needed the

package to be put to Congtess to contain favourable elements if it was also to include the

amendment of the AAA tn conformity u¡ith giving up the waiver. By negotiating the

termination of the waiver, it might be able to obtain some other form of GATT legal

protection. Importantþ, the level of such alternative protection might be obtained by using

the negotiating ammunition given by policies which but for the waiver would have been

illegal. An outcome which involved reductions for every one else but which gave the USA

new GATT legal protection which could not be removed by a two-thirds majority vote

might also convince the Congress to repeal s22(f)-

One should give the EEC credit for recognizingfhatthere were two aspects of the probleur

to be dealt with. First, the distorted price signals given to producers. SecondlY, the disposal

of the stocþiles. The EEC view that the convergence of prices does operate to remove

distortions from import bariers, export competition and domestic production was clearly

right even if it would not be sufficient to solve all of the problans particularly the

stocþiles. By refusing to negotiate the convergence of the pnce signals without additionai

measured commiünents to abolish export subsidies, the USA was clearly placing the

responsibility for the disposal of the EEC's stockpiles squarely upon the EEC. Judged in

See GATT, Trade Policy Review, United States, 1992, Table AIV.6 at page 264, "Qrrantitative

restrictions maintained r¡nder the United States' GATT waivers to Aficle XXV:S".
40
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terms of legal entitlements, one might well argue that the EEC had caused its own problem

and had done so by implementing policies which were arguably illegal. However, in terms

of the interests of all contracting parties and the benefits to be derived from change, the EEC

surplus was not only the EEC's problem. One might question the wisdom of negotiating as

if it were. The positions of the EEC and the USA were a reversal of the positions they had

taken in 1955 during the attempt to negotiate rules to regulate subsidies; in 1955, it had been

the USA which had surplus agricultural produce and it yas the European cowrtries asking

the USA not to inflict the consequences of its overproduction on the rest of the world and it
had been the USA which had refused to bear the br¡rden of the problem it had caused for

itself and instead had insisted on weaker regulation of export subsidies on agricultual

products than on other products.4l

Both proposals lacked adequate differentiation between instruments. The USA could have

asked for specific commitments reducing import bariers without insisting that domestic

subsidies had to be similarly reduced. A middle way could have been suggested for export

subsidies, perhaps a binding on the per unit amount without a binding on the volume.

Similarly, the EEC could have asked for a right to protect its existing levels of protection

and a right to use exports to reduce its stocþiles but still made an offer to bind import

tariffs. One was asking for too much and the other was offering much too little, but neither

was prioritizing their efforts appropriately to the instruments that did the most damage. The

Cairns Group proposal was a little better. It did give priority to the removal of non-tariff

barriers but it detracted from a focussing of attention on the level of tariffs by intoducing

the notion of minimum access opportunities. In addition, it proposed subjecting both export

subsidies and domestic subsidies to the same level of reduction, a complete phase out.

The Cairns Group suggestion of minimum access quotas was a response to various problems

that could arise in the reform process. First, there would be the situation where there was an

s¡isring prohibition. A conversion of a prohibition to a tariff based on the difference

between intemal and external prices could result in a ta¡iff across which no trade would

flow. It was possible that this could be addressed though the formula for tariff reduction.

Another possibility would be to require that a minimum quantity of imports be permitted at

4l See the discussion of thei¡ roles in i955, above, in chapter 12 atp362.
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a low tariff rate. A second problem would arise in the situation in which there was an

existing import quota. There was a choice between leaving the import quotas in place and

gradually increasing them o¡ requiring the repiacement of the import quotas with bound

tariffs and then reducing those. In the event of tariffication, as long as the new bound tariff

rate was approximately equal to the difference between the internal and external prices

applyng under the quota, then the volume of import trade would be the same and could be

increased as the tariffrate was reduced. The second choice was preferable because it would

remove the discriminatory elements of quotas and would place agricultural tariffs in a

situation where further bargaining could be done on the basis of simple ta¡iff exchanges

whether in negotiations on agriculture or on all goods. However, one complication was that

the exporters who already had access under pre-existing quotas might lose their export share

to lower price suppliers. Those exporting countries might be able to complain that their

preferential export access had been gained as a result of some other concession which they

had given the importing counbry. Therefore, the issue ¿rose as to whether the unwinding of

these former preferential arrangements was something that should be allowed for, or

compe,nsated for, in some way within the scope of the agriculture negotiation. It would have

been preferable that the disadvantaged countries sought compensation through non-

discriminatory liberalization in agnculture or in another sector but that would not have

satisfied the particular exporters involved. Some resistance could also be expected from

those importing under the pre-existing quotas who were able to skim offa large mark-up for

themselves and would notbe able to continue to do so if the whole ofthe difference between

internal and external prices went to the govemment in the form of a tariff. A further problem

was that there might be an incentive to cheat in any process of conversion of non-tariff

ba¡riers to tariffs and that perhaps this might be less of a problem if the conversion was

accompanied by an obligation to maintain the pre-existing level of imports, It is clear that

the simplest solution to these problems was a simple conversion to tariffs, which if done

correctly would have preserved existing access at the same time as removing discrimination

from that existing access, accompanied by a formula for tariff reduction that would have

reduced the highest tarifß more significantly. However, there were significant pressures to

complicate the process to accommodate existing interests and to create a perception of

faimess in the exchange of obligations. At this stage of the negotiation, the only
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accommodation of these problems in the USA, EEC or Cairns goup proposals was the

reference in the Cairns groups proposal to "enlargement of minimum access arangeurents as

applicable".

5 THE MONTREAL MID-TERM AGREEMENT

Give,n the vast difference of the EEC proposal from those of the USA and the Caims group,

there was little common basis for a fruitful negotiation. Therefore, the Agriculture group

was confined to receiving submissions and identifying problems. Since there was a fairly

widespread consensus that the use of arL aggregale measure of governmental support might

be a useful basis for negotiation, the group established a Technical Group to develop the

idea. There was also a consensus that some improvernent in sanitary and phytosanitary rules

was necessary and feasible, so a sub-committee was established to formulate new rules in

this area. However, during the first two years, the Group did not reach any agreement at all

on the major issues.42

The TNC decided to hold a ministerial meeting in Montreal from 5 to 9 December 1988 to

conduct a mid-term review of the Uruguay round.43 In addition to reviewing progress, the

purpose of the ministerial meeting was to give the necessary political commitment to

complete the round by the end of 1990. It was envisaged that the ministers would issue

clear guidelines for the remainder of the negotiation. The GNG requested each negotiating

group to prepare draft decisions for consideration by ministers.aa

At the beginning of October, as the mid-term review approached, the USAbacked offa little

from its zero protection in 10 years proposal by indicating that it was prepared to consider

the Cairns group proposal as a basis for agreement at the mid-term review.45 However,

See Croome pll6-1I7,
Decision of the TNC of February 1988, see Petersmann, "The Uruguay Round Negotiations 1986-
1991" in Petersma¡n & Hilf, The New GATT Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations - Legal and
Economic Problems (Volume 5 tn Studies in Transnational Economic Zaw) (Kluwer, Deventer, 2nd
ed, 1991) pp5ll- 577 at5ll.
Decision of the GNG of September 1988, see psfs¡s¡¡ann, "The Uruguay Round Negotiations 1986-
1991", p.5l I
See Murph¡ Anna, The European Community and the International Trading System volume I in
Completing the Uruguay Round of the GATT (Centre for European Studies, Brussels, 1990) plt9
describing the statement of Clayton Yeutter at the meeting of trade minisfs¡s in Islamabad held from
I -3 October 1988 though stating "No chañge in the US long-term goal of elimination of t¡ade-
distorting me¿rsl¡res was implied".

42
43

44

45
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there was still a wide gulf between the positions of the Cairns group and the EEC. By the

time of the Mid-term review, the agriculture group had not reached sufñcient agreement to

submit a draft decision to the mi¡isters. The meeting did reach agreement upon i i ofthe 15

negotiating subjects, but agriculture was one of 4 groups upon which no agreement was

reached at the Montreal meeting.46 The Latin American members of the Cairns goup

insisted that there would be no agreement on other elements of the mid-term package

without an agreement on agriculnre.4T Consequently, no commitrnent was made to any of

the agreements. They were held over to a meeting of the TNC scheduled for April 1989.

The ministers requested the chairman of the TNC at official level, Mr Arthur Dunkel (the

Director-General of the GATT) to undertake consultations on the four ronaining areas.48

In March 1989, Mr. Dunkel presented a draft text of the Mid-Term Agreement. However,

the differences between the two major parties persisted until the begiruring of the meeting of

the TNC in Geneva on 5 April 1989. At that stage, it became clear that the entire Uruguay

round would proceed no fi¡rther unless agteement was made at least in a limited way on

some guidelines for furttrer negotiations in the agriculture group. A last minute negotiation

finally reached agreement on agriculture and, agreement having been reached in the three

other difficult areas, on 8 April, the TNC was able to adopt the whole of the Mid-temt

a . -,- r- Á' - r l-^11^-^- 
---¿ ^- L^ll ^a +L^ I\f^-+-a^l *^^+;-^ 4q
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That part of the Mid-Term Agreement50 which dealt with agriculture was divided into three

sections:

Long-Term Eleme,nts and Guidelines for Reform;

Short-Term Elements; and

Sanitary and Phytosanitary Regulations.

The others were textiles ¿¡d çl6thing, protection of intellectual property rights and reform of the

safeguard system, 5ss psfsßrnann, "The lJruguay Round Negotiations 1986-1991" atP5l2.
See Oxley, The Challenge ofFreeTrade 169-170.

See Australia, Deparment of Foreign Affairs, Trade Negotiations Brief,Issue No 5, Feb 1989, pI.
See Croome (1993) p178.

"Midterm Review Agreements" adopted by the Trade Negotiations Committee 8 April 1989' GATT

doc. MTN.TNC/I l; (1989) 28 International Legal Materials 1025; GATT, Activities in 1988 (GATT,

Geneva, 1989) at p.138-167.

A.

B.

C.
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Part B set out a standstill agreement with reporting obligations. Part A dealt with the main

areas of contention. The language adopted cleverly steered a conciliatory course so as to

maintain consistency with both the USA and the EEC attitudes. It refened to a reform

process uthrough the negotiation of commitments on support and protection"sl but said

nothing on the issue of whether the commitments would relate to specific policies or to

some more general measure of support and said nothing about the magnitude of the

commitrrents. It referred to "strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules and

disciplinesrrs2 quoting the words of the Punta Del Este Declaration but did not contain a

single reference to a particular GATT article or legal issue. On the subject of an aggregate

measure of support, it refened to the "negotiation of commiûnents'r,s3 but on the issue of

specific policies and measures it referred only to "negotiations".54

However apart from confirming the breadth and purpose of the negotiations as set out in the

Punta Del Este declaration, v€ry little in ttre mid-term agreement indicated any useful

agreement. There were perhaps three exceptions to this.

The first area of agreement was the solitary mention in the midterm text of the magnitude of

liberalization. This was the reference to "substantial progressive reductions". It is

understood that the choice of the words "substantial" and "progressive" was the subject of an

intense multilateral negotiation. Some parties were insisting that the EEC and Japan should

commit to major reductions in protection. They refused to commit themselves to much

more than a commitnent to negotiate. However, no doubt with the whole Uruguay Round

at stake and perhaps the preservation of the GATT system as well,ss there was considerable

pressure for the officials involved to agree on a suitable public announcement on the

progress of the agriculture negotiation. The choice of words was difficult: major,

significant, substantial, progressive. Does the word 'substantial' mean merely more than

"Midtenn Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/I l, Agriculnue, para 5 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.

"Midterrn Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculture, para 5 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.

"Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculnue, para 6 in GATT, Activities ín 1988 at
p143.

"Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agricultrue, para 6 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.
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formal or does it carry an indication of magnitude? Even among people whose first

language is the same a word can carry shades of meaning. Among an intemational forum

the problem is increased. This negotiation berng a continuation oi the Montreal meeting

was canied out with all parties represented. While there swely were some side-meetings

between the USA and the EEC and between and among various other groupings, it was

quite clear that the form of words had to be agreed by all parties to the negotiation and that it

had to be done within a few days. As days reduced to hours, the reduction of the negotiation

to one over choice of words became stark. It is almost amusing that in what was esse'lrtially

a question of reaching agreement between the EEC and the USA and occasionally also the

Cairns Group, virhrally the only genuine international multilateral negotiation in the entire

negotiation on agriculture was engaged in over the words "substantial" and "progressive".

Apparentþ, there ìtrere even people running around the corridors of the Centre William

Rappards6 looking for thesar¡rusesS7 to look up synonyms for "substantial".58

The second area of substantive agreement in the mid-term agreement was the work

prograrnme set out in clause 11. Parties were invited to submit "by December 1989 detailed

proposals for the achievement of the long-term objective, including the following:

- the terms and use of an aggregate measurement of support;
- strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules and

disciplines;
- the modalities of special and differential treatnaent for developing

countries;
- sanitary and phytosanitary regulations;
- tariffication, decoupled income support, and other ways to adapt

support and protection;
- \ilays to take account of the possible negative effects of the reform

process on net food-importing developing countries."S9

Thirdly, the agreement did maintain the breadth of the negotiation by stating that the

commitments to be negotiated "should encompass all measures afFecting directly or

See, eg, Preeg, Traders and Diplomats in q Brave New World (1995) p89 noting doubts of many as to

the continued relevance of the GATT at this time and the statement by Lester Thurow (Dean of the

Sloan School of Management atMT), in January 1989, that'GATT is dead".

The building which houses the GATT Secretariat and GATT meeting places.

The Collins dictionary gives the plural of thesaurus as either thesauri or ùesauruses.

Interviewby the authorof GATT Secretariat Offrcial, 12May 1992.

"Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/I1, Agriculture, pa¡a l1 "Work Progranme".
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indirectly import access and export competition".60 On import access, ttre Mid-term Review

Agreement made particular reference to:

quantitative and other non-tariff access restrictions, whether maintained wrder
waivers, protocols of accession or other derogations and exceptions, and all
matters not explicitly provided for in the General Agreement, and the matter of
conversion of the measures listed into tarif[s;"61

Thus, it confirmed that the US waiver, grandfathered policies, and grey areas measures like

variable levies and minimum price schemes were all on the negotiating table.

On the question of subsidies and export competition, it significantly elaborated upon the

words of the Pr.urta declaration which referred to:

increasing discipline on the use of all direct and indirect subsidies and other
measures affecting directly or indirectly agricultural trade.62

The EEC was particularly concemed that it should not have to wrdertake reduction

commihnents on export subsidies that would not apply equally to US deficiency payments.

The EEC argued that even though its own export subsidies were conditional upon export

and the USA's deficiency payments were not conditional upon exports that the deficiency

payments should still be treated as export subsidies when they were paid on products that

actually were exported. The parties agreed that the negotiations would ernbrace:

internal support measures (including income and price support) which directþ
or indirectly affect trade;63

Arguably that covered deficiency payments, but the EEC did not want any distinction

between internal support and export subsidies to result in different treatnent of its export

subsidies from the USA's deficiency payments. They agreed to refer to:

"direct budgetary assistance to exports, and other forms of export assistance",

but the EEC and the USA disagreed on the inclusion of a specific reference to deficiency

payments. Finally they agreed on the insertion of the words: "othe,r payments on products

exported" to change the text to

60 "Midtemr Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculture, para 7 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.
"Midtenn Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculture, pa¡a 7 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.
Punta Del Este Ministerial Declaration, Agriculture GATTBÍSD 33Sll9 at24.
"Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculture, para 7 in GATT, Activities in 1988 at
p143.
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direct budgetary assistance to exports, other payments on products exported

and other forms of export assistance.64

Thus, the negotiation of the mid-term agreernent was completed.

Soon after, in July l989,the TNC met and agreed on a three stage plan for the completion of

the Round: first, the period until the end of 1989, for parties to make fi¡rther proposals,

grving further details or proposing compromises; second, in the period until July/August

1990, for negotiators to reach compromises so as to reach broad agreement; and third, for

the remainder of 1990 to atte,nd to the details of the legal instruments in readiness for a final

meeting of the Round to be held in Brussels.65

6 THE 1989 PROPOSALS

In accordance with the mid-term agreement, participants submitted detailed proposals

during 1989. These proposals did move the parties closer together but only slightly. None

of the proposals had shifted much from the relevant participant's opening position, even

though they were elucidated in considerably greater detail.

6.1 THE USA PROPOSAL OF 25 OCTOBER 1989

The USA proposal66 made much clearer proposals about permanent changes to the rules to

apply to agricultwe and about the plan for transition to the improved rules to some extent

borrowing from the earlier proposal of the Caims Group. The proposal submitted a plan for

refonn which classified support instruments into four categories:

(1) import access;

(2) export competition;

(3) internal support; and

(4) sanitary and phytosanitary measures (which are not dealt with here).

"Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II, Agriculture, paraT in GATT, Actívities in 1988 at

p143.
Croome (1995) p179.

"Submission of the United States on Comprehensive Long-Term Agricultural Reform" to the

Negotiating Group on Agriculture, dated 25 October 1989, MTN.GNG/NG5/TV/118.

g
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6.1.1 The USA's Proposed Long Term Rules

The proposal envisaged that the long term rules applicable to agriculture would be:

(Ð a prohibition on quantitative restrictions; the proposal referred to a prohibition on

variable levies, minimum import prices, VERs, to the elimination of existing

waivers, derogations and grandfather clauses and to the removal of Article XI:2(c);at

(iÐ tariff bindings on all agricultural products and for those tariffbindings to be at zsro

or very low levels with some tolerance for developing countries to have ta¡iffs bound

at "moderate levels" which would over time be reduced to similar levels to other

Parties;68

(iiÐ no specific proposals were made with respect to the rules governing quotas applied

by state tading entities but it was implicit in the proposal for comprehensive binding

that all state trading operations would become subject to the Article II:4 rule limiting

mark-ups;

(Ð a complete prohibition on export subsidies;6e the proposal was ambiguous as to

whether some latitude would be allowed to developing countries in respect of export

subsidies;70

(v) a complete prohibition on subsidies either in the form of dual price policies that raise

domestic prices or in the form of deficiency payments that increase the return from

production'7l (However, the proposal was ambiguous as to whether this prohibition

would apply to subsidies in the form of deficiency payments as used by the United

States, for the prohibited deficiency subsidies were defined as those income support

payments to producers which would not meet the criteria for permitted policies; it

was arguable that the USA's deficiency payments with their set aside requirements

might fit into a category of permitted policies relating to payments "to remove land

MTN.GNG/NG5ÆV/I 1 8, pp3-4.
MTN.GNG/NG5AM/I I 8, W3-4.
MTN.GNG/NG5/''ùV/ I I 8, pp5-6.

MTN.GNG^IGs/Wlllï, p16 (referring only to "certain subsidies").

MTN.GNG/1.{G54il/118, p9, pa¡a A "Policies to be Phased Out".

67
68
69
70
7l
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or other production factors from agriculture or to facilitate the transition process");72

Some latitude was to be allowed to developing countries in respect of these subsidies

as long as they progressively reduced such subsitiies as their agricultural sector or

their overall economy improves.T3

(vi) there would be a binding in terms of Aggregate Measure of Support on those

subsidies that were neither prohibited nor permitted;

(viÐ there would be no consfraints at all on permitted subsidies which included direct

income payments not linked to production, bona fide domestic food aid, general

services that did not provide income or price support; and "progtams to removing

land or other production factors from agriculture or to facilitate the transition

Processr''74

No doubt the USA administration would have denied that their proposal was an ambit claim.

However, clearly, it was. If they had succeeded in eliminating and prohibiting all manner of

non-tariff import barriers, then the damage that could be caused by export subsidies would

be unlikeþ to be large enough to require negotiation of a complete prohibition and if they

had succeeded in eliminating and prohibiting all manner of non-tariff barriers and eve,n

la ,a I r1 r - - 1l f- - ^^----l 1^-- ^¿1^^- L-^^ ^f ^.-L^:l:^^nalvlng expoIT suDsloles, [nen urc uamagç [Ilar uuuru uç u¡lurtru uy uurçr ryPçs ur. ùuur¡(¡r.çù

would be wrlikely to be large enough to require negotiation of a complete prohibition of

production or price linked subsidies.

The real problem was that the USA was a\Mare that a reduction of tariff barriers to near zeÍo

was extremely unlikely and that with the EEC having significant import barriers still in

place, the EEC would still be producing large exportable surpluses. Hence, there was a need

to resort to other ways of containing that surplus and its effects on world markets. Clearly,

they thought it would be better to negotiate on all strategies at once rather than td argue first

on the level of import barriers and then to raise the regulation of subsidies. It is submitted

that they were lryrong. They could have argued for across the board tariffication, binding

and reductions and some not too restrictive binding of export subsidies without worrying at

72
73
74

MTN.GNG/I{G5AM/118, pp9-10, paras A & B.
MTN.GNG/NG5/TV/ 1 I 8, p I 6.

MTN.GNG/NG5AM/1 I 8, p 10.
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all about other kinds of subsidies and without risking much difference in the end result. It

was likely that the EEC would determine what level of support prices they wanted and that

that would determine their offer on total support which would determine their offers on

import barriers, export subsidies and domestic support.

6.1.2 The USAfs Proposal for Transition

The Proposal called for a transition period of 10 years dr:ring which the parties were to be

required to comply with specific undertakings to change policies.

(a) lmport Access

The USA's implementation submission on import access had a number of key elements most

of which were later adopted in the final Agriculture Agreement. The proposal was a

complicated mixture of tariff reductions and the conversion of existing import quotas to

tariffrate quotas.

(Ð Prohibítion of Quantítative Restrictions:

From the beginning of the implementation period, no new non-ta¡iff measwes would be

pennitted.

(it) TariffBinding

All goods covered by the agriculture agreement would be subject to bound tariffs. On

products upon which non-tariff barriers existed, the tariff should be based upon the

difference between world prices and domestic prices using a 1986-1988 average.

The proposal implied that in the situation where there existed both a borurd tariffand a non-

tariffmeasure then the pre-existing bound tariff would be replaced by the new tariff. The

old tariff rate would not even enter into the calculation of the new tariff rate. The

calculation would be based solely upon the difference between world price and domestic

price. This process would occur regardless of whether the pre-existing non-tariffbarrier had

been legal or not. The process would leave considerable scope for bariers of doubtful

legality to be converted into legal tarifß, though at least they would become bound.
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Another significant consequence of the rewriting of tariffbindings relates to nullification or

impairmelrt complaints. In such disputes, the relevant date for determining "reasonable

expectations" would be the date of the Uruguay Round binding. Effectiveiy oniy subsidies

greater than those existing on that date could constitute nullification or impairment. This

might leave scope for subsidies which before the Uruguay round might have nullified or

impaired a tariff binding to become unchallengeable from the date of the Uruguay Rowrd

binding. However, this would depend on whether the old bindings were deemed to survive

the Uruguay Round and would coexist with the new bindings.

(äù Reductions ín Tarifs

The USA proposed that over a ten year tansition period, the new tariff rates would subject

be to progressive annual reductions to final bor¡nd rates which would be zero or low rates.75

(iÐ Tariff Quotas for Existing or Minimum Access

The USA proposal elaborated a role for tariff rate quotas in the transition process. In

addition to the binding and reduction of tariff rates, it was proposed that for a given volume

of trade, a lower tariff should apply. These tariff quotas would apply only for the ten year

transition period after which the final bound tariffwould be the only import barrier.T6

The USA proposed that all existing non-tariff measures would be replaced with tariff rate

quotas. This would apply to all non-tariffbarriers including variable levies and VERs, those

applylng under waivers, grandfathering and under Article XI:2(c). The volume under the

quotas would be set at the level "existing in 1990 or some recent historical period" or, in

cases in which no trade previously flowed, at a negotiated minimum level. The tariffrate to

apply within the quota would be set at a negotiated rate which would be bound.77

75
76

MTN.GNG/NG5AM/ I 1 8, p5.
See MTN.GNGiNG5A¡//118, p5: "At the end of the ten-year Ea.usition period, Contracting Pa¡ties

would remove âny remeining quotas and the final bound ta¡iffs would be the only form of import
protection.
MTN.GNG/NG5/'0Y/ I I 8, p477
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(v) Enlargement of TariffQuotas

The initial quotas would be expanded by agreed minimum volumes during the l0 year

tansition period.78

(vù Safeguard Mechanism

The final element of the import access proposals related to a special safeguard provision to

apply only for the transition period. It proposed that in the case of certain quantified

increases in the volume of imports, aparly would be able to "revert back a specified level of

tariff protection for the remainder of the year" before having to resume implementation of

the lib erali zation pro gramme.

(b) Export Subsidies

The USA proposed a phase-out of export subsidies to be followed by a complete

prohibition. "Export subsidy" was not defined but was illustated by the inclusion of the list

of illustative subsidies comprised in the Tokyo Round Subsidies Code. This refers to direct

subsidies "contingent upon export performance". Deficiency payments were not specifically

on the list, nor did any of the items on the list include them.79

The phase-out period was to be five years. It was proposed that reduction commiûnents be

measured in terms of either govemment expenditures or volume of subsidized product.

(c) Internal Support

As set out above, the USA proposal on domestic subsidies elaborated a frafEc light approach

to most, less and least trade distorting domestic subsidies that was contained in its 1987

proposal. It was proposed that the prohibition on the red category was to come into effect

after a 10 year phase out process. There would also be a l0 year process of reductions to the

amber category of subsidies.

MTN.GNG/NG5/TV/1 I 8, p5.

With the possible exception of paragraph O which refers to: "Any other charge on the public account
constiírting an export subsidy in the sense of Article XVI of the Gene¡al Agreement." The words "in
the sense of Article XVI" are a-urbiguous since Article XVI contains no definition of subsidy and in
the different paragraphs of Article XVI the references to export subsidies use different wordings. On
one view, the words might extend along the lines suggested by Article XVI:3 to "any form of subsidy
which operates to increase the export" of a product.

78

79
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(i) Policies to be phased out

For the red category of subsidies including dual price policies which raise domestic prices

above world prices and direct payments linked to current production, the USA proposed

reductions in l0 equal annual steps culminating in their complete elimination. Parties were

to be able to choose their own method of implementing the phase-out which might either be

by reducing internal prices or by reducing volumes eligible for support or both. At the end

of the phase out period, these policies would be prohibited- 80

(iù Policies to be disciPlined

For the amber category of policies which were not required to be phased-out but did not

meet the criteria for permitted poiicies, reductions of an aggregate measure of support

('AMS') were proposed. The term AMS was used in a narrow sense. It was used to refer

only to those kinds of support as would not be prohibited or permitted under the rules to

apply at the end of the tansition period. Therefore, it did not include support from import

bariers, export subsidies or production linked domestic subsidies. The proposal did not

quantiff the reductions to be implemented-8l

6.2 THE CAIRNS GROUP PROPOSAL OF 27 NOVEMBER 1989

Like the USA proposal, the Cairns group proposal also divided the subject matter into ttre

three areas of import access, intemal support and export subsidies.8z It expanded on its

earlier proposals comprising both a proglamme for reform and proposals for long term rules.

It presented the programme for reform first and the proposals for long terms rules took a

subservient position.

6.2.1 The Caims Group Proposals for Long term Rules

With respect to import access, the proposals were substantially a restatement of the 1987

proposals= Therefore, the United States and the Cairns Group were united in calling for a

prohibition on quantitative restrictions, the termination of existing derogations and the

80
81

82

MTN.GNGn{G5/ril/ 1 I 8, P I 1.

MTN.GNG^{G5/ril/l I 8, p I l.
Caims Group, "Comprehensive Proposal for the Long-Term Reform of Agricultural Trade" dated27

November I 989, MTN.GNGiNG 5 lW / 128.
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binding of all tarifß at zero or low levels.83 The one point of difference related to Article

XI:2(c). The Cairns Group proposal called for:

a prohibition on the introduction or continued use of all measures not explicitly
provided for in the GATT, including non-tariff barriers and other measures
such as variable import levies and minimum import prices;8a

but it did not mention Article XI:2(c), neither proposing any amendments nor proposing that

it be abolished. Within the Cairns group, Canada had indicated that it preferred that Article

XI:2(c) be retained and improved.ss In addition, this proposal also indicated that, for

developing countries, the final bor¡nd rates might be higher.86

With respect to subsidies, the new Caims group proposal distinguished between export

subsidies and other subsidies. V/ith respect to export subsidies, it repeated its call for a

prohibition on export subsidies as made in its earlier proposal and also in the USA

proposal.ST However, a point of difference between the USA and the Caims goup was that

the Cairns group proposal called for appropriate amendments to A¡ticle XVI and relevant

articles of the Subsidies Code in clear contemplation that a new Uruguay Round Agreement

on Subsidies would be applicable to agriculture. The Cairns group also called for an

amendment to the Agreement to require food aid to be in grant form but did not specifu the

terms of the amendment, though the suggestion seemed to be that food aid in any other form

should be prohibited as an export subsidy.8s

'With respect to internal support, whereas the 1987 proposal had called for a phase out of all

production related subsidies, now, the Cairns group adopted the 'traffic light' division

between prohibited measures, permitted but disciplined measures and permitted measures.

However, it backed away a little ûom its call for a complete phase-out of all production

related subsidíes, by failing to speciff which subsidies would fall within the prohibited

category and which would fall within the permitted but disciplined category. It also

83

84
85

MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW I L28, at p5, para 1 6.

MTN.GNG IGslW/Lz8,at p5, para I6.
See Stewart, p184. Canada subsequently submitted a sepamte proposal on Aficle XI:2, "Canadian
Proposal on GATT Article XI" MTN.GNG/1.{G54il/159, 19 March 1990).
MTN.GNG {G5 lW / 128, at p9, para 40.2(a).

MTN.GNG/NG5/W/128, at p8, para 33.
MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW / 128, at p8, para 34.

86
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proposed that the new rules would have to bind the results of the reform programme but did

not speciff an end point for the reform programme.s9

It confi.rmed that the permitted category would include direct income suppof decoupled

from production and marketing. It proposed that the permitted category would have to be

subject to tightly circumscribed criteria.eo The proposal also indicated that, for developing

countries, the permitted category might be broader than for other countries.9l

An interesting addition was a proposal for amendment of CVD rules and proposing that

redress for violations must be pursued through GATT dispute settlement procedures.92 This

proposal was not clear. It seems to have been suggesting that some domestic subsidies

ought not to be cor¡ntervailable and the proposal would have been consistent with making all

domestic subsidies actionable only under multilaterally authorized remedies rather than

r¡nder counte,n¡ailing duties.

6.2.2 The Caims Group Reform Programme

The Caims group proposed that the reform process span l0 years or less during which

Itberalizatton commitrnents must be made. It stressed that the liberalization commitnent

must apply to all measures, all products and all parties.

(a) Import Access

The Cairns group also proposed that non-tariff ba¡riers be replaced with tarifß and it also

proposed a role for tariff quotas. However, the mechanism for instituting this change was

different.

(Ð tarfficationandprohibition ofquantitativerestrictions:

The Caims Group proposed that all non-tariff barriers not expressly provided for in the

GATT be prohibited and that all such existing non-tariff bariers be converted into

equivalent ad valorem tariffs subject to a maximum ad valorem level. Apart from use of the

words "tariffequivalents" and a specification that "the conversion process must not increase

89

90
91

92

MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW / 128, at p7, paras 27 -28.
MTN.GNG/Ì.{G 5 

^¡,1 

/ 128, at p7, pan 28.
MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW I 128, at p I 0, pa¡a 40.2(b).
MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW I 128, at p7, para 30.
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protection levels for any product", no method of calculation of tariffs was proposed. The

conversion was to apply to all non tariffbariers. Particular mention was made of variable

levies and minimum import prices but no mention was made of quotas maintained under

Article XI:2(c) leaving open an interpretation that these might not be required to be

tariffied.e¡

(iÐ Binding

It also proposed the binding of all tariffs on agriculttual products regardless of whether or

not the tariff rates result from the conversion of non-tariffmeasures.

(iíù Reductíons in Tarffi

The Cairns group also proposed that tariffs be reduced over a ten year period to low levels

or zero. The proposal made separate proposals for tariffs that would result from tariffication

of non-tariffba:riers and other tariffrates. This distinction seems to have been made so that

any product wide tariff reduction agreement arising from the Ror¡nd could apply to the

existing tariffs on agricultural products and to ensure that it could do so without having its

application softened for agricultural products. In practice though, this distinction made the

proposal too complicated. For existing tariffs, it proposed that they should be reduced to

rates "in line with the average rate for industrial products'.94 These rates were to be not less

than those specified in a product wide tariffreduction agreement and were to accord with a

formula which should deal with tariffpeaks and achieve lower and more r¡niform rates. For

tariffs resulting from tarifñcation, the proposal made no further elaboration of what was

meant by low rates; for these tariffs, the reductions were to accord wittr "an agreed formula

with a harmonizing ef[ect?'.e5 In all cases, the formulas could be supplemented by request

and offer negotiations. The proposal indicated that for developing corurtries, the size of
reductions might be smaller and the transition time might be longer.96

MTN.GNG IG5 lW / 128, at p34, para 12.
MTN.GNG/NGí lW / 128, at p4, para I 5.
MTN.GNG/}{G 5 IW / L28, at p4, pan 13.
MTN.GNG/¡{G 5 lW / 128, at p9, para 40.

93
94
9s
96
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(iv) Tariff Quotas for Existing or Minimum Access

Like the USA proposal, the Cairns group proposal also described a role for tariff quotas.97

It specified that tariffquotas might be part of the transition process but would be removed at

the end of the transition to final bound tariffs. However, whereas the USA proposal

conternplated the conversion of all existing non-tariff barriers to tariffquotas, it appears that

the Cairns goup w¿ìs proposing the use of tariffquotas in more limited circumstances:

(1) in the situation, where the tariff equivalent would be too high to permit any ftade at

all; in this situation, it \ilas proposed that the initial tariff quota should be set by

reference to a specified level of domestic consumption or production; this idea of

fixing a level of volume of import access, though only proposed as part of a

transitional plan, was contrary to the general object of the negotiation which was to

enhance the operation ofmarket forces; and

(2) in the situation where there was pre-existing country specific access, the enlargement

of the country specific access on a global basis was proposed as a way to phase out

the counùry-specific access.

(u) Expansion of Global TariffQuotas

The Cairns goup proposal also referred to progressive expansion of the tariffquotas.

(vù Safeguard mechanism

The Cairns gtoup merely indicated a readiness to explore an additional safeguard

mechanism for agricultural products but stipulated that any such mechanism would be

available only in the case of products upon which non-tariffmeasures have been tariffied.

(b) Export Subsidies

Like the USA, the Caims goup proposed a phase-out of export subsidies to be followed by

a complete prohibition. "Export subsidy" was not defined. No timetable for the phase-out

was proposed but it was implied that the phase out would occur within the 10 year

implementation period.

97 MTN.GNG/NG5/W|L28, atP4,Paru 13
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The proposal called for a freeze on export subsidies followed by annual progressive

reductions. The group proposed that the limits be measured in tenns of both the per unit

amount and the total outlay.

(c) Internal Support

The Cairns group's proposal for reduction of internal support was broader than that of the

USA. It envisaged reductions that would deal with policies that raise prices to consumers

and producers as well as those that raise prices to producers without raising prices to

consumers, proposing that the reductions should reinforce commiûnents on import ba¡riers

and export subsidies. The Caims group reform proposal called for progressive annual

reductions based on both

(Ð producer supportprices; and

(iÐ Aggregate Measure of Support ('AMS').

Each of these measures should be calculated on a commodity specific basis. Therefore, the

Caims group proposal contemplated that the intemal support reductions would apply to all

support íncluding that provided by import bariers and export subsidies. Reductions were

proposed to start from a base calculated on the average support in the years 1986-1988.98

The proposal made provision for the parties to define'permitted policies'which would not

be subject to the reduction commitments. The permitted policies would be reshicted to

those that are not linked to production or trade.ee The proposal indicated that for developing

countries this permitted category might be broader. In addition, the proposal indicated that,

for developing countries, the size of the reduction commitrrents would þs ls5s.l00

As mentioned, the Caims goup proposal also suggested that the transition period would

result in new rules under which policies would be categorized as: (l) prohibited policies, (2)

policies that a¡e permitted but disciplined and (3) permitted policies. However the proposal

did not set out any criteria for distinguishing between category (1) and category (2). Nor did

MTN.GNG/NG5^Ã/i 128, at p5-6, paras 17 -24.
MTN. GNGn\iG 5 lW / I28, at p6, para 23.

MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW / 128, at p I 0, para 40.2þ).

98
99
r00
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the proposal provide for any details of any distinction between these two categories in the

way that reduction commitnents would be made.

6.3 THE DECISION IN THE OILSEEDS PANEL REPORT GIVEN 14 DECEMBER

1989

The submission of the EEC proposal was conveniently delayed until after the report of the

panel in the Oilseeds dispute was handed dswn.l0l

In the discussion of the Oilseeds case in chapter 13, reference was made to the relationship

between the oilseeds market and the grain market in the EEC. The enormous quantity of

USA exports of oilseed to the EEC was facilitated by the zero binding given by the EEC in

the Dillon rormd in 1961. At that time, US-EEC tade in this sector was small. However, as

the EEC lifted the price of cereals there had been a shift in demand for animal feeds from

cereals to oilseeds and a consequent increase in the quantity of oilseeds demanded. The

USA exploited this demand by increasing exports to the EEC which had responded by

establishing subsidies for the use of EEC oilseeds. These subsidies were the subject of the

oilseeds dispute.

One of the objectives of the EEC's internal reform of the eoÍtmon agricultural policy was to

siúft some of the demand ior ammai feeds back from oilseeris io cereals. Trús w-ould help to

control the sgrpluses in cereals. Such a shift could be achieved by decreasing the price of

cereals or by increasing the price of oilseeds. Decreasing the pice of cereals was a very

sensitive issue which was under consideration. Increasing the price of oilseeds was not

feasible without renegotiating the tariff bindings. The EEC internal price to consumers was

essentially determined by the price of imports ûom the US. The price of the oilseeds from

the USA was affected by deficiency payments based on a reference price a little less than

l0% above the world Price.loz

101 Report of the panel on European Economic Community - Payments and Subsidies Paid to Processors

of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins, L16627, dated 14 December 1989, adopted by the

GATT Council on 25 January 1990, GATT BISD 375186.

GATT, Trade Policy Review, United States, 1992, Table 4V.12, "Trade measrres applied in the

United States to oilseeds, fats, oils, 1991", p.292; Also see under "Production subsidies" at pl35; and

Table AV.3 "Summary of Producer subsidy equivalents for the United States, 1982-1990"B.281.

t02
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One possible strategy for the EEC was to negotiate a reduction in its own oilseeds subsidies

in exchange for a reduction in US deficiency payments and a reduction in the USA's tariffs

on oilseeds. The EEC proposal would be expected to divide the negotiation into sectors

with reciprocal cuts to be made by both the USA and the EEC in each sector. However, the

decision of the Panel was that the subsidies did infringe Article II and did impair the tariff

binding. The Panel recommended that the subsidies be brought into conformity with Article

III and abstained from making any recommendation relating to the impairment of the tariff

binding. The panel decision had ¡vo efÊects on the EEC. First, due to the finding r¡nder

Article III, the EEC would have to change its CAP for bound products from purchase

subsidies into deficiency payments. Secondly, the finding on nullification or impairment,

was a threat to the EEC's ability to use its deficiency payments on oilseeds and other grain

substitutes as negotiating ammunition in the Uruguay Round.

The outcome on oilseeds was also related to the EEC's capacity to enter into commitnrents

to reduce export subsidies on wheat. If they could not find a way to increase the price of

oilseeds then the EEC would be less able than it would otherr¡¡ise be to effect a shift in

demand from oilseeds to cereals. In consequence, it would be less able to contol the

surplus of cereals which would have to be either exported or accreted to stocþiles.

Therefore, the EEC did not want to commit itself to policy specific commitrnents to limit

subsidized cereal exports. However, if the EEC could negotiate an increase in the price of

oilseeds, then it would be able to plan for an increase in the consumption of cereals for

animal feed and it might become possible for it to make a commiünent to limit export

subsidies on cereals. The volume of imports of oilseeds was so large that it would have

been almost impossible to renegotiate the oilseeds bindings under Article )O(VIII because

of the difficulty of finding products upon which there was or would be a comparable amount

of trade. Therefore, the EEC wished to increase the import barriers for oilseeds without

having to use Article XXVIil. This became a central element of the EEC's proposals in the

agriculture negotiation. It sought to reorganize its CAP by lowering the support price for

cereals at the same time as raising the support price for oilseeds and, to some extent,

changing the mechanism of support for oilseeds from a subsidy to an import barrier. The

EEC's ability to use the deficiency payments as negotiating arrmr¡nition to exchange for

increases in import barriers was dependent on it having a legal right to maintain the
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deficiency payments. This strategy of increasing protection on oilseeds products and other

grain substitutes, the EEC catled a'rebalancing'of the CAP.I03 This became an important

ele,ment of the EEC's position in the GATT negotiation'

6.4 THE EEC PROPOSAL OF 20 DECEMBER 1989

The EEC's proposallO4 began with a statement of general principles which demonstrated the

vast difference between the approaches taken by the USA and the EEC to reforming

agricultural trade. It stressed the special characteristics ofagriculture which require special

policies but acknowledged that existing policies had caused production which was not

demanded by the market. It used the term "structural imbalance". The introductory part of

the proposal uses the word "balance" or some derivative of it no less than I dms5.l05 ffi5

seemingly innocuous point of linguistics was to take on great significance as the negotiation

prop¡essed and the question of "rebalancing" became a major point of con1sn1ien.l06

The EEC proposal was an insular one. The proposal was clearly driven by the internal EEC

negotiation on the reform of the CAP. It was an external manifestation of the likely path of

CAP reform rather than a plan for reform of the GATT. The EEC made no proposals for

amendme,lrt of the long term GATT rules and expressed no concern with continuing to

^-^!',,{o oæinrrlt,'-c &ncyì fha cr.-ñli¡atinn nf the sener-a.l n:leS Of tåe GATT- 1'çr the extgnttyjÑIlJlJ\/ 4érl'Wr¡rlsW uva¡¡ urv slrP^¡vsrrv¡¡

that the proposal addressed rule changes at all, it was directed to arguing against the USA's

tariffication proposal. There were no proposals for changes to Article XVI and there was a

specific statement that the Article XI exception (appropriately formulated) should be

retained.lOT One paragraph in the EEC's proposal particularly demonstrated the opposition

to the USA's approach:

This leads to a very important conclusion: the aim of the negotiation can only
be, to progressiveþ reduce support to the extent necessary to re-establish

balanced markets and a more market-oriented agricultural trading system. It is

103

104

105
106

See Hathaway, Dale E., "Agriculture" , ch2 inSchott, Jef&ey J. (ed), Completing the Urugaay Round

- A Resul* Oriented Approach to the GATT Trade Negotiation (Institute for International Economics,

Washington DC, Sept 1990) pp51-62 at 54-55.

EEC, "Global Proposal of the European Community on the Long-Term Objectives for the

Multilateral Negotiation on Agricultural Questions", MTN.GNGNG5/W/145, dated 20 December

1989.
Including one quote from the Pr¡nta Del Este Decla¡ation.

See McDonald, Bradley J., "Agricultural Negotiations in the Uruguay Round" (1990) l3Q) World

Economy 299-327 at 306-308.
MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW I 14 5, dated 20 December 19 89, p7, para 6.t07
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not to set "a priori" and "in abstracto", a final level of support. The polemic
which seems to be resurfacing on such a final objective has a theoretical even
an ideological flavour; it disrupts the negotiation by slowing it down and
provokes pointless questions on the possibility of applying to the agricultural
sector constraints which no one has previously contemplated imposing on other
chapters of the negotiations.lo8

The EEC proposed a reform prograÍìme consisting of reductions to be made in terms of a

single aggregate measure of support called the Support Measurement Unit ('SMU'¡.toe The

EEC did not propose any new prohibitions nor did it propose that the reductions should lead

to complete phase outs. It proposed that reduction commitnents be applied to "all measures

which have a real impact on the production decisions of farmers.'rl l0 It did not employ the

classification into import access, export subsidies and internal support. It argued against

making separate commitments on import access saying that these could be adequately dealt

with by reductions rn aggregate support. It resisted any difîerentiation between export

subsidies and other subsidies or between dual price policies and direct payment policies.

The proposal was completely opposed to a distinction between border measures and non-

border me¿ìsures saylng that it was:

appropriate to emphasize that any negotiation which focused in priority on
frontier measures would in no way contribute ... to an improvement sf ¡¿ds.l I I

No particular rate of reduction was proposed but sector by sector consideration was

submitted with the most important sectors listed.l12 The Support Measr¡rement Unit was to

be calculated by reference to a fixed external price.ll3 This meant that reduction

commitnents would not apply to, nor have to take account of that part of support which

occurs in consequence of falls in the world price (including by virtue of exchange rate

fluctuations). Reduction commitrnents were to be implemented over a period of five years

with the possibility of negotiating further reductions.

In essence, the EEC was maintaining its original submission that the narrowing of the gap

between domestic prices a¡rd world prices would be sufEcient to deal with all protectionist

108

109

ll0
111

l12.

MTN.GNG/¡{G 5 lW I 145, at p.2
MTN. GNG/|{G 5 lW I | 45, pp3 - 4.

MTN.GNGÂ{G 5 tW / 145, at p3.
MTN.GNG/NGÍ lW / 145 at p2, pan 3.

Cereals, rice, sugar, oilseeds, milk, beef, veal, pigmeat, eggs and poultrymeat; see

MTN.GNG/¡{GS lW / 145, p3, para 2.

MTN.GNG/NGí lW I L45, p4, para 2.113
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policies. The proposal continued to be a reflection of the fact that there was still a

continuing debate within the community as to how to achieve a reduction in agriculhral

protecdon an<i in füe cost of the Common Agricuitural Policy. Two concems ì¡/ere

important: that exports assisted by deficiency payments should be subject to the same

reduction commitnents as exports assisted by direct export subsidies; and that the reform

process should cause a shift from oilseeds to cereals in the EEC market for animal feeds.

However, the dominating factor was the preservation of the CAP. The proposal was almost

the same as the Kennedy Round'montant de soutien' proposal and the simple message \¡/as

that the CAP was not negotiable.

The segmented approach of dealing with import barriers, export subsidies and intemal

support separately \¡/as a direct threat to the CAP. For that reason the EEC proposal

attacked the focus on import bariers and particularly the proposals for tariffication.

However, the EEC said that it could consider tariffication if two major elenlents were to be

incorporated into the conversion process:

First, it said:

border protection for the products included on the list of Support Measurement

Units, as well as their derivatives and substitutes, would be assured by a fixed
component ... completed by a corrective factor in order to take into account

exchange rate variations and world market fluctuations which went beyond

certain limits to be agreed.l14

There are three aspects of this: that border protection would not be reciuced to zero but that a

certain level of border protection would be assured; that use of something akin to a variable

levy should be permissible in response to falls in the world price below an agreed level

which would have the effect that the tariff reductions would not have to be greater than

those which would have been required under the EEC proposal of disciplining tariffwith an

AMS calculated using a fixed external reference price; and also it appears to be submitting

that in the process of converting a support measure to a tariff, consideration should also be

given to imposing tariffs on "derivatives and substitutes" regardless of whether there was

any existing support measure affecting those "derivatives and substitutes".

URUGUAY ROUND RULES APPLICABLE TO AGRICULTURE 596

Secondly, it said:
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deficiency payments would be treated in the same way and converted into
tariffs;t ts

From these two statements, it appears that they were proposing that all products for which

an aggtegate measure of support can be calculated should have that support converted to a

tariff regardless of whether the support is provided by a border measwe or a non-border

measure.

Both of these conditions reflect the EEC's negotiating objective of presenring the CAP. The

assurance of a level of border protection was essential for presøving a margin for inta EEC

preference, one of the fundamental foundations of the CAP, and for maintaining

interr¡ention purchase systems within which inter-member EEC cross subsidies were easiest

to hide, thereby assisting in the political preservation of another fi¡ndamental foundation of

the CAP, joint financing.tl6 These two conditions also reflect the EEC's wish to be able to

rebalance protection by imposing tariffs on oilseeds. The second of these conditions also

reflects a concern that USA deficiency payments would receive more lenient treatnent than

the EEC's export subsidies. The other contracting parties perceived the EEC proposal on

'rebalancing' as a backdoor attempt to increase its bound taritr rate on oilseeds without

having to go through the normal Article XXVIII procedure.

The EEC's approach to the negotiation was ror¡rded out by the final element of its proposal,

the way in which its version of tariffication could apply to export subsidies. It proposed that

export subsidies could not exceed the amount levied on imports.llT Jþ¿f would mean that

export subsidies would be limited to the sum of the gap between an internal price and a

fixed extemal refe¡ence price and also the corrective factor. This would mean that export

subsidies could be increased to compensate for falls in the world price to the same extent

that import tariffs could be supplemented by the corrective factor.

Lt4
115

n6

MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW / 145 at p6.
MTN.GNG/NG 5 lW / 145 at p.6

The th¡ee fi¡ndarnenøl foundations of the CAP established at the Stresa meeting in 1958 were

described above in chapter l0 atpp23. The fust of the th¡ee for¡ndations was that there should be a

single market.
MTN.GNG/NG5/W/145 atp6, para 5.rt7
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6.5 JAPAN'S PROPOSAI II8

V/ith respect to import access and internal support, the proposal of Japan was similar to the

EEC proposal and with respect to export subsidies was sympathetic with the USA and

Cairns goup proposals. This reflects Japan's position as a counûry whose interest in the

Uruguay round lay mainly in areas other than agriculture but whose interest in the

agricuttural sector lay in wishing to be able to manage its own level of selÊsufficiency.

Japan maintains substantial protection for its own agriculnral producers but does not itself

subsidize agricultural exports. Japan was a leading proponent of a right of nations to protect

agriculture for non-economic reasons. The Japanese asserted that food secwity is a

fundamental concem which should be accommodated both in the formulation of permanent

rules and in the formulation of rules for reduction commitrnents"

Japan's proposals for long term rule changes were a mixture of protection and liberalization.

V/ith respect to import access, Japan sought improved disciplines on variable levies and

minimum import prices and on existing derogations and waivers but proposed the

introduction of a new exception for import quotas where necessary for the protection of

production of basic fssdstuffs.llg On export subsiclies, Japan proposed that eventually

export subsidies on agriculture should be prohibited and that Article XVI wouid have to be

amended accordingly. I 20

Japan proposed a refomr programme consisting of reductions in terms of an aggregate

measure of support without any specific commitments on any particular types of policies. In

relation to the intemal support reductions, they submitted that subsidies might be exempt

from reductions if they were for the purpose of achieving a particular level of self

sufficiency in basic foodstuffs. Another suggestion was that the ratio of imports to

consumption should be one of the factors determining the application and extent of

reduction çsm¡nlfinenfs. 12 I

"Submission by Japan", MTN.GNG/NG5/ïV/I3I .

See Stewa¡t (1993), p186.
See Stewa¡t (1993), p187.
See "Synoptic Table of Negotiating Proposals Submitted Pursuant to Paragraph I I of the Mid-term
Review Agreement on Agriculnue" MTN.GNG/NG5/!V/150/Rev.1, 2 April 1990, py'-5.
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6.6 OTHERCOUNTRIES'PROPOSALS

Many important proposals were made by other countries. Rather than describe them

separately, it is analytically easier (even though a little simplistic) to group them.

6.6.1 The Other Agriculture Protecting Countries: EFTA countriesr lsrael and South
Korea

The EFTA cowrtries did not make a joint proposal and there are some important similarities

and differences between the positions taken in the Nordic proposal,l22 and in those taken in

the proposals of Austriar23 a¡¡d Switzerland.l24 All of their proposals together with those of

l(s¡s¿125 and Israell26 are fairly protectionist in regard to border access and internal support.

Of this Broup, the Nordics were most amenable to comprehensive reform. The Swiss and

Austrian positions were more protective than that of the EEC. The Swiss and Austrians

were joined by the Israelis in proposals that border access and internal support negotiations

be framed around commitnents on a determined level of access. The Koreans took a similar

position to Japan that favor¡red the abolition of export subsidies but the retention of

domestic protection.

On export subsidies, the Nordics were close to the USA and the Caims group position

seeking gradual eli¡¡in¿fisn.l27 They sought commiûnents in terms of government

expendinres or volumes. The Swiss argued for a definition of prohibited export subsidies

as those that affect price in the import market.l28 The Austrians took a less strict position,

arguing for reductions rather than elimination of export subsidiss.l29

On import access, the Nordics expressed rather ambiguous support for the USA's

tariffication proposal by supporting tariffication but allowing for products to be excepted

"Submission by the Nordic Countries" MTN.GNG/NG5{W|L43, 19 Dec 1989 (Sweden, Norway,
Finland and lceland) summarized in MTN.GNG/l.iG5Ail/l50lRev.l atp4-5,17-19 & 30-31.

"Submission by Austria", MTN.GNG/NG5|W/144, 19 Dec 1989 slmma¡'ized in
MTN. GNG/NG5/!V/ I 5 OlR ev. I at pp6 -7, 20 -21 &. 32.

"Communication from Switzerland", MTN.GNG^{G5/TV/114, 24 Oct 1989 summa¡ized in
MTN.GNG/I.IG5Ail/ I sOlRev. I at p4-5, 17 - 19 8. 30-3 1.

"Submission by the Republic of Korea" MTN.GNG/Ì\G54il/130, 28 Nov 1989 summa¡2ed in
MTN.GNG/¡{G5/TV/150/Rev-l atpp6-7,20-21&.32. See also Stewa¡tatppl88-191.
r'Çsmmuniç¿¿is¡ from Israel" MTN.GNG/NG5|W/153, 13 Feb 1990 summarized in
MTN.GNG/NG5AM/ I 5 OiRev. I at pp I I -12, 25 -26 & 3 5.

See MTN.GNG IG5/ìV/l50/Rev. I at p30.

See MTN.GNG/NG5/ìV/I 50/Rev. I at p30.

t22

t23

t24

125

126

t27
t28
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and seeking to retain some quantitative restrictions in exceptional circumsl¿nsss.l3O All of

Austri4 Switzerland, Korea and Israel sought to have Article XI:2 retained in ways that

would probably have broadened it. They wanted erticie XI:2 to permit quantitative

restrictions consistent with a level of import access that would be either negotiated or

determined in accordance with non-economic obj ectives. I 3 I

On internal support, the Nordic position was to support reductions on a specific policy basis,

which presumably would enable them to hold out if necessary against reduction

commitments on the most sensitive sectors. The other agriculture protecting economies

gave very limited support to reducing internal supports. All of them argued that policies

seeking non-economic objectives should be exønpt from reduction commiûnents with the

Swiss and Israelis also saying that an exemption should apply if negotiated access levels are

adhered to, and the Koreans like the Japanese proposing that food secr:rity policies should

be exemPt.l32

6.6.2 Developing Country Agricultural Product Exporters

As well as contributing to the Cairns group proposal, BlrazlI and Colombia made a separate

submission which took a harder line on export subsidies and was more demanding on

o-o¡ìa! .r¡aaimcnf fnr ¿la.-,elnrrinc' cnrrntriaa 133 I+ ncllerl fOf aff immgdiate ban On eXpOfÐPW\/ICll. ÙlW4uttWul lV^ Vvvv¡vl,u¡ó vvw¡u¡vv.

subsidies rather than a gradual phase-out. It proposed that the commiÍnents of developing

counties in relation to reductions in border barriers and internal support should lag

significantly behind reductions by developed countries in border ba:riers, intemal support

and export subsidies.

r29
130

131

See MTN.GNG/NG5/TV/1 50/Rev.I at p32.

See MTN.GNG/1.[G5/ÏVi I 50/Rev .l at pI7 .

Perhaps it is unfair to categorise the Austrian proposal in this way. It concenmtes more upon

formulation of rules than upon negotiation of a level of access. Nevertheless it argues that policies

aimed at limiting the supply on the local ma¡ket should be protected by Article X[: see

MTN.GNG/NG5M/ I 50iRev .l at p2 L

SeeMTN.GNG/NG5^Mi150IRev.1 atp4-5 (onSwitzerland),p6-7 (onAustriaandKorea) &pl1 (on

Israel).
"Communication from Brazil and Colombia ou Special Treatnent for Developing Countries"

MTN.GNG/NG5IW|L32,28 Nov 1989 summarized in MTN.GNG/ì.IG5/VV/150/Rev.1 atppS-10,22-

24 &33-34.

r32

133
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6.6.3 Developing Country Net Agricultural Product Importers

A significant group of developing countries, whilst supporting the removal of the distortions

caused by developing country policies, were concerned particularly about the adverse ef[ects

of increased prices for their food imports. This group comprised Eglpt, Jamaica, Mexico,

Morocco il1d psru.l3a

They submitted that the negotiated outcome of the round should include commitnents to

compensate net-food importers for increased import prices which might result from the

removal of developing country subsidies. They were concemed more with other areas of the

negotiation and argued that the rules on subsidies should be the same across all products to

enswe that they cover products of export interest to food importing cowrtries. They also

argued that developing countries should still have flexibility to protect agriculture in

accordance with their development objectives.

6.6.4 Least Developing Counfries

Bangladesh made a submission on behalf of the least developed countriss.l3s It submitted

that the least developed countries should be free to protect and support their agricultural

sector with border barriers, internal support and export assistance. It also called for

compensation for any increased cost of food imports for net-food importing least developed

countries caused by the reform process.

6.6.5 Other Developing countries: India and Mexico

The lndian proposall36 made some creative suggestions about the way in which special and

differential treatment should apply to the rules governing frade in agriculture. It argued that

applylng the same obligations and reduction commitrnents to developing cormtries modified

t34 See "Proposal from the Developing Countries" MTN.GNG/¡,IG5/W/74, 13 Sept 1988, &
"Consideration of the Effects of Agricultural Reform on the \s1 lmporting Countries, Proposal by
Egypt" MTN.GNG/\IG5|W/L19,2 Nov 1989 both summa¡ized in MTN.GNG/NIG5ÆV'/150/Rev.I at
pp8-10, 22-24 &.33-34. See also Avruku, Emmanuel Opoku, "How Do the Results of the Uruguay
Round Affect the North-South Trade?" (1994) 28 JWT75 at89-
"Proposals on Behalf of the Least Developed Countries, Communication from Bangladesh"
MTN.GNG/NG5/W1126,13 Nov 1989 summarized in MTN.GNG/Ì{G5/!V/150/Rev.| atppS-lÙ,22-
24 &. 33-34. Of the countries which the United Nations classifies as "Least Developed", only
Bangladesh, Myamar, and Tanz¿¡¡a maintained active and continual participation in GATT
activities and the Uruguay Round.
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only by a time lag or slight reduction was not acceptable and that much greater concessions

should be made to developing countries. India supported the elimination of all waivers,

derogations, and grey area import ba:riers. However, it was argued that the obiigations to

bind all agricultural tariffs and reduce them ought not to apply to certain developing

countries. It proposed that the application of these obiigations could be made upon the basis

of criteria such as per capita income, percentage average monthly income spent on food, and

the percentage of population dependent on agriculture for employment. V/ith respect to

intemal support, lndia asserted that it was necessary for developing countries to be able to

use dual pricing policies and production linked policies.

In addition to supporting the proposal of the group of net-food importers, Mexico made a

sqrarate suþmissisn.l37 It is worth noting the position of Mexico because it occupied a

unique position of a country in the transition from developing to developed country. It had

already entered into negotiations for a free trade area with the United States and although its

agricultural sector had been adversely affected by the EEC and USA policies, it had wider

interests in the Uruguay round than a number of the developing countries in the Cairns

goup.

It took a clear position on the need for special and differential treatnent to be considered at

every stage of the negotiation. It stressed the fact that the greater part of the adjustnent

caused by reform must be carried by the developed countries that have caused the

distortions. However, it did not make specific proposals about tariffication and binding, nor

about the permissibility of production linked internal support. One senses that Mexico was

caught between a genuine desire to maintain its allegiance to the developing countries by

placing the obligation to reform squarely upon the developed countries and a desire to

maintain the benefits that flow from its relationship with its norttrern neighbour.

7 THE DE ZEEUTV TEXT

After receipt of the proposals, the Chairman of the Agriculture Negotiating group, Mr.

Artt¡¡r De Zeeuw, attempted to find common ground between the parties. During the first

"Indian Proposal", MTN.GNG/1.{G54il/84, 14 November 1988 summa¡ized in
MTN.GNG^{G5/Wi l50iRev.1 at ppl1-12, 25-26 &,35.
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half of 1990, he met with many delegates to clarifu their proposals and to ascertain their

attitudes to other counhies proposals. For the same purpose, he issued a list of questions to

the parties. In addition, the secretariat prepared a synoptic table summarizng the various

proposals. I 38

The synoptic table was issued in April 1990. By then, the various discussions and the

answers to the questions had led many participants to the conclusion that the parties'

positions rürere so far apart that it was unlikely that the multilateral negotiating process was

going to lead to a workable draft text of an agreement. Negotiations continued in a group of

8 to try to reach some common ground for negotiatis¡1s.l39 It became clear that neither the

USA nor the EEC was going to produce a proposal that the other would be prepared to use

as a basis for negotiation. There rùilas a growing feeling that the only way to progress the

negotiation was for someone else to propose a draft agreement. Since De Zeeuw was the

leader of the group, he was the one that various delegations approached with their

suggestions. The schedule for the completion of the Round called for a draft text to be put

forward by July/August. With that deadline approaching, eventually, De Zeeuw took it

upon himself to prepare a draft agreement.

With the assistance of the agriculture department of the GATT Secretariat, Mr De Zeetw

prepared a'Framework Agreemsff'I4O (also referred to as the 'De Zeeuw Text') which was

circulated on 27 J¡ms l!!Q.lal It was hoped that the text would be the basis of a final

agreement to be adopted at the proposed final meeting of the Uruguay Round in Brussels in

December 1990.

Mention has been made of the dichotomy between two approaches: the rules approach, that

of negotiating improvement in the substance and the application of rules; and the

commitrnents approach, that of negotiating modifications to particular policies of particular

137 "Statement by Mexico on Special and Differential Treatment for Developing Countries",
MTN.GNG/NGi lW I 102, 2 I July I 989.

"Synoptic Table Of Negotiating Proposals Submitted Pursuant To Paragraph 11 Of The Mid-Term
Review Agreement On Agriculture, Note by the Secretariat"; MTN.GNG/NG5/TV/150/Rev.I; 2 April
1990.
See Croome (1995) p235. The group of 8 consisted of USA, EEC, Japan, Calørd4 Austalia"
Argentina, Finland and New Zealand.
"Framework Agreement on Agriculture Reforsr Progremms, Draft Text by the Chairman",
MTN.GNG/IIG5/W / l7 0, I I July 1990
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countries. It is clear the framework of GATT 1947, consisting partly of legal obligations

arising under general rules which appty to all products and all parties and partly of

concessions in a counûry's schedule relating to particuiar products was capabie of

accommodating the rules approach or the reductions approach.

Until the presentation of the De Zeeuw text, the Uruguay round negotiation had not focussed

on the choice between changing rules and making reduction commitnents. Both approaches

had been accommodated by the wording of the Punta Del Este declaration and the Montreal

Mid-Term Agreement. However, the De Zeeuw text firmly laid the basis for progress in the

ror¡nd upon the commitnents approach. The text required submission of "counü¡/ lists".

These lists were requested in a form that would facilitate rewriting them as concessions in

each country's schedule of concessions.

The De Zeeuw Framework Agreement was divided in a way that clearly placed the

negotiated changes to policies in the foreground and the possibility of negotiating changes

to rules in the background. The divisions in the text included the following:

(1) Parts A, B & C set out the general principles and the implementation method for

changes to policies (but, apart from the words'progressive' and 'substantial', nothing

about tåe magnitude of a-rry poliey ehanges); Parts A, B, and C dealt in tum with

internal support, border protection and export competition;

Ø Part D referred to the negotiation of the extent and timing of changes; and

(3) Pafi F referred to the negotiation of changes to GATT rules.

Onty Parts A, B, and C had any detail. Part D did not suggest any particular rate of

reduction in protection, no any timeframe. Part F did not suggest any specific changes to

GATT rules. In the more detailed provisions of Parts A, B, and C, it is noticeable that most

of the text deals with the submission of counky lists. Although the way in which the lists

were requested implied a possibilþ that certain principles might be adopted, the request for

lists was not in itself a statement of principle. This kind of drafting rilas a consequence of

the state of the negotiation. The text (surely deliberately) permitted the EEC to go along

with the procedwe of submitting country lists without placing it in a position where it could

141 See Stewa¡t (1993) p196.
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be alleged to have agreed with the principles which were arguably embodied in the text. It

is clear that the text was designed to invite the EEC to nominate the magnitude of policy

reductions but within the framework of specific commitments. The structure of the text was

based on the USA and Caims group proposals, in particular, appearing to bear the imprint of

consultations with the Caims group. The text began with internal support, the part which

was most capable of being construed as consistent with the EEC's approach.

7.T PART A - INTERNAL SUPPORT

On intemal support, the text adopted the aggregate measure of support ('AMS') concept

providing that the AMS was to be bound and reduced by agreed amor¡nts over an agreed

period. However, the AMS was defined with a major concession to the EEC proposal. The

value of the AMS was to be calculated by reference to a fixed external reference price which

would be based on 1986-1988 data.142 This was an acceptance of the EEC position that

increases in the margin between internal prices and world prices caused by falls in the world

price (including through exchange rate fluctuations) should not flow through into calculation

of the AMS. This would have two effects: first, reductions in intervention purchase prices

would not have to be augmented in response to falling world prices; and, secondly,

deficiency payments could be increased to compensate for falling prices. The text provided

that the fixed reference price might be reassessed.

In line with the omission of any specified rate of reductions, the Framework agreement

discarded the requirement for a complete phase out of any type of internal support and, with

it, the three way haffic light subdivision in favour of a two way division between internal

support subject to AMS reductions (which became known as the 'amber box')and intemal

support not subject to AMS reductions (which became known as the 'green box'). The EEC,

USA and Cairns group had been agreed that measr.¡res which raised prices to consu¡ners or

producers would not be in the exempt category. The De Zeeuw text utilized this agreement

by providing that the AMS reduction commitnents would apply to:

o "market price support, including any measure which acts to maintain producer prices at

levels above those prevailing in intemational trade..."; and

142 MTN.GNG/\IG5/W/l70,para5
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o "direct payments to producers other than those which may be exempted on the basis of

the agreed øiteria, including deficiency payments".l43

Inclusion in the exempt category was dependent upon the policy not raising prices to

consumers ("not involving transfers from consumers") or producers ("not have the effect of

providing price support'r).144 However, the limitation of the exempt category went firrttrer

in ways drawn from the USA and Cairns group proposals and clearly contrary to the EEC

proposal. The proposed firrther limitations on permitted policies were that they would:

o "not ... be linked to curent or futue levels of production or [even] factors of production,

except to remove factors from production";

o notbeproduct specific; and

o in the case of incorne safety-net prograrnmes, ... not maintain producer incomes at more

than [x] per cent of the most recent three year averagerr.l4s

Developing countries were to be given a broader permitted category but not so broad as to

include policies which inqeased domestic prices above world Prices.l46

Although a broad constnrction of "market price support" might be taken to include support

#nm itnnnrf hqrrierc qná exnnrt srrhsìrlies fhe infernnl srrnnotf nronosal annears to- v-vvÁe^vvr 
--+ ---rE--- r--r --"- -rr --___

contemplate that the AMS would be a mechanism for reducing support through mea$¡res

other than border measures and export subsidies. In any case, the framework agreement

provided separately for specific commifinents on both import barriers and export subsidies.

7.2 PART B - BORDER ACCESS

On border access, requirements for the country lists were consistent with a contemplation

that commitments would be made essentially in the manner proposed by the USA and the

Cairns group. The country lists were to cover all products. The essence of the

commitrnents was that:

o for products not subject to non-tariffbarriers, existing tariffrates would be bound;

t43
t44
t45

MTN.GNG/NGÍ lW I 17 0, p2, pan 4.

MTN.GNG/NG5/W/170,p3, paras 8(a) & (d).

MTN.GNG/NG5/W1170,p3, paras 8(b), (c) & (e)
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o for products subject to non-tariff ba:riers, non-tariff measures would be converted to

tariff equivalents equal to the difference between extemal and internal prices (based on

the most recent prices available); tariffication was to apply to all products and to all

measures (there was no reference to any possible exception for measures maintained

under Article XI:2(c)); (The text followed the tariffication method of the Caims groups

1989 proposal so that, r:nder both proposals, non-tariffbaniers were to be converted to

simple bound tariffs rather than to tariff quotas as under the USA's 1989 proposal. In

cases where tariff quotas would be established, the tariff equivalent of the pre-existing

non-tariffbarrier would become the out of tariffquota bor¡¡rd rate.)

o all tariff equivalents would be bound;

o all tariffs and ta¡iff equivalents would be reduced "substantially and progressively" at a

rate and over a timetable to be agreed; the rate would be an average rate to permit lesser

rates for particular products.t+z

The proposal also addressed the issues of current access and minimum access:

o parties would be required to maintain existing import access opportunities; the use of

tariff quotas \ilas proposed as one way to maintain the existing import opportunities (in

addition, to binding tariff equivalents);

o in cases in wbich there was not any significant volume of imports, parties would be

required to establish tariff quotas at a low ot zero rate to permit a minimum level of

access equal to a negotiated percentage of current domestic consumption.l48

The tariff quotas would have to be expanded at a average rate and over a timeframe to be

agreed. All expansions of the tariffrate quotas would be on a MFN þ¿sis.lae

The framework agreement contemplated that developing corurtries might implement their

commitnents "in a way commensuate with their development needs" but did not indicate

that their commitnents would be any less than those of developed squntiss.lS0

MTN.GNG/NGÍIW/170,p3, para.s 8(b), (c) & (e).

MTN.GNG/NG5/W1170,p4, pãæ 12(a), (b) &. (e), & 14.

MTN.GNG/NG5|W|I70,p4, paras i2(c) & (d).
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The text also provided for a special safeguards provision to apply to agriculture. The

provision would permit temporary tariff increases without compensation in case of import

surges or falls in world prices beyond limits to be agreed. The text di<i not stipulate that the

ta¡iffsurcharges had to be imposed on an MFN basis but nothing in the text was inconsiste'lrt

with that.

7.3 PART C . EXPORT COMPETITION

On export competition, the text adhered closely to the words of the mid-term agreement

calling for "direct budgetary assistance to exports" and "oftT payments on products

exported" to be "substantially and progressively reducedr'.I5l The text contained two

matters of substance on the guiding principles: that commitments must relate to specific

policies rather than to any aggregate measure of support, md that reductions on export

assistance should be of greater magnitude than reductions of other support and protection.

The country lists were to disclose information on a list of measures impliedly regarding

the,rr as export subsidies without expressly sayrng that the list of measures was a list of

export subsidies. The words of the Montreal mid-term agteement on "other payments on

products exported" (which reflected the contention over whether deficiency payments

^1^^"11 L- +- ^+ol +Lo oo*o a¡ avnn=f o"Loiãioo\ rtro-o *o-ifaafa¿{ in +lrc lict nf meacrrrac qcù.llvgl(¡ l/w uv4fw ulw ù(I¡v gù vAPv¡ ! ùsvù¡s¡wo/, vv v¡v u¡qu^

payments to producers of a product which result in the price or retum to the
producers of that product when exported being higher than world market prices

s¡ ¡stums.152

This strikes the author as a deliberate anrbigurty. The words could be interpreted as

meaning payments that give a higher price to the producer only when the product is

exported (which would not include the USA's deficiency payments) or as giving a higher

price to the producer, ¿lmong other instances, when the product is exported (which would

include the USA's deficiency payments).

The list also included:

t49
150

151

MTN.GNG/IIGí lW I 17 0, p4, pan I 4.

MTN.GNG/NGíIWll70, p5, para 15.

MTN.GNG/NG5|W||70, p5, para 17; see also "Midterm Review Agreements" MTN.TNC/II,
Agriculture, paraT in GATT, Actívities in 1988 atpl43.
MTN.GNG/¡{G 5 lW / 17 0, p6, para 20(b).r52
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subsidies on agricultural commodities incorporated in processed product
exPorts- I 53

However, the framework agreement said nothing more about the question that had had been

the subject of the EEC Pasta dispute. Of course, it was in contention whether export

subsidies on processed products incorporating agricultural products would be subject to the

rules in the Subsidies Agreement or to the rules in the Agriculture Agreement. Although the

submissions of the parties had provided for definition of the scope of products to which the

Agriculture Agreement would apply, the framework agreement was silent on this issue. De

Zeeuw had chosen to deal with this issue by keeping it on the agenda and providing a

framework for gathering information about subsidies on processed products incorporating

agricultural products. This was part of a broader question before both the negotiating goup

on agriculture and that on subsidies of whether the general Subsidies Agreement should

apply to agricultrne or whether it should exclude agricultural products from its application.

The framework agreernent called for the lists to include information about all of the listed

measures in three \ilays:

o financial outlays or revenue foregone;

o quantities of subsidized exports; and

o subsidies per unit of the quantity of subsidized exports.

7.4 STAGE 2 - NEGOTIATING THE REDUCTION TARGETS AND RULE
CHANGES

The agreement provided that after the tabling of the country lists, then the parties would

engage in two simultaneous negotiations:

o negotiation of the size of reductions and a timetable for them; and

o negotiation of changes to rules.154

153

t54
MTN.GNG/|iGí lW / L7 0, p6, para 20(h).
MTN.GNG/NIG 5 lW / 17 0, p7, para 24).
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8 F'ROM DE ZEEOW TEXT TO BRUSSELS

The De Zeeuw text was accepted as a usable basis for negotiations by most parties including

the USA and the Cairns group.lss However, the text was rejected by the European

Community.rso It rejected the distinction between the three areas of border access, export

subsidies and internal support. It held to its position that adjustment to aggregate levels of

support was the appropriate way to implernent reform. It rejected the use of specific

commitments in terrns of changes to specific policies. The EEC conceded to the text being

used as a means of intensiffing negotiations but did not accept the framework of the fs¡[.157

The consequence of the EEC's rejection of the text was that it could not be used by the

Agriculture Committee as a basis for further negotiation. However, even though the text

was rejected, the supporters of the text including Mr De Zeeuw in his position as chairman

were able to salvage the parts of the text that related to the submission of counüy lists. This

at least kept the negotiation going a¡d held out a faint hope that the cowrtry lists would

facilitate an agreement by the time of the Brussels meeting in December. The "countr¡/ lists"

were due on I October l990.lss In addition to the country lists, the Chairman also called for

any other negotiating proposals to be submitted by 15 October. The procedure established

was that each country would receive other countries' lists only after submitting their own.

The EEC was opposed to ttre negotiation proceeding along the lines einbodied in the De

Zeeuw text. It opposed the separation of commitrnents into the three areas and it opposed

the making of commitments specific to particular policies. Most of all, it opposed having to

make larger reductions on export subsidies than on other policis5.lse In September 1990,

the EEC submitted a draft agreement which amounted to a special subsidies code for

155

156
t57

The 7th Ministerial Meeting of the Caims group in July 1990 resolved to adopt the De Zeeuw text as

¿ minimum basis for negotiations for the remainder of the round, see Cairns Group press release

dated 5 November 1990 from their 8th Ministerial meeting. See also Croome (1995'l p239.

See Stewa¡t (1993) pl97-198. Croome (1995) p239.

See Croome (1995) p239 onthe meeting of the TNC in July 1990 agreeing that the text could be used

¿ui a mefì¡f¡ of intensiffing negotiations adopting the words used in the cornmunique of a the Houston

Sunmit of the Group of 7 Industrialized a¿1isas ea¡lier that month. See also McMahon, Joseph A-,

"The Uruguay Ror¡nd and Agriculture: Charting a New Di¡ection?" (1995) 29(2) Int Lawyer 411434

at42l ciungG{Tl Focas No 72, July 1990 atl? & GATT.Focøs No 76, Nov 1990 at l.
"Framework Agreement" MTN.GNG/Ì'{G5/ìV/1 70 at p4, pan 12'

See Stewart (1993) p198.
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agriculture.t0o It included some proposals relating to Article XVI:3 with refinements of

meaning of "equitable share" "representative period" and "special factors". Adoption of

these rules may have made Article XVI more certain but it would also have legitimised ttre

EEC export subsidies at their existing levels (or close to them). Switzerland also made a

detailed proposal for changes to rules.l6t They sought to amend the rules to allow counties

to pursue non-economic goals within limits according to their trade-distorting effects.

Since the De Zeeuw text itself had been rejected, the "county lists" submitted were not

entirely as contemplated by the text. They varied in the extent to which they were based

upon the De Zeeuw text as did the additional proposals. Some of the proposals referred to

the text, others were loosely based upon it, and others like those of the EEC and Japan did

not refer to the text at all. The Cairns group (without Canada) and the USA proposals were

submitted on 15 October.l62 Canada, having parted company with the Cairns goup on the

issue of tarifÛ¡ing import restrictions maintained under Article XI:2(c), submitted a separate

proposal the same day.16: The EEC was about a month late on 7 Nove1nba.¡j64 By then,

less than a month remained before the scheduled commencement on 3 Decerrber of the

Ministerial meeting in Brussels to conclude the Round.

160 EC, "Draft Agreement on the Interpretation and Application of Articles XW and )OOII of the
General Agreement on Ta¡iffs and Trade with Regard to Agricultural Support", September 1990, see
Peterumrnn, Ernst-Ul¡ich, "The Uruguay Round Negotiations 1986-1991" in Peteßmânn, Ernst-
Ulrich & Hilf, \dsinh¿¡d, The New GATT Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Legal and
Economic Problems (Volume 5 of Studies ín Transnationøl Economic Zaw) (Kluwer, Deventer, lst
ed, l99l) pp501-577 at p538. See also the entry "Draft Agreement Submitted by the EC"
MTN.GNG.NGSIW/200, 11 September 1990 in Stewa¡t's Selected list of documents from the
Uruguay Round Negotiation on Agriculture, see Stewart (L993) p242.
Switzerland submitted a draft "Agreement on Interpretation and Application of Articles XI, XVI,
XIX and XXIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade with regard to Agricultural Products".
September 1990: see psfs¡sp¡nn, "The Uruguay Round Negotiations 1986-1991" in Petersmann &
Hilf (1991, lst ed) p539.
The USA proposal was submitted on 15 October: see Stewart (1993) p202 citng "Agricultural Trade
Snag" NY Times, 16 Oct 1990, at D8. The Cairns group proposals was submitted on 15 October: see
Stewart (1993) p202 citing "US Wins Support on Farming Subsidies", Fin Times,16 Oct 1990, p20.
See Warley, T.K., "The Canadian Perspective" in Ingersent, Ra5mer & Hine, Agricalture in the
Uruguay Round (St Mafins Press, New Yorþ 1994) ppl26-127 citing Government of Canaða,
"Canada tables offer for agricultural tade reform in multilateral tade negotiations" News Release,
Ottawa" 15 October 1990.
The EEC proposal was submitted in the fi¡st week of November: see Croome (1995) p240 &. Stewa¡t
(1993) p203 citing GATT, 'European Communities Offer Submitted Pursuant to MTN.TNC/IS".
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úr these proposals, there was a slight narrowing of the diverge,nce between the parties' views

of "progressive and substantial" reduction.t6s Jþs USA16ó and the Cairns group167 backed

down from their <ie,lnand for the complete eiimination of export subsidies modiffing it

instead to a 90Vo reduction over 10 yea$.168 For the first time, they quantified their

demands for reductions in border protection and internal support with the specification of

75o/o cutsover l0 years (subject to some complications set out below).161 The EEC adhered

to its position that, in general, commitments could not be made in terms of specific policies

but should only be made in terms of an aggregate measure of support, though allowing for a

limited version of tariffication for some fruits and vegetables only. In general, the EEC

continued to maintain that a single commitment would be adequate without the need for

sqtarate commiûments relating to export subsidies, border protection and internal support'

They offered a cut of 3\o/oin aggregate support.lT0 The parties were still a long way apart in

approach to rules, to instrumentation and magnitude of reductions. One study calculated

that to achieve a9\o/oreduction in export subsidies, the AMS would have to be reduced by

687o,ttt more than twice the size of the reduction offered. As the study by Josling,

Tangermann and warley put it, uThe EC was still not on the same page".l72

165

166

t6'7

168

r69

r70

t7r

Fo¡ snmma¡ies of the 1990 proposals, see Stewart (1993) pp202-203; Croome (1995) p240; Josling,

fangermann & Warley (1996) p154-155.

On the USA proposal, see UNCTAD, uEfforts at Agricultural Reform: Issues in the Negotiations" in

UNCTAD, Tiade and Development Report /99l (IINCTAD, Geneva, l99l\ ('WCTAD 1991')' On

the USA proposal, also see llillman, Jimmye S., "The US Perspective" chapter 3 in Ingersent, Ralmer

&¡¿lrre, Àgriatlture in the Untguay Round (St Martins Press, Basingstoke & New York, L994) pp26-

53.

"Cairns Group Proposal for a Multilateral Refoml Program for Agriculhre", 15 October 1990

('Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90'). On the Caims Group proposal, also see Tyers, Rod, "The Cairns

Group Perspective; chapter 5 in Ingersent. Ralrner & Hine, Agriculnre in the Uruguay Round (St

Martins Press, Basingstoke & New York, 199a) pp88-109.

See Cainrs Group Proposal, Oct 90, p7,para19 & UNCTAD 1991 pI63'
'Cairns group proposal, Oct 90",p2, paras. 14 &para5.2,p2. On the USA proposal, see UNCTAD

1991,p163.
EEC, uE¡ropean Community Offer on Agriculture for the Uruguay Round of the GATT

Negotiations", Bruxelles, 8 November 1990. On the EEC proposal, also see Ingersent, K.4., Ra1æer,

A.J. & Hine, R.C. 'The EC Perspective" chapter 4 in Ingersent, Rayner & Hine, Agriculture in the

Untguay Round (St Martins Press, Basingstoke & New York, 1994) pp55-87, esp at 7l-73 and

WCTAD 1991,p163.
See O'Connor, H.E., Rayner, 4.J., lngersent, K.A. & Hine, R'C., "Aggregate Measures of Support in

the Uruguay Round: Application to the EC Cereals Sector" (1991) l9(2) Oxford Agrarian Studies 9l-
103 at 99.
Josling, Tangermann & Warley (1996) p155.r72
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8.1 THE USA AND CAIRNS GROUP 1990 PROPOSALS

There was significant convergence between the USA and Cairns group proposals so that it is

convenient to describe them together, although attention must be drawn to some differences.

Both the USA and Cairns Group proposals were based on the De Zeeuw Framework

Agreement, adopting, among other things, the stipulation that export subsidies be reduced

more than other forms of support.lT3

8.1.1 Import Barriers

The USA and Caims group proposals on import barriers were modified versions of the De

Zeeuut text containing the same elements of tarifñcation, binding, current access tariff

quotas, minimum access tariffquotas, tariff reductions and expansion of tariffquotas, and a

special safeguards clause.

(a) Tarifficatíon and Prohibition of Quantitative Restrictions

Both proposals, again, made comprehensive tariffication of non-tariffbarriers a fundamental

elerrent of reform, in essence, following the De Zeeuw text. The tariff equivale,nts were to

be calculated upon the basis of the difference between internal and external prices; the USA

proposals specifying that these prices be based on averages for the years 1986-1988;t7a a¡¡iJ

the Caims group proposal speci$ring that these prices be "based on the existing gap between

external and internal prices",l75 in effect seeking to base the calculation on later data (than

the USA) which would have resulted in lower tariff equivalents (than using the USA

method). It was implied that after the tariffication process had occurred, quantitative

restrictions would not be permitted.

(b) binding

Under both proposals, the tariff equivalents of non-tariff barriers would be bor¡nd. Any

r¡nbound tariffs on products not subject to non-tariff bariers would also be bound, the

173 The description of the USA i990 proposal is drawn from: UNCTAD 1991, p163, O'Co¡nor et al
(1991), p92, Hillman (1994),p43 & Ingersent Rayner & Hine, "The EC Perspective", p70

See Ingersent, Ra¡mer & Hine, "The EC Perspective", as above, atp70.
Cafuns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p5, para 12(a).

t74
t75
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Cairns Group proposal speciffing that the bound rates should be the normal rates applying

in September 1986.176

(c) TariffReductions

Under both proposals, the borurd tariffs were to be reduced by an average of 75o/o over 10

years to reach tariff rates no higher than a ceiling of 50%o to apply from the end of the

implementation period. The USA proposal included a formula for the tariff¡sduçfisns.l77

The Cairns group stipulated that the average reduction of 75Yo should be calculated on a

tade-weighted basis with a minimum cut of 50o/o to each individual tariff line. The Cairns

group proposal also stipulated that the reductions should be made in equal annual steps.l78

Both the Cairns Group and the USA allowed for developing countries to implement the

reductions over a longer period up to 15 years rather than 10 (thougþ the USA proposal

limited the availability of the longer time to net importers and by refèrence to level of per

capita GNP).179 The Cairns Group also allowed for rates of reduction of 75o/o on average

and,50o/o per item to be reduced,to 45o/o a¡d22.5% for developing countrigs.l8O

(d.) Establíshment of and Expansion of Current Access Quotas and Expansion

FÌnfh nrnnnsals adnnfed fhe nrowision in the T)e Zeerrw text reouirins existins imoort
.l-.-'^--*-.-.1.-'-'.Q^

opportunities to be maintained. Any tariff rate quotas established for this purpose were to

be expanded. The USA proposal required current access quotas to be expanded by 75%

dr.ring the l0 years and then completely removed.l8l The Cairns group proposal required

cure,lrt access quotas to be "expanded at the same ¡ate in percentage terms and over the

same period as the corresponding tariffis reduced" (thereby permitting developing countries

to reduce their rates of expansion of tariff quotas to the same extent that they slow their

reduction of tariff rates). They were to be removed when the out of tariff rate quota tariff

rates reduc ed to 5o/o.182
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t7'7
178
t79
180

181

r82

Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p5, para 12(b) & (e).

See UNCTAD 1991, p163.
Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p5, para 14.

flirrm¿n (1994)ú5.
Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p6, para 15.

Ingersenl Ralm.er & Hine. "The EC Perspective", p70
Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p5-6,para14.
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(e) Establishment of and Expansion of Minímum Access Quotas

Both proposals adopted a provision along the lines of the provision in the De Zeeuw text

requiring the establishment of a low tadff rate quota in cases where the level of imports is

less than a certain minimum level. Under the USA proposal, the minimum level would be

3o/o of domestic consumption and, over the 10 year period, this would be expandedto 5o/o.

Under the Caims group proposal, the minimum level would be 5Yo of cr¡rent domestic

consumption and tbis would be expanded by same rate as the tariff on the relevant product

would be reduced.ts3

(f) Special Safeguards

Both the USA and Cairns Group proposals included a formulation of a special safeguards

provision, to operate only during the implementation period, to permit tariff increases

without compensation in response to certain triggers. The USA formulation extended its

1989 proposal for a special safeguard clause to provide for a tariff surcharge at specified

level which after expiration of the year would revert back to the level required under the

tariffreduction programme. Under the USA proposal, the triggers for resort to the special

safeguard provision were either specified increases in the volume of imports or specified

falls in the price of imports.ls+ Under the Cairns group proposal, the tiggers were in all

cases linked to increases in volume but whereas generally a 30o/o increase in volume was

required, a l5Yo increase in volume could be sufficient if it was accompanied by a specified

fall in prics.l8s The Cairns group also stipulated that any resort to special safeguard action

would not diminish the obligation to maintain tariffrate quotas. Therefore, to some extent,

both proposals made concessions to the EEC demand that any ta¡iffication should be

supplemented by a mechanism to adjust for falling world prices.

8.1.2 Export Subsidies

Both the USA and Cairns goup proposals followed the outline in the De Zeeuw text calling

for specific commiünents on export subsidies rather than attempting to discipline them using

the AMS and calling for larger reductions on export subsidies than on import barriers or

Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p5,pan 14.
Ingersent, Rayner & Hine. "The EC Perspective", p70.
Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p6,pan16.l.
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domestic support. Both called for reductions of 90% over 10 years. The USA and the

Caims Group proposed slightly different baselines for the reductions, with the USA using

averages of data ior the years 1986 to i988 whereas ihe Cair¡rs Group wanted the baseline

based on data for the years 1987 to 1989.

Both the USA and Cairns group wanted the reductions to be made in terms of budget

outlays and in terms of the total quantity of subsidized product. The Cairns Group also

wanted reduction commitments to be made in terms of the amount per unit of each product.

In respect of the delineation of which types of subsidies would be subject to these

reductions, both proposals set out a list which was substantially similar to the list in the De

Zeeuw 1sx1.186 However, the Caims Group added a specific reference to deficiency

payments to the words taken from the De Zeeuw text:

payments to producers of a product which result in the price or return being

higher than world market prices or retums, including deficiency payments-|87

The approaches to the EC Pasta case problem \¡/ere different too. The Cairns Group

included "subsidies on agricultural products incorporated in processed exports" on the list of

subsidies subject to the 9}%oreduction over l0 years. The USA proposed that this category

be subject to a complete phase out over 6 years.i88

The USA and the Cairns Group also differed on whether food aid should be counted as

export subsidies. The Cairns Group reiterated its 1989 position, which had not been adopted

in the De Zeeuw text, that food aid should be given in grant fsrm.l8e The USA kept to its

1989 position that bona fide food aid should not be included in the calculation of export

subsidies for the purposes of the reduction commitments.l9o

The Cairns Group also sought additional obligations not to use export subsidies on products

or to markets in respect of which export subsidies were not provided in the baseline

period.tst

186

t87
Framework Agreement, p6, para 20.
See Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p7, para 20(b); the words not in iølics were para 20(b) in the

Framework Agreement.
SeeUNCTAD 1991,p163.
Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p8,pan22'
$ss Tngersent, Ra¡mer & Hine, "The EC Perspective", p71.

Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p8,para22.
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8.1.3 Domestic Support

V/ith respect to internal support also, the Cairns group and USA proposals followed the

format of the De Zeeuw text providing for reductions utilizing an AMS which would only

include support provided by measures other than import barriers and export subsidies but

would not include policies within an exempt category which became known as the gteen

box. Both proposals backed offfrom the earlier demands of a complete phase-out of certain

types of intemal support and called for a reduction by 75% of internal support not in the

green box. Both groups wanted the commitments made on a coûtmodity by commodity

basis. For sector wide support measures, the Cairns goup wanted the75o/o reduction to

apply but the USA sought only a 30% reduction (subject to them satisfring certain tests

relating to delinkage from production).Ie2

The calculation of the baseline was complicated. The USA wanted the baseline to be based

on averages for the years 1986 to 1988 while the Cairns Group wanted the baseline to be

based on 1999 data. In calculation of the AMS, both the USA and the Cairns Group made

some concession to the EEC demand ttrat its proposed SMU (Support Measruement Unit) be

calculated by reference to a fixed external reference price. The USA proposed that the AMS

could be "based on the gap between the current support price and a fixed extemal reference

price derived from 1986-8 base period d¿f¿'r.le3 The Caims Group proposal tried to limit

the extent to which world prices used in calculating the AMS would be a fixed price rather

than the current world price. It provided

In respect of commodity specific policies which directly affect trade then
AMSs will be expressed by total monetary value for each product using the
base year 1988 and where a fixed reference price is used, it will be based on
1986-1988 fl¿f¿.tea

It also provided for the fixed extemal reference price to be reassessed in 1995-9. In

addition, it provided for a mechanism for parties to elect to calculate AMS on the basis of

current world prices so that thereafter they would be unable to calculate AMS on the basis of

t92
193
194

Cainns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p2,para5.2.
Ingersent, Rayner & Hine, "The EC Perspective", p69
Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90, p2,para5-
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a fixed world price together with an exhortation that parties should move away from the

fixed reference price after the early years of the implementation period.l9s

In respect of policies for which calculation of an AMS was impracticable, both proposals

also called for commitnents based on producer support prices and budget outlays.196

The proposals were similar in the way that they defined policies which would be subject to

the AlvlS reductions. Both included policies which raised producer prices and direct

payments to producers including deficiency payments. The Cairns Group refelred to

"deficiency payments on production consumed domestically" matching the way it had

defined export subsidies to include deficiency payments on production that was exported.

Both proposals substantially followed the De Zeeuw text in defining the scope of the green

box of policies to be exempt from any reduction commitrnents. The Cairns group inserted a

figure of 75% in the ite,rn relating to income safety net programmes so that these

programmes would only be exempt if they did "not maintain gross producer incomes at

more than 75o/o of themost recent three-year averagett.l9T

8.2 THE EEC 1990 PROPOSAL

T r-^--^ -^c-^.1 .^ +L^ Ã2eç**^^;- *^-;+,"{ain flra rc¡{rrnfinnc fhqt rx¡arc nfFererl hw fhe F-F.C
I llalvg I¡tIçrIq-r LU LIrg \llrl'\/.1Wlrl/V Ul rusË'luLssv t¡¡ u¡v ^vusv!¡v^¡v

proposal and to the observation that the EEC was still not "on the same page". It is clea¡

that the proposal was an outward manifestation of the intemal EEC negotiation rather than a

proposal for optimal international rules.

The EEC proposal did not even referto the De Zeeuw text- It was alranged, without saying

so, as an explanation of what the EEC planned to do to reform the CAP and the

manifestations of those changes into GATT commitments were added on. It referred back

to its Decenrber 1989 proposal for its conditional acceptance of tariffication and to its

various earlier proposals for the details of calculation of the AIdS.les As in its 1989

proposal, for the principal products, the EEC proposal was based on a reduction of Al\{S

Caims Group Proposal, Oct 90, p2, paras 5 & 5.1.

LNCTAD 1991,p163; Cainm Group Proposal, Oct 90, para 6.

Cairns Group Proposal, Oct 90,p4,para 8.

EEC, "European Community Offer on Agriculture for the Uruguay Round of the GATI
Negotiations", Bruxelles, 8 November 1990 ('EC Offer, Nov 90'),p2,para4.

t9s
196
t9'7
198
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and, for the purposes of the EEC proposal, AMS included support given by import bariers

and export subsidies. For these principal products, separate commitnents on import barriers

and export subsidies were to be given only to the extent that they were concomitant with the

reductions of the AMS. The AMS was to be calculated as the total monetary value of

support based on a fixed reference price based on 1986-1988 data.l99 It also allowed for a

green box. The reduction in AMS was to be 30o/o over 5 years. For some other products,

including cotton, hops and tobacco, the EEC offered to reduce production subsidies by 10%.

For another category, consisting of fruits, vegetables and wine, the EEC offered to reduce

border support by I}Yo.2oo

The EEC reserved to itself the right to reduce support either by reducing support prices, by

reducing expenditures or by taking other measwes. (In particular, the EEC would have

contemplated that by using land set aside requirements, it might diminish the extent by

which it would have to reduce support prices in order to achieve the same reduction in the

AMS.) However, other elements of the proposal would severely constrain the ability of the

EEC to meet its commitnents otherwise than by reducing support prices. The EEC repeated

its offer to tarif$ non-tariffbarriers subject to the three conditions: that a corrective factor

be permitted to compensate for falls in the world price, that tarifñcation would also involve

establishment of tariffs on derivatives and substitutes, and that deficiency payments be

converted to tariffs. This time it added an offer to bind ¿ll 1fiffs.2Ol It repeated its offer

that it was prepared to limit export subsidies on a per unit basis to the import charge applied

to the same product when imported. More detail was provided on rebalancing. The

proposal named the products on which it was sought to establish tariffs and set out the

proposed tariffrates.

It was mentioned above that most other parties regarded the EEC's rebalancing proposal as

an attempt to achieve through the negotiation what it ought to have negotiated under Article

)O(VIIL The 1990 Proposal even proposed a manimum tariffrate quota for entitlement to

the bound ad valorem rates on the list of products which were to have tariff¡¿fss ¡¿issd.202

If any element of the EEC proposal was merely a negotiating position intended to be given

EC Offer, Nov 90, p2,para4
EC Offer, Nov 90, p2,para5
EC Offer, Nov 90, p2,para5
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away later, this must have been it. This suggestion must have been like a red rag to a bull to

the USA and Caims Group negotiators.

However, despite the completely different approach of the EEC proposal, if the aspect of

rebalancing is ignored, it is possible to distil a certain amormt of common ground between

the EEC proposals and those of the USA and the Caims group. Though there was a

substantial disagreement on the rebalancing proposal, if that element is removed, then many

elements of the EEC's proposal implied similar changes to GATT rules as the USA and

Caims Group proposals did. Of course, there would remain the dif[erence between size of

the reduction commitnents. Subject to resolution of the rebalancing issue, the EEC

proposal can be represented as follows.

8.2.1 Import Barriers

(") Tarffication and Prohibition of Quantitative Restrictions

The prohibition on quantitative restrictions explicit in the USA and Cairns Group proposals

was also implicit in the EEC proposal. However, the EEC's proposal was not perfectþ clear

on whether it still supported the retention of Article XI:2(c). It was contained no mention of

Article XI:2 unless one was e,mbraced by the reference back to the conditions on

tariffication set out in the Dece,mber 1989 proposal. The EEC proposai iisteci the initiai

tariffrates in ECUs per unit of volume.2O3 Determining whether these were higher or lower

than would have resulted from the USA or Caims Groups tariffication formula was not

simple. All parties proposed using 1986-1988 prices. However, for the USA and the Cairns

Group, the tariffequivalent would be the difference between the internal and external prices,

while for the EEC it would be the difference between the world price and the community

support price plus |0o/o.204 In most cases, the community support price would be the

intervention price which, being a margin below the threshold price used for purposes of

calculating variable levies, might be lower than the internal price used r¡nder the USA or

Cairns Group method of calculating the tariff equivalent.20s In some cases, the tariff

EC Offer, Nov 90, annex II.
EC Offer, Nov 90, annex II.
EC Offer, Nov 90, p2,para5
EC Offer, Nov 90, p3, para 9
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equivalents \ryere above and in others below the average variable levies that had actually

been charged in the period 1986 to 1988.

(b) Binding

The EEC proposal also agreed to binding of all tariffs.206 It did not say so but this would

have involved binding the tariffs established as a result of tarifEcation and those on any

other unbowrd products. Most of the bindings were expressed in ECUs per unit of volume

rather than ad valorem. The bindings would be subject to a corrective factor-explained in

more detail below.

k) TariffReductions

The EEC was agreeing to make reductions in the bound tariffs on an a¡nual basis for 5 years

(each of the years of the AMS reductions). However, it did not commit itself to a

percentage figure. Instead, it proposed that the size of the reductions would accord with the

fall in the support prices which would be implemented in order to meet the AMS reductions

of 30Yo over 5 years.207 The reductions would have been some margin below 30% because

total AMS would also be achieved by limiting the volume of production rather tha¡r

reducing the support price. Allowing for the fact that some of the initial bor¡nd tariff rates

were actually higher than the average va¡iable levies that had been charged in the base

period, the actual reduction in the bound tadffs could have turned out not to be a significant

reduction of the protection provided by the pre-existing variable levies: in any case,

certainly a reduction of less than 30%. V/ith respect to the group of products including

cotton, hops and tobacco, the rate of reduction was specified as I0Yo.

(d) Establishment of Curent Access Quotas

The EEC proposal mentioned that it would continue grving existing tariff heatnent within

existing tariff quotas including those in effect under VERs. It made no commitments to

enlarge these quotas.

EC Offer, Nov 90, p3, para 9.
EC Offer, Nov 90, p3, para 8
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(e) Establishment of Minimum Access Quotas

The EEC made no commiûnents on minimum access other than the commitment to bind

existing tariffs.

(f) Special Safeguard

It is useful to compare the EEC's proposal for a corrective factor on tariffbindings with the

Cairns Group and USA proposals for a special safeguard provision. The EEC's proposed

corrective factor would adjust for falls in the world price below the external reference price

for the base period of 1986 to 1988. This was the price to be used to calculate the initial

bound tariffrates in each of the proposals of the EEC and the USA which would have been

higher than the existing prices used as the base in the Caims Group proposal. The EEC

proposed that the corrective factor should correct for all changes in price due to exchange

rate fluctuations and for a proportion of non-exchange rate price falls. The corrective factor

would be 30% of price falls within a margin of 30%o below the reference plus 100% of price

falls greater than 30 per cent of the reference price.2Oa In the USA proposal, there could

have been some resort to a specified additional tariff if certain price falls occurred but the

falls would have to be larger than a specified size regardless of whether they occurred as a

result of exchange rate changes or not. Under the Cairns Group proposal, a fall in price

(exchange related or not) without a increase in the volume of imports would never be

sufficient to invoke the special safeguard provision. The Cairns Group limited the size of

the tariff surcharge by permitting only that the party could revert back to the bound taritr

rate for the previous year. There was also a difference in the time for which the corrective

factor or safeguard measure could be implunented. The EEC's corrective factor could be

implemented for as long as the price was below the fixed external reference price. The USA

and the Cairns Group only pennitted recourse to the special safeguard for a period of up to a

year.

EC Offer, Nov 90, Annex fV. These paragraphs in Annex fV explaining the correction for non-

exchange rate factors are not easy to follow. The statcment in the text is the author's best attempt to

interpret the paragrapbs.
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8.2.2 Export Subsidies

The EEC proposal repeated its previous proposals but did offer export subsidy reductions of

any particular size. However, it was prepared to bind the per r¡nit subsidies so that they

would not be able to exceed either:

o the difference between the domestic price and the world price; or

o the import charge that could be applied to the same product when imported into the

exporting county.

It indicated that these bindings wouid naturally become tighter as the AMS reductions came

into effect, and it offered to quantiff these reductions as the negotiation progresssd.2O9 The

EEC's offer did not include any commitrnents on export subsidies in terms of total outlays or

volume of subsidized product. Naturally, any reductions made would come from the same

baseline as the AMS commitments- The EEC also offlered to "commit itself' not to

introduce export subsidies on products upon which they had not been paid in the past.2lO

(This is a good example of the insularity of the EEC's approach to the negotiation; the EEC

referred to what it proposed to do rather than what it proposed all parties should do). This

partially adopted the Cairns Group's suggestion though they did not adopt the part of the

Cairns Group proposal that would have prohibited using export subsidies in markets in

which they were not previously used.

The EEC's approach to the Pasta case problem was different to the approaches of the Caims

Group and the USA but was in line with its general approach to binding export subsidies. It

proposed that these export subsidies would be limited to the difference between domestic

and world prices of the agriculnral products incorporated in the processed product.2ll

Export subsidies was the area where the proposals were firrttrest apart but, even here, there

was some agreement. The parties were agreed that in circumstances in which the world

price stayed stable, the amount of export subsidies should decrease in line with a reduction

in support prices. The EEC wanted its reductions in export subsidies to be limited to the

amourt by which it reduced internal support prices. The Cairns Group and the USA were

209
2r0

EC Offer, Nov 90, pp4-s,para14.
EC Offer, Nov 90, pp4-s,pan14.
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not satisfied with the magnitude of reductions which would follow from using the EEC's

approach.

8.2.3 Internal Support

The EEC used a definition of internal support which included support provided through

import bariers and export subsidies so it would be extremely difücult to make a comparison

with the Cairns Group and USA's proposal in relation to the intemal support which excluded

support provided through import ba¡riers or export subsidies. There were a few similarities

in approach though.

One simitarity that emerged was that the baseline was fixed. This meant that additions to

internal support to compensate for falls in the world price would not have any impact on the

calculation of the AMS and therefbre would be Ieft unregulated by the AMS. However, the

eflect of this had to be considered in conjunction with the bindings on imports tariff and

export subsidies. Import tariffs and export subsidies could only be increased to compensate

for falls in the world price within the limits of the corrective factor. However, it would have

the effect of permitting parties to increase production linked subsidies to compensate for

falls in the world price without such production subsidies being cor¡nted in the AMS. This

f-a+'r¡a rr'ôô ^^ññnn fn all fhtpp nrnnncqlc
IW4IWV VY@ W¡Iu^¡V¡¡ rv s¡ L¡4vv r^vl,vve^v'

It was also common to all three proposals that they allowed for a green box. This meant that

there was a consensus among all parties that some types of policies couid be increased,

regardless of changes in world prices, without having any ef[ect on the AMS. The EEC

proposed that the AMS would not include disaster assistance, domestic food aid, marketing

suppof, general senrices, resource retirement progra¡nmes, investment aids, and

programmes for stocþiling food reservss.2l2 There was substantial agreement from the

USA and the Cairns Group in relation to most of the items listed in the EEC proposal.

However, the USA and the Caims group were in favour of the criteria set out in the De

Zeetw text for determining whether policies fell within the green box whereas the EEC had

omitted these. In particular, the EEC's inclusion of retirement programmes without

delinkage criteria would permit simple production subsidies to fatl within the green box if

2lL EC Offer, Nov 90, pp4-5, para 14
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they required some land set-aside for eligibility. The EEC had investnent subsidies within

the green box whereas the Cairns Group and the USA required these to be subject to

reduction commitments. Income support payments rwere a point of difference with EEC

prepared to submit these to reductions but the USA and the Cairns Group placing these

within the green box within certain limits.

8.3 PREPARATIONS FOR BRUSSELS

By the time that the EEC had submitted its proposal, the Brussels meeting was less than a

month away. The submission of the proposals showed that the divergence between the

parties was still great. In addition, the exercise of making out country lists had uncovered

other more technical areas of contention such as the calculation of tariff equivalents, and of

aggregate measures of support. The time remaining before the Brussels meeting did not

even allow enough time for parties to examine each others' counüy lists and to discuss the

technical points which they raised. More important though was the divergence between the

approaches taken by the USA and the EEC. Again, Mr Arthr¡r Dunkel intervened in his

capacity as chairman of the TNC. He issued some questions to participants.2l3 Ths answers

only confirmed that the differences between the parties were so great that the De Zeeuw text

could not be used as the basis for an agreement at the Brussels meeting.

9 THE BRUSSELS MINISTERIAL MEETING & THF' HELLSTROM TEXT

The ministerial meeting which had been planned to conclude the Uruguay Ror¡nd was held

in the Heysel exhibition centre in Brussels from the 3rd to the 7th of Decembsr l))Q.2ta

Each ministerial delegation was given a document of roughly 400 pages entitled the "Draft

Final Act embodying the Results Of the Uruguay round of Multilateral Trade

Negotiations'r.2l5 The document contained a submission from each negotiating group but

the content varied considerably. Some were detailed draft texts but even most of these

212
2t3
2t4
2t5

EC Offer, Nov 90, p2,pan4.
See Croome (199$p2al.
See Preeg (1996) pl 16 & Stewart (1993) p203.
The 1990 Draft Final Act is reproduced in Stewa¡t (1993) Volume III: Docr¡ments; pp65-455
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contained many key issues still to be resolved. For a number of a¡eas including agriculture,

the package did not contain agreed negotiating fs¡f5.216

For the Brussels meeting, the negotiating goup on agricultrne was chaired by the Swedish

Minister for Ag¡iculture, Mr. Hslstrsm.2lT The part of the draft final act which related to

agriculture consisted of the De Zeeuw draft text on sanitary and phytosanitary measures, the

De Zeeuw draft text on agriculture, a survey of offers prepared by the Secretariat and a short

list of questions.2l8 lVIr. Dunkel invited the participants to submit answers to the questions

on the first day to the chaimran, Mr. Helshom. Answers were received from only a few of

the larger countries and in the main were repetitions of earlier offers. In summary the

atte,lnpt to progress the negotiation by the question and answer procedwe was

unsuccessful.2l9

The negotiating group broke up and various small group meetings occurred. In the course

of these small group discussions a thin possibility of an agreement arose. The EEC,

although without indicating whether it had authority from its member governments, hinted

that it might be able to relax its position in a nurnber of areas. An important area was the

previously stated precondition for ta¡iffication that there be a rebalancing (increase of bor¡nd

rates) of some tariff rates. At this stage, it became apparent that the EEC might be

concerned about increasing tariffs on a lesser number of products than had formeriy been

indicated. The mernbers of the secretariat and the Cairns group members were particularly

active in keeping a dialogue going and trying to find the basis for an agreønent. As there

appeared to be the possibility of salvaging the agriculture negotiation and with it the

Brussels meeting, the chairman was urged to put forward a negotiating proposal-22O

What has subsequently been referred to as the Helstrom text was drafted at enormous speed

in about 40 minutes by the secretariat's agriculture department. The Helstrom text was

216 The other a¡eas without an agreed negotiating text'ü/ere dumping, tade related aspects of inveshent

measures (TRMS), and financial services.

See Josling, Tangerm""'. & Warley (1996) pl55'
The Agriculnre section of the 1990 Draft Final Act is set out in Stewa¡t (1993) pp203-245.

See Croome (1995) atpp278-279 on the answers given by the EEC.

Interview by the author of GATT Secretariat offrcial, l2May 1992'

2t7
2r8
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þ¡1ef.22t It adopted the division into the three areas and proposed a 30Yo reduction in each

area over 5 years. For export subsidies, it did require specific policy commitnents rather

than AMS reductions and the reductions were based on a 1988-1990 average baseline.222 ln

respect of border protection, tariffication was one of a nr¡mber of ways to reduce border

measures rather than the only way. The text ignored the concept of "rebalancing". The

reductions to internal support were to be made from a 1990 baselins.223 This was the first

drafr text to quantifu the reductions. Noticeably the numbers adopted were in line with the

EEC proposals rather than the USA or Cairns group proposals.

The Helstrom paper was presented to a meeting of a group of about 30 cor¡ntries on the 6th

of Decernber 1990. After presenting the proposal to the meeting, the chairman gave

everyone an opportunity to give their reactions to it by way of a tor¡r of the table. The order

of speaking was determined simply by the arangement of the delegates at the table. The

EEC's tum to speak came early in the round. It was represented by the EEC Minister for

Agriculttre, Mr. MacSharry. He indicated that it was possible that the text could be used by

the EEC as a basis for negotiation. The rornd continued with each country making a similar

indication. The USA was one of the last to speak. The toru of the table was completed with

all courtries making a positive comment on the text. Mr Helshom might later have wished

that, at that point, he had adjourned the meeting.

Mr. Helstrom chose to give everyone a second opportunity to speak so as to enter into a bit

more detail. The first few speakers rwere a bit more demanding trying to assert some of their

original positions into the text but they were at least arguing about the content of the text

rather than whether it could be used as a negotiating text. Early in the round, came Mr.

MacSharry. This time he indicated that the EEC would have certain conditions on the

acceptance of using the text as a framework for negotiations. It was concerned about the

size of the reductions to export subsidies. Significantþ he did not reject tarifEcation

completely. However the conditions suggested were perceived by many as too demanding.

22t See Josling, Ta:rgermann & warley (i996), pl55; Preeg (1995) pl19, Stewarr (1993) p203. The plan
is cited in Josling as GATT, "Elements for Negotiation of a Draft Agreement on the Agricultural
Reforrn Prograrnme" (Hellstrom Draft) (GATT. December 1990). The drafr is reproduced in EC,
others Thwa¡t Latest Effort to save uruguay Ror.nd, 9 Inside Trade,Dec7,l990,pl-2.
See Josli"g et al (1996), p155, fu36.
See Preeg (1995) pl 19.

222
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Fairly soon after MacSharry, came the tum of Argentina and Brazil to speak. Each of their

delegates expressed, with some firmness, their view that the EEC was reneging on its initial

statement that it rtras prepæed to use the Helstom paper as a basis for negotiation. They

expressed their disappoinfinent that the EEC was trying to impose additional conditions on

the negotiating framework and expressed doubt about the good faith of the EEC's desire to

reach an agreement at all. The Japanese and Koreans took the opportunity to reexpress their

opposition to tariffication of certain products. By the time that the USA representative, Mr

Julian Katz took his turn to speak it was already apparent that the text was not going to be

used as a framework for negotiations. The Latin Americans had already said every'lhing that

he might have otherwise said. He politely voiced his disappoinfnent with the EEC. Vft.

MacSharry defended himself by saying that he was risking exceeding the authority given to

the EEC by its member governments, that he was doing the best he could given the positions

of the EEC govemments and that he was disappointed that the others did not appreciate his

position. Helstom closed the meeting saying that there appeared to be no basis for

negotiation.224 Everyone blamed the EEC for the outcome. It was concerned about the

extent of reductions of export subsidies, and that the method of tariffication did not allow

for rebalancing.zzí

a - ^ -^---t¿ ^f ¿L^ f^:1..-^ +^ -^^^L anf n¡ o-.i¡rrlfirra tlra f-qir.nc (ìrnrrn me--rnhefs
fls ¿1 lçùuIL (rl LIIty lCllluls/ 1v lvcvll qr/v 4érvv¡¡tvr¡r v¡¡ 4ér¡vs^eg¡v, !¡^v v$r^^¡

led by the Latin Americans withdrew from all of the other negotiating g¡oups and there was

no final agreement on any other part of the draft final 4s¡-226 The popular perception was

that the completion of the round might have fallen into place if there had been agreement on

agriculture. However there were still a number of contentious issues in the other negotiating

gfoups, in particular, the søvices group. Whateve¡ the outcome might have been, the other

negotiating groups were spared the necessity of sorting out their differences.

The Ministers did not adopt any of the negotiating results of the meeting nor did they even

forrrally agree to extend the Uruguay round Lnto 1991.227

224 Interview by the author of GATT secreta¡iat official, l2May 1992.

225 See Stewart (1993) pp203-204.
226 See Croome (1995)p279.
227 Petersmam, (1993) p576.
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DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN POLICY INSTRT]MENTS AT\D THE
FAILT]RE TO REACH AGREEMENT IN BRUSSELS

THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN POLICY INSTRT]MENTS AIYD TI{F'
PRIORITIES IN THE NEGOTIATION

Before describing the rernainder of the negotiation of the Uruguay Round Agreement on

Agriculture, I wish to break this na¡ration to consider how the parties might have proceeded

to reach agreement and, more importantly to this overall thesis, to consider how the ideas

described in Part 2 of this thesis could have influenced the negotiation.

On the principles as I have set them out in Part 2, the negotiating objectives should have

been, in order of importance, the following:

(1) prohibitquantitativerestrictions;

(2) bind and reduce tariffs;

(3) bind and reduce export subsidies;

(4) bind and reduce production subsidies.

The question considered here is whether a better focus on the differences between policy

instruments and on the order of priorities set out above would have helped to achieve an

agreement at Brussels to conclude the agriculflre negotiation.

2 TIIE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEE PARTIES

Note that the difference between the parties in terms of the size of the annual reductions

being oflered was ¿ìs follows:

I
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On Intemal Support,

US,UCairns Group

75% per year (excluding changes in export

subsidies or import barriers)

EEC

6Yo per year (including changes in export

subsidies and import barriers)

Baseline: 1986-88 or 1987-89 Baseline: 1986

On Import Ba¡riers:

US,UCairns Group EEC

34% per year (allowing for different

baselines and the extent to which AI{S

reductions would be achieved through set

aside rather tha¡r reduction in support prices)

subject to Co ctive Mechanism.

50o/o

Baseline: 1988 (Cairns Group)

Baseline: 1986-1988

US,UCaírns Group EEC

9%oper yeør

operation of the Corrective Factor
Baseline: 1990

Baseline: 1986-1988

T\ilEEN THE PARTIES

Sgrely, the difference between the rate of cuts to import barriers was not unbridgeable" A

half way point would have been about 5.5o/o per year. The difference between the size of the

reductions in export subsidies was¡ more significant. On internal support, the proposals on

3
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scope and measurement of AMS were so different that it was difficult to compare therr.

Consider what the parties might have done to achieve the objectives of the negotiation.

3.1 THE FIRST PRIORITY OBJECTIVE - PROHIBITING QUANTITATTVE
RESTRICTIONS

The USA and the Cairns Group should have made the achievement of the prohibition on

quantitative restrictions their first priority. They had already made tariffication a (,if not,

the) central part of their proposal. They might have been able to capture the EEC's

conditional willingness to adopt the principle of tarifEcation. The EEC was offering to meet

the first objective, the prohibition and elimination of quantitative restrictions, but it was

subject to some conditions. To finalize agreement on this, it was necessary to:

(l) deal with the rebalancing issue;

(2) insist that the tariffication would cover every product and every æunty;

(3) design the'corrective mechanism/special safeguard'to ensure that it did not facilitate

the use of variable levies as virtual quantitative restrictions. This meant that the

corrective factor had to have a volume trigger; that any availability of a price-based

trigger should be accompanied by a requirement to satisff a volume based trigger or

to ensure that any availability of recourse to pureþ price-based triggers was on the

basis of a transition to volume based triggers over time.

The viability of disposing of the rebalancing argument has to be considered in the context of

the EEC's problem with surplus grain production and the substitution of grain substitutes for

gain. It seems plausible that if the EEC had had an assurance that it could continue to pay

export subsidies per unit up to the difference between the internal price and the world price,

then the rebalancing issue would have gone away. If the USA and the Cairns Group had not

insisted on specific commitrnents on export subsidies then the EEC would not have been so

worried about shifting consumption from grains to non-grain feeds; and if the USA and the

Cairns Group had not insisted on specific commitnents on production subsidies, then the

EEC would not have been so concerned about continuing to protect its domestic oilseeds

industy. The effect might have been that the EEC backed down on how much protection it

wanted on oilseeds and other grains substitutes. For a very small tadff inctease, an A¡ticle

)O(VIII negotiation might have been possible. Therefore, it seems likely that a softer
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approach on export subsidies and production subsidies would have captured the EEC's

agree,rnent with the tarifñcation and elimination of quantitative restrictions.

It would have been necessafy to obtain the agreement of all of the other parties to the

application of a prohibition on quantitative restrictions. However, reaching agreement on

this point among the EEC, the USA and the Cairns group would have focussed pressure on

those wishing to retain restrictions: especially Japan, Korea and Canada. The USA, Cairns

Group and EEC together could have exerted considerable pressure on these countries to

ensure that they complied with the prohibition of quantitative restrictions, forcing therr if
necessary to choose between being aparty to the treaty and implementing the prohibition.

We will return to this point when we describe what actually happened in the rest of the

negotiation.

On that basis, the first objective was achievable.

3.2 THE SECOND PRIORITY OBJECTTVE. BINDING AND REDUCING IMPORT

TARIFFS

On the second objective, the EEC was offering a cut of about 3-4% per year. Clearly, if the

EEC was going to reduce support prices by more tha¡r that amount, there would be some

political opposition. No rioubt a partiai repiaeement of support prices with ríeficiency

payments would soften the political decision. Therefore grving some leeway to achieve this

could be done by reducing the de,mand to cut the AMS to something smaller. This would

have required the USA and the Cairns Group backing off substantially from their call for

75%oreduction in production linked domestic subsidies.

If that had been done, then the EEC might have been able to make a better offer than 3-4%

per year on tariffreductions. It also might have been possible to draw an offer of a higher

reduction on the highest tariffs. This would not necessarily have achieved the mæcimuar

tariffrate of 50%but some reduction in the dispersion of the higher tariffs could have been

achieved. Something closer to 7.5%o per annum may have been possible.

There was already some common ground between the proposals for a corrective factor and

for a special safeguards clause. However, there were some significant differences also. The

Cairns Group and USA were suggesting a gradual bringing into efflect of the ordinary
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safeguards provision. In effect, the EEC \¡¿as proposing that agricultrue have its own

permanent safeguard mechanism. A compromise was needed. The guiding criteria for the

compromise could have been that the tariff surcharges could not be used as quasi

quantitative restrictions. Therefore, price triggers alone should not have been permitted as

sufficient for invocation ofthe special safeguard/corrective factor. Secondly, as long as the

volume triggers were based on imports in a rolling recent period rather than a fixed period

then some permanent adjusûnent would have to take place.

3.3 THE THIRD PRIORITY - BINDING AND REDUCING ÐGORT SUBSIDIES

On the third objective, the binding and reduction of export subsidies, the Cairns Group and

the USA governments had made the mistake of staking their statr¡re in the domestic political

constituency to the achievement of their third most important objective.

The EEC was already oflering to bind export subsidies on a per unit basis to the lesser of the

difference between internal prices and world prices and the amount of import duty that could

be charged on the product and also to undertake not to pay export subsidies on products on

which they had not been paid previously. On the basis of the EEC's offer on import barriers,

this would have franslated into a3-4o/o per year reduction in per unit export subsidies though

it would be subject to utilization of the corrective factor/special safeguard.

The EEC's real concern was that it could pay an export subsidy equal to the difference

between its internal support prices and the world price. It was clear that the per unit export

subsidies would be reduced by whatever amount the internal support prices were reduced

by. Therefore, if the USA/Cairns Group had accepted a commiûnent on basis offered by the

EEC together with a commitrnent to reduce tarifß, then it would be implicit that they would

have achieved a reduction of per unit export subsidies below what they othenvise would

have been.

If they had been satisfied with the EEC commiünent on this basis, then the EEC might not

have been so concerned to try to apply the same discipline to deficiency payments. There

may not have remained any reason for deficiency payments and import barriers to be

reduced at the same rate. This might have made it easier to argue for a much bigger rate of
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reduction to be applied to import barriers while leaving the rate of reductions on internal

support at a low rate.

If a commitment had been taken on this basis, it is doubtful whether additional

commitnents in terms of volume or budget outlays would have achieved anything

significant in comparison to what might have been achieved as a result of an increase in the

rate of reductions to apply to import tariffs. However, the reliability of this form of

commitments on export subsidies was dependent on the special safeguards clause /

corrective factor being drawn tightly enough.

A problem with taking a corrunitment in this form from the EEC would have been the

decision as to how commitnents should be taken from other countries. In particular,

counties like the United States, which generally ran deficiency payment systems rather than

dual price systems would on that basis have had to give bindings on export subsidies at near

zero levels. However, there is no reason why bindings on export subsidies could not be

taken in different ways for different parties. Parties not maintaining high internal prices

could still have given reduction commitnents in terrrs of per unit subsidies. This may have

facilitated a trade-offbetween the rate of tariffreduction to be under taken by the EEC and

the rate of per unit export subsidy reduction to be undertaken by the USA.

THE FOURTH PRIORITY - BINDING AND REDUCING DOMESTIC
SUBSIDIES

TIIE URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON AGRICULTURE 634

3.4

On the fourttr objective, that of achieving a binding and reduction in the use of production

subsidies and. other production linked subsidies, the adoption of a less stringent position

might have made it easier to mærimize the size of the reductions on tariffrates. In additiorU

rela¡ration of this part of the negotiation may have made it easier to negotiate a sufficiently

tight special safeguards clause/ corrective factor.

Both the Cairns Group and the USA had conceded considerable freedom to use domestic

subsidies. They had agreed that inqeases in green box non-production linked subsidies

would not be inconsiste,lrt with the internal support reduction commitnents" They were also

prepared to accept that the AMS should be calculated from a fixed external reference price:

thereby permitting increases in production linked subsidies to compensate for falls in the
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world price. As for the margin of support above the reference price, it was clear that, even

without international obligations, governments would be subject to fiscal pressures to reduce

this expenditure which would counteract to some extent the demands for subsidies.

Nevertheless, tttere was some willingness to enter into commitnents on domestic subsidies

and it may have been possible to reduce the demands for reductions in this area so as to

maximize the achievements on the higher priorities whilst still obtaining some commiûnents

on domestic subsidies. Ceiling bindings could have been considered. Whilst there may be

merit in pursuing commitments on domestic subsidies, they should not undermine the

negotiation on import bariers. It would have been necessary with the Cairns Group to give

in on its insistence that deficiency payments paid on products that are exported be regulated

in the s¿rme way as export subsidies and to accept a definition of export subsidies as

subsides paid contingent on export.

3.5 POSSIBLE AGREEMENT

By the USA and the Cairns Group backing off on export subsidies and the Cairns Group

backing offto some extent on deficiency payrnents, they might have been able to achieve:

(1) a compete prohibition of QRs;

(2) a reduction of import tariffs perhaps as high a 7.5 Yo per year, perhaps with a

harmonizing effect;

(3) a binding on export subsidies either to the amount of any import duty that could be

charged on the same product or to another per unit a¡normt.

It might have also been possible to obtain a ceiling binding on per unit production subsidies.

3.6 OTHER MATTERS TO BE AGREED

Some problems would have remained.

3.6.1 The Pasta Case problem

On incorporated products, the issue would have been whether to accept what the EEC was

oflering or to seek more. The EEC was offering to reduce export subsidies on products

incorporating primary products as the gaps between the world and internal prices for those
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primary products fell. The solution needed to be one that would permit adjustrnent rather

than one which would permanently entrench these subsidies. It would have been preferable

if the EEC assisted pasta producers with domestic subsidies rather than export subsidies. In

the Pasta market, the objective of reducing the tariff on Pasta should have been a higher

priority than reducing the export subsidies. Therefore, a transition could have been

impleme,nted by insisting on tariffreductions on the processed products, while binding the

export subsidies to the value of the difference between internal and extemal prices for the

incorporated primary products. The trade offfor grving in to the EEC's position could have

been tariff reductions. The tariff reductions could have been either accompanied by a

reasonable expectation of a certain level of production or input subsidies on the processed

product or by a formal limited immunity from non-violation nullification or impairrrent

claims. The compensation for giving this immrxrity should have been the depth of the

reduction in the ta¡iffcut to the processed products.

3.6.2 Exposure of Export Subsidies to CVDs, and to Article XVI, Serious Prejudice
and Non_Violation Çsmplaints

An issue remaining would have been whether, apart from the definition of violations which

wo-uld be inherent in the reduction commitnaents, there should be any change to the way that

- rL1- ' -- -^---¿^--^it:-^ l--!- ^- --.1+:1^+-^f -*^l:^. ^^"1á La fal¡an aaoincf evnnrf crrlrci¡licq nr
çItn(if çUtUtl,çMllIlIfB UUly Ut llfl.¡Illl<rlgl.Ll lellls/t-llvÐ wvsas uw L(¡Ãv¡¡ sós¡¡¡Dr

domestic subsidies.l Consider export subsidies first.

It is difñcult to see any merit in relaring the pre-Uruguay Round rules on cowrte'l¡¡ailing

duty remedies against export subsidies. They had been countervailable subject to an injury

test and would continue to be so r¡nder the draft Agreernent on Subsidies and Countervailing

Duties included in the draft final act in Brussels ('1990 Subsidies Text').

As to multilateral remedies, the 1990 Subsidies Text had substantially varied the A¡ticle

XVI tests. First, it made all export subsidies (those contingent on export performance)

violations without incorporating the Article XVI distinction between primary and non-

primary products. It also provided for remedies against non-export subsidies which caused

See the suggestion by Baldwin that negotiation of reductions to subsidies should be accompanied by

an imnunity from CVD for the period of the reduction agreement Baldwin, Robert E., "GATT
Reform: Selected Issues" inKierzkowski, Henryþ Protection and Competition in International Trade

@lackrvell, Oxford, L987) pp204-214 at 208.

I
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serious prejudice. Though the complete prohibition of export subsidies made application of

the concept of serious prejudice to non-export subsidies unnecessary, most of the difficulties

with fitting into the Article XVI:3 criterion of 'more than an equitable share'were dealt with

in the way that serious prejudice was defined. One of the ways in which serious prejudice

was defined was a new version of the more than an equitable share test which replaced the

criterion of 'more than equitable' with the simple criterion that party achieved a world

market sha¡e in excess of a defined past share. One of the other ways in which serious

prejudice was defined related to subsides displacing or impeding exports of another

signatory into a third country market but with a clear requirement to demonstrate trade

effects in order to establish displacement or impediment.z It was clear that the EEC would

not accept that the general prohibition on export subsidies could apply to export subsidies on

agricultural products that were in conformity with the reduction commitnents under the

Agreement on Agriculnre. It was necessary for the parties to reach agreement on whether

the rules on serious prejudice would apply to subsidies in conformity with the reduction

commitnents.

Arguments had been made in the past that the non-violation nullification or impairment

principles could apply to export subsidies impairing the benefits of access to third country

markets.3 There was also an issue as to whether the parties should try to clariff whether the

non-violation nullification or impairment princþles could be used in that way against export

subsidies in conformity with reduction commitments.

3.6.3 Exposure of Other Subsidies to CVDs, and to Serious Prejudice and Non-
Violation Complaints

The application of CVDs to subsidies other than export subsidies was a problem that had

arisen mainly as a result of the practices of the USA in applymg its CVD law to various

forms of domestic subsidy. This practice had caused significant friction. This had been

partly resolved in the 1990 Subsidies Text by providing that domestic subsidies would only

See 1990 Subsidies text, article 6.5.
Eg, see Ba¡celo III, John J., "Subsidies and Countervailing Duties - analysis and a Proposal" (L977) 9
Law & Polícy in International Business '7'79-853 at 847 making the argument that there would be a
reasonable expectation ttrat access to aû export ma¡ket will not þs imFaired by a production subsidy
in a third country. Though he refers to a production subsidy, the argument would apply (a fortiori) to
an export subsidy.

',

3
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be counten¡ailable if they were specific to an indusûry and by a stengthening of the injury

test.a Under the specificþ test, most of the types of subsidies under negotiation in the

agriculture negotiation would have continued to have been exposed to CVlDs. In the

subsidies negotiation, ttrere was some disagreement about whether additional types of

domestic subsidies should be immune from CVDs.s The participants would have had to

decide whether any immunity from CVDs should be applied the same way to domestic

subsidies in agriculture as in other sectors or whether, in agriculture, the scope of the

immune class of domestic subsidies should be broader.

Under the 1990 Subsidies text, domestic subsidies on agriculttral products might also have

exposed parties to the possible multilateral authorization of cor¡ntermeasures where the

subsidies caused serious prejudice, nullification or impairment or injury to a domestic

indusûy of another party. At the Brussels meeting, some aspects of the draft subsidies text

were still contentious: whether multilaterally authorized countermeasures against domestic

subsidies should be subject to proof of minimum trade effects, and the negotiation of a green

box of domestic subsidies which would not be exposed to multilaterally authorised

counte,l:neasures at all.6 Participants would have had to decide whether any immunity from

multilaterally authorized re,rnedies should apply the same way to domestic subsidies in

! r, -- -,,- ^Á^ -- --.1-^.L^- .:- ^.-:^..1å,-^ +Lo ^f +L^ i**tt-a ^looo nfagncurlurc ¿ts uI outçr sËçtuls ul wllçurçr. uI a1ËrrvulLLuç. ure ùv\rPv vr urw ¡uur¡w¡v v^su v^

domestic subsidies should be broader.

These matters could have been resolved with a focus on the differences between the

instruments and on what priorities in the negotiation might have been based on those

differences between instnrme,nts. The gurding principle should have been that disciplines be

tougher on export subsidies than domestic subsidies. The parties could have made export

subsidies conforming to reduction commitnents subject to both counten¡ailing duties and

multilaterally authorized remedies and made domestic subsidies immune from both tracks of

remedies. The irnmunity could have been limited to the period of the implementation period

leaving open the way to impose a stricter regulation of domestic subsidies in the futr¡re.

1990 Subsidies text, Article 1.2.

See the opening "Commentary" to the 1990 Subsidies text in Stewa¡t (1993) Vol3, p147.

See the opening "Commenta¡y" to the 1990 Subsidies text in Stewart (1993) Yol3,pl47.

4
5

6
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4 THE CONTINUATION OF TIIE NEGOTIATION

The above possible ways to resolve the negotiation were not adopted at Brussels. The

Cairns Group and the USA remained committed to obtaining specific undertakings relating

to the budget outlays of export subsidies and to the volume of subsidized exports. The

Caims Group was trying to apply such regulation to products exported with the aid of

deficiency payments. It appears that neither of them had reached the stage of offering any

immunities for agricultural products from the remedies under the Subsidies text.

It is submitted that gving in on some of these matters may have facilitated an agreement on

import barriers on more favourable terms than the eventual outcome. We return to review

the completion of the negotiation and the final rules contained in the Final Act.
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FROM BRUSSELS TO MARRAKESH - THE CONCLUSION OF TIIE
TIRUGUAY ROT]ND NEGOTIATION ON AGRICT]LTT]RE

1 POST-BRUSSELS

The political developments which eventually led to the close of the agriculture negotiation

have been well and elegantly documented by Croome, by Preeg and by Stewart.l It is not

intended to repeat their work but only to outline the progression toward the final text and the

resolution of the important variables. In addition, the focus of this work is the framework of

rules and the principles embodied in them and in the last phase ofthe negotiations, there was

little new input in the way of ideas. Rather the last phase consisted of the mustering of the

political will to complete the negotiation in combination with a willingness to modiff

original positions.

The negotiation within the EEC over the reform of the CAP broke new gror:nd in January

l99l- The European Commission Agriculture Minister, Mr Macsharry annowrced

proposals for major changes to the CAP. It was proposed that the CAP would move away

from price support in favour of direct payments which would not be paid on the basis of

output.2 This would involve a transitional process under which support prices would be

significantly reduced, for example by 35Yo on cereals, by l0o/o on dairy products and by

l1Yo on beef.3 However, the EEC was still far from agreernent on the reform.4

See Croome, Reshaping the World Trading Systern (1993) esp. pp294-297,328-329,338-341, 367-

368 &,379;Preeg, Traders in a Brave New World (1995) chapter 6 "Farm Subsidy Showdown, 1991-

L992,,pp127-147 &. Stewart, The Untguay Round Negotíations 1986-1991(1993) pp204-228.

Preeg, (1995) p127, Stewart 205. These proposals were subsequently documented in, inter aliq EC,

"The deveþment and future of the corrmon agricultural policy" (document d¡awn up on the basis of
COM(91) 100 and COM(91) 258 in EC, Bulletin of the European Cotnmuníties, Supplement 5/91.

See EC, The development and future of the courmon agricultural policy", as above, pp23,30 &31.
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The USA governments' 'fast-hack authority', under which it could present the trade

negotiation package to congress for a yes or no vote, was due to expire on 31 May 1991 and

it was required to aliow for a consultation period of 90 days. Therefore, the latest date at

which an agreement could be made for presentation to Congtess under the fast ûack

authority was I March. The USA government would need to seek an extension of fast track

from Congress. However, the prospect of approval was diminished by the lack of progress

in the agriculttue negotiation and the President indicated that he was not prepared to seek

approval unless some progress was made.5

After the Brussels meeting, De Zeeuw resigned as chairman of the negotiating group on

agriculture. After that time, Dunkel acted as chaimran. Until then, the EEC's position had

bee,n that there would be a global commitnent on the AMS rather than separate

commitnents in the three areas. Drurkel proceeded with consultations with the parties on

the basis that there would be commitnents in each of the three areas. On 20 February 1991,

Dunkel informe.d a meeting of the TNC that all participants had agreed to negotiate specific

binding commitnents in each area. Thus the agriculture negotiation recommenced and with

it the whole of the Uruguay round.6

Despite the EEC's acquiescence to the division into the three areas, the EEe was still

wrprepared to make any undertakings that went in advance of their internal negotiation of

reforms to the cortmon agricultural policy.T Thus the EEC wanted to be able to maintain

whatever border protection was necessary to defend the producer prices that it set and did

not want to make specific cornmitnents on export subsidies that would require them to

absorb additions to stocþiles.

Over 1991, the broader issues were put to one side to some exte,lrt and the parties proceeded

with negotiations on the more technical issues. The entire negotiating group on agriculture

Eg, see, IngersenÇ Ralmer & Hine, The EC Perspective, ch4 in Tngersent, Ra¡mer & Hine Agriculture
in the Uruguay Round (1994) at75-77.
Preeg, Ernes! Traders in a Brave New World (1995)ppl27-128.
See Stewar! The GATT Urttguay Round p206. See also psfs¡s¡1ann, "The Uruguay Round

Negotiations 1986-1991" in Petersmann & Hilf (eds), The New GATT Round of Multilateral Trade

Negotiations: Legal and Economic Probletns (Studies in Transnational Economic Law, volume 5)

(Kluwer, Deventer, 2nd ed, 1990) pp501-577 atp576.
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did not meet. Instead, meetings were held in various smaller groups, the group of 8 and the

group of 36. The meetings covered a range of technical issues such as:

o the calculation of tariffequivalents and the inherent problems of obtaining measurements

of world and domestic prices;

o the calculation of aggregate measures of support including the choice of base statistics,

and the measurement of the support provided by various instruments;

. the delineation of the green box;

o the definition of export subsidies;

o the technical issues involved in measuring reductions to export subsidies; and

o the operation of a special safeguard mechanism which involved consideration of the

various proposals to insulate reduction commitnents to some extent from fluctuations in

exchange rates and world prices.

As Preeg observes,

All of this technical work dealing with "instruments" set the stage for later
decisions on the "numbers" (i.e., the percentage cuts in support) to be taken at
the political level.s

During the year, bilateral negotiations continued between the EEC and the USA but

differences persisted. There was little r¡rgency in the negotiations until late in the year. The

future of the negotiations was not assured until June when the United States congress

extended the President's "fast track" authority to 3l Ma¡ch 1993. It was not until then that

each of the outstanding negotiating groups recommenced substantial negotiations. In the

latter half of the year, the likelihood of the USA and the EEC reaching agreement appeared

to be low. Durkel continued with negotiations and consultations as did the Secretariat staff.

As had happened in early \990, the participants looked to the chairman to make a proposal.

See Preeg's observation that the EC delegate ¡e¡lainsd silent during Dunkel's announcement on 20
February 1991 thereby not "havi'g to state æry formal change in the EC position": Preeg (1995)
p128.
Preeg (1995) p134.
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On20 Septernber IggI, Dunkel announced that he would put forward a text, a complete

draft final act, including a draft agreement on agriculture, on a "take it or leave it basis".9

One essential element that Dr¡¡¡kel had to incorporate into his draft text was the nr.unbers. In

November, it became possible for him to choose some 'numbers'. In the preceding month,

the disunity ¿unong the EEC had become more pronounced as the German Minister for

Economics had announced in October that the EEC had to change its position on agriculture

and on export subsidies. It began to be clear that, in the final analysis, even though no-one

wanted to put the matter to a vote, France would not have enough support to block a

decision on CAP reform. In Nove,rnber, USA President Bush met with the Er:ropean

Commission President Delors. They did not reach any agreement on advancing the

negotiation. However, Mr Bush focussed the negotiation by putting forward some new

'nuûrbers'. Instead of the previous demands for cuts of 90Vo and75 Yo ovsr l0 years, Bush

offered to limit the USA's requests for reductions over 5 to 6 years of 35Yo on export

subsidies and 30% on import barriers and internal support. These were roughly the same as

the'nrmrbers'in the Hellstrom text with which the USA had indicated reluctant agree'ment at

Brussels. However, with Bush's formal ofler, the pressure ìilas now firmly on the EEC.I0

The USA and EEC continued to try to negotiate in the three areas but were still unable to

reach agreement.ll The Cairns Group, perhaps sensing that the USA and the EEC were

going to reach a deal that would achieve only a very limited result in agriculture warned

both that any bilateral deal between the USA and the EEC would have to be agreed

multilaterally and also that negotiating on the basis of a lesser reduction over a 5-6 year

period would only be a first stç and would have to be supplemerìted by a commitne'lrt to

continue the process.l2 Agreement could still not be reached during bilateral EEC-USA

negotiations hosted by Dukel on 19 and 20 December. However, Bush's offer to Delors

and the subsequent progress must have been enough for Dr¡nkel to make up his mind on the

b116b€,rs'to be inserted into his draft agreement. The following day, on 20 Decernber 1991,

9 See Preeg (1995) pl35 citing "Journal of Commerce" August 19, 1991, quoting a statement of IUS

Trade Re,presentativel lvlrs Hills of July 31."
preeg (19195) writes that in the weeks utbrough early December" the EC and the USA were engaged

in negotiating commituents in all th¡ee areas: see p137.

See Preeg (1995) pl38 & Stewa¡t (1993) p212.

See Cairns Group, Communique,9 December 1991.
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Dr¡nkel issued the 1991 Draft Final Act of the Uruguay Round.l3 This time the draft final

act included a draft agreement on agriculture which became known as the'Dr¡nkel Draft' or

the'Dunkel Text'.I4 The whole text was put forward strictly on the basis that nothing would

be agreed until everything was agreed.l5

2 THE DI]NKEL TEXT ON AGRICT]LTT]RE

A complete description ofthe Dunkel text would duplicate much of the material that follows

in the next chapters which desqibes the content of the final Uruguay Round Agreement on

Agriculture. The following chapters separately analyze those parts of the final Agriculture

Agreement which deal with import barriers, export subsidies and internal support. What

will be presented at this stage is a brief outline together with those important features of the

Dunkel Text which will not be duplicated in the subsequent discussion and those aspects

which were central to the final stages of the negotiation of the final agreement.

The Dru¡kel text was divided into 4 parts :

Part A:Uruguay Round Agreement On Agriculture

Part B: Agreement On Modalities For the Establishment of Specific Binding Commitnents

Under the Reform Programme

Part C: Decision By Contracting Parties On the Application Of Sanitary and Phytosanitary

Measures

Part D:Declaration On Measures Concerning the Possible Negative Effects of the Refomr

Programme on Net Food-lmporting Countries

This thesis does not deal with the matters dealt with in Part C. Part D was Dunkel's way of

dealing with an important issue affecting some developing cowrtries, clearly indicating that

the issue had to be dealt with in a manner that did not undermine the reform programme.

13 'Draft Final Act embodying the Results of the Unrguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations",
GATT, MTN.TNC^VÆA dated 20 December l99l ("draft Final Act 1991").
Which is part L of MTN.TNC/"VÆA
Draft Final Act 1991, pl.

l4
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The principal part of the text on agriculture was divided into Part A, a draft Agreement, and

Part B, an agleement on modalities. To some extent, the division reflected a separation of

contentious from non-contentious matters. However, the principal function of the dilision

was that Part B of the text served to facilitate the negotiation of the schedules of concessions

which would come into effect in accordance with the provisions of Part A' Upon

completion of the negotiation of the concessions, those concessions would be given legal

force by the provisions of Part A and there would be no need for part B to remain in the

agreement.

Part A contains provisions r¡nder which specific commitments on import access, export

subsidies and domestic support could c,ome into force. Part B contained rules for the way in

which the specific commitments would be given. Therefore, the actual draft Agreement on

Agriculture in Part A did not contain any detail about what commitments would be given:

the terms of measr¡rement, the size of reductions or the timeframe for reduction. All of that

was in Part B. It was contemplated that the need to make changes to Part A would be

minimal and that once the specific commitments had been entered into Schedules, then Part

A could come into force without Part B. There ywas some possibility that there might be

something from Part B that might have to be incorporated into Part A but generall¡ the

^1{^+^R, L^L:-,{ +Lo ll',-l¡al favf rr¡ac fhqf Þqrf R rvnrrlrl nnf he necessâfv once the SchedUleSÐLr4LtiË/V (r\/luru UIV vwav¡ rv ! YYsu

came into force. Eftectively, this would place enorrnous pressure on parties not to push for

amendments of Part A. It shifted the focus of negotiations onto the Schedules of

Concessions. The structure of the agteement in two parts also meant that the EEC could

negotiate upon the basis of part A without having to concede anyttring in the substance of

the negotiation. It could still submit list of commitrnents that were in line with its

previously stated position. The same can be said for the other corurtries too' Cor¡ntries

could submit lists of commitrnents that deviated from the guidelines in Part B whilst still

being able to work within the confines of Part A. In that situation, there would be an

argument over the commitnents but not over the framework. The following deseription of

the three areas is intentionally brief.
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2.1 THE SPECIFIC COMMITMENTS

Part B called for parties to submit lists of commiûnents by 1 March 1992 on all of the

products covered. The scope of coverage rvas defined by reference to the relevant part of

the Harmonized System of customs classification which included some products processed

from agricultural products as well as primary agriculhral products.l6 The text included 8

pro-forma tables in formats that could become part of the schedules of concessions

incorporated in the agreement. The Tables contained lists of commitnents in the various

areas

(l) Lists relating to Ordinary Customs Duties, including ttrose resulting from

tariffication;

Ø Lists relating to Current Access;

(3) Lists relating to Minimum Access;

(4) Product-Specific Aggregate Measurements of Support;

(5) Domestic Support Equivalent Commiünents [for circumstances where calculation of

AMS would be impracticall;

(6) Non-Product Specific AMS;

(7) Export subsidies: budgetary outlay and quantity reduction commitnents;

(8) Other commitn:ents limiting the scope of export subsidies.

It also contained the format for 1l supporting tables which were supposed to contain

information that would explain how the commiûnents had been arrived at. Later in January

1992, the Secretariat issued an 'informal technical note' to assist parties in preparation of

their lists.tT The informal technical note contained detailed instructions on how to complete

the supporting tables and the principal lists of commiÍnents.

Dunkel text, Part B, Annex l.
"Explanatory Notes on the Formats for the Establishment of Lists of Specific Binding Commituents
under the Agriculture Reform Progranme, Informal Technical Note by the Secreta¡iat", dztsd2T
Januaty 1992

16
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2.2 IMPORT ACCESS

The agreement referred to schedules on tariff rates and also other market access

commitments (allowing for tariff rate quotas). Apart from bringing the schedules of

concessions into force, the draft also had to deal with imposing the prohibition on

quantitative resfrictions. It would not be sr¡fficient to merely rely on Article XI:l because it

was arguable that some of the measures being tariffied (for example, variable levies) were

not violations of Article XI:1. Therefore the text added the following:

erticle 4(2): Participants undertake not to resort to, or revert to, any measures

which have been converted into ordinary customs duties

pursuant to concession under this Agreement.

The effect of that would be that if every country tariffied all non-tariff ba¡riers on all

products, then an effective prohibition would be in force. However, if any parties left

certain products or measures out of their Schedules of Concessions, then that would leave

holes in the application of a prohibition under Aficle aQ). Arssably there were a few other

loopholes in the provision, for example, whether it covered countries which resorted for the

first time to a particular measure previously used by another country.

Part B contained the rules for tariffication, binding and reductions. It provided that

+^-iGÊ^^+i^- ^1^^,'lá Lo onnlic,{ f¡ el! hnr,{c.t ñêâqllres nthe.r than Ofdinaru Cr;StOmS dUtieSlall'lllllr<lu\rtl ùllLrt¡.ll¡ r'rW aPPuwu !v 4¡¡ vvrsv^ ¡trvsÙw vv

except those maintained under Articles XII, XXVII, XIX, XX or XXI and gave a list of

merrsures that should be ta¡ifñed ineluding variable levies. Article XI:2 was not included in

the list of exceptions.ls The calculation of tariff equivalents was to be based on the

difference between a represelrtative intemal wholesale price and external cif pricesl9 using

data for the years 1986-1988. The supporting tables were supposed to show the data for

each year and the calculation of the average for 1986-1988.20 The tariffequivalents we,te to

be bound.2l The taritr rates on any unbound products on which there were no non-tariff

ba¡riers were to be bound at the 1986 rate for developed countries, with developing

l8
L9

20

See Dr¡nkel Text, Annex 3, Section A, para I a¡d the footnote to it.

Cif prices include freight and insurance to the port of destination'

See Dunkel Text, Supporting Table I "Ta¡iff Equivalents: Tariff Equivalents Calculated Directly

from Price Comparisons" and Table 2 'Tariff Equivalents: Derived Tariff Equivalents for
Transformed and Processed Products".
Dunkel Text, PartB, panT.2t
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countries being able to bind at a rate to be negotiated (called a ceiling rate because it is
higher than the rate actually charged).22

All of the tariffs were to be reduced over a six year period between 1993 and 1999.

Reductions were to be 36%o on a simple average of tariff lines rather than a tade weighted

average and with a minimum reduction of 15% for each tariff line. For developing

countries, the rate of reduction was to be two thirds that applicable to developed cornties

and the reductions were to be implemented over l0 years instead of 6.23

Roughly in line with the USA proposals, the text also provided for minimum access quotas

and cr¡rrent access quotas and for their expansion.

The text contained a formulation of the special safeguards clause. In essence, it provided for

two alternative safeguards clauses: one which could be resorted to in the case of increases in

the volume of imports, and another which could be resorted to in the case of falls in pnce.zc

The tariff surcharges imposed under the volume trigger could not exceed 30% of the

ordinary tariff rate and those imposed under the price trigger could not exceed a defined

proportion of the difFerence between a 1986-1988 baseline price and the actual import price.

2.3 E)GORT SUBSIDIES

Part A contained an obligations not to pay export subsidies in excess of those set out in the

export subsidy commitnents.2s The obligation applied to those export subsidies contained

in a list.26 In any given year, parties could not exceed the maximum levels of export

subsidy expenditure specified for that year in budget outlay commiünents nor the maximum

quantity of subsidized exports specified for that year in quantity commitnents.2T

Part B provided for commitnents to implement a 36%o reduction in budget outlays and a

24Yo reduction in quantity subsidized over a six year period from 1993 to 1999.28 These

Dunkel Text, Part B, para3 & 14 and Informal Technical Note, p9 on Table l, coh¡mn 3
Dunkel Text, Part B, A¡ticle 16.

Dunkel Text, Pa¡t A, Article 5(1XI) & (ü).
Dunkel Text, Part A, Article 8.

Dunkel Texg Part A, Article 9(l).
Dunkel Texl PartA, Article 9(2).
Dunkel Text, Pa¡t B, Article I l.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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commiünents w€re supposed to be given separately in respect of 22 product grouping5.29

The baselines were supposed to be the averages of outlay and quantities for the years 1986-

1990.30 After the fust year, rhere rilas some iimited flexibility to deiay reductiorrs until later

ye¿¡s provided that the required end point were reached by the end of the implemelrtation

period.¡r Developing countries could apply reductions of 24% to budget outlays and l6%oto

volume over 10 ]ear5.32

2.4 DOMESTIC SUPPORT

Part A contained an obligation not to provide non-exempt domestic support in excess of that

set out in the domestic support commitments.33 The text contemplated commiünents on

each specific product relating to product-specific support and on total non product-specific

support being made either in terms of an Aggregate Measure of Support or on an equivalelrt

basis.3a The obligation did not apply to measr¡res within a green box category3s or to

support below de minimis levels related to the value of production (which were higher for

developing cowrtries).36 The text contained elaborate definition of the policies contained

within the green box. In particular, the green box rules only included direct payments which

were decoupled from production as determined by a number of cumulative criteria:

o that payments were funded by government not involving transfers from consuners;

o that pa¡nnents did not provide price support to producers;

o that eligibilþ was determined by criteria established in a base period;

o that payments were related to production in any year after the base year;

o that payments were not related to prices in any year after the base year; and

o that payments were not related to factors of production employed in any year after the

base Year.37

Dunkel Text, Part B, Annex 8, Article 7.

Dr¡¡kel Text, Part B, A¡ticle 1l & Annex 8, A¡ticle 3.

Dunkel Text, Part B, Amex B, Article 6.

Du¡kel Text, Part A, Article 15.

Dunkel Tex! Part A, Article 6(1).
Du¡kel Text, Part A, Article 6(3).
Dunkel Text, Part A, Article 6(l) & Annex 2.

Dr¡¡kel Text, Part A, Article 6(4).
Dr¡¡kel Text, Part A, Annex 2, paras 1,5 & 6.

29
30
31

32
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Part B provided for the way that the domestic commitrnents were to be made.38 It provided

for the method of calculation of AMS in monetary terms based on volume of production

supported multiplied by the per unit support. The per unit support was to be calculated upon

the basis of support above the internal price used for determining support in the years 1986

to 1988 whether in the form of price support or deficiency payments.3g Where calculation

of AMS was impractical, commiûnents were to be reduced to a monetary value in a similar

way. The commiünents were to implement a reduction by 20o/o from the support calculated

for the period 1986 to 1988.40 For developing countries, the rate was to be 13.66%o over l0

Yea¡s.41

2.5 CONTINUATION OF REFORM

The Dunkel text acknowledged that the reforms which it envisaged would only be one step

in a continuing pro$amme of reform. Article 19 provided for negotiations on possible

fi:rther reforms to be initiated one year before the end of the implementation period.

3 POST DUNKEL TEXT DEVELOPMENTS

3.I ADOPTION OF THE TEXT FOR NEGOTIATIONS

Most parties, including the USA, were prepared to use the Dunkel Text as the basis for

completing the negotiation. Some Cairns Group countries declared that they could accept

the text as it was. However, the EEC immediately said that they wanted to change the text.

On 23 December, a meeting of EEC trade and agriculnue ministers declared that the text

was nnacceptable and had to be changed.a2 TJte greatest objections of the EEC were that the

green box did not include the new direct payments under the CAP, that rebalancing had not

been addressed and the inclusion of export subsidy cuts in terms of volume.43

It was clea¡ that Dunkel would try to avoid changing the text. Dunkel took the view that all

parties should be able to fit both their own commitrnents and those that they desired from

Dunkel Text, PartB, Article 8-10.
Dunkel Text, Part B, Annex 5, paras 8-11.
Dunkel Text, Part B, Aficle 8.

Dunkel Text, Part A, Article 15.

See Croome (1995) p328, Preeg (1996) p140, Stewart (1993) p2l5-216.
Stewart ( I 995) pp2l5-216.

38
39
40
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42
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other parties within the framework provided by the draft text and that there should be no

need to change the text itself.

In the new yeæ, Dunkel convened a the meeting of the TNC on 13 January 1992. The

parties adopted a for¡r track approach to concluding the Uruguay Ror¡nd as follows:

Track 1: specific commitments on goods

Track2: commitments on services

Track 3: legal drafting group

Track 4: substantive changes

They resolved that track 4 should not occur until tracks 1,2, arrd 3 had been advanced as far

as possible. This left the door open to suggestions for amendments to the text but it

confinned that consideration of amendments to the text would be deferred until after the

negotiation of schedules of commitments. The situation created was that all negotiators

\ilere aware that if one party suggested a change in the text then other parties might do the

same, which might lead to a breakdown in the negotiation. Therefore, the strategy created a

reluctance on all parties to upset the progress of the negotiation of commitrnents by

suggesting changes to the text.'+4

3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE NEGOTIATION

There were a nurrber of factors that affected the progress of the negotiation, the concessions

that were made and the timing of them: the ongoing negotiation of CAP reform; the Treaty

of Maastricht and the referenda in various EEC countries especially in France in Septerrber

lgg2, the Presidential elections in the USA in Novernber 1992, the issue surounding the

secession of Quebec from Canada and the general elections in France in July 1993-4s Of

course, immediately after the TNC meeting in January 1991, the attention of world leaders

was not directed toward completion of the Uruguay Round because of commencernent of

the Gulf war in Iraq. It is not intended to of[er any narration of the effect of these matters.

However, there are two important events that must be mentioned because of their direct

44 See Croome (1995)p329.
45 Some of these matters and others a¡e addressed in Preeg (1996) ptaOtr, Croome (1995) p328ff-
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relevance to the framework of rules under negotiation: the follow-up report of the Oilseeds

panel; and the announcement of CAP reforms ínMay 1992.

3.2.1 The CAP Reform of n.Iay 1992

In May 1992, the members of the EEC completed negotiation of the reforms proposed by

Minister MacSharry in January l99l and in June 1992, the package was adopted by the

European Council of Ministers.a6 This brought into eflect the reduction in support prices

and the compensation by direct payments. The reductions in support prices were in line

with MacSharry's proposals except that the reduction for cereals was 29Yo instead of the

originatly proposed 35yo.47 Eligibility for the compensation payments was subject to

compliance with a set-aside progr¿ìmme.¿8 With agreement on these matters, the EEC was

able to project the import barriers needed and was able to project what size reduction in the

AMS would occur as a result of the reform. This would depend, of course, on whether the

CAP payments were counted in the AMS. If the CAP payments were not counted, then the

reform would account for a reduction in the AMS well in excess of the 20%orequtred by the

Dunkel text.4e The reforms also gave the EEC the ability to predict the amor¡nt of grain

production. However, the EEC was still not ready to commit itself to a limit on the volume

of grain that could receive export subsidies because it could still not predict the EEC

demand for grains. It could not do this until it tried all possibilities for shifting animal feed

consumption from grains to grain substitutes. These ef[orts were still dependent on the

outcome in the oilseeds dispute.

3.2.2 The Follow Up Report of the Oilseeds Panel

The discussion of the Oilseeds case in chapter 13 above described how the panel made the

two findings, that the subsidies to purchasers of oilseeds were in violation of Article III and

that they constituted non-violation nullification or impairment but refrained fiom making

46 Commission of the European Communities, Our Farming Future (Offrce for Official Publications of
the European Communities, Luxembourg , 1993) p2l.
EC, Our Farming Future, as above,p22.
The deøils of the regulations providing for the ne'w support prices, set aside progfammes and direct
payrnents are set out separately for the va¡ious products in Ekelnans, Jsanin6, 'Agricultural Ma¡kets:
The New Regulations", Green Europe l/93 (OfFrce for Ofticial Publications of the European
Communities, Luxembourg, 1993).
See Josling, Tangermonn & V/arley (1996) pl56 saying that the EC would be within the 30%o

reduction target that had been set out in the Hellstom text.

47
48
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any recommendation on the second finding upon the basis that removal of the violation

might also remove the nullification or impairment. In the analysis of the first part of the

agricuiture negotiation, in chapter i6 above, the impaet oi this decisiorr orr 'rtre EEC

negotiating position was considered. It meant that the EEC had to change the way it

structured the CAP for bound products. It could no longer use subsidies to purchasers of

these products as a.way of maintaining price support to producers. Therefore, the EEC had

to devise a new way of providing support to oilseeds producers.

The EEC's new scheme \ilas enacted on 12 Decernber, published on24 December, four days

after release of the Dr¡nkel text, and came into effect three days 1ater.50 As mentioned in the

analysis of the case in chapter 5, the panel reconvened in February 1992. As noted above

the EEC presented arguments to the panel about whether the payments constituted

"decoupled income support". These arguments seemed to be irelevant to the question of

nullification or impaimrent but rather were directed to drawing some comment from the

USA and from the panel as to whether the new CAP payments would fall within the green

box under the Dr¡nkel text. As observed above, the USA took the bait. It responded with

arguments on this point:

that the CAP payments were based on the type or volume of production because

producers has to be engaged in production and payment was conditioned on har¡est

of a crop (contary to paragraphs 6(ii) and (v) of Annex 2 of the Dunkel Text);

(iÐ that the CAP payments were based on factors of production since they were tied to

use of land (contrary to paragraph 6(iv) of annex 2 of the Dunkel Text).

As observed above, after the EEC had drawn the USA into making these submissions, it

responded by declaring thern to be irelevant.

Although, the panel was not drawn into commenting on whether the payments fell into the

green box, one of the steps in making its finding that the subsidies caused nullification or

impairmelrt was that the subsidies were product-specific" To reach the finding that the

"Follow-Up on the Panel Report "European Economic Community - Paym.ents and Subsidies Paid to

Processors and Producers of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins" DSR28i& 3l March 1992,

GATT B/SD 39Si91, p2,para3 & p3, pan7 - See above, chapter 13, at section 8.3.

(Ð

50
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subsidies were product specific, the panel relied on the facts that the payments were paid in

respect of oilseeds, they supplemented income from oilseeds, payment was almost always

depe,ndent on proof of harr¡est of oilseeds and the subsidies were linked with yields of

oilseeds.

The panel decision had ¡vo consequences for the EEC in continuing negotiations on

agriculture.

(Ð First, the type of payments the EEC had introduced for the CAP for oilseeds and was

contemplating infroducing into the CAP for other products did not fit into the draft

of the green box. Not only would they be prevented from increasing payments of

this kind as they reduced the support to producer prices but they would have to

subject them to reduction commitrnents.

(iÐ Secondly, these payments exposed the EEC to actions based on non-violation

nullification or impairment; and a similar exposure would exist in relation to other

products if tariff bindings were given and the EEC switched from providing price

support to direct payments.

On the second point, it is worth considering whether the USA might also have been

concemed about the effect of the decision on nullification or impairment on any subsidies

that the USA might pay in future. Under the Dunkel text, any deficiency payments in

existence at the date of the UR bindings would be subject to the AMS reductions. In

addition, such subsidies being product specific would also be exposed to non-violation

nullification or impairment actions. In particular, for those products with non-tariffba¡riers

then imposed r¡nder the Agricultural Adjustment Act, it would not be possible for the US

govemment to use deficiency payments to compensate farmers for falling tariffs. It must be

borne in mind that at this stage of the negotiation, the USA was facing an outcome that

would leave world agriculture markets still substantially distorted by the eflects of the CAP

and, consequently, would leave the USA government still subject to pressure to protect

farmers ûom the effects of the CAP.

The follow-up report of the panel was distributed on 31 March 1992. Consideration of the

report was deferred by the GATT Council on 30 April. The USA threatened üade sanctions
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and by 12 June had published a list of products upon which sanctions were proposed to be

imposed.Sl At the Cor¡ncil meeting of 19 June, the EEC sought and was given authorization

to enter into Article XXVIII:4 ('closed season'Sz) negotiations for modification of thc

relevant tariffbindings. The follow-up report itself was still not adopted. Either the EEC

made known its objection to the adoption of the report or the USA did not press for its

adoption but the end result was that no new recommendation was made to remove the

nullification or impairment.S3 Therefore, the recommendation from the original panel report

stood as the onty finding of non-violation nullification or impairment caused by a subsidy

adoptedbytheCONTRACTINGPARTIES'Thatfindinglwassubjecttoareservationby

the EEC and was based on the fact that the subsidy completely prevented world prices from

having any impact on the competitive relationship between domestic and imported

oilseeds.5a

The opening of the Article )O(VIII negotiation provided a forum not only for the

negotiation on the modification of the concessions but also for the related questions which

were still unresolved between them in the agriculture negotiation: the rebalancing of

protection for oilseeds and other non-grain animal feeds, whether the direct payments r¡¡rder

the CAP would be subject to AMS reductions, and whether given the conditions existing in

11 -. -.:t-. --r- ^- a 
-^:- 

^^-1-^.- ¿L^ DDr! ^^,,1,l *i1.^ ^ ^^**;+'tanf fn limi+ thp rrnhrrne nf
utg ullsËçus ¿iltu Bl¿l'lu uralrtçLù, 1ll9 Lil-j\, ut t¡LL¡.tllav 4 vv[u¡¡¡u¡¡v¡r! !v ¡¡¡¡r¡r ûr¡v

grains receiving export subsidies.

4 THE REMAINING VARIABLES IN THE NEGOTIATION

By the time that the USA and the EEC engaged in the Article )O(Vn negotiations, the

process of making out lists under the Dunkel Text was well advanced. Everyone had had a

chance to analyze the Drmkel Text and to work out if there was anything that they wanted to

change. It had also become clear to everyone that, in respect of most areas of contention, in

the end, the important thing would be the content of the schedules not the content of the text

of the Agreement. However, ffiffiy parties had faiied to submit lists. In faet, by the middle

5l
52
53

See Stewa¡t (1993) p219.

See above in chapter 2 at section 4.6(c) "The Three Variant Article XXVil Procedures"'

Note that Jesling, Tangermann & Warley (1996) at pl59 record that the EC blocked adoption of the

report.
See above in chapter 13, section 8.3.54
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of September 1992, only 43 participants had submitted lists.ss As lists were composed and

officially exchanged or as information was informally exchanged about the content of each

others lists, there was evidence that many countries were completing draft schedules that

deviated substantially from the guidelines of Part B of the text. There were products upon

which ta¡iff bindings were omitted and calculation of tariff equivalents which appeared not

to be within the rules. The commitments on export subsidies and internal support varied

largely because of different approaches to dividing the commiûnents into product areas. In

particular, the lists submitted by the EEC set out baselines for reductions without the

reductions.56 The list submitted by Canada did not taritry restrictions on certain products.ST

Negotiations continued on obtaining lists from those that had not yet submitted them.

However, to some extent participants were able to avoid or delay conforming their

commitnents to the rules because of the lack of urgency in the negotiation. There was no

point conceding anything until the USA and the EEC reached agreement. However, the

matters in contention had all emerged and, arguably, the likely endgarne was becoming to a

large extent predictable- The passage below sets out the variables that remained.

4.1 IMPORT ACCESS

4.1.1 The abolition of Quantitative Resfrictions

There was a question as to whether the tariffication of quantitative restrictions would be

comprehensive, applying to all countries and all products. A number of cor¡ntries were

seeking to make exceptions for particular products:

o Japan on rice;

o Korea on rice and beef;

o Canada on dairy products and poultry;

o Switzerland on daþ products, particularly cheese;

o EEC on bananas.

See Preeg (1996) p168.
See Ingersent Rayner & Hine, "The EC Perspective" ch 4 in Tngersent, Ralmer & Hine, Agriculure
in the Uruguay Round (199a) p80.
The author understands this to be the case. $ss Tngersent, RaSmer & Hine, "Agriculture in the
Uruguay Round: an Assessment" ch 12 in Ingersent, Rayner & Hine, Agriculture in the Uruguay
Round (1994) p277 referñng to Canada's 'maverick position' on the retention of some impof quotas.

55
56

57
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In some cases, these arguments for exceptions were based on an argument that the

restrictions were justified under Article XI:2(c) and that that exception should be retained.

By this time however, the adoption by the CONTRACTiIIG PARTiES of the sü'iet

approach to Article XI:2(c) in the Japanese twelve products case had been followed by the

adoption of the reports in the Canadian Icecream case, ttte EEC Apples case and the EEC

Dessert Apples case.58 It was reasonably clear that any of these countries would have a

difficult task justiffing their restrictions under that Article.se The Canadians supplemented

their with proposals for improvements to Article XI:2" All of these cor:ntries arguing for

exceptions based their position on the exfteme political sensitivity of the protection for the

particular products. For the Japanese and Koreans, the rice farmers had significant political

influence and significant sympathy from the rest of the population.60 The Canadian position

was extremely sensitive because many of the protected farmers were in Quebec which was

the subject of a political debate about secession from Canada.6l The EEC position on

bananas \ilas a consequence of the existing preferential import quotas which the EEC

provided for former colonies.62

4.1.2 The establishment of bound tariffrates

Apart from those countries seeking exernptions for their quantitative rest-ictions, other

issues to be resoived related to the marur€,r of calculation of the tariff rates and whether they

had to be bound. As mentioned above, since it would be the schedules of concessions rather

than the Text of Part B which would come into legal fotce, parties were able to take as much

latitude with the calculations under Part B as they could get away with. Indeed, Annex 3

58
59

See above, chapter I l, at section 4.4 "Agricultural Exceptions" esp at 3 13'

Eg, with ,"sp"ãt to Japan's rice prohibition, seo Matsushita, Mitsuo, "Constitutional Framework of
tlã Vtaior Trade Laws in Japan: In the Context of the Uruguay Round" in Hilf, Meinha¡d, &
Petersmann, Ernst-Ulrich, National Constitutions and International Economic Law (Kluwer,

Deventer, 1993) pp27 5-297 at 283.

On the political- sensitivity of protection from rice imports in Japan, see Hemmi, Kenzo, "The

Japanese Perspective" i¡ Ingersent, Rayner & Hine, Agriculture in the Uruguay Round (1994) pp140-

156 and Jones, Randall S., "Political Economy of Japan's Agricultural Policies" (1989) l2(L) World

Economy 29-39.
This poùt \ilas put bluntly by V/arley: "Ca¡ada's negotiating position on A¡ticle XI is driven in large

me¿uir¡re by the funperative of preserving national political unity and ensuring the very survival of the

count¡y'": see Warley. T.K., "The Canadia¡ Perspective" ch6 in Ingersent, Ra¡mer & Hine,

Agriculture in the Uruguay Round (1994) ppl10-139 at|23.
Fór a succint description of the complicated regimes for bauanas, see Raboy, David G., Sinpson,

Teri L. & Xu, Bing, "A Transition Proposal for Lome Convention Trade Preferences: The Case of the

EU Banana Regime" (1 995) l8(4\ World Economy 565-5 8 I at 5 67 -568'

60

61

62
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allowed a certain amount of latitude. Parties could choose a representative wholesale price

thereby giving a certain scope to countries with different wholesale prices for different

regions to choose a region with a higher price as being representative or to choose the

highest of administered prices for different regions. Parties had to calculate an average cif
price. Of course, it was intended that prices should not include freight wiftin the importing

county but no doubt there would have been cases in which it would have been difñcult to

separate external freight from internal freight costs. Annex 3 also sanctioned the use of an

appropriate coefftcient to adjust for quality or variety.63 The agreement did not provide any

detail on what v/as an appropriate coefficient so this would have become purely a matter of
negotiation. In addition, developing countries were given the flexibility to use ceiling

bindings as high as they could negotiate. Apart from the latitude given by the text of part B,

there was room for parties to ûy to negotiate that particular products be omitted or that

particular rates be higher.

A particular problem with respect to the calculation of tariffequivalents by the EEC had not

been dealt with in the Dunkel Text. In keeping with the view that Community preference

\¡/as a fundamental tenet of the common market, in 1990, the EEC had proposed that their

tariff equivalents would be the Intervention Price plus a margm of l\Vus Prior to CAp

reform, variable levies had been calculated as the difference between the world price and the

Threshold Price. The Threshold Price had been set below the Target Price by a margin

which \ilas a rough allowance for the cost of transporting imports inland for sale.6s The

Inte'l¡¡ention Price had been below both of the other prices, usually about l0% below the

Target Price and below the Threshold Price by a smaller margin.66 Therefore, the original

proposal had been that the tariff equivalents would be approximately based on the Target

Price. Since the Target Price was a margin above the Th¡eshold Price, then the tåriff

equivalents thus calculated would in fact be higher than the average va¡iable levies that had

been in place. The Dunkel Text had ignored this demand for a 10o/o margin and had stated

that the tariffication should be based on a representative wholesale price. After formulating

63 Dunkel Text, Part B, Annex 3,para7.
64 European Community Offer on Agriculture for the Uruguay Round of the GATT Negotiations, 8

November 1990 (EC, Brussels, 1990), p3, para 9.
65 EC, The Common Agriculnral Policy and its Reform (Offrce for Offrcial Publications of the

European Commr:nities,4th ed, 1987) pp19-20.
66 Ken, Anthony,The Common Market and How It Worlø @ergamonPress, Oxford, 1983) p72-73.
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the plan for the refonn of the CAP, the EEC still wanted to set the tariff equivalents at a

10% margin above the internal market price. Under the new CAP, the Target Price

re,lnained the price that EEC producers would receive from the market. However, now the

Threshold price became the total of the Target price, being the price that the producer would

receive from the market, plus the direct compensation payment (exclusive of any additional

amount paid for set-aside). The Threshold Price was set at a level of 10% above the Target

price.67 The l0% margln was described as a margin for Community Preference.6s The

Interr¡ention price was set at l}o/obelow the Target Price.69 The EEC continued to maintain

that the taritr equivalents should be based on the Target Price (which being 10% above the

interrrention price was roughly l0% above the EEC wholesale price). If the EEC could not

use the Target price as the basis of its tariff equivalents then it would have to increase the

compensation payments in order to maintain the same retums to farmers. One can wonder

why the EEC needed to place so much stress on maintaining community preference, for as

soon as it became clear that proposals for reducing import barriers to zero would not be

implemented then there was no threat to community preference. In fact, the stress placed on

community preference appeæs to be more of a stight of hand to prevent the concept of

community preference from obstructing furttrer tariff reductions because by describing the

margln above the Target Price up to the Threshold Price as community preference, the

payment for the community preference was subtly shifted from transfers from consr¡mcrs to

transfers from ta;rpaYers.

4.1.3 TariffReduction Rates

Obviousþ, the single biggest factor that would influence the tariffreductions would be the

selection of the borurd rate from which the reductions would coÍlmence'

Apart from that, in particulü, h relation to developing countries, arguably, the text was

arnbiguous as to whether as well as being able to reduce tarifß by an average of 24o/o instead

6'l EC, "The development and future of the common agricultural policy" (document drawn up on the

basis of COM(91) 100 and COM(91) 258 in EC, Bulletin of the European Communiûes, Supplement

5191, p23,para B. l(a. l).
68 Eg, see Green Europe 1193, as above, at p8, "The th¡eshold price will be ECU 45 higher than the

target price to ensure adequate Community preference.

69 EC, 'The development and futu¡e of the common agriculhrral policy" (document d¡awn up on the

basis of COM(91) 100 and COM(91) 258 in EC, Bulletin of the European Communities, Supplement

5l9I, p23,para B. 1(a. 1).
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of 360/0, they were also able to apply a minimum rate of reduction for any individual tariff

line of 10% instead of IíYo.to

4.1.4 Tariff Rate Quotas

With respect to Current Access Quotas, there was room for negotiation over the size of the

quotas. However, there was more disagreement over Minimum Access Quotas. The

insertion of this element into the text did not reflect a broad consensus on the need for these

quotas. Some parties disagreed with the concept. Others had concerns about appþing the

concept to particular products, particularly basic food products, or with the proposed size of

ttre access requirement. Of course, the size of the minimum access quota would be

dependent upon the data that was used for consumption.

The text seemed to be consistent with the view that cr¡:rent access imports could satisfy the

minimum access quota. ln particular, ttre EEC would have been concerned that imports

from ACP countries could count to satisfu the minimum access quotas.

V/ith the reduction in the extent of the proposed reforms, the earlier submissions that tariff

rate quotas would be a temporary measure to be abolished when tariffs reached a low rate

could not be maintained because the reform programme would not reach the point at which

it had been anticipated that the tariff quotas would be abolished. Therefore, the negotiation

over tariff quotas had to be considered in a new light. The tariff quotas could be abolished

at the end of some future extension of the reform programme. However, they had to be

negotiated on the basis that the tariffquotas in place at the end of the implementation period

would remain in place until renegotiated under a continuation of the reform programme.

4.1.5 Special Safeguard Provision

The most significant aspect of import access contained in the text rather than the schedule

was the formulation of the special safeguards clause. The Caims Group was happy to accept

the safegua¡ds clause as it was. However, the safeguards clause had failed to accommodate

all of the demands of the EEC for insulation from price and exchange rate move,lnents.

70 Dunkel Text, Part B, para 15.
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There remained a question as to whether the EEC would insist on any broadening of the

clause.

4.2 EXPORT SUBSIDIES

There would have been some discontent as to whether the 360/o reduction in export subsides

was too big or too small but, in general, this was regarded as being rurlikely to change. In

additiorU those parties that had argued for export subsidy commitrnents on a per unit basis

would have been disappointed by the failure to include this in the text and would not have

been optimistic at having such obligations added.

However, the two areas where debate continued were the size of the volume reductions and

the extent to which the commiünents had to be made separately for different products or

could be made on an aggregate basis. There was a possibility of a hade off between these

two areas.

4.3 INTERNAL SUPPORT

Throughout the negotiation, the EEC had opposed having a higher rate of reductions applied

to its export subsidies than that which would be applied to the USA deficiency payments.

T{nr¡¡er¡er rhef was fhe nosition nronosed bv the Text with the choice of the rate of orlv 20o/o
F----_---r--f _- - -' -J'-'

for internal support reductions. The EEC had not conceded agreement to this different

treafinent. However, any contention on this point had to be considered in the light of the

difFerent baselines adopted for the reductions of export subsidies and internal support. For

internal support, the base line period was 1986-1988 whereas, for export subsidies, the

baseline was the later period of 1986-1988.

The EEC insisted that the new direct compensation payment under the reformed CAP had to

be exempt from reduction commitments. Therefore, an argument developed as to whether

the green box could be expanded to include these payments or whether an additional

category falling between the arrber box and the green box should be created. Any category

created to accommodate the CAP payments wouid be open to be utilized by any other party.

Arguably, it was clear at the time (and certainly is clear in retrospect) that the USA would

only make a concession to the EEC on this point if it resulted in similar teatrnent for the

USA's deficiency payments.
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Some other aspects of the scope of the green box would have to be decided. 'Whereas the

Text had made provision for the use of production linked payments in situations where the

payment was designed to encourage farmers to produce something other than drugs,7l 1þs

text did not make any provision for pa¡rments designed to encourage farmers to shift

production from one food crop into another. Some parties still sought to use production

linked payments in this way.

In addition, the parties would also have to decide whether some aggregation of diflerent

products would bepermitted for the purpose of internal support commitnents.

4.4 PEACE CLAUSE

The Dunkel Text already contained a partial peace clause which addressed some of the

matters that were set out at the end of the last chapter:72

(Ð Article 7(3) provided that the green box subsidies would not be cor¡ntervailable;

(iÐ Article 12 provided that for both export subsidies and domestic subsidies applied in

conformity with the agreement, there would be a presumption that they did not cause

serious prejudice; and

(iiÐ Article 18(2) provided that parties would exercise "due reshaint in the application of

their rights r:nder the General Agreement in relation to products included in the

reform programme".

These matters were probably accepted as a minimum peace clause. However, other aspects

of the peace clause were still in dispute:

(Ð whether export subsidies conforming to reduction commitnents would be exposed

to:

(a) countervailing duties; or

(b) non-violation complaints;

(iÐ whether domestic subsidies conforming to reduction commitnents would be

exposed to:

Dunkel Text, Part B, A¡ticle 6(2).
See above, chapter 18, pp8-9.

7L

72
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(a) countervailing duties; or

(b) non-violation complaints; and

(iiÐ whether domestic subsidies in the green box would be exposed to non-violation

complaints (the text already insulated them from CVDs)'

5 THE BLAIR HOUSE ACCORD . NOVEMBER 1992

None of these matters could be finalized until the EEC and the USA reached agree'rnent, a

precondition for which was that they also reach agreement on resolution of the Article

)O(VIII negotiation on oilseeds. The EEC and the USA did not reach a conclusion on either

of these matters until Noverrber 1992. The catalyst for the agreement was the threat by the

outgoing USA administration to impose trade sanctions by 5 December of 200% tariffs on

US$ 300 million of imports from the EEC as the first step toward imposing sanctions on

US$ 1 billion worth of hade. The choice of products for the sanctions (including white

wine) focussed substantially on France.73 France threatened cor¡nter sanctions but most

EEC members failed to support it.7a The enormity of the amount of trade involved meant

that the coming to pass of a trade w¿ìr on this scale would threaten the possibility of

concluding the Uruguay Round.Ts There can be little doubt that the raising of the stakes

l*nrrchf rha rlicnrrfe fn q rce¡rhrfinn Hnrve.wer whefher the annlication of nressure bv thevrvgr+¡! -_- -rr---- E-- ---- J

USA actually achieved any liberalizatton of frade is another question.

The threat of sanctions w¿ts made following an acrimonious breakdo\ryn on 3 Nove,rnber

1992 of a meeting between USA and EEC negotiators in Chicago after which EEC

agricultue Minister MacSharry had resigned in protect at having his authority undercut by

EC President Delors. Following the threat of sanctions, an emergency GATT meeting on 9

November instructed Dunkel to intervene. After the French President Mitterand expressed a

willingness to make new concessions to avoid isolating France, MacSharry and Delors

sorted out their differences with Macsharry continuing as Agriculture Minister. On 18

Nove,lnber, the negotiations resumed in V/ashington, being held at the President's guest

"EC/US Oilseeds dispute in a Nutshell", European ReportNo 1810, 7 November l992,ppl2'13.
"GATT: EC Ministers Refuse French Request for Counter-Reprisals", European Report,No 1811, 12

November 1992, pp7-8. (Germany, UK, Italy, Ireland, Netherlands, Denma¡k and Luxembourg

opposing, and Spain, Belgium, Greece and Portugal supporting France's request.)

IJ
74
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quarters, Blair House. This time, the pressure of sanctions focussed their minds. Two days

later, on 20 November 1992, the USA and the EEC announced that they had reached

substa¡rtial agreement on the oilseeds dispute and on the Uruguay Round agriculture

negotiation.T6 T}ire Agreement was immediately known as the 'Blair House accord'.

The Blair House accord was an agreement between the USA and the EEC only. It would be

necessary for all other WTO members to agree on its content. The elements of the accord

were as follows, dealing first with the oilseeds dispute and then with the Agreement on

Agriculture.TT

5.1 OILSEEDS

The resolution did not require the EEC to remove the new direct payments but required it to

limit the amount of land for which growers could be eligible to receive the payments and

also to impose a minimum set-aside criteria for eligibility for the payments. In addition, the

EEC gave a new reduced rate tariff binding on a quota of 500,000 tonnes of corn into

Porhrgal.

The EEC per hectare payments were to be limited to 5.128 million hectares less the area

necessary to comply with the EEC's set aside requirement. The amount could be adapted in

the event of enlargement of the Commr:nity. The EEC r¡ndertook that the set-aside rate

would not be reduced to below I0%o.78 In fact, this limitation coresponded to what the EEC

had already decided to do. The existing EEC regulation had defined its base area for the per

hectare payment as the average area planted during the years 1989-1991 which was 5.128

75

76

77

Generally, for a descriptions of these events, see Preeg (1996) ppl42-147, Croome (1995) pp339-
341, & Stewart ( 1993) pp223-226 & Jangermann, Josling & Warley (1996) pp 160- 16 l.
See "Joint Press St¿tement, The Commission of the European Communities and The United States of
America, November 20, 1992, European Report, No 1815, 25 November 1992, pplO-[. Also see
Stewart, (1993)p225.
The elements of the Blair House accord are set out in Commission of the European Communities,
The European Community and the Uruguay Rouzd November 1992,p17-18; "Details of GATT Deal
and Compatibility with CAP Reforrn", document supplement to European Report No 1815, 25
November L992, pp3-5; "Outline of US-EC Agreement on Oilseeds and Uruguay Round Issues",
USA Tøct 2l November 1992 (Public Affairs Office of the United States Mission to the European
Communities, Brussels, 1992); & Hanrahan, Cha¡les E., "Oilseeds, Agricultr:re, and the Uruguay
Round" tt CRS Report for Congress 92-904 S, 4 December 1992 (Congressional Resea¡ch Service,
The Library of Congress, 1992).
Commission of the European Commr¡nities, The European Communíty and the untguøy Round,
November 1992,p18.
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million hectares. The regulation had provided for the setting of a set-aside rate which, in

fact, had been set at l5%o.79

In addition, the EEC could use set-aside areas to produce oilseeds for industrial purposes.

However, the EEC was to take corrective action if the by-products of oilseed meal exceeded

a specified limit (one million torures in terms of soya meal equivalents¡.so

The USA relinquished all claims based on the 1962 bindings.

5.2 THE AGRICULTURE NEGOTIATION

5.2.1 Acceptance of the Dunkel Text as the Basis for Negotiation

The USA and the EEC agreed to work to finalize agreements in all areas outlined in the

draft "Final Act",8l so for the first time the EEC agreed to use the Dunkel text on agriculture

as the basis of an agreement. The accord did not contain any undertaking not to push for

any amendments to the textbut it put the EEC in the position whe¡e it had to cooperate with

the process of completing list of commitments subject to the specific matters agreed as part

of the accord.

5.2.2 lrnport Access

The joint press statement records only that the parties agreed to "instruct their negotiators to

complete as quickly as possible their country lists of proposed reductions"-82 However, the

EEC was able to reach the Blair House accord without having to concede anything on its

method of ta¡ifñcation and the baselines for current access quotas. Therefore, the tariff

equivalents based on the lntervention Price plus a margin of I0% remained in the EEC list

of commitnents with the assent of the USA.83 The EEC did not have to concede on its

79 Commission of the European Communities, Agriculture in the GATT negotiations and the reþrm of
the CAP,Communication from the Commission (EC, Brussels, 25 November 199Ðpa.

EC,The European Community ønd the (Jruguay RoundNovember 1992, p 18-

See "Joint Press Statement, The Commission of the European Communities and The United States of
AmericgNovember 20,lgg2,EuropeanReport,No l8l5,25November 1992,pp10-11at 10.

See also "Outline of US-EC Agreement on Oilseeds and Uruguay Round Issues", USA Tqt 2l
November 1992 (Public Atraiß Offrce of the United States Mission to the Europsan Çemmunitis5,

Bnrssels, 1992)p2.
See EC, Agriculnre in the GATT negotiations and the reform of the CAP, a.s above, pl- See

Tngersent, Rayner & Hine, Ex-Post Evaluation of the Uruguay Round Agriculture Agreement (1995)

ß$) fhe qïorld Economy 707-728 at 716 stating "Under the fBlair House Agreement], the EU

80
81
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refiisal to tarifff the import quotas on bananas imported from ACP cor.mtries.84 Despite the

faih¡re to reach agteement on some issues, the EEC did agree to work \Mithin the framework

of tariS.ing import bariers and reducing them by 36%o over 6 years.ss

Implicitly, the EEC did concede that it would give minimum access quotas and enlarge them

from3Yo to 5yo but the EEC's communication on the conformity of the CAP reform with the

Blair House accord also recorded that the EEC would be able to set the tariffrate within the

minimum access quotas at 32Yo of the out of quota tariff rate. It also recorded that there

would be no scheduling of enlargement of current access quotas except as a consequence of

enlargement of minimum access guotas.86

No increase in the tariff rates on oilseeds or on ottrer grain substitutes was agreed. However,

a concession to rebalancing was made in the following agreed text:

If EC imports of non-grain feed ingredients increase to a level, in comparison
with the level of imports 1986-1990, which r¡ndermines the implementation of
cAP reform, the parties agree to consult with a view to finding a mutually
acceptable solution.8T

This was reported by the Europe Information Service as

the US agreed to give the EC the option of increasing duties on cereal
substitutes, if imports go above the reference or agreed quantities, and
consequently threaten the competitivity of the EEC's cereals ma¡ket.88

and the face saving was completed in the same report by a statement that

Commission sowces have indicated that a form of rebalancing is already
achieved under the CAP reform where a29%o cut in cereal price support should
increase the competitiveness of grain in relation to cereal substitutes.8g

84

85

succeeded in winning an imFortant concession from the US on ma¡ket access when it was agreed that
the EI-l's tariffequivalent calculations might include a ten per cent Community Preference margin.
EC, Agriculture in the GATT negotiations and the reform of the CAP, as above, p2 recording "The
Commission explained to the US that the Agreement did not apply to banana.s. The Commission's
proposal to the Council is not based ou ta¡ifFrcation".
See Ha¡¡ahan, Charles E., "Oilseeds, Agriculture, and the Uruguay Round" in CÃ,S Report þr
Congress 92-904 S, 4 December 1992 (Congressional Resea¡ch Service, The Library of Congress,
ße\ pa.

EC, Agriculture in the GATT negotiations and the reform of the CAP, as above, p2.
EC, Agriculnre ìn the GATT negotiations and the reform of the CAP, as above, p4.

"Details of GATT DeaI and Compatibility v¡ith CAP Refom", docr¡ment supplement to European
ReponNo 1815,25 November I992,pp3-5 at3.
As above, at 4.
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5.2.3 Export Subsidies

It was agreed that the commitments on the volume of export subsidies would implement

reductions by 2lo/orather than24%o.s0 The time period of 6 years and the determination of

the base line of 1986-1990, as specified in the Dunkel Text, were unaffected. Importantly,

the agreement to abide by the reduction formula in the Dunkel Text meant that the first

year's reduction would have to reduce expenditure and volume of export subsidies down to

the base period level less one sixth of the total reductions required.9l Therefore, any

increase in export subsidy levels since the base period would have to be removed in the first

year together with the required reduction below the base level. One estimate made was that

the EEC's 2l%o cutfrom the base year was equivalent to a cut of 37o/o from 19921evels.92

The USA made no concession upon the commodity specificity of the export subsidy

reductions either the expenditure reductions or the volume reductions" However, the EEC's

report on the Blair House Agreement made it clear it would not make its division into

products arry more specific than the 22 categones set out in the Dunkel Text thereby

indicating that it considered itself as having complete freedom to allocate the reductions

within those categories subject to reaching the agreed average reduction.e3

Tf ,¡-¡es also agre.:d tåat fte EF.C wor-lld eonfirm the commitnent made in 1985 not to
s¡vg$Þ^vvÞ

subsidize beef exports to the Far Eastern market.94

5.2.4 Intemal Support

The parties agreed with the principal elements of the Dunkel Text on internal support

reductions: that AMS would be reduced by 20% from a baseiine from average levels for

1986-1988 with credit being allowed for reductions since 1986. However, the parties agreed

to reduce the restrictiveness of the AMS reductions in two tffays.

EC, The EuropeanCommunity and the Uruguay Round, November 1992'pl7 '

Dunkel Tex! Pa¡t B, Annex 8, para 5 required the frrst years reduction to be the reduction that would

have to be taken if ¡eductions in equal instalments were required.

See Hanrahan, Charles E., "Oilseeds, Agriculture, aad the Uruguay Rorurd" in CRS Report for
Congress g2-g14 S, 4 Deceinb er 1992 (Congressional Resea¡ch Service, The Library of Congress,

1992)p5.
EC, Agrtcutture in the GATT negotiations and the reþrm of the CAP, as above, p6 stressing that the

text referred to broad categories.

EC, The EuropeanCommunity and the Uruguay Roun4 November 1992,p17 '
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First, the internal support reductions were only to be made on a global basis and not on a

product or even product-group basis. Therefore, there would not be any restriction on

support to any particular product as long as the total support for all products was within the

global limit.es

Secondly, the new CAP compensation payments based on hectares and head of livestock

would not be subject to the internal support reductions. The parties agreed that direct

payments under production-limiting programmes would not be cor¡nted in the global AMS

and, therefore, would not be subject to reduction commitnents. This exemption would be

limited, for crops, to payments based on fixed area and yields or on no more than 85% of

base level production and, for animals, to payments based on a fixed nu¡nber of head

(number of animals).e6 This covered the EEC payments. Importantly, it also covered the

USA deficiency payments which following the USA 1990 farm legislation had been limited

to payments in respect of 85Yo of permitted planted areas which were determined from a

base period.97

The net effect of this change was that neither the EEC nor the USA would have to do

an¡hing further to comply with the obligations on internal support. If the USA's deficiency

payments were excluded then the reductions under the 1985 and 1990 farm legislation

would be adequate to meet the requirements of the internal support reductions. Similarly,

for the EEC, if the direct compensation payments were excluded then the reductions to be

ca¡ried out as a result of the çþanges to the CAP would be adequate to meet the internal

support reductions.98

EC, Agriculture in the GATT negotiations and the reforn of the CAP,p3,pan2.
EC, Agriculnre in the GATT negotiations and the reform of the CAP, p3, para 2. & "Outline of US-
EC Agreement on Oilseeds and Uruguay Ror¡nd Issues", USA Tqct 2l November 1992 (Public
Affairs Offrce of the United States Mission to the European Communities, Brussels, 1992)p2.
Roberts, I. & Andrews, N., ./995 US Farm Bill: A Turning Point? ABARE Research Report 95.2
(Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Canberr4 1995), p3l and at pl8
describing other land set aside programs, noting that for some progñrms, the rate of payment was
adjusted from 92Yo to 85o/o tn rhe Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.
See Ha¡rahan, Charles E., "Oilseeds, Agriculture, and the Unrguay Roundu in CR^S Report þr
Congress 92-904 S, 4 December 1992 (Congressional Resea¡ch Service, The Library of Congress,
tee2)ú.
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5.2.5 Peace Clause

The parties also agreed on amendments to the 'peace clause' to be adopted in the Agreement

on Agriculture and, as necessary, in the Agreonent on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties.

The parties also agreed that export subsidies and domestic subsidies conforming to the

reduction commifinents or to the rules for exemption from them were to be immune from

challenge under GATT rules until the end of the 6 year implementation period.ss Immunity

from countenrailing duties was not grven but CVDs could only be imposed where the

subsidies caused iqjury within the rules of the SCM Agreement.

The net result was that in consequence of agreeing to make export subsidy reductions, the

EEC was given immunity from any further challenges under the 'equitable share' rule in

A¡ticle XVI:3, from any other multilateral (tack 2) complaints including the serious

prejudice rømedy (including the 'exceeding the share in a past period' component of the

serious prejudice test), and also the non-violation nullification or impairment rules.

ln consequence of agreeing to make AMS reductions, the EEC was given immunity from

serious prejudice and non-violation complaints not only in respect of the subsidies that were

actually being reduced under the AMS commitnents but also in respect of subsidies that

were not being reduced under the AMS commitnents including increases of any subsidy

subject to AMS reductions where the increase is covered by averaging with reductions to

other such subsidies, and including increases in the per hectare or per head subsidies on a

fixed nurnber of hecta¡es or head. In efflect, it achieved an ovemrling of the decision in the

oilseeds case relating to nullification or impairment, at least for 6 years, though possibly

permanentþ.

5.3 THE SCOREBOARD ON THE BLAIR HOUSE ACCORD

In exchange for a tariffconcession on a quota of com (roughly equal to about half Portugal's

corn imports) and agreeing to implement reductions on import bariers, export subsidies and

internal support no greater than those which it had already internally resolved to implement,

EC, Agriculnre in the GATT negotiøtions and the reþrm of the CAP,p4,para 5. & "Outline of US-

EC Agreement on Oilseeds and Uruguay Ror¡nd Issues", USA Text 2l November 1992 (Public

Affairs Ofüce of the United States Mission to the Europeaa Communities, Brussels, 1992) p2.
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the EEC \ilas excused from having to compensate for a $1 billion nullification or impairment

of the 1962 tariff concession, it was excused from having to remove any of the subsidies

which had caused the concession, it was given immunity for those domestic subsidies and

any similar ones from any challenge for at least for 6 years, and it was given immunity for

its still substantial export subsidies from any challenge for 6 years. The EEC received the

right to maintain the CAP as reformed by its 1992 reform plan without having to worry

about challenges to its export subsidies or its deficiency payments.

ln the process, the internal reduction commitments were diminished sufEcientþ to release

the USA from having to make any further reductions in intemal support. Not only did the

EEC release the USA from having to make reductions on deficiency payments that were

smaller than those that the EEC had to make on its export subsidies but it released the USA

from having to make any reductions on its deficiency payments at all.

The rest of the participants in the round still had not received tariffication of the EEC's

banana quotas, faced the prospect of disruptive oilseeds exports from the USA because of

the \IER agreed by the USA in respect of the EEC (which they would not be able to

challenge under serious prejudice rules), received tariffreductions from the EEC that were

less than the 360/o they would have to give themselves, received a commitnent of reductions

in export subsidies of 36% by outlay and2I% by volume but failed to obtain any obligation

not to increase export subsidies on any particular product, and on internal support, received

no reduction from either the USA or the EEC in excess of the reductions that had already

been achieved by their domestic fiscal pres$rres. In losing the track 2 remedies, the other

participants also lost the right to challenge either the USA or the EEC in virtually all

situations in which the USA or EEC subsidies might cause either nullification or impairment

of a tariffbinding, serious injury to their exports or injury to their domestic industry.

6 RENEGOTIATING BLAIR HOUSE

The expectations that the Blair House Accord would lead to a quick closure of the Uruguay

Ror¡nd were disappointed when the French government announced that the European

Commission had exceeded its negotiating authority and that it would appose adoption of the

elements of the Blair House Accord in the Council of Ministers. The continuing of
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objections of the French to the Blair House Accord combined with other issues prevented

the round being concluded in Decembsr.l00

Despite the uncertainty as to whether the EC Council would confirm the agreement, the EC

proceeded to complete the submission of its schedules of commiûnents. The completion of

the EEC's offer on agriculture raised more matters with which the USA (and presumably

other parties) disagreed. These are reported by Stewart as:

(1) "the EC's failure to offer a tariffrate quota on some products";l0l the EC argued that

the text didn't require them to offer minimum access quotas on products on which

trade was already flowing across an existing variable levy which would be the basis

of the tariff equivalent;

(2) "the size of the tariffrates being imposed within the tariff rat€ quotasrr;102 and

(3) "the EC's insistence on making ma¡ket access commitnents on the basis of

aggregated product groups rather than on individual commodities (the bundling

issue)";lOl The EC had aggregated groups of products together for the purpose of

calculating the volume of the minimum import quotas rather than separateþ

calculating 3% of domestic consumption for each product.

The delay in acceptance of the Blair House accord made it impossible for the round to be

completed within the constraints of the USA fast track authority. President Clinton sought

and obtained an extension of that authority r¡nder which the last day for completing an

agreement was 15 Dece,lnber 1993.104

In June, after France negotiated concessions from other EEC mernbers on the oilseeds

resolution, France permitted the EC Council of Ministers to adopt the oilseeds aspects of the

Blair Houss [sçs¡d.105 France was able to reach agreement with the other EEC menrbers
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On the obstacles still existing in December 1992, see Stewart,p226.

Stewa¡t ( I 9930 p226-227
As above.
As above.
Preeg (1995) pl58; Croome (1996) p345.

See "EC \afinisteß approve Oilseed Accord After France Liffs Its Oppositiou", 9 Jun 1993, .BNr4

Internøtional Trade Reporter Vol 10, No 23, Pg 938; "EC Foreign Ministers Adopt EC-US Oilseeds

DeaJ" Agra Europe, I I June 1993, pE/l-E /2.
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that a certain proportion of the 5.18 million hectares of oilseeds would be in France and that

the payment per hectare set aside would þs Inç¡s¿ssd.l06 However, France continued to

object to the part of the Blair House Accord that dealt with the Dunkel Text on agriculture.

France was still preventing the Council from adopting it, arguing (still) that France should

not give export subsidy commitments in terms of volume; and that the peace clause should

be permane¡¡f.I07 As could be expected, the USA was not receptive to grving further

concessions. There could be little doubt that the USA would not have agreed to relinquish

its rights under the Oilseeds panels and its rights under the 1962 bindings if the EEC had not

agreed to the matters relating to the Dunkel Text.108

As negotiation continued within the EEC and between the EEC and the USA, there were

still other unresolved aspects of the negotiation, in agriculture and slsswþs¡s.I09 kt

particular, a number of cowrtries still refused to tariff quantitative restrictions on certain

products. These included Japan, Korea, Canada, and Indonesia. In August, Germany

surprised by joining France in supporting a renegotiation of the Blair House accord. The

USA response, in September, was an unequivocal r¡s?.110

In the next two months, despite the little time left before 15 Decernber, the rrgency of the

slipped to some extent while the participants watched to see if the USA congress would

approve the North American Free Trade Agreement ('NAFTA'), for if NAFTA was rejected

then it seemed likely that the any Uruguay Round result would also be rejected. Congress

approved the NAFTA on 17 November 1993. Following that decision began a series of

meeting between the EC Minister for Trade, Leon Bdttan, and the USA Trade

Representative, Mickey Kantor, that took the Rowrd through to conclusion precisely on 15

December.

106 As above. Also see "EC Fa¡m Price Package Should Clear Way for Oilseed Pacfs Approval,
Officials Say" 2 June 1993, BNA Internationøl Trade ReporterYol10, No 22,P9908.
See "ECltlnited States: The Blai¡ House Agricultural Agreements are clearly Separated into Th¡ee
Parts - Only the "Oilseeds" Section has been Approved by the EC - "Uruguay Round" Section in
Suspense, Uncertainty over "Corn Gluten Feed", Europe No 5997 (n.s.), Thwsday 10 June 1993,
pp9-10.
See "EC Foreip Ministers Adopt EC-US Oilseeds Deal" Agra Europe, June I t, 1993, pE/I-El2 at
E/1.
On other contentious matters under negotiation at this stage, see Preeg (1995p153tr
See Preeg (1995) pp164-165.
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7 CLOSURE . DECEMBER 1993

In the last few months of the negotiation, more and more countries submitted lists of

concessions on agriculture with the nurnber of countries increasing from 43 in mid

Septemrber to 84 by the end of the round on 15 December. The last minute negotiation on

agriculture required the EEC and the USA to resolve their remaining differences and the

time finally came for applying the pressure on those who sought exernptions from

comprehensive tariffication. The main points were resolved between the USA and the EEC

on 7 Decembs¡lll and a few other aspects specifically affecting other parties were resolved

in the fotlowing few days. The results were as follows.

7.7 IMPORT BARzuERS

The USA agreed to accept the EEC's calculation of tariff equivalents which included the

l0% margin above the Inten¡ention Price. The bundling issue was resolved with a

compromise whereunder the USA accepted to a limited extent the way that the EEC had

scheduled minimum access quotas for groups of products rather than individual products.

The EEC gave product specific minimum access quotas for certain products: maize,

sorghum, pigmeat, chedda¡ and mozarell¿ sþes5s.1l2

The final deal also involved the EEC increasing its tariff cuts on some products: liver,

h¡keymeat, a range of fruits and vegetables (fresh asparagus, fresh grapes, fresh apples,

walnuts, almonds and orange juice).t tr

The Dr¡nkel Text safeguards clause had always had some leeway for parties to choose their

own "refe,rence price" as the price below which recor¡rse to the safeguards clause could be

made. This provision was not tightened during the final stage of the negotiation.l 14

111

tL2

113

tt4

"GATT, EUruS Stike a New Fa¡m Deal - A Yea¡ on From Blair House" Report No 1906, 8

Dece,mber 1993,pp34.
See "The GATT Uruguay Ror¡nd Agreement - An Agra Europe special supplement" Agra Europe

Supplement, December 1993, p6.
As above.
See "The GATT Uruguay Round Agreement - An Agra Europe special supplement" Agra Europe

Supplement,December 1993 atp5 saying "for the EC, this 'reference price level' will be assessed as

the intervention price for each product plus 10olo".
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7.2 EXPORT SUBSIDIES

The final change to the obligations on export subsidies related to the instalments by which

the reduction had to be brought into effect. Although Part B of the Dunkel Text provided

for some flexibility in the size of reduction instalments, it required that the mærimum level

to apply at the end of the first year's reduction be based on the reduction that would have to

be applied if the reductions were required to be in equal annual instalments. Clearly, this

provision was designed to prevent parties from receiving any latitude in the maximum

outlays or volumes applicable to them as a result of increases in export subsidies made after

1990 or from gaining any additional latitude by continuing to increase their export subsidies

during the remainder of the Uruguay Rowrd negotiation. By 1993, the EEC had increased

its level of export subsidies above the average for the 1986 to 1990 base line period.

Therefore, under the formula proposed in the Dunkel Text, the EEC would have to make a

large reduction in the first year. In the final stage of the Uruguay Round, the EEC

demanded that the staging of the reduction instalments be made less restrictive.

The EEC won on this point. Parties were able to set their starting point for reduction

commitnents on the higher of the averages for the 1986 or 1988 period or the 199l-1992

period.lls There was no change to the marímum levels of expenditure and volume that

would apply at the end of the implementation period. Therefore, the reduction commitnents

had to be implemented to change the level from the new baseline down to a level that was,

for expendittre,360/o below and, for volume, 2lYobelow the 1986-1988 baselinss.l16 As

well as making a substantial change to the size of the first years' reduction, the amended

rules permit more export subsidies during the implementation period. Agra Er:rope

estimated that the revised reduction schedule would permit the EEC to subsidize the export

of 8.1 million tons more cereals, 362,000 tons more beef,253,000 more poulty and 102,000

tons more cheese a¡rd the USA to subsidize 7.4 million tons more wheat, 672,000 tons more

115 See "The GATT Uruguay Round Agreement - An Agra Europe special supplement" Agra Europe
Supp lement, December I 993.
As above, p14. See also "Progress Made in US-EC Trade Negotiations as of Dec 7", BNA
International Trade Reporter Y ol 1 0, No 48, P g 2042.
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,'ice,l.24 million tons more vegetable oil and 46,000 tons more butter than would have been

permitted under the original sçþeduls.l 17

7.3 PEACE CLAUSE

The EEC was not happy with the Blair House peace clause enduring for only the temr of the

implementation period. The compromise struck was that it would last for 9 years instead of

6. Read in conjunction with the agreement to coÍìmence new negotiations by 1 year before

the explry of the agreement (31 December 1999), this would allow for 4 years (until 31

Decer¡rber 2004) for the EEC negotiate an extension of the peace clause.

7.4 LAST MINUTE DEALS ON TARIFFICATION

Between 8 Decenrber and 15 December, various other aspects of the negotiation were

resolved, in some case, mereþ by deferring the matters for fuflre resolution.lls Q¡1s of the

last issues in the whole negotiation to be resolved was the issue of the application of

tariffication to all agricultural products. Thirteen countries had sought exceptions: including

Canada" Indonesia" South Korea" Mexico, Nolway, Japan, Switzerland and Venezuela.l 19 It

was not until the last days of negotiations that some countries finally agreed to

comprehensive tariffication for agricuifurai prorlucts. Finaliy, on the 14 Deceiriber, Canada

agreed to convert its import quotas on dairy products to import tariffs but submitted tariff

equivalents in excess of 200o/o. Mexico and Norway also withheld their assent to

tariffication until the last day.rzo However, Japan and South Korea flatly refused to tariff

their quotas on rice but reached a compromise that enabled them to outwardly support

comprehensive tariffication. The negotiated compromise was that they had to provide

minimum access quotas on rice of such a size that would provide an incentive to convert the

quota into a tariffat some stage during the implementation period. Whilst other parties were

required to have minimum access quotas of 3% of domestic consumption enlarging to 5o/o

over 6 years, Japan was required to provide a 4%o quota for rice enlarging to 8%. Somehow,

South Korea managed to negotiate a minimum access quota for rice of only 1% enlarging to

tt7
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lr9
120

"The GAfi Uruguay Round Agreement - An Agra Europe special supplement" Agra Europe
Supp lement, December 1 993.
See Croome (1995) p373tr.
See Preeg (1995) p168.
See Preeg (1995) pl68.
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4Yo over the implementation period and having maintained its classification as a developing

count¡1, this was l0 years. Both exemptions were written in non-cowrûy specific

languagel2l and, ultimately, another two countries took advantage of these exceptions: the

Philippines, also for rice, and Israel, for sheepmeat.

THE FINAL ACT, THE MARRAKESH AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING
THE WORLD TRÄDE ORGANIZATION AND THE AGREEMENT ON

AGRICT]LTT]RE

In the late afternoon of 15 December 1993, the Secretary General of the GATT, Peter

Sutherland assembled delegates and the entire GATT Secreta¡iat staff. At 7.30pm, the

assembly of delegates approved the Final Act of the Uruguay ftsund.l22 After 15

December, there were still some schedules of commiünents to be completed though only

improvements could still be added to schedules. A Ministerial meeting was aranged for

governments to sign the Final Act of the Uruguay Round.

On 12-15 April 1994, at a Ministerial meeting in Marrakesh, Morocco, the Ministers signed

the Final Act agreeing to submit the Agreernent for Establishment of the V/orld Trade

Organization to their governments for ratification to bring it into effect.l23 The Agreement

did come into force on I January 1995 with 81 territories becoming members on the first

day, with another 8 having completed ratification but still having their schedules verified

and another 38 still completing their ratification process.l24 Under the WTO Agreement,

members of the WTO a¡e bound by the General Agreement on Trade in Services, the

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Properly, a number of Multilateral

Agreements on Goods and a Dispute Settlement Understanding.l2s The Multilateral

Agree,ments on Goods includes the General Agreement on Tarifß and Trade 1994 ('GATT

1994\126 and a number of separate agreements on specific aspects of tade in goods.l27 The

8

L2t
t22
t23

t24

See Annex 5 of the Uruguay Rouud Agreement on Agriculture.
See Croome (1995) pp379-380.
See, above, chapter 1, û13. Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, 15 April 1994,

Marrakesh ('WTO Agreemenf) in force I January 1995, Aust TS 1995 No 8, 33 ILM 1144. The text
is also reproduced in WTO, The Results of the Urugaay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations -
The Legal Texts (WTO, Geneva, 1995).

"The World Trade Organization is Launched with 8l Members", GATTWTO News, GW{L3, 4
January 1995.
'WT 

O Agreernent, Article Il:2.
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 na¡nex lA tothe WO Agreement.
The Multilateral Agreements are:
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GATT 1994 includes the provisions of the GATT 1947 (as in force immediately prior to 1

January 1995) together with protocols relating to tariff concession, &d the accr:mulated

tiecisions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES under the GATT 1947 , six underst¿ldings on

specific provisions of the GATT l994t2s and the Marakesh Protocol to the GATT 1994

r¡nder which the Uruguay Round Schedules of Concessions came into force. One of the

specific multilateral agreements on goods is the Agreement on Agriculture.

The Members Schedules under the Marrakesh Protocol to the GATT 1994 contained a

nr¡rnber of parts to provide for the various kinds of obligations that were undertaken in

respect of agriculture. The Schedules comprised:

Part I Section I-A Agricultural Products - Taritrs

Part I Section I-B Agricultural Products - TariffQuotas

Part I Section II Other Products

Part II Preferential Tariffs

Part III Non-TariffConcessions

Part IV Section I Domestic Support: Total AMS commitments

Þad T\1 Sa¡rinn ff Fvnnrt S¡rheir{iec' Rrdr¡et fìrflav anrl Ouantitv R-eductiOnI q! ¡ Y VVVÛ¡V¡¡ ¡¡ v^yvLt Vgvuas¡ve.

Commitrnents

(1) Agreement on Agriculture;
(2) Agteement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures;

(3) Agreement on Textiles and Clothing;
(4) Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade;
(5) Agreement on Trade-Related lnveshent Measures;
(6) Agreement on lmplementation of Article VI of the GATT 1994;

(7) Agreement on Implemenøtion of Article VII of the GATT 1994;

(8) Agreement on Preshipment Inspection;
(9) Agreement on Rules of Origin;
(10) Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures;
(11) Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures; and

(12) Agreement on Safeguards.
See GATT 1994,para 1. The Understan¡lings are:

(1) Understanding on the l-uterpretation of A¡ticle II:l(b) of the GATT 1994;

(2) Understanding on the Interpretation of A¡ticle XVII of the GATT 1994;

(3) Understanding on Balance of Payments provisions of the GATT 1994;
(4) Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the GATT 1994;

(5) Undentanding in Respect of rùy'aivers of Obligations r¡nder the GATT 1994;
(6) Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXVIII of the GATT 1994.

r28
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Part IV Section III Commiûnents Limiting the Scope of Export Subsidies

Part B of the Dunkel Text, the draft Agreement on Modalities for the Establishment of

Specific Binding commitnents under the Reform Programme was updated to reflect the

final agreement on the schedulss.l29 However, the revised document was issued "on the

understanding that the 'modalities' it contained would not be used as a basis for dispute

settlement'r.130 fþs document was not incorporated into the legally binding agreements.

9 CONCLUSION

It is not intended to pre-empt the final conclusion of this thesis on the role of the distinctions

between policy instnrments on the application of the GATT to agricultwe and whether those

distinctions have been appropriately ernbodied in the post Uruguay Rowrd GATT applyrng

to agriculture. A preliminary observation will be made.

Finally, the negotiation came down to a matter of political equilibrium. In the final stage of

the negotiation, it appears that political factors swept aside any consideration of ideas. It is

certainly partly true. However, such an analysis would fail to obsen¿e that the final political

end game was played out in the context of the stnrcture created by the essential elements of

the De Zeeuw text and the Helstrom text and the intellectual input from the USA and the

Cairns group that had contributed to them. It remains to assess the extent to which the

intellectual input held together in the face of so much (to use the trade negotiators' jargon)

slippage.

Modalities for the Establisbment of Specific Binding Commihents r¡nder the Reform Progranme"
MTN.GNG/IVÍA/!V/24, 29 December 1994.
McGovern, Edmond, International Trøde Regulation (Globefield Press, Exeter, 1995) pl4.2L-2.

129

130





CIIAPTER 20

THE T]RUGUAY ROT]ND RT]LES ON IMPORT BARRIERS

1 INTRODUCTION

The Agreement on Agrículture is the primary source of new obligations affecting import

ba¡riers for agricultural products. However a number of other Multilateral Agreements on

Trade in Goods are also relevant.

Under the Agreement on Agriculture, obligations came into ef[ect in ¡¡¡o ways: by changes

to rules and by alterations to schedules of concessions. The changes to the rules on import

bariers effected by the actual text of the Agreement on Agriculnre are limited. The text

contains only two new substantive rules: one which is a supplement to Article )í and

another that provides a temporary alternative to A¡ticle XIX. Outside of the agriculture text,

there a¡e new rules on a number of aspects of import bariers generally. The most important

of these a¡e the new Agreonents which substantially change the exceptions for balance of

payments restrictions, for technical ba¡riers to trade, for sanitary and phytosanitary

restrictions and for emergency safeguards. Almost all of the new obligations came into

effect in the second rway as new concessions. These new schedules of concessions are in

force r¡nder the Uruguay Round (1994) Protocol to the General Agreement Despite the

limited rule changes in the text of the Agreement on Agriculnre,the effect of the obligations

in the schedules is that the whole framework of rules on import barriers can operate on

agricultrnal products in a more effective manner than before.

It is clear from the analysis of the negotiation that the emphasis on the negotiation of

schedules rather than general rules was crucial to enabling the parties to work with a

coÍtmon negotiating text. Since none of the general rules would become binding for any
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particular party for any particular product until that party agreed to put that particular

obligation in its schedule, then it was possible for the different parties to use the text as a

negotiating text without having to concede agreement with any bianket application of any of

the proposed rules.

I will arange ttris description of the rules mostly by policy instrument concentrating on the

Agreement on Agriculture and adding some references to other agteements where

appropriate.

1 THT' GEI\ERAL RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS

The most significant change to the general rules is that the general prohibition of

quantitative restictions can now operate in respect of agricultural products. The

introduction of ta¡iff quotas on agricultr:re is also a significant aspect of the post Uruguay

Rorurd rules.

l.t THE PROHIBITION ON IMPORT QUOTAS

The process of tariffication has made it possible for the basic prohibition of quantitative

restrictions in Article XI:l to apply to agricultr:re. Many illegal restrictions have been

re,lnoved. In addition, rüy restrictions of undetermined legality were also removed. The

prohibition in Article XI:l is supplemented by Article 4:2 of the Agreement on Agriculture

which provides:

Menrbers shall not maintain, resort to, or revert to, any measures of the kind
which have been required to be converted into ordinary customs duties, except

as othen¡¡ise provided for in Article 5 and Annex 5.

The words "measures of the kind which have been required to be converted into ordinary

customs duties" a¡e defined by an interpretative note which provides:

These measnres include quantitative import restrictions, variable levies,
minimum impof prices, discretionary import licensing, non-tariff measures

maintained through state-trading enterprises, voluntary export restraints, and

simila¡ border measures other than ordinary customs duties, whether or not the

measures are maintained under counûy-specific derogations from the

provisions of GATT 1947, but not measures maintained under balance-oÊ
payments provisions or r¡nder other general, non-agriculture-specific provisions

of GATT 1994 or of other Multilateral Trade Agreements in Annex 1A to the

WTO Agreement.
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Any rneaswes which arguably were not covered by Article XI previously but which were

tarifñed have been effectively brought within the scope of the prohibition of quantitative

restrictions. Therefore the introduction or reinhoduction of variable levies, minimum

import price schemes, and voluntary export restraints is prohibited (at least in relation to

agricultual products).

Some specific aspects of the wording of Article 4(2) deserve comment:

(l) the word "maintain" manifests an intention that the prohibition should apply to any

non-tariffba¡rier that should have been tarifñed but was not;

(2) the words "measures of a kind" manifest an intention to cover the situation where a

counûry infroduces a form of restriction which that counüy has never utilized before

but which is a restriction of a kind that was tarifñed by any other counû¡r, or even is

a restriction of a kind that another country was supposed to tarift;

(3) the words "required to be converted" indicates that the other parts of the sentence

apply not only to measures that were converted but to measures that were required to

be converted.

It is clear that some of the possible loopholes in the wording of this article in the Dr¡nkel

Text have been addressed.

The interpretative note on the meaning of measures required to be converted indicates that

measures formerly maintained under country specifi.c derogations aÍe included in the

prohibition. This includes any measures maint¿ined under Protocols of Accession or

cor:nûy specific waivers. (In any case, the only pre-WTO waivers which continued were

those that were specified in Article 1(bX3) of the GATT 1994.) The list of exceptions refers

to measures maintained under other general, non-agriculture-specific provisions of GATT

1994, which does not include restrictions maintained r¡nder Article XI:2(c). Therefore,

Article XI:2(c) has been ef[ectively eliminated in respect of any product covered by the

Agreement on Agrículnre. rt may continue to apply to fisheries products.l.

Agreement on Agriculntre, Annex 1 on "Product Coverage" excludes ufish and fish product". GATT
Article XI:2(c) applies to "any agricultural or fisheries producf'.
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1.2 THE RULES ON TARIFFS

Tlte Agreement on Agriculture does not contain any nerw provisions to give effect to the

obligations on tariffs. The tariffbindings and reductions come into force by virtue of being

included in a Menrbers Schedule which is a¡nexed to the Marrakesh Protocol to the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994. Part I, Section I-A contains the tariff

bindings on agricultural products. In addition, all tariff negotiations from earlier

negotiations re,main in force.2

The Schedules provide bowrd tariffs for all products except those for which an exemption

has been çlaimed under Annex 5.' Therefore, the rule in Article II:l(b) now applies to all

those agricultural products: Me,rnbers may not charge "ordinary customs duties" in excess of

those in the Schedule and may not charge any other import charge in excess of that imposed

on 15 April lgg4.4 Another consequence of the binding of all agricultural products is that

Article II:4 can operate with respect to those products. For all bor¡nd agricultural products,

any import monopoly maintained or authorized by a me,lnbers must not charge an average

mark-up in excess of "the amount of protection provided for" in the Schedule.s

It is noteworttry that this is a major change from the pre-existing GATT rule that parties

^^,,1á ,,^1,,-+a+il'r ¡l.nnca rlrc nrnárrnfc rrnnn rvhieh fhew rvorrlrl oive tariffbindings. The oldw\rt¡l\l vvlwrlq¡¡i v¡¡vvÙv -"-J "'--'- e' -

ru1e will still apply to non-agricultural products. In this sense, a stricter rule applies to

agricultwal products than to other products.

The Schedules contain the bound rate for the beginning of the implementation period and

the bor¡nd rate to apply at the end of the implementation period. The reductions must be

implemented as specified in the Schedules.6 The final bound rates apply from 1 January

2000. Developing country Members were able to complete their Schedules so that the

reductions were made over a period of l0 years.T For them, the final bor¡nd rate must apply

See GATT 1994 Article lOXÐ.
Note that the author has not actually checked every product line of every country's Schedule to check

that a tariffrate is speoified for every product by every Member.

See Ma¡rakesh Protocol, Article 5(a) establishes the relevant date. The Understanding on Article

II: I @) required'other charges' to be notified.
GATT, Article tr:4.
Ma¡r¿kesh Protocol, Article 2.

Agreement on Agricalure, Article I 5(2).

lt

J

4

5

6
7
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from I January 2004. Least-developed counûy Members do not have to make any

reductions, though they were still required to give bindings.8

Recall that developing countries were permitted to give ceiling bindings but that developed

countries were required to follow guidelines for calculating tariffequivalents. As mentioned

at the end of the previous chapter, the negotiating documents upon which tariffication was

based a¡e not incorporated into the binding agreements.g Therefore, in any case in which a

Member has Scheduled a tariff rate which is higher than the rate that ought to have been

calculated under the negotiating documents relating to the modalities for making

commitments, the legal obligation is based solely on the scheduled rate. It seems that the

tariff equivalents embodied in the reduction commitments for many countries, including

industrial as well as developing countries, did in fact exceed the actual tariff equivalents of
the level of barriers applying in the base period. In addition, the method of reductions left

scope for tariffs on the most sensitive products to be reduced by on lsyo.tO As a result of
the latitude given in the framing of ta¡iff commitrnents, the rate of reduction actually

achieved falls short of the negotiated rate of a 36%o average and in some cases has resulted

in an increase of the level of import barriers.l l

Agreement on Agriculture, Article 15(2).
See the end of the previous chapter. noting that Part B of the Dunkel Text, the Agreement on
Modalities, was updated to reflect the December 1993 agreement but it was not incorporated into the
Final Act.
See Tangerm¡nn, Stefan, "An Assessment of the Agreement on Agria¿lfiire" chapter 15 in OECD,
The New World Trading System: Readings (OECD, Paris, 1994) ppl43-169.
See Anderson, Kym, Agriculnre and the WO into the 2lst Century (University of Adelaide, Centre
for International Economic Studies, Policy Discussion Paper No 98/03, Ma¡ch 1998) Table I on
'Dirty Ta¡iffication" based on data from Ingco, M "Agricultural Trade Liberalization in the Unrguay
Round: One Step Forward, One Step Back?" supplementary paper prepared for a Wrld Ba¡k
Conference on The Uruguay Round and the Developing Countries, Washington DC,26-27 January
1995 & also see Ingco, Merlinda D., "Tariffication in the Uruguay Round: How Much
Liberalisation?" (1996) l9(4) World Economy 425446; & Hathaway, Dale E. & Ingco, Merlinda D.,
"Agricultural Liberalization and the Uruguay Round" chapter I in WiU Martin & L. Alan Winters
(eds), The Uruguay Round and the Developing Economies (V/orld Bank discussion paper 307) (The
rWorld Bank, Washington DC, 1995).

8

9

t0

1l
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1.3 TARIFF QUOTAS

To whatever extent there was a doubt about the GATT legality of tariff Quotas,l2 to the

extent that they are scheduled under t\re Agreement on Agriculture, they have now been

legitimized under that Agreement.

The Agriculture Agreement does not contain any obligation to introduce tariff rate quotas.

The only reference to tariffrate quotas is Article 4(1) which provides:

market access concession contained in Schedules relate to bindings and

reductions of tariffs, and to other market access comrnitments as specified

therein.r3

None of the modalities for the making of commitments on current access or minimum

access opportunities are incorporated into the text of the Agreement on Agriculture. The

obligations to maintain tariffrate quotas and to expand them are entirely dependent upon the

schedules.

The modalities had provided that minimum access quotas should be provided in cases in

which the tarifñcation of a non-tariff barriers would result in a volume of imports below

3%. These commitnents should provide for a tariff quota o13o/o of domestic consumption

to be established and to be expandedto 5%oby the end of the implementation period. The

imports u¡ithin the tariff rate quota were to be subject to a zero or low rate of duty. The

minimum access quotas were to be administered on a most favoured nation basis.

The modalities had also provided that current access quotas could be maintained on a

discriminatory basis. They could be expanded on a most favoured nation basis.

The commitnents on ta¡iffrate quotas are contained in Section I-B of Part I of the Me,lnbers

Schedules annexed to the Ma¡rakesh Protocol. A perusal of various schedule items reveals

that such commitnents are recorded by the specification of the quota volume to apply at the

staf of the implementation period and the quota volume to apply at the end of the

implementation period together with specification of the rate of customs duty to be applied-

L2 enerally, see Rom, Michael, The Role of Tariff Quotas in Commercial Policy (Macmillan for the

Trade Policy Resea¡ch Cente, London, 1979

Emphasis added.13
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In some cases, notes to the schedules specify that part of the quota is to be allocated to

particular parties.

A question arises as to what legal obligations come into effect as a result of these

commitments. First, Article II:l(a) applies. Members cannot accord less favourable

1reatnent that that specified in their Schedule. They cannot charge a rate higher than the

specified in-quota rate on the specified quota volume. Secondly, Aficle II:l(b) applies,

reinforcing that Members carurot charge any "ordinary customs duty" in excess of that set

forth in the Schedule in respect of the specified volume. Thirdly, Article )OII governs the

allocation of the quota (requiring that it be global and if not global then allocated on the

basis of a previous representative period). However, the application of Article XIII is
complicated by the fact that some schedules have specified discriminatory allocations of
quotas.

Consideration should be given to whether the existence of tariffrate quotas has an impact on

the application of Article II:4. The average protection afforded by a Member's state

controlled or authorized import monopoly cannot exceed the protection provided for in the

Schedule. The rule can be applied separately to the in quota volume and to the out of quota

volume of imports. In respect of the in-quota volume, Article II:4 prohibits the charging of
an average mark-up which exceeds the protection specified in the Schedule in respect of the

in-quota volume. In most cases, the maximum level of protection is specified as a customs

duty. However, in some cases, the Schedules provide that a price mark-up is to be charged

in addition to the bound in-quota tariffrate.14 In respect of the out-of quota volume, Article

II:4 prevents the charging of an average mark-up which exceeds the out of quota borurd

tariffrate.

The effect of Article II:l(b) on the in-quota tariffrates deseres further consideration. The

parties may not charge more than the bound rate on the volume of the quota that applies at

any given time. Therefore, the in-quota rate applies to the original volume and to the

Eg, see Schedule LX (of the Republic of Korea) in respect of rice reserving a right to charge an
import mark-up in addition to the in-quota tariff & Schedule ÐO(VIII of Japan, in respect of rice
speciffing that an import mark-up of not more than292 yen may be collected. Note that the Japanese
Schedule also provides that if the mark-up system is abolished, then it may establish a new in-quota
rate deterrrined "with a view to a^ffording substantially the same level of access opportunity".

T4
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enlargements that have been scheduled. However, the in guota rate has no application to

any enlargement of the volume of the quota that goes beyond the scheduled volume. In

respect of any such enlargement, the oniy iegai consiraint is that applied by the out of quota

bound tariff rate. That is the only legal consfaint on the rate that can be charged on

additional enlargements unless some new enüy is made in the Schedule.

Finally, although during the negotiation, the tariff quotas were often described as being

te,mporary measures, the obligations in the Schedules are as pennrment as any other

obligation in the Schedules. The obligations will endwe until the particular concession is

withdrawn or modified.

1.4 RENEGOTIATION OF SCHEDULES - ARTICLE XXVIII

The \V'TO Agreement makes two changes to the renegotiation of concessions. These are

contained in the (Jnderstanding on Interpretation of Article MVIII of the GATT 1994. One

change makes it easier for smaller countries to have negotiating rights. It confers

negotiating rights for any particular product on the country for whom the exports of the

product make up the highest proportion of its total export trade. This may have an impact

on some agricultural tade.

Probably, of greater significance, is the impact that the proliferation of tariff quotas rnight

have on renegotiations. Whereas the existence of tariff quotas was tolerated r¡nder GATT

1947, under GATT !994, specific provision is made for tariffrate quotas in the market

access opportunities under the Agreement on Agriculture. The tariff rate quotas are also

formally recognized in the renegotiation rules. ltte (Jnderstanding on Article MVIil makes

specific provision for the amount of compensation that is appropriate in the sin¡ation in

which an unlimited tariffconcession is replaced by a tariffrate quota.ls Given the eústence

of that provision, we must contemplate the possibility of renegotiations of either the volume

or the tariffrate in a tariffrate quota.

l5 See Understanding on the Interpretation of Article XXVfl of the GATT l994,para6
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2 EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES ON IMPORT BARRIERS

The GATT still contains exceptions to the general rules. Some of the exceptions pertain to

the prohibition of quantitative restrictions, others to the rules on import tariffs and some to

both. The tarifEcation process did not apply to "measures maintained under balance-of-

payments provisions or under other general, non-agricultr¡re specific provisions of GATT

1994". In addition, an exception to the prohibition on quantitative restrictions is contained

in Annex 5 to the Agreement on Agriculture which relates to certain products excepted from

the tariffication process. Exceptions will remain for quantitative restrictions for balance of

payments reasons (Article XII and Article XVIIIB), for economic development reasons

(Article XVI[), for emergency safeguards (Article XIX), and for general exceptions (Article

)O( and XXD. Each of these provisions also provides for exceptions from the general rules

on tarifß. In addition, Article 5 of the Agreement on Agricalture provides for the use of
tariff surcharges under the special safeguards provision which can be utilized as an

alternative to (though not at the same time as) the general safeguards provision.

The nrles relating to some of the exceptions are subject to specific Uruguay Ror¡nd

multilateral agreements. There is a specific agreement on the balance of payments

exception. Part B of the economic development exception relating to balance of payments

will be subject to the same new text as the balance of payments exception under Article XII.

The safeguards exception is limited by a new safeguards agreement. The waiver exception

is subject to a new agreement on Article XXV.

The rest of the exceptions have not been modified by the Uruguay Ror.rnd. Apart from

Section B of Article XVIII, the economic development excqltions in Article VIII have not

been altered. The general exceptions under Articles XX and )O(I are unchanged. However,

with respect to some of the provisions of Article XX, there are specific agreements, one

dealing with technical barriers to trade and another specifically dealing with sanitary and

phytosanitary restrictions on agricultural products. Little new discþline was introduced for

state trading mechanisms apart from the fact the binding of agriculnral products necessarily

means that Article II:4 can operate with respect to those products.
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2.1 A}INEX 5 TO THE AGREEMENT ON AGNCULTURE

The exceptions in annex 5 were drafted to accommodate exceptions given to Japan and

South Korea in respect of ta¡ifñcation of rice. Annex 5 contains two separate exceptions

one of which was only available to developing countries. Recourse to these exceptions can

only be made at the time of becoming a Member because the invocation of the exception

with respect to a product requires the product to be designated in the Member's Schedule

annexed to the Ma¡rakesh Protocol.l6

The first exception set out in Section A of Annex 5 can be invoked for products subject to

special teatment reflecting factors of non-trade concerns. The exception can only be

invoked if certain criteria are met: that imports in the base period 1986-1988 were less than

3yo of domestic consumption, no export subsidies were provided since 1986, and

production-resficting measures are applied to the product. The most important condition

attached to the invocation of this exception is that minimum access quotas must be provided

which are larger than those required in respect of products for which Annex is not invoked.

The minimum access quotas were required to start, at the beginning of the implementation

period, at 4Yo of base period domestic consumption and to be increased by 0.8% per year

untii the ievei of 87ô is reached. The continuation of the special treatinent is required to be

negotiated before the end of the implementation period. In the event that special treatrnent

is continued, invoking counüies will have to continue to provide at So/o minimum access

quota. In the event that special treatnent is not continued, then the non-tariffbarriers must

be converted to an ordinary tadff. The rate of the tariff must be calculated in accordance

with the guidelines in the Attachment to Annex 5 using the difference between world and

domestic prices in the base period and reducedby t5o/o-

The exception provides for an option to convert the non-tariffbarriers to an ordinary tariff

before the end of the implementation period and for the product to become subject to the

rule in Article 4(2). if the option is exereised, the tariff equivalent is to be calculated in

accordance with the guidelines in the Attachment to Annex 5 and reduced by the amount

that the tariff would have been required to be reduced had it been applied from the

beginning of the implementation period. Even where the special freatment ceases, the

16 Agreement on Agriculture, aÍnex 5, para 1(d)
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minimum access quota existing at the time must be maintained and be increasedby 0.4% for

each remaining year of implementation period.lT The eflect of this is that the longer the

invoking country defers the tariffication of the import quota then the larger is the minimum

access quota that must be provided. This exception was invoked by Japan.ls

The Developing Country exception which is restricted to a primary agriculnral product that

is the predominant staple in the traditional diet of a Developing Counüy Me,lnber was

subject to less stringent requirements as to ttre enlargement of the minimum access quota.

Under this provision, the opening minimum access quota was only required to be lo/o of

base period domestic consumption in the first year increasing by only 0.2Yo pæ year for the

next 4 years so as to reach 2% by the begiruring of the fifth year and then to increase by

0.4o/o per year for the next 5 years so as to reach 4% by the beginning of the tenth year.l9

Under this provision, there is a lesser incentive to tarifr the non-tariff barier because it is

not until the eighth year that the invoking country is required to provide a minimum access

quota that is larger than that which would have to be provided if the special treaünent had

not been invoked. Korea and the Philippines invoked this exception forrice.2O

2.2 ARTICLE XI:2

As mentioned above, Article XI:2(c) has been effectively limited to fisheries products. The

continuing application of paragraphs XI:2(a) and (b) must be considered separately. Article

4(2) does not apply to export restrictions so it has no efflect on the continuing application of

Article XI:2(a). With respect to Article XI:2(b), it is arguable whether import resfrictions

for applying regulations on standards, grading or marketing were required to be tarifñed. If
such restrictions could not be regarded as "quantitative import restrictions" within the

meaning of the interpretative note, then they cannot be regarded as having been required to

be converted into ordinary import restrictions. Therefore, Article XI:2(b) continues to apply

at least to some extent.

T7

l8
Agreement on Agriculture, alliex 5, para l(d).
See GATT 1994, Schedule XXXVII, Section lA, underproduct 1006 setting an in-quota tate of zero
but qualifuing this by providing that a mark-up was also to be applied.
Agreement on Agricultare, arnex 5,para2.
See Schedule LX for the Republic of Korea, under product 1006 setting an in-quota rate of So/obut
qualiffing it by providing that a mark-up was to be charged in addition to the in-quota ta¡iff.

l9
20
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2.3 RESTRICTIONS FOR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS REASONS

The tarifEcation process removed the "residual restrictions" whose justification under the

balance of payments exceptions had expired. With respect to "residual restictions" on non-

agricultural products, parties were required under a Uruguay Round Understanding on the

Balance-Of-Payments Provisions of the GATT 19942r to announce time schedules for their

removal.22

Restrictions on agricultural products genuinely justified under either Article XII or r:nder

Article XVIIIB \ilere exempt from the obligations to tarifûi and recourse can still be made to

these provisions to justiff new restrictions. Any such restrictions are subject to the

abovementioned (Inderstanding on the Balance-of-Payments Provisions. The

Understanding affects the review and rernoval of existing balance of payments restrictions

and also upon the inüoduction of new ones.

V/ith respect to the introduction of new restrictions, the Uruguay Round Understanding

remedies the pre-existing anomaly which made it easier to impose quantitative restrictions

than tariffs. Parties are expectedz3 to give preference to price based measures such as tariff

surcharges2a and to use quantitative resfrictions only where price-based measures are

incrrffinimf 25

The Understanding also improves the procedures for consultations and review. However, it

does not change the tests for justiffing balance of payments restrictions wtder either Article

)íI or Article XVIIIB. Therefore, under Article XVIIIB, it'ù¡i11 still be necessary for the

IMF to decide under the old test which, although like the Article XII test is based on the size

of monetary reserves, is qualified by the ambiguous requirement that the size of adequate

reserves is to be determined by reference to the country's programme of economic

developme,lrt. As discussed in chapter 11,20 1¡. test effectively removes the element of

W'TO, Resz#s of the Uruguay Round,p21ff.
Understanding on the Balance-of-Payrnents Provisions of the General Agreement on Tarifs and

Trqde I994,Article l.
I refrain from using the word "obliged" because the two obligations a¡e worded as "confirm their

commitment to" (Article 2) aú "shall seek to avoid"(Article 3).

B OP Unders tanding, Article 2.

BOP Understønding, Article 3.

See above, chapter ll, at pp60-62.

2l
22

23

24
25
26
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temporariness from the justification to depart from the rules and fails to require any

remedial macroeconomic policies in response to a balance of payments problem. The

Underst¿nding does nothing to remedy this situation. This may have some impact on

agricultural trade if developing countries continue to use Article XVIIIB even after their

stage of development passes to a stage at which the agricultural sector becomes politically

shong.

2.4 ARTICLE XX AND THE SPS AGREEMENTS

The resort to the exceptions in Article XX to justifu quantitative restrictions on agricultural

products is limited by the Agreement on the Applícation of Sanitary and Phytosanitar!

Measures ('SP^S Agreemenf). Under the SP^S Agreement, measures which are otherwise in

conformþ with Article XX are still violations if they are based on standards which do not

conform to an international standard or if they are higher than international standards and

cannot be justified on scientific grounds.

2.5 SAFEGUARDS MEASURES AND THE SPECIAL SAFEGUARDS CLAUSE IN
THE AGRICULTURE AGREEMENT

Two safeguard provisions are impofant for agricultural products. The rules in Article )CX

have been substantially modified by the Uruguay Round Agreement on Safeguards. kr

addition, for agricultural products upon which non-tariffbarriers were tarifEed, there is the

special safeguards clause in the Agreement on Agriculture. The importance of both of these

safeguards clause was enhanced by the strengthening of other rules. The strengthening of

regulation of residual restrictions and the tariffication of agricultural quantitative restictions

will have the effect of making it more difücult to justifu the introduction or maintenance of
quantitative restrictions so parties will not be able to avoid resorting to the safeguards

procedures by justifuing a quantitative restriction under another provision.

Further, parties cannot avoid using the safeguards procedure by negotiating a voluntary

export restraint (VER). The introduction of volwrtary export restraints is prohibited under

the Agreement on Safeguards.2T This prohibition is reinforced by the prohibition in Article

Agreement on Safeguards, Article ll(l)O). For products not subject to the Agreement on
Agriculture, VERs were to be phased out by I January 1999 v¡ith Members able to choose one VER
to be phased out by 31 December 1999: see A¡ticle 11(l)(c).

27
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aQ) of the Agreement on Agriculture against resorting to any measure of a kind that has

been converted to an ordinary customs duty. This prevents the reintroduction of any VERs

against agricultural products that are tarifñed un<ier the Agricuitrue text.

2.5.1 Aficle XD( and the Agreement on Safeguards

Article XIX is substantially amended by a Uruguay Round Agreement on Safeguards.

Safeguard measures can still take the form of import quotas instead of tarifß but ordinarily

any import quota should not reduce imports below the th¡ee year average.2s In the case of

use of provisional safeguards in situations where delay in implementing the safeguard

meas¡ure might result in damage that would be difficult to repair, only import tariffs may be

used. The Agreement confirms that safeguard measures may not be adopted in a

discriminatorym¿mner(withalimitedexception).2gAmajorchangeisthattherightto

retaliate against most safeguard measures will not be exercisable for the first three Years.30

This removes the disincentive to use safeguard measures that arises from the potential

retaliation by countries other than the country whose exports prompted the imposition of the

safeguard measure.

2.5.2 Special safeguards Provision for the Implementation Period

For the dr¡¡ation of the reform process,3l a special safeguards proce<iure for those

agricultwal products in respect of which non-tariffmeasures have been converted into ta¡iffs

in the tarifñcation process.32 'Where parties utilize the special safeguards procedure, they

cannot use other safeguards procedwes under the General Agreement3: (that is, under

Article XIX, or para 17 of the new Agreement on Safeguards). The special safeguards

clause in the Agreement on Agriculture differs from that which was in the Dunkel Text in

that it relaxed the volume tigger in markets in which imports constituted more than l0% of

domestic consumption. The volume triggered special safeguards clause and the price

triggered special safeguards clause must be considered separately.

Agreement on Safeguards, Article 5(1).

Agreement on Safeguards, Article 5(2Xb).

Agreement on Safeguards, Article 8(3).

Agreement on Agrianlnre, Article 5(9).
Agreement on Agrianlnre, Article 5(l).
They cannot use safeguards r¡nder GATT Article XIX or under Article 8(2) of the Agreement on

Safeguards: see Agreønent on Agriculture, Article 5(8)'

28
29
30
3l
32
JJ
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The provisions providing for special safeguards on the basis of volume triggers are

convoluted. The special safeguard measure can be resorted to when the volume of imports

during any year exceeds a required percentage ("the trigger level") of the "minimum access

opportunity". The "minimum access opportunity" is defined to mean "imports as a

percentage of the corresponding domestic consumption during the three preceding years for

which data are available".3a The base level trigger is:

c l25o/o of the minimum access opportunity, if the minimum import opportunity is less

than l}o/o;3s

o Il0Yo of the minimum access opporhrnity, if the minimum access opporhrrity is less than

lÙ%obut not greater than 30%;:6 6d

o 105%o of the minimum access opportunity, if the minimum access opportunity is greater

than30%o.zt

This means that, in cases in which imports were not greater than 10% of domestic

consumption during the preceding 3 years, then the special safeguard measure can be

imposed when the volume of imports in any year exceeds 125% of the percentage that the

previous three years imports were of domestic consumption. In cases in which imports were

more than l0% but not gteater than 30% of domestic consumption in the preceding three

years, then the special safeguards measure can be imposed when the volume of imports in

any year exceeds ll0% of the percentage that the previous three years imports were of
domestic consumption. In cases, in which imports were greater than 30% of domestic

consumption in the preceding 3 years, then the special safeguard can be imposed when the

volume of imports in any year exceeds 105% of the percentage that the previous three years

imports were of domestic consumption. Therefore, the trigger level is lower when imports

were previously a higher percentage of domestic consumption.

The special safeguard measure imposed in consequence of a volume trigger cannot exceed

one third of the bound ordinary customs duty for the year in which the measu¡e is imposed.

Agreement on Agriculture, Article 5(1Xa) & Article 4.
Agreement on Agriculture, Article s(aXa).
Agreement on Agriculture, Afücle 5(4Xb).
Agreement on Agriculture, Afücle 5 (a)(c).

34
35
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The special safeguards measure caffiot be maintained beyond the end of the year in which it

is imposed.3s

The provision for special safeguards on the basis ofprice triggers provides for safeguards

when the import price falls by more than l0% below a trigger price, generally, the average

cif price for lgg6 to lggg.3e The additional duty is determined on a scale depending on the

size of the excess of the trigger price over the import price :

o 3}yoof the amount by which the difference exceeds 10% but does not exceed 40% of the

trigger price; plus

o S}yoof the amor¡nt by which the difference exceeds  \o/obut does not exceed 60% of the

t igge" price; plus

o ¡}yoof the a¡nourt by which the difference exceeds 60% but does not exceed 75Vo of the

trigger price; plus

o 90%oof the amount by which the difference exceeds 75Yo of the trigger price-40

The trigger price must be the 1986 to 1988 average of a reference price for the product

concemed. In general, the reference price should be the cif price but there is some scope for

parties to use another price that is appropriate. The reference price must be publicly

specified following its initial use.41 Some parties made advance notifications of their

reference prices.+z

There is no requiretnent to give compensation and corurtermeasures cannot be instituted

against ameasure applied under futic1e 5-43

2.6 ARTICLE )Off - V/ATVERS

Of princþal importance on the question of waivers is the fact that, under the Agriculture

Agreement, the quantitative restrictions imposed by the United States under its 1955 waiver

have been converted to tariffs.

38 Agreement on Agriculnre, Article 5(4).

39 Agreement on Agricttlture, Article 5(1Xb).

40 Agreement on Agricalture, A¡ticle 5(5Xa) to (e).

4l rn-terpretative Note to A¡ticle s(lxb) of t}Le Agreement on Agricalture.

42 For example, the EEC in WTO doc G/AGA{ÆECl2,the USA in WTO doc G/AG/NruSA/I

43 Agreement on Agricalnre' Article
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Unfortunately, the Uruguay Round (Jnderstanding on Waiver# does little to make it any

harder to obtain a waiver for either tariff surcharges or quantitative restictions. A draft in

the Dr¡nkel text which would have required an annual review of whether exceptional

circumstances exist was not retained in the wording of the Understanding which came into

force. Determination of "exceptional circumstances" will continue to be determined by

what two thirds of the parties vote for. It would not be surprising it the operation of the

article is not significantly improved.

2.7 STATE TRADING & ARTICLES II:4 & XVII

Although import restrictions on agricultural products implemented by state trading bodies

were supposed to be tariffied and although Article II:4 can now operate with respect to

agricultural products by virtue of the existence of tariff bindings, there is some uncertainty

as to what scope remains for the imposition of import barriers by state run or authorized

import monopolies. The Uruguay Round added an (Jnderstanding on Interpretation of
Article Xl4I but it contains only transparency improving measures and no substantive

improvements to either Article II:4 or Article XVII.45

With comprehensive tariffication, Article II:4 will restrict the charging of marlups in on

average in excess of the bound tariff. The question is whether import monopolies can still

provide additional protection by restricting quantify. The interpretative note to Article II:4

may become important. It requires Article II:4 to be interpreted "in the light of Article 31 of
the Havana Charter. This requires an import monopolist to

import and offer for sale such quantities of the product as will be sufficient to
satisfu the full domestic demand for the imported produc146

though account is required to be taken of "any rationing to consumers of the imported and

like product which may be in force at [the] time and "regard [should] be had for the fact that

some monopolies are established and operated mainly for social, cultual, humanitarian or

revenue pu4)oses".47

Understanding in Respect of Waivers of Obligations under the General Agreement on Tariff and
Trade 1994, in WTO, Results of the Untguay Round,p34-35.
Understanding on the Interpretation of A¡ticle XVII of the Gene¡al Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
l994,tnWTO, The Results of the Uruguay Round,pp25-26.
Havana Charter, futicle 3I(5).
Havana Charter, Article 31(6).

44

45

46
47
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Thus Article II:4 could be interpreted to mean that an import monopoly must import the

quantity that is demanded by consumers at a price equal to the world price plus the margin

ofmarkupthatisimplicitintheboundta¡iff rate. However, giventhe sofuiess of thewords

"in the light of' and the various qualiffing factors in the provision of Article 31, that

interpretation might not be adopted. If a süict interpretation is adopted, there will be some

practical difficulties in establishing that the quantrty that has been imported and made

available for sale was less than sufficient to satisff full domestic demand. If a less

restrictive interpretation is adopted then there may be considerable scope for import

monopolies to limit the quantity of imports. In such a situation, the import monopolist

could comply with Article II:4 by limiting its mark up to that permitted by Article II:4, but

the market place would bid up the price so that additional mark ups could be charged by

entities at subsequent stages of the distribution chain. Therefore, depending on the way that

Article II:4 is interpreted, it may not be sufficient prevent import monopolies from imposing

de facto quantitative restictions'a8

2.8 A}ITI-DUMPING DUTIES

Given that the use of other avenues for imposing or maintaining restrictions have been

ciose<i off, the anti-dumping excqltion may become more importaät to agricultrnal trade.

The closing of the possibility of recowse to voluntary export restraints means that, apart

from limited scope qnder the safeguards agreement, the anti-dumping exception is the only

avenue left for imposing an import barier on imports from a particular source. Under post-

V/TO rules, anti-dumping duties must conform to the Agreement on Implementation of

Article W of the GATT 1994 ('Anti-Dumping Agreement). Ttte AntïDumping Agreement

imposes disciplines on the calculation of normal price, on the findings of material injury and

of causation. Since, anti-dumping duties were not a major factor influencing agricultural

trade under the GATT 1947, contentious aspect of anti-dumping law were not dealt with in

chapter l l. One obsen¡ation that can be made is that the Anti-Dumpíng Agreement does not

substantively change the price thresholds relevant to determining whether anti-dumping

duties can be imposed. Before, the Uruguay Round, it was possible to impose anti-dumping

See the discussion of this point in Tangermr''tn et al, "Implementation of the Uruguay Round

Agreement on Agriculnge and Issues for the Next Round of Agriculûrral Negotiations" (International
48
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duties on sales being made at a profit and after the Uruguay Ror¡nd it is still possible to

impose anti-dumping duties on sales made at profit.

3 SUMMARY

The post-Uruguay Round rules applicable to agriculture have made a substantial change to

the existing import barriers on agriculture and have changed the rules that continue to apply.

For the first time since 1948, it has been possible for the prohibition on quantitative

resfrictions to apply. The changes achieved the end of the quantitative import restrictions or

quantitative import restrictions imposed under corurfy specific waivers, under residual

balance of payments restrictions, under voluntary export restraints, r¡nder Article XI:2(c)

and under variable levies and minimum import rules. The new SPS Agreemezr should help

to ensure that protective measu¡es are not taken under the guise of sanitary or phytosanitary

contols. Howeve,r, the use of quantitative restrictions will still be possible under balance of

payments, particularly for developing countries, and also under the safeguards exception.

The binding of all tarifß has made it possible for the rules on tariffs and also the rules on

mark-ups by import monopolies to apply to agricultural tade. The actr¡al degree of tariff

reduction achieved in the round was small. The de-linking of the agricultural tåriff

reductions ûom the other reductions in the Round and the use of averaging in the calculation

of tariffreductions on agricultural products has failed to ensure that tariffs were reduced on

the most protected products. The overall dispersion in rates of protection applicable to

different products may have increased.49

The introduction of tariff quotas is a problem. They have not been introduced as a

temporary measure as originally intended. They will protect the interests of certain traders

Agricultural Trade Research Consortium, Commissíoned Paper No 12, October 1997) (available
from http://www.run¡. edu/iatrc), ppt44-145.

49 See, eg, Hathaway, Dale E. & Ingco, Merlinda D., "Agricultural Liberalization and the Uruguay
Round", chapter I in WiU Martin & L. Alan Winters (eds), The Urugaay Round and the Developing
Economics (World Ba¡k discussion paper 307) (World Bank, Washington DC, 1995) ppl-24 at 15.





CHAPTER 21

THE T]RUGUAY ROT]ND RT]LES ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

1 INTRODUCTION

Like the area of import barriers, the area of export subsidies is affected by the Uruguay

round texts in two ways: by rule changes and also by measured commitrnents to change. As

described in previous chapters, the difficulties in reaching agreement on rule changes, led to

the approach of negotiating measured changes to existing policies. The imptementation of

those measured changes resulted in some rule changes.

As with border access, the differentiation between agricultr:ral products and other products

is significant in the way the Uruguay Round agreements apply to export subsidies. For

border access, the parties have amended rules of general application and have then gone on

to make even stricter rules for agricultural products by making tariff binding compulsory

and comprehensive rather than negotiable as it is for non-agricultr¡ral products. For

subsidies, by negotiating an Agreement on Subsidíes and Counterttøiling Measures ('SCM

Agreement), the parties have made the rules of general application more rigorous but they

have exempted agricultural products from those rules, making some less stringent rules for

agricultural products.

Most of the changes to rules on export subsidies on agricultural products come into force

through the specific commitments. Those commiftnents are given in the Members'

Schedules annexed to Marrakesh Protocol. Section I of Part III of the Schedules contain

commiùnents on the reduction of budgetary outlays and quantities. Section III of Part III

cóntains commitrnents on limiting the scope of export subsidies. In addition to the

scheduled commitnents, export subsidies on agricultural products a¡e affected by both the
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Agreement on Agriculture, andthe SCM Agreement. However, specific provision has been

made to exempt agriculnral products from many of the important provisions of the SCM

Agreement, at least, for the duration of the reform process. l'{evertheless, the rules

established under the SCM Agreement are important so they will be described before

describing the rules on export subsidies under frrc Agreement on Agriculture and the effect

of the specific commitnents on export subsidies.

EXPORT ST]BSIDIES T]IIDER THE AGREEMENT ON SUBSIDIES A¡ID
COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

The SCM Agreementmakes the Article XVI rules redundant by applying a new prohibition,

and by intoducing new rules on Track II (multilaterally authorized) remedies against

subsidies (including export subsidies) that cause adverse effects. It also regulates the

imposition of track I remedies (countervailing duties).

2.1 THE PROHIBITION OF EXPORT SUBSIDIES

Article 3.1(a) prohibits export subsidies.l There is no differentiation between primary and

non-primary products and there is no dual price test. The prohibition applies to all subsidies

that are contingent upon export performance'

The prohibition in Article 3"1(a) applies to "subsidies, within the meaning of Article 1". In

Article l, subsidy is defined (non-exhaustively) as a benefit conferred by cither a financial

contribution (including revenue foregone) by a government or by any form of income or

price support.

The prohibition is expressed to apply to: subsidies contingent, in law or in fact,

whether solely or as one of several other conditions, upon export performance,

including those illustrated in Annex I.

The list is similar to the list in the old Subsidies Code. The last item is:

(1) Any other charge on the public accorutt constituting an export subsidy

in the sense of Article XW of the General Agree'rnent'

The adoption of the "contingent upon export performance" criteria for defining export

subsidies removes the arnbiguity contained in the words of Article XVI relating to subsidies

I Phase-in provisions apply, under Article 27, for developing countries and, under A¡ticle 29, for

t

countries in the transition to a market economy
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that increase exports or subsidies on export. The "contingent upon export performance"

criteria makes a clear distinction between subsidies that are paid only on exports and

subsidies paid more broadly. Clearly the payment of production subsidies is not prohibited

regardless of whether some of the products receiving the benefit of the production subsidy

are exported. This brings the definition into line with the economic difference between

export subsidies and production subsidies as set out above in chapter 4.

2.2 TRACK 2 - COUNTERMEASI.]RES AGAINST ACTIONABLE SUBSIDIES

There are dispute settlement provisions in Part III of the Agreement which affect "actionable

subsidies".2 Export subsidies may fall within the scope of these provisions. Part III

provides for the possibility of countermeasures against subsidies that cause either injury to

the domestic indusky of another party, nullification and impairment of benefits, or serious

prejudice.3

Generally, there would be no need to resort to these provisions against export subsidies

However, where any particular parties or particular types of subsidies are not subject to the

prohibition due to phase in periods or particular exceptions, then they may be subject to

these rules. As regards the discipline of the effect of export subsidies in third markets, the

remedy against causing serious prejudice provides is presumed to exist where the subsidy

exceeds 5% of the value of the product but that it can be rebutted if the subsidizing country

can demonstrate an absence of trade effects.a

2.3 TRACK I - COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

Counterr¡ailing duties against export subsidies must comply with the SCM Agreement as

well as with Article VI of the GATT 1994.s

Cor.¡ntervailing duties ca¡not be imposed against a subsidy the amor¡nt of which is less than

lo/o of the value of the product.' This exception is broader for developing countries.

Corurterwailing duties cannot be imposed against a subsidized export from a developing

These provisions a¡e more described in the next chapter.
SCM Agreement, Article 5-1.
SCM Agreement, Article 6.
SCM Agreement, Article Il.l
SCM Agreement, Article lL.9.

,)

J
4
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country if either the amount of the subsidy is less fhan2Yo of the value of the product or the

volume of the subsidized imports is less than4%o of the volume of imports of the product in

the importing country (unless together wittr subsidized exports from other developing they

constitute 9% of the import volume).7

2.4 THE EXCEPTION OF AGRICULTURE

The prohibition of export subsidies is expressed "Except as provided in the Agreernent on

Agricultureu. The Agreement on Agricalture exeÍtpts export subsidies from the prohibition

in the SCM Agreement until I January 2004, provided that they conform to reduction

commitments r¡nder the Agreement on Agriculture (which are described below).'

Export subsidies confonrring to the reduction commitments under the Agreement on

Agriculture are also exempt from the ü:ack 2 remedies under the SCM Agreement.9 It is

stressed that, since pasta and various other incorporated products are included with the

definition of products for the purposes of the Agreement on Agriculnre, export subsidies on

those products are exempted from the prohibition provided that they conform to reduction

commitrrents under the Agreement on Agriculnre.

The Track I cowrtervailing duty remedy can be applied against export subsidies on

agricultural products even if they conform to the reduction commitments under the

Agreement on Agriculture provided that any CVDs are based on a "determination of injury

or threat thereof based on volume, effect on prices, or consequent impact in accordance with

A¡ticle VI of the GATT and Pa¡t V of the Subsidies Agreementr'.I0

3 EXPORT ST]BSIDIES UNDER THE AGREEMENT ON AGRICULTURE

The Agreement on Agriculnre implements a reform progr¿ütme for export subsidies. The

Agreønent makes an important distinction between export subsidies and domestic subsidies.

The reform programme applied to export subsidies is more severe that that imposed for

other subsidies. The definition of "export subsidies" is limited to subsidies that are

SCM Agreement, Afücle 2'7 .10 & 27 .ll.
Agreement on Agricalnre, Arlcle l3(3xb).
See SCM Agreement, Article 5 & Agreement on Agiculture, Artrcle l3(3)O).
Agreement on Agricalure, Article 13(3Xa).

7
8

9
l0
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contingent upon export performance and, therefore, excludes domestic production subsidies

that indirectly increase exports.

Almost all of the obligations on export subsides under the Agreement on Agriculture come

into force key pursuant to the scheduled commiûnents which ¿re annexed to the Marakesh

Protocol. The obligations under commitnents come into force under two provisions,

Articles 3(3) and Article 8 which, respectively provide:

Article 3(3): a Member shall not provide export subsidies listed in
paragraph I of Article 9 in respect of the agricultural products or groups of
products listed in Section II of Part IV of its Sche.dule in excess of the
budgetary outlay and quantity commitnent levels specified therein and shall
not provide such subsidies in respect of any agricultural product not specified
in that Section of tis Schedule.

Article 8: Each participant undertakes not to provide export subsidies
otherwise than in conformity with this Agreement and with its commitnents as

specified in its Schedule of export competition commit¡rents.

None of the provisions of the draft Agreement on Modalities speciffing the guidelines for

the commitnents are incorporated into the Agreement. The contents of the Schedules are

regarded as part of the GATT l994by virtue of Article 3(1) which provides:

The domestic support and export subsidy commitnents in Part IV of each
Member's Schedule constitute commiûnents limiting subsidisation and are
hereby made an integral part of GATT 1994.

As an integral part of the GATT 1994, the contents of the Schedules must be taken into

account in interpreting the provisions of the Agreement on Agrículture.tr

3.I TERMS OF EXPORT COMPETITION COMMITMENTS

The scheduled commitments contain specifications in respect of products or product groups

of budget outlays and volume of product. The effect of these export subsidy commiünents

is described in A¡ticle 9(2)(a) of the Agreement. The specifications in a Member's schedule

in respect of a product or product group for a particular year a¡e for that Member:

In accordance with A¡ticle 3l of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Trearr'es (done, Yientq 23
May 1969, in force generally 27 Jatuar-1 1980, ATS 1974 No 2, UKTS 1980 No 58, UNTSll55
p331) which requires the treaty to be considered in its context which includes any Annexes to a
treaty.

ll
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. the mÐdmum level of expenditure that can be incurred in connection with export

subsidies on that product or product groì¡p in that !ear;12

o the maximum quantity of that product or product group that can receive the assistance of

export subsidies in that Year.13

Therefore, the commitne,nts create marimum amowtts for outlays and quantities to apply

for each year of the implementation period and at the end of the implanentation period.la

The obligations on the products which come into force under Article 3(3) apply to the

degree of product specificity that the commitnents have been made but no further. It is

possible for budget outlays or volumes to be juggled provided that the aggregates for the

product group for which a commitnent has been made do not exceed the commitnent. In

respect of any product on which no commitnent has been given, the effective maxima are

zero.

The Agreeme,lrt also allows for the Schedules to contain commifinents relating to the

markets to which subsidized exports are to be sold.

The text does not refer directþ to commifinents on the amount of export subsidy applied per

unit of product. However, for each product group there should be commitrnents relatrng to

both the maximum outlay and the maximum volume. The combined effect of those two

commitne,lrts is that there is a maximum average outlay per unit of volume. It is only an

avera1ethough and does not restrict the outlay on any particular product. Further, it is only

a resfriction on average outlay per unit of volume not on average outlay per unit of value.

3.2 QUA}ITUM OF EXPORT SUBSIDY COMMITMENTS

As described in chapter 19, r¡¡rder the terms of the Agreement on Modalities, the maximr¡¡n

amounts for export subsidies were supposed to be calculated by reference to baseline

amounts and a required rate of reduction. As described in chapter 19, the parties were able

to choose a baseline level on either the average of the relevant amounts for the years from

Article 9:2(a).
Article 9:2(b).
Paragraph 6 of Annex 8 to Part B.

12

l3
L4
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1986 to 1990 or for the years 1991 and l992.ts The required rates of reduction to be

achieved by the end of the implementation period were supposed to be 36% for outlays and

24Yo for quantities below the 1986-1990 baselines.t6 For developing countries, the rates are

24%o and 16% respectively.lT However, dr.¡ing the implementation period, the obligations

under the Agreement derive from the actual maxima that are specified in the commitnents

not from the Agreement on Modalities regardless of whether the commitnents actually do

not conform to the agreed baselines and rates. In general, the content of the Agreement on

Modalities is not incorporated into the text of the Agreemenl on Agriculture. However, the

text of the Agreement on Agriculture, ítself, does speci$'the maxima to apply at the end of

the implementation period. Aficle 9(2XbXiv) provides that:

the Member's budgetary outlays for export subsidies and the quantities
benefiting from such subsidies, at the conclusion of the implementation period,
are no greater than 64 per cent and79 per cent ofthe 1986-1990 base period
levels, respectively. For developing country Members these percentages shall
be 7 6 and 86 percent, respectively. 18

Nothing in the text of the Agreement defines the meaning of the phrase "1986-1990 base

period levels". However, in practice, in the Schedules on outlay and volume commitnents

on export subsidies, Members have specified a base level of outlays and of volume which

would be regarded as representing the base levels for the purposes of this fu1is[s.19

A small margin of deviation is permitted in respect of the specified morimums during the

implementation period but not in respect of the maxima to apply at the end of the

implementation period.2o

As mentioned above developing countries reduction commiûnents can be for a lesser

percentage reduction. They can be implemented over a period of 10 years ending on 1

January 2004.21 Developing cor:ntries are also exempt from reducing two types of export

subsidies: subsidies to the cost of marketing including international tansport costs and

15

l6
t7
l8
t9

Dunkel Text, Part B, Agreement on Modalities, paragraph 11.

Dunkel Text, Pa¡t B, Agreement on Modalities, paragraph 11.

Du¡kel Text, Part B, Agreement on Modalities, paragraph 15.

Agreement on Agriculture, Afiicle 9(2XbXÐ.
See the reference above to the Schedules forming part of the context for the purposes of interpretation
in accordance with the Víenna Convention.
Agreement onAgriculture, Article 9(2XbXÐ & (ü).
Agreement on Agriculture, Article l5(2).

20
2L
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subsidies to the costs of intemal transport.22 The least developed countries are exempt from

all of the reduction commitnents including the export competition commiünents.23

3.3 SCOPE AND DEFINITION OF EXPORT SIIBSIDY

The Agreement draws a distinction between 'export subsidies' for the puq)oses of the

commitnents and 'export subsidies' for the purposes of some other provisions of the

Agreement. The general definition of "Export subsidies" is in Article 1(e) which defines

them as:

subsidies contingent upon export performance including the export subsidies

listed in Article 9 ofthis Agreønent.

Article 9(1) contains a list of govemment measures that must be covered by reduction

commituents. It lists:

(a) direct subsidies from governments contingent on export performance;

O) export sales by governments at prices lower than the domestic buying price;

(c) payments on exports financed by government action even if there is no direct charge

on the public account;

(d) subsidies for costs of marketing exports including the costs of handling, processing,

international transport and freight;

(e) subsidies or concessions on costs of intemal transport and freight of exports;

(Ð subsidies on agricultural products contingent on their incorporation in exported

products.

For the purposes of the reduction commihents, this list in Article 9(l) is an exhaustive list

of the export subsidies that have to be counted in determining whether the commitnents

have bee,n complied with. The list does not include financing costs so assistance with

financing and subsidies to the cost of financing of exports a¡e not counted for the purposes

of detemrining whether export subsidy reduction commitrnents have been met.24

Agreement on Agricalnre e¡ticle 9(4).
Agreement on Agricalnre, Article 15(2).

Note that Article 10:2 provides that export credits, export credit guarantees or insurauce prognütmes

will not be given otherwise than in couformity with intemationally agreed disciplines.

22
23
24
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However, for the purposes of some other provisions, ttre definition in Article 1(e) applies.

and for the purposes of the definition of export subsidies in Article l(e), the list in Article 9

is a non-exhaustive list.

3.4 PRODUCTS INCORPORATINGAGRICULTURALPRODUCTS

Tlte Agreement on Agriculture does apply to all of the products incorporating agricultural

products as fall within the parts of the harmonized system that are covered by the

Agreement.2s AII of these products are subject to export subsidy commiûnents wrder the

Agreement which means that export subsidies in conformity u¡ith those commitnents are

exempt from the prohibition in the SCM Agreement. In addition to any other commitnents,

export subsidies on products incorporating agricultual products are also subject to Article

1l which provides:

In no case may the per unit subsidy paid on an incorporated agricultural
primary product exceed the per unit export subsidy that would be payable on
exports of the primary product as such.

3.5 OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

The reduction commitments only apply to those export subsidies that are listed in Article

9(1). Members are obliged not to use export subsidies other than those listed in Article 9(l)

in a manner which actually does or threatens to circumvent the reduction commiûnents.

This obligation applies a some discipline, perhaps too nebulous to be effective, to subsidies

other than those listed in Article 9(1). It seems that the principal type of export subsidies

that are not covered by the are government provided or subsidized export credits, export

credit guarantees, or export credit insurance. Coverage of food aid is limited. It is included

in the reduction commitnents if it constitutes disposal of non-commercial stocks at below

the normal price in the domestic market. No definition of non-commercial stock is

provided. These two matters of export credits and food aid a¡e connected because much

food aid can be supplied by invoicing in the normal way but lending the purchase price.

Food aid provided in that way to purchase commercial stocks is not be covered by the

reduction commitrnents.

25 SeeAgreement onAgricuhure, Annexl
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Article 10 attempts to provide some discipline to these type of transactions. Menrbers

assumed an obligation "to work toward" international disciplines on export credits. In

respect of food aid, Merrbers must not tie tbod aid to commerciai iransactions and must

comply with standards established by the Food and Agriculture Organization.

3.6 ONLY INDIRECT PER UNIT CONSTRAINTS ON EXPORT SUBSIDIES

The Schedules of CommiUnents do not contain specific commitrnents on the maximum per

rurit subsidy. However, the combination of limits on both outlays and volumes does create

constaints on per unit subsidies within the limits of averaging of the outlay and volume

commitnents on the product groups. There is still considerable scope for increasing the per

r¡nit amount of an export subsidy on a particular product but it must be offset by reductions

on some other subsidy so that the permissible maximum outlays and volumes for the

relevant product group is not exceeded.

4 SI]MMARY

The Uruguay Rowrd created a new system of regulation of export subsidies on agricultural

products. They are discþlined by a system of quantitative bindings. For so long as the

bindings are complied with, then the subsidies are exempt from the discipline of track Itr

remedies whether pursuant to Article XVI:3, the new Article 3 of the SCM Agreernent or

rmder the re,rnedies against subsidies causing adverse effects. It is still permissible to

introduce a new export subsidy but only if the resulting ievei of subsidies subject to

commihents is within the mæ<imums specified in the applicable Scheduled commitnents.

The system of export subsidy bindings does not necessarily apply as the tariffbindings do to

particular products identified by reference to a single line on the customs classification. It

applies only to the degree of product specificity to which the export competition

commitments have been made.

The exceptions from the SCM Agreement will expire unless agreement is reached to extent

them. This will be the most significant incentive for export subsidizing Mernbers to

negotiate an extension of reduction commiünents that is satisfactory to other Members.
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THE URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON DOMESTIC SUPPORT

Only if [countriesJ are able to identifi common interests in having thefreedom to pursue certain subsidy goals
without adverse reactionsfrom trading partners is agreement likely to emerge.

John J. Barcelo III, "An "Injury-only" Regime (For rmports) and Actionable Subsidies" in Don Wallace, Jr,
Fra¡k J. Loftus & Van Z. Krikorian (eds) Interface Three: Legal Treatment of Domestic Subsidies (^I\e

International Law Institute, Washington DC, 1984) pplg-27 at25.

1 INTRODUCTION

The agriculture reform programme under the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agrículture

also applies to domestic support. For domestic support also, there is a programme of

measured reductions to be implemented. For domestic support more so than for import

barriers and export subsidies, the Uruguay Round agreements expressly make major rule

changes.

The most significant rule change is the delineation of permissible subsidies. Both the

Agreement on Agriculture and the SCM Agreement create a class of subsidies that ¿re non-

actionable both for the purposes of multilaterally authorized countermeasures and for

countervailing duties. This is a significant restriction or at least a clarification of the scope

of the nullification and impairment rule. It reflects a more lenient treatment of certain types

of domestic subsidies and a stricter treafinent of others- The distinction is made upon the

basis of the trade distortion caused by the subsidy. The criteria for the non-actionable

subsidies are based on them having no or minimal trade distorting effects.

The reduction commitrnents for domestic supports apply to the actionable subsidies and not

to the non-actionable subsidies. The reduction programme applied to the actionable

domestic subsidies is less severe than that applied to export subsidies. A lesser rate of
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reduction is required, although from a lower base period. The reduction commitments are in

the form of commitments on total Aggregate Measure of Support and are contained in

Section 1 of Part IV of the Members Schedules annexe<i to the Ma¡rakesh Protocol.

Participants in the negotiation tended to use a traffic light terminology which will be

followed here. Under the SCM Agreement, the prohibited subsidies are called the red box,

the actionable subsidies are called the orange box and the non-actionable subsidies are

called the green box. Under the Agreement on Agriculture,there are no prohibited subsidies

and, therefore, is no red box but there are subsidies subject to reduction commitrnents and

those that are not. The former group that is subject to reduction commitments is called the

anrber box and the latter group that is exempt from reduction commitments is called the

green box. The traffic light classification is complicated by the creation of the additional

category made to accommodate the CAP direct payments containing the direct payments on

fixed areas or head (that is, number of animals). This category known as the blue box is also

exernpt from reduction commiûnents.

As with the ru|es on export subsidies, domestic subsidies on agricultural products are

affected by both the Agreement on Agriculture and the SCM Agreement. However, specific

provision has been made to exempt agricultural products from many of the provisions of the

SCM Agreement, at least, for the duration of the reform process. The rules under the SCM

Agreement will be described briefly before describing the rules orr export subsidies under

the Agreement on Agriculture and the effect of the specific commitments on domestic

support.

DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES UNDER TIIE AGREEMENT ON SUBSIDIES AND
COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the SCM Agreement established rules on Track II

(multilaterally authorized) rernedies against subsidies that cause adverse effects and also

regulates track I remedies. Some classes of domestic subsidies are exempted from both

tracks of rernedies.

2
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2.T OVERVIEW OF THE SCHEME

In overview, the SCM Agreement creates classifications of subsidies. There are some

similarities and also some dif[erences between the classes of subsidies created under the

SCM Agreement and the classes created under the Agreement on Agriculture.

The classes created under the SCM Agreement arel

(l) a class of non-actionable subsidies that are not subject to countervailing duties and

only subject to multilaterally authorized countermeasures if they cause damage that

would be difficult to repair; this class consists of subsidies that are not specific to an

enterprise or industry and also certain specific subsidies relating to research, regional

development, or adaptation to environmental standards; or

(2) a class of actionable subsidies that are subject to countervailing duties under

ordinary rules and are subject to countermeasures if they cause either injury to

domestic industry, nullification and impairment, or serious prejudice to the interests

of another party.

2.2 THE ARTTCLE 3.1(B) PROHIBTTTON OF DOMESTTC SUBSTDIES
CONTINGENT UPON USE OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTS

In addition to prohibiting export subsidies, Article 3.1 also prohibits domestic subsidies that

are contingent upon the use of domestic over imported products. This kind of meas;re is

already subject to Article III of the General Agreement. It is a clear prima facie violation of

the national treatrnent rule. However as the Oilseeds casel demonstrated, the question of

whether such subsidies fit within the exception to the national treaünent rule in Article

III:8(b) can be a complicated legal issue. Article 3.1(b) makes clear that this type of subsidy

is prohibited.

2.3 DEFINITION OF NON-ACTIONABLE SUBSIDIES

The key concept in the definition of a non-actionable subsidy is that of specificity.

Subsidies that are not specific to a particular enterprise or industry are non-actionable.2 In

'EEC - Payrnents and Subsidies Paid to Processo¡s of Oilseeds and Related Animal-Feed Proteins",
RepoÍ of the Panel adopted on 25 January 1990, (L/6627), GATT, BISD,37S/86.
SCM Agreement, Article 8. I (a).

I

2
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addition, three other types of subsidies can be non-actionable even if they are specific:

subsidies for research and subsidies to assist disadvantaged regions.3

2.3.1 "non-specifìc subsidies"

Under Article 2, specificity refers to whether a subsidy is "specific to an enterprise or

industry or group of enterprises or industries".4 Article 2 sets out certain principles for

determining specificity. The dominant principles are:

o that a subsidy is specific if it is explicitly limited to certain enterprises;s

o that a subsidy is not specific if eligibility for it is based on objective criteria which do not

favour certain enterprises ;6

Article 2.1 also lays down some additional criteria which can be used if the first two criteria

do not satisfactorily determine that a subsidy is not specific. The additional criteria include

a review of the actual recipients of the subsidy and of the manner in which the discretion has

been exercised by the granting authority.

2.3.2 Research Subsidies

The status of non-actionability is aiso given to specific subsidies which assist research

activities.T There are restrictions on the type of researeh and the type of costs.

2.3.3 Disadvantaged Regions

Specific subsidies which assist disadvantaged regions as part of a regional development

policy can also be non-actionable.s To qualiff they must relate to a clearly defined

geographic region.e The status of disadvantaged must be determined on the basis of

objective criteria which includes either the income level or the unernployment rate.l0

SCM Agreement, Arlcicle 8. I O).
SCM Agreement, Article 2.1.

SCM Agreement, Afücle 2. I (a).

SCM Agreement, Atticle 2.1(b).
SCM Agreement Afücle 8.2(a).

SCM Agreement Afücle 8.2(b).
SCM Agreement Atticle 8.2(bXÐ.
SCMAgreement Article 8.2(bxiÐ and (iii)

J

4
5

6

7
8

9
l0
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2.3.4 Adaptation to New Environmental Standards

Specific subsidies to promote adaptation of existing facilities to new environmental

requirements which impose financial costs can be non-actionable. Other requirements must

be met including that the subsidy is a one-time non-recurring measure and is limited to 20Yo

of the cost of the adaptation.l l

2.4 TRACK 2 - APPLICATION OF MULTILATERALLY AUTHORIZED
COUNTERMEASURES

2.4.1 To Non-Actionable Subsidies

Countermeasures cannot be authorised against a non-actionable subsidy except in very

n¿uror¡/ circumstances.l2 It is required that the Committeel3 find that the subsidy "has

resulted in serious adverse effects to the domestic industry of [another] signatory, such as to

cause damage that would be difñcult to repair"la and the relevant party has failed to modiff

a subsidy programme to remove these effects.l5

2.4.2 To Actionable Subsidies

The Committee can authorise countermeasures against specific subsidies (other than the two

exempted categories referred to above) if they cause certain adverse effects and the relevant

party fails to meet a request to take appropriate steps to remove the adverse effects of the

subsidy or the subsidy itself.l6 (There is a general exernption for subsidies that are part of a

privatisation programme in a developing countÐ/.17)

Adverse effects can be caused in the same three ways that they could be caused under

Aficle 8 of the Tokyo Round Subsidies Code:

(a) injury to the domestic industry of another signatory;

ll
t2

SCM Agreemefi, Artícle 8.2(c).
SCM Agreement Article 9. By virtue of footnote 35 to the heading of Article 10, the procedure for
multilaterally authorized remedies of Article 7 can not be invoked against non-actionable subsidies.

The Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties established under Aficle 24.

SCM Agreement, Article 9.1.
SCM Agreetnent, Article 9.4.
SCM Agreemefi , Afücle 7 .6
SCM Agreement, Afücle 27.12

l3
t4
l5
r6
t7
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(b) nullification or impairment of benefits accruing directly or indirectly to other

signatories under the General Agreement,....;" or

(c) serious prejudice to the interests of another signatory.'18

Each of these three effects is explained further. However, the amendments are concentrated

upon a complicated delineation of the notion of serious prejudice. The first category of

injury to a domestic industry of another signatory is explained to have the same meaning as

for the purpose of countervailing duties.le The second category of nullification or

impairment is explained to have the same meaning as under the non-violation provisions of

GATT 1994.20

Serious prejudice is explained in detail. There is a specification of some effects, one of

which must exist for serious prejudice to exist. The onus of proof is different for developed

countries and developing countries. For developed counhies, serious prejudice is deemed

to exist if the subsidy:

o exceeds 5% of the value of the product;zt

. covers operating losses of an industry;22

. covers operating losses ofan enterprise;23

o is a forgiveness of debt.

The presumption may be rebutted by demonstrating the absence of trade effect in any of the

listed ways:

o a displacernent or impediment to imports into the subsidizing count4r;24

o a displacement or impediment to exports fiom a 3rd country;zs

o a significant price undercutting, price suppression, price depression or lost sales

occurring in a market)26 or

SCM Agreement, Arlicle 5.1.

Interpretative footnote ll to A¡ticle 5.1(a).

Interpretative footnote 12 to Article 5.1þ) refers specifically to Article XXIII:l(b).
SCM Agreemenl, Aficle 6.1(a)
SCM Agreemer¡¿ Article 6.1(b)
SCM Agreement, Afücle 6.1(c); This paragraph includes an exception for one-offmeasures.

SCM Agreement, Afücle 6.3(a).

l8
l9
20
2l
22
z3
24
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. an increase in world market share compared to the average over the previous 3 years.21

For developing countries the scope of "serious prejudice" is significantly na:rowed. For

them, there is no presumption and serious prejudice can only occur if the complainant

establishes that there are trade effects and the presence of:

o a displacement or impediment to imports into the subsidizing country so as to constitute

nullification or impairment under the General Agreementl28 or

o there is injury to a domestic industry in the same sense as is required for the imposition

of countervailing duties.2e

In eflect, for challenges against subsidies by developing countries, the serious prejudice

head adds nothing to the other two heads of adverse efflects.

2.5 TRACK I - APPLICATION OF COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

2.5.1 To Non-Actionable Subsidies

Countervailing duties cannot be imposed against non-actionable subsidies.3O

2.5.2 Against Actionable Subsidies

The Committee can authorise countermeasures against specific subsidies (other than the

three exempted categories referred to above) if they cause injury within the meaning of

Article VI of the General Agreement.

There is an exemption from exposure to counten¿ailing duties for de minimis subsidies

(whose size or effects are less than a defined level). The threshold level is defined

differently for developing countries and for other countries.

25
26
27
28

SCM Agreement, Article 6.3(b)
S CM Agreement, Article 6.3 (c)
SCM Agreement Article 6.3(d)
SCM Agreement Atticle 27.8. Curiously, instead of referring to nullifrcation or impairrnent of a
benefit under the Agreement, it refers to the nullification or impainnent of an obligation under the
Agreement. (".. nullification or impairment of ta¡iff concessions or other obligations under the
General Agreement ... ").
Article 27.8.
This rule is not to be found set out expressly in the text of the Agreement. Footnote 35 to the heading
of Article l0 provides that the provisions of Part V (which deals with countervailing duties cannot be

invoked against non-actionable subsidies).

29
30
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For countries that are not developing countries, CVDs cannot be imposed if :

o the amount of the subsidy is less than the de minimis level of lYo ad valorem; or

o the volume of subsidized imports is negligible; or

o the injury is negligible.:t

For developing countries, CVDs cannot be imposed if :

o the amount of the subsidy does not exceed the de minimis level which is generally 2o/o ad

valorem but is 3o/o for the first 8 years of the agreement for those developing cowttries

that have implemented the ban of export subsidies or that (being ÍImong the Annex VII

countries) are exempt from the ban;32

o the volume of subsidized exports makes up less than4Yo of the volume of imports (of the

like product) in the importing county unless in aggregate with subsidized exports from

another country they accorurt for more thar'go/o of the volume of imports in the importing

country.33

In the assessment of whether the subsidy is causing the injury, the cumulative effect of more

than one counüry's subsidy may only be considered if both the amount of the subsidy and the

-.^1.--^ ^f +L^ ^..L^:l:-^l:*-^-+^ ^-^^^,{ +L^ l-"^1. loG-ozl oLn.ra oo l-ai-c onnlinqhlp fn fhav\rllJlllç \rl Luç Ðuuùtt¡l¿g\t i,urPv.l'ùù v^vwu ulw lwvvrù svl¡t¡vu svvvv su vv¡¡rÞ

relevant counûY.34

2.6 THE EXCEPTION OF AGRICULTURE

The application of the remedies under the SCM Agreement to subsidies on agricultural

products is limited by the provisions of the SCM Agreement and the Agreement on

Agriculture.

The prohibition of subsidies contingent upon the use of domestic over imported goods does

apply to agricultural products.35

SCM Agreement, Article lI.7
SC M Agre ement, Afücles 27 .9 (a) atd 27 .10.
SCM Agreement, Article 27 .9(b)
SCM Agreement, Articles 15.3 atd27.lI
SCM Agreement, Afücle 3.1(b). None of the exemptions in Article
Agriculture exclude this article.

31

5Z

JJ

34
35 13 of the Agreement on
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The application of Ú:ack 2 remedies under GATT or the SCM Agreement is limited by the

Agreement on Agriculture until 1 January 2004. These remedies cannot be applied against

domestic subsidies that:

o fall into the green box under the Agreement on Agriculture;36

o fall into to the amber box or blue box under the Agreement on Agriculture provided that

the subsidies are in conformity with reduction commitnents under that Agreernent and

do not exceed the level of support provided to a particular commodíty in 1992;st

o fall within the de minimis levels set out in the Agreement on Agriculture.38

The application of track I countervailing duty remedies under GATT and the SCM

Agreement are also limited by the provisions of the Agreement on Agriculture. CVDs

cannot be applied against domestic subsidies on agricultural products in the green box wrder

the Agreement on Agriculture-3e CVDs conforming to the requirements of the SCM

Agreement can be applied against other types of domestic subsides on agricultural products

including the subsidies subject to the reduction commitments and also some non-green box

subsidies that are not subject to reduction commitrnents.40

3 DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES UNDER THE AGREEMENT ON AGRICULTURE

The Agreement on Agriculture provides for domestic support measures to be subject to

reduction commitrnents unless they fit within certain categories. The category of subsidies

subject to reduction commitments has been called the amber box. The categories of

subsidies that are exempt from reduction commitments are the following:

(1) subsidies maintained in accordance with specified criteria (defining the'green box');

(2) subsidies kept below the specified de minimis levels;

(3) subsidies under production-limiting prograûrmes based on fixed areas, production or

headage;

Agreement on Agriculture, Afücle l3(aXiÐ & (iiÐ and SCM Agreement, Articles 5 & 6(9).
Agreement on Agriculture, A¡ticle l3(a)(ii) & (iii) and SCM Agreemeü Afücle 5 & 6(a).

As above.
Agreement on Agriculture, Afücle l3(aXÐ and SCM Agreement, Article 5 & 6(9).
Agreement on Agricuhure, A¡ticle l3(aXiÐ and SCM Agreement, Article 5 & 6(9).

36
37
38
39
40
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(4) and for developing countries only, certain investment subsidies, input subsidies or

subsidies to encourage diversification from growing narcotics.

The commitments on domestic support are contained in Section I of Part IV of the each

Mernber's Schedule annexed to the Marakesh Protocol. The commitments are made in

terms of an Aggregate Measure of Support ('AMS') or using Equivalent Measures of

Support. The rules for calculating these measurements are contained in annexes 3 and 4.

The criteria exempting domestic subsidies from the reduction commitments are contained in

A¡ticle 6 with the criteria for inclusion in the green box set out in Annex 2. The parts of

Part B of the Dunkel Text which specified the quantum of the reduction commitments is not

included in the Agreement. This aspect of the commitments is wholly dependent on the

entries in the Menrbers' Schedules.

3.1 THE DOMESTIC SUPPORT COMMITMENTS

The reductions of domestic support must be implemented over the same period as is

applicable for the reform programme for import bariers and export subsidies. These

commiünents are undertakings to reduce the level of support. They are incorporated into the

Schedules to the General Agreement by annexation to the Uruguay Round Protocol and are

a¡ infoæal ¡o# nf flra ll^T"T 4lq¡ ¡¡¡!võ^ç¡ I/q ! vr urv u¡

The obligations under the domestic subsidy commitnents oomc into force by virtue of two

provisions:

Aticle 3(2):
Subject to the provisions of Article 6, a Member shall not provide support in
favour of domestic producers in excess of the commitments levels specified in
Section I of Part IV of its Schedule.

Article 6(3):
A Member shall be considered to be in compliance with its domestic support
reduction commitments in any year in which its domestic support in favour of
agricultural producers expressed in terms of its Cunent Total AMS does not
exceed the corresponding annual or final bound commitrnent level specified in
Part IV of the Member's Schedule.

4l Agreement on Agriculnre, Afücle3.2
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The schedules contain amounts in monetary value speciffing the AMS for the base period

and the AMS for the end of each year of the implementation period. The Schedules also

contain references to documents containing supporting material showing how the AMS was

calculated.a2 Under Article 6(3), the Total AMS calculated at the relevant times may not

exceed the monetary limit specified in the Members Schedule.

3.1.1 Calculation of the Current Total Aggregate Measure of Support ('AMS')

"Total Aggregate Measures of Support" is defined in Article I to be the aggregate of three

components:

(l) the sum of the separate AMS calculated for support which is product specific for

each basic agricultural product;

(2) the AMS calculated for support which is not product specific;

(3) the monetary value in terms of Equivalent Measure of Suppof for support which

cannot practicably be calculated in terms of the AMS.

It requires that a separate AMS be calculated for each product that is receiving support and

that a non-product-specific AMS is to be calculated for the total of any other support that is

non-product specific. The manner of calculation is set out in two annexes:

o Annex 3 on "Domestic Support: Definition of the Aggregate Measure of Support"; and

o Annex 4 on "Domestic Support: Definition of Domestic Support Equivalent

Commitrnents".

Depending on the type of support, one of two methods of calculation of the AMS is

prescribed. Either the AMS is the budget outlays (which includes revenue foregone) or it is

the price gap multiplied by the relevant product volume. The rules distinguish between

market price support, direct payments associated with a price support system, other direct

payments and other support policies.

Agreement on Agriculture, Article l(a). See the references in the entries in Part IV of the Members'
Schedules to documents beginning with the prefix AGST. These documents are rqrroduced in the
document series G/AG/AGST/VoI#. Much of the inforrration in them is repeated in the annual
domestic support notifications. The document numbers for these notifications a¡e in the form:
G/AGÀ{/abbreviation of the n"me of the country/number of the document.

42
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. For market price supports, the AMS is the difference between the administered price and

a fixed extemal reference price multiplied by the quantity of production eligible to

receive the administered price;a:

. For direct payments which are dependent on a price gap, the AMS can either be

calculated as the budget outlays or in the s¿rme way as for market price supports, the price

gap multiplied by the quantity of production;aa

o For direct payments which are based on factors other than price, the AMS is calculated

on the budget outlays;as

o For other support policies, the AMS can be calculated as the budget outlays unless these

do not fully reflect the value of the subsidy in which case the AMS is calculated as the

volume of the subsidised good or service multiplied by the gap between the subsidised

price and a representative market price.a6

Since the support provided by price based measures depends on the gap between the

adrninistered price and the world market price, the value of that support fluctuates as the

world market price fluctuates. However, for purposes of calculation of the AMS, it is a

fixed external reference price which is used rather than the world market price. It is the

nrice gan aþove this fix-ed exte-mal -reference price that is used to calculate the AMS. The

fixed external reference price must be

based on the years 1986 to 1988 and shall generally be the average f.o.b. unit

value for the product concemed in a net exporting coìmûy and the average c.i.f.

r¡nit value for the product concerned in a net importing counby in the base

Period'+z

The fixed external references prices used by each Member are described in documents

containing supporting material that are referred to in each Mernber's Schedule.as

The fixing of the reference price clearly distinguishes the AMS from the Producer Subsidy

Equivalent developed in the OECD work. 'Whereas the measure of the Producer Subsidy

43
44
45
46
47
48

Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 3, para 8.

Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 3, para l0-
Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 3,para 12.

Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 3, para 13.

Agreement on Agricalrure, Annex 3,pata9.
See the reference to a document beginning with the prefx AGST in Part IV of each Member's

Schedule alongside the AMS commitments.
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Equivalent increases if the gap between a supported price and the world price increases as

the world price falls, the AMS is not increased. In the event that the world price does fall,

parties are able to increase domestic subsidies subject to AMS commitments to compensate

for the fall in world prices without affecting their compliance with theír AMS obligations.

For circumstances in which a domestic support consists at least partly of price support but in

which it is not practical to calculate a price gap, the Agreement provides for an alternative

way of making commitrnents which are called "equivalent commiûnents".49 These

commitments consist of the two components: one for market price support and another for

any other non-price-based support. The commiünent in respect of the non-price-based

support is calculated in the same way as for AMS commitnents.S0 The commifinent in

respect of the market price support is made in terms of the administered price and the

quantity of product eligible to receive that price, or if that is not practical, on the budget

outlays.5l Therefore, whereas an AMS commitment will be an undertaking to implement a

particular price gap for a particular quantity of product, the equivalent commitnents will

generally be undertakings to implement a particular administered price for a particular

quantity of product.

3.1.2 Quantum and Timeframe for Reduction Commitments

Nothing in the text of the Agreement specifies the rate of reductions. The rate specified in

the Agreement on Modalities was 20%os2 except for developing countries for which the

applicable rate was thirteen and two thirds per cent.s3 However, these rates are not specified

in the Agreement on Agriculture. The rate of reduction is wholly dependent on the

monetary amounts that are specified in the Schedules.

3.1.3 Product Specificity of I)omestic Support Commitments

Whilst the calculation of the AMS involves a calculation of product specific support, the

Agreement only contains an obligation with respect to the maximum total AMS. The

Agreement does not contain any obligations with.respect to the support that may be

Agreement on Agriculnre, Afücle 1(d) & A¡nex 4.
Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 4,para3.
Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 6, pan 2.
Dunkel Text on Agriculture, Part B, para 8.

49
50
51

52
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provided with respect to particular products. The support provided to particular products or

producers can be increased provided that other adjustments are made so that total AMS

remains within the scheduled limits.

3.2 DOMESTIC SUPPORT POLICIES EXEMPTED FROM REDUCTION
COMMITMENTS

Certain domestic policies do not have to be included in the AMS calculation. As mentioned

above these are:

(l) subsidies kept below the specified de minim¡,s levels;

(2) subsidies under productionJimiting programmes based on fixed areas, production or

headage (defining the blue box');

(3) subsidies maintained in accordance with specified criteria (defining the'green box');

(4) and for developing countries only, certain investment subsidies, input subsidies or

subsidies to encourage diversification from growing narcotics (an extension of the

'green box' for developing countries).

URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON AGRICULTURE 724

3.2.1 De Minimis Subsidies

Domesiic support ilreas¡¡r-es wirich do not fit wi..hin the green box and are *Jrereby subject to

the reduction commitrnents can be exanpted from thern if they do not exceed a de minimis

level.5a

For a product-specific AMS, the de minimis level is 5o/o of the value of production. For a

sector-wide AMS, the de minimis level is 5% of total agricultural production for that sector.

For Developing Countries, the applicable percentage is 10% for both product specific and

sector wide AMS values.55

3.2.2 Production Limiting Subsidies - The Blue Box

This is the exemption designed to exclude the direct payments under the 1992 reform of the

EEC's common agriculnral policy. The exception provides that direct payments under

Dr¡nkel Text on Agriculture, Part B, paras 8 & 15

Article 6(3).
A¡ticle 6(a) and Part B, para 10.

53
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production limiting programmes are not subject to the AMS calculations if they satisfr one

of three criteria. The three alternative criteria are that the payments are:

(1) based on fixed area and yields;

(2) based on 85% of the base level of production; or

(3) based on a fixed number of head of livestock.

3.2.3 The Green Box - Non-Production Distorting Domestic Supports

The essence of the criteria is that only measures that do potentially cause overproduction

can fit within the green box. The specified criteria for permissible domestic support

measures are contained in Annex 2 headed: "Domestic Support: The Basis For Exemption

From The Reduction Commitments".

Some of the listed items seern to include subsidies that would be regarded as non-specific

and therefore would be exempt from track I or 2 remedies under tlne SCM Agreement.

However, the items in the green box are exempt from those remedies even if they are

provided specifically to agricultural industries or firms.

Paragraph I - the Fundamental Criteria

Annex 2 contains some general criteria in paragraph I and then lists criteria for 12 separate

types of government measures or programmes in clauses 2 to 13.

All green box measures must meet the fundamental criteria in paragraph l. These are that

they have no, or at most minimal, fade distortion effect or effects on production and that the

support measure:

(a) must be government funded (not involving hansfers from consumers); an¿

(b) must not have the effect of giving price support to producers.

In addition to meeting these fundamental criteria, measures in particular categories must

meet additional criteria as set out below in the 12 categoies described in paragraphs 2 to 13.
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Paragraph 2 Government Service Programmes - General Services

This category is the government firnding of services or benefits to agriculture or the rural

community including for

. research;

o pest and disease control;

o training services;

o extension and advisory services;

o inspection services;

o marketing promotion; and

o infrastructural se,l¡¿ices directed to the provision or construction of capital works.

The support measures must not involve direct payments. If the support is marketing

promotion it must not be expenditure that could be used by sellers to reduce their selling

price or confer a direct economic benefit to purchasers.56 If the support is infrastructure

services, it must be directed to the provision or construction of capital works and not to

provision of on-farm faciiities or not be a subsidy to inputs, operating costs or user charges.

Paragraph j Public Stockholding"for Food Security Purposes

To fit within this category, the accumulation and stockfiolding must be done as part of a

food security program set out in national legislation. The accumulation of stocks must

"correspond to predetermined targets related solely to food security". Purchases must be

made at the domestic market price and sales from stocks must be made at no less than the

domestic ma¡ket price.

Paragraph 4 Domestíc Food Aid

This category deals with outlays related to the provision of food aid to sections of the

domestic population in need. To fit within this category:

. eligibility must be subject to clear criteria related to nutritional objectives; and

URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON AGRICULTURE 726

56 Agreement on Agriculture, Annex 2,paragraph2(f).
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. aid must be by direct provision of food or vouchers to buy food.

Paragraph 5 Direct Payments to Producers

This is the first of the categories for directpayments to producers. Paragraphs 6 to 13 set

out some specific categories of direct payments to producers. Paragraph 5 covers direct

payments to producers that do not fall within any of paragraphs 6 to 13. All of paragraphs 5

to 13 apply to payments in kind and revenue foregone as well as to direct payments.

All direct payments whether falling within one of paragraphs 6 to 13 or falling within this

paragraph 5 must meet the fundamental requirements of paragraph 1: that they are

government funded (not involving transfers from consumers) and do not have the effect of

giving price support to producers. In addition, direct payments must meet criteria which

determine whether they are sufficiently delinked from production so as not to distort it.

These direct payments not falling within any of paragraphs 6 to 13 must meet the

requirements numbered (b) to (e) in pangraph 6.

Paragraph 6 Decoupled Income Support

This category covers direct payments to agricultural producers to maintain a level of

lncome.

The payments must conform to the following criteria:

(a) that eligibility is determined by clearly defined criteria such as income, status as a

producer or landowner, or factor use or production level in a defined base period;

(b) the amount of the payment is not related to type or volume of production;

(c) the amount of the payment is not related to prices (except for some relationship with

prices in the base period);

(d) the amount of payments is not related to the factors employed (except for some

relationship with production, prices or factors employed in the base period); or

(e) the payment is not contingent on production.
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Paragraph 7 Income Insurance and Income Safety-net Programmes

For this category, the additional requirements are :

o that payments can only be made to compensate producers who earned at least 30 o/o of

their income from agricultrue in a defined reference period (the past three years or 3 of

the past 5 excluding the highest and the lowest);

o that payments can only compensate for less than7}% of the producer's income loss; and

o that the amount of payments must relate solely to income.

Paragraph 8 Paymentsfor Relief of Natural Disaster

For this category of natural disaster relief the additional requirements are :

(a) the formal recognition by govemmental authotities of a natural disaster;

(b) that payments only relate to losses of income or of production factors due to the

natural disaster;

(c) that payments do not relate to future production; and

(d) payments do not exceed the level required to prevent or alleviate loss.57

Paragraph 9 Stntctural Adjustrnent Assistance Provideri Through Producer Retirement

Programmes

This category facilitates the making of payments for shifting people out of agricultural

production, The additional requirønents are:

(a) that eligibility is according to criteria in producer retirement programmes;

(b) that payments are conditional upon the utotal and permanent retirement of the

recipients from marketable agricultural production".

Paragraph I0 Structurøl Adjustment Assistance Provided Through Resource Retirement

Programmes

A similar category facilitates the making of payments for shifting resources including land

or livestock out of agricultural production. The additional requirements are:

Paragraphs 7 and 8 also provide that where a producer receives a payment under both categories, the

toøl shall not exceed 100% of the producer's total income loss.þaragraphs 7(d) and 8(e)).

URUGUAY ROUND RULES ON AGRICULTURE 728
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(a) that eligibility is according to criteria in resource retirement programmes;

(b) payments in respect of land are conditional upon retirement of land from agriculture

for a minimum of 3 years and payments in respect of livestock are conditional on the

slaughter or the definitive permanent disposal of livestock;

(c) eligibility does not involve any future production;

(d) eligibility does not involve production from resources remaining in production.

Paragraph 1l Structural Adjustment Assistance Provided Through Investment Aids

This category facilitates the making of payments to assist investment designed to shift

production away from certain products that are being overproduced. It is expressed in terms

of the "restructuring of a producer's operations in response to objectively demonstrated

structural disadvantages." The additional requirements are:

(a) that there are clearly defined eligibility criteria in government programmes designed

to assist the change in the producer's business;

(b) that payments do not relate to any production after the base period;

(c) that payments do not relate to prices of any production undertaken after the base

period;

(d) that payments are not given for a longer period than is necessary for a retum to flow

from the investrnent;58

(e) that payments do not require production of any particular product; and

(Ð that "payments should be limited to the amount required to compensate for the

structural disadvantage ".

Paragraph 12 Payments under Environmental Programmes

This category facilitates the making of payments under environmental programmes. The

additional requirements are:

Paragraph ll(iv) says: "The pa¡rments shall be given only for the period of time necessary for the

realization of ttre investnent in respect of which they are provided."
58
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(a) eligibility is determined as part of a clearly-defined govemment environmental or

conservation programme; and

(b) payments do not exceed the extra costs or loss of income involved in complying with

the govemmental programme.

3.2.4 Developing Country Extension of the Green Box

Developing countries also receive an exemption from reduction commitments in respect of:

(1) investment subsidies generally available to agriculture;se

(2) agricultural input subsidies generally available to low-income or resource-poor

Producers;60

(3) any domestic support to producers to encourage diversification from growing illicit

narcotic crops.6l.

The investment subsidies are permitted because they enable developing countries to help

their agricultural industries adopt more modern technology and methods in a way that does

not provide a price support or any other direct production incentive.

The domestic support to encourage diversification from narcotic crops deals with a special

problem of a few countries, primarily Colombia and Thailand. In these countries, the

economic incentives to grow na¡cotic crops are so strong that a wide exemption from the

rules is given to permit them to institute progmnrmes that encourage producers to grow

products other than narcotics.62

59

60

6l
62

Agreement on Agriculture, Article 6(2).
Agreement on Agriculture, Article 6(2).
Agreement on Agriculture, Arncle 6(2).
An anecdote relating to past progruunmes instituted by the Colombian government demonsfates the

need for an exemption. In one year the Colombian government guaranteed a price for a certain food
crop. The growers swapped from drug production to the food crop but found that they were unable
to sell all of thei¡ crop because of the difficulties involved in transporting the crop to ma¡ket on poor
quality roads and without modern means of transportation. In the following year they reverted to
production of drug crops. The crop was much more easily sold. The drug ba¡ons collected it by
helicopter.
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J.J LIMITATION OF REMEDIES AGAINST DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES ON
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

In the description of the SCM Agreement, above, mention has been made of the way that the

application of the remedies under that Agreement has been modified in respect of domestic

subsidies on agricultural products. The more lenient treatment, given until I January 2004,

is stressed again here.

Green box subsidies are exempt from CVDs and from multilaterally authorized remedies.63

The following subsidies are not exempt from CVDs but are exempt from multilaterally

authorized remedies provided that the level of these subsidies for a particular commodity is

not greater than the level set for the 1992 marketing year.

(1) Amber box subsidies conforming to the reduction commifinents.64

(2) De minimis subsidies.6s

(3) The subsidies in the developing country extension of the green box.66

(4) Blue box subsidies.6T

It seems possible that an increase in a blue box subsidy to compensate for a fall in price

might not disqualiff the blue box subsidy from its exemption from multilaterally authorised

remedies. To remain within the blue box and the exemption from reduction commiûnents

would require that the subsidy continues to be fixed according to the level of yield, headage

or production set out in Aticle 6(5). To maintain the exemption from multilaterally

authorised remedies would require that it also does not provide support exceeding that set in

the 1992 year. The question would be whether support based on the same support price as

set in 1992 but which compensates for a larger gap between that price and the world price

than that existing in 1992 would be a greater level of support. It is submitted that it would

63

64
65

66
67

Agreement on Agriculture Article l3(aXÐ & (iÐ & SCM Agreement Article 5 & 6(9)

Agreement on Agriculture, Artrcle 6(l) & l3(bxiÐ & (iiÐ.

Agreement on Agriculture, Afücle 6(4) & (5) & l3(bxiÐ & (iiÐ.

Agreernent on Agriculture, Article 6(12) & l3(bxiÐ & (iiÐ.
Agreement on Agficulnre, Article 6(5) & l3(iÐ & (iiÐ.
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be which would mean that such a blue box subsidy would not be subject to reduction

commitments but would be exposed to both track 1 and track 2 remedies.

4 SUMMARY

The Uruguay Round made significant changes to the regulation of domestic subsidies. For

some subsidies, regulation was made more strict and for others less strict.

For those domestic subsides that have been exempted from the AMS calculation, regulation

became less strict. Until 2004, Members are free to use these kinds of domestic subsidies

without having to provide any compensation and without the risk of retaliation whether

under CVDs or multilaterally authorized rernedies. At the end of the exemption period,

Members must renegotiate these exemptions.

For those domestic subsidies that are within the AMS calculation, regulation became more

strict. However, the restriction is only on a global basis rather than on a more product

specific basis. Therefore, there is no restriction on increasing price support to a particular

product. The end position is that a global binding will apply. It leaves a framework for the

negotiation of lower bindings in the future.
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SUMMARY OF PART 4, PREDICTIONS AI\D RECOMMEI\DATIONS

1 INTRODUCTION

Whereas Part 3 of this thesis was directed to the question of why the GATT 1947 was

rmsuccessful in relation to agricultural trade, this part has approached the question of

whether the Uruguay Round solved the problems. Now, it should be possible to make an

assessment of whether the Uruguay Round did remedy the problems with agricultual tade

and to offer some suggestions as to how future negotiations could approach the

liberalization of agricultural trade including what fi¡rttrer changes to the rules might be

helptul.

The conclusions drawn in Part 3 were that defects in GATT rules relating to the embodiment

of economic theory relating to choice of policy instrument were a significant cause of the

faih¡¡es in applying the GATT. The analysis made out the case that the faihne to construct

the rules to reflect thoroughly the appropriate ranking of preference for non-border

instruments over border instruments and price-based border instnrments over quantity based

instruments was a significant factor contributing to the inability of the rules to guide parties

to a choice of policy with respect to agriculture that would have provided substantial

economic benefits to the parties.

This chapter analyzes the result of the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture in the

context of that same framework of analysis developed in Part 2 and applied in Part 3.

Already, the description and analysis of the negotiation on agriculture and of the post-IVTO

rules applicable to agricultural trade has illuminated the way that the post-IVTO rules

change the framework of regulation of different policy instn¡ments. This chapter makes a
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more systematic assessment of the changes to the regulation of different instruments and the

extent to which the post-WTO rules have remedied the pre-existing deficiencies in the

embodiment of the economic theory reiating to <iifferences between instruments and from

that makes an assessment of whether this factor will continue to contribute to difficulties in

application of the rules to agriculture or whether the changes will lead to more effective

discþline of agricultural policies.

REITERATION OF THF', ¡4¡¡OR PROBLEMS OF GATT 1947 IDENTIFIED
IN CIIAPTER 15

Chapter 15 identified a multiplicity of problems with applying the GATT to agriculture.

The most serious problem arose from the fact that there rwere so many exceptions, official

and r¡nofficial, to the prohibition on quantitative restrictions: grandfathered restictions,

BOP restrictions, corurtry-specific waivers relating to agricultr.ral trade, BOP restrictions,

Article XI:2 restrictions, VERs, quotas and mark-ups applied by government run or

govemment authorized agricultural import monopolies, variable levies and other minimum

price schemes. This factor alone significantly undermined the application of the rules

regulating all policy instruments and made liberalization of trade impossible.

The ineffectiveness of the prohibition on quantitative restrictions undermined the

negotiation of tariff bindings and the effectiveness of bound tariffs. The proliferation of

quantitative restrictions on agricultural trade made it impossible to link liberalization of

agricultural trade to liberalization of other sectors of trade. This factor contributed to the

inability to agree on an across the board method of tariff negotiations which would have

achieved some liberalization of agriculfilral trade.

The ineffective,ness of the prohibition of quantitative restrictions and the absence of tariff

bindings and tariffreductions permitted over-production and the creation of surpluses which

could not be controlled r¡nder the export subsidy rules. The rules on export subsidies for

agricultrue were defective both in adopting too la>r standards of regulation and in

forrrulating the standards in language that was too difficult for adjudication. Regulation of

export subsidies on products processed from agricultrual products was also unsuccessful in

the face of the EEC's persistent argument that these should be treated as subsidies on the

agricultrual product rather than on the final product despite a panel decision to the contrary.
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The lack of regulation of export subsidies deteriorated to the point where subsidized

production had a significant effect on world agricultural prices and world agricultural trade

patterns.

The regulation of domestic subsidies was not successful, there being persistent resistance to

the establishment of indirect discipline through nullification and impairment principles.

It was submitted in chapter 15 that these problems arose to some extent because the

framework of regulation and the attempts of the parties to improve it did not adequateþ

distinguish between price-based and quantity-based border instnrments and betwee'n border

and non-border instruments.

3 DID THE URUGUAY ROUND SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS ?

3.1 THE PREFERENCE BETWEEN PRICE BASED AND QUANTTITY BASED
BORDER MEASURES:

3.1.1 Quantitative Restrictions

A number of improvernents have been made. The most important improvement was the

tariffication of quantitative restrictions. One of the significant features of the closing stage

of the Uruguay Round negotiation on agriculture was that as significant concessions were

made in other areas of the negotiation, the USA and the Cairns group held the line as far as

possible on the tariffication of quantitative restrictions. They conceded much in the size of

the tariff ba:riers, in the quantity and the timing of the export subsidy reductions, in the

product specificity of the AMS reductions and in the exclusion of some partially production

linked domestic subsidies from the AMS reductions, but they pressed for comprehensive

tarifñcation of quantitative restrictions. The only exceptions give,n were constructed so as to

give an incentive to tariff at a later date. In itself, this indicates the importance that they

attributed to the eradication of quantitative restrictions. That this insistence on the

comprehensiveness of tariffication was achieved at the cost of some high tariff bariers

indicates the priority given to the principle that the system must a accord a clea¡ prefere,nce

to import tariffs over import quotas. One of the serious remaining problems is the creation

of tariff quotas in a framework of rules that does not provide for the tariff quotas to be

enlarged to the point where they can be phased out. This issue will be dealt with separateþ
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after dealing with the other issues relating to the effectiveness of the prohibition on

quantitative restrictions.

Balance of Payments Restríctions

The re,moval of the remaining residual BOP restrictions wzrs one improvernent and the

alteration of the BOP exceptions so that they favour the use of import tariffs over quotas

was another. Unfortunately, the situations in which recourse to this exception can be made

has not been significantly na¡rowed.

Article K: 2 Agricalural Restrictíons

Given that Article XI:2(c) had been introduced originally at the USA's insistence, it was

ironic that one of the key areas of contention in the Uruguay Round was the USA's proposal

that Article XI:2(c) should be abolished. In effect, the conversion of Article XI:2(c) quotas

to tariffs and the existence of Article aQ) of the Agreement on Agriculture has eliminated

Article XI:2(c) from the Agreement (except in respect of fisheries products), thereby

removing another source of quantitative restictions affecting agricultural tade (other than

fisheries products).

GrnnàføîIoerino

The bringing of GATT 1994 into definitive force without grandfathering of quantitative

restrictions removed another source of quantitative restictions affecting agriculture.

Waivers

The cessation of counüy specific waivers also removed another sowce of quantitative

restrictions affecting agriculnual trade. Of particular significance v/as the removal of the

USA's waiver which had affected a number of agricultural products. However, the price

paid for the tariffication was that the quotas maintained under waivers, which ideally would

have been simply removed, were replaced by tariffs. This permitted some quotas for which

no concessions were paid to be converted into import tariffs which will be able to be used as

bargaining chips in futue exchanges of concessions. That this was tolerated is fi¡rther

confirmation of the importance placed on eradicating quantitative restrictions and the

priority grven to this objective over the objective of achieving tariffreductions.
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As mentioned in chapter 20, the Uruguay Round missed the opportunity both to codiff a

preference for import tariffs over import quotas and to elaborate on the criteria for the grant

of waivers. Therefore, it is still possible that this exception might result in an undermining

to some extent of the prohibition of quantitative restrictions. However, the grant of waivers

remains a political decision and as long as other aspects of the prohibition on quantitative

restrictions are maintained, there will probably be a severe reluctance to sabotage the

comprehensiveness of tariffication by voting to approve the use of quantitative restrictions.

State Controlled Import Monopolies

Control of state Íading entities has been improved by the comprehensiveness of tariff

binding on agricultural products. As a result of the bindings, the mark ups rue bor¡nd on all

products. There remain the limitations inherent in the wording of Article II:4, that the

provision operates by reference to average levels of protection which can only be calculated

in retrospect and with the collection of the appropriate data.

In addition, problems with discretionary quantitative restrictions may persist. In theory,

import quotas imposed by state frading entities were subject to the ta¡iffication process and,

under Article 4(2) of the Agreement on Agriculture, such restrictions cannot be reintoduced.

However, nothing in the Agreement on Agriculnre or the Uruguay Rorurd Understanding on

Aficle XVII improves the regulation under the GATT of the ability of import monopolies to

choose how much to import.l If import monopolies do restrict the quantþ purchased, they

cannot sell above the price dictated by the maximum mark up imposed by Article II:4. This

restraint alone, however, cannot prevent the domestic market from bidding up the price as it

passes through whatever chain of distribution or secondary market exists. In any case in

which the discretionary limitation of the quantity of imports is more restrictive than the

limitation on the mark-up, the price will be bid up above the margin of the mark-up over the

world price. In the end, the restriction on the quantity imported will feed through into ttre

price raising it to whatever margin above the world price is determined by the existence of

that quantify of imports even if the mark-up received by the import monopolist itself is

restricted. Therefore, in these situations, both the production effect and the consumption

efflect of the operations of the import monopoly will be determined by the limitation of

I See chapter 20 under section 2.'7 "Stale Trading and A¡ticles II:4 & XVII"
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quantity rather than by the mark-up. Whilst some consumers may be able to buy at the

margin above the world price deterrnined by ttre limited mark-up, others will not be able to

do so and in aggregate the behaviow of consumers wiii be determined by the final price.

Similarly, although domestic producers may be undercut by some sales by the importer at

the limited mark-up, in general, the price that they have to compete with will be determined

by the discretionary restriction on the quantity of imports rather than the limitation of the

mark-up. As discussed in chapter 20, there must be some risk that article II:4 will not be

interpreted stictly enough to prevent state trading monopolies from imposing do facto

quantitative restrictions by limiting the quantity of purchases below the quantity demanded

domestically at the world price plus the tariff.

Therefore, given that the use of import monopolies is common in the agricultural sector,

particularly in developing countries, there is still significant scope for purchasing decisions

to be exercised to have the sa¡ne effect as quantitative restrictions. There is still significant

scope for these arrangements to encourage over production and r¡nder consumption causing

transfers from consumers to producers and deadweight losses that could be insulated from

the effects of changing world prices and exchange rates, and changing domestic production

costs and consumer dernand.

Safeguards

The discipline of voluntary export restraints is greatþ improved. All such measures were

tarifEed. Such measr¡res cannot be reintroduced by virtue of the Agreement on Safeguards

and by virrue of Article 4(2) of the Agreement on Agriculture-

Tlte Agreement on Safeguards also limits the extent to which import quotas can be used as a

safeguard mechanism.2 Provisional safeguard measures in onergency situations cannot be

in the form of import quotas. Generally, parties are required to choose safeguard measures

which are "most suitable for the achieveme,nt" of the objectives of preventing or remedying

serious injury and facilitating adjustment.3 This obligation encourages instruments other

than quotas but clearly falls short of requiring the parties to use instruments other than

Agreement on Safeguards, Article 5.

Agreement on Safeguards, Article 5(l).

,,
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quotas. If quotas are used, then generally, they cannot be set at a quantity less than the level

of imports during three previous representative years.4

For the dwation of the implementation period under the Agreement on Agrículture (and any

extension of it under Article 20), one would expect that recor.rse will not be made to

safeguards under Article XIX and the Agreement on Safeguards because recourse can be

made to the special safeguards provision under the Agreement on Agrianlture without the

requirements of having to establish the existence of serious injury or threat of serious injury

or of having to negotiate compensation as is necessary under Article XIX and the Agreement

on Safeguards.

The special safeguards provision permits import tariffs and does not permit import quotas.

However, the way in which import tariffls are permitted under the special safeguards

provisions means that they can have some of the characteristics of quantitative restrictions.

Under the quantity-triggered safeguards mechanism, additional tariffs can be imposed

whenever the volume of imports exceeds I25% of the averuge volume of imports in the

three preceding years. As set out in chapter 20, in situations in which the level of imports

exceeds l0% of domestic consumption, then the threshold percentage is lower. If imports

constitute more than 30% of domestic consumption, then additional t¿riffs can be imposed

whenever the volume of imports exceeds only 105% of the average volume of imports in the

three preceding years. To some extent, this mechanism can be used to increase the level of

protection in the face of, changes to world prices, exchange rates, domestic demand and

domestic production costs. The fact that the trigger is set by the 3 preceding years rather

than by a fixed period means that the baseline trigger level of volume can gradually increase

meaning that the safeguard measure cannot be imposed to avoid completely the effects of

changes in market conditions. One problem seems to be that if the special safeguard

measure is imposed then the volume of imports that flows with the special safeguard tariffin

place will be the volume that will be used for purposes of calculating the quantity-based

trigger for the next 3 years. Therefore, in the face of an increase in the volume of imports,

the situation may occur in which a parly can impose a ta¡iff surcharge which has the effect

of holding the trigger level at the same volume. This depends on whether the maximum

4 Agreement on Safeguards, erticle 5(l).
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tariff (one third of the ordinary bound tariff rate) that can be imposed under the quantity

triggered safeguard is high enough to keep volume down to the original trigger level

volume. If so, then there would be a range within which the ievei of protection couid be

increased to keep the quantþ of imports within the original kigger level regardless of any

changes in price, exchange rate, domestic production costs or domestic demand. A Member

could insulate its market from such changes except when the maximum permissible tariff

surcharge is insufficient to bring the volume of imports back to the original percentage of

domestic consumption" The ability to remain insulated from such changes is also limited by

the time limit on the special safeguard measures.

Under the price-triggered safeguards mechanism, parties can limit the increase in imports

that would othenvise occur in response to a fall in the world price or an appreciation of the

domestic exchange rate. The tariff surcharge can only compensate for a part of the fall in

the (domestic currency denominated) world price which part increases the larger is the fall

in the world price ranging from none of the first 10% of the margin below the trigger price

to 90Yo of the amount in excess of 75% below the trigger price. Therefore, the safeguards

mechanism can only partially limit the increase in the volume of imports that occurs in

response to a fall in the world price. However, the mechanism can limit almost all of the

i--oooo in flra .r^l.r-o nf iø¡nt4c fLaf tt¡nrrl¿l ^^^rrr i- .ac^n-ca fn flraf nqrf nf an.t nrina fqllu¡gMV Ul UrV YV¡WUV VI U¡¡},V^!D t¡I4L VVVg¡g VVVq ¡r¡ IVgI/V¡¡JV rV Ure!

which exceeds 75% of the trigger price. Whilst such price movement would be rare in

product markets, they would be less rare in foreign exchange markets. The capacity to

remain partially insulated from the effects of price falls is not diminished if the price falls in

a long term do\ilnward trend because the tigger price is fixed by reference to 1986-1988

prices. In any resort to the price-based safeguard provision, there is no need to establish any

increase in the volume of imports. Therefore, to a significant extent, the price-triggered

safeguard mechanism can be used to achieve some of the effects of an import quota or a

minimum price scherne by increasing the level of protection to ofßet reductions in the world

price. This mechanism can be used to prevent exporters from gaining sales by reducing

their price thereby having the same effect as a quantitative restriction.
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3.1.2 [mport Tariffs

The regulation of quantitative restrictions was combined with comprehensive binding of

import tariffs and across the board tariffreductions. Together, these elements remove what

was one of the greatest problems with applying the GATT to agriculture. That was the

inability to generate exchanges of tariff concessions on agricultural products. In the futr:re,

the absence of quantitative restrictions should create a vastly improved situation in which it

will be possible to negotiate further tariffreductions on agricultural products. The absence

of quantitative restrictions will mean that it will be possible to create a linkage in

negotiations between reductions of tarifß on some agricultural products with reductions on

other agricultural products, between reductions on agricultural products and on other

products and, with the GATS now part of the system between reductions on agricultr:ral

products and liberalizations of services sectors. This is the second great benefit from the

achievement of comprehensive tariffication of quantitative restictions. It makes it possible

to have a genuine negotiation on tariffs on agriculttual products. The comprehensive

binding facilitates furure negotiations.

The cost of the priority given to the concept of tarifñcation was lærity in its application

resulting in dirty tariffication. The import barriers on agricultural ba¡riers at the end of the

Uruguay Round were lower than those applyng at the start of the Uruguay Rorurd but not

much lower as the following table discloses.

Nomin¿l Rates of assistance to agriculture (and processed food) via trade policies (%o)s

One consequence of the existence of inflated tariff equivalents is that parties may choose to

adjust the tariffrate to facilitate a higher volume of imports than would flow with the tariff

Data extracted from Table l, (sourced from an unpublished compilation from the GTAP Version 3

data base prepared by Anna Stn¡tt) Nominal rates of assistånce to agriculture and other industries via
trade policies, 1992 and post-Uruguay Round implementation" in Hoelcnan, Bernard & Anderson,

5

Advanced industrial
economies

Newly industrialized
econonues

Low and middle
income economies

1992 39 43 7

Post Uruguay Rorxrd JJ JJ 6
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set at the ceiling level. To do so, they may charge tariff rates below the bound tariff rate.

'When they wish to increase or decrease the volume of imports, they may increase or

decrease the tariffrate. Provided that the rate charged is below the bound rate, the charging

of such tariffs would not be not in conflict with Article II. A question would arise as to

whether such tariffrate adjustnents would be in violation of Article aQ) of the Agreement

on Agriculture, for arguably, adjustnents of the tariff ¡ates might constitute a variable levy

which is a meast¡¡e of a kind required to be tariffied within the meaning of the prohibition in

Article 4Q).6 A second way in wluch parties might increase the volume of imports might be

to open tariff rate quotas. Provided that the rates charged for such tariff quotas are below

the borurd rate then there is no violation of Article II. Tariff quotas have not previously

bee,n regarded as violations of Article XI:l and in the light of the express recognition of

tariff quotas in the Me,mbers' Schedules on agricultural products, it would be extremely

difficult to argue that a tariff quota is a violation. Therefore, through the use of variable

levy-like tariffchanges and tariffquotas, it is possible to control the level of imports within

the constraint of the bound tariff.

In order to facilitate liberalization of trade, funre tariff reductions will need to be of a

significant size. In order to achieve some reduction in the most important areas, it is
:*---t"- d'af ßrfrrro -or{rrnfin-c q;a nnf necnfiqfa¿l rrtr â rêrrrÌeef and nffer hasis huf are
¡lll'PwlguYv ul4! ¡glrv 
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negotiated on an across the board formula and, in order to achieve significant liberalization

of the high tariffs caused by inflation of the tariff equivalents resulting from tariffication, it

would be preferable that a harmonization formula is used. The Uruguay Round has set a

precedent for across the board reductions within the agricultural sector. The comprehensive

binding may also facilitate a formula approach to tariff reductions in all sectors and in

negotiation of a formula reduction across all sectors, there is a reasonable likelihood that the

formula could be a harmonizing one.

The agreement mandates ftrther negotiations on agricultural trade: However, in the past

ror¡nds of negotiations, once the agricultural sector has been severed from other sectors,

sqrarate negotiations did not achieve anything. The liberalizatiot in the Uruguay Round

Kym, "Agricultrue and the New Trade Agenda" paper prepared for the American Economic

Association A¡nual Meeting, New York, 3-5 January 1999.
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was only achieved because of the insistence of some parties that liberalizatton in other areas

would not proceed without a satisfactory result on agriculture. There is a significant

possibility that further reductions in tariffs on agricultural products will not be achieved

except by linking them to negotiations in other sectors.

One possible problem with the tariffreductions that have been negotiated is that the rormd

achieved little discipline on antidumping duties. In the past, anti-dumping duties had not

been a problem in agricultural trade largely because the ease of resort to other mea$res

diminished the demand for Antidumping Duties. However, the position may change. As set

out in chapter 20, the Uruguay Ror:nd Agreement on Antí-Durnping does not significantly

change the price threshold for the introduction of anti-dumping duties.

3.1.3 Tariff Rate Quotas

The existence of tariff rate quotas is less than optimal. The ta¡iff rate quotas have been

inüoduced without ensuring that rules are in place to ensure that they are phased out. There

is a risk that they will become entrenched. In order to remove the impact of the tariff

quotas, it will be necessary that the out of tariff quota taxiff rates are reduced to a point at

which the resulting volume of trade is not less than the size of the quota or that the quotas

are enlarged to the point where the out of quota tariffbinding has no effect.

The creation of the tariffrate quotas means that the same negotiations that used to take place

in allocating import quotas must still take place to allocate the tariff rate quotas. The

process is subject to the constraints of Article XIII. There may be difficulty in reaching

agreement and in the case of new quotas reference to share of hade in past periods will be

impossible so some other means of deciding on allocation would have been necessary.T In

general, the process of allocation of the quotas and their maintenance would inhibit the

ability of exporters to compete on the basis of price which was the objective of tariffing

import quotas.

The tariff rate quotas create or maintain a set of vested interests and lobby groups that will

oppose further reform. Those having the benefit of access quotas can sell to the public at

See Ingo, Merlinda D., "Tariffication in the Uruguay Round: How Much Liberalisation?" (1996)
l9(4) World Economy 425-446 at427.

6
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prices determined by the combined effect of the size of the tariff rate quotas and the out of

quota tariff bindings. It is in their interest to keep the out of quota tariff rate as high as

possible an<i to keep the extension of the ta¡iff rate quota to parties other than ttremseives to

a muumum.

The existence of the tariff quotas will increase the practical difficulty of negotiating firther

liberalization in agriculture. It can be assumed that parties may seek both reductions in the

out of quota bound tariffs and enlargements of the tariffrate quotas. Enlargements could be

negotiated upon the basis that the tariffrate applying to the existing volume of the tariffrate

quota would apply to the enlarged tariffrate quota. However, this need not be the case. The

existing rates in the schedules applicable to ta¡iff rate quotas only apply in respect of the

volume set out in the schedule. For any volume in excess of that set out in the schedule, the

only constraint imposed by Article II is the out of quota bound tariff. Therefore, the tariff

rates applicable to any enlargements of the tariff quotas will in fact be a matter for

negotiation. It would be possible that parties could offer cascading tariffrates applicable to

a series of tariff rate quotas. If such offers rwere accepted then even more hade would

become subject to the disadvantages inherent in having to negotiate the allocation of quotas.

However, the fact that the tariffquotas were permitted in a framework which did not provide

S^- ^Ll:^^+{n*¡ 4a -L^-^ +Læ a"+ ^^*-1^+^1" l^^"^- d.o -i+"afin- ",Lo-o a¡rr*lrina io naooilrlarvr L,r,lrËCùLtL,Ilù lL, Pu4ù\/ l¡l1/l.I \rt¡f rr\,[rl,lvL\/lJ lvcywÐ ulw ù¡Lsellvll vv¡¡vlw q¡J uu¡Àõ ¡ù l,vùo¡v^v.

It will require a substantially more complicated negotiation than one simply on the rate of

tariffs.

It is submitted that it would have been preferable not to create either minimum or cr¡rrent

access quotas and to have focussed the negotiation on the level of bor¡nd tariffs. This would

be in keeping with a first priority of eradicating import quotas. For cr.¡:rent access quotas, a

margm of preference could have been permitted. For minimum access, a supplement to the

tariff reduction forrrula could have been added. It may have been necessary to sacrificed

some of the meagre trade liberalization that was achieved but at least future negotiations

would have been possible upon the simple exchange of tariffreductions. The preoccupation

ofachieving reductions in protection at the expense ofachieving the appropriate preference

7 See Josling, Tangermann & Warley, Agriculture ín the GATT (1996), p195.
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for price-based rather than quantity-based measures creates the problem that the eradication

of quantitative restrictions has to be renegotiated in the next round of negotiations.

3.1.4 Export Subsidies

The regulation of export subsidies has fallen into line with the desirable ranking of

instruments by adopting a less restrictive means of regulation and subordinating

achievement of disciplines in this area to the achievement of the more important objective of

abolishing quantitative restrictions. All previous atte,mpts to negotiate an effective

prohibition of export subsidies on agricultual products of export subsidies having certain

effects were unsuccessful. Similarly, the attempts in the Uruguay Round to negotiate a

complete phase out of export subsidies were unsuccessful. The final result was the

negotiation of the quantitative bindings of outlays and volumes of subsided product.

Unfortunately, the method of binding export subsidies did not include a binding of the ad

valorem subsidy. Such a binding would have achieved a better discipline over export

subsidies on particular products than that which is achieved by the combination of the outlay

and volume commitnents in the limited product specificity of the product groupings. In

particular, the offer of the EEC to bind the level of export subsidies on a product to the

amor¡nt of import duty that could be charged on that product was not taken advantage of.

Such a binding would have been easy to renegotiate in conjunction with negotiations on the

import charges.

V/ithout the per unit bindings, there is a possibility that where the world price for a product

falls, then the per unit export subsidy can increase provided that there is a reduction of the

export subsidy on some other product within the product group fro which the commitnents

are given.

The insulation of export subsidies from both CVD and Article XVI:3 claims, non-violation

nullification or impairment claims and serious prejudice claims is limited to the duration of

the implementation period. In the absence of the negotiation of further liberalization and of

the immunity of export subsidies on agricultural products, then those export subsidies will

become subject to the prohibition in Article 3 of the SCM Agreement. This should provide

sufficient incentive for the negotiation of some further llberalization of agricultural trade.
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3.2 THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN BORDER INSTRUMENTS AND NON-
BORDER INSTRUMENTS

3.2.1 l)omestic Subsidies

The discipline of domestic subsidies does fit within the desirabie ranking of instruments

The discipline is less stringent than that applied to all of the border instnrments.

For production linked subsidies, the rate of reduction is less than the rate applied to export

subsidies although there was an earlier baseline for the reductions of domestic subsidies.

The question is whether it really is necessary to apply such disciplines to domestic

subsidies. There has always been contention over the extent to which domestic subsidies

should be regulated. In the Uruguay Rowrd, some ground has been made in clarifring that

parties are free to adopt certain types of domestic subsidies without having to consider any

possible need to negotiate compe,nsation of to face the risk of retaliation. By creating those

categories, the agree,rne,lrt does provide an incentive for members to provide domestic

subsidies that fit vriftin those categories. Therefore, the agreønent does implement a

preference for non-border instruments over border instnrments. The clear insulation of

certain domestic subsidies from CVDs and actions under the SCM Agreement is an

irrnnnr.rarrf ¡lrenoc Prinr fn the Tlnrcnra.-' Rorrnrl- if <lornestic subsidies we.re r:sed a-s ¿ÐuuPv¡g¡L v¡¡q¡õv. ¡l¡v^ lv u¡v vrsÞeeJ ¡\vt4¡vt

escape valve from the effects of commitments on import barriers, then there was the

possibility of having to negotiate compensation or face retaliation"

Under the post V/TO GATT, parties can introduce or increase green box subsidies without

losing the immunity of the subsidy from either track I or track 2 remedies" In addition,

under the post-V/TO GATT, parties can introduce or increase certain non green box

domestic subsidies in a nr¡¡nber of situations without affecting the immunity of those

subsidies from track 2 remedies. This would apply to

r the inqease of a production linked subsidy that is subject to the AMS reductions to the

exte,lrt that it is contained within the maximum applicable to the maximum of subsidies

on all products (that is, lñ¡ithin the global AMS commitnent);
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. can increase a domestic subsidy within the de minimis limits (for industrial cor:nties, up

to 5%o of the value of the product and, for developing countries, up to 10% of the value of

the product);-

. can increase a production linked subsidy that is subject to the AMS reductions to the

extent necessary to compensate for a fall in the world price þrovided that it doesn't

exceedthelevel ofsupport set for 1992);and

o can increase the per unit amount of a blue box subsidy to compensate for a fall in the

world price provided that the number of hectares and yield, the production base or the

nu¡nber of head of animals does not exceed the prescribed limit (and provided that it

doesn't exceed the level of support set for 1992).

All of these subsidies can still be subject to countervailing duties. It is submitted that the

rules would be more effective to guide parties to adopt these less damaging subsidies instead

of more damaging subsidies if an immunity from countervailing duties was also given.

Ideally, all domestic subsidies should be immune from CVDs. Such an would

help the rules to encourage abstinence from export subsidies. Domestic subsidies could still

be subject to track 2 remedies when they exceed negotiated limits.

If a production linked subsidy subject to AMS reductions is increased outside the limits of

the maximum AMS then that is open to compensation or retaliation. However, the basis of

the exposure to compensation or retaliation is quite different to the situation exist'rg r¡nder

the pre-WTO GATT. Now the exposure to retaliation arises from an express negotiated

commitnent on the level of the subsidy rather than as a secondary consequence of the

negotiation of a tariffbinding.

The immunities from remedies last only as long as the implementation period. This factor,

together with the limitation on the duration of the immr.mities for export subsidies provide

an incentive to negotiate further reforms of agricultr.ual trade. The importance of this

immunity in encouraging reductions of tariffs is important. Clarity on the ûeedom that

parties have to introduce domestic subsidies may reduce the reluctance to reduce import

tariffs.
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The regulation under the Agreement on Agrianlure goes a step further in distinguishing

between instruments than I did in Part2 of this thesis. It also distinguishes between :

o production linked domestic subsidies; which are subject to reductions and

o non-production linked subsidies which are unregulated.

It could be demonsfrated that where the market faih¡re to which the policy is directed is

anything other than too small a quantity of domestic production, then a measure linked to

the quantity of production will not be the least cost way to correct the market failure. For

example, if the market faih¡re is the underutilization of local labou¡, then a subsidy for

employment of local labor¡r would remedy that market failure without introducing price

effects affecting all of the other inputs in production that would be introduced by a subsidy

on production in the industry in which the labourers were employed. In all of those

instances, the ernbodime,lrt of this distinction between production linked and non-production

linked subsidies would have the effect of guiding parties toward the choice of the lower cost

instnrment. Therefore, in all of those instances, this distinction between production linked

and non-production lidked subsidies would be consistent with the rationale between

instnrments proposed in part 2 of the thesis: to guide parties toward choice of the least costþ

instnrment whilst leaving them a freedom to adopt the least costly first best instrument to

deal with any market failure.

However, in those few instanoes in which the ma¡ket failure might actually be the level of

domestic production then the distinction between production linked and non-production

lir¡ked subsidies night actually be putting parties in a position in which they cannot adopt

the least costly first best instrument to deal with the market failure without having either to

offer compensation or risk retaliation. However, there are a number of reasons why parties

might be better offbinding their right to use production linked domestic subsidies:

(1) it is likely that the level of production necessary to correct the market failure would

be limited and would not be as high as the level of production that might be

stimulated by a production linked subsidy on all writs of production;

(2) the princþles discussed in chapter 7 about the political asymmeûry between

producers and taxpayers would mean that the political process would have a
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tendency to adopt a higher level of production linked subsidies than is necessary to

remedy any market failure relating to the level of production;

(3) the instances in which the source of a ma¡ket failwe is the level of domestic

production would be rare, for the source of a market failure would more frequently

relate to the use of an input; and the ovr/ners of that input may be able to obtain

greater transfers to thernselves by obtaining a production linked subsidy than they

could if the subsidy was a transparent transfer to the o\ilners of the relevant input;

therefore failing to discipline production linked subsidies leads to a situation in

which govemments would respond to market failures related to the level of inputs by

payrng subsidies on the level of production, thereby imFosing a gteater cost on the

community than was necessary to remedy the market failure.

(4) in instances in which the source of the market faih¡re is the level of domestic

production, the decision whether to pay a production linked subsidy to remedy the

market failwe may place the parties in a prisoners dilemma situation. It may be that

the first best outcome is that the single counûry pay a production linked subsidy to

correct the production linked market faih¡re (assuming that it makes the subsidy the

right size so that it doesn't overcorrect the market failure), the second best outcome is

that the country tolerate the production level market failure, and the third best

outcome is that the counûry pays the production linked subsidy to correct the market

failure but that other countries also pay production linked subsidies. In this

situation, a rule regulating production linked subsidies would prevent parties ûom

choosing the 3rd best outcome over the 2nd best outcome.

Therefore, the regulation of production linked domestic subsidies will almost always guide

parties to a more efficient outcome. This is particularly so if the form of regulation is a

binding which leaves some scope for a low level of production linked subsidies.

3.3 SUMMARY OF THE REMEDYING OF DEFECTS

The Uruguay Round did improve the way that the GATT rules applicable to agriculture

embody the preference between price-based and quantity-based border instrrments and the

preference between border and non-border instruments. In doing so it also rernoved some of
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the impediments to linking agricultural liberalization to other llberalization. The removal of

quantitative restrictions also facilitated the across the board tariff reduction which limited

the extent to wiúch parties couid take the most protecied sectors out of tr're reductions'

There are, however, some ways in which the preferences between instruments have still not

been satisfactorily embodied in the rules, in particular:

o the scope for quantitative resûictions to be imposed by state import monopolies;

o the existence of tariffrate quotas;

o the lack of discipline over anti-dumping duties fails to encourage parties to use domestic

subsidies to adjust to situations where competitors are selling at a profit or to use

safeguard measures on an MFN basis;

o the retention of a right to resort to quantitative restrictions under the ordinary safeguards

rules;

. the relative ease of resort to the special safeguards provisions;

o the absence of per unit export subsidy bindings permits some per unit export subsidies to

be increased; and

o the continued appiication of CVDs to domestic subsidies especiaily to ^rhose domestic

subsidies in categories that are exernpt from t'ack 2 remedies fails to encourage domestic

subsidies instead of export subsidies.

The change to the framework of rules did not in itself achieve massive liberalization of

agriculnral trade. The liberalization of export subsidies and domestic subsidies was not

significantly if at all greater than the reductions in those areas that would have been

achieved if those commitrnents had not been taken at all but the commitnents on import

barriers had been given in isolation. In particular, fot the EEC, the export subsidy

commitnents \ilere diminished until they did not exceed the reduction that would flow from

the negotiated reductions in import ba¡riers and for both the EEC and the USA, the AMS

commitne,lrts did not require any action at all. However, the Round did achieve some

liberalization of trade and did significantly improve the prospects of maintaining discipline

over agricultural policies and achieving firther liberalization in future negotiations.

However, it is submitted that the extent to which liberalization will be achieved will de'pend
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on the extent to which negotiators maintain a focus on continuing to improve the way that

the rules influence the choice of policy instrument and adopt priorities for negotiations that

reflect the appropriate preferences between policy instruments. The extent to which the

Uruguay Round will have solved the problems with agricultural trade depends partly on the

way that further negotiations are carried out. Therefore, I would like to conclude with

recommendations as to how the negotiations mandated to begin by 3l December 1999

should proceed.

4 RECOMMENDATIONSF'ORFURTHERAGRICT]LTUREIYEGOTIATIONS

It is submitted that the focus must be maintained on import bariers. There will be a

temptation to repeat the approach in the Uruguay Round of simultaneously seeking phase

outs of import tariffs, export subsidies and trade distorting domestic subsidies. This would

be a mistake. It would probably lead to a prolonged negotiation which would be

unnecessary and in the end unsuccessfi¡I. The lessons of economic theory and political

economic theory are that political forces can be relied on to a much greater extent to

discþline domestic subsidies than any other form of support and to discipline export

subsidies more than import barriers. They tell us that the sfrength of political lobby groups

must necessarily adjust to some extent to the pressure of the market as long as quantitative

restrictions cannot be used. Our review of GATT 1994 indicated that r¡nless we take into

account the appropriate preferences between instruments then the rules will be ineffective to

carry out the function of guiding parties to appropriate choice of policies to minimize self

harming policies and in the process will prevent the rules from carrying out the function of

the rules to maaage extemal relations between states. It is submitted that the main object of
the negotiation should be to continue the reduction of import baniers at the same rate. It is

submitted that attempting to achieve further results on export subsidies and domestic

subsidies will sabotage the possibility of continuing the reform of import barriers.

4.1 DURATION OF REDUCTION PROGRAMME

The approach to continuing the reform progtamme depends substantially on whether the

new negotiations on agriculture are conducted in isolation or in conjunction with

negotiations in other areas. So far, it is only known that se,lr¡ices negotiation will take place

at the same time. The duration of the extension of the reform programme will depend on
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what happens in other areas of the negotiation. However, the date of expiration of the

immr¡nities given by Article 13, 1 January 2004 will be crucial. There will be some

corelation between the extension of the immunity period and the lengfh of the extension to

the reform progrflnme.

4.2 REFORM OF IMPORT QUOTAS

4.2.1 Annex 5

It is assumed that by the end of the reduction period, the quotas maintained under Annex 5

to the Agreement will have been removed.S If not, Annex 5 should be removed. If it cannot

be removed then the expansions of ta¡iff rate quotas that accompany recourse to Annex 5

should be ramped up firttrer to encor:rage tarifftcation.

4.2.2 Import Quotas through State Trading

The problem of discretionary limitation of quantity by state import monopolies is unlikely to

be resolved in a negotiation only dealing with agriculture. In the long run, Article II:4 or

Article XVII needs to be changed to ensure that the purchasing decisions ¿re an appropriate

market driven response to demand. One way to achieve this would be to require state

import monopolies to establish bidding processes that cannot be manipulated to restrict the

quantity of bids and for them to be required to conform their purchasing decisions to the

quantity in respect of which they receive bids to buy. Whether in the context of an

agriculture specific negotiation or in the context of a broader negotiation, this proble,rn must

be addressed, othe,lrvise, there will be a risk that agricultural trade will continue to be

significantþ affected by quantitative restrictions. Another approach to this problem is the

approach that has been taken in the negotiation for the accession of the China to the WTO.

There, the parties have attempted to remove the monopoly power of incumbent import

monopolies by imposing an obligation to permit other entities to buy and sell the relevant

products.9

To 30 Jgne 1999, Israel, South Korea and The Philippines had not ta¡iffed their Annex 5 restrictions.

See Draft Protocol on Chinese Accession dated 28 llu.fay 1997, Article 5'
8

9
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4.2.3 Quantitative Limitation through the Special Safeguards Provision

The aspects of the special safeguard clause that have the characteristics of quantitative

restrictions should be adjusted. Therefore, the provision should be adjusted to limit the

insulation the special safeguards clauses provide from changes in world prices, exchange

rates, consumer demand and domestic production costs.

The quantity-based triggers should be adjusted, particularly the 105% threshold applying to

parties for whom minimum access opportunities exceed 30% of domestic consumption. The

price-based triggers should be supplemented with quantity-based triggers to ensr¡re that

some adjusünent must take place.

4.2.4 General Safeguards Provision

The general safeguards provision in the Agreement on Safeguards should be amended so

that it does not permit any form of quantitative restriction. It should only permit tariff

sr:rcharges in circumstances in which the other requirements of the agreement are met.

4.2.5 Special and Differential Treatment

ln the Uruguay Round, no special teatnent of developing countries with respect to the use

of import quotas was permitted except the very limited exception in annex 5. A stict

approach should be continued.

4.3 REFORM OF IMPORT TARIFFS

4.3.1 Reduce the Out of Quota Tariffs

The reduction of out of quota bor¡¡d tariffs should continue at the same rate as provided for

in the Agreement on Agriculture for non-prohibitive tariffs. However, a harmonizatton

formula that works out at a rate of about 6Yo per year for tariffs at the average level of about

40%o could be used to achieve a higher rate of reduction for higher tariffs. The formula

should be applied to every tariff line. No averaging should be allowed.

4.3.2 Limitation of Tariff Surcharges under the Special Safeguards Mechanism

In addition to the adjustnents to the special safeguards mechanism proposed above, the

proportion of the falls in world price that may be compensated for should be adjusted
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downwards. For example, for falls of greater than T5o/o of the trigger price, the permitted

tariffincreases could be equal to 70o/o instead of the current 90% of the amorurt by which the

fall exceedsT5Yo of the trigger price.

4.3.3 Disguised TariffSurcharges through State Trading

With bound tariffrates on agricultural products, the rules in Article II:4 can operate. In the

absence of quantitative restrictions, the level of the mark-up becomes important. Because of

the previous extensive use of quantitative restrictions, the problems in measuring the size of

the mark-up did not fully emerge. The provision regulates the average protection rather than

the level of protection given in any particular transactions. Unfortunately, Article II:4 does

not speciff how this calculation should be performed. This matter was not dealt with in the

Uruguay Round. It needs to be dealt with. Whilst there may be various techniques that

ingenious parties will devise to avoid the obligations, a very good first step would be to

define the level of protection as the difference between average trade weighted import price

paid by the importer and the average trade weighted sale price received by the importer over

each 3 month period. Any excess in the rate in a three month period must be compensated

for in the next 3 month period. There might be a problern with parties continually lagging

behin<i úreir commitnents, and always beginning each new period witii a carryover of

exeessive proteetion provided in a past period. The ordinary' dispute settlement procedures

should be able to deal with this. However, consideration could be given to creating a

mechanism whereby parties would be able to begin the next period without the carryover

from past periods provided that they negotiate some compensation.

4.3.4 Anti-Dumping Duties

Now that other non-tariff ba¡riers have been removed, there will be more pressure on

governments to apply anti-dumping rules to agricultural trade.

The Uruguay Round did constain the injury test for taking ADD but did little to consûain

the price th¡eshold test. The most significant change to the price threshold test was the

prescription of de minimis levels of 2%o of the export price.lo There still remains the

See Agreement on Antidumping Duties, Article 5.8. See for example, the impact of this on EU
antidumping rules,'Waer, Paul & Vennulst, Edwin, "EC Anti-Dumping Law and Practice after the

Uruguay Round - A New Lease of Life? (1994) 28(2) JWT 5-21 at 14.

10
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problem that all methods of calculation of normal price result in a price at which the seller is

making a profit. It is unlikely that a revision of the ADD rules can be achieved outside of a

general round of negotiations. However, the rules should be stnrctured so that parties resort

to the special safeguards provision or the general safeguards provision rather than to ADD.

It may be possible to guard against any proliferation of ADD undermining the agricultural

liberalization process by adding a ternporary and limited immunity from ADD to any

extension of the peace clause. For example, a margin of 5%o could be added to what would

otherwise be calculated to be the normal price for any country that is meeting its import

access commitments. For developing countries, the margin could be higher, say, a 7.5%o

margin. This could be achieved by adjusting the de minimis level of dumping margm.

Least developing countries could also receive the benefit of the limited immunity from ADD

but to do so they would have to comply with reduction commitnents made on the same

basis as other developing countries. The immunity could last only for so long as the

implementation period lasts. Therefore, cor¡ntries that are victims of ADD would have an

incentive to continue the reduction programme.

4.3.5 Special and Differential Tre¿tment

Any concession given to developing countries should relate to the timing of reductions

rather than the size of reductions.

4.4 REFORM OF TARIFF RATE QUOTAS

The continuation of the reform programme should be directed at achieving a situation in

which the only ba¡riers are ordinary customs duties. Therefore, the object of the reform

progr¿ürme should be to phase out the tariffrate quotas.

4.4.1 Expand TariffRate Quotas

The expansion of the volume of the tariff rate quotas as a percentage of the volu:ne of

domestic consumption should be continued at the same rate as provided for in the

Agreement on Agriculture: a rate of one third of one per cent of the voh¡me of domestic

consumption per year. It is essential that the negotiating rules should be based on a
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requirement that the existing within quota tariffrates will be applied to the enlargements of

the tariff rate quotas. I I

4.4.2 Reduce the In Quota Tariffs

Any cases in which tariff rate quotas have not been filled would indicate that the in quota

tariffrates have bee,n set too high to create a real opporhrnity for trade to flow. This can be

addressed by applying a harmonization formula that works out to a rate of 6Yo per year for

tariffs at a level of above, say 20o/o, and works out to a negligible reduction for tarifß below,

say l}Yo. However, consideration should be given to whether trying to achieve these

reductions makes it more difñcult to negotiate the phase out of the tariff quotas. If so, this

objective could be sacrificed.

4.4.3 Provide for an Option to convert the existing mixture of an Tariff Rate Quota
and an Out of Quota Tariffwith a Single Bound Tariff.

Provision could be made for parties to be able to have the option of abolishing their

minimum access tariffrate quota in exchange for a significant one-offreduction in the out of

quota tariff rate. The longer that parties delay taking advantage of this conversion, the

longer they should have to keep expanding the tariff rate quota.

The calculation should offer an incentive for parties to take advantage of this sooner rather

than later. If the new tariffequivalent were calculaf.ed as the weighted average of the within

tariff quota rate multiplied by the size of the quota and the part of the volume of domestic

consumption excluding the quota multiplied by the out of quota rate, then the new tariff

equivalent would be lower than the pre-existing out of quota tariffby a margin. The size of

that margin would gro\il as the size of the volume of the pre-existing tariff rate quota grew.

This option could also apply to the current access quotas. In cases, in which particular

counfües were receiving preferential access before the Uruguay Round, it would be feasible

to permit a margin of preference in the tariff charged on imports from that country in the

same \May as such preferences were allowed in 1948 under Article I. Such preferences

gss fangerma$t et al, "Implem.entation of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture and Issues

for the Next Round of Agricultural Negotiations" (International Agricultural Trade Resea¡ch

Consortium, Comnissioned paper no 12, October 1997) pl37 and also Hoekman, Bema¡d &

1l
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should be reduced progressively as ta¡iffs are reduced. The calculation of the tariff

reduction and the preference should offer an incentive to remove the current access quota.

4.5 REFORM OF EXPORT SUBSIDIES

4.5.1 Provide for a per unit binding of export subsidies

The attempt in the Uruguay Round to achieve an eradication of export subsidies cannot be

regarded as having been almost successful. They were an abject faih¡re. In the end, the

reductions that were achieved were of the same order as those that would flowed from the

negotiated reductions in import ba:riers together with an agreement for resfraint on disposal

of surpluses. The greatest failure of the Uruguay Rorurd in relation to export subsidies was

the faih.re to obtain the legal obligation that the EEC offered, that is, a limitation of the

export subsidy on any given product to the import duty that could be charged on an import

of the same product.

Bindings should be negotiated on a per unit basis. For cor¡ntries with significant tariffs, the

level of the binding on the export subsidy should not be larger than import duty that could

be charged on imports of the same product.l2 For countries with very low tariffs, the

bindings should be at a negotiated level.

Apa¡t from that, no further attempt should be made to reduce the global expenditue or

volume levels. Any attempt to do so is likely to derogate ûom the success of negotiating

reductions in import barriers.

4.6 REFORM OF DOMESTIC SUBSIDIES

As with the proposals to eradicate export subsidies, the initial Uruguay Ror¡nd proposals to

completely phase out production linked subsidies cannot be regarded as having been almost

successful. They were also an abject failure. The achievement of a20%o reduction without

any limitation of swing between commodities and excluding the most important types of

subsidies was a meagre result. In particular, the Uruguay Ror¡nd commitnents on domestic

Anderson, Kyrr, Agriculnre and the New Trade Agenda (November 1998) pl8-19 both also

suggesting that the tariffrate quotas be expanded.
McMahon makes the seme point that export subsidies be limited to the level of import barriers, see

McMahon, Joseph A., Agricultural trade protectionism and the problem of darclopment (St Martins,
NewYork, 1992)p256.

L2
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support achieved no change to either the EEC's direct payments or the USA's deficiency

paynents. One must wonder if the result achieved anything that fiscal pressures would not

have achieved.

My recommendation would be to seek no further resffictions. It is submitted that attempts

either to reduce the ceiling on the blue box, to reduce the amber box, or to confine the green

box would derogate from the successful negotiation of reductions in import barriers. Whilst

some reinstrumentation of domestic subsidies would be beneficial, this is a low priority

issue. Negotiation on these matters should be left until a future time when the major

problem of import ba¡riers has been more substantially remedied. As the problems with

import ba¡riers are remedied, the fiscal pressure to reduce domestic subsidies will intensifu.

In the meantime, the WTO has a capacity to apply a'Dracula' effect to these measures. The

dissemination of information to ta,xpayers through modern multimedia may have more effect

on these measures than intergovernmental negotiations. It is submitted that placing them

into intergovernmental negotiations will sabotage attempts to create appropriate disciplines

on the other measures which are impossible to address merely through increasing

tansParencY.13

4.7 SPECIAL AND DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT FOR DEVELOPING
COI.INTRIES

The abse,nce of reduction commifunents on export subsidies and domestic subsidies nlay

cause some reluctance among developing countries to reduce import ba:riers. Their

obligations to reduce import tariffs could be lagged behind the obligations of the subsidizing

countries.

4.8 PEACE CLAUSE

The peace clause relating to export subsidies, and other subsidies should be extended if the

above commitnents can be agreed upon. Otherwise the peace clause should be withdrawn

and Article 3.1 of the SCM Agreement applied to export subsidies on agriculttral products.

See the simila¡ view expressed in Tangerma"n et al, "Implementation of the Uruguay Round

Agreement on Agriculture and Issues for the Next Ror.¡nd of Agricultual Negotiations" (International
Agricultural Trade Resea¡ch Consortium, Commissioned paper no 12, October 1997) pl42 that "A
case could therefore be made that it is better to concentrate negotiating efforts on the border issues of
ma¡ket access and export competition".

13
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Any extension at all of the peace clause should be contingent upon the necessary

reinforcements of the prohibition on quantitative restrictions:

o the eradication or substantial tightening of annex 5;

o the reform of the rules on import monopolies;

o the adjustrnent to the special safeguards clause to broaden the importance of increases in

quantities of imports;

o the removal of recowse to quantitative restrictions under úte Agreement on Safeguards;

. the continuation of the expansion of existing tariffrate quotas; and

o the creation of a mechanism for completely phasing out tariffrate quotas.

Each year of extension of the peace clause should be matched by satisfactory llberalizations

of import barriers and an additional constraint limiting export subsidies on any product to

the import tariff that could be charged. The annual reductions should be of a comparable

size to those required under the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agricultare. This time the

reductions should be dispersion reducing.

4.9 LINKAGE

The linkage of negotiation of liberalization to the continuance of the peace clause may not

be enough to ensure that the llberalization programme continues. Members that are seeking

lìberalization of agricultural restrictions should negotiate on sen¡ices and agriculture as a

single package.

5 CONCLUSION

The analysis of the post-WTO rules applicable to agriculture does indicate that many of the

problems in the ranking of instruments in the pre-V/TO GATT that contributed to the

problems in application to agriculture have been remedied. However, some defects in the

e,lrrbodiment of the economic theory remain and these may continue to cause problems with

appling the rules to agriculture.
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Fu¡ttrer negotiations on agriculture will be more fruitful if Mernbers prioritize their

objectives in accordance with the principles set out in Part 2 of this thesis relating to the

differences between poiicy instruments. The negotiation should be approached with:

(1) a first priority of completing the removal of quantitative restrictions;

(2) a second priority of achieving fi:rther reductions in tariffs including achieving those

reductions in a dispersion reducingway;

(3) a third priority of achieving fuither reductions in export subsidies;

(4) a fourth priority of achieving firttrer disciplines over other subsidies.

The achieve,lnent of the higher priorities should not be impeded by placing too much

emphasis on the lower priorities.
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CHAPTER24

CONCLUSIONS ON THE THESIS, ITS IMPORTANCE AND
OBSERVATIONS ABOUT POSSIBLE WIDER APPLICATIONS

1 INTRODUCTION

I have already drawn some conclusions at the end of parts 2, 3 and 4 of the thesis. I wish to

reflect on those, to draw some conclusions from the thesis as a whole and to stress the

importance of these conclusions. In addition, I wish to draw attention to the ways in which

this work might be used in furttrer work.

2 CONCLUSIONS ON THE THESIS

This work opened by emphasizingthe role of ideas rather than merely political expediency

or commercial interests in the founding of the GATT 1947. Without dismissing the

importance of the political and commercial forces, part of the impetus for the foundation and

for the continuation of the GATT was to help establish and maintain such conditions of

freedom of economic and commercial interaction as are conducive to the maintenance of

peace among nations and to the increase of global economic welfare. The foundation of the

GATT was profoundly influenced by the notion of equality and non-discrimination as

manifested in the most favoured nation clause. It was also profoundly influenced by the

economic theory relating to the benefits to be obtained from the reduction of trade barriers

and the appropriate choice of trade and commercial policy instruments.

In accordance with the plan established in chapter I (in Part 1), this thesis has analyzed the

role in the GATT of certain ideas proposed by economic theory and public choice theory

relating to the optimal rules on choice of policy instrument for guiding governments to
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economic welfare enhancing decisions without limiting their capacity to attain non-

economic objectives. It has examined whether there was a causal link between the lack of

influence of those i<ieas on the construction of GATT ruies and the failure of the GATT in

its application to agriculture.

Part 2 showed the importance of economic theory and public choice theory relating to the

differences between policy instruments. It argued that the two distinctions between price

based and quantity based border instruments and between border and non-border

instruments are critical to the construction of optimal GATT rules. Part 2 concluded that

these distinctions between policy instruments are the key to reconciling, on the one hand,

the need for GATT rules to be able to achieve gains in economic welfare despite the

political pressure to adopt welfare reducing policies and, on the other, the need to be able to

accommodate polices to achieve genuine non-economic objectives in a welfare increasing

way. Therefore, it is possible to use this economic theory to create rules which being able to

help states to achieve their own long term self interest by attaining economic benefits at the

same time as retaining the capacity to achieve non-economic objectives, will be successful.

I submitted that four criteria were necessary for the successful application of GATT rules

generally in relation to all sectors:

(l) GATT rules must modifu politicai decision making so as to reduce the levei of

protection;

(2) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to make it more difücult to

apply border instruments than non-border instruments;

(3) GATT rules must modiff political decision making so as to make it more difficult to

apply quantity-based border instruments than price-based border instruments; and

(4) GATT rules must leave parties substantially free to utilize non-border instruments.l

Using those criteria, Part 3 addressed the question set out in chapter I of determining:

"whether there was a causal link betrveen:

See above, chapter 8 under the heading "8 Embodiment of the Two Distinctions in GATT Rules" at

p193.
I
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(a) the way in which GATT 1947 rules distinguished between different types of

governmental hade and commercial policy instruments; and

(b) the failure of the GATT rules in application to agriculture".2

My conclusion in Part 3 was that the relevant economic theory relating to choice of policy

instrument as embodied in those criteria was inadequately embodied in GATT rules and that

the deficiencies in embodying that theory in the rules were one of the reasons for the failure

of the GATT in application to agricultue.

Cognizantof the deficiencies in the rules that had been enumerated in the conclusion to Part

3, Part 4 addressed the second half of the question set out in chapter 1, the question of

determining:

"(a) whether any such deficiencies in the rules have been rernedied in the Uruguay Round

in the formation of the GATT 1994; and

(b) what influence this will have on whether the post-Uruguay Round rules are likely to

be successful."3

Part 4 concluded that the Uruguay Round had remedied a substantial portion of those pre-

existing deficiencies in the embodiment of the economic theory relating to policy choice,

but had not remedied all of them. It concluded that the remaining deficiencies in

embodiment of the economic theory in the rules may still cause problems with the

application of the GATT (now the GATT 1994) to agriculture and made some suggestions

for improving the rules.

At each stage of the analysis of agriculture, the regulation of different policy instruments has

been stressed. In order to maintain that focus, I excluded some other approaches to the

analysis of the application of the GATT to agriculture. First, I excluded consideration of

det-ects in the operation of the dispute settlernent system. Some aspects of my analysis of

problems with agriculture indicated that defects in the operation of the dispute settlement

system were part of the problem with application of GATT to agriculture. However, my

See above, chapter I under the heading "An Approach to the Problem" atpl4.
See above, chapter I under the heading "An Approach to the Problem" at p14.

2
3
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analysis has highlighted that the operation of the GATT system fundamentally turns upon

the extent to which it is able to expose protected sectors to the market to cause economic

changes that reduce the financial strength an<i, therefore, the political strength of lobby

groups in protected sectors. The ability of the system to achieve that result may be

dependent also upon the workings of its dispute settlement system. However, it is crucial to

the operation of the rules that the substantive content of the rules is in fact capable of

diminishing the political influence of certain lobby groups over time, even if only in gradual

increments. If the rules are not constructed to do that then the forces against which the

dispute settlement systern is opposed may become stronger and stronger. As in all areas of

international law, as political forces become stronger, then the interaction between law and

politics becomes more likely to result in the law giving in to political forces.

Secondly, I excluded consideration of the argument that the GATT's failures are caused by

the failure to apply the rules directly in domestic legal systems so as to give rights to

individuals against their governments. No doubt it could be argued in respect of many

situations described in this work that if consumers had been able to challenge their

governments under domestic law, then the rules would have operated more successfully. It

is not intended to either support or deny such arguments. The important point is that the

qrmrmenfc t1nqt q¡c mq¡7c in fhis r¡¡nrl¿ cre esqenfial fn fhe strecessfirl oneration of the rulesqów¡^vr^Lu -r -_--_---

even if they may not bè sufficient to ensure success.

Thirdly, I excluded the argument that agriculture is a special case that cannot be disciplined

by the same rules as can discipline other sectors. The course of my analysis has not brought

up any special characteristics of agriculture that are not adequately catered for by the

economic and public choice theory. Agriculture is simply a sector in which there are

extranely strong lobby groups. The economic and public choice theory accurately predicts

behaviour in that sector" The way in which societies achieve non-economic objectives with

respect to agriculture still should be constrained by the guidance provided by the economic

and political distinctions between policy instruments.

The focus of this thesis on the distinctions between policy instruments has been shown to be

justified. Part2 of the thesis set out two reasons why the making of distinctions between the

regulation of dif[erent policy instruments is important.
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(1) First, distinguishing between the regulation of different policy instruments helps to

achieve economic benefits. Policy instruments can be ranked in order of their cost to

achieve any given policy objective and a border instrument is never the least cost

policy instrument to provide assistance to an industry or sector. In addition, the

magnitude of protection is more likely to be reduced over time if protection is given

by the least inefficient policy instruments rather than the most inefficient policy

instruments.

(2) Secondly, distinguishing between the regulation of different policy instruments helps

to protect the capacity to achieve non-economic objectives. If recourse to the first

best instrument for addressing any non-economic objective is not restricted then

restriction of other instruments does not impair the capacity to achieve any non-

economic objective.

The pursuit by a nation of its own objectives was recognizedby Jackson as an integral factor

in the appropriate construction of GATT rules

"I see a large problern which is pervasive. ... The problem is keeping decisions

that have to do with people and their lives as local and close to them as

possible so that they can shape their particular mileau in society, while
maintaining an international system that will prevent the decisions of some

local areas from harming other local areas. ... A system is needed with enough

flexibility and enough difference and differentiation among countries that

different countries can pursue different goals. ... An intemational economic

systøn must allow a country to do that [i.e pursue its own goals] without
penalizing it to the extent of forcing it to extract itself from the world-wide
systern, which is not êâsy."4

Jackson acknowledges that the latitude in the system must be balanced with contraints that

prevent some nations from harming others. My thesis argues that equal emphasis must be

placed on the necessity for constraints that prevent nations from harming some interests

within the nation in order to benefit others. The need for constraints on both aspects of

national behaviour must be balanced against the need for a nation to be able to shape itself.

The key to achieving this balance lies in the economic distinctions between policy

instruments.

4 Jackson, John H., "The Trade Reform Act" (1973) 6 Case W Res J Int'l L 107-l15 at I l4-115
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3 IMPORTANCE OF THE CONCLUSIONS IN AGRICULTURE ANI)
BEYOND AGRICULTURE

The critical part of this thesis is chapter 15 at the enci of Part 3 which links the theoreticai

criteria, set out in Part 2, for the successful application of GATT rules with the analysis in

Part 3 of the actual application of the rules to the agricultural sector. Chapter 15 argued that,

indeed, there was a causal relationship between the failure to embody appropriately the

distinctions between quantity-based and price-based border instruments and between border

and non-border instruments in the rules and the lack of success in applying the GATT to

agriculture.s This conclusion is important to the question of how future regulation of

agricultural trade and future negotiation of agricultural trade liberalization should be

undertaken. However, since this conclusion derives not from any factor which is unique to

agriculture but from a factor that is relevant to the general construction of the rules for all

sectors, then this conclusion is not merely important in the field of agricultural trade. It is

important to the general construction of the rules and their application generally. In addition

to establishing that the theory proposed in Part 2 did explain the failwes in applying the

GATT to agriculture, this conclusion in relation to the application of the rules to agriculture

supports the general applicablility of the theory proposed in Part 2 to achieving success in

applying GATT rules to any sector. In Popperian terms, the empirical test of the hypothesis

in the specific area of agriculture failed to falsiff the hypothesis.6

Chapter 15 drew attention to two aspects of the cpnclusion drawn in relation to agriculture:

(1) firstly, that the rules were unsuccessful in regulating relations between states in the

field of agricultural policy because the rules were not constructed to guide individual

See chapter 15 "Summary and Conclusions from part 3" especially at "6. Conclusions" at p554

arguing that "the analysis has demonstated that many of the problems with application of the GATT
to agriculture a¡ose because of the deficiencies in creating the desirable incentive stn¡cture in the

rules" tying together the observations drawn at pp533ff in "3. Deficiencies in Embodiment of
Distinctions between Policy Instruments" and at pp540ff in "4. Problems with Applying the GATT to
Agriculture".
The term Popperian refers the work of Karl Popper who defrned science consists as the process of
making hypotheses and then trying to falsiff them. See Popper, Karl, The Logic of ScientiJìc

Discovery (Hutchinson & Co Ltd, London, 1959) and Conjecture and Refutations - The Logic of
ScientiJìc Knowledge (Routledge & Paul, London, 1963). For a summary of Popper's approach, see

Cha¡lesworth, Max, Science, Non-Science & Psuedo -Science (Deakin University Press, Burwood,
Vic, 1982) pp23-26.

5

6
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states to the achievement of their intemal long term interests embracing both

economic objectives and non-economic objectives; and

(2) secondly, that one of the reasons that the structure of the rules was inadequate was

because it failed to embody appropriately the two distinctions between policy

instruments.T

Similarly, in using the evidence provided by Part 3 to draw an inference that the theory

proposed in Part 2 is also useful for achieving success in applying GATT rules to any other

sector of trade, it is also useful to emphasize that there are two aspects to that inference.

The first aspect to emphasize is that the economic and public choice theories which this

thesis has submitted are essential for the construction of GATT rules are not drawn from an

analysis of the effects of states' trade and commercial policy instruments upon each other,

but rather from an analysis of the effects of any single state's policies on those within that

state. The theory in Part 2 was based on the premise that if the rules are not constructed

with a view to influencing the regulation of relations within the state to modiff the internal

decision making processes to ensure that states can arrive at welfare enhancing decisions,

then the rules will be ineffective to achieve their external function of regulating relations

between states.

The application of the internal approach to the function of international economic regulation

as a system for balancing relations between, rather than within, states has been argued not as

a matter of 'morality' or'rights'but a matter of practical relevance to the question of whether

the system of rules can succeed in their function as a system for regulating relations between

states. The argument made out in this thesis is that the failure to construct the rules with a

view to enabling them to achieve their function as a system for regulating relations within

states has caused the failure of those rules to achieve their functions as a system for

regulating relations between states. Therefore, the function of the rules as a regulation of

relations within the state cannot be regarded as an aspect of GATT rules which is subsidiary

to their primary function as a regulation of relations ben'teen states. Instead, the hrnction of

the rules as a regulation of relations within states must be regarded as a primary function of

7 See above, chapter 15 pp554-555
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the rules. This is a challenge to the view that the rules must be constructed as an instrument

of external policy and regulation as (I note respectfully is) manifested, for example, in

Baldwin's statement:

maximizing the collective economic welfare of individuals making up either a

country or the world is, however, not the main policy objective of the GATT.

The GATT is an intemational legal document whose primary purpose is to
promote or protect certain political goals of nation-states-8

Quite to the contrary, this thesis argues that the rules cannot function effectively and

successfully as a regulation of external relations unless the rules are constructed to optimize

their ability to achieve their function as a regulation of internal relations. They must be

constructed to protect the interests of citizens within the states otherwise they cannot fulfil

their function of regulation of external relations.

The second point to emphasize is that in order to construct GATT rules so as to optimize

their ability to achieve their function as a regulation of intemal relations, the rules (if rs

stressed) must be constructed in accordance with the guidance offered by economic and

political economy theory. The correct embodiment of the ranking between instruments

indicated by the economic and political-economy theory is essential to guiding the

behaviour of states so that they can achieve economic objectives at the same time as

rnaintaining the capacrty to acheve non-economie o'ojeetives.

Together, these two aspects lead to the crucial conclusion of this thesis that the ernbodiment

in the rules of the economic theory relating to relations within states is not merely relevant

to the internal welfare of individual states. It is also a determinant of whether the rules will

be successful in disciplining the behaviour of states in relation to each other, that is, whether

the rules will be able to discipline the relations between states.

This conclusion has a serious implication for the question of whether it is satisfactory for

international economic law to be determined upon the basis of political compromise rather

than on the basis of economic theory. The history of the application of the GATT to

agriculture illustrates that if the law is determined by a political equilibrium without a basis

in economic theory, then the law will be ineffective to control the growth of the strongest

Baldwin, Robert E., "The Economics of the GATT" in Peter Oppenheimer, Lsszes in International

Economics (Oriel Press, Stodksfield, England, 1980) p82 at 83'
8
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political lobbies, and will fail to constrain the manipulation of govemment decision making

by those strongest political lobbies in a manner which undermines the rules. The more

general conclusion is that if the rules are constructed only by a political equilibrium and

without adequate reference to economic theory, that is, in the language of the opening

observations of this thesis, without adequate reference to ideas rather than political forces,

then the rules will be ineffective to discipline the strongest of the political forces that the

rules are designed to discipline and, to some extent, the rules will fail.

The inference that the theory can be extended beyond agriculture to other sectors implies

that the predictions and suggestions relating to the future application of the GATT to

agriculture can also apply to other sectors. The conclusion of Part 4 of this thesis was that in

order to further improve the operation of GATT in relation to agriculture, it is necessary to

perfect the improvement in the embodiment in the rules of the appropriate distinctions

between instrument that was ca¡ried out in the Uruguay Round. The extension of the other

conclusions of the thesis beyond agriculture to other sectors implies that this prescription

can also be extended to the improvement of the operation of GATT in other sectors.

OTIIER APPLICATIONS AND RAMIFICATIONS OF THE METIIOD AI\D
CONCLUSIONS OF TIIIS THESIS

There are other ramifications of the analysis contained in this thesis. Whilst I do not wish to

enter into discussion here of matters that have not been raised earlier in this work, I do wish

to advert to further enquiries that are raised by the conclusions of this thesis. The

framework of analysis has been used in relation to agriculture, but it could also be used in

other contexts. In addition, there are extensions of the analysis which could be explored.

First, the framework of analysis could be used to analyze the problems in application of

GATT to other hard areas, for example, clothing, textiles and footwear or cinematographic

screen quotas.

Secondly, mention has been made of the limited treatment in this work of the further

distinctions that can be made between classes of domestic subsidies. However this

framework of analysis could also be used to analyze the further regulation of domestic

subsidies.

4
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Thirdly, any analysis of the regulation of domestic subsidies can be applied to the regulation

of regulatory subsidies. Therefore, the method used in this thesis is important for analysis

of the relationship between trade and various matters in which arguments are made for

harmonization of laws and standards including environmental regulation, labour standards

regulation and the regulation of competition.

Fourthly, the methodology adopted in this thesis could be applied to an analysis of the

framework of regulation of services under the General Agreernent on Trade in Services. To

some extent this has been done.9 However, the methodology applied in this thesis could be

useful in further work. The making of the extension of the theory beyond agriculture to

other sectors of trade covered by the GATT could be extended beyond trade in goods to

trade in services. Analysis could be made of the proposition that if the rules are not

constructed under the guidance of the economic and public choice theory relating to choice

of policy instrument to create an appropriate quasi-constitutional restraint on government

decision making with respect to provision of services, then the rules will not work to

achieve either their internal dual objectives of increasing economic welfare and achieving

non-economic objectives or to achieve their external objective of creating an environment in

which nations can cooperatively pursue higher economic welfare.

Fifthly, the exploration of some analogies with human rights law could be interesting. In

particular, it has been argued that there is an interdependence between economic

development and civil and political rights and that there is a unity of economic rights and

civil and political rights.to The arguments made in this thesis do not frame the interests of

consumers and producers in their sales and purchases as economic rights. However, the

arguments made in this thesis do assign to those consumers and producers the protection

that is given by a political decision making process that must weigh the possibility of costs

imposed by and benefits received from trading partners. In that sense, while the argument

made in this thesis does not relate to protection of particular economic interests, it does

9 Snape, Richa¡d E., "Reaching Effective Agreements Covering Services" chlO in Anne O. Kmeger
(with the assistance of Chonira Aturopane) (ed), The WO as an International Organization (Thc
University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London, 1998)pp279-295.
For example, see "World Conference on Human Rights - the Vienna Decla¡ation and Programme of
Action (1993)", article 8; reproduced in Ghandi, P.R. (ed), Blaclstone's International Human Rights

Documents (Blackstone's Press, London, 1995) p33 l.

l0
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relate to the protection of certain benefits derived from constraints on the way in which

political decisions affecting economic interests can be made. This thesis argues that the

protection of those benefits relating to the manner of making political decisions on the level

of protection and the choice of policy instrument is a pre-requisite to the attainment of

certain economic benefits for the state and the individuals within it. Therefore, the

arguments contained in this thesis could be used to construct an argument that the protection

of certain political benefits is a pre-requisite for economic development. These benefits

could be assigned the status of rights.

5 TIJE 'THESIS'AND ITS IMPORTANCE

This thesis asked important questions about the application of the GATT to agriculture, one

of the areas in which political forces have most strongly resisted application of the rules. In

response to the question of why the GATT had been unsuccessful in application to

agriculture, the thesis advanced the possible answer that the rules were unsuccessful because

they did not properly embody certain economic theory relating to choice of policy

instrument. By a meticulous empirical examination of all of the legal difficulties in

applying the GATT to agriculture, the thesis has demonstrated the plausibility and strength

of that explanation. In response to the question of how this explanation facilitates

predictions and suggestions for the future, the thesis has pointed out remaining problems

and suggested that the GATT rules will not operate successfully in application to agriculnre

unless the embodiment of the economic principles in the rules partly improved in the

Uruguay Round is perfected by furttrer rule changes and negotiations.

However, the thesis has not only advanced a plausible explanation and some suggestions

relevant to agricultural trade. The thesis provides ernpirical evidence in support of

propositions that are applicable, not merely to agriculture, but to other sectors of trade and to

all international economic law. In its most basic form, this thesis concludes that if
intemational trade rules are constructed without due influence of ideas indicated by

economic theory, then they will not work. Therefore, the assertion that rules can only be

constructed upon the basis of a political equilibrium which will not necessarily be

influenced by ideas must be answered with the response that the political equilibrium alone

is incapable of constructing successful rules.
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The establishment of the causal link between deficiencies in embodiment of economic

theory and failure of rules supports propositions made before: that ideas are important in the

construction of internationai economic law;t i and that principles of international economics

are important to international economic law.l2 To those ideas, this thesis adds an original

contribution. The analysis contained in this thesis provides evidence in support of the

additional two part proposition (the thesis):

(1) that in order to make the GATTI3 operate effectively as a regulator of economic

relations between states, it is a necessary condition of success that the rules are

constructed so that they can operate effectively as a regulator of the way

governments regulate economic relations between entities within states; and

(2) that in order to operate effectively as a regulator of the way governments regulate

economic relations between entities within states, it is a necessary condition that the

ru|es are constructed so as to properly embody the ranking of policy inskuments that

economic theory and public choice theory suggest, preferring price-based border

instruments to quantity-based border instntments and preferring non-border

instruments to border instruments.

Further. tiris ^úresis iias supporteri 'u'rat proposition with an examination of *.he application cf

the GATT 1947 to agriculture, one of the areas in which political forces have most strongly

resisted the application of the rules. The observations drawn from that meticulous empirical

examination of all of the legal difficulties in applying the GATT to agriculture were shown

to be consistent with the above proposition. Thus this proposition is advanced as a plausible

answer to the question posed in chapter I of this thesis as to why the GATT 1947 was

unsuccessful in relation to agriculture. However, this proposition is advanced as a generally

applicable proposition relevant to the successful application of the GATT to all sectors.

ll See, eg, and in relation to formulation of domestic economic law and international economic law, see

Goldstein, Judith, "The Impact of Ideas on Trade Policy: The Original of US Agricultural and

Manufacturing Policies" (1989) 43 Int'l Org3l, and Goldstein, Judith, Ideas, Interests and American

Trade Policy (Cornell University Press, Ilhaca, 1993).

See, eg, Hindley, Brian, "Negotiations for Overcoming Non-tariff Ba¡riers to Trade" in Frank

McFadzean et al (eds) Towards and Open World Econorny (Macmillan for the Trade Policy Resea¡ch

Centre, London 1972) ppl27 -136.
And impliedly the GATS.

t2

l3
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What of the future? This proposition has been applied to the post Uruguay Round rules

applicable to agriculnre to predict further difñculties, thereby answering the second

question posed in chapter I as to whether the Uruguay Round had solved the problem, and

also to suggest the appropriate path for future negotiations. At some stage in the future, it

will be possible for someone to test the above proposition (the thesis) against the future

experience in applying the GATT to agriculture. However, this proposition has

ramifications which extend beyond agriculture. The corollary of this (two part) proposition

(set out above) is that the GATT rules will not operate effectively in all trade sectors as a

regulator of relations between states unless and until they are established with a proper

embodiment of economic theory so as to be able to operate effectively as a regulator of the

way that governments regulate relations between entities within states. This is a necessary

condition to the friture successful application of the GATT.

It will always be argued that political forces, not theories or ideas, determine the outcome of

negotiations on the construction of rules. To prevent ideas ûom being overtaken by political

pressure, it is necessary to devise means of turning political forces against each other so that

the end result is the one that the ideas would dictate. ln 1947, the negotiators devised a

system of turning political forces against each other so as to prevent states from succumbing

to the self harming and system harming 'sirens' of protectionism. However, the systern

devised did not harness sufficient political forces against the strong political forces in the

agricultural sector. The rules were inadequate to help governments to resbain rent seeking

within their own states, and inadequate to help them prevent rent seeking within other states

and, ultimately, inadequate to restrain states from adopting policies that harm each other. In

this thesis, I have argued that the system would have been more successful in harnessing

political forces to prevent such damage if the rules had been a better embodiment of the

economics on the ranking of policy instruments. The Uruguay Round negotiators have

corrected some but not all of the problems.

The achievement of a convergence between the rules that a political equilibrium would

dictate and the rules that ideas would dictate requires that additional factors be injected into

the negotiation. Otherwise, we end up with a political compromise that makes the laws

ineffective to counterbalance the strongest of political forces we are tq¡ing to control. One
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way to modit/ the political process is to direct other political forces into the process,

including by linking the negotiation to other factors.l4 However, on occasions, the

difference benveen an outcome determined by poiitics and one derived from ideas wili be

the intellectual input and leadership of the key political and diplomatic actors and advisers.

It is not only desirable but is essential that those involved in the construction of the rules

must be guided by the important ideas contributed by economic and public choice theory.

Jan Tumlir's warning is apposite

If it was all a matter of power, there was nothing that we, powerless
intellectuals, could do. But if leadership is indeed a matter of understanding,
and if it decayed and coherence \Mas lost because political and economic
understanding became increasingly inadequate, then the ultimate responsibility
will come to rest with us, the 'professionals'...15

My understanding of the public choice theory and economic theory set out in this thesis

gives me the responsibility to point out to those who would assert their perceived national

interest in derogation of the economic principles that the consequence of their derogation of

economic principles will be the construction of rules that will fail to protect their own long

term national interest. It may even be that they are not asserting the national interest at all

but a¡e asserting the interest of a particular section of society that has the resources to

influence political decision-making at the expense of the rest of societ-v which does not have

the resources to influence political decision-making. Even if they are assefing genuine

national interest, the principles of economics are crucial to the construction of rules that can

make it harder rather than easier for those with the resources to influence political decision-

making to do so at the expense of others. In the end, it is a question of protecting the weak

from the strong. It may well be that it is greed rather than intelligence that determines how

the world is run. My concluding responsibility is to plead that the economic theory of this

century does tell politicians, diplomats, and lawyers how to use their intelligence to

minimize the adverse effects of greed, and to give intelligence rather than greed a little more

influence in determining how the world is run

l4 Consideration of linkage in political negotiations beyond the aspects already described is beyond the

scope of this thesis. See the end of chapter 8 on the importance of linkage. For an introduction to the

literature on linkage in political uegotiations, see Hoekman & Kostecki (1995) pp82-83. ,

Tumlir, Jan, "The Contribution of Economics to International Disorder", (1980-81) 3 World
Economy38740l at399.

l5



APPENDIX 1 - MEASUREMENT OF TIIE LOSS INCURRED BY
CONSUMERS CHOOSING NOT TO CONSTJME UNITS BECAUSE OF AN

INCREASE IN PRICE

Measurement of this loss is determined by how much they were prepared to pay for

each additional unit of Product A. Since they were prepared to buy these units at a

price of $100 but are not prepared to buy them at a price of $120, then we know they

are prepared to pay between $100 and $120 for each of these additional units. The

loss is demonstrated by considering consumers who are prepared to pay a marimum of

$105, $110 and $115 respectively for a single unit of Product A. That they are

prepared to pay a particular maximum amount for a unit of product A indicates that

they are equally satisfied by having either that amount or one unit of Product A.

Assume that for each of the three consumers we can rank in increasing order of

preference the following positions of economic welfare, having: one unit of A; one unit

of A plus $5; one unit of A plus $10; one unit of A plus $15; and so on. So for a

consumer prepared to pay $ 105, one unit of A is equivalent to $ 105 and one unit of A

plus $5 is equivalent to $110. We consider the way that the three consumers would

allocate a given amount of money between product A and other products both before

and after the price of A increases from $100 to $120. From this, we can quantify the

change in economic welfare of the three consumers meÍìsuring it in dollars (which of

course represents dollars worth of other products). The example arbitrarily assumes

that the consumers have $l2O to spend.' While the price is $100, each of the three

consumers choose to buy one unit of A and have $20 left to spend on other goods.

Now, consider their position after the price rise.

o for those prepared to pay $105 per unit, the initial bundle of one unit of A plus $20

is equivalent to $125. After the price increase to $120, these consumers choose not

to buy any of product A. They keep the $120. They have lost $5.

The measured changes in economic welfare would be the same if we allowed them any other
amount to spend and even if we allow them different amounts to spend so long as for each of
the three, it is the same amount befbre and after. Consideration of various possibilities will
confirm this.
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. for those prepared to pay $110 per unit, the initial bundle of one unit of A plus $20

is equivalent to $130. After the price increase to $120, these consumers choose not

to buy any of product A. They keep the $120. They have lost $10.

. for those prepared to pay $ I 15 per unit, the initial bundle of one unit of A plus $20

is equivalentto $135. After the price increase to $120, these consumers choose not

to buy any of product A. They keep the $120. They have lost $ 15.

Therefore, for the consumers who, in consequence of the price rise , choose not io buy

units of Product A, there is a loss because they are only able to purchase products

which give them less satisfaction than they would have received from Product A. The

loss of satisfaction per unit is equal to the amount in excess of the pre{ariff price that

they were prepared to pay for a unit of Product A. This measures the incremental

satisfaction that thcy miss out on by not being able to purchase the extra units at the

pre-tariff price. Such a loss of graduated size occurs in respect of each unit of the 100

unit reduction in consumption, so there is a loss of between zero and $20 for each of

these 100 units. If we assume that the consumers' willingness to pay for each marginal

unit decreases evenly through the extra 100 units (as we did abovez), then we can use

an average of $10 per unit to calculate the loss on the 100 units at $1,000.

This assumption was made in chapter 4 see fnl,item (3) and in the accompanying text at
paragraph (2).

2
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